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Absorption and Translocation of S<2DeOrganic

Compnunds by Plants

11John W. Mitchell':::;

Abstract

A variety of organic com~ounds are known to be readily translocated

unward through the stems and into the leaves of nlants. In contrast.

relatively few are readily transl~cated downward from the leaves to the

stems and roots. From a uractical standpoint, translocation of compounds

in a downward direction in ~lants re~resents a major uroblem in utilizing

the systemic effects of organic compounds for weed control and other types

of crop urotection.

In basic research some effort has been directed toward learning how

the downward translocation of some organic co~ounds such as 2,4-D by plants

can be controlled or increased. Since 1945 we have learned that the downward

movement of such compounds as 2,4-D in plants is associated with the d~wnward

transport of sugars and nossibly other products of photosynthesis. Recently

it waa discovered by Gauch and Dugge~ at the University of Maryland that

boron accelerated the rate at which plants translooated augar from their

leaves to their 3tems. It has since been shown experimentally that this

direct effect of boron on sugar transport can influence indirectly the rate

of translocation of 2,4-D and some other growth-modifying compounds from the

leaves to the steps of bean 'Olanta.

Pr1nciual Physiologist, United States Denartment of Agriculture, Bureau

of Plant Industry, Soila, and AgriCUltural Xngineeri~t Beltsville,

Maryland.

Gauch, H. G., and \'1. M. Dugger, Jr.. The role of boron in the

translocation of sucrose. Plant Phys. 28:457-466. 1953.
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In recent e:x:oeriments of another kind some compounds of the indole

and benzoic acid t~es have been used experimentally to control to some

extend the direction of transport of such growth-modifying substances as

2,4-D. Accumulation of 2,4-D in different parts of the stems of bean

plants has been controlled by this means but the amount translocated from

leaves or stems to roots has not been greatly increased.

Theabllity of a plant to absorb and translocate a compound downward

from its leaves or stem is directly related to the molecular cnm'l)osition and

structure of the comnound. Study of this relation was recently broadened

by the discovery of a new grOwth.,.modifying compound, alpha-methoxyphenylacetic

acid (MOPA). Not only is this oom,ound absorbed by leaves and translocated

from them to distant parts of the plant, but it moved out of the roots of

so~e kinds of plants whose stems were treated, with it into the roots of other

untreated ones ~rowing nearby. and then up the stems of these untreated

~lantB where it induced ~owth resnonses.
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Preparation and Evaluation of Substituted
Phenoxy-acetyl Derivatives of Amino Acids

c. H. H. Neufeld, C. F. Krewson" T. F. Drake and T. D. Fontainell
and

J. W. Mitchell and W. H. Preston" Jr.?:J
AbstractY

The preparation of the coupling products of 2-methyl-4-chloro
phenoxy-aoetio aoid (MCP)with the D-, L- and DL-forms of each of
six amino aoids is reported. The necessity tOr and the methods
used to insure chemical and optical purity are discussed.

Preliminary screening data of these eighteen compounds and the
parent acid on Pinto bean, Black Valentine bean" cucumber, sun
flower.. barley' and corn are reported.

Indications of seleotivity in growth response depending on the
following factors are reported: (1) the optical isomer used,
(2) the amino acid used and (3) the type of plant to which the
compound is applied.

1/ Bureau of Agricultural and Industrial Chemistry.. Eastern
Regional Research Laboratory, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

'&!Bureau of Plant Industry" Soils" and Agricultural Engineering,
Beltsville" Maryland.

§! Abstraot of a manuscript to be published in a forthcoming
issue of "Weedsn , Journal of the Assooiation of Regional Weed
Control Conferences.
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STUDIESONENTRYOF 2,4-D INTO LEAVES

R. L. Weintraub l, J. N. Yeatmanl, J. W. Brownl, J. A. '!brone l,

J. D. Skoss 2, and J. R. Conover l

Although it is widely appreciated that in the application of 2,4-D to
the foliage of plants, the rate and extent of ~ntry of the material into
the leaf may be of great importance in deterJD.i.¢.ng its ul lima te efficacy,
there has been very little study of the process of entry itself. At present
there is available virtually no information concernfng either the mechanism
of entry or the factors which influence its rate and amount. This neglect
has doubtless been due in large measure to the lack of simple and convenient
techniques. The present paper is a progress report of studies touching on
several aspects of the entry problem.

Methggs

Three techniques, each with its limitations, are available for the
measurement of entry of 2,4-D into leaves:

(1) Usa of plant response as a criterion of entry. Even
with the best techniques this method has relatively
low precision and does not always dillltinguish entry
from other processes such as t.ranslocation.

(2) Recovery of non-absorbed 2,4-D from the leaf and its
determination spectrophotometrically. This method is
subject to interference by other materials which are
also washed from the leaf and is sui table only for rela
tively high doses of 2,4-D.

(3) Use of radioactive 2,4-D followed by removal of the non
absorbed portion and determination of either the absorbed
or the non-absorbed radioactivity. This appears to be
the most useful method available at present.

All of these methods have been employed in the present study.

lChemical Corps Biological LabOratories, CampDetrick, Frederick, Md.

2Department of Botany, tJniversi ty of Cali,.fornia, Los Angeles, Calif.
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Infiuence of solvent and surfactants

It is well established that incorporation of various surfactants in
aqueous solutions of 2,4-D may enhance greatly the effectiveness of the
latter. The mechanism of this effect is still uncer-tafn, however.

In the present study quantitative comparisons have been mode of the
effect of a number of surfactants representing anionic, cationic, and
nonionic types. It was found that in the presence of optimal concentra
tions <;>fthe most effective surfactants, only 7 percent as much 2,4-D was
required to bring about a standard degree of response "as in the absence of
surfactant, i.e. the enhancement was about, 14-fold. Optimal concentrations
of surfactant were of the order of 0.1 percent. or ~e surfactants tested,
anionic and nonionic types \lere equnlly effective, while the cationic com
pounds gave considerably less enhancement. .

It was found further that Tween 20 enhanced very appreciably the act
ivity of alcoholic solutions of 2,4-D. Inasmuch as the sur-face tension of
an alcoholic eolution is not decreased by addition of Tween up to at least
1 percent, it is apparent that the efficacy of surfactants 1.6not solely
a function of the depression of surface" tension. "

The rate and amount of entry" of 2,4-D into bean leaves, both from
aqueous and from alcoholic solutions, also were found to be markedly in
creased in the presence of ~een. Thus, of a 5 microgram dose of 2,4-D
applied in a 0.005 ml d%Ioplet, only about 25% entered the leaf in the ab
sence of Tween, whereas in the presence of the surfactant, entry was vir-
tually complete. "

Influence of dose on rate and tyllounto{ entry

Under the experimental conditions employed, 2,4-D, applied as solution
containing Tween, entered at a nearly constant rate during the first few
hours after application; during this time half to three-quarters of the
applied dose was absorbed. Thereafter, entry continued at a much slower
rate until virtually all the 2,4-D had penetrated. "The pattern is quite
reproducible and applies at least over the dosage range 0.5 to 50 micro
grams.

Influence .of pH

2,4-D solutions of law pH are known to be more efficacious than those
of high pli, It would be expected that, if entry of the compound into
leaves involves solution in a lipoidal phase, the process would be much
more rapid at low pH at which the li;lolecule exists in the' "Wldissociated
form. .

It was found that there was virtually no entry from solutions of

2
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im tial pH greater than 5, whereas in more acid solution the entry increased
with decreasing pH. In this experiment the 2,4-D solutions were unbuffered
and it may be presumed that the pH values were shifted somewhat after appli
cation to the leaf.

Penetration through isola~d cuticles

The cuticle, which is the outermost layer of the leaf, has been regarded
generally as the principle barrier to entry of 2,4-D. Experiments with iso
lated cuticles therefore seemed of interest; with such material many of the
complicating processes, such as translocation, metabolism, and protoplasmic
injury, which might be expected to influence entry would be eliminated.

Cuticles were isolated b,y bacterial digestion of all the other leaf
structures. To make such preparations it is necessary to employ leaves with
rather thick cuticles; Heder! helix and C~via Qobiiis were used in the pre
sent experiments. These were chosen also because they bear stanates only on
one surface. The cuticles were mounted in a lucite cell in such manner that
one side was in contact with water and the other in contact with air. Radio
active 2,4-D was placed on the dry side and the radioactivity of the water
determined at intervals.

Tbe maximal rates of penetration observed with the ventral, or stomate
bearing, Radera and Clivig. cuticles were of the same order as the rates of
entry into intact bean leaves; this seems to support the view that the cuti
cle is the rate-limiting barrier in the intact leaf.

It was found, however, that there was relatively little penetration of
2,4-D through the cuticle from the dorsal, or stomata-free, surface of the
leaf .. This result was observed consistently in several experiments with both
species, with water or alcohol as solvents, and regardless of the pH or the
presence of surfactants.

Inasmuch as the dorsal cuticles were only .35%thicker than the ventral
cuticles it is clear that the presence or absence of stomatal pores is the
major factor responsible for the difference in the rate of penetration of
2,4-D through isolated cuticles.

A number of facts make it doubtf'ul., however, that the findings with
isolated outicles should be extrapolated to intact leaves. Preliminary re
sults indio ate that in intaot leaves of Senecio 2,4-D can be absorbed through
the stomata-free surface as rapidly as through the stomate-bearing surface.
There seem to be important differences also in the factors influencing pene
tration through isolated cuticles and entry into intact leaves. Thus, cuti
cular penetration is much less influenced by surfactants and not at all by
pH of the applied solution.

J
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In ordor to obtain information as to the possible influence of age
and position of the leaf on rate of absorption of 2,4-D, beans were
planted at weekly intervals for five weeks. Under the environmental
conditions obtaining, approximately one week was required for the
developnent cf each successive leaf,so that at the end of six weeks
plants were available with one, two, three, four, 'five, or six leaves.
The absorption of 2,4-D into these various Leaves duriDg a .3t-hour
interval was determined.. .

Each loaf appears to pass during its expansion, through a relatively
brief stage of high absorbability following which its absorbability falls
very markedly and romains relatively constant so long as the leaf retains
its normal green color. Thera is a further drop to a very low lovel after
yellowing has begun.

Influenge of light

Evidence has been presented that the export of 2,4-D from leaves is
indirectly dependont on light through its influence on photosynthesis.
It has been claimed also that tho process of entry is influenced Py
light. In order to test the effect of this factor, entry was measured
either in light or in darkness ;'following a light or dark period prior to
application of the growth-regulator.

No significant differencos in rate of absorption were found among
any of the four treatments when the 2,4-D was pplied in alcohol sol\ttion
containiDg Tween.

Hydrgtton status of leaf

In ordor to ascertain whether the water content of the leaf is an
influential factor in controlling absorption of 2,4 ..D one group of bean
plants was lropt well watered while another was deprived of water until
it had reached the state of incipient wilting. 2,4-D was then applied

.to both groups; one hour after the application, water was supplied to
a po tion of the dry grollP and. 22 hours after application water was
supplied to a second portion. .

Mensurement of entry shoved that 2,4-D was absorbed more rapid1;y by
the turgid plants than by the dry plnnts. The plants which were watered
shortly after the application showed an intermediate absorbability
whereas those which were given water 22 hours Inter did not differ from
the pla.nts kept dry throughout ..

Entry into grass leAt

Restricted entry has sometimes been suggested as one of the factors

4
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responsible for the relatively low susceptibility of grasses to foliar
application of 2,4-D. In order to obtain information on this point
measurements were made of the absorption of 2,4-D by millet leaves.

It was found that the rates of entry into millet and into bean leaves
were quite similar.. Also like the bean leaf, the millet leaf in its
development appears to pass through a relatively brief stage (prior to full
expansion) of comparatively high absorbability following which the ab
sorpti ve capacity declines markedly.

Entry into cotton

Some observations on cotton also may be germane to the general problem
of entry. Numerous cases of injury to cotton by spray and vapor drift have
been widely publicized and have given rise to the conception that the cotton
plant is extraordinarily sensitive to 2,4-D.

Controlled experiments in which accurately known doses of 2,4-D were
applied to the torminal buds showed that cotton and bean respond alraost
identically as measured by repression of leaf expansion.

There do seem, however, to be marked differences in the absorptive
processes in the two species. Surfactants do not enhance the effective
ness of alcoholic solutions of 2,4-D on cotton although, as indicated above,
they bring about a marked enhancement in bean. The evidence presently
available indicates a.lso that the rate of entry of 2,4-D applied as solu
tion to leaves is less in cotton than in bean.

On the other hand, cotton appears to be much more responsive than bean
to 2,4-D esters applied as vapors.

Entrl of 2.4-D esters

The widespread use of esters of 2,4-D makes it of interest to compare
the entry of such derivatives with that of the free acid. A number of
technical difficulties have so far impeded progress along this line. In
the first place, if one wishes to study tho volatile esters, such as methyl
or butyl, the above-described method of recovOring and determining the non
absorbed residue cannot be employed because of the unknown losses due to
volatilizat.ion; experiment has shown that such esters evaporate relatively
rapidly from thin films such as are formed by their deposition on the leaf ..
Entry of volatile radioactive esters could be studied by determining the
portion absorbed although this procedure would be quite laborious ..

The most convenient technique would appear to be the use of a radio
active non-volatile ester; data obtained in this way are not yet evail
abl,o , An experiment was carried out, however, with a non-radioactive
non-volatile ester to test whether its entry was enhanced by a surfactant.
Beta-(2,4-dichlorophenoxy)-ethyl 2, 14'-dichlorophenoxyacetate was used and
the determination of tho nonabsor-bed portion was made spectrophotometri
cally. This necessitated the application of very large doses (500 ug.)
to the leaf and in consequence only a smnll fraction of the applied ester

5
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was absnrbed , It was found that in 24 hours, 65 ug , entered from an etha
nol solution containing 0.1% Tween 20 whereas only 32 ug. was absorbed in
the absence of surfactant.

Conclusions

A1though some insight has been gained into the influence of a number
of biological and environmental factors on 2,4-D entry, uncertainty still
exists as to the mechanism of entry. The bulk of the evidence indicates
that absorption into the leaf is primarily by penetra.tion of the cuticle
although it co.nnot be excluded that the stomates also may serve ae portals
of entry.
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The Relative Vapor Activity of Several Carbamates

P. J. Linder, W. C. Shaw and P. C. MartJJ

2 f
AbBtract~

Experimental Procedure

Experiments were designed to study the relative vapor activity of a

group of N-phenyl and substituted N-phenylcarbamates. The exneriments were

conducted with germinating buckwheat exposed to the vapors of the carbamates

in gastight cellophane cases a})nroximately 3t x 3i x 16 inches in size.

Filter paper (No.1 Whatman - 9 em. diameter) was impregnated with 100 mg.

of the carbamate dissolved in 95% ethyl alcohol. After evaporation of the

alcohol from the filter paper, it was inserted into the cellophane case

containing the germinating buckwheat aeed s ~owing in a 3 inch clay pot. In

order to avoid direct contact with the pots Gontaining the germinating seeds,

the treated paper was fastened to the inside of the case 10 inches above the

surface of the soil in the pots. The open end of the cellophane case was

then sealed and the germinating seeds in the. soil were exposed to the vayors

for a period of 48 hours at a temperature rangi~ from 90° to 95°F. The pots

containing the seedling ~lants were then removed from the bags and placed in

a greenhouse for 5 days. The reduction in height of the ulants served as a

quantitative measurement of relative vapor activity.

l! Assistant Plant Physiologist and Agronomist, respectively, ~ivision of Weed

Investigations; and Plant Physiologist, Basic Growth Studies, Horticultural

Crc'Ps; Bureau of Plant Indus try, Soi Is, and Agricultural Engineering,

United States De'Partment of Agriculture, Beltsville, Maryland
sJ Abstract cf a manuscript to be submitted for publication in a fortccoming

issue of "Weedsll
, Journal of the Association of Regional Weed Control

Conferences ..
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Results

1. It was found that va~ors of volatile carbamates will~enetrate and

injure seedlings ~rior to emergence. The moat sensitive stage at which

the greatest injury occurs is when the primary root io emerging through

the broken seedcoat. Tests conducted with corn. cucumber and buckwheat

indiCAted that this sensitive: stage of growth was the same for each

species but the time required for each species to reach this stage

varied.

2. It was found that the relative vapor activity of the 11 carbamates

studied varied from low to high. Isopropyl N-(3-chlorophenyl)carbamate

had a vapor effeot which caused a height reduction of 64 percent when

onmpared with the controls. A carbare t e of muoh lower vapor activity.

2-(l-ohloropro'!Jyl) N-(3-chlorophenyl) carbamate. brought about a reduction

of only 17 percent.

3. The vapor activity of 2-(l-chloropropyl) N-(3-chlorophenyl)carbamate

was 74 percent less than 1soproP11 N-(3-chlorophenyl)carbamate. However.

the herbicidal activity of 2-(1~chloropropyl) N-(3-chlor~~henyl)carbamate

was only 10 :?ercent less than isopropyl N-(3-chlorophenyl)carbamate.

thUG requiring only slightly higher rates per acre to give equivalent

initial weed control with less cro~ injury.

4. Pre-emergence field evaluation studies conducted duri~ the SUl'.1merof

1953 indicated that the arynlication of carbamates of relatively low

vapor activity resulted in lo~~er residual herbicidal activity.

5. The carbamateo with lower vanor activity were less injurious to certain

crop l)lants such a~ soybeans, lima beans,cotton and others.
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THE EFFECTOF SOIL ORGANICMATTEltLEVELSON'SEVERALHERBICIDES

stewart Dallyn

Wo~kers with herbicides, especially under field conditions
are well acquainted with the variability in results ofte~

obtained. In many cases this variability is limited to un
satisfactory weed control, but all too often the ,effe'ct is in
the opposite direction with the much more serious consequence
of crop injury. A great deal of work has been conducted in
the past on ~his pfoblem and numerous enviromental factors
have been found to play important roles, particularily with
some chemfca Ls , Among the more important .of these factor,s is
the organic matter 'content of the soil.

Meadows & Smith (2) studied the effect of temperature,
organic matter, pH and rates pf application on per~lstence of
2,4-D in soil; concluded that organic matter was most impor,tant.

'Holm & Tibbetts (1) and Ries & Sweet (3) have indicated that
solI organic matter is tied in with crop tolerance to eMU.
Both of these experiments were conducted on red be~ts. Numerous
other references are present in the literat~re on this problem.
Another well kno~ fact is the manner in which muck~oils

differ. from mineral soils in their response to numerous herbi
cide treatments.

GENERALMETHOD

An area is available on the L. I. Vegetable Research
Farm which seemed particularily suited for studies involving
varying levels of organic matter under field conditions. The
field, known asltBlock 4", was set up in permaJ;lent fertility
plots in 1923 and maintained continuously through 1947, a
total of 25 years. The treatments of particular interest to
us at this time were those involving the addition of manure.
Each year certain plots received, 0, 10, 20 and 40 tons of
well rotted horse manure. Over the course of years various
organic matter levels became more or less permanently
established.

A series of eight plots (each plot 50' x 24 1 ) in one
corner of the field was selected for the present study and
pertinent information on them is given in Table 1. organic
matter levels over the past 6 years are inoluded to indicate
their relative stability at the present tim~. Test crops,
Detroit Dark Red beets and Golden Cross sweet corn, were
planted in each plot June 18. Pre emergence treatments with
CMUwere applied.June 20; emergence treatments with 2,4-D June
22, and post emergence treatments with crag & Sesin July 18.

-1-
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At the time the 2,4-D was applied the corn was just emerging;
the beets did not come through until 3-4 days later. Post
emergence treatments were sprayed directly over the beets and
directed towards the base of the corn. CMUwas used at rates
of z/«, 3/4, 1-1/2 Lba, per acre; Crag & Sesin at 2, 4,.8 Lbs ,
per acre; 2 14-D, amime salt, 1/2 and 1 lb. per acre.

TABLE1. PERTINENTI~WOF~TION ON THE FIELD PLOTSUSEDIN THE
PRESENTEXPERI~mNT.

Plot f
1*

t
Number , t 2 3- 4 t 5 , 6 t 7 §..
1947 12•.84 t 2.55 , 2.97 I 3.33 , 3.92 , 4.02 t 4.95 5.27
1948 13.10 , 2 ..83 , 2.95 , 3.54 , 3.79 , 3.75 , 5.09 4.96
1949 '2.50 t 2.70 , 3.00 , 3.60 , 4.00 , 3.90 , 4.60 4.50
1950 12.31 , 2.65 , 3.03 I 3.23 , 3.33 , 3.53 , 4.30 4.49
1951 '1.64 t 2.68 , 3.25 , 3.25 , 2.65 , 3.53 1 4.32 4.62
1952 12.59 , 2.90 1 3.19 , 3.45 t 3.84 1 3.68 f 4.51 4.40
6 year , 1 1 f , I

average 12.50 , 2.72 I 3.07 t 3.40 , 3.59 , 3.74 , 4.64 4.71
pH 195215.30 , 5.24 f 5.40 , 5.50 f 5.35 , 5.39 1 5.56 '5.68

1

* The plot nos. above refer to permanent plots 67, 74, 73, 70
71, 72, 69, 68 respectively of Block 4, L.I.V.R.F., Riverhead,
N. Y.

On July 3 counts on beet stand and weed population were
made on the CMU,2,4-D and check plots. Appearance ratings
also were given to both the test crops and weed growth. The
entire area was then hand weeded and tho corn thinned to one
plant per hill. Crag and Sesin were applied post emergence.
All plots were rated again July 29. The fresh weight of the
sweet corn was taken July 31 just as it was coming into
tassel.

RESULTSANDDISCUSSION

For ease of presenting the data the 8 plots have been
grouped into 4 or~anic matter levels namely, below 3.0%,
3.0-3.5%, 3.5-4.0% above 4%. Most of the tabulated data is
given in Table 2. The only effect of the CMUand 2,4-D
treatments on beets was to reduce stand in some cases. Injury
suffered by corn from these materials was evidenced largely
through stunting. Crag and Sesin produced similar symptons
on the test crops though the effect of the former was much
more severe. These symptons on beets were typically severe
wilting with later development of intense pigmentation with
small white necrotic spots giVing the leaves a speckled

-2-



12. Check

7. Se8in 2 lb.
8. tt 4 11

9. .. 8"

lCI
r-t ~E 2. THE Ift'JDT 0:1 ORGANICWATT. ON THE nsrowSE O'Y:surs ANDSiEi1l CORNTO SlWJE.ALBJRBIClDES

Orpnic IIaUer , , . r ._ llaI:l.D" 2 t Cr=.ADD........,.3Level 1 , d 'Fresh Wei.eht Com It t , Beet st8llTree.: mID •

I 1 2 3· ~r i I 2 I 3·. 4: 12 , 3 .4: i. ? • 3 ' 4
1. CMU3/8 lb. f1761124rl2511OOIij5.5,U9:0161.0177.012.3f2.311.511.511.5.1.0/1.5. 1.0/1.5. 1.Jl1.5. 1.0
2. ft 3/4 ft f1131931106:131t33.5148.5,65.5155.011.3'1.31?312.0/~.0, 1.0/3.5. 1.0/2.0, 1.0'2,0, 1.0
3. • 1-1/2 W J JOI88/~8Tr164128.0147.0'5~.5167.5'1.0'l,311,8'1.015~O. 2.013.5. 1.513.0. 1'0'3.0. 1.0

• I I I I • t I ,

4. Crag 2 lb. 1 '49.0149.o'5~0/66.01 11.5, 1.511.0. 1.011.5. 1.011.1. 1.0
5. • 4 ft: .42.5/55.5159.5163.01 14.5. 1.0,4.5. 1.0/3.0, 1.0/2.5, 1.0
6. • 8 "' ')0.5158.5156.0/67.51 '5.0, 1.513.5, 1.013.0. 1.012.5, 1.0

I " , ,. I I • I

: ·4?51~.OI58.0167.01 12.0, 1.511.5. 1.011.0. 1'0'1.5. 1.0
I '37,5151.0,60.0171.01 /1.5. 1.511.0. 1.0'1.0. 1'0'1.0. 1.0
, '32.5'59.0159.5/64.01 12, 0 . 1.5'1.0. 1.011.0. 1.0'1.0. 1.0
"I I • I I "'" , • 110. 2,4-D 1/2 ~b. 1 93tl0511291121'51.51~.0152.5115.012.012.5f2.511.314.0. 1.Q'2.5. 1.0/3.0, 1.513.0. 1.0

11. I 1 " 1 17110011231131133.0158.5160.5163.5/1.3,1.8,2.511.815.0,2.5,4.0. 1.014.0. 1.013.5. 1.0
• I I t '" f I If' , I ,
11})' 921104,139153.0JC6.016g.5'55.512.8\3.0'3.012.511.0.1'0'1.0. 1.011.0. 1.0.1.0. 1.0

1- 1<~ 2. 3.o-3.5~ J. 3.5-4.~ 4.>"
2- 1, clean 5.heav infestation
}- 1. normal. 5.aevere injury. Lett band fl&'U'e in each column applies to beets. right to corn

Bote: Cropa p1811ted JuDe 18. am and 2,!t-D appUed June al. rest July 18.
Beet stand Ie weed rat1Dg were lIade Jul7 3 on the pre emerpce treatments.
Cropappearance rating Il&cle July 29, 8ee t ext for t)'pe of injury.
Corn harvested July 31 at taaselling.

•tl)
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appearance. The corn suttered some tip yellowing or burning
of the lower leaves.

Etfectot Treatments on Fresh Weight ot Corn

The statistical analysis of this data is presented in
Table 3 and some or the significant interactions portrayed
graphically in Figure 1. Of p~1mary interest in this study
are the significant treatment organic matter interactions.
Crag and CMUwere the only two materials which had definite
effects on yie~d and both were markedly influenced b~ organic
matter level. Corn growing in soil with less than 3~ O.M. was
severely stunted by increasing applications of CMUup to 1-1/2
Ibs./A. As tne organic matter content was increased, however,
this stunting action of the chemical was progressively less
and at contents"above 3.5~ even the 1.5 lb. rate had no effect.
The response to Crag,was in practically an identioalmanner.

TABLE3. DATA ANALYSISFOR EFF'E:CTOF TREATMENTSON FRESH
WEIGHT OF CORN.

Source ,D.F. S.S. 'Variance F
Plot 'total - 1§o6.7A -15
Be tween Dup., • 340.42 85.10
Between Levels" 3 1104.99 368.33

" Halves 8 '461.37 57.67
Linear O.M.(CW) 1 329.83

" " (Crag) 1 186.17
" " (Seain) 1 269.10
It " (2~4-D) 1 8S.78

Plot Treat. Total 191 3891.33
If Total 15 1906.78 127.12 11.1S**

'relit. Total 11 106.67" 9.70
Linear rate (eMU) 1 77.06 6.77*

" It (Crag) 1 22•• 8
It tt (Sesin) 1 12.75

"0'.'9," .

" " (2~4";D) 1 17.43
T x L 33 376.66 11.41
eMUt x OMt 1 61.46 5.41*
Crag x OM' 1 56.01 4.93*
Sesin' oX OM' 1 3•• 54
2,4 ..Dt x OM' 1 23.89

Error 132 1501.22 11.37

*' Exceeds requ~red F at 5~~oint .

** Exceeds required F at 1 point
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Effect of Pre Emergence Treatments on Beet Stand

Examination of Table 4 indicates marked significance
between the linear effects of CMUand organic matter. The
relation between these two factors and beet stand was the
most ,.striking of the entire experiment, see Figure 2. The
3/8 lb./A was satisfactory regerdless of soil organic matter
level. When the rate was increased to 3/4 and up 1-l/2,.lbs.
on the lowest O.M. level soil the beet stand dropped very
rapidly. Stands on the three higher levels were not signifi
cantly effected thOUgh there appears to be a slight downward
trend, with increasing rate of CMU,in all but the highest
level. This indicates that no satisfactory recommendation
for the use of OMUon beets can be made without considering
the organic matter of the soil involved. ~

TABLE 4. ANALYSIS FOR DATA ON INFLUENCEOF ORGANICMATTER"ON
STANDOF BEETS TR~AT'E:D PRE EMERGENCEWITH OMUAND
2,4-D.

Source
Plot Total
Between Dup.

fI Levels
It Halves

Linear o. M. (OMU)
" "(2,4-D)

Plot Treat. Total
II Total

TreatlQent·Tota1
Linear'CW

" 2,4-D
T x L
eMU' x 0.14.
2,4-D x 0.14.

Erro:r

D.F
15

4
3
e
1
1

95
15

5
1
1-

15
1
1

60

s.s.
4633
1365
1296
1972

245.
963

20144
4633
1122

507
282

4545
1489
413"

9844

Variance.
308.9
341.3
432.0
246.5

308.9
224.4
507.0
282.0
303.0

1489.0
413 •.0
164.1

F-

3.09

** Exceeds required F at 1~ point'

-6 ...
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Figure 2. The Effect of Clu'Uon Stand of Beets Grown On Four
Levels of Organic Matter
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Effect of Pre Emergence Treatments on Weed Population

In the interest of space the data and analysis for weed
counts have not been given. There was a highly significant
linear effect of CMUbut no interaction with O.M. level. In
other words each increment of C~fU 'consistently reduced weed
population regardless of the O. M. content of the soil. The
over-all control however was much better on the lower organic
levels than on the high. 2,4-D treatments had no significant ..
effects or interactions and in general weed control was un
satisfactory.

SUMMARY

(1) A marked relationship was found between the response of
sweet corn and red beets to eMUand the organic matter
level of the soil involved. The interaction would in
dicate that the organic matter content of the soil should.
definitely be conside~ed when making recommendations
concerning the use of CMUon such crops.

(2) A similar interaction existed with Crag but not with
Sesin or 2,4-D under the conditions of this experiment.

(3) Each additional increment of eMUconsistently reduced
weed population regardless of the O. M. level of the
soil. Any given amount of the chemical, however, gave
better weed control on the lower levels. 2,4-D treat
ments gave unsatisfactory weed control. Data was not
taken on post emergence treatments with Crag and Sesin.

LITERATURECITED

w. Tibbitts. 1950. Response of red
and post emergence applications of
Proc .. N.C. Weed Control Conference.

L. G. and T.
beets to pre
herbicides.
p. 150.

2) Meadows, M. W. and Ora Smith. 1949. Effect of temperature,
organic matter, pH and rates of application on
persistence of 2,4-D in soil. Pr-oc, N. E. Weed
Control Conference. p. 24-29.

1) Holm,

3) Ries, S~ K. and R. D. Sweet. 1953. CMU,endothal and
TCA on red beets. Proc. N. E. Weed Control Conference.
6: 163-168
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FACTORSAFFECTINGTHE HERBICIDALACTIONOF
DINITRO-ORTHO.SECONDARYBUTYLPHENOLl

w. F. Meggitt, H. A. borthwick, R. J. Aldrich
and W. C. Shaw2-

~bstraot

Muoh of the work with the various formulations of dinitro
ortho-secondary butyl phenol has given a variety of results with
respeot to their herbicidal aotivity. The following investiga
tions under closely controlled conditions were conducted to help
explain some of these variable results obtained with DNOSBPwhen
used as a herbicide.

Environmental conditions both before and after treatment with
aqueous sprays of DNOSBPwere cQnsldered to have an important bear
ing on the results. Experiments were designed to study the effect
of temperature on the activity of DNOSBP. Most of these experi
ments were conducted in growth chambers where temperatures of 50,
60, 70, 80, 90, 960 F. were closely maintained. Light intenmty
and relative humidity were kept constant. In addition plants were
SUbjected to a variety of growing conditions before and after
treatment.

The three formulations of DNOSBPused in these studies in
cluded the ammonium, triethanolamine, and alkanolamine salts.
Soybeans and cotton were used as test plants in most of the experi
ments.

The ammonium salt was much more active than the amine salts
of DNOSBP. The triethanolamine salt was slightly more active
than the alkanolamine salt. The ammonium salt as an aqueous spray
showed a high degree of activity at 50 0 F. whereas the amine salts
showed little activity until the temperature was above 700 F.
The activity of all formulations increased as the temperature in
creased.

Volatility or vapor activity was considered to be important
in affecting the herbicidal activity of DNOSBP. Vapor activity

lCooperative investigations between the Division of Weed Investi
gations, the Division of Fruits and Vegetable Crops & Diseases,
ARS, USDA, Beltsville, Maryland and New Jersey AgriCUltural Ex
periment Station.

2Agent, AgriCUltural Aid, Div. of Weed Investigations; Senior Plant
Physiologist, Basic Growth Studies, HorticultUral Group, Div. of
Fruits and Vegetable Crops & Diseases; and Agronomists, Div. of
Weed Investigations, ARS, USDA, respectively.
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of the three formulations from filter paper and from soils was
studied at several temperatures.

, .

The vapor activity of the three formulations of DNOSBP
ranked in the same order as they did aa aqueous sprays, ammonium
salt, triethanolamine salt, alkanolamine salt. The ammonium salt
showed oonsiderable vapor activity at 70 0 F., and the amine salts
began to show considerable vapor activity at 80 0 F. The vapor
activity in all oases increased as temperature inoreased.

Vaporaotivity was much greater from a wet soil than from a
dry soil. Liming the surfaoe of the soil decreased the vapor
activity markedly.

-!-
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ZFFECTOF ''::ER'j"';,nI~n!.:RBICIDES ON02 t1P"l;iJill BYSOIL

ffiEVIOUSLYEt-1RIC:IED~iITH NJTRIFI::1tSl

2 3· 4
M. G. Eele , Vi. E. Chappell and F. H. Hulcher

Introduction

The manolJletric technique for measuring effects of chemicals on the
respiration of soils preViously enriched with nitrifying b8cteria has been
reported as a means of stUdying the bacteria under conditions similar to those
existing in the field ('~uastel and Scholefield, 1952). Previous unpublished work
in this laboratory has borne out the usefUlness of the method. The present
paper presents information comparing the effects of several herbicides on the
respiration of nitrifying bac~eria using the \iarburg manometer to measure the
02 uptake.

Methods

The percolation apparatus of Lees (1947, 1949) was used to increase the
population of nitrifiers in the soil. When the rate of nitrification became
constant, in about two weeks, the sol1 was said to be "enr fehed" with nitrifying
bacteria and was used for respiration studies. The percolating fluid was 0.01
:MNH4Cl.

Preparation of the enriched soil for use in the Warburg respirometer
consisted of -.shing the soil until a negative qualitative test for N03- and
~~- was obtained. The 80il was then spread on filter paper and allowed to dry
for 1/2 hour. At the end of this time it was chopped with a spatula and mixed
t~oroughly. One and one half grams of the resulting soil aggregates was then
placed in a conventional Warburg respirometer flask and 1 ml of 0.01 MNH4Cl plUS
1 ml of the test material was added, except that 2 ml of H20 was added in the water
blanks and 1 ml of H20 plus 1 ml of NH4Clwas added to the controls. Three
tenths ml of 30%KOHwas placed in the center well of the flask to obsorb C02.
After an eqUilibrium periodoof 15 minutes, the 02 uptake was measured over a
period of 2 1/2 hours at 37 C.

The herbicides used and their source are listed in Table I. All were
commercial formulations.

1 These studies were supper-bed ill P&I't by the Virginia Polytechnic Institute
Eduoational Foundation, Inc., the Virginia ~gricultural Experiment Station,
and a grant from the Coilliilbia Southern Chemical Corporation.

2 Associate Plant physiologist, Virginia Agricultural Experiment Station and
hssociate Professor of Plant Physiology, Virginia Polytec.hnic Institute.

3 Plant Physiologist, Virginia i,gricultural Experiment Station, Blacksburg,
Virginia.

4 Instructor in Biology, Virginia Polytechnic Institute.
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Ta.ble I.-

Source

DuPont

- :2 -

Herbicides used and sources

Trade name

eMU

Ohemical name
3(P Chlorophenyl) 1, 1

dimethyl urea

Monsanto Chemical Co.

DowChemical Company

U. S. Rubber Company
Columbia Southern
Chemical Corporation

DowChemical Company

PCP - Santobrite

Dinitro - "Premerge"

Alanap - 5

3 Chloro IPC

Dalapon

Pentachlorophenate,
Na Salt

Alkanol amine salts of
dinitro 0 sec butylphenol

N-l naphthyl phthalamic
acid

Isoprophyl (N-3 chloro
phenyl) carbamate

~J~'dichloroproprionic

acid

Soils contain a mixed population of organisms, both autotrophic and
heterotrophic. The 02 uptake of a soil sample is~ therefore, the sum of the
02 uptake of the different groups of organisms. By employing the percolation
technique and percolating soil with ammoniumchloride solution, the pop~ation

of the nitrifying organisms is increased until the surfaces of the 80il particles
are saturated with them. At this point a constant rate of nitrification of the
sample is attained. On a theoretical basis, if the soil is then washed completely
free of ammoniumions, the 02 IUptake is a measure of the endogenous respiration
of the nitrifiers and a measure of the respiration of any other organisms present.

In practice it has been found that the soil must be nitrifying at a rapid
rate,i.e. the population of nitrifiers must be dense and they must be actively
metabolizing if significant differences in 02 uptake are to be obtained in the
various treatments.

In many experiments there has been a Wide variation in the duplicate water
blanks while the ammoniumchloride control and the treated samples showed close
agreements between duplicates. Whether this lack of consistent results from the
water blanks has been because the ammoniumions have not been washed from the
sample or because of some other factor has not been determined satisfactorily.

Results and Discussion

The results of a typical experiment in which consistent agreement of the
water blanks was obtained are presented graphically in Figure 1. At the end of
2 1/2 hours the 02 uptake of the water blanks was 3% of the NH4Cl controls.

A comparison of the effects of various herbicides on the 02 uptake in the
presence of NH4Cl is shown in Figure 2. No correction for the water blank was
made. All results are plotted as the 02 uptake in percent of the ammonium
chloride control.
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Fig. 1.- 02 uptake of enriched soil in the presence of H20 and NH4Cl
during a 2 1/2 hour' period. Each point represents the average
results from 2 manometers.

PCP, 3 Cl IPC, Dini tro _ and CMUall markedly Lnhfbt ted the 02 uptake of
enriched soil. Of these four herbicides/ PCP was much more effective at low
concentrations than the others causing 20% inhibition at 2.5 p.p.m. Alanap-5
was much less effective than these four at the concentrations used.

If inhibition of respiration continued at the rate indicated by the results
at the end of 2-1!2hours it is conceivable that the nitrifiers would die. How
ever;. unpublished data from experiments in which 3 Cl IPC was percolated through
soil for two months and then replaced with a solution of NH4Cl; showed th~t the
nitrifiers did recover and proliferated when the herbicide was removed. Whether
this is true of herbicides other than 3 Cl IPC is not known.

Dalapon at low concentrations caused an increase in Of uptake above that of
the controls. This increase may be due to utilization of vhe chemical or the
wetting..agent; thus increasing the substrate concentration. No experiments were
made to verify this, however.
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Fig, 2. - 02 uptake of enriched soil in the presence of several

herbicides and at various concentrations.
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In order that the results have practical meaning they should be
into terms of field application. The field ap~lication rates of the
herbicides have been calculated as Hgm per em of the field surface
and are presented in Table II.

27

translated
various
covered

Table II.- Field application rates

%active Field application MgIn active
Ghemical ingredient rate/acre ingredient/c~

surface

eMU 80 1 lb. 9

pcP 88 20 lb. 197

Dinitro 3 lbs/gal. " lb. 670

Alanap-5 90 6 lb. 60.5

3 01 rsc 4 lbs/gal. 4 lb 45

Dalapon 100% Na. salt 5 lb. 56

However; the amount of herbicide applied per unit of area has little
correlation With effects on microorganisms. It is the concentration of the
herbicide in contact with the organisms which affects them.

The concentration of herbicide in the soil which affects the
2micrcorganismsis dependent upon a number of factors. The amount applied per em of soil surface

may remain on the surface; it may be dissolved in the soil solution, it may be
leached 'by subse;,.uent rains, it may volatilize. The effective concentration is
also dependent upon the percent of moisture in the soil and whether the material
is adsorbed on the soil particles or remains in the capillary water.

Nitrifying bacteria live in thin films of moisture adhering to the soil
praticles. Their rate of respiration and degree of resistance to the effects
of the herbicide may be greatly altered by the soil moisture conditions.

A consideration of these factors makes difficult a comparison of the effects
on microorganisms in manometric studies with the effects of field application of
herbicides. The results prove that some herbicides do have a definite inhibiting
effect on respiration and methods for determining the effective concentrations
under various field conditions should be found.

,
Gamble et al. (1952) using soil samples taken directly from the field found

that certain herbicides reduced the number of organisms and rate of respiration
of heterotrophic soil organisms for a period of at least three months. Possibly
some herbicides such as sndium PCP may r~duce the activity of the nitrifiers to
such an extent as to reduce the 60il nitrate content.
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Swamary QndCocclusions

The relative effects of different concentrations of herbicides on
respiration of nitrifying organisms in enriched soil can be determined by using
the Warburg apparatus. PGP, 3 Cl lPC, Dinitro and a~u m~rkedly inhibited the
02 u~take of enriched soil. The usual field application rates for these
herbicides may be within the range of concentrations at which inhibition of
02 uptake occurs. .

~t the concentrations used Alanap-5 ~as much lesa effective in inhibiting
02 uptake than any of the other materibls used except Delapon. Dalapon, at low
concentrations caused an increase of 02 uptake above that of the controls.

Comparison of effects of concentrations used in manometric studies with
effects of concentrations which may exist under field conditions is difficult.
~ brief discussion of factors affecting concentration of herbicides as applied
in the field is included.

Literature Cited
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Ite8poaM or Bi8bteen P1aD~ Speelea to DPA (3,4-D), 2,"'-D, and tCP

1J. R. am.en and B. E. ~e

'!'be obJectlve or tile expert.n1o& reported bent vas to 1.earD scaeth1.Di of tbe
se1ectlyltJ' aDd ~clV otDPA (3,"-d1cb.1ol'opbe~lc ac14) 1a CQllll)8J'1aCDv1th
2,"-D (2,4-41cb1ol'qli~tlc acid) aDd I£P (2...-tb71-4-ebJ.oJ:'qlMDQliYBCet1c acld.

Pb1'tOtOX1eit7at 3, .....» (JH.) was ftnt lepc:lIted b7 1'bcIIpIOD .. et al'<4) biz"
reault8 1DlU.catecl tM.t 3,4-)) bac:l89Per cent at tile enirtt7 of 2,4-0 111a COl'l1
pmiMtiCD teat. 1't ha4 55 per ceat at 2.......08CtlV1V 1n ...... ter c1rople't test aDd
107 »er ce_ at 2,4-1) .tiftt,- 1a aD oil 4roplet test. IA the 14t~ two eap:naeDta,
c1rCIp1euwere app1.1e4 to~ be8Il plaDta. leaptr aa4 B1ebOp(2) reported a care
fUl 1aboI'a~ stuq OIl sn-tb ettecta at cll1cB."o-8Ub1tltute4 pbe~.tlc aci4
c~. ~ the tiaulMrtltv.te4 eCJllllCRD",3,4-D aDI12,5-D were blp';r ectlft
ill a tes'" at.root 1Db1b1tlQD :J!!!'Sa.lbua, 'but .~ 1na ~ift tbUl 2,--D •
...... , et &1(1) reported tllle ],1i=1iOIl Ji"iah potatoes, 8D4 DOted. that 1t
... 'las 1D.,.1urS.c:IuItb8D 2,",5..tr1c~lc ac14.

-prJe~

Btn.1c1de. were app11eclill pre .. lUIII1poet~l"PJIM ~.. Crap species
were .UDf'J.owvr,cottOD, Ir1ah potatoes, ~r .... h, 8D8P be8zl, .up.r beet, t1u:,
SUdaDsrass, .eo.r'beaa,1NckV!Ieat, oats.. 'be.1:'la7..II1llet, rape, n4 clov'er.. alfalfa ..
aDI1b~ pus. !tie. veI'e pl.aDted 111wll ..pnpared, tert1.le sllt 10Ba 80U Dear
~, De.1awaJ'e.. QD Mrq 12 8D4 13.. 19;3. Both field aDd aveet CorD were alBo
p1eDtec1 but ataada were ... ua~. ~b epee1 •• waa p1aDtecl 1D 'tJIfte a4JaeeDt
row rumina tile J.eDat1lat tbet1e14. A thick UDU'ora atead at re4root p1pee4
ccmerecl ~ eDtlre t'1e14. Berb1c1de plots wre lal4 cut acraas the V1dtb at the
tie14, _lu41lll& tbI'ee 1-f'oot ran of each spMtea. '!be expe~ plot ~ ...
-.at aDd.aprq eqo1~ wu 81.n.r to ~t cteacrtbe4 _ Sbav aad 8tMD8CIl(3J. AU
hetbic14e treaueata were 4upU.cate4. Ra1IuJ tell fNqueDtlT after p1aDt1n& 8ZI4 all
8Jl8C1•• aeept com .ae '1lD04atalda.. .

1IKpeJ1alDt I. tbe 1800ctJ'1. e.ter of lJPAad.~ eater at 2,4-D were
applied. at rate. 011,2, aid 3 pOlllDS.per acre CD_ 16, ~bta 4ap after p1aDtiDg
.... prior to _~. sou .. vet at. t,ia tJI IlJPl,f.eatlC1l aDd beM7 l'&1.D&feU
the a.,. after app11cauca.

IXperf.-.Dt rr, !be Uooctrl eater aad t.rie'ttleAolaat ne aalt. at. DPAat ra'te8 or
0.25, 0.5" 1 ..0, aDIl2.0 ~ per .... aDd1Rlt~ 4lNtter IID4alkaDoJ._
salt ~ 2,4-0 at Ntes t4 0.25 ... 1.0 pcNIII. per acre wre applied, paet .... rpoc.,
CD ...,. 'Z7. Crop p1.aD'ta were wU .atab1.t.llhe4 ... bed. 2 to 4 true Jeaft8.

IXperiMDt III. IJ.'.r'SetbaDol_. salt ~ J)PA aad eJlI:Mo1aaS. aalt8 of 2,4-0
aad t£P a~ rates of 0.25, 0.5, 1.0, aDd 2.0 pon" per ecre were appUe4 OIl JUDe 10.



DPAvas nJa'ttYel¥'" eftectift .. a to1'_ IIPft7 tbu .. & pn .... rpace
8prq ill tQIpIr1eclD. nth 2" ....f). Da1;a 8\IPP01'tlJasth18 COQC1uslaa are a1ftD 1D 'fable
1. It caa be sea that dU'teJ:WDMsaperceuttlp of ad •• 'Cadclt,. ab1'blte4 'by
2,4';'1) 8II1DPA 18 IlaCb~. SAtlie··Ift~~t tbaa ill the peat
_qeace .experJ..-llt.

!be select! .. tod.clt7 of DPA... 4Utenot r.r-~ of el~ 2,Jt-D or JI:P.
'J!b1a 18 Wuatratec1. 1ft '1'ab1ea2 aIII13. aue lIP..... less talic thaD 2,"-D fIr'JI:P
to __ s»ec1ea, ..... ra1 were ........ ",1;1ve1:0 UP4- AD 1Iltel'e8t1DS sltuatlC111
0CCUI'l'e4vl'tll 1e&WJWMIspecie8, 'Ia'ble 2. 11M8Dll II:P vue tolel'Ue4 equa1.17 b7.
red c1oftr, both be1DBleas to1d.c tbm 2,"-0 •. CD al1"IUta, DPA" .ucb ~.. toxiC
tbeD 2."·1) or JeP. lJPA .. bf.&bl7 toxic to 80JbeaDaDd 8ZIIlPbeeB. Table 3 l11ua
trawa 41ft'ereDCe8 1Jl to1e1"8DC8ot ti- brG&4-1eM84aptCH8 to the iobree berbl
c1de8 ......... to.xtc to t1ax aDd .... b but lB .. tcmc to bucJI:wbea'tea4 pig ...
veecl tt.D tCP or 2,.'-D•. A1l _ter1a1a Wl'e b:18b17to1d.o to aurat1.aIIV. ...iniag
broed.-1eaYed spec1e8 Wft ....... 1tt_ to 2,4-n 'thaa to ....

S»ec1es bel""". to tbe GnId .... 1'amq- vue eltt.r .. t.olar8Ilt c.- ....
tolenDt of 1lP.atbaD 2,.\-D. DlRueace8 ill 2,4-» BId DP... to1erace of tb18 goup
were raot atriJd.Ds•

. "m three _ter1a1a cauee4 leaf' D)d1tlcatlCl1l to D&turall7 occurr1D8 horse
nettle but 41d DOt eppesr berb1clda1 •

.AD~18' or 'Y&I:'l8ace CD ~fJIeIlt m data 1D41ea~ a I'ea1. 41t:te1"eDCe111
IJPIC1t1clt,- 01 tile !Julb1eUIM. !be &pM ..... x lIel'b1c~ ~lCD" btshlY
811Jd,tlCaD.'t vttb ... ...u.ueor 18.8. A1U1Dlap. blBbl,- 8J.pUscat; 41t:tet'eDCe
.. aeteete4 betweea wtla\1ea of two o1IlIIIerV'enJ:"U1II&tbe ~, ..'fV1IIDCe
~ by th1a te.c'tGr .. re1atl~ aa11, 8DUIltlD& to 1 per ceat of .-en
B.pre8 tor BpecieS or raw fJJt JlUib1clde 8PPUcatlaa.
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Table No.1. Comparative effect of DPAand 2,4-D applied to eighteen species in
three experiments, data expressed as percentage maximumpossible
injury.

Herbicide

DPA
2,4-D

Experiment I
Pre-emergence

Averas,e of 3 rates

38
66

Experiment II
Post-emergence

Averas,e of 2 rates
Ester Amine

36 29
53 39

Experiment III
Post-emergence

Average of 4 rates

31
43

Table No.2. Effect of DPA, 2,4-D, and MOPapplied as a foliage spray to four
leguminous species, data expressed as percentage maximumpossible
injury at four rates of application.

Herbicide

DPA
2,4-D
MOP

Red Clover

19
49
20

Alfalfa

26
66
54

Soybean

71
62
80

Snap bean

74
34
22

Table No.3. Effect of DPA, 2,4-D, and MCPapplied as a foliage spray to five
broad-leaved species, data expressed as percentage maximumpossible
injury at four rates of application.

Herbicide

DPA
2,4-D
MOP

Flax

30
23
15

Squash

44
32
27
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Sunflm-1er

65
83
85

Buckwheat

31
56
55

Pigweed

34
83
75
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. THEREIATIONSHIPBETWEENRESEARCHANDEXTENSIONIN 'WEEDCONTROtY

Albin o, xu.11nY

Introduction

In 1862 the Congress of the United States passed the Morrill Act which
provided for the establishment of a land grant college in each state. This
came about as a result of a recognized need for trained personnel to serve
agriculture. By 1887 it became apparent that sustained research inagri
culture was needed if the purpose for which the land grant colleges were
established was to be fulfilled. This culminated in the passage .of the Hatch
Aot which provided for an agricultural experiment station in each state. out
of the srovrth of experimental work and teaching came the Smith-Lever Act of
1914which prpvided for cooperative extension work.

These and other Acts developed in response to the needs of the people
in this country~ The fact that a number of years elapsed between these
Aots tends to emphasize that each was well thought out and was designed to
solve existing problems. That these have developed under a demooratio
society through the action of representatives of the people emphasizes both
that a need existed and that those who work in these organizations have a
mandate from the people to perform a servioe. Their commonparentage and
olose association through the years both assumes and assures that there is
a olose relationship among these serviceso

The control of weeds has been an important aspect of the culture of
plants throughout the history of agriculture in the United States. Earlier
work was primarily along the lines of cultural practices that could help
the forces of nature to work in favor of cultivated crops and to the detri
ment of competetive weeds ILl Gradually ways were developed to use chemicals
for the control of weedso Very recently in our agriculture" chemicals that
can be used as selective herbicides have found their place. The development
of these selective herbicides and the estimation of their potential has led
to a whole new phase of work in crop produotion.

Y Published with the approval of the Direotor of the Maryland Agricultural
Experiment Station as Miscellaneous Publication No. 184" Contribution
No. 2498.

Y Professor and Head. Agron~ Department, University of Maryland Agricultural
Experiment Station, College Park, Mi.



In addition to the research and extension forces that work in the Depart
ment of Agriculture and the states, there are a number of research men and
companyrepresentatives in private industry who are spending their time in
the development and testing of herbicides. This group has an important place
in weed control that fits into the cooperative scheme that results in a good
program for farm use.

Those of us who are engaged in weed control work find ourselves in a new
science that is taking its place along with crop breeding and crop management.
As a part of this new approach to serving agriculture, it behooves us to learn
all we can fram past experience with other phases and to further the relation
ship between research and extension.

Extension 1s Contribution

The corn~tone 'of extension work is education. 'Having the best available
information ina form that can. be readily used by farm people is essential. In
crop production and in weed control mere repetition of research findings does
not serve the need. The good extension man studies the research findings"
makes these a part of his background of inf'ormation.ooncerning weed control,
and uses this information in light of the particular problem. To be sure, the
specialist and the oounty agent need research inf'ormation but this information
is of little value without their 'knowledge of the local situation and their
observation of how research findings apply in the field. This need for lJknow
how" in the application of research findings makes the extension job of funda
mental importance in effective field control procedures.

I believe that these. are the important contributions that extension men
can and are making to an effective weed control program; namelyI

1. Directing attention to the most pressing weed problems. Extension
men who travel throughout the counties and the state, and to whose
offices requests for help are made" are in position to knowmore
about the weed problems in their areas than other workers. They
are in a position to not only recognize what the farmers place
foremost as we~ problems but also to recognize potential problems.

2. Judging which weed control recommendations are practic.al for farm
use. Extension workers with their broad lmowledge of farm thinking
and farmer acceptance of recommendations are in an excellent position
to judge which practices that are developed from research findings
can be put into practical use by farm. people. Effective control
measures have been and will be'developed that are simply too ex
pensive, too time consuming or" for some other reason, will not be
aooepted by farmerso Extension workers can help to eliminate these
fran the educational material the farmers receive.
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3. Personally contacting farmers to promote better oontrol of weeds.
Confidence of farmers in the county agent and the extension
specialist has an important bearing on the way in which he reoeives
new information and adopts nE!W'practices. The procedures in
selective weed control are more exact than in many other phases
of work on the farm. The extension worker who has the confidence
of the people" can oome nearer to getting weed control informat1on
into praotioe, and to giving the right emphasis to careful appli
oation of the information, than is possible from other sources.

4. Demonstrating new weed oontrol practices. Good demonstrations have
always been an important part of extension teaching. Most of us
have to see results in order to believe them. Demonstration of
weed control practices not only gives the extension worker and the
farmers an opportunity to see results but also serves as applied
research in learning whether the recanmendations give effective
field control 'Ul'ldera given set of conditions,

5. Arousing interest in weed oontrol. The extension worker in his
daily contaots with farm people has many opportunities to call
attention to the occurrence of weeds in variou!=, crops and the
toll that these weeds are taking; in lost production. JIany farmers
have come to accept weeds as a part of their farming operation
and do not realize the annual loss that occurs. The extension
worker is in the best position to arouse farm people to recognize
the problems that exist.

6. Putting weed control in its logical place in the crop production
program. The fact that the extension worker must look broadly at
farm problems puts him in an excellent position to judge the im
portance of various activities on the farm and to place weed
control in its rightful place·in the educational work.

The Contribution of Researoh

Agriculture is not an exact soience. Many of the findings of research
that apply to crop production vary with the partioular climatic and soil con
ditions that exist in various areas of the United states. This emphasizes
the important use of an agricultural experiment station in each state. With
an effective program each experiment station becomes the best source of infor
mation to the farm people in a given state. Just as the cornerstone of
extension is education" the oornerstone of the experiment station is research;
supplying sound information for educational use.

Amongthe important contributions that research workers can and are
making to effective weed control are the following:
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1. Discovering through research the m.ost S£ficient wtq in which
particular weeds oan be controlled. This includes learning
the tolerance of crop plants to different herbicides, the
rates, dates, and methods of application which give good field
control, 8Di other information that is needed for recommendations.

2. Serving as a source of tlmdamental information on herbicides.
The research worker who i8 spending a major' portion of his time
on weed control work is in the best position to know the funda
mental information available concerning various herbicides.
This is possible because the research 'Worker is to some extent
protected from theday-to-day problems of applying weed centrol
information. He, therefore, has the time to study' the available
literature on herbicides and to contact other research workers
to broaden his knowledge.

3. Charting new attacks on weed problems, With this background of
information" and with an opportunity to determine through the
help of extension workers the weed cOntrols that are most needed
in his area, the research man has an opport1mity to develop
entirely new approaches to effective control. He follows these
new approaches with research work to determine their potential,
ani fran this canes the newrecamnendations for demonstrations,'"
and eventually for farm use.

4. Evaluating new chemicals, Industrial research programs are
developing new chemicals which have a place a herbicides. The
research worker, in close oooperation with the Department of
Agrioulture and industrial researoh representatives,' is in a
position to aid in screening these ohemioals and in finding
the plaoe they may fill in a rOUXldedoontrol program.

Cooperation

Effeotive oooperation between research and extension is the rule rather
than the exception today, Each or these phases of work is dependent on the
other if the most effective contribution is to be made. In the eyes of the
farmers they serve directly or indirectly, all of these workers are from one
organization; all are employed by the farmer to give him the inf'ormationthat
will help to improve the effioiency 'of his operation,

In cooperating, these phases of wOl"kare serving not only the tamer but
also society at large. This is an important tact and should be emphasized as
the number' of farm people in this QOuntry becomes a smaller part of the total
poPUlation, Each person in our soctety contributes to the support of researoh
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and extension. Since food is used by all, improving the quality or efficiency
of production is to the advantage of all.

In looldng at the few problems that do arise in cooperation, I would like
to make these comments toward better integration of research and extension
work:

1. The extension worker should be more patient in dealing with the
research worker. When the extension worker is faced with a
problem that he cannot answer, he often lays it on the doorstep
of the research man, and often wants the answer 1rrJnediately. In
a field as new as the use of selective herbicides, many of the
fundamentals are not yet known and these answers often take time.
The research worker is limited in the number of problems that he
can actively study at an:rone time, and once he is embarked on a
particular line of research he must see it through 1f he 1s to
make any: real contribution to existing knowledge. The research
worker in charting new approaches to weed control problems will
often find that the outlined course does not bring the answer.
This can happen with the best laid plans and the best thought out
procedures. If all research were to lead. to productive answers
am to work out just the "way the worker expected, there would be
little need for research. In dealing with field control problems
the many soil conditions" climatic conditions, plant variations·
and individual seasonal variations affect the research findings.
All of these ·must be considered in developing an adequate answer
to a problem. This takes time.

2 III The research man should attempt to better understand the extension
workerfs "need for information even though complete answers are not
possible. The misunderstandings that I have observed along this
line have centered primarily around the fact that- the research
worker wants to be able to give a complete answer, and to show the
data to thoroughly support this answer" before he pasaes any infor
mation along to the extension worker. This has its good and bad
features. Recommendations made on thorough research are far less
likely to lead to poor results than when they are given on a basis
of few data. On the other hand, I believe that the research worker
must realize that there are situations where a farmer is 'Willing
to take the risk of losing a crop through the use of a herbioide
that has been only partially studied rather than to leave an area
iUltreated for weed control. Twoways in which this problem is
being solved are:

a. The publication of annual progress reports stating the
findings, the inadequacies of the data, and the 11mited
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.conclusions that can be drawn, and making this available
to anyone who is interested.

b. Preparation of diagrams of experiments underway so that
anyone who is interested can view the work as it progresses
serves to let the extension worker tollow field work.

With this approach the objection is often raised by the research
worker that 'b7the time his information is in Shape for a bulletin
or an article, all of the information has already been made public
and the article does.not receive attention. I believe that the
opposite is true. Often the article is received With far more
interest and by tar more people whenthey have been able to follow
the progress of the study each year •

.3. The extension worker should be careful to give due eredi t to the
research worker and to explain to farmers the reason research is
a slow process. In daily contacts and in meetings, it is easy
for the extension worker to refer to the experiment station research
aDi to erectit the expen..nt station with the f:indings that have
helped. to make definite recommerldations. It is equally easy to
belittle research. For both the extension man and the research
worker, a display of teaarork and ofinterdependenoe strengthens
the respect· of. farm people and results in wider acceptance of
information.

Summarr

In s1.1Dlll1&I'Ymay I point to our Northeastern Weed Control Conference as an
example of the relationship between research am extension. In the start, this
Conference brought together research workers in :industry and in the state experi
ment stations to canp&re information and to learn about new developments in the
use of herbicidesv As the work of this Conferenoe progressed, the need for
greater contact with extension workers became apparent and extension workers were
given a place on the programs. This year for the first time a special section
is set aside for extension.

Close association of research.-extension work has thus again proved worth
while. It is a mutually beneficial association with each depending on the other
if ma.xi.mumprofits are to be gained from agricultUral research. The opportunities
for increased efficiency in agriculture are great. The opportunity for selective
weed .control to fUl an ever increasing place of importance in plant culture is
here. The rapidity with which the use of herbicides reaches its potential is
greatly dependent on howwe as extension and research workers are willing to do
our jobs well, but with an open mind, and cooperate with others who have a contri
but!on to make.
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SPONSQBDlGAN EXTENSION1~~CONTROL ~OORAM

E. P.Sylwester I

. . .

I appreciate the opportunity of visiting with you at your
Weed Control Conference. to discuss with you some of the th:i:ngs which
I belieye enter into sponsoring. a good',weed control program. I want
you to keep in miM that some of the things which I am going to say
probably reflect my experiences in Iowa and that I am in no way try-
ing to tell you how to run your own business. ,I do hope, however, that'
from this presentation you will be able to glean some things which may
be of help to you in sponsoring we~ control programs in your own .
areas.

In the first pIa ce, we are living in dynamic times .We are
living in a changing world. This is true, not only in weed control,
it is true in almost all lines of endeavor. Think of the tremendous
advances that have been made in weed control, insect control, animal
and human nutrition, in transportation and in the stsMard of living.
The other day a n3W era in transportation was opened when an airline
company announced Coast to Coast non-stip service consuming approxi
mately 7 hours of flying; time from the Atlantic to the Pacific Ocean.
Internationally speaking, we fW ourselves as a Nation in a strategic,
responsible and awesome position of ~lorld leadership. '

In weed. control likewise, momentous changes have taken place.
No longer are we living in Grandfather f stime with the . mower, the
scythe, the brush hook and laborious means of weed control. As a
Nation we have the best equipment, the best chemicals, the best cul
tural knOW-how,and the greatestmmual ingoouity of any people on the
face of the earth. We have literally a host of weed control chEmicals 
all designed to make the job easier and more profitable, often under
very specific conditions. \lIe fiM ourselves, then, fr1 a situation
comparable to the World situation where with machinery, ingenuity and
chemicals at our disposal, we are in a wonderful position to assume
mastery over one of manls oldest sabotaging enemies, namely, ~!EIDS.

We are all thoroughly familiar with the tremendous losses
caused by weeds. They cause financial· losses, discomfort and extra
work to every single segment of our society. A recent estimate in
1952 puts losses due to weeds in the United States at 5 billion dollars.
Nationally speaking, losses due to weeds are second only to the losses
caused through soU erosion and are higher than those caused by insects,
plant diseases ani animal diseases. ""1hichever way you want to look at
it, weeds belong in the list of the "first five" saboteurs to American
agriculture. They increase the cost of production, lower the yield and
quality of crops, cause animal and human poisoning, cause unsightleness
and decrease lani values, and above all - cause us to spend costly
labor for'their control.

The question arises - what can we do about this costly saboteur
to American agriculture? T~re must do .the same thing that is being done
to combet soU erosion, insects, plant and animal diseases. People

lExtension Plant Pathologist & Botanist
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sponsoring control measures for these above named saboteurs are
without exception putting most of their confidence in sound educa
tional programs. The majority of our weed control information
accumulated over the years must be concentrated in a sound educa
tional program. That, of course, is where an active Extension
educational program fits into the picture. It must, above all, be
a highly cooperative program - perhaps more so than in many other
phases of Extension Work. Noxious weed infestations unfortunately
don't stop at fence lines. Moreover, they do not stop at county or
state lines. So in this educational Extension weed control program
you have to get the cooperation from the Grass Roots on up the ladder.
You have to get the cooperation of the adjacent landowners. All farms,
for the most part, are bordered by roads, so you have to get the
cooperation of the highway and the county road groups. The people in
control of lands, regardless of ownership, must be made to realize that
it is to their advantage to control weeds. They must be made to
realize that they, and they alone, stand to gain from a good weed control
program. By following good weed am. brush control programs, the farmer
himself stands to gain through bigger crops. This, in tum, means
more income and this again in turn, means more of the comforts of our
civilization - in short, a higher standard of living.

The Board of Supervisors can improve the slightliness and
safety of the roads. The,y can aid their constituents b~ a good pro
gram of weed control which aids in drying off the roads sooner, in
making highwa~s safer, in making an easier job of snow removal, in
aiding in promoting well grassed shoulders free of unsightly weeds.
The railroads gain in decreased upkeep and increased good will from
adjacent landowners. The entire oommunit~ and county gain prestige in
the e,yes of its neighbors becuase of increased stewardship of the land.

Let us take a bird r s eye view of some of the things which can
enter into a successful Extension weed control program. The function
of any agricultural Extension Service ia, to put it briefly, lito improve
the way of life of peopke" - be they urban or rural. One of the primary
pre-requisites to an Extension weed control program is that you must
have an Extension administration that is farsighted enough to want to go
ahead on a good educational program in weed control. Unless you have
been able to sell the importance of \'teed control and unless you have the
active support of the Extension administration in sponsoring a weed con
trol program, Extension weed control activities will come to naught.
In an increasing number of states, Extension administrations are becoming
more sympathetic to weed control programs. They should be. After all,
their function is to channel education so that it "improves the well
being of the people. II That can be done in different ways. Some of us
can help in improving the living of people through increasing their
incomes. Others can help through making better living conditions. Some
can contribute to the welfare of people through sponsoring programs of
relaxation, music, handiwork, hobbies, etc. Fortunately, more Extension
Educators are becoming alert to the possibilities of improving people
through sponsoring good programs of weed control. All Extension weed
control programs should be aimed toward improving the wa~e of living of
people. Our programs must offer the people of our state more hope, more
income and above all, to make their job easier. Our programs must help
improve the social outlook of our constituents. It is just as important
for a farmer to raise his family in a well kept yard, where the fence row
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and field weeds are controlled, where the weeds and brush are not
hiding the farmstead, - it is just as important to the social outlook
of those children, a s it is to have good fences, the buildings well
painted, and the rat and insect harbors cleaned up. vfe lose more
through weeds then we make in many other lin~s of work. Does that
mean that unless the dollar sign is attached to everything we do that
we should discard those phases of Extension Work Which cannot be measur
ed in t erms of the dollar? Far from it 1 We need all of them - all of
them improve the way of life of people. But in order to sponsor a good,
active Extension weed control program, you must, by all means, have a
farsighted Extension administration that gives the "green light" to a
good weed control program - one that offers you the "bsll of weed con
troll! and challenges you to run with that ball. This is the first
essential to a good weed control program wherever it is sponsored.
Such a program must be given high clearance and priority along with
other worthwhile programs.

In the second place, I believe that any good, strong educational
program sponsored by the Extension Services should have a full time
Extension weed control specialist. Weed control work in this age of
specialized programs is a full time job. 1,.Te have gone from the simple
days and ways of weed control, from the laborious task that it used to
be to an age where we have specific chemicals to do specific jobs. We
have the best machinery and the best know-how to get the job done. In
this day of rapidly developing technology, it requires the services of
a specialist who is primarily interested in weed control. It is im
possible in these days to II keep your eye on the ball" in weed control
if you are constantly diverted by doing something else. There is enough
need and there is so much to be done in any specifi c line that it is
impossible to spread yourself so thin that you are doing a creditable
job in anyone of the assignments which may be given to you. Things
move rapidly in this day and age. If you fit weed control into your
schedule on a part time basis, one or the other suffers and most likely
it is weed control. The specialist should be highly trained for his job.
He must have a thorough knowledge of all phases of cultural weed control
and be able to evaluate weed control by means of good seed, good rotation,
smother crops, summer fallowing, prevention of weed seed production, etc.
He must be thoroughly conversant with· all of the chemicals imployed in
the realm of weed control, their merits and disadvantages. A good Exten
sion specialist has at his disposel a tremendous number of facilities
extensively used in adult education. These would include such things
as county meetings on weed control, meetings on weed control in conjunc
tion with vocational agriculture groups, weed identification contests in
conjunction with 4-H groups, Future Farmers, and vocational day schools,
weed identification contest for adults,aChibits, demonstrations, leaflets,
form letters, bulletins, radio and letely, television. Extension
specialists in all lines of work have a host of time-tested methods of
adult education at their disposal, and all of them must be used. This
includes good working relationships with other specialists on the various
Extension staffs. An Extension specialist, no matter in what line of work
he is engaged, must feel that his own specific job is the most important
in the whole Extension Service. However, at the same time, he must be
tolerant and cognizant that other lines of work - forestry, ,landscape
architecture, music, recreation, and home economics have just as important
a place in the Extension program. He must know weed identification,
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above all, he must be able to work with all kinds of people, be a good
Public Relations man, and above all, be sincere in his beliefs and
recommendations. An opportunity- to do Extenston weed control work
should be cheracterized by sincerity, hard work, stick-to-it-iveness
and a good deal of horse sense. An educationBl task in Extension weed
control should be looked upon as a job and not a PQsition. The educa...
tional job is never done. There are new generations coming on - not
all people learn at the same rate. Not all people adopt new ideas
equally fast. At the present time, we are getting many sincere let
ters and questions as to how to control dandelions in lawns. Sometimes
you wonder ;.bere these people have been. for the last 7 or 8 years dnce
2,4- D came into the picture. And yet you can tell by the wat that the
card or letter is written that they are ~bsolutely sincere in their

-queetd.ona, This means' tolerance and a willingness to answer even the
simplest cpestions, because it is coming to the specialist in all sin
cerity •. But the best qualified Extension specialist in weed control
will have an uphill fight if the Extension supervisors and Extension
.administration are not enthusiastic and sympathetic to the program.

-Another equally important cog ,in any good weed control program
is a good county agent or as we call them in Iow~, county extension
director. It isaround him that the Extension weed control activities
in the county should revolve. In any EXtension weed control program,
education is 95 percent of the task. The county extension director is
a busy men. Wemust help him with weed i<;ientification and we must help
him in weed problem ereas , He is the Extension representative out on
the firing line.. He must talk weed ccnt.ro L in conjunction with his
other work. He must be made weed-minded to better quality. him for. this
task. Often he'is not too well trained in weed identification and con
trol. If possible, we should be instrumental in getting better courses
in our collegiate level teaching to better fit him for his job in weed
identification ani control out in the counties. He is the man who
must be instrumental in crystallizif!.g the thinking of the program plan
ning committees in working out joint programs with the county boards of
supervisors and the weed commissioners •. He is in 8. position through
weekly news releases to emphasize all points in favor of cultural and
chemical weed control problems. .We must keep him thoroughly informsl
at all time s. '

Another important link in a good educational program on weed con
trol are the peopl€~whoheve jurisdiction of the lams in 'the various
counties. Again, they must be sympathetic to the programs of weed control.
They are in ch13rge of all lani,s in the county irrespective of ownership.
It is their responsibility to help carry out a good 'weed control program,
not only on the lands immediately under their jurisdiction, but also to
see to it that a good regulatory program is carried out on all lands
within the county irrespe'ctive of ow:lership. They must help plan the pro
gram. They must be made to see the savings in time and money that a good
weed control program will mean to them. They should have a time schedule
where they anbark on certain projects, for one or two years and thEn ex
pand their activities to: encompass more people ~ By oleaning up county
awned land, they can. encourage peopke ani thqy will encourage people to
adopt good weed control programs on their lands. In many instances we
have reached a state of inactivity where neither the county nor the
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landowners care to move ahead on a good program of weed control be
cause they feel thatreinfestation will occur unless the owner on the
other side of the fence is elso undertaking a good weed control pro
gram. It is a stimulus to rural people to see roadsides and other
county owned land being cleaned up. Roadsides make wonderful demon-
stration areas. .

Anoth-er key nan in a good Exten sionweed control program is the
county weed commissioner. He" along with the county agent, is on the
firing line continUously. The weed cormnissioner and the county agent
are the two key men who will spell success or failure with any Extension
weed control program. They must be well informed, willing to cooperative,
conscientious, willing to extEnd the educational and enforcement. angles
of the program. A good weed commissioner will put most of his faith
am trust in an educational program. At the same time, he must have
recourse to a good weed law and to immediate superior officers whether
that be the county board of supervisors or the State Depertment of
Agriculture. He'must have cooperation from then Ln order to get his
job effectively done. The weed commissioner should be a man who is
willing to learn, re.spected by his fellow citizens, should be honest and
sincere and really have the welfare of the people of his area at heart.
He must be well paid, his job is an important one. Unless he is willing
to learn and is well liked, again the enforcement program will come to
naught. I believe that most enforcement work can be kept at about a
5 percent level, most of it being educational in nature. Education and
enforcement, however,.· go hand ii1. hand •. Education is 8S vital as law
enforcement and lawenf'orcementis ssrital as education. In weed con
trol 'Workas in other activities, it is absolutely necessary to get the
best man for the job.. A good weed commissioner must be businesslike,
well respected in his community, and must be able in many instances to
temper justice with mercy. .'

There are many other interested groups to whomweed control is
important. The utility companies such as the telephone companies,
R.E.A., and gas companies,lMintsin distribution lines under which ani
over which it is important t()"control weed and brush growth. Local farm
managanent companies, bankers, insurance companies, - all have 8 stake
in the weed control program. In a program as wide fling and important
as weed control, every interested person must be made to fael that his
part is part and parcel of an over-all county or state program. Some
times it is not possible to wait for all conditions to be exactly right
before undertaking a good weed control program. For that reason often
general county meetings, to which at least the people most interested
in weed control have been invited and to which they come, may be the
answer towards starting a weed control program in the area. General
open county meetings or night school meetings where weed control acti
vities by means of culturalsnd chemical practices are discussed some
time serve as the opening wedge toward better weed control programs in
the county • Mass education by means of redio am now with television
probably will make for better coverage in weed control. People who
have done a good job can be recognized and complimented for their en
deavors. The man on the farm stands to be the real winner in any program
of weed control. All of us have much to gain by sponsoring a goodw;:ed
control program. Everyone must be made to feel that it is 'their program,
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thet is not the program of the State Department of Agriculture, of
the Extension Service, or the boards of supervisors. They must be
made to feel that it is their program. Looking at it through their
eyes, it must be "our " program. They stand to gain the most. They
receive the extra revenue. This, in turn, means more conveniences
and a higher standard of living. It makes the job easier for them.

I hope that I am.not implYing that we don It have any weeds in
Iowa and thet they are all under control. 1'Jefeel that we have been
blessed by nature with good land. 'lifefeel that we owe it to future
generations to take care of our heritage. Not all of our counties
are sponsoring good weed control programs. However, on the other
hand, if all of our counties sponsored active and agressive programs,
the like of which some of our counties sponsor, we would be a long way
on the road to where weeds cause very little difficulty. The very
fact that we have an increasing number of counties sponsoring good
weed control programs every year, that our really good weed commissioners
are enjoying a longer tenure of office, that we are usiI}g more chemicals
now than we ever did before - all are encouraging signs that we are m1'lking
some progress. However, we have a long ways to go. TAJemust continually
strive to get greater cooperation in weed control activities with ell
agencies. We must never lower our guard against, weeds. T,.!emust continu
ally strive to ke ep high clearance for our programs on the state, county,
and farm levels. If we could encourage all of our people to make weed
control the No. 1 endeavor for three or four successive years, we would
make terrific inroads on the weed problem in that time. Wemust never
allow ourselves to become lackadaisical in B program which means so much
to the people who conscientiously practice it. ;ie must exhibit push and
drive to get the job done. ~\Te must exhibit sincerity in the task and B
firm belief in a better future for weed control. We must exhibit a firm
conviction that ours is an important educational job. \lJe must be sales
men who absolutely and thoroughly believe in our own products. The
ravages of weeds ere apparent everywhere. \oJhi1e we have made a lot of
progress, much remains to be done. So much remains to be done that it
is -sometimes confusing just where to begin and where to end, but all
progress tha t we can ever hope to make in the realm of weed control must
be 1'limedat the man on the farm. He, in the 18st analysis, spells
success or failure to' the program. Weed control in all of its ramifi
cations, with the large number of chemicals at our disposal, with the
many cultural mebhoda of weed control at our disposal, end with the many
agencies that are involved and have a stake in the program, - a good
weed control program is like a beautiful, simple, large child I s cross
word puzzle. All the pieces must be there and they mst be fitted into
their proper places before the picture as a whole becomes apparent. If
all of us do our jobs as we see them, if we can encourage the man on the
farm to become a better stew~rd of his land, if we can give him hope and
encouragement that in the future weed control will be a less burdensome
and more profitable task, then all of our programs in weed control will
be more successful in the future.
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\.Jhenever relating one's experiences, it seems advisable to begin with a
definite situation, so let's look back a few years. Five y.ears ago, when this
assistant county agricultural agent began an extension career in Madison County,
it was understood that the chemical weed control program wo14d be carried on.
The County Farm Bureau Executive Committee recognized that chemical weed control
would be something wonderful if it worked. They also recognized that it could
be quite technical and assistance to farmers in every way would be necessary to
makea chemical weed control program effective.

I was very fortunate in being able to spend a few days with the assistant
agent I was replacing, observing the results of 2,4-D on corn. I was much im
pressed by the possibilities offered farmers by this new weed control tool. Al
though my predecessor had worked very closely with Cornell University and had
applied the first 2,4-D on corn in Madison County, farmers had not accepted it
as aneconomical supplement to cultivation and other good farming practices for
controlling undesirable weeds. tlhen I started work in the county there were
about one dozen weed sprayers on Madison County farms and most of these were
home-built rigs. A few hundred acres of corn and oats sprayed accounted for
most of the chemical weed control being done. During the winter of 1949 I
sought out information and tried to obtain a clearer understanding of the
problems associated with chemical weed control application and results.

In 1949 the chemical and sprayer situation was very discouraging and only
a few farm stores sold chemicals and the store managers weren't quite sure of
what they were selling or what would happen 1"lhenthe container was opened.
Only one store was selling sprayers and parts were available only on 'order.
Last year in Madison County (1953) crops sprayed for weed control were - - corn,
about 15,000 acres, which is about 3/4 of the county's acreage; oats, about
3,000 acres; snapbeans, about 3,000 acres, over half; seed onions, about 300
acres, over half; carrots, 150 acres, which is about 2/3 of the carrot acreage.
Also a few strawberries, potatoes, and peas.

Regarding weed spraying equipment in the county to-day, there are over 250
weed sprayers on dairy, muck and upland vegetable farms. About one dozen custom
operators are s'praying corn and oats.

Nowwhat nappened bet~en 1949 and 1953: In the spring of 19,0 the farm
machinery dealers were contacted to look at their weed sprayers. They had none
and their interest was almost nil. At that time a weed sprayer realized a meager
profit for a dealer compared t01ialers, tractors, manure spreaders, etc., which
farmers were buying as fast as they were made available. As one machinery dealer

1/ Assistant County Agent,l1adison County, NewYork.
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said, IIWhyshould I sell these rigs to kill farmers I crops and send a man out
all day to get the thing set up and only make a few bucks on the deal? I'm. not
get ting mixed up with them. II .

Looking back, many of these early weed sprayers which were sold are obsolete
today, so possibly Madison County farmers were fortunate in not being able to
buy them. With the sprayer situati~n as it was, two sets at plans were drawn
up for home-built weed sprayers, one for -use on dairy farms end the other for muck
crops. These plans lrexe presented to -the weed. control commodity committee of
a dozen farmers and they approved .the .idea.

A local GLF feed-farm store. cooperated in- selling all the parts-:for the
rig as wall as the chemicals. Therefore.) in 1950, about forty home-made rigs
were set up and used by' farmers. In 1951 about fifty more 'Were rigged up. In
19.52 it looked as though farm. machi.ns:ry dealers were -beccming-1llOre interested
in chemical weed control since farmers who used .2~-D were not.keeping it a .
secret. By 1952".sprayers '1.mproved considerably and most fam-.mach; nary dealers
in the county were· handU ng. s.omemake of sprayer. Meetings were ..-acheduted with
the dealers in 19.52 individua.1l7 and as -a group.. Equipnent,- methods.of ap
plication and ..chemicals was discussed._in -detail. They were given.the assur-
ance that if they sold the sprayers, I would help them get the .farmer started
off on the right track. So, in 1952 about sixty sprayers were sold by the
machinery deal era.. By"this time ,about a dozen fam s tares were selling the
chemicals. The stores were kept informed' of college recommendations for using
the chemicals -and they, in turn, answered £a"1"JllersI questions. " -,

Now you may wandEl' how the farmer interest was stimulated. Weed control
demonstrations were set up in corn, oats, beans, peas, onions, carrots in 1950,
1951, 19$2 and 19$3. Meetings, county-wide and township, were held with the
farmers where they-could see what happened. A weed sprayer was present at most
every meeting and it was dismantled, described and demonstrated thoroughly.
Chemicals and sprayers cannot be sepanated since knowledge of both is very im
portant. Colored slides of the weed control demonstrations were used at winter
extension meetings with.farmers, at grange meetings, vo-ag classes, ram veterans'
classes, etc. Wherever' possible a weed sprayer was present. Special meetings
were arranged for the custom operators. Approx:imately 500farmers a year re
ceived the latest weed control. information at these meetings.

In addition to meetings and tour stops, timely' oircular letters -and flash
cards were sent to all farmers regarding chemical weed control recommendations
for specific crops. Newspaper articles, although sometimes misle.Ading, were
also used. Several pages in the April, May and June issues of the CounLTFo~.I11

Bureau News were used to give recanmendations"anct also ~s -important, the farm
machinery dealers, custom opera't'Ors and chemical handlers advertised in the
special weed control issues of the Farm Bureau News. By one of these se~ral
mediums most farmerS were at least exposed to some weed control Wormat~on or
at least a dri.ft. .

Now, since farmer intereeJ-t is. st.imubted~ s.omethi.ngelse begins 1io-occur
which should not be overlooked if you plan to build up an active weed control
pr-ogram, In M."ly, t.he l'Gqnes+,s ~gin tn ponr into t.M Qf'ficQ and t.he;r keep coming
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until the middle of July. The Madison County Extension Service is recognized
as a reliable source of weed control information and farmers make good use of
their organizs;tion during this weed spraying period. Many requests can be han
dled over tt.e phone but from five to twenty-nine visits a day have been made
where farmers have a specific weed control or weed sprayer problem. One begins
to appreciate a good secretary when these requests are received and arranged in
a schedule by areas or roads so that little time is wasted in making the calls.

As your program beoomes more active, so go the requests. In l'fadison County
this agent 's program is flexible enough to give this service. The other agents
in the office have cooperated considerably by adjusting their programs so a
major part of this agent ta time can be devoted to weed control during May, June
and July. It is very likely beneficial to the county organization since many
farmers who have never been reached before are using their extension service to
advantage. There is always a number of farmers who farm. without the help of the
extension service and the county chemical weed control program is drawing them
in for information which isn't generally available elsewhere. This statement
applied to several of the Madison County snapbean grO't'16rs.To some smaller
farmers weed control is a novelty and they like to see a sprayer spray or they
just like to tinker. However, it all helps to control weeds and build your
program.

Cooperation by the College at Cornell University has been exceedlingly
helpful in developing a weed control program in Madison County. Important in
formation regarding recommendations or specific problems can be received in a
few minutes by calling the college. The extension specialists and research
workers at the College have been contacted many, many times to help make decisions
on specific weed problems or to furnish other information as requested. The
district agricultural engineer has also been very helpful regarding spray equllP
ment. With a weed control program where changes are rapid and mistakes costly,
you must have a dependable source of inJ;rmation at your finger tips or you are
lost.

Letts not forget cooperation with co~~ercial companies. Area field men al
Hays have a few new angles regarding weed killers and are most cooperative in
hE'J.:.;>ingset up demonstrations or obtaining needed materials or sprayer parts.
The agent welcomes all field men to stop by to exchange weed control experiences
in any crop.

Cooperation bI chemical companies in furnishing demonstration materials
cannot, be overlooked. In the past four years several hundred dollars worth of
im,~d ccntrok chemicals have been supplied and used for demonstration or for
sp,:~~:ial Heed problems. These ohemicals are appreciated just as the farmer
a:Jpreciat ..es a good demonstration, because an up-to-date weed program would be
impossible without this assistance. Regardless of howcanplete recommendations
Jr.;],;.' be, prac td.ca'L exper-Ience in the field is necessary to understand the variation
Ln ::"2Gul ts on diff'&nmt weeds and crop plants.

By now, suppose that you are interested in building up a weed control program
in your county - - here are the following suggestions:
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1) Set up a weed control commodity committee and establish a plan of work.

2) Talk with your college weed workers to obtain recommendations and
suggestions. .

3) Work with a weed sprayer for a few hours, or better, spend some time
with a custom operator.

4) Get a farmer or custom operator to set up a few demonstrations.

5) Then hold a meeting or tour stop at a demonstration. If you do not
feel competent, get help from your college specialist until you gain
more exper-Ience,

6) Keep the latest weed control recommendations in front of farmers all
during the weed spraying season.. Make recanrnendations simple because
farmers do not read when they are busy.

7) Encourage your chemical suppliers and weed sprayer sellers to advertise
their proaucts to farmers.

8) Keep machinery dealers and chemical suppliers up-to-date.

9) Get a good set of colored slides and show them to anyone who will look
at them. Sometimes you can sell a farmer on 2,4-D with one yellow
streak in a field of oats.

10) Publicize a list of all sprayer owners, custom and farmer owned. Many
times a farmer doesn't know what his neighbor is doing until someone
else tells him.

11) Then, as alway-s, help farmers to help themselves. \'Jith your technical
assistance a farmer can operate with success, thereby attaining more
confidence in himself. In the long haul this will make your work
easier and more effective since confident farmers are good leaders
and teachers. As you attain more experience with chemical weed con
trol you may come up with some original ideas to kill certain weeds
which are a problem in your county. This agent has been working on
an effective control for yellow rocket (Barbarea vulgaris) which is a
very serious weed in legumes on NewYork dairy farms. A report on this
work was presented at this conference last year and further :results
will be presented at this year's conference.

When you take off on a weed control request, you can expect to do many
different things. Sometimes the farmer has a new sprayer which can be about
forty different parts in a box. You help him because he feels he cannot figure
it out. It's a new experience for him and half the time there are no instruc
tions in the package. You get eveIjTthing set up and ready to spray and if it's
the farmer's first experience he mayor may not have the correct chemical. If
he has the right chemical, well and good. Howabout the nozzle tips - - the
sprayer came through tiith five gallon tips and he wants to use Sinox PE or Dow
Premerge on beans. The beans should be sprayed today and not tomorrow. Possibly
the farmer has to go twenty-five miles to get the correct tips. To meet this
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not unusual situation, a complete set of tips for the different makes of sprayers
in the county is carried at all times. Change this :£anner IS tips, tell him
where he can get some more, and go to the next request. You get there and the
farmer is trying to spray peas, fifty gallons per acre with a two gallon per
minute pump. It won't put out enough for this job, so two or three extra pumps
are kept on hand to meet this situation.

One of the important secrets of low pressure weed sprayi~ is clean water.
More dirt goes in the suction hose than ever comes out throUgh the nozzles. The
rest sticks in the line and plugs the nozzle strainers. Some of the earlier
sprayers sold had a t'\ianty-five mesh line strainer with a lOO-mesh nozzle strainer.
This is extremely unsatisfactory. A rusty barrel is also very commonand is
constantly causing trouble. A few line or suction strainers to overcome this
situation are ahlays carried in the car. All repair equipment is loaned until
replaced or returned by the farmer. Injury to crops caused by using incorrect
amounts of weed killer or poorly adjusted sprayers also comes into the picture
when your program is in its infancy. Most farmers who run into serious trouble
will call which enables the agent to gain more experience. Following are a few
examples of trouble calls.

1) Several hundred acres of Sl-leet corn, 1411 tall, with leaves rolled as
tight as lightniJ!g rods. Reason, possibly a very heavy rain after
applying one-half pound of 2,4-D.

2) One out of erery four rows of onions across a thirty acre field of seed
was thinned to about half. Reason, wrong nozzle saze on one row using
potassium cyanate.

) Five acre field of peas burned to a crisp. Reason, seven pints Dow
Selective in ten gallol'fi water per acre instead of fifty gallons per
acre, wrong size tips.

4) A four hundred gallon potato sprayer tank filled with Sinox P.Eto spray
beans. The PE and Copper residue got together and left a thorough
coating of chewing gum in the tank, lines and nozzles. This was the
biggest mess the agent ever fingered into.

S) A ten-acre field of oats seeded to alfalfa, infested with lambs quarters,
sprayed with one quart Sinox FE in thirty gallons of water per acre.
Conditions were just right. Two days later all the mustard, ragweed,
and red root 1-rere dead. The pigweed was still there. Fanner's comment
"I thought you told me that the pigweed would be killed. If I had knosm
this was going to happen, I don It think I'd have bought that ---- sprEWer".
What's the answer? \-Jas the chemical contaminated? The P.Ewas killing
pigweed within t't10 miles of the same farm. There was not an answer in
sight. Three da:'J'"Slater the faL'mer called. Another look at the field
showed a complete kill of the pigweed. l1HY? Don't try to find all tre
answers because there aren't enough. Try to make the farmers understand
this also.

There are many other experiences like the above, so you can be assured of
a very interesting day'S VI:lrkwith a weed spraying program. Dontt become discour
aged; just keep (oing. r'1anydifficulties can be expected in any new program,
particularly in one as new as chemical weed control 'tihere developments have
been rapid and the results obtained dependent on such a wide range of conditions.
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0000 SEED, A PRIMEREQUISITETO WEEDCONTROLAM>SUCCESSFULFARMING

Encil Deenl

Weeds are the farmers great enemy. Someone has said and
rightly so that "weeds are gangsters in the grass because they
literally eteal our livestock by cutting down the carrying capacity
of our pastures and meadows". In America, weeds cause a loss of
many millions of dollars every year by crowding out desirable plants,
robbing them of plant food and moisture, poisoning livestock, reducing
land values and causing extra labor costs. They provide a home for
destructi ve insects and disease-producing organisms of crops.

'~at can the farmer expect in 1954? When we speak of crops the
answer may depend largely on what he sows. If he sows good clean weed
free seed of an adapted variety, he has taken one·of the essential
steps to insure a good crop. If he sows impure seed, he is sure to
have plenty of weeds.

It ha s been estimated that the annual loss due to weeds in the
United States is 3,000,000,000 dollars. Comparatively speaking, it
has been estimated that weed losses amount to twelve times the loss
caused from animal di seases, one and two-thirds times that sustained
from plant diseases, and three times as great as losses due to insects.
"It/eedsnot only reduce crop yields, but lower the quality of farm pro
ducts and greatly increase cost of production. If great good is to be
accomplished in coping with the weed problem, it must be done by attack
ing the fundamental causes of the situation, none of which is more
important than the selection of clean, weed-free seed. Quality seed
is fundamental in effective weed control.

Weeds, like all other plants, may be classified according to the
length of time they live: as annual, surviving the winter only in the
seed; as biennials, storing in fleshy root or broad green leefy rosette
the food drawn from the soil and air during the first season, to perfect
the fruitage in the second year; and as perennial, surviving through many
seasons and springing up to spread abroad their kind and pester the land
year after year, unless destroyed. Corncockle, \<J'ildMustard and Ragweeed
are good examples of the annuals, Wild Carrot and Burdock of the biennials
and Quack Grass and Canada Thistle are classified as perennial weeds.

To fight the weed menace successfully, we must understand something
of the growth habits of weeds, ways of killing them and a full realiza
tion that we must sow seeds that are as free from weed seed as possible.
Our Seed Laws help farmers greatly in seed selection. It is effective
in aiding the prospective buyer to know in advance the quality of farm
seeds that he buys. Our laws require the labeling of agricultural seed
offered for sale. The tag gives the infornstion necessary in selecting
seed including kind and variety of seed, purity" germination and hard
seeds, date of test, place where grown, weed percentage and the number
per ounce or pound of noxious weed seed. Because of their seriousness
the names of the noxious weeds are listed somewhere on the seed tag so
they can be readily detected if present in the seed offered for sale.

lSeed Technologist, University of Kentucky.
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It must be kept in mind that our laws do not prohibit the sale of
inferior seeds, it merely protects the seed purchaser, who reads the
labels and selects seed on a quality basis.

Weeds and good farming have never gone together. Weeds and
poor farming are friends of long standing, and a men~ce that results
in our huge National weed cost.

Buy clean seed, make your purchase on the basis of the test
given on the seed tag. This takes the "guess work" out of seed
selection. Buy the best or pay the penalty.
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KNOWYOURWEEDS-- THE llli~ T'OA SUCCESSFULPROGRAMI

-- C. E. Philli ps2

The science of weed control has made tremendous' strides in
the lest ten years. The discovery of the weed killing properties
of 2,4-D was the incentive that research workers needed. Oth.er
chemicals have been tested. New chemical combinations have been
made up and tried.. Every year at our annual Northeastem 't·leed
Control Conference, we have reports on the weed killing proper
ties of several that have not previously been used. The number
of weeds that can be controlled by chemicals has been expanded
year by year. Weed control recommendations are becoming more
specific. We no longer can speak of weed control in general
terms. We talk about the control of certain weeds with such and
such a chemical. Sometimes it is neceseary to go even further
and say what crop a particular weed is associated with.

For instance: CIPC is recommended for the control of chick
weed in alfalfa. However, if it is an alfalfa-bromegrass stand,
we cannot use CIPC for ·that will cause serious injury to the brome.
In this case we must use DN. 2,4-D is recommended as a post
emergence spray for the control of weeds in corn. If horse
nettle is the weed problem in the corn, 2,4-D is no good and we
must use 2,4 ..S-T or some other chemical. KOCNand PMASare recom
mended for the control of crabgrass in lawns. However, there are
two species of crabgrass commonly found in lawns. Will KOCNor
PMAScontrol both? Will they control foxtail? Which one? Will
they control n~ble Will? This last named weed is a very serious
problem in many parts of the northeast.

When the research worker finds the solution to the chemical
control of any weed in any situation, the problem then is in the
hands of the workers who make the contacts where the problem
exists. In most cases these Workers are the State Extension
Specialists and the County Agricultural Agents. They must make
the recommendation that fits the problem. They are the ones who
see what weeds in what crop must be controlled. What must they
know if they are to do the job effectively? Suppose you are called
on for the solution of a lawn weed problem. The problem may be
weedy grasses such as hairy crabgrass, smooth crabgrass, nimble
Will, Ber.muda grass, quack grass, goose grass or several species
of foxtail. If it is a broad-leaf weed problem, it may be dande
lion, cinquefoil, yarrow, buckhorn plantain, broadleaved plantain,
knotweed, ground ivy, or anyone of several others. Where is your
starting point? First you must identifY the weed to be controlled.
Howdo you do this? Howmany of you can identify most of the
weeds in all the crops for which you are responsible? Very few,

1. Pu'61ished as Miscellaneous Paper No. 183 with the approval of
the Director of the Delaware Agricultural Experiment Station.

2. Head, Department of Agronomy, Delaware lIgricultural Experi
ment Station".



I'll venture to say. But before you can be sure what to recommend
they must be identified. So you collect specimens and hunt up
the staff botanist and ask h1.mor her to identify them. What do
you find out? Just this! That it is impossible to correctly
identify plant specimens wi thou1; both flowers end seed. But if
it is a lawn that is regularly mowed•you may never hive either
flowers or seed. In any case by that time it will probably be
too lat~ to do ~nythins about control. Where do you go from
there? . .

It appears tome that from a practical Viewpoint, progress
in weed identificatiop has not kept pace with progress in weed
control. All the books and bulletins that I have been able to
find depend on flower and seed characters for positive identifi
cation. I am not disputing .that such information is necessary if
we are try1.ng to identity positively all ..the weeds in any region.
Muenscher in his book "WeedsIf lists a t least 554 different sp~cies
and varieties as "the commonest weeds of the northern United
states and Canada." Gleason in the 1952 revision of Britton and
Brown's "Illustrated' Flora of the Northeastern United states end
Adjacent Canada"· iistsmany .more. But how many of these weeds
do you ordinarily find as pests under conditions you deal with?
Certainly not all of them.

If we .are to do our job at all well we must be. able to
identify many commonweeda before they flower. It has long seemed
to me that this might be done fairly accurately in 75 to 90
percent of the caae s by careful examination of the shape and.
other characteristics of the basal leaf. Here I must warn you
that if· you 'are to become even moderately good at weed identi
fication, you must learn to become familiar with at least a few
scientific terms. Also you must learn to·see what you look at
and to see it with reasonable accuracy. You will find that 8
pocket glass that magnifies to 3 to 4 times is ind~spenslble.
You cannot depend on the.riaked eye for fine points. I would reoom
ment a magnifier at least one to one and one-halt inches in
diameter. .

Asan aid to you in the .field, I have attempted to assemble
some of the available· information on weedidentitication. This
effort entitled "100 Weeds -- Aids to Their Identification by
Basal Leaf Characteristics" will be distributed to you in mimeo-
graphed form. .
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1Asparagus in a Pre-e~ergence Application

J. Noll and Martin L. Odland 2

Experi~ental weeding of asparagus seedlings with che~icals

has been carried on at The Pennsylvania State University for the
last two years. In 1952 nine chemicals were used in a pre
eoergence applic~tion two weeks after planting Noll and Odlan~ (1).
Dowicide G was the best treatnent used and CMU, Preuerge, and
Weedar MCP offered promise.

The work during the 6ucoer of 1953 include~ the Dost
prouising of the cheL.icals used in 1952 plus other herbicides
thought to offer prorl1se in the.:weeding of this crop.

Procedure

In 1953 nine cheLicals at two rates each and an untreated
check were used in the experiment. These treatLents were
arranged at ran~o~ together with the non-treatnent control in
each of ten replicateu blocks. Each plot consisted of a single
row 22 feet long by 2 feet witie. The herbicides were applied
with a small sprayer over the seeded asparagus for a width of
1 foot. In the 1952 experiment plot rows were 20 feet long
and 18 inches wide.

The land was prepared and pl&nted April 29. All chemicals
were applied May 16 after ger~ination prior to euergence of
the aspara¥us seedlings. Weeds between the rows were controlled
through cultivation. Weed control was estimated on th~ basis
of 1 to 10; 1 being perfect weed control and 10 no weed control.
The roots were dug, counted and weighed October 20 and 21.

Results ~ Discussion

A SUBtlary of results of the 1953 experiment is presented in
Table I. All herbicidal treatment plots had significant weed
control when compared to the untreated plot.

The best cher.Lc a Ls in the 1953 experi.u:ent for the weeding of
84paragus at the r~tes used taking into consi~eration weed
control ant stand an~ weight of asparagus ~re CMU1 Sodium
pentachlorophenate in t h e forl:~ulations Dowiciae G and. ACP-L-469 J

and Preoerge. Two other chemicals that look good but at the
rate used didn't give as good weed control are ACP 903 (Butoxy
es~er 4, chlorophenoxyncetic acid) and NP l239D - (50% Chloro-

lAuthorized for publication on November 20, 1953, as paper No. 1843
in the journal series of the Pennsylvania Agricultural
ExperiL':ent Station.

2Assistant Professor una Professor of Olericulture respectively.
Dept. of Horticulture, School of Agriculture an~ Experiment
Station, The Pennsylvanic State University, State College, Pa.
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Benzoic acia). Further ,work should be done to see if the rate
of application of of these two chemicals Gould be increased to
get better weed con~rol ~nd still maintain or increase the
asparagus yield.

Int~ble II the results of two years' experiments is
compared for those chemicals used during both years. Weed
control from best to poorest during both ye.ars was: Premf:lrge,
Dowicide G, CMU, and MCP. Significant increase in stand of
asparagus over the control was obtained both years with CMU,
Dowicide G, anu Premerge. Significant increase in weight of
plants was note~ with all chemicals usea during the two-year
p e r I oc exce.pt MCP in the year 1952. The c1,£<.tafrom the
experiments with the chemicals used during two years indicate
that three cherad ea Ls probably could be used to weed, seedling
asparagus prior to euergence: Pre~erge at 1 gal. per acre,
Dowicide G at 12 lbs. per acre and CMUat li lbs. per acre.
CMU shoulu be tried experi~entally at rates higher than l! lbs.
per a.cre as the high r&tes u aad during both years g av e the
greatest atanJ. bond yield of asp crag us plants aa cOLlpared to
the lower rates used.

CQQclusion

Two years' work on weeding asparagus seedlings with
herbicides inaicate that the following naterials could be used
successfully at the following rates per acre unuer siffiilar
conditions: eMU at li lbs., Dowicide G at 12 lbs. !.nd Prer..le:rge
at 1 gal.

The best of the materi~ls used only one yeur is ACP-L-~;9.
This material is very similer to Dowicide G as the active
material in both herbicides is sodium pentachlorophenate.

References

1 Noll, C. J. an .... Odland, M. L. Pre-el,lergence weeding of
asparagus seedlings. Froe. of 7th Annual Meeting Northeastern
Weed Control Conference p. 113-115. 1953,
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Tllble 1. TliEfeffect of pre-emergence herbicides on weeds, stand and weight of seedling asparague in
1953.

Rate .2U: '"Weed Asp:;;:p.gus-Herbicide ~ Control !!Q... Plnnts Weight Plants (Gra.ms)

Nothing - 9.6 30.0 409

ACP903 2/3 gal. 2.3 34.0 m
II II 1 gill. 2.3 36.4 1047

lleednr MeP 1/4 gill. 5.9 .34.8 759
II " 3/8 gill. 5.6 32.0 815

Donclde G 12 lb. 1.2 37.4 W8
II II 18 lb. 1.1 34.2 1077

ACP-L-469 4 gill. 1.1 36.9 1141
• II II II 6 gill. 1.0 34.8 1064

'u)

lLFN-904• 1/2 gill. .3.6 36.9 987
II " 3/4 gill. 3.6 .33.7 895

NP1239D 4 lb. 3.9 38.7 1081
" " 6 lb. 3..7 36.8 1101

CMU 1 lb. 1..3 40.8 1326
tI 1..1"lb ... 1.3 42.9 1508

Premerge 1 gal. 1.0 37.5 1153
II 1 1/2 gal. 1..0 30.2 968

Claro TIC 1 gill .. 2.6 22.8 430" " 1 1/2 gill. 1.6 25.8 512
L.S.D. Ilt .05 level 0.7 6.5 .305

" II .01 leysl 0.9 8.6 402

"'.reed control (1.-10)
Vl

1 - perfect weed control 1 (2 Methyl 4-Chloro)henoxya.cetic acd.d -.:J

10 - fUll weed growth 2 lbs. per ga.l.



Table II. The eff'ect of' pre-emergence herbioides on'weeds and stand and yield of' seedling asparagus
during 1952 and 1953. .

1952 195J
Asparogus Aspnragus

~ ~oed ~. . i·l(~ight ~'Teod !!2.. Woiaht-Herbi.cide ~ 9£!:2 Control Pltlnts Plnnts Control Plants Plnnts

Nothing - 9.5 33.7 S9 9.6 30.0 409

Heedar l·CP 1/4 gel. 4.0 30.5 147 5.9 34~8 759
" It 3/8 ga.l. 2..6 22.2 176 5.6 32.0 815

...
Premerge 1 gal. 1.3 49.3 348 1.0 37.5 1153

" 1 1/2 gal. l.d 48.5 5M- 1.0 30.2 968
Dowi.61deG 12 lb. 1.3 63.5 684 1.2 37.4 1138

I" II 18 lb. 1.4 58.2 601 1.1 34.2 1077

mm 2/3 lb. 4.1 46.5 314
II 1 lb. 2.6 69.3 5.34 1.3 40.8 1326
" 1 1/2 lb. - - -- 1.3 42.9 1508

L.S.D. at .05 lovel 1.0 10.0 114 0.7 6.5 305
L.S.D. at .01 level 1.4 13.2 151 0.9 8.6 402

~Jeed Control 1-10 (1 perfect wead control)
(10 full lrIoodgrowth)

\J1co
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PRELIMINARYRESULTSWITHSEVERALNEWHERBICIDESAPPLIEDTO

ASPARAGUSPLANTINGS
BY

E. R. Marshall and N. A. Ferrant 1

Chemical weed control in asparaglis has been practic8d for many years.
Commontable salt was used in our forefathers time. More recently calcium

'I cyanamid, 2,4-D and Crag Herbicide 1 have been used. Weed control results
with these materials have been variable, but on the whole, successful.

During the past four "r five" years, Crag Herbicide 'J. has been used very
successfully in tlJe asparagus growing sections of the Northeast, particularly
in southern New Jersey. Here and in other areas,. calcium cyanamid and 2,4-D
have also been used commercially to some extent. All three "f these materials
have worked very. well in most instances, but each has exhibited some shortcom
ings. The weed control obtained with calcium cyanamid has been rather err
atic at times.. 2,4-D in certain instances has given distorted spears and has
weakened asparagus beds in years fol101fing treatment. Crag Herbicide 1 has
worked very well in most cases, but when applied to a dry soU, its efficiency
is usually reduced.

One weakness of all these materials has been their general lack l'tf long
residual activity. Asparagus growers would like a chemical weed killer which
would wr,rk rather unifOl'DllY under a wide range of 80il moisture and environ
mental conditions, and at the same time give them a rather long residual
effect.. They would like a material that they could apply atter discing in
the spring, but before cutting, and which would then control weeds untU after
the close of the cutting season. They could then disc the beds after cutting
and by one more sprq treatment after. the cutting season was mer, hold the
weeds the remainder of the season. In this W871 they might completely elimi
nate the necessity of cultivat1Dg during the cutting and fem season.

MATERIALSANDMETHODS.,

The recent intrl'tduction ~f more residual type weed control chemicals has
encouraged further testing of '''erials which might fit this situation. In
order to test the comparati'7e effectiveness f'Jt several of the newer residual
type weed killers, a test was conducted on the TomDavill, Farm at Bridgeton,
New Jersey, during the spring and summer of 1953.

The treatments were applied on AprU 30, two days atter the last discing.
Same or the asparagus spears were emerged from one to three inches. The plots
were 36 teet long and 12 feet wide~ cevering three rows of asparagus. All
treatments were randomized and replicated three times.

Materials applied were eMU(J~ara,...chloro-pheDY'l....l, l-dimethyl....urea)"
Natrin (2,4,S-trieh1orophenoxy-ethyl sulphate), 8esin (2,4....dichlt"lrophenoxy
ethyl benzt'late), crag Herbicide 1. (2,4-diehlor()phenoxy-ethy~ ~ulphate), PDU
(phe!J1'l..ciimethyl urea), Sinox PE (alkanolamine salt tf'Jrmulation ·.Qfdin1.tro
ertho secondary butyl phenol, containing 3# DNOSBPper gal1sn) I tvh {butOXy-

Jl.G.L.F. So11 Btdld1ng Service, Ithaca, NewYork
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ethanol ester ef 2.4-elichl3rr.tphenoxy ....c.tlc acid), 3,4-d1chlO1"f'\Phenoxy-etbyl
sulphate, and 2.... tbyl, u-ehloro phenax;y-eth7l sulphate.

The soU was a light san<t;r:i.Mm. The Jll8ter:ta.ls were applied 1n 2,
gallons ot water per acre at 2$ pounds pressure, using a small plot C~ .q_
ere

4t the time of treatment there were ver:/ teN'ger.minated weeds. The soU
was dry when the materials were applied, but a ra1n occurred several d.aya
later. .

The principal weed pests were redroot (Amaranthus retroflex:us), lambs
quarters (Ohenopodium album), chickweed (steUarta meQ1a).. crabgrass (D!c
itar1a sanguiDalis), and foxtail grasses (Setaria ep.).,

The weed counts. were taken approximately' (me month atter t}:ie treatments
were applied. The ratings were made three weeks' and one menth atter the
treat~ts were applied.

Table 1 shows' the treatments and gives a summar;y~. the data that were
taken. Weed control. ratings s eem to be a more satisfactory' .. thod ot record
ing results than do actual weed counts o This is .particu1arly true when a ma-

. terial tends to control weed$ by stunting them. The'weeds would be counted
in a weed count, but this tactor is taken into account when ratings are made.
Counts were taken in four one square toot areas at random in eachpi.ot.~ . Count
data presented. are tor a four square tO:"lt area •

.RESULTS.ABDDISCuSsION

Weed control. with eMUwas ou'tstanding. SoDM!lfn weeds germ1i1ated".but
did not deve1.op further. 01 this soU type, 2 pounds per acre gave almo~t

perfect weed control. A l.cwer UlOunt could have been used. There was ee
evidence Clf.asparagus injury of any type. . .

Natrin ga"e good control nt weeds and .ceUent grass' c~tro1. The data
show a tairly'high.weed count, but these weeds were. aeverel1' stunted. It was
n61:i1cedtha1:i'Natr~ .was rather selective on the weed species controlled.
Lambsquarters ~e not co.ntrolled near1y30 ettec1:iively' as were the f'Jther weeda
and grasses. presento' . .., .' .

Ses1n sh6Wed.a longer .res1d:ual controlthah either Crag Herbicide '1 or
Natrin" and altheugh the 'weed oounts were rather.14ih in the plots, thewaeds
were severely stuntedo ,

Crag Herbicide 1 contr"lled mt)stnt the early' germinating ..weeds and
grasseB but .the resl~l ..et.tec;t was.rathe~ short and late ge.rm1nat1.ng grasses
came in.' . These gras8Sswere. stUnted somewhat, but still. pres~ted a problem
later in the season...

PDtJ acted Yery' s1mUarto CMtJwith the exception that the late germina
ting grasses, particularly crabgrass" germinated atter about three weeIls.
These grasses did nnt develop further, but they were counted when lata were
taken. Apparently the PDUhas a somewhat shorter residual. effect peund tor
pound" than has mm..This 1lI81'or maynClt be an advantage, depending m
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WEEDCONTROLOBTAINEDWITHHERBICIDESAPPLIEDBE:FCRECUTTINGTO ANESTABtmHEDASPARAGUSBED

Treatment Weed CGmtrol Rating * Weed Counts I 4 Sq. Ft. Remarks

*719 *y 26 Weeds Grass Total

CW 211/A 9.4 le.a 0 0 0
CMU 3#/A 10.0 lCtO 0 0 s
Natrin 3H'J;. 7.2 8.4 21:47 60.0 86.7
Natrin /JI.A 4104 8.0 29.3 18.3 47.6 Excellent Grass control

Sasin 3#/" 800 7.4 28.0 98.3 126.3
Sesin "'XA 8..0 8..0 :n:h7 139.7 153.3 All Weeds and Grasses Stunted
CR 1 311, 6.6 7.4 16.0 146.0 Jl62.~} ~k out mest broadleaves
CR 1, 4# A 7.4 7.4 10.7 JU.4.3 Jl25.0 . 'heds and Grasses Stunted

PDU 2#~ 10.C 10.0 0 26.0 26.R~rass bars3;y gs_ted ~
PDU 3II:.l 10.0 10.0 () 28.() 28.S . Did not deve1ep
Sinox PE 611/A 4.4 4.4 19.3 150.3 169* Grass came h.
Sinox PE 9IIZA 7.4 7.0, 3.3 87.3 90.6/

LV4 ~~ S.O 4.6 51.7 148.3 2CO.O) -<r.csllent on broadlsavss,
LV4 "A. 7~O 4.6 16.0 152.3 Jl68.3 Poor on grass, Spears distorted
3,t4wDSulphate %/A 8.0 8.~ 0 54.0 54,0 .
VCPSulphate /JI A 10.0 9.(1 1, 1)5,0 136.0 Excellent control, Gross

Stunted

L.8.D. .05 101 1.5 N.s. 8103 98 tl
.el 1l.5 2.(l 109.1 131.6

* o - No Contrfil, 10 - Perfect Control

..
-3....
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whether or not a shorter breakdown period is desirable.

Sinox PE gave eXcelleJl~ kill of all earlY germinating "eds and grasses,
but the residual effect did not last for am.nth, so that the treatments were
not satisfactnn'. In acidition, ~D1e of the spears in the Sinox PE plots
showed definite injury. This injury was a necrnsis of the growing P()int,
which eventually caused the spears to dry up and taU to develop •.

LV1.&gave good control of early germinating· broadleaved weeds.l but did not
control grasses or late germinating broadleaved weeds. The residual action
was relatively short.. Many distorted spears "re found in the LThplots, indi
cating that there was s~e injury to the spears from these rates of Lv4.

3,4-dicblorophenoxy ethyl sulphate gave weed control so~ewhat better than
Crag Herbicide 11' while 2-methyl, 4-ehloro phenoxy...etbyl sulphate gave ex
cellent control of all broadleaved weeds and good control of grasses.. The
grass that was' present was extremely stunted and did not develo~.

SUMMARYANDCONCJ.JUdION

CMU,PDU,'and 2-methyl, 4-chlorophenoxy-ethyl sulphate at the rates used
gave the longest residual weed control of the materials tested.

The only tr.eatments which gave injury to the asparagus at the rates used
were Sinox PE and the LV4. ' .

Most of the treatments controlled the early gernrl.nating broadleaved
weeds and grasses, but only CMU,PDUI and 2-methyl, 4-ehlorophenoxy-ethyl sul
phate at, the rates used controlled the la ter ge~a,ting weeds and grasses.

tInder the conditions ot this experiment, CM"T,PDU, w")rked very similarly,
with the exception thatPDU at equal rates did, not show quite as long a re
sidual effect as eMU.

In conclusion it would seem t}\qt eMU,pnu,and 2-methyl, 4...chlorophen
oxy-ethyl sulphate should be compared on large~ plots in a concentration
series and over a period of several years to see which might be the most sat
isfactory residual weed killer to use in established asparagus plantings.

Further comparisons should -be made between Crag Herbicide 1, Natrin,
Sesin, 3,4-dichlorophenoxy-ethyl sulphate and 2-metbyl, 4...chlorophenoxy-ethyl
sulphate. Such things as length of residual effect and selectivity on weeds
and crnps should be evaluated.

Sinox PE and Lv4 at the rates used and on this light soil type, were un...
satisfactory as weed control materials because the;y tended to injure the 8S

puagus spe8ll"s.

-4...
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CHEMICL.LWEEDCONTROLIN L.8Pl.Rl..GUS
IN NEHLYSET BEDSANDOLDERESTABLISHEDBEDS- 19.5.3

IJ.lan H. Kates l

Tho removal of weeds from the planted row of asparagus by
cultivation 1S quite difficult without injury to the crop. One
of the most troublesome weed problems in asparagus is experienced
during the first yoar after the setting of one year old crowns.
Considerable work has been published on the use of chemicals on
established fields (2 or more years old), but to the author's
knowledge, there has been none on the use .of chemicals during the
first year of establishment.

The purpose of this investigation was twofold: (1) to deter
mine the response of asparagus and weeds to five chemicals applied
immediately after the setting of crowns in the process of establish
ing a producing bed and (2) to determine the response of asparagus
and weeds to chemical treatments applied before and after the har
vesting period in producing fields.

These tests wore located on a Sassafras sandy loam soil.
Tho weed population consisted mainly of crabgrass (Disi t~
sanquinalis), red root (J.maranthus rotroflexus), and lambs
quarter (Chenopodium album). .

The herbicides used, their formulations, and their source
appear in Table V.

Procedure

Nowll Set Crowns

b.fter cC)nvent1onal asparagus bed preparation with the appli
cation of lime and super phosphate to the bottom of the 9 inch
trench, ono year old asparagus crowns wore planted on ll.pril 2.
They were covered with soil to a depth of '1 to 2 inches.

Eleven treatments (9 chemical and 2 checks) were arranged at
random in each of 4 replications. Each plot was a single row,
.3 feet by 70 foet long. The herbioides diluted in water at the rate of
.50 gallons to an acre were appliod with a hand sprayor on 1..prill4.
l~t this time the soil was smooth, compact, moist, and .£roo of
weeds. There had been no cultivation before applying the chemicals.

Weed counts wore made of 1 square foot on 11ay26, six weeks
after applioation.. l..fter these counts were made, all plots re
ceived the normal. cultivations and hand weeding for the reniainder
of the growing season. Stand counts of the complete plots were

lResearch and Development of Herbicides, Seabrook Farming Corp.,
Bridgeton, NewJersey

-1-
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taken on Octobor 12. To determine the amount of dry" matter of tho
fern, samples were taken of 10 feet of row on November 3. These
samples wore dried thoroughly with forced heat circulation for
five days.

Established Bods, 3 and 6 Years Old

After the usual Spring soil preparation and after asparagus
emergence, CMUat 1 and 2 pounds and Crag Herbicide 11 at 3
pounds were both applied to plots on May.l in a 3 year old and
a 6 year old bed. Each treated plot was a single row 225 feet
long. Each treatment was randomized in 6 replications in each
field. Yield data was taken each day of canmercial harvest £rom
May 1 until June 15. It consisted of weights of th~ spears 7
inches long with at least 4~ inches of green. Weed oounts wore
made of 2 square feet per plot on June 5, five weeks after appli
cation. The weeds present were the same as previously listed.

at the end of the cutting season, CMU,'Crag Herbicide Ill,
and Urab,. each at 2 rates, were applied to plots in the 6 year
old bed of asparagus. The field was disked July 5 after har
vest had ended and then cultivated on July 12. The fern at the
time of chemical treatments on July 15 was about 2 feet tall.
Weed counts were taken three weeks later on J.l.ugUst5.

Resul ts and Discussion

Newly Set Crowns

The results of weed and stand counts and the dry weights of
the fern appear in TaDle I. Very wet soil conditions (Table II)
at the time of and after application of the chemicals, reaul ted
in rather large weed population in ;the untreated area, All treat
ments resulted in significant reduction of weeds. Dowioide G a.t
10 and 20 pounds, alanap #1 at 4 and 6 pounds, and CMUat i and 1
pound, gave the most outstanding weed control.

Alanap #1 at both rates, was observed to cause damage to the
developing spears of asparagus. This injury appeared about three
weeks after application. Spears were observed to be affected at
the surface of the soil by a breaking down of the cells. Finally
the spear would bond over and die from the soil surface to the tip.
This <bsibcat1.on occurred for only about i to 1 inch under the sur
face of the soil. Later new spears ware observed to be developing
from these crowns. Crag Herbicide #lresul ted in many slightly
epinastic spears of asparagus.

Nei thor stand nor the dry weight of the fern were reduced
below the checks (untreated or cultivated) by any of the chemical
treatments. There was an increase in dry weight of fern in the

. treatment of eMUat 1 pound per acre. The CH11treatments were

-2-
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observed to have very vigoroui:p.owth throughout the growing
season.

Establis1}ed Beds. 3 and 6 Years Old

The results of weed ccunts and yield data from a 3 year old
and a 6 year old bed, appears in Table III.

The Spring appli~ation of CMUon these two cutting beds,
resulted in a signifi~ant reduction of l!eeds over both the check
and Crag Herbicide #1 treatments. The time interval cf the appli
cation to weed count, probably accounted for the poor results of
the Crag Herbicide #1 treatments. There was no significant dif
ference in yields due to treatment. In a taste panel conducted
at Seabrook Farms on quick-frozen asparagus tromthese plots, no
difference in navor could be determined due to treatment.

The mid-summer application was made under relatively dry soil
condi tiona. Table IV shows the results of woed counts made 3
weeks after treatments. CMUresulted in the most outstanding weed
control, followed by Urab and Crag Herbicide #1, in that order.
Observations at later dates revealed the weed control to be effec
ti ve in the CMUand Urab treated plots until frost.

Conclusion

Under the condi tiona of this experiment CMUat 1 pound per
acre gave the best results on newly set asparagus crowns 0 on
sidering the weed control, stand of asparagus, and the amount of
dry matter of the fern.

In the producing beds of asparagus, CMUat 1 and 2 pounds
per acre resulted in the best weed control of any of the treatments
used. None of the chemicals used before the harvest season affeo
ted the yield or the taste qualities of the asparagus.

acknowledgement:
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Table :r.Response of the Crop and Weeds to Various Treatments in
NewlY Es~ablished Asparagus •.

Chemical
All Dry Wt.

~teLAcre Broadleaf* Grasses* Weeds* Stand** of Fern:***
grams

Premerge 4.5 Ibs. 2.8 11.0 13.7 40.8 167
Fremerge 6.0 1bs. 3.3 8.5 11.8 40.8 275
Dowicide G 10.0 1bs. 2.5 3.8 6.3 48S 267
DowicideG 20.0 Ibs. 0.8 2.8 3.5 48S 265
Alanap #1 4.0 1bs •. J.5·· 2;3 5.8 39.8 185
Alanap#l 6.0 1bs. 2.,3 0.8 .: 3~0 43S 180
CMU Q.5 .1bs. 0.5 0.8 1.3 53.3 297
CMU 1.0 1bs. 0.3 0.5 0.8 54.3 327
CH #1. 3.0 1bs. 12.5 "8.8. -21.3 42S 186
Chock 18.3 21..8 ho"o 42.5 260
Check (Normal C'Ultivation) :--- -- 43.3 252
LSD5% 4.1 3.8 9.8 12.3 128
LSD1% 5.5 12.0 13.2 N.S. N.S.

. * means 1 Square foot - **means 70 feet of Row - ***moan 10 feet of Row

Table II. Rainfall Data

Week Endins

April 8
.b..pril 15
April 22
h.pri1 29
May 6.
May 13
May 20
May 27
June .3

Inches

1.77
1.40
1.26
0.27
0.32
1,,91
1.78
1.62
1.72

. -4-

Week Endine;

July 6
July 14
July 22
J'Uly 29
Aug. 5
Aug. 12
l~ug. 19

Inohes

0.66
0.64
0.57
2.63
0.48
0.32
3.15
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Table III. Response of As;para§us and Weeds to Spring Applications
of CMUana eraS Herbicide #1.

3 Year Old Bed

Broadleaf* Yield Equiv.
Chemical Rate/Acre Weeds Grasses* Ki1ograma**lba./Acre,

CMU 1.0 lb. 0.2 ll.3 15.98 1704
CMU 2.0 Ibs , 0.0 3.8 lA.17 1724
CH#1 3.0 lbs o 4.0 48.0 15.40 1642
Check 0 4.1 45.2 16.03 1709
L.S.D. 5%Level 4.5 22.2 N.S.D.

6 Year Old Bed

CMU 1.0 lb. 0 0.6 25.28 2695
CMU 2.0 lbs. 0 0 27.83 29£'6
CH#1 3.0 lbe. 5 20.7 26.22 2795
Check 0 12.2 15.0 24.93 2658
L.S.D. 5%Level 4.1 7.9 N.S.D.

* Mean1 Square foot - **Mean225 feet of Row

Table IV..

Chemical Rate/Acre Broadleaf* Grasses* All Weeds*

CMU r is, 0 ,%.2 1.2
CMU 2 lbs. 0 0.6 (').£'
C.H. #1 3 Lbs , 43.2 20.6 63.8
C.H. #1 6 Lbs , 13..6 4.6 18.2
Urab 1 lb. 4.8 10.8 15.6
Urab 2 Ibs , 1.4 3.8 5.2
Check 0 85.0 29.6 114.6
L.S.D. 5%Level 16.4 7.0 21.3

*Mean1 Square foot

Table V. The Herbicides Used, their Formulations and Their Source.

Chemical Active In~edient

A1anap #1 N-l Naphthyl Phthalamic Acid
CMU 3-(p-Chloropheqyl)-1, l-Demethyl

urea
Crag Herbicide #1 Sodium 2,4-Dichlorphenoxyethyl

sulfate
Dowicide G Sodium Pentachlorophenate
Premerge Triethanolamine and Isopropano-

lamine of Dimtro Ortho
secondary butyl phenol

- 5 -

Source

U. S. Rubber

duPont

Carbide &Car~on

Dow

Dow
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CMU- VALUEFORWEEDCONTROLANDEFFECTONYIELDSOF ASPARAGUS

E. M. Rahn
Delaware Agricultural Experiment Station

.,

In a screening test of herbicides on asparagus at the Georgetown Substation
in 1951, it was observed that CMU(J-p-chlorophenyl-l, l ..dimethylurea) at two
pounds per acre had exceptionally good weecicontrol value. Therefore; in 1952
and 1953 CMUwas included in replicated weed control experiments wherein other
treatments were first made in 1948. This paper contains information on the
weed control value of CMUover a 3-year period and on the effect of CMt1on
yields over a 2-year period.

" ," '". . Experiments+. ProcedU!!

!-lary Washington crowns were planted in 1946 at the Georgetown Substation
on Norfollt. loamy sand. " A randomized block arrangement was used withal! treat ..
ments replicated five times 1ri single-row plots, 5 by 50 feet. The CMUwas in
the rom of an 80%'wettable powder and was applied as a suspension in 50
gallons of' water per acre. CMUwas applied in April and again in late June of
each year. Before each application the soil was disced and cultipacked prior
to spear emergence •. The entire experiment was tractor-cultivated whenever
necessary to control weeds on the hoed-check plots, leaving about 15 inches
over the row undisturbed. The hoed-check plots llare hoed whenever necessary.
About six weeks after CMUwas applied, weed counts and weights were taken on a
1 by 3 foot area over each row six feet from the end of each plot, The pre
dominant weeds were crab grass" pigweed" lamb's quarters, morning glory, and
smartweed.

In order to compensate for any independent variability in plot yields
after CMUtreatments were first made in 1952, analysis of covariance was made
comparing plot yields in the two years prior to 1952 with those of 1952 and
1953. Adjustments of indi vidiial plot yields were then made using the regression
coefficient.

ResQlts ~ Discussion

Weedweights (Table 1) show that the application of as little as one pound
of eMUper acre gave excellent weed control except after harvest in 1953, In
this instance, control was commercially satisfactory but not perfect, After car
was applied to dry soil on June 22, 1953, there was no significant rainfall for
a month. During this period, a few weed seeds germinated probably at a

lPublished as l-tiscellaneous Paper No. 178 with the approval of the
Director of the Delaware Agricultural Experiment Station. Contri
bution (No, 43) of' the Department of' Horticulture. November 1953.
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relatively 'deep level where'there was 'someinoisti1re.These' few seedlings grew
through the layer of eMUon the surface which was, presumably, inactive due to
lack of moisture. Whenrain finally came and where the I-pound rate was used,
these weeds were stunted but not killed. The 2~ and 4-pound rates, however,
gave excellent control.

One pound of eMUapplied before harvest and the same amount applied after
the harvest season, supplemented with some'tractor eul tivation, "provided com
mercially satisfactory weed contro-l for the entire season. For example, during
the 1952 harvest season"on June'2--nearly seven weeks atter one pound of CMU
had been applied ... there was an average of onlY' one gram of weeds per square
foot. The comparable 1953 figure was six grams per square foot. After harvest
in 1952, on July 23, over tour weeks after one pound of CMUhad been applied,
there was an average of only six grams of weeds (principally crab grass) per
square foot, The comparable 1953 figure, 6t weeks after application of CMU,
was 34 grams per square~oote .

Table 1. Effect of CMUon Yield, Stand, and WeedWeights in
1952 and 19S3. '

weedSJiir Square Ft tl oms,I. " Av.Wt.ol Av. Plant Stand
Treataent Dur' tar Mkt.Spears 'Spear in 1953 -
(Per Acre) Harvest Harvest from 5 Wt., Plants in

i9S2 1953 1952 19501Plots,lbs. 2 GluSo 5 Plots

1. Chec~, not hoed 44 129 51 119 80.1 22 137

2. Check, hoed 0 0 0 0 77.9 20 132

3. CMU,1 lb. 1 1 6 34 77.9 20 147

4. CMU,2lbs. OllJ 0 0.1 1 79.5 21 136
, .

5. CMU,41bs. 0 0 0 0

L.S.D. 5% 1S 32 30 N.S. N.S. N.S.

lnuring the 1952 and 1953 harvest seasons, weed weights were taken 47
and 49 days, respectively,' after CMUwas applied. After the harvest
season in 19,2 and 19>3, weed wetghts were taken 29 and hSdays,
reSpectively, after am was applied. . ..

2Adjusted bY'~~a~YSiS of covariance to co~ensate f~r plot variability
at the time CMUtreatments were first made in 1952. Average yields
for' two' years prior to 1952' were used as a ba~e. ",

, '
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An interesting observation made in 19,3 on an adjoining asparagus ferti
lizer experiment was that where poultry manure was applied annually for eight
consecutive years and where the soil organic-matter content was much higher, the
effectiveness of CMUwas decreased in proportion to the amount of manure applied.
Data on weeds and sol1 content of organic matter taken from. the experiment are
given in Table 2. Although poultry manure is not recommended for asparagus,
these data indicate that, possibly, higher rates of CMUmay be required on soils
of higher organic-matter content, In this experiment, li pounds of CMUper acre
were applied seven weeks before ~he weed data presented in Table 2 were ob
tained,

Table 2, Effectiveness of CMUWhere Poultry Manure Was Used

Treatment l
(Per Acre

L.S,D. 5%

Weeds per Sq.
Ft., After 7
Weeks, Oms"

10

64
93

42

Soil O.M. Content,
9/1/53,
Per Cent

.42

IThese treatments have been made every yeart starting
in 1946.

Yields, average spear weights, and plant stands (Table 1) were not signifi
cantly affected when CMUwas applied at the 1- and 2-pound rates. Furthermore,
no plant injury was visible on the border row which received CMUat two pounds
per acre in 1951 (one application), four pounds per acre in 19,2 and 19$3 (two
applications each year) -- making a total of 18 pounds over a 3-year period.

Summary~ Conclusions

CMUat one, two, and four pounds per acre gave excellent weed control in
asparagus on a loamy sand soil. Twoapplications of CMUat I-pound-per-acre
rates -- before and after the harvest season when no spears were above ground
-- along with some tractor cultivation, gave full-season control of weeds. On
soils of greater organic-matter content, higher rates of CMUmaybe needed.
This was indicated on an adjoining asparagus fertilizer experiment where CMUhad
been applied and where two rates of poultry manure had been used for eight years
previously.

CMUat one- and two-pound-per-acre rates over a 2-year period had no in
jurious effect on yields, spear weight, or plant stand. On a border row which
received 18 pounds of CMUover a 3-year period, there has been no visible
symptoms of plant injury to date,

-3-
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Weed Control in Established Asparagus Plantings viith 'eMU
(3-(p-chlorophenyl)-l, l~imethylurea) 1

By R. F. Carlson and B. H. Grigsby
Departments of Horticulture and Botany

Weeds are a serious problem in asparagus plantings. Many old and new
chemical herbicides have been tried- some successfully and others with
less favorable results. Calcium cyanamid, 2,4-D, Crag Herbicide 1, and
others, have been recommended and used with erratic results, depending on
age of weed, soil condition and timing of the application (2). The intro
duction of 3-(p-chloropheny1)-1, I-dimethylurea (hereafter referred to as
CMU)by'E. I. Du Pont de Nemours and Oo, , Inc. (3), provided another herbi
cide of possible value on asparagus and other crops. In 1952, CMUat 1.5
and 3 pounds per acre was used in a preliminary test on asparagus by Dolan
(1). Noll and Odland used CW to successfully weed asparagus seedlings (4).
This report deals with the use of Clro in established asparagus beds on a
Hillsdale sandy loam and on a sandy muck soil.

Uaterials and Methods

Two asparagus plantings on mineral soil were chosen for treating with
CMU-- one for a pre-harvest application and the second for a post-harvest
application. The first field was divided into six equal plots of BOOsquare
feet each. Four rows of asparagus crossed these plots. Two of these plots
were treated with 1.6 pounds per acre of actual CMn; two plots with 2.4
pounds, and two plots were left as checks. The wettable powder of CMUwas
applied with a 3-gallon compressed air hand sprayer at a volume of 30 gallons
per acre as an over-all spray. The applications were made May 5, at which
time a few of the asparagus spears were just starting to emerge. The field
had been treated in the usual manner with a complete disking about a week
prior to treatment. .

The second field was divided in a similar way and waa treated June 13,
after the picking season. The field had received the usual post-harvest
disking. CMUwas applied here at O.B and 1.6 pounds per acre.

The CM.Uplots on muck soil were laid out in 1951. Each plot consisted
of 1350 square feet. One plot received an initial application in September,
at the rate of 10 pounds of CMUper acre. On Hay 8, 1952, CMUat 2 pounds
per acre YlaS applied to a second plot after the customar,y fertilization and
disking operations. In 1953, applications of 1 and 2 pounds per acre were
made so that one plot had received a total of 11 pounds and the other a total
of 4 pounds in the 3-year period. Similar plots were left as untreated
checks. The lO-pound application was made for the control (jf quack grass,
Kentucky blue grass and smooth brome grass. The iower rates of application

~bii;h;d-i~ the Quarterly Bulletin of the Michigan Agricultural Experiment

Station, Michigan State College.
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were made for control of annual grasses and broad leaved weeds.

Discussion of Results

Preharvest Applica.tion

The trea.ted areas remained nearly weed-free for four weeks following
application; 'Whereas the check areas became green with weeds, averaging well
over 100 weeds per square foot. Both rates of eMU gave 90 per cent weed con
trol (Table 1). The treated areas were neither hoed nor cultivated during the
season, but the weeds.were hoed from the check areas so they would not inter
fere seriously with asparagus· growth.

~

Weeds controlled with eMU in these experiments were:

~~oadleaved:

Curly dock (Rumex crispus)
Commonchickweed (Stellaria msdia)
Dandelion (Taraxacum officinale}
Lambsquarter (Chanopodium album)
.Mouse-ear chickweed (Cerastium vulgatum)
Pepper grass (Lepidium campestre) .
Rough pigweed (AmaranthuB retronexns)
Shepherds purse*(Capsella 'bursa-yastoriS)
Smart weed (Po1y¥on'~ ersicaria
~peedwell eVerom.oa ser 0 ~a)

Wormseed mustard (!rysimum c e4Xanthoides)

Grasses:

Downybrome grass (Bromus tectorun)
Green foxtail (Setaria viridis)
Kentucky blue grass (Poa pratence)
Tickle grass (PamcumCawillare)
Quack grass (Agroptron riPt~)
Yellow foxtail Caearia u: esce~::)

~s that ~~ COmpletely controlled:

* Butter-and-eggs (Linaria vulgaris)
Brome grass (Bromus inermis)

~rab grass (Digitaria sangUinalis)
Prickly lettuce (tactuca scariola)

About one month follmving the treatments, some crab grass germinated a.nd
grew on the treated plots. A little more of this grass was evident in the
areas treated with 1.6 than in areas treated with 2.4 pounds per acre. Appar
ently, asparagus seedlings are somewhat resistant to CMUbecause they germi
nated about 10 days after application and grew normally.

The asparagus was harvested 14 times between May 7 and June 8, and no
appreciable difference in yield between treated and untreated area.s was noted.
(Table 1).

'."'"
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Table 1. Average Asparagus Yield of all Treatments of Preharvest Applications
with CMUand per cent Weed Control in both Pre-harvest and Post

harvest applications •.

CMU.(lb./A

Weed Control (in per cent of check)
Asparagus Yield (lb/A) Pre-harvest treat- Post-harvest
Pre-harvest treatment) ment treatment

0.0
0.8
1.6
2.4

3267.27

3177.80
3400.80

00.00

94.35
97.89

00.00
88.10
93.06

Several rows of asparagus adjacent to the CMUexperiments were left un
treated and received a post-harvest disking, whereas the experimental plots
v'lere not disked after harvest. The fern groYIth on the experimental plots
started earlier and by mid-season was more vigorous than in the areas that had
received the post-harvest disking. The disking operation evidentlY injured the
asparagus and growth was delayed, which may have an effect on yields.

The pre-harvest application of CMUon muck soil kept the treated areas free
from all weed growth ~hrough July, 1953. By the 1st of September, a few fall
germinating weeds had appeared, but no grasses have yet appeared in these plots.

Yield records from these plots were equal to those from untreated plots and
no abnormal growth was found. The only visible effect on asparagus was a some
what earlier maturity of fern growth in 1952.

Post-harvest Applications

In the post-harvest test plots, treatments were made follovr.ing the customary
end-of-season disking. .

Weed species in these plots reappeared after difficing and nere representa
tive of those found in the pre-harvest experimental plots. CMUat 1.6 pounds
per acre controlled more weeds than 0.8 pounds (Table 1). ,

The fern-growth produced following applications with CUUwas vigorous,
indicating that the asparagus apparent Iy vms not injured.

On the muck there were several patches of perannial grasses in the plot
which received 10 pounds of C1IDper acre. Quack grass and Kentucky blue grass
were eliminated by the traatment, but smooth brome grass showed little or no
effect from the treatment. Again in 1952 and 1953 asparagus grmvth was normal.

Conclusion

1. Weeds were successfully controllad in established asparagus plantings
with low rates per aero of CMU,either as a pre-harvest or a post-harvest a.ppli
cation. No cultivation or hoeing was needed during the season in the treated
plots.
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2. The asparagus apparently was not injured from these low rates (0.,8,
1.6, and 2.4 pounds per acre) qf CW as l{as indicated by the yield. Fern
growth in the pre-harvesting treatments was more vigorous throughout the
season. ,. - -_. -

'3. For commercial applications to established asparagus plantings, cw
should not be used-at rates above 1~6npounds Per' acre' (2 pounds of the 80
per cent preparation). This amount should be applied in enough water,_ about
40-50 gallons per acre, to allow for uniform and complete coverage of the
errcrre area or of the rO'N only. For best results the spray should be' applied
before weed seedlings begin to emerge. The soil should have been worked down
to a.'smooth, even surface. . .

.4. TheCMlJ could be applied either as a pre-harvest or post-harvest
application, depending on the weed population. If it is applied both before
and after harvest the rates per acre should be reduced so as not to total
over 2.4 pounds per acre, which is, the ,same as 3 pounds of the 80 per cent
wettable connnercial preparation. .

5. Since all the conditions relative to the use of CMUin asparagus
have not been completely investigated, it is suggested that growers try this
chemical on a small area the first year. Over-dOSages s:!£!! !!l sterilize
!D!~~~ morrbhs,
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FACTORSDETERHNII'l"GTHEEFFECTIVENESSOF PRE-EI.dERGENCE

HERBIeIDALTREATj\!lENTS

Desmond D. Dolan l

This experiment was designed to study the effects of the
following faotors in determining the inoidenoe of weeds follow
ing pre-emergenoe treatment:

a. Method of soil preparation - rough, loose preparation
oompared to smooth, oompaot preparation.

b. Time of applioation.

o. Type of herbioide used.

d , Two soil disturbances after herbioidal treatment.

Review of Lite ra ture

It has frequently been stated that pre-emergenoe herbioidal
treatments are most effeotive if the landis smoothed before the
treatments are applied, eVidently assuming that the ohemioal would
be more dissipated on rough, loose soil (6). It has been demon
strated that most of the CMUapplied lodges in the upper 1/8 inch
of soil, and that this upper, ohemical-bearing layer must be oontinu
ous to promote contaot with germinating weed seeds. (1) .(4).

Pre-emergence herbioides are mosteffeotive when applied at
the time of maximumweed seed germination, which usually is im
mediately after planting. (2) (3) (5) (7). A lesser degree of
weed control was obtained with some herbioides by delaying pre
emergenoe treatment for 3 to 5 days after planting. (2) (5).

Disturbance of the surfaoe soil after treatment, inoorpor
ates the ohemical with the soil and reduoes its effeotiveness (1)
(4) and brings to the surface soil laoking the chemioal and oarry
ing dormant weed seeds (6).

1 - Formerly Associate Researoh Professor, Rhode Island Agricul
tural Experiment Station, now Regional Coordinator NE-9,
New York State Agricultural Experiment Station, Geneva, N.Y.
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l~terials and Methods

The experimental area was a 9-year-old asparagus planting
located on Bridgehampton silt loam and fertilized with 1,000 lb.
5-10-10 per acre on April 3. The area was thoroughly disced on
April 3 and April 10, and smoothed with a spike-toothed harrow
after the second discing.

A factorial split-plot design was used. The largest plots
were the'time of a pplication plots, there being three of these
in eaoh block to aocommodate time of application as follows:

1. April 15 .. Assumed to be one week before maximumweed
seed germination.

2. April 22 .. Assumed to be at the time of maximumweed
.se,~d garmina ti on.

3. April 29 - Assumed to be one week after maxill1umweed
seed germination.

Each time of applioation plot was split lengthwise into two
sub-plots,s to aocommodate the two methods of land preparation as
follows :,

1. RL- rough and loose pre~tion. The upper 3-inch layer
of soil was loosened with potato forks, and the lumps broken with
out compaoting the soil.

2•. SO - smooth and oompaot. The upper 3-inch layer of soil
was loosened with potato forks, the lumps broken and the surface
raked smooth. The soil was then oompaoted by rolling_

These sub-plots l were again split length1'lise i~to sub-p1ots z
to proyide for the inclusion of 2 herbicidal treatments:

1. Premerge at 2 gal. (6 lb. dinitro) per aore.

2. Chloro-IPC at 2 gal. (8 lb. ChlIPC) per acre.

An l8-inch alley was left between adjaoent sub-plots 2• To
avoid soil disturbance, the operators oonfined themselves to these
alleys while applying the sprays. Eaoh sub-plot 2 measured 45' x 4'
and included a single asparagus row.

On may 12, or 13 days after the final herbioidal treatment,
each sub-plotz was split transversely into three sub-plots 3 and

these allotted at, random to 3 disturbanoe treatments:

-2-
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1. Check - No disturbance.

2. Light raking of surface

:3. Deep disturbance wi.th toothed cultivator. The disturbance
plots were the smallest plots in the experiment, eaoh measuring
15 t x 4'.

Broad-leaved weeds were counted on three one-sQuare-foot areas
on each plot on June 8 and 9, or 27 after application of the distur
bance treatments. The data were interpreted by analysis of variance.

Results

Effeots of the Main Factors •.
As indicated in Table 1, the tin~ of land preparation and

applioation of the pre-emergence treatments was a signifioant
factor. Contrary to what might be expeoted, weeds were most preva
lent where the treatments were applied at the time of maximumweed
seed germination. There was no difference between treating one
week earlier and treating one week later than this time.

Table 1. Broad-leaved weed count per 3 sq. ft. after pre
emergence treatment on 3 dates.

Time of application Mean per plot

April 15 31.6

April 22 61.3*

April 29 32.5

L.S.D. 5 % = 23;7 1 % =31.5

Type of soil disturbance was the only other faotor producing a
significant effect. The data in Table 2 indicate that the differ
ence in weed count between the check (no disturbance) and light
raking of the surface was not signifioant. Disturbance with a
toothed cultivator increased the incidence or weeds to more than
4 times the count on the check plots, and this effect made the
disturbance treatments the most significant factor in the
experiment.

-3-



Table 2. Broad-leaved weed oount per 3 sq. ft. with 3 disturbanoe
trea tments.

TyPe of disturbanoe

{I} Cheok - No disturbanoe

(2)' SolI surfaoe raked lightly

(3) Deep disturbanoe with cultivator

Mean per plot

1.8

106.9**

L.S.D. 1% = 31.5

Signifioant Interaotions.

The mean weed counts for th1"ee disturbanoe treatments in
combination with three dates of ohemical application are given
in Table 3.

Table 3. Broad,:",leaved weed oount per 3 sq. ft. with three
disturbances and three treatment dates.

Disturbance Number*

Time of application 1 2. 3 Mean

April 15 2.2 31.0 79.6 37.6

April 22 2.3 25.8 155.8 61.3

April 29 0.9 11.3 85.2 32.5

Mean 1.8 22.7 106.9 43.8

L.S.D. between disturbances within time of application
5% ::0: 41.1 1% = 54.6

* As designated in Table 2.

Comparisons of mean-s in Table 3 indicate that light surfaoe
-raking did not reduce the effectiveness of pre-emergenoe ohemioal
treatment at any of, the three times of application. On the other
hand. deep disturbanoe reduced the effectiveness of the ohemioals
regardless of the time of treatment. Deep disturbanoe caused
the greatest incidenoe of weeds w hen the ohemioal treatments
were applied at the time of weed seed germination.'

A second significant interaotion is that between method
of land preparation and disturbances. Comparisons in pairs
of the means in Table 4 indicate that light surface raking
did not reduoe the effectiveness of pre-emergenoe chemical
treatment regardless of whether the land preparation was rough
and loose (RL) or smoothed and oompacted (se).

-4-
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Table 4. Broad-leaved weed cQunt per 3 sq. ft. with three
disturbances and two preparations.

.lietho d of preparation DistUrbance
1 Z :3

.
Means

RL 274 2974 9071 36.1

SC 1.6 21.7 150.4 51.5

Means 1~8 22.7 106.9 43.8

L.S.D. between disturbanoes within method of
land preparation: 5% • 35.6 1% "" 4'7.3

Deep disturbanoe (D ) oaused a greater incidence of weeds
than light raking (DZ) r~gardless of the method of land preparation.
The greatest loss of ohemical effectiveness and the highest weed
count ocourred where deep disturbance followed smooth and oompact
land preparation.

None of the other interaotions was significant.

Discussion and Conclusions

The data on time of application of the ohemicals are contrary
to what might be expeoted. Ordinarily, one would expeot the most
oomplete weed control with herbicidal treatment at the time of
maximumweed seed germination. However, the time of maximumweed
seed germination is determined with difficulty and is influenoed
to a large extent by prevailing temperature and the soil moisture
content. Weather data for 1953 indioate April rainfall was adequate
for weed seed germination, but that a dry period extending from
May 30 to June 13 may have affeote .:~io),e weed counts which followed
the disturbance treatments. .

Although plots lightly disturbed by raking the surfaoe were
not significantly different from cheok plots, those-deeply disturbed
by cultivation displayed a much higher incidenoe of weeds. These
data strongly support the conclusion that ohemical pre-emergenoe
treatments are most effective when cultivation is delayed. They
support the oontention that most of the ohemioal lodges in the upper
layer of soil. where it is most likely to come in contact with
germinating weed seeds. Deep disturbance mixes the chemioals with
thef'surfaoe soil and reduces their effectiveness. Light disturbanoe
by raking (or'possibll as might occur fram scuffing the feet while
outting the asparagus) would probably not red~e the effeotiveness
of pre-emergenoe chemioa I treatments.

Deep disturbance reduoed chemical effeotiveness most when the
chemicals were applied at the time of maximumweed seed germination.

Deep disturbanoe increased the weed oount most on plots that
were smoothed and compacted before the ohemicals were applied. It
is presumed that deep disturbanoe incorporated the ohemioal with
the soil and reduoed its effectiveness and also brougpt to the sur
f''' "'t'! .. ~i 1 lR ok'ing the ohemioal and oontaining dormant weed seeds.

1:;, •
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Summary

(1) Th~ effeotiveness of pre-emergenceohemioal treatments
was' reduced when the soil surface was sprayed at the time of
maximumweed seed germination as compared to the same treatment
applied one week before or one week after this date •

. , '

(2) Deep disturbance, with a toothed cultivator 13, 20, and
27 days a fter treatment praotioally nullified the effect of pre
emergence chend ca.L treatment.

(3) Cultivation should be delayed for at least 27 days in
order to obtain maximumweed control from pre-emergence treat
ment.

(4) Light disturbanoe by raking the soil surface after
treatment did not reduoe herbioidal effeotiveness.

(5) Deep disturbance reduoed herbicidal effeotiveness more
on smooth oompact plots than on rough, -loose plots.

(6) Premerge and Chl~ro Ire were eqvl111y effeotive as pre
emergence herbicides.

(7) Observations made in the oourse of the experiment
indicate that soil moistureoontent may greatly affeot the
inoidence of weeds following different soil disturbances.
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ALANAP-lAS A HERBICIDEFORVINE'CROPSIN 19531

Eo No Hahn
Delaware Agricultural Experiment Station

Alanap-l (N-l naphthyl phthalamic acid) when applied to cantaloupes in .,
1952 gave good weed control with no reduction in total yields (1). Sweet and
Ries (2) used the same herbicide in NewYork on watermelons" cucumbers, and
squash as well as cantaloupes, They i'oundAlanap-l at .four ,pounds per acre to
be very effective for weed control without causing injury to any of these crops.
They used Alanap-l in both pre- and post-emergence applications ,on a fine sandy
loam soU. Meador and HemphUl (3) obtaiz?ed equally good results in Missouri
using the same material at the Same rate in pre-emergence applications .tc
cucumbers, cantaloupes, and watermelons.

, To further test Alanap-l under extreme conditions where crop injury would
most likely occur" an exper~nt was set up at the Georgetown .3'qbstation on a
very light Norfolk loamy sand With low organic-matter content (about li per
cent). Four Vine crops were used: cantaloupe" 'cucumbers, watermelons and
squash.

Experimental Procedure .

The varieties used were Jumbo Hale's Best cantaloupe, Congo watermelons,
Marketer cucumbers, and Boston Marrow squash. All were seeded May 6, 1953.
However, since the first-seeded squash showed considerable crop injury from
the vati.ous rates of Alanap-~ used, a second experiment was started on June
l6,on a different plot of land, using lower rates. Alanap-I, a 90 per cent
wettable powder, was applied in 50 gallons of water per acre, Each treatment
was replicated"four times in randomized blocks using single-row plots, 50 feet
long. Tractor cultivation was given whenever necessary to control weeds on
the hoed-check plots, leaving a 12-15 inch band over the rows undisturbed.
Weed counts and weights on a lby 3 foot area were taken over each row one .
month after seeding. Crab grass, lamb's quarters, and pigweed were the pre
dominant weeds. Plant-stand counts were obtained at the same time as the weed
data. After these data were taI<:en, the entire area was cultivated, hoed, and
plants thinned to a uniform stand, At this time too, post-emergence applica
tions of Alanap-1 were made to certain plots, In the squash experiment,
,however, the only plots that were ever hoed were the "hoed-check" plots.

1Published as Miscellaneous Paper No. 179 with the approval of the
Director of the Delaware Agricultural Experiment Station. Con';'
tribution (No, 45) of the Department of Horticulture. Nov. 1953.
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Results and Discussion.;;.;.;;;,;;;;;";;;;;;;,,,;,;;.- .
Weed counts and weights given in Table 1 indicate that Alanap-l when applied

right after seeding gave excellent controlOl Whenapplied five days after seed
ing, however, Alanap-l did not control weeds. The reason for this was that many
weeds had already emerged five days after seeding and that Alanap-l has little
effect when applied to weeds already above ground. The day after seeding, 0.6,
inches of rain fell which caused weeds to germi~te quicldyo

Weed data (Table 1) indicata that 2 pounds of Alanap-l was as effective as
4 pounds when applied immediately after seeding. Weed data from the squash
experiment indicate that Alanap-l at the I-pound rate gave considerable, though
not perfect, weed control (67 per cent), and the 1/2-pound rate gave somewhat
less. In the earlier squash experiment, seeded on May 6 and later discontinued,
it was observed that the 2...pound rate gave excellent weed control but reduced
the stand of squash by 40 per cent· and caused many deformed plants e

Post-emergence applications of Alanap-l extended the peri04 of weed control.
On cantaloupes, .cucumbers, and watermelons, a 2-pound rate was used, while on
squash a l-pound rate was used. However, under the conditions of thisexperi
ment, post-emergence applications were not particularly necessary because at the
time they were applied, crop' plants were large enough so that, any weeds in the
row could 'be covered by tractor cultivation. Furthe.more, weeds.during the
latter half of the growing season were not trouble some0

Total and early marketable yields and plant stands (Table 2) were not
significantly affected on a statistical basis by any of the Alanap-l treatments
listed in Tables 1 and 2.

There were certain yield reductions, however, that the author feels should
be noted, although due to llntixplained variability among the plots, they were
statistically insignificant. One of these was the 55per ,cent reduction in
early yield of cucumbers as compared to the hoed-check plots. Further experi
ments are needed to find whether early yields of cucumbers are definitely
reduced by A1anap-l at two potmds per acre on sandy soils. It was quite appar
ent in the field that the early growth of cucumbers was t~orarily: retarded by
Alanap-l at. the rates used •. ·The early growth of cantaloupes and watermelons,
too, was retarded temporarily, by A1anap-l, but early yieldsot these crops were
relatively unaffected.

Alanap-l at the 4-pound rate as compared to the 2-pound rate gave the
following yield reductions for cantaloupes, cucumbers, and watermelons: 20, 13,
and 29 percent, respectively. These reductions, although not statistically
significant, ..indicatethat no more than' the 2-pound rate should be used on
sandy soils lest a possible yield reduction might'!esult.

As pointed out above, Alanap-l at the 2-pound rate reduced squash stand
appreciably and caused many deformed plants. Alanap-l at the l-pound rate,

-, :' ,.
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Table 1. Value of Alanap-l for Weed Control in Vine
Crops in 1953 -- Weeds per Square. Foot.

cantalouE!sl Cucuulbersl. Watermelons! Squash2
Treatment No. wt.Gms.' No.' wt.dilis. Noo Wt.Gms. No. Wt.oms.
1. aheck - Urihoed for

,
353 ISO 54 ~ 46 74 54 6 12first month' "

2. Check .. Hoed 0 0 0 0 0 0, 0 0

3. Alanap-l, fIb.,
3 37right after seeding -

4. Alanap-l, 1 lb.,
.3 24right after seeding ..

5. Alanap-l, 2 lbs.,
6 0.4 2 1 6 4right after seeding -

6. Alanap-1, 2 lbs., 2 125 72 41 40 17S days after seeding 90 ..
7. Alanap-1, 4 Ibs.,

7 oS 1 O,S .3 1right after seeding
8. Alanap-l, t lb.,

right after seeding .. .. 2 20
+ 1 lb. a month
later

9. Alariap-1, 2 lbs.,
right after seeding 17 4 2 1 2 1
+ 2 Ibs. a. month
later

L.S.D. 5% 9 16 28 28 27 39 4 41

lWeed counts taken on June 1, i. e., 4 weeks after seeding.
2Weed counts from June 16 planting taken on July 29, i.e., ,
6 weeks: after seeding.,

on the other hand, caused no crop injury as indicated by appearance of the
plants in the field, by stand counts, and by yields.

Post-emergence applications of Alanap-l applied a month after seeding,
2, pounds on cantaloupes, cucumbers, and watermelon~, and 1 pound on squash
were made on plots on which pre-emergence applications had preViously been madej
2 pounds per acre, exept on squash where a 172-pound-per-acre rate was used.

Respective Yields from plots receiving Alanap-l both pre- and post
emergence, as compared with those receiving Alanap-l pre-emergence only, were
as follows: 137 and 140 cantaloupes, 216 and 271 pounds of cucumbers, 32 and
45 watermelons, and 1.37 and 159 pounds of squash. Differences between these

-3-



Table 2•. Effect of Alanap-l on Total and Early Yields, and Plant Stand
'l of Vine Crops. in 1953.

Tot81 Mkt. Yield from 4 Plots l!'.aI'ly Mid.Yield from 4 Plots I Plant StanQ

- it

30

32

36

32

33

8

1

9

9

1120

25

22

21

27

22

24

23

25

26

26

17

'18

'.23

21

no.

. ~

melons 2

26

19

So

58

58

40

49

46

65

53

- -- .---- Carita- Cu- Water-
loupes3 cumber s3 melons4 Squash5

137

186

159

175

103

32

30

37

37

16

236

312

211

322

301

--.

107

134

2. Check - Hoed

3. Alanap-l, i rs.,
right after seeding

4. Alanap-l, 1 lb.,
right after seeding

5. Alanap-l, 2 Ibs., . 4
right after seeding 1 0

6. Alanap-l, 2 lbs., 131
5 days after seeding'

7. Alanap-l, 4 Ibs., 112
right after seeding

8. Alanap-l, 1/2 lb.,
right after seeding
+ 1 lb. a month
later

no. Ibs. no. Ibs. no. Ibs.
1. Check - Unhoed

for first month

9. Alanap-l, 2 1bs.,
right after seeding 137
+ 2 1bs. a month
later

218 32 48 21 IS
~~:

21 18 9

L.S.D. 5% N.S. N.S. N.S. N.S. N.S. N.S. . 'N.S. N.S. N.S. N.S. N.S.

\0
co

1. Yield during the first-,IO days of the harvest season.
2. Average weight of watermelons for all treatments was approximately 28 .Lba,
3. Plants per 6 feet of row before thinning. ,: '
4. Plants in first 3 hil;J.s. of each row before thinning. '\
5. Plants per plot before thinning.

and varied insignificantly.

-,\
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yields as well as between the respective early yields of canta'loupes, cucmnbers~

and watermelons (Table 2) were not significantly different.

S'U11l1'IlB.ry~ Conclusions

On a loamy sand soil with a low organic-matter content, Alanap ..1 at a 2
pound-per-acre rate applied immediately after seeding gave excellent weed con
trol in cantaloupes, cucumbers, watermelons, and squash. This treatment had no
statistically significant effect on early and total yields and stand of canta
loupes, cucumbers, and watermelons. Squash seedlings, however, were severely
injured by this rate of application. In another experiment, squash yields and
stand were not affected significantly by a I-pound rate applied similarly.

Post-emergence applications of Alanap-l made a month after seeding, two
pounds on cantaloupes, cucumbers, and watermelons and one pound on squash,
extended the period of weed control '(;ithout significantly affecting yields.
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Some Observations On The Use of Alanap-l
On Vine Crops

By WilltDJ:l. B. Laohman
Massaohusetts Agricultural Experiment Station

Amberst, Massaohusetts

During tbe sumner of 19$'3 it beoame particularly obvious that
the soil must be moist or rain was neoessary following an' applioation
of Alanap-l for this material to be effective in oontrolling weeds.
Many disappointing results were experienced where Alanap-l was used in
Massachusetts for just this reascns Vegetable growers should expect
that applioations of Alanap-l during dry weather to be of little value
unless irrigation can be used in conjunction with ito

In tests with a number of vine crops it was evident that some crops
were damaged by this chemioal, The orops tested inoluded oucumbers,
muslanelons" squash and pumpkinso Of these it appears that oucumbers
and muskmelons are relatively unharmed by recommended dosages of Alanap-l.
Squash and pumpkins are harmed, however, to a considerable extent with
this treatment. Varietal differences were noted in this respeot and
Uconn and Butternut squash were espeoially sensitiveo

On a soU heavily infested with nutgrass (Cyperus esoulentus) ..
4-8 pounds of Alanap-l dela;yed the appeuance of this pest am
seriously' stunted and yellowed the growth that was made later in the
seaacn,

P08t-emergence applica tiona of Alanap-l did. not kill such weeds as
purslane, pigweed, ragweed, grasses or lamb's quarters on contact but
in most instances gave them a wilted, twisted am somewhat dwarfed
appearance 0 Post emergence applications on most all of the vine crops
growing on very fertile soU caused their leaves to take on a very
arumpled or savoyed charactero
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THE EFFECT OF RBPBATEDAPPLICATI0NS OF ALANAP-l ON CUCUMBERS

Stewart Dallyn

The'importance of cucumbers, and to a smaller extent
muskmelons, has increased rather rapidly on Long Island during
the past few years. Cucumbers are one of relatively few crops,
other than potatoes, that perform satisfactorily on the low pH
loams and sandy loams of this region. The greatest drawback is
their high labor requirement for weeding after the vines begin
to fill the row. This is a critical factor on farms prLmarily
geared to .potato production as their labor compliment is rela
tively low.

During the spring and summer of 1952 preliminary experi
ments were carried out with three {formulations 1, 2 & 5} phthala
mic acid materials. In the first of these, various rates of the
h~rbicides were applied to Delicious muskmelons about the time
the plants were starting to run. The soil, sassafras sandy loam,
was in a moist condition at the time of application. Weed control
in general was good and no injury, in measurable amounts at least,
was suffered by the crop. Later in the season additional experi
ments were conducted, including the effect of soil moisture on
the action of this herbicide. In all cases it was found to be
relatively inactive when applied to dry solI. Used in conjunction
with rain or irrigation the resuits on cucumbers were, in general,
promising. One instance of injury was noted--a'six pound appli
cation to moist soil just after the cucumbers had emerged.

The objective of the 1953 experiment was to find out how
much PA cucumbers could stand, and whether practical weed control
could be obtained throughout the season with the use of this
material.

GENERALl~ETHODS

Alanap was used at the rate of 6 pounds per acre, pre
emergence, and 4 pounds per acre post emergence. Various treat
ments received either 1, 2, 3 or 4 of the latter applications as
required to maintain weed control. The middles were cultivated
as long as possible, and all plots were hoed whenever they re~ .
quired it so that weed. competition was not a problem. Before each
hoeing weed ratings were taken. Preceeding each treatment date
the crop was irrigated so that all materials were applied to moist
soil. Water soluble dinitro, 4.5 pounds per acre, was included
as a pre emergence check treatment, and Crag, 4 pound rate, was
applied after comeup.Thia latter material had previously been
found quite injurious but was included·for final rating. The
Marketer variety was sown June 11, the pre emergence materials
applied June '13 and the first post emergence June 27. Subsequent
post emergence treatments were applied July 21, August 3 and
August 11. Picking started August 6 and was concluded September
14.
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RESULTSANDDISCUSSION

The results of the experiment are given in Table 1.
Both pre emergence materials caused a temporary ~tunting of the
plants though in the case of Alanap it was hardly noticable. Ala
nap was definitely superior to DNboth in completeness and perais
tence of weed control and in addition had less harmful effects on
the crop.

Crag, as in previous years, was much too injurious to the
crop to warrent further attention. PA gave good weed control with
the exception of crab grass. This was especially true if the
grass had emerged before the herbicide was applied. The first post
emergence application of PA definitely caused stunting. This
injury was much more pronounced on small plants. A few recently
emerged plants in hills which had been replanted due to bird
damage were much more sensitive. Another factor indicating young
plant sensitiviness is the fact that while both the first and
second post emergence application brought about severe yield re~

duction the cumulative effects of the third and fourth were con
siderably less. There was evidence that the fourth spray, applied
when the plants were in moderately heavy bloom had formative
effects on fruit setting at that time.

The data, along with observations made throughout the
growing season indicate that under our conditions one post emergence
treatment wou~d probably payoff provided it was not applied until
the plants were well established. It is our feeling that the best

'·ppogram may be to use six pounds of the material soon after plant
ing, leave as long as its effect holds and follow with hand culti
vation in the row, The post emergence treatment would then be
applied just as, or before the next weed crop emerged, by which
time the cucumbers would be well established and injury to them

'would probably .be negligible.

SUMlIIARY.

1. 6 pounds per acre of Alanap applied for pre emergence weed '
control in Marketer cucumbers was definitely superior to 4-1/2
pounds of water soluble dinitro.

2. Post emergence application of Alanap at the rate of 4 pounds
per acre reduced yield and increased the proportion of cull
fruit. This adverse effect was emphasized by treatment of
very small plants or plants that were in moderately heavy bloom.

3. As a result of a number of experiments with this material over
the past two years we feel that the pre emergence treatment
can be safely recommended.. In addition it issugges ted that
growers use a single post·emergence application on well estab
lished plants on a trial basis. This tr~atment wou.ld probably
be most effective used after the ~irstha~~ weeding ~llowihg
pre emergence control. By this time the plants would be 5-6
weeds old and crop damage from the Alanap at a minimum.

4. Alanap is effective only on moist soil and should be 'used in
conjunction with rain or irrigation •

...2-



~ TABLE 1. EFF:ECTOF VARIOUSHmBIOIDE TRFAT"1\imTSON YULD OF CUCUMBmS

TREATMENT YIELD--:BUSiELS/AOP..E
I I

1.
2.

,:
5.
6.

season
37
season

29

161126 I _

65 I 3 40
63 I 3-2

117 I 3
108 I 3-2

2OO .42 I 16
146 .40 I 7
163 .41 I 12
113 .36 I 14
106 .40 I 29
106 .42 I 31

I

229 .44 I 22
191 .43 I

1~102 .40 I

91 .~6
I 7

166 • 1 I 15
145 .40 I 28

53 10

.51 I 81

.51 I 61

.50 I 17

.47 I 20

.53 I 1)1

.50 ' 47

250
253
110
72

217
126

27 50 20

(2) number of days after :planting
until new weeds visible

129
I 122

4 Crag I 21
4.r.4 It I 26
4 PA I 53
4-L4 I 58

0 I gl
4 Crag I '!P
II PA I 52
4.t4 II I 32
4..t.4..t.4If I 34

I It-a.4.t4-t4 II I 37

LSD 51b

(1) 1- not satisfactory
2- It

3- very good

7. 6 1-.1
5. " II

9. II II

10. Il It

1l. n II

12. II It

1,' Cult.ck.
1 • Cult. Ok.
15. Cult.
16. II

17· ft

18. II
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Weeding Sweet Com With Premerge
By WUl1am H. Lachman

Massachusetts Agricultural Experiment Station
Amherst, Massaohusetts

During the past several years considerable evidence has been
accumulated to show that DNOSBPprovided an admirable pre-emergence
weed ldller in tields of sweet com. Recently Watson (1) reported that
this chemical might also be used in post emergence applications. He
stated that com ,wasnot injured in any way when treated· in the coleoptile
stage. He stated ,that where larger corn plants were treated slight
burning of the older leaves occurred but, with the growing point protected,
growth continued normally 0

In order to test these methods an early sweet com qybrid was
planted. on June, 4, 1953 in single row plots 33 feet long$ These were
sprayed with 6 and 9 pounds of DNOSBPon June 8, one day before emergence
of" the corn. Other treatments consisted of .3 pounds of PNOSBPapplied
post emergence when the corn was 1 inch tall on June 11, at .3 inches
tall on June 18 and at 15 inches tall on June .30. Each ot the treatments
were replicated four times. The month of June was warmer and drier than
normal but the corn growth was excellent~

Table I. Effects of Premerge OnWeed Control Am Yield
Of Early sweet Corn

Height corn Weed Weed Corn Corn
Treatment when applied DNP2r acre Density Size Vigor Yield

1-9* ~ 1-9* Lbs.

Pre-emerg - 61bs o 8.7 7.5 9.0 26.6
II II - 9 II 8.7 8.0 8.5 22.6

Post-em.erg 1 in o .3 II 807 807 9.0 25,,4
n tI .3 in o .3 II 807 8.7 7.7 1ge3
fI " 15 in. .3 " 505 4.7 4.2 JJe4

Check 100 1.0 8.5 240 8

L.SoD. at .05 10 j ~.4 1.0 3.5
L.8.D. at .01 109 3.4 1.3 4.8

*In the 1-9 ratings 1 is least and 9 most desirable.

No crop damage was noted as a result of the pre-emergence appli
cations but burning was clearly apparent on the older leaves of the plants
treated at the .3 inch and 15 inch post emergenoe stageo The results of
these tests are presented in Table I and clearly demonstrate the ef.fect-
1veness of Premerge in oontrolling weeds in pre- and early poat-emergence
applica tiona 0 It is evident that the weeds were too far advanced for
good control with .3 pounds of DmSBP when the corn was 15 inches tall.
It is also important to note that when corn was treated at this stage it
was damaged to such an extent that the yield was significantly less than
any of the other treatments o



'.
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Under the conditions of these· :tests it, appears that the most
effective and economical treatment was the post emergence application
of Premerge at the rate of .3 pounds per aore when the com was 1 inch
tall.

Watson~ .A. J. 19$.3. Use ,of alkanolam1nesaltofdinitro....o-eec.butyl
phenol (Premerge) on com as an earlypost-eJnergenoespray.Down To
EaJ:'th 8,.5.

...
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THE EFFECT OF CERTAINENVIRONMENTALFACTORSON THE
RESPONSEOF SWEETCORNTO HER:BICIDES

97

.. Robert D. SWeet
,Cornell Un!verd ty

} '1 ~ . ;JlL
igJ'- . .' ~ )

For several year~, 2,4-Dlchlorophenoxyacetic acid bas been used for
weeding sweet corn. Itb:Ls not been a; perfect.herbicide, however, because of
its danger to other crops; its chance of contaminating equipment; its failure
to control grasses, and because of its occasioIl81 damage to the crop. The
purpose of this s~ was to re-evaluate 2,4-D as 8 herbicide for sweet corn
and to compare it with other c~mmon herbicides as well as a few of the newer
mate;rials.

Methods

To evaluate 2,4-D and the other chemicals over as wide a variety of
conditions as possible, a factorial experimental design was used which included
several variables. The basis of inclUding a given variable was usually a com
promise between the likelihood of the particular factor influencing either
crop response 01' weed control and t~ feasibility of studying that factor ~
del' field conditions. ~'.~/;~\O~~', /_~ .

. ,> ~.~ tLA 11}p If/J
'('{f;I v

The major e:x:perimen ak finaetl. y Bet up included the following:

1. Two soil types - a fine BandY loam and a silt loam confounded
wi th location.

2.- Two crop varieties - North star, a standard for early market,
and GOlden Cross, a standard for main crop and processing.

J. Two stages of crop growth - spike stage and corn about 6 inches
tall.

4. Irrigation - sprayed just prior to and just after 1/2 ft over
head irrigation.

5- Two rates of 12 chemicals 7" the lower rate equivalent to a
usual commercial dosage. the higher rate one that might be used
under some condl tionse Due to space lim! tations, only the
higher rates were used on the ail t loam so11.

6. There were two replications 'on the sandy soil. three on the
heavy soil. ~

The largest plotdlvision was on the basis of varieties. One-half
of each experimental area (one area. for each so11 type) was planted to a given
variety. Eachvar1ety was divided into two parts: one received chemicals at

1. Paper No. 373 Dep8.1"tment of Vegetable' Crops
2. part of this work was made possible by Grants-in-aid from Esso :Labor

atories. Dow Chemical Co•• and Carbid.e and carbon Chemicals Co.

-1-
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the spike stage. the other when the corn was about 6 inches tall. The smallest
plot division consisted of 1 single corn row 15 feet long. Twoadjacent 15
foot rows received identical chemical treatments, but one was treated prior
to and the other sUbsequent to irrigation. Guard rows and guard areas were
established between varieties, between stages of growth at time of treating.
and on the outer edges of the experiment •

. The chemicals were applied by means pf a small plot CO2 sprayer at
a pressure of 30 r.S.l. in 90 gallons of. spray to the acre. An area 2 feet
wide over the crop row was sprayed. Since the crop rOWswere 3 feet apart,
a strip of each roW middle was not treated.

When the crop was about 4-6 inches tall. the middles of all plots
were cultivated. In addition. those plots which were to receive the sprays
at the 6--inch stage were given a thorough cultivation. Soil was disturbed
throughout these plots and weeds between the corn plants were- covered by throw
ing soilto the row. At this time, these plots would have been considered by
farmers to be in excellent conditIon from the standpoint of both weed' control
and tilth.

Prior to planting the crop was fertilized with about ,1500 pounds per
acre of a 5-10-10 fertilizer. In addition to the 1/2 11 of water at the time of
treatment, the entire area was irrigated once in July with one inch 'of water
to SUpplement the deficient rainfall. Until full silk was reached, the crop
made excellent growth with prospects for a much higher than average yield.
However, a severe heat wave and drought damaged the maturing ears, aad crop
yields, although taken, are not reported. . Chemicals used and dates of per
forming experimental procedures are presented in Table 1.

Another experiment dealing with leaching will be reported later in
this paper.

Results

Weed Control. Th~ principal weeds were lambs-quarters (Cheno~odium
album), red root (Amaranthus retr.oflexus), purslane (Portulaca oleracea, stink
grass (Erogrostis ciIianenesis) and to a much,lesser extent crabgrass (Digitaria
!E.), barnyard grass (Echinochloa crus-galli), and nutgrass (Cyperus esculentus)
nnal weed observations were recorded by a rating method: 9 - perfect weed con
tril; 7 - good commercial control; 5 - possibly acceptable commercial control
under severe conditions; 3 - very poor control, not acceptable commercially;
and 1 - complete heavY ground cover.

In comparing weed control obtained with, the different chemicals
(Table 2) it will be noted that consistently poorer results were obtained
with PCP and;with 2,4-D wax emulsion than with the other chemicals except
DaLapon; The ratings for the latter were low because it did not control the
broadleaved weeds which were predominant in these experiments. NaPCPgave
substantially better weed control than PCP. It was equal to the Dinitros when
used at the twelve pound rate. CMU.also gave excellent weed control. The
2,4-D treatments were acc:eptablecommercially but had some grasses present.
If the weed prevalence had been predominantly grasses, these plots would have
been rated much lower. 3,4-D generally gave as satisfactory weed control as
2,4-D. Sesin was the most efficient of the' ethyl sulfate derivatives studies.

-2 ...
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Table 1. Experimental Materials and methods

Planted: June 8. sandy soil; June 12. silt loam so11

Treatment dates:

Corn stage

. "Spike-before iI·rig.

Spike-after irrig.

6 inch-before irrig.

6 inch-after irrig.

Sandy soH
North star Golden Cross

June 17 June 16

J~e 19 'June 19

June 26 June 30

June 27 > July 1

Silt loam
North Star, Golden Cross

June 20 a.m • June 22

June 20 p:m. June 23

July 6 July 6

July 7 July 7

Chemioals and designation:

PentachlorOPhenol ::: PCP; Sodium salt of Pentachlorophenol ::::Na.PCP;
Alkanolamine salts of Dinitro ortho secondary butyl phenol:::: Premerge;

. pinitro ortho secondary butyl phenol:::: DN General; 2,4-Dichlorophenoxyacetic
. acid. amine salt =2.~DA; 2,4-Dichlorophenoxyacetic acid. butoxyethanol
ester = 2.4-DE; 3.4-Dichlorophenoxyacetic acid. amine salt =3.4-DA; 3,4
llichlorophenoxyacetic ·acid. !sooctyl ester d '3.4-DE;2,4-Dichlorophenoxy
acetic -acid. amine salt. waz:emulsion Cll 2,4-D wax; 2;4-Dichlorophenoxyet~1

sulfate.::: Crag 1; 2.4-Dichloz:ophenoxyet~1 benzoate::: SeBin; 2.4,.5-Trichl,oro
phenoxtet~l sulfate::: Natrin;; r(p-ch1orophenyl)-l,l'-dimethylurea::: CMU;
ata-Dichlorop~~rionic acid = Dalapo~

Data recordip;g: Preliminary .observations on weed control and crop response
were made about one week and three weeks following time of trea.ting. Final
weed observations and crop height measurements were taken at full-silk.
Yields are not reported. a.l though harvest records were taken. beea.use of
severe drought conditions which preva~led during maturation of the crop_

-3-
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Table 2. WeedControl Ratings. 9 - no weeds; 1 - commercial control;
5 - acceptable under severe conditions;

1 - complete heavy ground cover.

Sandy Soil Silt LoamSoil
Treatment Early Late Early Late

No. Lbs , Chemical Before l ..fter' Bdore After Batore Arter Before After
IrriS· Irrig. Irrig .. Irrig. Irrig" Irrig. Irrig. Irrig.

1 3 Premerge 6.0 1.5 6.0 7.0 ...
2 6 II 8.0 8.0 7.0 7.0 6.3 5.0 7.3 8.0
3 3 PCP 1.5 1.0 1.5 3.0 ... ... ...
4 6 " 4.5 3.0 2.5 3e5 3.0 3..3 6.3 7.0
5A 6 NaPeP' 7.5 6.5 ... - ... ...
5B 1/2 3,4-D A. ... ... 3.5 4.5 ....
6A 12 NaPCP 7.5 8.5 6.3 7.0 ... ..
6B 1 3,4-D At! - 7.0 6.5 ... 7.0 6.0
1 1/2 2,4-D A. 6.5 6.0 ' 7.0 8.0 ... ... ... ...
8 1 II 5.5 5.0 5.0 4.0 5..6 6.0 7.3 8.0
9 1/2 2,4-D Wax 3.0 2.0 3.0 3.0 w ... ...

10 1 " 4.0 3.5 545 500 3.3 4.6 6.3 6.0
11 1/4 2,4-D E. 5.5 4.5 5.5 6.5 ... ... ... ...
12 1/2 If 6.5 4.5 8.0 7.5 5.0 5.3 8.6 8.0
13 3 Crag 1 4.5 4.0 5.0 4.5 ... .. ... ...
14 6 n 7..0 5.5 7.5 1.5 5,3 5.3 8.0 8.0
15 3 Sesin 7.5 6~5 8.5 1.5 ... ... ....
16 6 It 1.5 5.5 8.0 7.5 6.6 6.0 6.6 6.3
17 306 Natrtn 3.0 3..0 6.5 6", .. ..
18, 7.2 " 6.9 4.0 6.0 6.0 3,..0 3.6 6.0 , 6.0
19 0.4 eMU 4.5 6.5 7.5 7.5 - ... ... ..
20 0.8 II 8.0 7.5 6.5 7.5 5,,6 4.0 6.3 8.3
21 5 Dalapon 1.5 l e 5 4.0 6.0 ... ... ...
22 10 It 1.0 1.0 3..0 440 3.6 4..6 7.6 7.6
23A ,3 DNGen. 6.5 5.5 ... ... ... ..
23B 1/4 3,4-D Eo - 6.0 7.0
2lu" 6 DNGen. 8.5 8.5 ... .. 503 6..0 ... ,-
24B 1/2 3,4-D E • ... 4.5 5.5 5.3 5.0
25 None 2.5 3.0 1.0 1.0 1.6 1~6 5.3 4.6
26 None I.e 100 2..0 2.0 ... - ... ..-

Total 135.0 123.0 137.5 145.5 6005 ' 62.3 87.9 88.8

---
A Treatments applied only early post-emergence
B Treatments applied only late post-emergence

-4-
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Crag 1 at the :3pound rate was notaeceptable. Natrln was not effective when
applied early at the 3 pound rate, perhaps because weed seeds had already
sprouted.

Weed control averaged somewhat better on the sandy soil than on the
silt loam soil. even though the latter had a generally lower weed population.
These data may be iiidicative thatel:.emtcals are less effective on silt loam
as compared to sandy so11s. By comparing the check plots that received a
thorough cultivation at both locations one can readily see that only a few
nsecond crop" weeds appeared in the silt soil whereas a large number came in
the sandy soil.

Irrigation was applied to all plots in order to eliminate possible
differences in crop growth and weed population because of soil moisture dif
ferences. Since the chemicals were applied either prior to or subsequent to
a 1/2" irrigation, the principal effects of this variable were therefore (1)
the washing of the chemical from the foliage, and (2) the washing of the chem
ical slightly into the soil. At the early application on the light soil where
weeds bad sprouted prior to treating, there was a slight tendency for both the
2,ll-D and the ethyl sulfate derivative types of chemicals to give somewhat
better res~ts when watered into the soil. Generally speaking, however. all
chemicals tended to give about the same level of control whether applied be
fore or after irrigation.

The time of applying the chemicals in relation to crop growth had
no effect on weed control. This was to be expected inasmuch as thorough cul
tivation preoeded the late treatment. In both the early and later treatments
only a very small percentage of the weeds had emerged prior to treating, but
most did so within a few days.

Crop response. Foliage symptoms were observed in those plots which
received OMU,Premerge, and Dow General treatments. The symptoms gradually
disappeared, however, as the crop matured. The Dinitro plots showed consi
derable contact damage and severe stunting for the first several weeks. The
CMUplots were stunted and lighter in color than normal. By the time of
silking. however, all plots had recovered so that no evidence of injUry could
be detected.

Irrigation had a pronounced effeet on the cr-op symptoms in the
Dinitro plots. When treated prior to irrigation, that is when the chemical
was washed off, no damage could be detected, even at the higher rates.

Neither variety, soil type nor size of corn at time of treating
had any effect on results with the Dinitros. Equally severe symptoms occurred
in all plots irrigated prior to treating.

It is well established that results with Dinitro sprays can be pro
foundly influenced by the temperature prevailing at or shortly after the time
of spraying. By referring to Table 3 one can see that t while some of the
plots were treated during hot weather. others were treated when temperatures
were at or even below normal. Since symptoms were apparent :!ollowlng all
treatments, it is unlikely that "above normal" temperatures could be the ex
planation for the injury from the D1nitro sprays. Rather. it is probable
that llnormalU tempera.tures in June and July are too high in Ithaca to permit
safe post-emergence use of Dinitro on sweet corn.

-5-
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Table 3. Weather cI.a.ta.for period w~en sprays were applied.

Temperature OF
Date Max. Min. Mean Normal of Difference from Rainfall

Mean normal mean inches

June 17 T 80 58 69 ~?, I-2" 0.0

18 T 78 58 ~8 67 I-1 0.0

19 T,T 85 61 73 67 f 6 0.0

20 ,T,T 94 63 78 67 1-9 0.01

21 93 70 82 68 f 14 0.18

22 T 8,5 57 71 '68 I- 3, 0.0

23 T 74 46 60 68 - 8 0.0

24 75 41 58 68 - 10 0.0

25 88 51 70 68 f 2 0.0

26 T 86 66 76 68 f 8 0.0 ,

27 T" 84 54 69 69 0 0.0

28 90 55 72 69 f 3 0.23

29 83 56 70 69 f 1 0.0

30 T 87 53 70 69 f 1 O.C

July 1 T 88 61 , 74 69 f 3 0.28

2 88 67 78 69 f 9 0.18

3 75 51 63 70 - 7 0.02

4 78 47 62 70 - 8 0.0

5 86 50 68 70 - 2 .0.0

6 T,T 80 66 73 70 f 3 0.0

7 T,T 83 54 68 70 - 2 0.0

8 80 52 ~66 70 - 4 0.0

9 69 " 47 58 70 - 12 0.0

10 76 42 : 59 70 -11 0.0
7 65

t 1-64
T - Chemical treatments applied on these days.

-6-
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Most research workers (1) and growers agree that 2,4-D on sandy soils
can be harmful to sweet corn especially if heavy rains occur. Therefore, any
evaluation of herbicides for this crop must include studies on this aspect.
A leaching experiment using the higher rates of the chemicals reported in the
previous experiment was laid out on an adjacent area in the same field of
sandy sol1. Weed populations were of similar composition, that ith predo
minently broadleaves. The plots were one sweet corn ~ row 15 feet long for
each chemical. There were three replications.

The soil was extremely dry at the time of planting. Two days later, be
fore crop seeds had shown signs of swelling, chemicals were applied. Within
a few minutes of applying the last treatment. irrigation was begun •. Suffi
cient water was applied until surface rUn-off was imminent. The system was
then shut off until the water had so"aked in. This procedure was repeated SO

that after a 36 hour period a total of two inches Of water bad. been applied.
In the subsequent 24-hour period a series of light rains occurred which gave
an additional 1.13 inches of water. Thus within a 64-hour period following
treating the area received a total of 3.13 inches of water. without surface
run-off.

The day of treating (July 17) the temperature reached a maximumof 930F.

However, this extreme only lasted for about one hour following the earliest
applied treatments. because as soon as the irr~ation was started the soil
temperature fell materially. After the rain occurred. temperatures averaged
in the middle 80' s in the day and low 60' s at night.

Preliminary notes on weed control and crop emergence were obtained on
July 28 when the check plots were in the spike stege. Final Observations were
made September 7 when the corn was about 30 inches tall in the check plots.
The results are shown in Table 4.

From the viewpoint of weed control it is interesting to note that. gen
erally speaking, the better treatments reported in the previous experiment
where conditions were nearly ideal were also the better treatments under severe
leaching conditions. NaPCPwas outstanding in this respect. Likewise, PCP
and Dalapon were again ranked as poorer than the other chemicals. Sesin was
superior to both Natrin and Crag 1. The 2,4-D materials, both ester and amine,
gave only mediocre weed control. One unexpected result of this experiment
was the trend toward better weed control from the Premerge than from the gen
eral type of Dinitro material. Temperature may have played a part here. Irri
gation was not started for about one hour after the DN treatments were applied.
Under the 900 temperature which prevailed, there may have been appreciably .
mOre volatilization of the DNOSBPthan of the alkanolamine salts (2) before
irrigation cooled the soil.

Crop injury was marked in several of the plots. It was especially no
ticeable in the 2,4-D amine and the ethyl sulfate derivative treatments. 2.4
D ester was noticeably less toxio to the corn than was the amine. This dif
ference may not be actually as great as it first appears since only one pound
of the ester was applied as compared to two pounds of the amine.

1/ Beans and peas were also included in the test but will not be reported here.
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Table 4. Besults from leaching experiment. Data are averages of

ratings 1/.

Chemical Lbs. Weed control Corn growth
July 28 Sept. 7 July 28 SeRt. 7 Ave.

1 PCP 6 3·6 4':3 8..; 7.6 5.95

2 NaPCP 12 9..0 9.C 8.; 9.0 8.82

; Premerge 6 6.; 7.6 7.6 7.6 7·27

4 DNGeneral 6 5·C 5.0 7·3 8.; 6.40

52,4-D A. 2 4·3 4.3 5.6 5.6 4.95

6 2,4-D E. 1 5.0 3·0 7·1 7.6 5.54

7 Crag 1 6 7·0 5.0 5.0 6·3 5..82

8 Natrin 6 5.6 5.0 3·0' 3·0 4.01

9 Sesin 6 9.0' 9.0 5.0 6·3 7.32

10 CMU 1 7..6 7.0 6.; 7.0 6.97

11 Dalapon 5 o~o 3·0 8·3 5.0 4.01

12 None 0.0 0.0 9.0 7·3 4.01

1/ See p. 2 for explanation of ra.tings.
.
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In Table 4 the combined weed control and crop ratings are presented. On

this basis NapCp performed exceptionally well, but 2,4-D amine, Natrin and
Dalapon were not satisfactory.

Discussion and Summm
In considering both ideal and extreme soil moisture conditions NaPCP for

mulatlonACPl95A was an outstanding material whether applied pre- or post
emergence, both for its weed killing properties and for its lack of crop dam
age. PCP on the other hand gave disappointing weed control. Perhaps at higher
rates it would have performed more satisfactorily.

Dinltro materials, particularly the alkanolamine salts of DNOSBPwere ex
cellent for controlling weeds. They were safe when applied pre-emergence even
wIth severe leaching. However, sweet corn foliage seemed quite sensitive to
these materials. Consequently they are of doubtful value as replacements for
2,4-D as a post-emergence herbicide. :Because of their safety from a leaching
standpoint and their ability to control weeds. the DNIS seem to offer excel
lent opportunities for pre-emergence use on sweet corn.

CMUgave good weed control but since it had a tendency to stunt the corn
early in its growth when applied either pre- or post-emergence, more work is
needed to determine adequately its value for sweet corn.

The ethyl sulfate derivatives of 2,4-D gave weed control comparable to
2,4-D when used at sufficiently high rates. These materials, however, were
as harmful to the corn as 2,4-D amine when subjected to severe leaching con
ditions.

2,4-D amine is not a safe pre-emergence herbicide. i'1hen heavy leaching
occurred. it caused appreciable stunting of the crop. Also, under these con
di tiona, weed control was below a level acceptable commercially. When applied
at low rates post-emergence, however. 2,4-D was one of the better materials.
both for crop safety and weed control. Also, if current costs are considered,
it was the most economical effective post-emergence herbicide used in the
tests.

Dalapon was harm:t'u.l to the corn and gave poor broadleaved weed control.
It gave excellent control of the few grasses present.

Soil type and crop variety were relatively unimportant in influencing
crop response to herbicides. Kind and rate of chemical, time of application
in relation to crop growth, and soil moisture had pronounced effects on her
bicidal activity and crop response. NaPCP, CMUand PCP were the least af
fected by these variables. Since NaPCP gave excellent weed control with no
crop damage. it appears to warrant intensive further study as a sweet corn
herbicide.

Literature Cited

(1) Report of the Research Coordinating Committee N»'ICC.
Supplement to the NEWCCProc. p 19. 1953.

(2) Lindner. P. J., W. C. Shaw. and P. C. Marth. The Relative Vapor
Activity of Several Dinitro Compoundson Cotton Seedlings. NEWCC
Pz-oc, p 51. 1. 1953.
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_COM,;;;;;,;.p.;,;,~T;;,;;m;;;;,,;;;.IL_I;.;;TY_ 9.!MIDURES2! CHl!14ICALWEED-KILLERS~ INSECTICIDESAPPLIED
•

!Q.SWEET~ .;.,;;PIAN;;;;;;;.;.;,.;;T;,;;;m;.;.;:G-.S

L. L. DanielsonY and R. N. Hotmaster3:'
Virginia Truck Experiment Station

Norfolk, Va.

The trials described here were'initiated as a result of a local demand
by growers for information on the use of· herbicides and insecticides in com
bination on sweet com plantings. Such combinations applied a$· a' single spray
application on sweet corn would be a convenience and would reduce' the cost of
application of each material.

The data presented describe the phytotoxic effects of the herbicide and.
insecticide combinations. Due to the fact that the cutworm, Agrotis !£:.' and
armyworm, Cirphis uni~uncta (Haw.), did not appear in sufficiently 1a.rge num
bers, an evaluation 0 tne irisecticidal properties of these mixtures could
not be made in the experimental area.

METHODS,MATERIALS,ANDRESULTS

The chemicals used were applied with a sma:J.l tractor moUIltedexperimental
spr~er in the pre-emergence applications. The post-emergence'treatments were
applied with a hand pack sprayer in such a manner as to give a general cover
age over the plants.

Soil moisture at the time of both the pre-emergence and post-emergence
treatmentsW8:s at a high level and therefore ideal. Excellent weed control
was obtained :with all treatment matures containing herbicides.

Certain of the treatments retarded crop growth in both the pre-emergence
and post-emergence treatments and these effects were reflected in the yield
variations as shown in Table I which presents the totals of two harve~ts

taken from these plots.. .

!I Plant Physiologist g; Associate Entomologist

Contribution from the Plant Physiology and Entomology Departments, Virginia
Truck Experiment Station, Norfolk. Paper No. 119, Journal Series. Approved
for publication November 19, 1953.
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TABLEI. SUMMARYOF SWEETCORNYIELDRESULTS•
. (....

Trial Location: Norfolk Stat1ton Field, Crop Variety: Iochief
Exp. Design: Randomized b1oclt, ,Noo"Beps: Four" PlOt Size: 50 ft. of row.
Seeding Rate: Usual rate (1 to 2 kernels per ft.) thi1iIied-1ater to approxi
mately a is-inch S,P8.cingbetween plants. Flanting Depth: 1 inch.
Planting Da1!: 4/23/53, Plant Hei ht at POSt-Finer 'encefi'eat: 4 to 8 inckes.
Treatment Dates: Pre-emergence 2 3,,' post-emergence 2 3.
Harvest Dates: 1st harvest 7/11 5-3, 2nd' harvest 7/13/53.
Exp. Terminated: 7/13/53
Ramfali Record: Soil moisture at planting - high.

Pre-E. 1st wk. 0.59 in. 2nd wk. 2053 in. 3rd 'Wk. 0.27 in.
Post-E. 1st wk. ~ in. 2nd wk.~ in. 3rd wk. 0":9Iin.

Temperature Record: Degree-Hours above OflF. fo110Wiiig treatment. -, '
Pre-E. 1st wk. 10,786. 2nd wk. 11,376. 3rd wk.ll,l86. '
Post-E. 1st wk. 12,560. 2nd wk. 11,628. 3rd wk. i2,54~.
Total for exp: 60"7066Hrs. above 406F. 137,506°Hrs. above O°F.

Chemical (Acre Rate)
Dow Toxa-

Treat. 2,4-D Amine Premerge A1drin* phene*
No. Pounds Gallons Pounds Pounds

Pre-E. Post-E.

Average Yield
Per 100 Stalks
Pre-E. Post-E.

1 0 0 0 0 0
2· ' 1.5 0.5 0 0 0 50
3 1'115 0.5 0 2.0 0 50
4 1.5 0.5 0 0 2.0 50
5 0 2.0 0 0 50
6 0 2.0' 2.0 0 50
7 0 2,.0 0 2.0 50
8 0 0 2.0 0 50
9 0 0 0 2.0 50
L. S. 'D. at 5% level - 14.5 pounds.
L, S. D. ,at 1% level - 19.3 pounds.

* Aldrin cOmposition:
Aldrin 45%
Petroleum Distillate 21.9%
Inert Ingredients 33.1%

10
10
10

10
10

43.9
49.2

* Toxaphene c0h;0sition:
Toxap ene 66%
Petroleum Distillate 23%with min. unsu1fonated residue 80%.
Inert Ingredients 17%.

- 2 -
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DISCUSSION

The data presented here are preliminary in nature but they give a clear
indication that 2,4-D amine and Toxaphene applied in combination as a post
emergence spray on Iochief' sweet corn in the early stages of' growth seriously
reduced yields. The 2,4-D amine alone caused some yield reduction in both
the pre-emergence and post-emergence applications, whereas Toxaphene alone
did not reduce yields at either date of' application.

These results suggest the possibility that the solvent used in Toxaphene
'Whichwas petroleum distillate (See Table I) greatly increased the phytotoxicity
of' 2,4-D amine applied on the f'oliage of' the sweet corn.

The 2.0 lbs. actual of' Aldrin per acre is higher than necessary for army
wormand cutworm control since 0.5 to 1.0 lb. is a.dequate. However, 2.0 lbs.
actual per acre are necessary to control wireworms and certain other soil in
sects and was included here in case an occasion f'or its use might arise in the
future.

These observations indicate the need for a continuation of this line of
research and the inclusion of artif'icial inf'estation studies of' armywormand
cutworm to determine the insecticidal properties of' the herbicide-insecticide
combina.tions.

CONCLUSIONS

1. The amine salt of' 2,4-D applied pre- and post-emergenoe on Iochief sweet
corn at the rate of 1.5 and 0.5 lb., respectively, per acre caused noticeable
reductions in yields.

2. DowPremerge applied pre-emergence on lochief sweet corn at the rate of'
2.0 gals. per acre caused noticeable reductions in yields.

3. Toxaphene and Aldrin applied singly at 2.0 lbs. per acre in pre- and post
emergence applications on Iochief' sweet corn did not reduce yields or pro
duce visible evidence of' injury.

4. Serious reductions in yield resulted from post-emergence applications of'
a combination of' 0.5 lb. of the amine salt of' 2,4-D and 2.0 lbs. of Toxa
phene per acre applied as a single spray in 10 gallons of water per acre.

5. General use of' any combination of herbicide and insecticide should be pre
ceded by a yield test for compatibility.

-3-
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PRE-EMERGENCEHEED (DUT.ROLIN MUCKGROVINSEEDE ONIONS

D. Y. Perkins
C~rnell University

Screening exPeriments the previous year indicated that 8 chemicals
deserved intense study in 1953 in connection with pra-emergence onion weed
control. These chemicals' were C.M.U., Chloro-I.P.O., Endothal, P.A. 1,
P.A. S, Orag Herbic~de I, Sesin, and 2,4-D Amine..

Hate~ials and Methods . .
Two identical pre-:-emergence experiments were set up using 7 of

these chemicals, the first on April 17 and the second on April 28. The
first experiment was placed ,in a field known to be heavily infested with
purslane. -The muck' in the area is underlain by sandstone and. the pH of the
test field at planting time was 5.7. Spraying was done on a very cold day'
with temperatures of 30oF. 'l'he ,onions ,.,.hich had been planted on April 4
had sprouted by this time but had not yet emerged. Because of the cold
weather following application, they did not emerge until May 2. By this
time 1.6 inches of ratn.had fallen.

The second 'experiment was placed on a field that was relatively
free of weeds. The mUck in this area is underlain by limestone and the pH
of the field at ~lant~ng time. was 6.5. The day of application was cool
with a low of 40 F. The following week consisted of cool nights with tem
peratures in' the 40's, but moderate days with temperatures in the high
70's. There'were 1.75 inches of rain by~ 7 at which time the onions
emerged.

Both experim~nts consisted of Randomized Blocks with 3 replica
tions of each treatment. Individual. plots were 5 rows wide by 14 feet long.
All spraying was done by means of a small hand sprayer powered by a rPound.
002 cylinder. Weeds were counted at the first location only. This was done
in an area of 3 square feet in each plot on May 9. May 14. May 21. and.
June 4. The weed population wns 100 per cent purslane. Yield data were
obtained from both experiments. This was done by harvesting an area :3 rnws
wide by 12 feet long in the center of each plot. Treatments with their
resulting weed counts are presented in table 1 and yields from both locations
are presented in table 2.

Results

The data indicate that Chloro-I.P.C. gave good weed control at
all rates of application and did not result in marked damage to the onions,
even at the highest rate used. Endotha.l gave good weed control but resulted
in damage to the onions. This damage wns most marked at the first location
where all three rates of this .chemical resulted in decreased yields. At the
second location otily the highest rate did so. C.M.U. at 1 pound gave good
weed control with little damage to the onions. Both P.A. 1 and PoA. 5 gave
good weed control at 4 pounds per acre and re~ulted in no decrease in yield of
the onions. Both these chemicals, however, caused a severe twisting and mal
formation of the onion leaves. This makes their use as pr&-emergence herbicides
in onions subject to question. Both Crag Herbicide I and Sesin caused severe
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Table 1, The effect of pr~rgence herbicides, on the staDd of purslane.

: Rate of applicatiOn ' ..'

Chemical treatment: 1n pounds per acre : Stand of purslane per 3 s9. ft. of fOlf

.I (all in 100 mls.i!20) Ilfa,y 9 I May 14 I Mgy21.l June 4 : Mean

Crag Herbic:Lq.e,I .2 11.33 25.00 18.00 )4.67 22.25n . , 4 4.00 23.33 10.00 25.33 i5~67
II 6 7.33 9·33 8.33 38.00 15.75

Sesin 4 7.00 30.67 13.67 55·33 26.92
II 8 7.00 17·33 11.33 25.00 15.17
II 12 3·00 8.00 8.00 16.00 8.75

Ch10ro-I.P.C. 4 17.6.7 23~OO 2.33 ' 2.00 11.25
If 8 11..00 20.67 0·33 0·33 8.08
1f , 16 7.33 10.33 0.00 0.67 4.58

C.M.U. j- 17.00 39.33 32.00 38.00 31.58

" 1 14." ' 14.:3.3 8.33 9·33 11.58
Jilndotba1

~t
11.33 15.67 10.67 25.00 ' 15.67

II 11.00 21.33 6.67 18.00 14.25
II 5 11.33 7.67 6.67 4..00 7.42

P.A..1 2 12.66 26.00 19.67 27.00 ,21.33
II 4 8.33 15·33 8.67 9.67 10.50
II 6 9.33 15·33 5.00 7.33 9.25

P.A.5 2 26.67 40.67 27.67 3°·33 31.33
II ,4 9.67 20.67 10.67 9.33 12...58
If 6 9.00 20.00 .5.67 11·33 11;50

Ca C;yanamid ' 50 (as dust) 19.00 77·33 75.00 71.33 60.67
If 75 ff II 15.00 70.00 62.00 48.00 48.75

Mono-~Cyanamid .50 13.33 58.33 46.33 64.33 45.58
1I 100 14.00 53.33 40.00 81.33 47.17

Check lTotreatment 39.50 87.67 ' 75·33 71·50 68.58

, '



Table 2. The effect of various pre-emergence herbicides on~ t,he yield
of Early Yellow Globe onions.
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I

: Rate of a~p+1cation
. Onion yields in pmmds per plot•

Chemical treatment : in pounds per acr~ : . : Mean of•
• (all in 100 galhH20): LocatiQn 1 ; ~ocation 2:both ~ocations•

Crag Herbicide I 2 <;6.46 41.46 38.96
1\ 4 38.81 44.7,3 41.77
ft' 6 32.16 :37.04 34.60

Sesin' 4 34.27 '39.81 37.04
II 8 22.19 42.62 32.40
II 12 '16.94 38.6.5 27.79

Chloro-I.P.C. 4 ;}7.52 ' 46.15 41.83
n 8 43•.5° 39.06 41.28
1\ 16 39;21 41.19 .40.20

C.M.U. .l. 4I.r.06 . 39.8.5 41.962

" 1 43.88 38.00 40.94
, Endotha1 1.1. 31.46 46.69 39.07

1\ 21 26.27 41.36 33.81
II 5 11.35 35.04 23.20

P.A.1 2 43.81 42.54 43.18
n 4 37.96 43.7.5 40.8.5
n 6 41.96 40.3.5 41.16

P.A.5 2 42.60 38.38 40..49
II 4 44.00 41.67 42.83
n 6 41.98 38.87 40.42

Ca Cyanamid 50 (as dust) 43.50 41.96 42.73
n 7.5 1\ n 41.25 40•.58 40..92

Mono-Na-Cyanamid 50 L16.27 40.02 43.15
1\ 100 34.12 42·58 )8.35

Check bTotreatment 41.95 42.60 42.28
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burning of the ;you.ngonions just after emergence. Again this was most
noticeable at location I. Both Calcium Cyanamid dust and Mono-sodium-cyun
amid rosultod in good initial weed control, but their residual effective
ness wns smn1l nnd, thereforo, their over-all weod control was P90r. Chlor&
1..P.C. showed the longest residual effect of nJ.1 chemicnls used. In this
respect it Should be noted in table 1 thnt all rates of Chlor&-I.P.C. wero
giving almost complete control of purslane on June 4, 7 weeks afterappll
cation. This was bettor control than the same chomical gave on MaY'9 and
indicates 0. tremendous effective life for this chomicnl in muck sollo

Ccac1usion

Chloro-I.P.C. ~ve bettor control of purslnne than a~ other
chemlcv~ in this experiment. Its residunl effectiveness ~,s good, nnd it
caused no ~~mnga to tho onions. It is, thereforo, <tho most promising of
tho pr~emergence herbicidos tested for tho contr61 'of:purslnne in onions.
C.M.U. which gave good wced control nnd littlo de..'1Jl1C.ge~o the onions is also

.. ': -promislngin this respect.

,. ,

-4-
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POS!r:"'1lMERGENOElVEE!)CONTROLIN },i'OOX GROWNSEEDEDONIONS

D. Y. Perkins
Cornell University

Purslane is the most important weed species in western New York
onion fields. Pre--emergence experiments indicated that Chloro-I.P.O. and
C.M.U. were the most promising herbicides for the control of this weed in
onions. However, growing onions may respond differently to weed control
chemicals than onions which are just germinating. Then, too, other weei
species besides purslane are important in'many fields. For these reasons
chemicals other than ChIoro-I.P.C. and C.M.U. were included in the post
emergence experiments a.lthcugh these two received major emphasis.

Materials and Methods

There were 6 post ...emergence experiments in all. Yield data were
obtained from 5 of them in an attempt to study 'the effect of 'the various
herbicides on onions throughout the growing season. Weed C01.Ults were made

. in all cases. All experiments were set up as randomized blocks or simple
variations therefrom, and all treatments were rg.plicated at least 4 times.
\leed counts were taken from an area of J square feet in each plot of each
experiment. Individual plots were usually 5 rows wide by 10 feet long, and
the area harvested was the center 8 feet of the middle J rows of each plot.

The first of these experiments was made up of 2 rates of Endothal,
i and 1 pound per acre; 2 of C.M.U., ..;. and i pounds per acre; 2 of ChlorOM
I.P.C., 4 and 8 pounds per acre; and 2 of Crag Herbi c1de It 2 and 4 POunds
per acre, sprayed over the tops of onions in three stages of growth, just
emerged, first true leaf l! inches long, and fir~t true leaf 5 inches long.
The second of these experiments was made up of,) rates of Chloro-I.P.C., 2,
4 and 8 pounds; ) of C.M.Uo t 1, lit' and 2 pounds; J of Endothal, i-, 1, 11
pounds, J of OragHerbicideI', 4, 6 and 8 pounds; J of PoA. I, 4, 6,and 8
pounds; and 3 of P.A. S. 4,6. and 8 pounds. These chemicals were sprayed
over the tops of onions 7 inches'high. The third of these experiments co~

slsted of 3 rates of Ohlore-I.P.C., 2, 4. and 8 pounds; 3 of C.M.U., ~tlt
and Ii pounds; and 2 of Endothal, i and 1 pound, sprayed over the tops of
onions 9 inches tall. The fourth experiment consisted of 4 rates of Chloro
I.P"C •• 2, 4, 8 and 16 pounds; J of C.M.U., 1. 2, and J pounds; J of Endothal
1, l~ and 2 pounds; J of PeA. It 4,6 and' 8 pounds; and 3 of P.A. S. 4. 6 and
8 pounds, spr~tyed over the tops of onions 12 inches high. The fifth expeI"-'
iment consisted of 5 rates of Oblore-I.P.C., 4, 6, 8, 16, and 24 pounds; 3
of C.M.U., 1, 2, and) pounds; 2 of Crag Herbicide It 2 and 4 pounds; 2 of
Experimental Herbicide J, 5 gallons and 7.5 gallons; 2 of Endotha.l, 2! and
5 pounds; J of Herbisan, 10, 15 and 24 pounds; 1 of Sesin, 10 pounds; a.nd
combinations of C.M.U., 1 pound plus Chlore-I.P.O., 6 pounds; C.M.U•• J
pounds plus Ohloro-I.P.C., 8 poundsl C.M.U•• 1 pound pius Crag Herbicide I
at 4 pounds; and Experimental Herbicide J at' 5 gallons plus Crag Herbicide I
at 4 pounds. These chemicals were applied to onions as stem sprays just
before the onion tops began to go down. The sixth experiment included 4
rates of Chlore-I.P.C •• 4, 8, 16 and 24 pounds; and 10f Cra.g Herbicide I,
4 poums. This was set up mainly to determine the effect of these two
chemicals on the stand of severa.l species of weeds.

- 1-
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All the chemicals were sprayed on in solution at the rate of 100
gallons of water 'per acre. A small hand spray.er powered by a y.:.pound C02 cylindel
was used for this. All spraying was done at 20 pounds per square inch
pressure.

Result!

It is impossible to include detailed data from each of these ex
periments. but a brief summary for each chemical will be gi'Ven.

Onion Yields
There was no significant damage to the onions (as measured by

their, yields) in any of these experiments from the chemicals at the rates
used. It must be remembered that the rates 'Varied in the different experi
ments, especially as the stage of growth 'Varied. C.M.U. at quantities
abo'Ve 1 pound per acre caused die-back of the leaf tips and a yellowing of
the foliage. This was not reflected in the yields, howe'Ver. P.A.land
P.A.S both caused a marked twisting and n:a.lformation of the onion lea'V.es
whenever used. In one experiment' these two chemicals seemed to reduce
y~elds slightly but not enough for significance. All combinations of C.M.U.
with~hJ~r~I.P.C. resulted in se'Vere damage to the foliage. Chloro-I.P.C.
alone caused no noticeable damage to onions regardless of concentration.
No other chemical caused any noticeable d.amage.

Weed Control
TwQpounds of Chlaro-I.P.C. eff.ectively controlled purslane for

a period of 3 weeks, and 8 pounds controlled all purslane from the day of
application, June 13, until frost, the middle of September. Greater quan
tities were needed to control .other~eed species: 8 to 12 pounds for crab,
grass, 16 pounds for redrcot, and 24 pounds or .more for ba.rnyard grass.
One pound per acre of C.M.U. gave good control of redroot and fair control
of purslane. Good control of purslane was obtained at Ii' to 2 pounds. No
control of bar~ard grass was obtained at any ,rate. Crag Herbicide I gave
very little control of purslane, redroot, or barnyard grass in these ezper-
iments. Endothal gave fair control of purslane at li' pounds per acre and
good control of redroot at 5 pounds. Its control of barnyard grass was not
significant but seemed to be approaching that point at the 5 Poundlevel.
Both PeA. 1 and F.A.S gave poor control of purslane and no control of ba1"ll:"'"
yard grass in these experiments. P.A.I gave good control of redroot at 4
to 6 pounds and P.A.S at 6 to8pound.s. None of the other chemicals were
rated ~n their control of indi'V1dual weed species.

Discussion

Chloro-I.P.C. gave by far the best control of purslane of any
chemical in these tests., A greater quantity was needed for the control of
crab grass, but it still gave as good control of this weed as any other
chemical studied~ It was much less effective in the control of redroot
and barnyard grass. It caused no noticeable damage to the onions at any
concentration used.

Large-scale tests of this chemical were conducted throughout
western NewYork by commercial growers. Most of these tests were made

-2 ...
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late in the season when the onions were large. Spraying was done on a
commercial scale under widel1 varying environmental conditions. Applications
were made both as stem sprays (sprays directed at the base of the plants) or
directly over the tops of the onions. Pressures used varied from 20 pounds
per square inch to 400. The quantity used was usually 6 pounds per acre.
Good control of purslane resulted in each case, and in no case was any
damage to onions reported.

There is one possible danger in the use of this chemical. We do
not know how long it remains in muck soils under practical conditions. It is
possible that its quantity in the soil can gradually be built up to a dangel""'"
ous17 high level through continued use. This problem is being studied at the
present time.

Both O.M.U. and P.A. 1 or S gave good control of redroot. All these
chemicals, however, lnjnred onion foliage. More work will have to be done with
them to determine if the;v are safe to use on growing onions. Endothal gives
some promise in the control of ba~rd grass. Its control of this weed, how
ever, has not been statistically significant in these ex periments. It must
be remembered, also that this chemical 1s capable of causing severe damage to
small onions when used at rat:es much greater than those used here.

Large onions just before their tops go over are high11 resistant to
a wide variety of chemicals, if these are applied in the form of stem sprays.
Even some damage to the foliage at this time is not reflected in large diffel""'"
ences in yield. It should be relativelY easy to control weeds in onions during
the period after their tops have gone down and 'before they are ha.rvested.

Ooncludos

Ohloro-I.P.O. is the most promising post-emergence herbicide for
mucm--grown onions of western New York. This is especiallytTue as it com
plete17 controls pu.rslane, the major weed in that area, and it ca;uses no
damage to onions at the rates used. One danger accompanies its use, however.
This is the possibility that it might build up in the so11 through continuous
use until it reaches dangerous proportions. If weeds other than purslane are
of major importance, then other chemicals may give better control.
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Experimental Use of Herbicides Impregnated on Clay Gra1u1esfor
Control of ~leeds In Certain Vegetable Cr opsl,2

L. L. Danielson, Plant Physiologist
Virginia Truck Experiment Station

Norfolk, Virginia

The trials discussed here were initiated to investigate the possibility of
broadening the use of herbicides by studying physical selectivity as a nevi consider.;
ation in their use on crops. The convenience of application of dry materials as
opposed to sprays was also a consideration.

Previously, the application of CIPC (Isopropyl N 3-chloro phenyl carbamate)
and Sesin (2,4-Dichlorophenoxyethyl benzoate) to vegetable crops has been lim.i..ted,
in general, to pre-emergence spray applications on the soil. It was hoped through
these trials to discover a means of applying these chemicals, and possibly others,
on granular carriers and achieve a physical selecti vi ty whereby they could be
applied on grovr.ing crops either as a post-emergence application, where a crop is
direct seeded, or follovdng transplanting in other crops.

It was visualized that the practical field application would involve impreg
nation of the chemical on a low cost readily available granular material. This
would be applied as a directed or over all treatment followed by a cloth drag to
shake the materia-l. off the foliage ..

Granular Fuller t s earth (Attaclay) and granular tobacco pulp have been used
in recent- years as carriers for insecticides and vrere found to lend themselves
ve~ well to use in the present tri3ls.

Materials, Methods, and Results '

The results ~eportedhere cover the initial greenhouse trials and related
preliminary field trials completed to dabe , The experimental materials and
methods, and the results of these trials are presented in a series of brief stand
ard forms for ready examination and evaluation.

Greenhouse Trials.· The greenhouse trials were organiZed to determine the effect
iveness or granUlar Attaelay and tobacco pulp impregnated l'tith CIPC as weedkilling
materials. This was determined by planting a CIPC tolerant crop such as spinach
in combination -clith representative non-tolerant test plants such as oats and
mustard greens. Results of this first set of trials are biven in Table 1 below".

Ii Entered as Journal Paper No. 118 of the Virginia Truck Lxperiment Station,
Norfolk, Virginia.

2/ Acknowledgement of assistance in this work is mace to the Columbia-Southern
- Chemical CQrporation for a grant-in-aid and to the Florida Agricultural

Supply Company and the American Tobacco By-Products Companyfor generous
assistance in the preparation of experimental amounts of the various gran
ular preparations.
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Table I. GreenhouseTrials- .Pre-emergence Applications of GIPC
Impregnated' Granules' on Spinach

Trial Location: Greenhouse
Crop Variety: Old Dominion Blight Resistant Spinach, Giant Curled Mustard,
Victorgrain Oats. ESP.Design; Rand. Block. !2. }teps.: 5. Plot ~:
l-qU.art contai ..ners , eedin, Rate: .10 seeds each crop per .;..pot. Plant~g Depth:
i inch. Plantin~ Date: 1 2~. Treatment Date: 1/21/53.- Date ,t;xp. Ter-
minated: 2/19/53 -soIl~: Sandy clay loam~ - - -
ftaterin t Record: SoII"'"'noisture at Planting Time: . .Medium. j;oisture applied as
needed 0 ali pots in equal amounts. Approx. 3 in. for 3 weeks.
Temperature Record: Degree-Hours above 0° F. following treatment. 1st week,
19733;' 2nd week, 19726; 3rd week, 19084. Total for 3 week period 58543.

Treatment
Treatment Clay CIPC Plants Per Pot

No. Lbs. A. Mesh Size Lbs. A. Oats Mustard
1 0 1 - 0 1 • 1.0
2 50 16-30 2 4.4 0.4
3 50 16-30 4 2.6 0
4 50 30-60 1 3.8 1.4
5 100 30-60 2 4.6 0.6
6 50 30-60 2 4.4 1.8
7 25 30-60 2 3.4 0.4
8 50 30-60 4 2.0 0
9 12.5 30-60 2 3.4 0.2

10 50 60-100 1 7.2 3.0
11 50 60-100 2 5.6 0
12 50 60-100 4 2.0 0
13 50 325 1 5.2 5.8
14 50 32$ 2 5.2 0.6
15 50 325 4 5.2 3.4
16 100 325 2 2.8 0.2
17 Control 8.6 7.6

L.S.D. 5% 2.2 2.3 1.9
1% 2,) 3.1 2S

The phytotoxicity of CIPC applied in this wey is demonstrated in these data
by the severe injury indicated by the mustard stand counts. Some variability is
apparent in the results and may be ascribed to uneven distribution of the small
amounts of chemical involved in the individual applications. The results indi
cated in general that the 2-pound per acre rate of application of CIPC normally
found effective in spray fonn was also effective when applied in granular form
on a wide range of sieve sizes.

On the basis of these trials and trials in the open to determine the effect
of air movement on settling of the various particle sizes, it was decided to con...
tinue this line of research using only 30-60 mesh sizes. This represented a com
promise dictated by the practical limitations of time and space and does not
obviate the successful use of any other partic~e size range.
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The second series of trials in the greenhouse involved a study of the effect
of 30-60 mesh granular Attaclay and of 30-60 mesh granular tobacco pulp impreg
nated with OIro applied after transplanting tomato plants. The representative
non-tolerant oat and mustard green seed were included as a check on phytotoxicity
of the applications. Results are presented in Table II.

Table II. Greenhouse Trials - Post-Transplanting Applications
of CIPO Impregnated Granules on Tomatoes

Trial Location: Greenhouse
Crop Varietz: Rutgers Tomatoes, Giant Curled Mustard, Victorgrain Oats. E:x;p.
DeS'iSl!: Rand. Block. No. Reps.; 5. Plot Size: l-quart containers. Seeding
Rate: 10 seeds each ofmustaro and oats, and one t omato plant per pot. Plant
t?gJSPth: Uustard and. oats ~ inch. Plant~~: 4/21/53. Treatment Date:

2 3. Date~. Terminated: 5/25/~a, Soil~: Sandy clay loam.
Watering Record: Soil moisture at Planting Time: Medium. Water 1st week,
2.0 in. 2nd week, 2.0 in. .3rd week, 2 in. Total 3 week period: 6.0 in.
~;rature Record: Degree-Hour-s above 00 F. following treatment. 1st week,
~ , 2nd we€k 19568, 3rd week, 20.308. Total for 3 wk. period, 60677.

Effect of Granular ClPO Treatments on Tomatoes

Treatment Av. Height - Cms. Av.wt.Per PlantooGrams
CIPC Carrier 1 Wk. 2 wks. .3 wks. 4 wks. Fresh Dry
Lbs/A. Lbs./A. Final
1.0 50 lbs. Attaclay 9.Ii 17.9 24.1 40.3 22.6 2.887

50 Lbs , Tobacco Pulp 8.2 17.9 24.7' .38.7 20.0 2.526
2.0 50 Ibs. Attaclay 8.5 16.9' 24.4. 40.2 2.3.0 3.127

50 lbs. Tobacco Pulp 8.7 17.4 24.0 39.2 16.0 2.149
4.0 50 lbs. Attaclay 8.9 18.8 24.0 42.3 2.3.0 3.212 '

, 50 Ibs. Tobacco Pulp 1.9 17.6 27.5 38.6 22.0 2.604
0 Control 9.9 17.7 24•.3 38.5 17.5 2.492

L.S.D. N.S. N.S. N.S. N.S. N.S. N.S.

Effect of Granular CIPC Treatments on Oats and Mustard

Treatment
CIPC Carrier
Lbs/A Lbs/A.

1.0 50 Ibs. l~ttaclay
50 lbs. Tobacco Pulp

2.0 50 Ibs. Attaclay .
50 lbs. Tobacco Pulp

4.0 $0 lbs. Attaclay
50 Lbs , Tobacco Pulp

o Control
TJ.S.D 5:1

1%

Oats
Av.No. Plants Av.Ut.Per

per pot Plant~ms.

Fresh D~

-3-
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These results show that the transplanted tomatoes were tolerant of eIPe
applied in weed killing concentrations on Attaclay granules or tobacco pulp
granules. Results indicate that Attaclay and tobacco pulp did not differ appre
ciably in effectiveness as carrying agents. These results are only indicative of
the effect on vegetative growth.

Field Trials. These trials, based on the idea that eIPC impregnated on
granUlar Attaclay might prove practical for application on a number of transplanted
crops and as a post-emergence application on direct seeded crops, indicated that
~he ma\ierials were worthy of continuation in small scale field trials.

Results of these field trials in 1953are presented in Tables III through
VII. All applications were made directly over the crop and nere not brushed off
in order to determine the maximumamount of injury to the crop. Such condi tiona
might represent a cammonerror to be expected i~ commercial field application of
granular materialS.

The fielo. trials were broadened to include comparison of granular applications
wi th spray applications of other promising chemicals and to include in the case
of kale the a;plication of Sesinimpregnated on granules.

Weed control resu.lts in the field trials were difficult to evaluate due to
the extremely dry weather experienced at the various treatment dates. The, control
of weeds in the kale ex.periment was very evident but not measureable.

Table III. Field Trials - Effect of Post-Transplanting
Applications of eIPC Impregnated Attaclay
Granules on Tomatoes

664.8
552.6
462.8
513.7
472.1

ss , Fruit Vlt.
per 100 plants

Lbs ,
30.8
32.2
30.7
36.4
31.5

Av. "t' per
100 Fruits

Lbs.
2240.8
1794.0
1571.0
1442.7
1534.0

AVe,Noe fruits
Per 100
Plantso

50
50
Granular
Granular

\later
-Gals. per
acre

o
2
4
2
4

Chemical

Trial Location: Norfolk Station.
cro~ Variety: Rutgers. Exp. Design: RaI1.d..Block. !2. Reps.; 4. Plot~:
10 Lanbs , Plant SE:9.cing: 4 X 6 ft., ~:§ill!:! Transplantin~: s to 10 ','
inches. TranS~lanting Date: '5/12/53. Treat.~: Sesin 5/29/ 3, elPO 5/25/53.
Cultivation: one following treatment. ' Rand ~feedinr As needed. Harvest Dates:
7724,1/28, 7/31, 8/4, 8/11. Exp, Tenninated:--crTll 53. §.oil~: Sandy clay
loam. '
Rainfall Record: Soil rioisture at Planting Time - Very dry. 1st week~.1.34 in.,;
2nd week, 0; Jrd week, O. 'rotal 3 week.' period 1.34. ','
Temperature: Degree-Hours above 0° F. follovnng treatment. 1st week, 11823;
2nd 'l're"ek,12419; 3rd week, 11054. Total for .3 week period, 35356.

Treatment
Lbs , Active
Chem. per

acre
o
Sesin
Sesin
eIPC
ClPO
L.S.D. N.S. 1'1.S. N.S.
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The results on tomatoes pr eserrted in Table III shoo that weeding concen
trations of Sesin sprayed on and CIPG applied impregnaten on clay granules
both had a tendency' to r ecuc e yields. _The"se yield reductions were not severe
in light of the fact that each of these chemicals was applied directly over
the foliage and tp1.10wedto remain there,

Table IV. Fiel~ Trials - ~ffect of Post-Transplanting Applications
of CIPG Impregnated Attaclay Granules on Peppers

Trial Locationt Norfolk Station.
Crop Variety: California ii/onder. Exp• .Design: Rand. Block. !2. Reps: 4.
Plot Size: 15 plants. Plant SpaCinr'2 ft. Plant Size !!:-Trans,rantin s:
b'tO omches. Transplan~Date: /12/53. _ Treat, .ilate: Sesin /29/53
CIPC 5/28/53. Cultivation: None following treatnent:--Jiand "Jieedinr as
needed. Harvest Dates: 7/7, 7/14, 7/20, 8/4. E~J2' 7erminated: 8~/53.
Soil Type: Sandy clay loam.
Rainfall Record: Soil moisture at planting tiI.le - very dry. 1st uk., 1.34
in., 2nd wk. 0, 3rd wk., 0; Tot'ill 3 wk. period 1.34 in.
Temperature Record: Degree Hours above 00 F. following treatment. 1st wk.,
11823, 2nd wk. 12479, 3rd wk. 11054. Total for 3 Wk. period 35356.

Treatment
Lbs. Active Water Av. No. Fruits £\.v. Vit. per Av. Fruit Tit.
Chem. per Gals. per Per 100 100 Fruits Per 100 Plants

Chemical acre acre Plants Lbs. Lba,
0 0 0 454.1 24.0 90.1
Seain 2 50 528.7 25.3 88.0
Seain 4 50 540.0 22.7 72.0
CIPC 2 Granular 521.8 24.3 94.2
CIPC 4 Granular 535.4 23.8 80.9

L.S.D. N.S. x.s, N.S.

The results on peppers presented in Table IV show that post-transplanting
applications of' weeuing concentrations of' Sesin spraye~ on and CIPC applied
impregnated on clay granules did not reduce yields.

Table V. Field Trials - Effect of Post-Transplantinb and Post-Lay
By Applications of GIPC Impregnated Attaclay Granules on
Sweet Potatoes.

Trial Location: Norfolk Station.
Crop Variety: Porto Rico. Exp. Design: Rand. Block. !!2Ileps.: 4. ~
Size:· 30 Plants. Pl£mt Spacing: One ft. in rows 6 ft. Fide. Plant ~
at'Trans lantin; Sprouts trimmed to 8 to 10 inches. Transplanting Date:
7Jl27 3. Treat. Dates: 1!ach treat. applied post-planting 5/27/53and again
at post-lay by 7/2153. Cultivation: as usual between rows to lay by. 3
cultivations. Hand .leedinf: as needed. Harvest :>ate: 10/14/.53. Exp.
Terminated: lO7!47.5j. So 1 rype: Sandy clay io~
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Table V (Continued)

85.9
75.2
76.6
81.3
78.8

Total
23.3 8.9
13.7 9.2
14.6 8.7
17.8 9.5
16.6 9.1

Av. Yield'
tha. Per Plot

Jumbos CullsPrimes"

2nd wk., 12044; 3rd week, 13089. Totalfor

2 + 2 Ibs. + 48 Ibs. clay
4 + 4 Ibs. + 46 Ibs. clay
2 + 2 Ibs. 50 gals. "vater
4 + 4 1bs. 50 gals. water

Chemical

Rainfall Record: .Soil moistlXre at plantin", time - very dry. 1st week" -1.34 in.;
~nd week, 6; jrd week" 0; "Tot~ for '3 week period, 1.34.
Tem'7rature :J.ecord: Degree-hours. above 0° F. folloning treatment.
5/2 53 Treatments: 1st week, 116,6; 2nd iik., 12376; 3rd Wk., 11442. Total for
3 i'lee:~ period, ),474.
7/2/53 Treatments: 1st week, 14295;
3 weelc period~ 55123.

Treaiment
Acre-t'1ate
Active Agent

Control
3-Ghloro-IPO
3-Ghloro-IPC
Alanap 2
Alanap 2

L.S.D. N.S. li.S.

The results on sweet potatoes presented in Table V shov that yield of prime
potatoes was not affected by applications of weeding concentrations of Alanap 2
applied as a spray and CIPC applied impregnated on clay granules as post-transplant
ing treatments and a second time as post-lay-by treatments on the same plantings •

.VI. Fielti Trials - Effect of Post- I:mergence Applications of CIPC
Impregnated Attaclay Granules on Cantaloupes. '

Trial Locatd cm Norfolk Station
~of V~iety: Pride of ":isconsin •. ~. Desi~: Rand. Block. No. ~leEs.: 4.

01:. SJ.ze: 10 hills 5 seeds per hill. Hill~: 3 x 6 ft. Plantin, .Jate:
'1T27r;;r:-Treat. Dates: Alanap 2 Pre-emergence'77275.3 and Post-emergence !2J7fJ3.
CIPC Post-emergence 7/27/53. Cultivation: As usual betweGn rows to lay by. Hand
Ueeding: as needed •. Exe. Terminated: 8/21/53 due to hurricane. Plant wts. ---:-:
o'6t",ined at this time. Soil Type: Sandy clay loam. '. .
Rainfall Record: soil moistureat planting time - very dry. 1st wk. 0.!~9 in.;
2nd wk. 0.48 in.; 3rdwk.0; Total for 3 wk. pel"iodO.97 in. .
Tem7er at ur e Record: Degree- Hours above 0° F. fo1101ling treatment.
7/2 53 Pre-emergence. 1st ;rk. 1429,; 2nd wk. 12044j3ru "ille. 13089; total for
3 n::. period 55123. '
7/27/'3 Post-emergence. 1st wle. 13532; 2nd Hk. 12918;3ru. wk. 12693. total
~or 3 Wk. pel~od 40143.

132.j
101.,
115.3
105.0
84.5
N.S.

AV.iit. per
100 plants

Lba.

I:J.S.

Av. No.
plWlts per
plot

73.0
58.8
59.,
46.3
34.8
N.S.

Av. length
;nf plants

Inches

2 Lbs , + 50 gals. water
4 lbs. + 50 gals. water
2 Ibs. + 48 Ibs , clay
4 lbs. + 48 Lba, clay

Tj,.1 eatment
4cre-Rate
Active AgentChemical

Control
Alanap 2
Alanap 2
CIro Granular
CIPC Granular
L.S.D.
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The results on cantaloupes presented in Table VI are based only on plant
weights due to hurricane weather which twisted the plants so severely that
it w.::s necessary to terminate the experiment without yields. Effects of the
treatments were readily apparent and the results of plant length and weight
measurements demonstrate the very toxic 'effect of CIPC applied as a post
emergence application on the foliage.

Table VII. Field Trials - Effect of Pre-emergence Plus Post
emergence applications of CIPC Granules and Post
emergence applications of Sesin Granules on Kale

Trial Location: Norfolk Station.
ClOE Variety: Vates Blue Scotch. Exp. Design: Rand. Block. !i2. Rep;.: 3
P ot Size: 16 ft. of row. Planting Depth:t inch. Plantins~: /2/,3.
'Tr'eit:-I)ites: Pre-emergence 7/2/53,POf:rt-emergence 8tJ/53. Cultivation: As
usual bet/ween rows. Hand Weedins: As needed. Harvest Date: Series A 8/24/,3
Series B and C 8/28/~~. Terminated: 8/28/53. Soil TlPe: Sandy clay
loam.
Rainfall Record: Soil moisture at planting tiltle .. very dry. 1st week,; 0.49
in., 2nd week,-0.48 in., 3rd week, O. Total for 3 week period, 0.97 in.
Temperature Record: Degree-Hours above OOF. follo'.ring treatment.
7/2/53Pre-emergence. 1st week 1429" 2nd week 12044, 3rd week 13089. Total
for 3 week period ,,123.
8/3/53 Post-emergence. 1st week 12918, 2nd week 12700, 3rd week 1190,. Total
for 3 week period 37,23.

L.S.D.

L.S.D.
i~ Sesin on 48 Lbs , tobacco pulp, ClPC on 48 Ibs , clay.

** Sesin on 46 Ibs , tobac co pulp.
C ClPC 2 Lbs , 48 Lbs , clay Pre-E.

CIPC 4 Ibs. 46 Lbe , clay Pre-E.
ClPC 6 Ibs. 44 Lbs , clay Pre-E.
ClPC 8 Ibs. 42 Ibs. clay Pre-E.
Control

Series
No. Chemical

Av. Av. Ut.
stand Per 100
Per Plants
Plot Lbs ,
173 4.07
172 ,.10
122 4.37
144 4.03
14, 4.,0
N.S. N.S.
1,1 ,.,0
143 ,.70
136 ,.10
130 4.7'l
171 4.87
N.S. N.S.

107 6.10
1,0 ,.27
147 4.50
123 4.63
159 4.00
N.S. N.S.

L.S.D.
Post-E.
Post-E.
Post-E.
Post-E.

Time of
Application
Pre-E.
Pre-E.
Post-:':;.
Pre plus Post-E.

2 lbs. 50 gals. water
2 Ibs. 48 Ibs. clay
2 Ibs. 48 Ibs. clay
2 + 2 Ibs. 48 Ibs. clay

2 Ibs. 48 Ibs. clay
2 Ibs , *
2 + 2 Ibs. *
2 + 4 Lbs , **

Treatment
Acre-Rate

Chem. Carrier

CIPC
Sesin
ClPC + Sesin
ClPC + Sesin
Control

A CIPC
CIPC
ClPC
CIPC
Control

B

-7-
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The, results on lcale presented in Table VII ShOVi that this crop is quite
toleran t or'weeding cone entrations of both CIPC and sesin applied singly and
in combination as post-emergence treatments impregnated on Attaclay and tobacco
pulp, respectively.

These results appear especially significant as they indicate the possibil
ity of using these two chemicals in combination to control both chickweed
-:nd henbi t and a livide range of warm weather weeds in kale.

Summary

Greenhouse and field trials using CIPC impregnated on granular Fuller f s
earth (Attaclay) and tobacco pulp on spinach, tomatoes, peppers, sweet potatoes,
cantaloupes, and kale are descrabeds . The use of Sesin impregnated on tobacco
pulp on kale is also described.

Conclusions

1. Granular applications of CIPC appeared to have acouc the same weedkill
ing potency as is normally obtained with spray applications.

2. Granular applic£tions of ::IPC over the foliage were tolerated qUite well
by such transplanted crops as tonatoes, peppers, and sweet potatoes even
though the material was allowed to remain on the foliage.

3. Kale tolerated post-emergence granular applications of CIPC and Sesin
sin~ly and in combination in these preliminar,y trials.

4. Cantaloupes lTere severely injured by post-emergence granular applications
of CIPC.

5. These sn.all scale preliminar,y trials show that this lint;; of approach to
broadening herbicide useage holds promise of success and trials of these
methods should be continued on an expanded scale.

-8-
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Weeding of C~nnery Peas with Herbicides l

2
Charles J. Noll and Martin L. Odlaad

It is esti~ated that weeds were a serious problem in 20% of
the 14000 acres of peas grown annually in Pennsylvania for
processing. The yield of peas from the very weedy fields was
reduced and harvesting and vining costs greatly increased. The
tWO'Lost serious weeds were lliustard &nd thistle.

Several chemicals huve been used successfully to control
the weeds in pea fields. The wost important of these are the
dinitros in the form of the amllioniu~ salt and granular cyanamid.
Both have certain disadvantages. With the ammonium dinitro
sprays high volum (70-100 gal. per acre) .ha d to be used to keep
from burning the pea plants. With granular cyanamid cost as
well as the fact that herbicide must be applied before it is
known if weeus will be troublesome liBits its use.

Miller (1) founQ that the amine salt of DN (Premerge) was
as effective as the ammonium salt of DN (Dow Selective) for weed
control and that the volumn of Premerge used did not significantly
affect weed control or pea yiela. He successfully used Premerge
at a volumn of 12 gallons per acre~ The advantages of a low
volumn spray for weeding peas is obvious. He suggests that a
good recommendation would be 20 to 30 g~llons per acre.

This experim.ent was set up to see if Hiller's (1) experiment
could be duplicated at State College and to test other herbicides
as possible good chemicals for the weeding of peas.

Procedure

The lanu w~s prepared and seeded to the variety Thomas Laxton,
April 17. The land, Hagerstown Silt LOBfu, was fertilized with a
5-10-5 fertilizer at time of seeding at the rate of 500 lbs. per
acre. The plots were 30 feet long by 3 feet wide and replicated
twelve times. The treatments covered the entire plot. Eight
chemicals were used in a pre-emergence treLtment, one chemical
at emergence, 3 chemicals at th~·time peas were 6 inches high
in comparison with an untreated check.

An estimate of st~nd of peas, burning of peas, hormone like
damage to peas ana weeGS was ThaJe Muy 28 anu 29. These estimates
were on a basis of 1-10, 1 being most desirable und 10 least
desir~ble.

lAuthorizeJ for publicGLtion on NoveLiber 20, 1953, as papt:>r No. 1844
in the journal series of the P6nnsylvLni~ AgriculturaL Experiment
Station.

2Assistant Professor a»dProtossor of Oleriaulture respectively.
Dept. of Horticulture, School of Agriculture, and ExperiEent
Station., The Pennsylvani~ State University, State College, Pc.
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Yield records weretaken~uly 7 from only a portion of the
experiment; stand frow 4 replications and weight of peas in
the pods fron 7 replications.

Results and Discussion

The results are presented in table I. The predo~inate weed
was mustard and enough was present to make the untreated plots
appear yellow in color at the time the mustard was in bloom.

In tlie pre-emergence applications all herbicides except
endotha1 significantly decreased weed growth. The best pre
emergence treatl,lents taking into consideration weed control,
dClLlage to the peas and pec:. yield were Claro IPC andCMU. Two
other herbici~es, Weedar MCP, and LFN-904 had equally as good
weed control without damage to the peas and only slightly less
yield per plot.

Cyanamid applied at emergence gave the highest yield of
peas in the pod significantly higher than the untreated check,
with good wee~ control and no damage to the peas.

Three herbicides were used in the post-sLergence application
when the peas were 6 inches high. The first of these ACP-L-423
severely danaged the pe~s, d~mage sieilar to 2,4- u damage, and

,greatly reduced the yield. Dow Selective plots at 100 gallons
per acre had good weed control; slight burning of the leaves of
the'peas ~nd a yield equal to the untreated check. Dow Selective
plots at 25 gallons per acre had good weed control with rather
severe burning of the leaves and a significant less yield as
compared to the Dow Selective plot at a vo1uon of 100 gallons
per acre. Premerge at all rates geve good weed control. Burning
of the pea leaves increased from the 100 g~llon rute to the
121 gul10n rLte. The 12, gullon rute hed significuntly ~ore
burning than with the 25 gallon or 100 gallon rate. Yields
were unaffected by the .treatnents and not significantly different
from the untreated check.

C9Uclusi€ln

One year's work indicates that a number of herbicides offer
promise for the weeding of peas in a pre-emergence application.
The four Dost successfully used pre-energence herbicides with
r~tes per acre were: . Clo~o IPC at 1 gallon, eMUat 1 pound,
Weedar MCP at 1/4 gallon anq LFN 904 at 1/2 gallon (similar to
MCP)•

Cyanacid used at 400 Ibs. per acre at ti~e of pea emergence
g ave significantly better yield than the check with good'weed
control.

- 2 -
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The volumn of the DN sprays (Dow Selective and Premerge) did
not significantly effect weed control and all weed control was
excellent. As the volumn of. spray per acre wasreduce~ the
burning of the pea le~ves increased with the ammonium salt of
DN (Dow Selective) end less $0 with the amine s~lt of DN
(Premerge). Dow Selective at the 25 gallon rate gave significant
more burning than the Premerge at the same voluLn and amount of
DN per acre. Taking tn~ oousider~tion weed control, damage to
peas, pea yield and the ease,of application the best post
emergence spray was Pre~erge at 1/4 gallon per acre applied.
in 25 gallons of water. This is in agreement with the
recommendation of Miller (I).

Reference

1. Miller, M. W.
MCP sprays for
Proceedings of
pp. 127-134.

Prelimin~ry investigations with dinitro end
weed control in legume seeded peas.
Northeastern Weed COLtrol Conference 1953.
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Table I. The effeot of pre-emergenoe and post-emergence herbicides on weeds and peas in 1953.

Records of Harvest
11.l

11.l
as +' •de , () 11.l 11.l 11.las (J) as as..o

de 4-l ~ a 8/-1
4-l

0 (J) ......... : 1-
~ . 4-l •

~ No. da;y:safter
0

~ 8 ~
o 11.l o to 11.l

11.l rg j
"0 A "00.

~ per VolJ.Wm planting ~ as ~a ~ f ~ a~
Herbioide herbicide applied (I) 6) -S-..t

(J)

~ Eer'~ ::;:: ~§ :::l~l.'--
CI) -- .,.; --

;r.Jothing - _... -- 6.0 1,0". 1.2 1.0 361 9.3
Endothal 3 gal~ ~gal. 5 (Pre-emergence) 6~4 1.2 1.1 1.0 262 6.5
Cloro IPC 1 gal. ~- gal~ 5 ( n ) 1.9 1.0 1.1 1.0 394 11,1

lACP 903 l~gal. ~gal. 5 ( " ) 3.3 1.0 1,0 1.0 440 10.4
2LFN"904 1 2 gal. liI-gal, 5 ( 11 ) 1.7 1.2 1.0 1.0 417 9.0
3ACp....L-423 4 gal. 12i gal. 5 ( II ) 1.3 5.8 1.1 1.B 197 5.7
1.leedar MCP 1/4 gal. . if gal. 5 ( 11 ) 1.7 1.0 1.1 1.0 373 9.4

: I

4NP 1239D 4 Ib~ . 25 ga.L, 7 (Pre-emergenc~) 1.5 1.4 1,,0 4.8 346 6.7 -..t

CMU r rs, ?5 ..gel. 7 ( " ) 1.7 1.0 1.1 1.0 410 10.4 : I

Cyaf!S.m.±d 400 lb. - 19 (Pens eoorging) 2.0 1.0 1.4 1.0 430 1l.7

\'CP-L-423 1/2 gal. 121-gal, 32 (Pees 611 tell) 1.6 1,0 2.9 8.2 422 1.4
Dow Selective 3/4 gal. 100 gal. 32 ( tI II II ) 1.2 1.0 2.8 1.0 423 9.6
" " " II 25 gal. 32 ( " II " ) 1.1 1.0 4.8 1.0 395 7.8

Pretnerge 1/4 gal. 100 gal~ 32 (Pens 6" tall) 1.0 1.0 2.6 1.0 507 11.0
if n II 25 ,A~al. 32 ( II If " ) 1.1 1.0 2.9 1.0 426 10.4
tt " " 12i- gal., 32 ( II II II ) 1.0 1.1 3.4 1.0 475 10..1

1..8.». at .05 level 1.1 0.6 0.5 0.4 98 1.8
L.S.D. nt .01 level .. 1.4 0.8 0.6 0.5 131 2.4

1 Butoxy ester of 4-clilorophenoxya.cetic acid (3 Lba, per gal. acLd equdvnIerrt )
o 2 Eater of 2 methyl 4-chlorophenoxyncetio acid (2 "Lbs, r,cpper gallon)
~ ~. Amine snIt of 4 chlorophenoxya.cetio acfd (2 Lba, per gel. acid equivnlent)

~. 50%chloronnted benzoic acid i1 - tl:1C1tdesh-able)Estimota of 12 replications
10 - least desirable)



WEEDCONTROLIN PEASWITHVARIOUSHERBICIDES
by

E. R. Marshall and La E. Curtis 1

Intreductien

Chemical weed control in peas has been practiced to some extent in the
Northeast. The material most commonlY'uS'ec:r<hasbeen the ammoniumsalt of
dini tro ortho secondary butyl phenol"", The weed control obtained with this
material was satisfactory in ~ cases" but fre,quently pea growers had ra
ther sad experiences wi th it. The recommended practice was to treat the peas
when ;they were 4 - 8 inches high with 3/4 -1# DNas the ammoniumsalt per
acre~ using relatively large amounts of water per aore (75 - 150 gallons). If
temperature and humidity were not favorable, injury in the form of toliage
burning otten occurred. The large amounts of water recommended was undesirable
for'several reasons. It was necessary to refill the tank often and in add
ition" the gallonage recommended made it necessary to use high gallonage'
equipment. Driving the heavy type sprayers over. the pea vines gave a con
siderable amount of injury to the vines~ The high pressure equipment used
was a costly. expense for the pDcti:ceo " .

, ."~ ~ .- 1 • " ... . .
In order to see if we could find a more desirable practice for weed' con

trol in peas, a series of tests.were begun in 1952. Some 20 compounds were
screened 'as pre-emergence materials in 1952. As a result of this series tlf

tests" three materials were chosen to be included in the 19$.3 tests. They
were CMU,Crag OXalate, and Sinox PE.. In order to compare these materials
further, another, series of tests was conducted during the spring 'and summer
of 1953. -, . '.

Haterials and Methodsr._
The 195.3 tests consisted o£ two different types; a large screening test

and several large scale field ~ials, using the materials which had shown the
most promise in 19$2, and comparing them with some of the newer materials a
vaUable in 195.3. The screening test was originally planned as a pre-emer
gence test, but by the time the test was applied, a few of the more shallow
planted peas had broken through the soU surface. The peas in this test had
been planted on May 12, 195.3 and the treatments were applied on May 20th and
21st. Materials applied were CMU(.3 paracbloro phenyl 1, 1 dimethyl urea),
PDU(phenyl dimethyl '!irea), Sinox PE (alkanolamine salt formulation of dini
tro ortho secondary butyl pheno1, containing 3# of DNOSBPper gallen), Crag
Oxalate (bis dichloro phenoxy ethyl axalate}, Natrin (2 ,4,S-trichloroph~noxy
ethyl sulphate), 4 Chloro (amine salt (jf 4 cbloro phenoxyacetic acid), avdrin,
MCPSulphate ( 2 methyl, h chlorophenoxy ethyl sulphate)" 2.,5-D Sulphate (2,5
dic'hlorophenoxy ethyl sulphate), and Amino Triazole. . > •

..·;All treatments were applied with a small plot C02 sprayer, using 25
pounds pressure in 25 galloniJ ot spray solution per acre o The soU was a hea
vy loam which was moist on the day of spraying. The principal weeds present
were mustard (Brassica sp.), ragweed (Amaranthus retrofiexus), annual grasses

1 G..L.F. Soil BuUding Service, Ithaca, NewYork

. ·-1-



WEEDCONTROLIN PEAS·FQLLCWINGA PRE-EMERGENCEAPPLICATIONOF SEVERALHERBICIDES
Table 1

Treatment 'Teeds Per 4 Sq. Feet
June 9 JuJ,y 3
Total Broadleaves' Grass

CW JIl/A JJ.O 2.0 .4.0
CW IfH/A. !hO 1800 9~'5
PDU JIl/~ 6.0 9.~ 14.0
PDU Itl//A 7.0 , 8.5 12~O
SinOi-PE -i gal!i-- -~- 18.5 15..0 5.0
Sinox PE Ii gal/A. 4.0 9,5 500
Sinc:c PE. 2 gal/A, 14>0 2.5 5.5
CrQ£ Oxalate 2/f/A 66Qeo 25.0 14.0

...
.'

Remarks
Slight Injury
SO" Injury"

So~e Inj'l'lry .

Excellent Weed Ccntrol, No;Injur,y
Excellent Weed Centrol, No Injury

Crag Qxalate'JII/A 35.5 7.5 19.0 Slight Injury
Natrin 1/11.1 )6.5 20..5' .. 6.0 Slight InjUl"7 "
Natrin IJI/A : 29.0 105 9.0 Sema Injury, I' i.,

Natrin 5H}A ' 17 00 1800 : 6 00 Severe InjUl7.. !

4 Chlorc 2/1/1 '15II 0 20"0 16..0
4 Chloro 3#/1 _,6.5 7.5 15.0 Slight. ~jUl7
4 Ch10rc 4II/A 6.0' 8~5 7,0 Moderate InjUl7
}{yd~1! ~J~allA 163..Q 420 0 140.5, _ _.... '~ ...
}{ydrin 5 ga~A , 87.5 54..0 5~5
}{ydrin 10 gailA 43.5 32.5 26.5
W:P Sulphate 2#/A 44.0 12.5 15.0
~ S~phate .?tIIl.~43,()_ ..19q5... 12~0 .
2,5-D Sulphate '2111.1 82-00 48.04.5
2.ll5....D Sulphate 31IA 124.0 20.5 1$.5
Amine Triazole 91IA .. 6.0 . 9.0 . 11.0
Check141~5 62.(; 12,,5

Slight Injurj .

Peas Chlorotic ... rnjuij
".'; ~ .

(\J L.S.D.
r<l
r-I

.05

.01
. $2.8
"10.4

19.1
2595

11~3
15.1

...2... ,.



WEEDCONTROLIN PEASFOLLOWINGA PRE-EMERGENGEAPPLICATIONOF SEVERAL
HERBICIDES
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table 2
Treatment Weed Control Rating * Injury Rating **

May 29 June 9
"

C~ l#/k 805 900 1.
CMtTl~A -,.a..E> ' 10.(') ~.

PDU 7.5 9.0 oCt
PDU ~~ 6.0 9.$ ~

Sinox PE 1 gal/A 90 0 8.$ o·
Sinox PE Ii g~A 10.0 -10.0 0
Sinox PE 2 galA 10("), 10.(') 0
Crag OXalate 21/). 1.0 7.0 0
Crag Oxalate 31/1.. 6.$ 8~$ 1
Natrin 3/lIA ,"3.$ 7..5 - I
Natrin 4#/A 8.0 7.0 2
Ifatrin 5#/! 7.5 84>$ 3
4 Chlorc 2#/A 7.0 94>5 0
4 Chloro 3#/A 8.$ 9"," 1
4 Ol1lor" 4#/1 9.0 9~$ 2
Hydrin 2"tfl!:1/A 3.5 2.$ 0
Hydrin 5 gal/A 4.0 500 0
Hydrin 10 gll/A 7.5 6.r 0
MOPSulphate 21/A 6.$ 7.5 1
MOPSulphate 3#fA 4~0 700 e ,. ~t

2,5-1) Sulphate 21/A 2.0 4.$ 0
2~S-D Sulphate 3#/A 4.$ .3..0 0
Am:i.D?Triazole !!HA 80-0 ~.O.O 2
Check e 1..0

~. ' ,
. ,

005 ; 4<:>0 J,.2

L.a.D. 001 5.4 4.3

* G· No Control~ 10· Perfect Control

** O· No Injury, 3- Severe Injury

~ .' ,
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(Setaria sp.), and quackgrass (Agropyron repens.) ..

Weed o()ntrnl ratings were taken on May 29th and again on June 9th.
Weed oounts' were taken on June 9th ~ m July 3rd~ Resu1ts of this screen
ing test are given in Tables 1 and 2.0. A discussion nf the 1arge scale COJiool

pansma will be given later in the pappr. The large soale field trials
were applied with a j:eep sprayer using hn gallons nf spray solution per aore
and 40 p.s..1o pressure.

Resu1ts and Discussion

,Tables 1. and 2 give thereEJl.1tts ,of,the screening test. CMUand PDUgave
good weed eontrC\l, but slight to mcdera:te injury at the rates used. SintIX
PE was the most satisfaotory chemical used. Even at the highest rate (6 lbs.
DNPer aore), there was no injury to the peaa. Crag Oxalate gave rather arr
at1c weed o~t~cl. and some injury to the peasG"'Natrin at 4#/Agave weed con
trol c6JuParable to Sinox PE at 6#, M per acre. The amine salt of 4 Chlaro
phenaxyaeetic acid gave good weed control at.) and 4 pounds per acre, but
there was some injury to the peas. It'fdr1n, although giving geed control fJ£
weeds thilt were already emerged gave little it '8DT residual control of weeds.
MCPSulphate and 2,,5-D Su1phat.e 00 this soU ~~.g"ve only. fairveed,·con
~rol. Imino Triazftle at 8# per acre gave exc.ellent weed control. This
treatment injured the peas and gave the typical chlorotic e..~ect. This
effeot was tempnrary, lasting only about three weeksl) The' peas nn these 'pInts
showed a stunting effect f()r the'remainder of the season.

In the large' scale field trials the various materials were tried pre
emergence.l at come up, and post-emergence.W'eed counts taken··at one pre
emergence lnoatit'ln are shown in. Table.J,. The"peas had been planted on .A.prU
26th and SPrayed May 6th. Weed.counts were ~$e:p. .June 1., '

. Table 3

_WeedCounts Following Pre-lhergenee Treat1n.l>ntson Canni.ng Peas

Tre"tinen~ _...... . ." Weeds Per 1 Sq. Ft.

S1.nt'1.rtPE c- 1 ,gallA 5
Sinox PE , i :i.al/A 5
Crag OXala:~e 21IlA ,...12
CMU.' -1#n..' 5
PDU Jill! 5
Check 22

In this test., Sinox f:Eai; bothl! and J. pourids DN per acre gave very
good weed contrei 'which persisted until the peas were ,harvested. Crag Q£....
alate at 2# per acre d1dnbt give sat1sf'actnry.weed control, although there
was no injury 't(I the peas. Both eMUand PDUgave exoellent weed control at
111per acre" whioh lasted until the peas vere harvested o T~ere was no r..- .
su1ting injury to the peas. --_._.". . ' .._.. ~.",.

.., .At another looat1~ the· peas weresprayed ju~t as they .J:!J:'.e,emerging
with t~ed1tferentt~eatm.entBJ Sinox .PE at l.t and 'J poun.ds DNper acre"
'8rid.CMUat 1 pc::undper acre o A.t this location the Ii pound rate "f Sinox PE
took flut the easy to k1ll weeds such as mustardJ; but dia.not oompletely con
t

w4-
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trol ragweed and other more resistant weedsq The control was good enough
to be commercially practical q The 3 pound rate of 8inox PE gave excellent
control ("Ifall weeds and annual grasses.. The 1 pound rate of CMUgave good
control but also injured the peas. The peas were yelle-.lish in color and
st.untecL.. In ot.her post-emergence tests on peas, Sinox FE at 11quarts per
acre, applied when t.he peas were J - 8" in height gave excellent weed control
and little ~r no injury to the peas.. In post-emergence tests where Sinox
PE at this rate "iIo"aS eompa1'edwith Sinox W (ammoniumsalt of DROSBP)"3 quarts
per acre, weed ennt.rl')l was oomparable with both treatments.. In several te~ts

less injury to the peas occurred with If quarts Sinox FE than with 3 quarts
(')f Sino.x:W.

_SunInary and Conolusion

Several new ohemicals have shown promise as selective weed killers in
peas. These new chemicals have an advantage over the previousJy used ma
terial (ammoniumsalt form of DNOSBP)beoause they work effectively in lr,wer
gallonages of water per aore". Where ammoniumsalt formulatinns of DNOSBP
were usee" 75- leo gallons of water was recommended per acre.

Pr&ooemergenceand emergence treatments of peas with Sinax: PE have been
very successful beth in weed c0ntrol nbtained and absenoe of any injury to
the peas.

Of the materials tested, Sino.x:PE has prI'Wen to be the Mst successful.
As a pre-emergence treat.ment from planting up until a day before emergence,.
1 and 2 gallons of Sinox PE gave excellent. weed oontrol and resulted in no
injury tl"J the paas.

As an emergence treatment made just as the peas were emerging, f to 1
gallon of Sinox PE gave good to excellent weed control with no injury to the
pease

As a post-emergence treat.ment, Sinox FE at If quarts gave weed oontroJ.
equal to 3 quarts (3/4# DN) of ammoniumsalt formulation of DNOSBP;jIwith as
little or less injury t.o the peas.
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Very few papers have been published on the application of
2,4-dichlorophenoxyethyl derivaties on tomatoes. Ries and
Sweet (5) concluded that CRAGwas more toxic to tomatoes than
either CRAGBenzoate or Oxalate. LeCompete (3) reported that
tomato responses from CRAGwere similar to that previously ob
served from mild doses of 2,4-dichlorophenoxyacetic acid.
King and Lambrech (2) reported that reduction in growth of
tomato plants was minor when CRAGwas applied to the foliage.
However, when the chemical was applied to the sOil, its effect
on the growing plant was similar to, but less pronounced than
that of 2,4-D. Zimmerman'and Hitchcock (7) pointed out that all
ester formulations of 2,4,5-T induced less pronounced tomato
plant responses than ester formulations of 2,4-D. Also; McNew
and'Hoffman (4) have shown that the growth regulant ability of
2,4,5-T was slightly less than that of 2,4-D. On the basis of
the latter reference, it seems possible that the 2,4,5-deriva
tive of CRAG, namely Natrin, might show even less toxic effect
on tomatoes, in comparison to CRAG.

The purpose of this field experiment was to compare the
relative effectiveness of the chemicals in weed control and to
measure the response of tomatoes to the chemicals.

Materials and Methods

'The chemicals tested were: 2,4~dichlorophenoxyethyl sul
fate, 2,4-dichlorphenoxyethyl benzoate, Bis (dichloro)phenoxy
ethyl oxalate, 2,4,5-trichlorophenoxyethyl sulfate, and 3(p
chlorophenyl)-l, I-dimethylurea; these materials are referred
to.in the remainder of this paper as CRAG, Benzoate, Oxalate,
Natrin, and CMUrespectively.

Rutgers variety tomatoes were transplanted May 28, 1953
to a Sassafras sandy loam soil. The plant spacing was 3.5 feet
by 3.5 feet in plots 2 by 7 hills in size. Data were recorded
on 2 by 6 hills in each plot. The plots were replicated four

lCooperative investigations between the New Jersey Agricultural
Experiment Station and the Division of Weed Investigations,
Agricultural Research Service, U. S. Dept. of Agriculture.

2Research Fellow in Farm Crops, Rutgers University and Agronomist,
Division of Weed Investi~ations, ARB, USDA, respectively.
Acknowledgment is made to the Carbide and Carbon Chemical Com
pany for their support of this project.
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times in a randomized block design. The tomato plants were
dusted on June 9 with 3;/~ DDr for insect control •. Plots were
maintained weed-free with cultivation and hand-hoeing until the
date of treatment. The chemicals were applied in 40 gallons of
solution per acre on JUly 8 at which time the plants were in
the first stages of blossoming. Sprays were directed toward
the lowest portions of the plants, using a belt-type hand .
sprayer described by Terry (6). The rates used were: 1/4,
1/2 and 1 pound per acre of eMU"lt, 3 and 4 pounds per acre of
CRAG, Natrin and Oxalate; and It, 3 and 5 pounds per acre of
Benzoate. Observations were made periodically on the condition
of the plants, and notes were recorded during harvests concern
ing the chemical effect's on the fruit. Harvests were made
August 12, 18, 24, 27 and 31 and September 2, 7, 11, 18 and 23.

Results and Discussion

Observations on plant condition indicated that the CRAG
and especially the Natrin treatments did not affect the tomato
plants as qUickly or as severely as did the Benzoate and es
pecially the Oxalate treatments. The day after chemical appli
cation, plants treated with 3 and 4 pounds of Oxalate were show
ing typical hormone symptoms. On the second day, Benzoate plants
showed similar effects but to a lesser degree. Stems on plants
treated with 3 and 4 pounds of Oxalate were twisted and split and
leaves were distorted by the thirteenth day after application.

The CMUplants showed yelloWing of the leaves on the sixth
day after treatment but were completely recovered by the seven
teenth day. The mAUplants appeared normal during the remainder
of the season.

CRAGand Natrin treated plants appeared normal until
July 25 or 17 days after spraying. At this time, the younger
leaves of plants from the 4 pound treatments of each showed
only minor leaf epinasty. CRAGappeared to cause more stem
tWisting. The lag in re~ponse to these treatments might be ex
plained by low rainfall prior to JUly 25. There was only .06
inches of rain during July 8 to 20 and from July 21-25 there
was 2.17 i~ches of rain. By the twenty-sixth day after appli
cation (August 3) the plants of 4 pounds Natrin showed wrinkled
leaves with only minor leaf epinasty; tomatoe plants from the
4 pound treatment of CRAGhad more leaf epinasty. Plants were
normal in plots treated with lower rates of CRAGand Natrin.

Notations during harvests indicated that all fruits were
affected by dry weather resulting in splitting at the region
of the stern apex. Previous to the August 27 harvest, Natrin
and CRAGfruits were normal in comparison to the check fruits.
At this time, the fruits from the 4 pound application of CRAG,
and especially Natrin, were showing considerable apex cracking.
In the September 7 and 17 harvests, 5-16 per cent of the fruits
from these treatments were seedless. The lower rate of each
treatment resulted in normal fruit in all harvests. It should
be pointed out that a small percentage of the check fruits were
seedless.

-2-
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For the most part, the fruits from the CnIDtreatments were
excellent in quality. The only abnormality found was on
September 17 when 15-20 per cent of the fruit of the 1 pound
rate 1.:£ Cl\lliwere seedless. The poorest quality fruit was har
vested from the Oxalate and the Benzoate treatments. These
treatments resulted in seedless and distorted fruits at the first
harvest and the condition was carried through several harvests.
During the last harvests, the medium and high rates of these
Benzoate and Oxalate treatments yielded fruits which were scar
red and were 30-70 per cent seedless.

The total tomato yields are presented in Figure 1 and the
first three yields in each treatment are recorded in Table 1.
The total Natrin and CRAGyields were apprOXimately equal to
those of the check. The total yields from the check plots were
significantly higher than those from the plots of 1 pound c~m

and 3 and 4 pounds of Oxalate. Total yields of plots treated
with 3 and 5 pounds of Benzoate were considerably less than
yields from'check plots but reductions were not statistically
significant.

Table 1. Total weight of' tomatoes per treatment in the first
three harvests, New Brunswick, N. J. 1953.

Treatment
Rate in
1bs./A

Lbs. of Tomatoesj4 Plots
Aug. 18 Aug. 24 Aug. 27

Total of
3 dates

Total No.
of fruits
for 3

dates

Natrin

CRAG

Benzoate

Oxalate

CMU

Check

It 13.2 43~6 25.7 82.5 162
3 15~5 30.8 19~0 65.3 126
4 6.3 32.0 20.3 58.6 95

lA 9;4 27.7 14 47 51.8 1132
3 9~0 42~2 15.1 66.3 147
4 10.5 30.8 16.3 57.6 122

It 15~4 32.5 14.1 62~0 129
3 17~1 42.2 27.6 86.9 165
5 7.5 29.6 16.2 53.3 100

,

1! 9~3 40;4 13.2 62~9 121
3 21~3 54;8 18~1 94.2 184
4 18.5 31.3 13.8 63.6 115

1/4 7;6 21~4 17~6 46.6 81
1/2 9~9 22~7 18.2 50~8 97

1 4.8 15.9 10.9 31 06 60
,

11.4 25.5 12.1 49.0 106

-3-
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Fig. 1. Yield of tomatoes
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It is evident from Table 1 that eMUreduced tomato yields
especially at the higher rates of application. Yields on plots
treated with CRAGand its derivatives tended to be higher than
checks during these first three harvests. Observation of the
plots in the early part of the growing season indicated a larger
number of fruits in the Oxalate treatments. Examination of
Table 1 indicates a close relationship between yield and number
of fruits. It appears that CRAGand its derivatives-resulted in
heavier early fruit set. As was pointed out earlier, fruits
were of poor quality in the Benzoate and Oxalate plots even in
these early harvests.

Treatments did not appear to affect the size of fruit.
However, the 4-pound rate of Oxalate had significantly more dis
card fruits than the check.

RELATIVEEFFECTIVNESSOF CRAGANDNATRINON PRE-EMERGENCE
vVEEDCONTROL

There was no existing weed problem in the 1953 field tomato
test due to dry weather. A separate test was initiated on
August 15 to compare the relative effects of CRAGand Natrin
on weed control.

Materials and Methods

CRAGand Natrin were applied to soil immediately after
disking and five days after disking. The chemicals were applied
in 40 gallons of solution at the rates of 1, 2, 3 and 4 pounds
active material per acre. Plots were 6 by 12 feet in size and
were replicated four times in a randomized block design. Broad
leaf and grass weeds were counted four weeks after the first ap
plication. At the same time, visual estimates of per cent
weed control on each plot were made. The percentage figures
were transformed to degrees to allow a more precise analysis
of variance (1).

Results and Discussion

The results given in Figure 2 reveal a pronounced dif
ference in weed control between the two dates of treatment;
both materials resulted in significantly better control when
applied immediately after disking. Two and 3 pounds per acre
of Natrin and 1 to 4 pounds per acre of CRAGwere found signi
ficantly above the check in weed control. Refering to the
graph, the lower rates of CRAGappear slightly superior to those
of Natrin but the higher rates are approximately equal.

SummarJ!.

Natrin and CRAGcompared favorably with the check in tomato
yields; Natrin appeared somewhat superior to CRAG. Both of
these chemicals yielded fruit of relatively good quality and the
plants under these treatments show~d no drastic hormone effects.

-5-
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Yields were appreciably reduced by the Benzoate and drastically
reduced by the Oxalate treatments. Both of these latter ma
terials caused generally poor quality fruit.

The 1/4 and 1/2 pound rate of CMUgave favorable yields
and resulted in fruits of apparent excellent quality. However,
the 1 pound rate of c~ru decreased yields.

~eed control with Natrin compared favorably with that ob
tained with CRAG. It appeared, however, that CRAGwas slightly
more effective.
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PRE-ElifERGENOEOONTROLOF ~JEEDS IN HOMEVEGETIIBIEGJillDENS

Barbara H. Davis and R. HIIBeattyl

Vlhen 2,4-D was introduced, it was for the selective control of
weeds in hone lawns, and for killing poison ivy, Agricultural
workers were quick to realize the possibilities of suoh a chemical,
and produced the great volune of herbicide work wi.th which we arc
familiar 0 Excellent work in controlling weeds in various vegetable
crops has been done by Ghappelin West Virginia, Danielson in
Virginia, LeOompte in NeV{Jersey, Rahn in Delaware, Sweet at
Cornell, Taylor in Illinois, Uarren in Ohio, and many others.
HoweverJ with a fow exceptions .. such as Sweet fa report to this
Conference on post-erJergence control in 1952, this work has pri
marily been with large-scale agricultural situations.

Home owners are still faced with one of the o.ost aggravating
weed control headaches -- the hoo.e garden patch of vegetables and
flowers for cutting. These usually consist of snall plantings of
many different species. Equipment and resouroes forapp1ying
present techniques are usually limited. However, several ohemiQ~ls

have given indication that they would be useful in such a situation,
and in the summers of 1951 and 1953 tests were run in an effort to
deterr.dne whether any of them Vlould be sui table.

Methods and naterials, 1951

In preViously dis ked ground on May 28 to May 31 plots 20- x· 63t
were seeded to 1 row each (except corn, 2 rows) of the following
representative major home garden crops: sweet corn, Narrowgrain
Evergreen; squash, White Bush Scallop; lettuce, Oak Leaf; r~dishs

Crimson Giant; snap bean" Contender; wax bean, Pencil Pod Wax;
lima bean, Fordhook 242; peas, Freezonian; spinach, Longstanding
Bloo~dale; beets, Porfected Detroit; carrots, Nantes Long;
cucunber" Straight 8; potato, Green Mountain) onion, white sets,;
zinnia, \lill Rogers; marigold" Mat:mlothllilum.;gladiolus" Edith
Cave Cole; aster" Giant Cregoo

All chemicals wore applied unifornly over the entire area as
a pre-emergence treatment. On Jtine 1, sprays of the following
were applied at the indioated rates of active in.gredienY pe~ acre:
Crag Herbicide 1 (2,,4-dichlorophenoxy ethyl sulphate), It and·
3 Ibs,; ACP-L-195 (emulsifiable sodium. pentachlorophenol formula
tion)" 10 and 20 1bs 0; diethyl phosphate, 1~: and 3 lbs II; diethyl
phthalate, li and 3 lbs o On June 4" dry applications of the

1 Research Assistant and Director of Research, respectively,
Agricultural Chemoa1s Division, .American ·Chemical Paint Co.,
l\mbler, Pa.
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follovdn~ were made: iron salt of 2,4-D, li lb.,; copper salt of
2,4-D, l~ Ib(); Crag Herbicide 1, If lb.,. ifeedar 64 (ar.rl.ne salt
of 2,4-D), It lb.; CMUO-p-ehlorophenyl-l,l-dimethyl urea)"
It Ib 6 j parachlorophenyl urea, Ii lb.; 2..CP-L-162 (2,4-D
derivative), It Ib 0 j i~cp-472 (2 J 4-D derivative), It lb. j 1~CP-472
(2,4-D derivative), li lb o

Ohe plot was left unsprayed as a check. No plots were
cultivated at any time atter soeding and treatment. .All sprays
were applied with a knapsack sprayer at the rate of 80 gallons of
solution per acre. In applying this,," each plotWE!scovered tvdco
with the second travel direction at right angles to the first o Dry
applications ware made 'vi th a shaker cannister 0 Tleather was
somewhat cooler than normal (only 7 days above 800 in the ',three
weeks following treatment J and none above 900 )0 Principal rainfall
came one week bgfqre seeding (1.28 lt ) ! three days before spraying
(1 ..02"), two days after spraying (0.t;9 n ) and two vreeks after
spraying (0.96 11) . Weed population in the area consisted primarily
of ragweed, pigweed, lamb fS quarters, Canada thistle, northe:mnut
grass J quack grass and foxtail&

Results, 1953

Table I records observations made,one month after treatmenti>
Reaction of tho crops to the chem.cal.s is rated from I to 5" 1
indicat~ng nOI'r.l.alcrop stand and 5, total crop kill. ~Vith regard
to weed control, I indicates complete control and 5 indicates"no
control 0

ACP-L-195 applied at tho rate of 10 lbs. per acre appeared
the most satisfactory treatment from tho combined standpoint of
weed control and minimum injury to crops. This was followed br
ACP-L-195 at 20 lbs. per acre" and then diethyl phosphate at l~ lbs.
Although ACP-L-195 decreased emergence in some cases, those plants
which did emerge grew as normally as the check plants e Crag
Herbicide 1, which is used primarily for treatoont aftet' crop
emergence, gave the best weed control but injured most crops
severely or prevented their el;J.ergencewhen used immediately after
soeding. The 2,4-D ls all producod somo degree of epinastyo
Bean, spinach and astor emergence was poor in all plots, inclUding
the check. Onion sots had already begun to sprout when set out,
but were not appreciably injureQ.. No treatment produced any
ebservable injury to gladiolus.'

2
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neod cODttro1 on the 10 lb •. ,•.oP.L-19Splot was good ter six
week8 attar treat1llOnt, b070nd the poriod whenit is most d1tticult
to cultlwte aoodod rc:.a aDdaoe411nga. This 18 alIo usualJ1' tho
period of haavioet time demandsOIl the gardoMr. At tho time of
treatment, xmtgrass aa4 quack 11'''.qrouts bad emerged, end there
were a t. wood soedliap, all of wb1ch weroId.llod back to the
ground.

lieth0d8 and. materiala, 19$3

onprepared ground.. demonstration plots 1im11Br to those ot
19S1 wero 'ceded on J~ 1. Potatoes wore cm1tted. Flowers
included were zinnia.s, 8cabi08as~ lDU'1&oldsand aDmI81dah1:las. '
At~ intervals (July 7, J\lJ316, and NJ:T22) tacato, popper,
cebbap, cagp1ant ancJbroccoli traMplante wero let in tho
treated soil,

ChelDicaJsused 11219S3were .\.CP-L-l9SA,.oc11umsalt of
peDt-achlarophenol, S1nax PI Caoc11t1asalt of d1J11tro-G-sGC
b~), l1oedODOChloro !PC (isoproWl n-'-ehlC1ll'~l
carb ... ta) t 2 mct)v1 4 cb1oropho~ ettv'l sulphate, cr.,HcJtb1c1de1,
uri m b, (mother es1sit1able PGI1tacblcropbonate tOl"lllU1ation).
Two plots each were troated with ACP-t-J$SAand ohloro IPC. In
oach pair, no further attention was given ODe, and the other was.
cultivated a:nc!:retreated when woed population :required it, !we
coatrol plots wore prorided, ODC to bo kept clean b7 cultivation
aDd tho other loft untouched. '1'1t1oreq,u.1.rodt~ weed coatrol was
rocordecl. Jill in 19S1, all spJ"q8 'ft'Gre appli~ with a kbapeack
aprBJ'Ol' to simulate homoCU'don cCl1d1t1ona. RoclXDD'1GlId8clim~ct and.
d1soase controle wcro app1ie4 rep1ar1l'.

S011 moisture was good at tho t1nte ot troatmont. Pr1no:tpal
ra:1ntall thereafter was at tho time of s~ay.i.ng (0.77"; the 1.t
P~,t Sinox PI, was t1n1ahed in the rain) and three weeks attennlzocl
(1.14"). Thera wore three light rains (les8 than 0.2") in tbil
1Dterval. \Teads in the arQa includGd raguroed, p1gWeod, pura1aao,
J:l:mlonwcedl lamb IS quarters I spotto<i spurge, northern nut po",.
aM crab poasl.

S111i1e plots of l.CP-L-19SA..chloro IPC and CrasHorbio1CSo1
wore cultivated and retreated 011 Auguat 14. Reasonable CIl"G 19'U
taken to keep spl'a.,'s from touoh1~ crop fo11ago. No ra1ntaU
toU_ad far three 'Wooks,'When1.?1" tell aDd a per10cl of
8XCGsa1veheat wasbrokGn.

.3
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Results, 1923

Table II shows tho rated observation one month atter the
im tial treatment. \"foodcontrol was rated fran 1 (canplote
control) to 10 (no apparent control). Crop reaction was
rated fran 1 (complete stand) to 10 (no stand or crop killed).
1 to 3 indicates satistact017 stand; 4 was acceptablo, although
a bit iahin. Emerged plants were normal except beans, peas,
beets and corn in tho MCPethyl sulphate and 2,4-Dotb1'l sulphate
plots, wb1ch were badly stunted. AU! transplants 1n theso two
plots wore stuntod and failed to develop ncrmal~, the degree
increasing with each succossive planting. It should be noted
that sane crops germinated poor17 oven 1n tho check plots
because of late seeding. Transplants also showed the effect of
lato planting. Emergence in the plots treated. wi th J~Cp..L-19$A
was appl"axiI:1ately the same as in the chock plots. Weed control
lasted about 6 woeks. HCPethyl sulphate and 2,4-n ethyl
sulphate gave the bost weed control, but at the considerable
expense of crop emergence and performance. '!'he snoezo-producing
quality of plain sodium pentachlorophenato and the staining color
of Sinox PE mako theso two aaterials disagreeable tor herne
owners to use. Check plots required appr~toly three times

. as mal'O"hOUTSto keep clean manua~ as did. those kept clean
chem1callJ' •

Conclusions

Chomical weed control can material~ roduco the amount
of time needed to keep di versitied hane gardens weed-tree. Of
the 17 materials tested on 18 seeded crops and 6 transplanted
ones, the tlOSt promising one' for pro-el!lGJ'gonoeuse was an
omulsitiable tormulatie:;a of sodium pentachlorophenate, ACP-L-19'1I..
'Weedcontrol oxteI)ded woll beyond the crop sormination period
when cultivation is difficult and mal'O"other garden activities
compoto for time. Retroatment 18 feasible. Crop response to
chloro IPC was also reasonably good, but weod control was not
satisfactory at the time of tostins. Crag Herbicide 1, useful
as a post-emorgence type treatment, appeared. unsuitable for
pre-omorgence application, as did. evon tho least soluble forms
of 2,4-D.

4



TABIEI

Dry Applications
Fe 2,4-D Ou 2,4-D EH-l

Crops 1M 1M! 11# CU w64 CUU 1-162 472

Corn 1 2 1 2 1 2 2 2
Lettuce 5 5 5 2 5 .3 4 5
Radishes 5 .3 3 2 4 3 3 4
Squash 5 1 5 2 4 .3 2 5
Snapbean 3 4 2 2 3 4 4 4
Waxbeans 1 2 1 .3 2 .3 3 4
Lima.beans 4 4 4 4 4 5 .3 4
Peas .3 2 2 1 2 .3 1 4
Spinach .3 4 4 4 4 4 4 5
Boots 5 3 4 1 5 4 4 5
Carrots 5 4 5 2 5 4 4 5
Onions 2 1 .3 1 2 2 2 4
Cucumber 5 5 5 1 5 5 5 5
Potatoes 1 1 2 2 .3 2 1 ,3
Zinnias 5 .3 4 2 5 5 5 5
Marigolds 3 3 5 2 5 5 5 5
1losters 5 5 5 4 5 5 5 5
Gladiolus 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Rating Median 3~44 2 0 88 .30,38 2 0 11 3.61 3.50 30 22 4.16
'WGedControl 3 4 2 4 2 2 4 2

CombinedValue 3...,22 3.22 2.69 3.05 2,80 2.75 3.61 3.08
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T1I.BLEI

Diethyl Diethyl
...'.CP-L-195 EH-l Phthalate Phosphate

Crops Chock 10# 20# l~J# 1~ 3# -1M J#

Corn 1 1 1 .3 2 2 1 1 1
~ttuce 1 4 5 5 5 .3 .3 5 5
Radishes 2 3 5 5 4 2 3 2 4
Squash 1 1 1 5 3 5 2 1 2
Snapbean 2 2 2 4 4 3 4 2 3
Wax beans 1 1 1 .3 .3 2 .3 2 .3
Lima -beans .3 4 4 5 5 .3 4 4 4
Peas 2 1 3 .3 4 1 1 1 J.
Spinach 2 4 5 4 4 3 4 3 .3
Beets 1 .3 5 5 5 4 5 4 5
Carrots 1 2 5 5 5 4 5 5 5
Onions 1 1 1 .3 4 - .3 1 1
Cucumber 1 1 3 5 5 4 5 2 3
Potatoes 1 1 1 1 ~ 1 :1 2 Z
Zinnias 1 2: 2 4 5 1 2 4 4
Marigolds 1 2 .3 5 5 1 4 5 5
Asters 3 5 4 5 5 5 5 5 5
Gladiolus 1 1 1 1 1 1 , 1 Jl....

Ratirig l1edian 1 1144 2 0 16 2088 )~·.3.9h'; 2.67 3.11 21:17730 16
WeedControl 5 2 1 :1 1 4 4 3 2
Combined·,Value . 3022 2008' 1.94,2.47 2.47 3.32 3.55 20 88 2,58

6
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T,;J3IEII

il.CP Na Sino:a!ChIaro MCPEthyl Crag Herb.
Crops Chock 1-195 PCP FE IPC Sulphate 1 'i1PB4

Corn 3 3 4 3 5 4 8 5
Squash 1 1 1 1 1 9 10 2
Radish 1 3 ~ 10 3 10 10 2.;

Green Beans 3 1 :3 5 5 7 8 4
Lettuce 4 9 10 10 8 10 10 8
WaxBeans 2 2 3 5 2 6 9 3
Peas 2 2 2 2 3 8 10 3
Cucurabcr 2 2 5 4 a 7 10 1
Spinach 10 9 10 10 9 10 10 10
Carrots 4 10 10 10 10 10 10 5
Lima Beans 3 3 4 5 4 4 -,8 3
Beets 6 9 9 10 8 10 4 5
Onion Sets 1 1 1 1 1 3 9 1

.Zinnias 4 2 7 8 4 7 If) 3
Scabiosa 10 5 10 10 10 10 10 10
Marigolds 7 3 10 10 9 10 9 4
Dahlias 8 4 10 10 9 10 10 9
Tomatoes 1,1,1 1,1,1 1,1,1 1,9,7 1,3,5 1,5,1 1,,10,9 1,9,3
Peppers 1 '. 1 2 9 3 8 10 2
Cabbage 1..1~1 1,1,1 1,1,1 1..1,1 1,1,1 2,3,,2 8,9,8 1,1,1
EggpJ.a.n:t, 1,1,1 1,1,,1 1,1,1 1,1,1 1,3,1 3..1,1 1,3,9 1,1,1
Broccoli 1,1 ..1 1,1,1 1,1,1 2,1,,1 1,1,1 1,1,1 4,6,2 1,1,1

Rating Median 2.6 2c 7 309 500 4.0 5.5 7.8 3.7
WoedControl 10 2 2 Z 4 1 1 8

CombinedVa1uo 5.40 2035 20 95 3.50 4.00 3.25 4.4 5.85

7
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Glad iolus Weed Control Experiments .l:.22l

Arthur' Bi os, 0rnamenta ls Reeearcl'l "',!JBbora.tory
Cornell University, Farmingdale, N. Y.

There 1s a large commercial acreage of gladiolus grewn for corms am
cut flowers in Florida, Michigan, New York, and Oregon. They are also grown
commercially in pra.ctically all larta of the country. The larger corms are
grown for cut flowers, and the sma.ller corms and cormels are grown to in
crease the stock of flowering size corms. Much labor is required to ham
weed the young stock, especially early in the season. Chemical weeding
looks very promising on gladiolus because Of their culture and their
tolerance to man;y of the herbicides.

The experiments currently in progress at the Ornamentals Research
Laboratory on Long Island are designed to determine which materials will do
a satisfactory Weed killing job and not hurt the crop. ~eds .in our field
are mostly mustard, Brassica ap.j lambs quarters, Chenopggium~; pig
weed, Amaranthus retroflexus; and ragweed, Ambrosia artemisiifolia. ef
interest also is a stUdy of conditions influencing the final results.
Experiments are also being carried out on other ornamental crops.

Yaterials and Methods

Medium size gladiolus corms of the varieties Cover Girl and Snow Prin
cess, and cormela of the varieties Spic and Bpan a.ndSnow Princess were
planted April 23. One thousan~ #3 Cover Girl and 1000 H4Snow Princess
'Were planted in lots of 25 with 10 replicates of each variety in each of
4 rowe. Another 4 rows were planted with the cormela 10 replicates of each
variety in each row. The variety Snow Princess was pla.nted in lots of 500
and Bpt c and Span 300. All lots of corms and cormels of a variety were ad
justed to nea.rly equal weights. Twenty days after planting, the s011 over
the corms and cormels was. raked level and the herbicides applied with a one
gallon hand sprayer in one foot wide strips over the rows. Each herbicide
was applied to one lot of each variety in each row. The treatments 'Were
randomized among plotein the rows.

The materials ~re used at the following rates in 100 gallons of water
per acre: Alanap.#l 4 Ibe., Crag herbicide #1 3 Ibe., 4rr;, chloro IPC mis
cible 6 gte., Premerge at 6 qts. followed by 3 lbs. of Crag #1, Sesin at 3
lhe., TAT-GW(2,4-D plus Nphenylmercuriethylenediamine) at 6 qts., 2,4-D at
2 Ibe., a.nd 1 lb. of 2,4 -D plus 10 Ibs. of NaWA, Untreated, unweeded "check"
and the hand weeded and CUltivated "cult" plots were included in each row,

On ~y 14 a second planting was made in another section of the field.
One thousand #3 Elizabeth the Queen, 1000 H4Cover Girl, and cormels of
Spotli.ght in lots of 500 and Elizabeth the Queen in lots of 500' were' plant
ed as in the earlier planting, On May 23 this planting was treated with
the same materials as the April planting except Natrin at 5 lbs.. and Pre
merge at 6 gte. replaced Alanap and Sesin.

Observations were made on weed control in the different plots, and cut
flower and corm yields were obtained to determine any adverse effects on the
crop.



Results

The prolonged drought iP,'late April and' lIay greatly reduced the effec
tiveness of the early treatments. An irrigation system was working by mid
May and all the plots were watered regUlarl¥.Tbis greatly improved the
weed control andgrowt):i ()fthe glad,"olus in the later planting. Table 1
shows the effectiveness 'ot'the dinitros, chloro !PC, and 2,4 ,:0 R~f1.\ti~i!tIll
a pre-emergeuce treatment even under adverse conditions. .The weed seed 7
inhibitors were less effective 90S seeds germinated at lower levels of soil
and pushed through the dry treated layer on the surface. The cultivated
plots had not yet been hand weeded. Table 2 shows the more effe cti ve weed
control later in the season with irrigation and possibly aleo the higher
temperatures. The 2,4-D materials were qut te effective in the later trea.t
ment. Crag #1 did not show up too well in these experiments, but in another
experiment this season and last season's results show it can do qut te well.
At the concentration employed in the experiments, all materials failed to
give any not iceable control of nut grass, Cyp:rue esculentu8, which came
in pltchee in many spots in the field. In general chloro IPC was very effec
tive for a short period of time. However, when its potency was expended,
all the plots treated With this material produced a most vigorous stand of
ragweed. Grasses grew in all the plots later in the season. The early
plantings rapidly became weedy while some treated plots in the later plant
ing never became full of weeds and the&la.dlolus ~rew 'Wel:j.. "

Tables 3 and 4 show the effect of the treatments on the size of the
flower spike. There does not appear to be any consistent difference between
chemical treatments although' both with Cover Girl and Elizabeth the Queen
the cultivated plots did very well. and the unweeded c:hecks·werepoorer. The
checks sho\ild tend to bepoorer~specia.l1y with the snaller pla.nts where
competition with weeds is more of a factor.

~. '.

Tables 5 and 6 .show the time to flower from date of planting for the
various herbicideS' •. The figures shown in the tables represent the number of
days from planting to flowering. The treatment,s had no significant effects
on the time of flowering.

The effects of the materials on yield in the corm aDd cormel plots are
shown in Tables 7 and 8. Notice the great variability between the cormel
plots even in 'the ,same treatll2nt as in the DN/Crag which varied from 38 to
396. Part of this may be due to disease but the corme L:material 1s extreme
ly variable .. In future ex:perill2nts the size of the cormel plots will have to
be increased to 100 corlnets. In the eX};:eriments with cormels, the lush. weeq
growth in the ch~ck plots' markedly cut down the yields. Part of the reduc
tion may have been due to pulling some larger -weeds but this was balanced
by less competition resulting from the partial weed removal.

Discussion and Summary
Good early weed control can-be secured by post planting pre-emergence

sprays with dinitros ,chloro !PC, and 2,4-D plus TCA, even if the soil corldi
tiona are not too favorable. CragJ!:l, 2,4-D, TAT-GW,and Alanap #1 probably'
do hetter if the soil is moist and slightly packed rather than loose on the
surface. The treatments applied to the larger corms caused no measurable in
jury to flowers Or reduction in corm production. Some injury may occur on the
smaller stock from applications of Natr1n or the ;:.,4-D plus TCA. However,
scme injury-is preferable to letting the weeds grow in younger stock.

,....
- c -
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Table 1. Summary of May 20th observations on veed control in
April planting. Relative number of weeds one month
after treatment.

Row
Treatment A B C D E F G B I ~ Average- -
Check 4 2 3 3 5 5 5 5 5 37 4.1

,
3.6Cultivated 3 3 3 2 3 5 5 5 3 32

Ses.in r: 3 2 2 4 4 :2 2 3 24 2.6c

CIPC 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 2 5 0.6

Crag #1 2 1 1 1 3 4 3 1 3 19 2.1

c,4-D TCA 0 1 1 1 1 2 1 0 3 10 1.1

TAT-GW 1 :2 2 1 2 2 3 1 3 17 1.9

Alanap #1 2 3 1 1 3 3 1 3 3 20 2.2

24-D 1 2 1 0 3 2 3 2 3 17 1.9,
*DN/Cr 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0

Table 2. Weed stand 1 month after planting on corms and cormels
planted May 14, 1953, weed count June 28

Row
Treatment A B C D E F G H I ~ Average

Check 4 2 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 41 4.6

Cultivated 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0

Natrin 2 5 3 5 5 5 5 5 5 4a 4.4

CIPC 0 0 0 0 3 0 4 0 0 7 0.8

Crag #1 0 1 5 2 5 2 5 0 3 23 2.7
2,4-D TCA 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0.3
TAT-GW 0 1 0 0 0 0 5 0 5 11 1.]

DN 0 a 0 0 0 0 0 0 a 0 0.0

24-D 0 1 0 a 1 2 5. 3 4 16 1.9,
*DN/Cr 0 <D 0 0 0 a 0 0 0 0 0.0

0 no weeds

1 very few weeds 4 many weeds

2 few weeds 5 very many weeds

3 some -weeds * Dinitro followed by Crag #1

- 3 -
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Table 3. Effect of 'treatment on weight of flower spikes, variety
Cover Girl planted April 23.' Average weigh1ir;er spike
in each plot in ounce's

Row
Treatment B .C D E Average- ~ ~

TAT-GW 1.61 '1.44' 1.54 2.31 1.73

CIPC 1.43 2.20 "'06 1.71 1.B7Co.

Alanap #1 1.41 1.13 0.63 2.04 1.45

2,4-D 1.99 2.08 1.84 2.45 2.06

Crag 2.06 2.09 1.56 1.56 l.81

:2,4-D TCA 2.05 1.56 1.68 1.69 1.15
Check 1.25 1.73 1.82 1.31 ,1.40

DN/Cr 1.95 2.00 1.83 1,Bl 1.90

Sesin 1.75 1.93 1.70 1.59 1.74

Cult 2.03 2.05 2 ..14 2.49 2.1B

Table 4. Effect of treatments on ..eight -of flower spikes, variety
Elizabeth the Queen planted May 14. Average weight
r;er spike in each plot in ounces

Row
Treatment ...I- C D E Average- - -
TAT-GW 2.70 2.39 2.67 3.04 2 ..10

CIPC e.58 2.94 2.50 2.41 2.61

Crag 2. :::9 2.65 2.68 2.50 f: .53
24-D 2.80 2 ..59 2.91 2.A2 2 ..78,
Natr1n 2.:::7 2.73 2.28 2.64 2.4£1

2,4-D TeA 1.66 2.02 2.28 2.52 2.12

Check 2.67 2.62 2.44 2.21 2.49

DN/Cr 1.64 2.95 ~'. 77 2.38 2.44

DN 2.44 2.67 2.64 2.63 2.60

Cult 2.13 2.67 2.80 2.57 2.69

- 4 -
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Table 5,. .Effect of treatment on time of flowering, variety
Cover Girl planted May 14, 1953. Average number
of days to flo-wer from date of planting

Row
Treatment B C n E Average

TAT-GW 104.5 99.8 100.5 108.5 103.3

C~ 102.8 100.7 102.0 105.6 102.5

Crag 100.4 101.0 100.5 104.6 101.6

2,4 ..n 100.5 95.0 100.4 109.0 101.2

Natrin 97.6 104.0 98.0 99.0 99.7

2,4-D TeA 92.0 97.0 98.0 101.0 99.3
Check 100.0 100.5 100.2 107.0 101.9

DN/Cr 97.2 102.0 lc8.5 114.6 105.6

DN 99.3 -96.5 110.0 106.7 103.1

CUlt 96.0 114.0 104.9 100.0 102.7

Table 6. Effect of treatment on time of flower, variety
Elizabeth the Queen planted Ie,. 14, 1953. Average
number of days to flower from date of planting.

Row
Treatment B C D E AveNe
TAT-GW 91.8 94.4 100.7 99.1 96.5
CIPO 90.7 87.5 91.8 92.6 90.7
Crag 94.4 90.4 94.7 94.4 93.5

. 2,4 ..D ·89.4 92.2 93.9 96.3 92.'
Natrin 91.8 91.3 101.6 91.7 94.1
2,4-D TCA 100.3 93.8 90.7 97.6 95.6
Check 89.8 9'2.8 102..6 95.5 95.2
DN/Cr 90.2 99.1 91.9 95.5 94.2
DB 90.1 89.3 101.4 87.8 92..2
Cult 98.1 97.3 91.9 100.0 96.8

.. 5 -
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Table 7. The effect of herbicide on gladiolus corm yield,
variety Elizabeth the Queen #3 corms planted M3.y14.
Yield in numbers and grams ..

Rows
. B .C .D E Average
Treatment !!2.:.~ No. ~ No. Grams !2.:.~ No. Q!!!!

TAT-GW 85 323 77 209 114 382 116 257 98 293
CIPC 7f'. 97 39 104 94 152 83 405 74 190
Cra.g 96 376 52 '19 39 es 132 445 80 242

2,~ ..D 101 198 93 225 94 256 83 199 93 220

Na.trin 72 180 86 123 12 19 47 55 54 94-
2,4 ..D TeA 26 10 107 243 101 .234 34 21 67 127
Check 411: 18 45 55 69 14 39 '36 49 46

DN/Cr lQ2 296 28 38 88 244 91 269 77 262

DN 102 409 121 721 * * 97 259 107 496
Cult 92 341 113 309 42 99 89 232 B4 245

* missing plot

Ta.ble 8. The effect of herbicide on gladiolus corm yield, variety
Elizabeth the Queen, cormela planted *y 14.' Yield in
numbers and grams.

.Row
.. 13 c D I Averase

Trea t 2 nt No, Grams No. Grams No, ~ No.~ No.~

TAT-GW 24 909 12 481 22 1041 22 1327 20 1092
CIPC 20 '786 20 . 1254 20 1148 20 8fO 20 1017
Crag 23 1016 22 1194 18 781 21 1223 21 1029
2,4-D ' 18 1047 20 6Ao ·20 948 22 1151 20 957
.Na.trin 19 880 13 746 13 504 21 885 20 883
2,4-D TeA 20 675 19 854 21 1075 13 621 20 868
Check 24 1175 20 935 19 ,43 11 7S1 20 859
DN/Cr 18 841 20 ~6 14 754 12 444 19 854
DB 23 1466 17 1067 10 316 23 887 21 1140
Cult 19 1321 21 lQ143 18 1017 20 1081 19.5 1116

It is up to the grower to try out some of these treatments on a small
scale UDder his particular soil and weather conditions. Growers report
variable results with many of these materials 'Whenapplication 1s mde on a
large scale. caution is urged in the use of chemical weed killers .

.. 6 -
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EFFEcr OF IR..T1.IGATIONANDCULTIVATIONONPRE-EMERGENCE
WEEDCONTROLOF POTATOESONLONGISLAND

J. Howard Ellison(l) and Stewart L. Dallyn(2)

The main purpose of this experiment was to determine whether a pre
emergence herbicide could be substituted for cultivation early in the season.
A second purpose was to determine the effect of rain .which might come within
24 hours of herbicidal treatment.

MA:TE~ALS AND METHODS

On April 27, 1953, Katahdin potatoes were planted on a Sassafras fine
sandy loam soil, with one ton of commercial 7-7-7 fertilizer banded on either
side of the seed. The ridges were harrowed flat on May 9. Herbicidal sprays
were applied at 20 gallons per acre on May 20, at potato emergence time. The
plots were six rows wide by 40 feet in length and were replicated four times.

The herbicides used were Premerge at 1 ¥allon, Sinox General at 2
quarts plus B gallons of kerosene, and CMUat It pounds per acre. Unfortu
nately, at least one-third of the CMUcollected on the fine screens of the low
gallonage equipment J so that the eMUtreatment is not really valid. On May 21
approximately one inch of irrigation was applied as a split plot treatment to
one-half of the plots in each replication. Thereafter irrigation was applied
uniformly to the entire experiment.

One complete series of herbicidally treated and untreated plots, with
and without early irrigation, was cultivated and weeded throughout the season.
This treatment is termed "normal cultivation". A similar series of herbi
cidally treated plots was not cultivated nor weeded until numerous small weeds
appeared. This treatment is termed "delayed cultivation". Differential culti
vation began May 16, when the normally cultivated plots were weeded. These
plots were cultivated on ~ay 19, cultivated and weeded on May 25, and weeded
again on June 1. Differential treatment ended on June 10, when weeds started
to grow on the uncultivated plots. At that time both the normally and late
cultivated plots Were cultivated and weeded. Thereafter all of the plots were

(I)Formerly Asst. Prof. of Veg. Crops (Cornell U.) L.I. Veg. Res. Farm, River-
head, N.Y. NowAssoc. Prof. of Veg. Crops, Rutgers U., New BrunSWick, N.J.

(2)Asst. Prof. of Veg. Crops (Cornell U.) L.r. Veg. Res. Farm, F~verhead, N.Y.

The authors wish to thank Dr. R. L. SawYer for analyzing the yield data.

1
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handled the same, being cultivated on June 22, July 2, and 9. This schedule
afforded good weed control on all plots.

The vines were roto-cut on September 3 and harvesting was carried out
on September 28, 29 and 30.

RESULTSANDDISCUSSION

There were no significant differences in yield among any of the treat
ments (Table 1). The three herbicides, Premerge, Sinox General and CMU,
effectively controlled the weeds for approximately three weeks and eliminated
three weeding operations and two cultivations. .Growers might consider this
short term weed control to be of practical significance, especially during wet
seasons when cultivation is difficult and soil compaction results from the
traffic •

. No harmful results came from the inch of water which was applied with
in 24 hours of herbicidal treatment. The senior author (1) reported in 1952
tha:t Premerge reduced potato yields when irrigation was applied within one day
of treatment. In the earlier work, Premerge was applied at 2, 3 and 4 gallons
per acre, and at these rates, there might have been enough boxac material
carried down to the potato roots to be harmful. In the present study, Pre
merge was used at only one gallon per acre, and the lower rate may account for
the lack of yield reduction which was reported earlier.

SUMMARY

Premerge, Sinox General and CMUwere applied to Katahdin potatoes at
emergence time. All three materials gave adequate weed control for approxf,
matelythree weeks, after which cultivation was employed to control weeds for
the rest of the season. The herbicides eliminated three weeding operations
and two cultivations •.

There was no significant difference in yield between the IIdelayed
cultivation" plots and others which received earlier cultivation.

An inch of water, applied the day after herbicidal treatment, had no
effect on the weed control nor the potato yield response to any of the herbi
cides tested. There were. no significant differences in yield among any of the
treatments.

REFERENCES

1. Ellison, J. Howard. Further studies concerning chemical weed control and
cultivation with potatoes on Long Island. Proc. Northeastern Weed
Control Conference, 1952. pp , 195-197.
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Table 1

Yield of U. S. No.1 Tubers Per Acre Associated With Various Treatments

Herbicides

o. Untreated
L Premerge 1 gaLlA

Sinox Gen. 2 qts. plus 8 gal.
kerosene/A

3. CMUl! Ib./A active(l)

Cult! vat ion (2)

1. Normal cult. of treated plots
2. Delayed cult. of treated plots

Irrigation(J)

1. One inch of water within 24 hrs.
of herbicidal treatment

2. No irrigation Within 24 hrs , of
herbicidal treatment

Bu.~U.S. No.1 per A.

3Ll
338

329
335
N.S.

338
330
N.S.

328

339
N.S.

(1) At least one-third of the CMUremained on the screens in the low
gallonage equipment.

(2) Normal cultivation plots were weeded three times and cultivated
twice before the delayed cultivation plots were cultivated.

(3) Uniform irrigation was used on all plots after the initial
differential application.

3
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CULTIVATIONSTUDIES IN POTATOES1

Richard J. Aldrich, George R. Blake and
John C. Campbel1 2

Abstract3

Results of an initial study of this problem were reported in
the 1952 Proceedings of the Northeastern Weed Control Conference.
The present report deals with studies conducted during 1952 and
1953.

Similar tests were conducted on each of four farms and at
the Experiment Station in 1952. The effects of zero, one, and
normal cUltivations on potato yields and soil physical proper
ties were studied where 4i pounds of DNOSBPacid were applied
pre-emergence for weed control. The 1953 tests were conducted
on four farms and they differed from the 1952 tests only in
that two and three cultivations were added to zero, one and
normal.

Three years results suggest that one or two cultivations
are sufficient for maximum potato yields providing weeds are con
trolled by chemicals. Excellent control of annual weeds was
obtained with DNOSBPin all tests. The relationship between
yields and soil physical properties is not clear.

lCooperative investigations between the New Jersey Agricultural
Experiment Station and the Division of Weed Investigations,
Agricultural Research SerVice, USDA.

2Agronomist, Division of Weed Investigations, ARS, USDA, Assistant
Research Specialist in Soils, and Assistant Research Specialist
in Plant Pathology, NJAES, respectively.

3Abstract of material to be presented as a New Jersey Agricultural
Experiment Station Circular.
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Pennsylvania Agricultural Experiment station
state College, pennsylvania

Weed Control in potatoea
1953 Treatments

Av. Yield Bu.. /Acre. Weed Count
Treatoents xatahdlns Russets Dicots Monocots

1. cyanao i d. 249.20 211.00 20 36
800 1b s , Pre.

2. Natrin 175.20 202 • .50 25 46
5 Ibs. Pre., 5 Ibs o Post

3. CHI 206.75 195.30 25 39
5 Ibs. Pre. , 5 1 bs , Post

4. sesin 199.)0 224.10 )0 .56
.5 Ibs. Pre.

5. CMU 203.10 216.10 8 18
2 Ibs. Pre.

6. Sinox General 210.50 213.40 8 23
2 qts. Oct. , 10 5 a 1 • Pre.

7. Prenarge 181.00 216.40 7 21
2 qts. Pre.

8. Dow G. 2.53.60 220.00 7 41
20 lbs, Pre,

9. Natrin 223,20 217.70 25 37
10 Its. Pre.

10. CHI 210.50 190.00 17 42
10 los. Pre,

11. Weedar MCP 218.20 211.40 11 55
2 qts. Pre.

12. Check 231.00 232.70 50 63
No treatuent

Plots were two fifty-foot rows. each row treated in a one-foot
Width across the row one day before the tops pushed through the
ground surface. The weather was dry for a week following treatment.

potatoes were planted on June 2, 1953, and treatments were ap
plied on June 16, 1953. Two post energence treatments were applied
after the last cu1tivati0n on July 22, 1953.

Weed counts were nade just before harvest on October 12. 1953
and represent the total nunber of weeds per ploto

Weeds between the rows were kept down by three cultivations.
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THE EFFECT OF HERBICIDES UPONPOTATOESUSED FOR CHIPPING

By Tom Eastwoocl t Wise Potato Chip Company, and
J. S. Cobb, The Pennsylvan1aState University

.
A continuation of the research reported previously

(1, J, 4, 5) was carried on in 1952 at State Collete, Penna.
The pre-emergence herbicidal treatments, Table 6, were ap-

: plied when about 10 percent ot the potato plants were com
ine; up. All materials, except the CaCl-l2 which was applied
dry, were applied .in water at the rate of about SOgallons
per acre.

Both the Katahdin and the Russet Rural varieties were
grown. They were planted 4-5 June, 1952. Herbicioal treat
ments were put on 18-19 June, 1952. These potatoes were dug
16-18 October, 1952.

Yield data and weed counts were reported previously (2).

The potatoes were ~raded on 2J-24 October, 1952, and
the first chipping tests were started on 27 October, 1952,
in the factory at Berwick. This delay of 10 days between
digging and the first chippi~ was unfortunate, but uncontrol
lable. It is best to have the first experimental chip!'ling as
soon as possible after digging. Each lot of potatoes was
divided into three (roups. The first group reoeived no cold
storaEe treatment. The second group was placed into cold
stora~e for a period of 9 weeks at an average temperature of
40°F. The third ~roup was held in the cold storage oondi
tions for a ~eriod of 18 weeks, the second 9 week period be
ing held at an avera~'etem~erature of J8oF.

All these potatoes reoeived a ouring storage of 8 weeks
duration fol16wi~ their res:vectiveperiods of coldstorae:e.
The first lot (A series) which had no !;revious cold s torage
(used as freshly dU€), was held in curing s torage condl tiona
at an averap,e of ?2oF. The second lot (B series) was held
in curinl stora~e at an average of 750F. The third lot (c
series) was held in curing storaL8 at an average of 750F.

The or1ginal wei~ht of each sample of potatoes from the
various herbioide treatments was 150 pounds, except in a few
cases of short supply wherein a minimum of at least 120
pounds was oollected. These samples were a compos1te from
the four field replicates. (Current research isjustify1ng
the use of composite field samples for chippint work, rather
than carry the field replicates through all chippinf tests.'

The weight of all the samples which went into ouring
. storage was 2; I)ound.s. During the several 8 week periods of
curing storace of the several groups of potatoes, weekly

-1-
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ohipping tests were oonducted~ making a total of 9 observa
tions, the initial test plus ~ weekly tests. Thus, for the
entire 3 series a total of 27 observations were represented.
These.ohipping tests included specif1cgravity, percent re
ducing sugar, fry or chip color test, and whenever possible,
flavor evaluation. Because of the .general poor quality of

. potatoes grown during the 19.52 season, it was dlfficul t to se
cure a sat,isfactory supply of samples for use by the taste
panel. Sufficlentsamples were obta1ned only from theflrst
group, that is, the lot which received no cold storage, for
taste test work. No data is 'Presented for taste from th~ se
cond and third lot of potatoes because the chips were colored
too darkly to justify taste tests.

Table 1 'presents the effect of the various herbicidal
treatments upon the specific travlty of the tUbers. As can
be expected, the specific graVity of the Russet Rural pota
toes was greater than that for the Katahdin potatoes.

SUMMARY

The several herbioides,used as delayed pre-emergence
agents, caused Significant changes in the specific graVity of
the potatoes from the treated plants. However, there was no
general reduction with all the materials as was reported the
previous year (J). Pronounced interactions, including herbi
cide x variety, herbicide x cold .storage , and oold storae-e x
variety, were eVident. These factors altered the reaction of
the herbic1des consideraJly. This was well illustrated by
the faot that in the freshly dug group, fourmater1alssig
nlficantly reduoed' speCifio grav1ty.lnthegroup which had
had 9 weeks of cold storage, eight materials reduoed the spe
cific graVity of the. tubers. Conversely, in the group which
received 19 weeks of oold storage, eight materials increased
the specifio graVity. ·Further, apparently weather conditions
in particular influenoed the results between the 1951 and the
1952 orops.

. The herbicidal app11oations had no influenoe'upon the co
lor of the potato chips. Both 1951 and 1952 orop data agreed.

Similarly, no herbioidal influence was noted' upon the
percentage of reducing sugar in the'tubers. This held for
both years.

The flavor of the potato chips was significantly altered
by the use of the pre-emergenoeappllcatlons of the herbicides.
But no general reduction in quality of flavor was observed as
was done with the 1951 orop ()). Only three of the materials
caused any signifioant reduction in taste," but several of the
other chemicals caused a decrease in flavor which closely

-2-
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..-l Table 1.

Mean Specific Gravity Values of Potatoes From Plants Which Had
Received Delayed Pre-Emergence Herbicidal ~reatments-1952

________________________________ ~P~r~e~v~ioQs Cold Sto:age Tre?tments~Weeks ._. ___

Herbicides o 9 18 . .~._ _~-1li~. __. _

Mat. Amt/A Kat. R.R. Tot. Y-at. H.R.. Tot. Kat. R.R. Tot!} JW,t¢ R.R
t

Tote
Cyanamid 12001bs 1.0662 1.0700"1.0681 1.0640 1.0656 1.0645 1 ..0646 1.0650 1.06 8 1.06 9 1.06 9 1.0 58
Cyanamid 800 1bs 1.0628 1.0672 1.0650 1.0650 1.0649 1.0649 1.0667 1.0642 1.0654 1.0648 1.0654 1.0651
CMU 2 Ibs 1.0653 1.0698 1.0676 1.0649 1.0679 1.0664.1.0624' 1.0681 1.0653 1.0642 1.0686 1.0664

" MCP 1-2 qts 1.0697 1.0700 1:0698 1.0643 1.06631.0653 1.0623 1.0641 1.0632 1.0654 1.0686 1.0661
CH-L 5 1bs 1.0640 1.0694 1.0667 1.0642 1.0654 1.0648 1.0639 .1.0687 1.0663 1.0640 1.0679 1.0659
Sinox Gen. 2 qts 1.0667 1.0704 1.0686 1.0638 1.06~6 1.0667 1.0637 1.0680 1.0658 1.0647 1.0693 1.0670
NaTCA 25 1bs 1.0646 1.0688 1.0667 1.0653 1.0663 1.0658 1.0642 1.0681 1.0662 1.0647 1.0677 1.0662
Pre-Emerge 2 qts 1.0676 1.0686 1.0681 1.0694 1.0666 1.0680 1.0687 1.0656 1.0671 1.0686 1.0669 1.0677
Dow G 20 1bs 1.0674 1.0693 1.0684 1.0668 1.0663 1.6666 1.064~ 1.0642 1.0645 1.0663 1.0666 1.0665
NaAsO] 2 gal 1.0650 1.0686 1.0668 1.0688 1.0673 1.0681 1.0664 1.0667 1.0666 1.0667 1~067.5 1.0671
C1-IPC 2 gal 1.0677 1.0679 1.0678 1.0647 1.0649 1.0648 1.0668 1.0653 1.0661 1.0664 1~0660 1.0662
Check __ 1.0668 1:0703 1.0686 1 ..9~Z6 1.06811.06Z9 1.06241.:..Q~g8-l..e.9611 1.06')6 1.0675 1.066'5
Var. x 1.06bl 1.0692 1.0 57 1.0666 1.0647 1.0 0 1.065.5 1.0673
Pc. X 1.0677 1.0662' '. 1.06'54 1.0664
LSD 5% - 1% 5%· 1% . 5% : .. 1% 5% 1%

Between TreatmentsO.0016 0.0021 0.0018 . 0.0024 0'.0016' 0.0021 0.0019 0.0025
Herb. 0.0012 0.0015 0.0013 0.0017 0~0012 0.001.5 0.0008 0.0010
Var. 0.0005 0.0006 0.0005 0.0007 0~000.5 0.0006 0.0003 0.0004
Var. x Herb. 0.0016 0.0021 0.0018 0.0024 0.0016 0.0021 0.0011 0.0015
Var. x Cold Stg. 0.0006 0~0007
Herb. x Cold Stg. 0.0013 0.0018



Table 2.

Mean Chip Color Values of Potatoes From Flants Which Had Received
Delayed Pre-Emergence Herbicidal Treatments-1952

Previous Cold Storage TreatID.~Jl~~s~-_W~e~e~k~s~ _

Herbicides o 9 18 0-18

",~
e...,..
I

Mat. Amt/A .Kat.Jt~R.._---'Jlot.Kat. R.R._ TO.t. KElt. R.R. Tot. Kat. R.R. Tot
Cyanamid 1200lbs 5.4 5.-9 .s.'r~-8.2 6.1 7.2 7.7 6.7 7.2 7.1 6.2 6.7
Cyanamid 800 Ibs 4.9 5.9 5.4 7.4 6.0 6.7 7.3 6.3 6.8 6.6 6.1 6.3
CMU 2 lbs 5.2 5.7 5~4;, 8.2 6.3 7:) 7.9 6.8 7.3 7.1' 6.3 6.7
MCP 1-2 qts 5.1 5.7 5.4 7.8 6.6 7~2 7.36.9 7.1 6.7 6.4 6.6
CH-l .,. 5'lbs 4~9 5.3 5.1 7. 0 6.4 7.2 7.3 7~4 7.4 6.7 6.4 6.6
Sinox General 2 qts 5.0 .5.9 5.4 7.7 6.) 7.0 7.7 6~4 7.1 6.8 6.2 6.5
NATCA 25 Ibs 4.8 5.2 5.0 8.6 5.7 7.1 7.9 5.9 6.9 7.1 5.6 6.)
Pre-Emerge 2qts 5.2 5.6 5..4 7.4 6.4 6.-9 7.0 6.7 6.8 6.6,6.2 6.4
Dow G 201bs 4.4 5.7 5.1' 7.3 6.2 6.8 7.7 6.0 6.8 6.5 6.0 6.2
NaAs03 2 gal 5.2 5.4 5.3 7.3 6.0 6.7 7~7 6.3 7.0 6.7 5.9 6.3
CI-IFC 2 g~l 5.4 5.6 5.5 7.8 6.7 7.2 7.6 7.2 7.4 6.9 6.5 6.7
Check S.3 _2: 4 5.4. 7.8 6.7 7.2 7.~ 6.4 7.1 6.9 6.2 6.6 _
Var. 5r 5.1 S.b ' 7.8 6.) 7. 6.6 6.8 b.2
Pd. x 5.) 7.0 7.1 6. 2

I
4'

I

o
't:-
.-J

LSD
Between Treatments
Var. '
Yare x Herb.
Var. x Cold Stg.
Cold Stg.

5%
0.2

1% 5%
1 ..0

0.) 0.3

1% 5%
1.3 0.8
0.4 0.2

0.8

1% 5%
1.1 1.2
0.3 O.?
1.1

0.4
0.)

.11&
1.6
0.3

0.5
0.3
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rl Table 3.

Mean %Reducing Sugar Values of Potatoes From Plants Which Had
Received Delayed Pre-Emergence Herbicidal Treatments-1952

E.!...eyious Cold Storage Treatments_-.;..;W..;;e.e;,,;;k._s;;.-. .

Herbicides

-=-__M=a__t ..:..-..
Cyanamid
Cyanamid
ct<m
MCP
CH-l
Sinox Gen.
NATCA
Pre-Emerge
Dow G
NaAs03
Cl-IPC
Check
Var. X
'D..::I -• X

c _9 18 0-18

LSD 5% 1% 5% 1% 5% 1.% 5% 1.%
Be~reen Treatments 0.04 0.05.0.06 0.07 0.05 0.07
Var. 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.02-0.01 0.01
Var. x Herb. 0.02 0.0) 0.04 0.05
Var. x Cold Stg. 0.02 ,0.02
Cold Stg. 0.01 0.01----------_._--------_._._-- - _.. -_._.__.__.----_.
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Table 4. '

Mean Chip Taste Values of Potatoes From Plants \'!hich Had
Received Delayed Pre~Emergence Herbicidal Treatments-1952

Herbicides Varieties Herb. _

Mat. Amtl.A Kat. R,R. Means
'Cyanamid' . 1'200 Ibs 1.68 1.93 1.80
Cyanamid 800 Ibs 1.65 2.51 2.09
eMU 2 Ibs 1.85 2.20 2.02
MCP .

1-2 qts 1,.93 2.15 2.04
CH-l 5 Ibs 1.76 2.29 2,02
Sinox General 2 qts 2.02 1.93 1.98
·NATCA -25 1bs. 1.78 1.59 1.68
Pre-Emer£e 2 qts 1.83 2.02 1.93
DowG 20 lbs 1.85 2.51 2.18
NaAsO) 2 gal 1.:'0 2.78 2.34
C1-IPC 2 gal 2.27 2.17 2.22
Chepk' 1.65 1,23 1.79
Var. Neans 1.85 2.17 2.00

. LSD 5% 1%
Betl'reen Treatments '0.55 0.72
Var. 0.05 0.07
Herb. 0.39 0.51

-6-
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Table .5.

Mean %CuriI1E Loss Values of Potatoes From Plants 'ltfhich Had
Heceived Delayed Pre-Emer~ence Herbicidal Treatments-19.52

Previous. __Cold StQr~ge Tre~tmeIl.ts-Week& _ u _

Herbicides o ---~----
.!L _ __ 0-1-.:..8__

__ Mat. Amt/A_ Kat. R.R...!- Tot~ Kat. R.R~ Tot .. Kat._H.lh.-.Tot. Kat. R.R. Tot.
Cyanamid 1200 1bs 10.0 23 ..2 16. 8.4 11. 10.0 11 . .5 12 . .5 12.0 10.0 15.8 12.9
Cyanamid 800 Lbs 6.8 20.8 13.8 4.0 11.2 7.6 10.7 13.5 12.1 7.2 1.5.2 11.2
CMU 2 1bs 9.6 20.8 1.5.2 8~0 14.0 11.0 17.5 1.5.2 16.4 11.7 16.7 14~2
MCP 1-2 qts 12.0 21.2 16.611.2 12.8 12.0 9.5 12.7 11~1 10.9 15.7 13.2
CH-1 5 1bs 10.4 21.6 16.0 11;2 14.0 12.6 10.7 18.7 14.7 10.8 18.1 14.4
Sinox General 2 qts 10.0 17.6 13.8 5.2 11.2 8.2 8.2 16.2 12.2 7.8 15.0 11.4

.. NaTCA 25 1bs i 8.6 16.0 12.4 9.2 16.~ 13.0 9.7 13 . .5 11.6 9.2 15.4 12.3 I
. Pre-Emerge , 2 qts 12.0 2.5.2 18.6 8.0 12.8 10.4 11.2 13.7 12.5 10.4 17.2 13.8 f.'-

. Dow G 201bs 11.2 24.4 17.8 8."4 12.0 10.2 9.5 11~8 10.7 9.7 16~1 12.9 I

NaAsO). 2 gal 8.0 18.4 13.2 8.e 14.0 11.4 10.2 19~0 14.6 9.0 17.1 13.1
C1-IPC 2 gal 9.6 16.0 12.8 7.2 16.4 11.8 9.2 15.2 12.2 8.7 1.5.9 12.3
Check 8.8 23.6 16.2 8.8 12.0 10.4 11.2' 12.5' 11.8 .2.:...2.._16.....9__ 12.8 __
Var. x 9.7 20.7 8.2 13.2 11.9 16.2 9.6 16.2r.d.x _~._ _ J~ .. 19..,1.. .12 ....6_. 12 •.2-

LSD
Between Treatments
Var.
Cold Stg.
Var. x Herb.
Var. x Cold Stg ..

----------- -- - .. ..

5%
6.7
1.1
1.4
3.9
1.9

1%
9.1
1~.5
1.9
5.2
2.6
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Table 6.

Mean %Cold Storage LOBS Values of Potatoes From Plants Which
Had Received Delayed Pre-Emergence Herbic1da1 Treatments-19S2

---
Herbicides Varieties Herb.

Mat. AmtLA . Kat. R.R. t1eans
Cyanamid 1200 Ibs 3.9 '5":f--1+-."6--
Cyanamid 800 Ibs 3.3 3. 4 3.4
CMU 2 Ibs 3.3 4.3 3.8
MCP 1-2 qts 3.1 3.1 J .1
CR-1 .5 Lbs 3.1 3.8 3.5
Sinox General' 2 qts 2.8 6.3 4.6
NaTCA 2.5 Ibs 2.1 3., 2.8
Pre-Emerge ,2 qts 4.3 41-• .4 4.4
Dow G 20 Ibs 7.5 3.2 5. 4
NaAso3 2 gal 2.8 4.8 3.8
CI-IPC i 2 gal 2.9 4.9 3.9
Check ;.0 5.0 4.0------------.
Var._Means ;.5 4.; ).9

Notes: a.Cyanamid-CaCN2 (Actual Ibs/A one third rate/A be
cause only apply on one-third area-one foot
band-across ro~s)

CMU-)-p-chlorophenyl-1-1-dimethylurea, 80%
MCP- 2-methyl-4-chlorophenoxyacetic acid (used Weed

ar MaP at rate 1 qt per A rate for Katahdins
and 2 qtrate for Russet Rural)

CR-I-Sodium 2, 4, -dichlorophenoxy ethyl sulfate.
Sinox General-dinitro-o-sec.-butyl phenol, 50%; and

din.1tro-o-sec.-amyl phenol, 10%;
(Equivalent 5.1 Ibs per gal) (used 10
£als diesel oil per acre in 40 gals
water with DN material)

~aTCA-Sodium Tr1chloroacetate 90%
Pre-EmerLe-Alkanolamine Salt tEthanol and Isopro

panol Series) of dinltro-o-sec-butyl phe
nol, .5310{Equivalent 3 lbs DNOSBPper gal)

Dow G-Sodium rentachlorophenate, 8.5%
NaAs03-Goulard and Dlena, Inc., Potato Vine and Weed

, Eradicator.
CI-IPG-chioro isopropyl-n·phenylcarbamate~

-8-
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approached statistical sitnificance. However, sufficient
effect was caused in general to produce an over-all signi
ficant reduction in flavor. Although no interaction deve
loped between herbicide and variety, it was noticed that the
herbicides tended to reduce the flavor quality of the potato
chips from the variety Russet Rural more than from the vari
ety Katahdin. As was reported in the previous year, any off
flavor picked up was not distinctive in relation to material.
Either flavor intensity was lowered or in some cases bitter
flavor was imparted.

The herbicidal chemicals did not influence the percent
age of losses in curing storage. However, it was noted that
Katahdin kept better than Russet Rural.

No differences developed in percentage losses in cold
storage, either as a result of variety or herbicide.

REFERENCES

1. Cobb, J.S.
1952 Pre-Emergence Weed Control Treatments on Potatoes. ,
Proced. 6th Ann. Mtg. NEHCC,NYC, Jan. 52, p 193.
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1953 Pre-Emergence vleed Control Treatments on Potatoes. ,
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1953 The Effect of Herbicides Upon Potatoes Used For Chip
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1952 The Effect of Herbicides Upon Potatoes Used For Chip
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5. Eastwood, Tom
1952 The Effect of Herbicides Upon Potatoes Used For Chip
ping., Am. Pot. Jour., Vol. 29, No.7, July, 52, PP 160-164.
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CHEMICALWEEDCONTROLIN POTATOES

C. E. Cunningham and M. F. Trevett!!

Pre-emergence application of the amine salts of dinitro
ortho secondary butylphenol (DNOSBP)has become an established
weed control practice on a large portion of the commercial potato
acreage in Maine. This paper presents the results of tests in
which various herbicides have been compared With DNOSBPfor the
control of annual broadleaved weeds.

Materials and Methods

All herbicides were applied in 50 gallons of water
per acre. Application was made with a two-row hand spray boom;
to insure uniform coverage two passes were made over each plot.

Plots were two rows Wide by 3g.5 feet. Each treatment
was replicated four times.

The Katahdin variety was used in all tests.

Rainfall was belOW normal for the months of June, 'JUly,
and August 1953:

June - 2.40 inches, -10)0 inches departure from normal
July - 3.0g It ,_. E54- n II 11 n
August - 2.24- inches, -.g6 inches departure from normal

Emergence Treatments

The herbicides listed in Table 1 were applied June
16. At this date apprOXimately 5%of the crop plants had emerged;
broadleaved weeds (principally mustard, Brassica sPP.) were
germinating but had not emerged. Weeds that had emerged pre
viously had been destroyed by a June 12 cultivation. This block
was not cultivated again until June 29, and thereafter received
normal cultivation practice.

11Assistant Agronomist and Associate Agronomist, respectively,
Maine Agricultural Experiment Station, University of Maine,
Orono, Maine.
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TABLE1. EFFECT OF EMERGENCETREATMElNTSON I'IELD Amr~'EE1J
CONTROLIN KATAHDINPOTATOES .

Y1eld, Eu. /AAcre RatesTreatment
Weed Control

Rating (EroaCffI
leaved Weeds).::1-------------------_ ..•_,_.,--_._.--,.-

Crag Herbio1de lSi
Crag H~~b1c1de 1
NatrlrkU
Natrin q.
ChlgI}o IPC.o/
CMU2I
CMU
DNOSBPY
DNOSBP
Check

2 Lba,
It II

2 n

q. II 11q. II

-it II

1 II

It "Y
:3 11 Y

1
1
1
1
1
1
2
4
5o

LSD5% NS

11'Rating from 0 to 5. Four or above oonsidered to be very
aoceptable field oontrol.

2/ "Crag Herbicide lit, 90%Sodium 2,4-D1chlorophenoxyethyl
sulfate, 10% Inert ingredients. Carbide and Carbon Chemicals
Company.

21 IIExperimental Herbicide Natrin", Sodium 2,4-,5-Trichloro
phenoxyethyl sulfate. Carbide and Carbon Chemicals Company.

y "Weedone Chloro I1'C",45. g%IsopropY,l N(3 Chlorophenyl) ,.
carbamate. Amerioan Chemical Paint ,qompany. t '

, :1/: It CWIJ , go%3- (P-Chlorophenyl )-1, I-dfrrie'thylurea... DUPont
Chel;l'11cal Company. , ','

y "lTemerge fl , 53%Alkanolamine salts (of the Ethanol and
Isopropanol series of Dinitro-o-sec-Eutylphenol). Dow
Chemical Company. '

II Active ingredient.

~ Acid equIvalent.

-2-
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I "

The herbioides listed in Table 2 were applied during
orop emergenoe to a blook that reoeived normal cultivation
throughout the season. Weeds that survived cultivation were
hand pUlled to insure that any effeot on yield would be the
result of ohemioal treatment and not of weed competition.
Specifio gravity of tubers was determined at harvest by the
air-water method.

TABLE2. EFFECTOF EMERGreNCETREATMENTSONYIELDANDSPECIFIC
GRAVITYOF KATAHDINPOTATOES

Treatmentll Acre Rates Yield, Bu./A Specifio Gravity
of Tubers

Crag Herbicide 1 41bs. 26~ 1.OgS
Natrin 4 If 27 1.OgS
Chloro IPC 4 II Y 261 1.Oga
CMU i- II 295 1.Og
CMU 1 II 305 1.0g~
DNOSB]? :3 II 21 290 1.Og
Check 2g9 1.Og6

LSD 5% NS NS.

1/ Legend for herbicides at bottom of Table 1.

51Active ingredient.

21Acid equivalent.

Post-Emergenoe Treatments

In a post-emergence block a 1.S pound per acre rate
of DNOSB]?was applied at crop emergence to all plots except
"oheok ll • All plots were cultivated and hill~d three times during
the season. The post-emergence treatments given in Table :3 were
applied following the final (Ill ayby ll ) hilling.

1I0ver allll spraying was compared With a directional
spray applied between the orop rows. Overall .spraying resulted
in maximumwetting of potato foliage, between 'row spraying
resulted in minimum wetting of foliage.

-3-



TABLE3. EFFECTOF POST-EMERGENCETREATMENTSONYIELDAND\VEEDCONTROLIN K.A.TAFIDINPOTATOES

.-.
OJ
o

Treatment Acre Rates" Yield, Bu./A
treed Control

Rating (Broa't1l
leaved Weeds).=.t

I

f

Natrin applied overall
CMUapplied between rows only
DNOSBPapplied between rows only
Crag Herbicide I applied between rows only
Natrin applied between rows only
Granular/Crag Herbicide 12/applied overall
Dalapon2 applied overall
Dalapon applied overall
Dalapon applied between rows only
Check

LSD 5%

41bs. " ;279
1 II 259

a II 4/ 26aII 29
It " 296
It n ~/ 27g
2 n / 271
It n~ 237
It n!l 291

27g

NS

1
2
5
3
1
2
o
o
o
o

1/ Rating from 0 to 5. Four or above considered to be very acceptable contro~.

2/ "Granular Crag Herbicide ..II A granular preparation containing 10%Crag Herbicide 1.
- Carbide and Carbon Chemicals Company.

2/. "Dalapon", sodium salt, 64-to 6g%a,a-Dich1oropropionic acid. DowChemical Company.

4-/ Acid equivalent •..- .

21 Crag Herbicide 1.
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Granular Crag Herbicide 1 was mixed with dry sand and
hand broadcast 9

Results and Discussion

DNOSBPwas the only herbicide tested that gave satis
factory broadleaved weedoontrol. The ineffectiveness of Crag
Herbicide 1, Natrin, Chloro·IPC, and CMU,in the emergence blocks
at least, may have been due to a p-eriod of drought subsequent to
treatment. For the period June 10, 1953 to June 30, 1953 total
rainfall was 0.64 inches. Low.;temperature may have been a con
tributing factor leading to the ineffectiveness of Crag Herbioide
1 0 Average daily temperature tor June 1953 at Presgue Isle o-Maine, where the tests repor~q.d were made, was 61.6 F.(2.g F.
higher than normal) (> Vli tos=..'has reported that tiThe herbicidal
form of Crag Herbicide 1 is found in soil more readily at high
temperatures" -- 750F. to g60F.

Compared to oheck, yields were not signifioantly
affected by any of the herbioides tested (Tables 1,2,3). There
were, however, trends for signifioant reduotions in yield for 1+
pounds Da1apon applied "overall" (Table 3), 1+pounds Natrin at
emergence (Table 1), and 4 pounds Chloro IPC at emergenoe (Tables
1 and 2)u The relatively low average yields for all blooks oan
be attributed in part to subnormal rainfall throughout the season,
but more partioularly to an early harvest.

Total solid oontent of potato tubers, as determined
by specifio graVity (Table 2), was not significantly affected
by any of the herbioides tested.

Dalapon was included in the post-emergenoe test (Table
3) primarily to detect effects on yield and plant growth. Appar
ently, potatoes will tolerate Dalapon at 2 pounds acid equivalent
per acre as an overall spray and 1+pounds acid equivalent per
aore as a direotional spray between the rows without adverse
effects on plant growth and yield. In other tests Dalapon at 2
pounds acid equivalent per acre effectively oontrolled Japanese
millet used as a test "grass". This rate was effeotive whether
applied pre-emergence to the millet, or post-emergenoe when millet
was in the seedling stage.

51Vlitos, A. J. Tile Influenoe of Environmental Faotors on the
AotiVit~ of Crag Herbicide 1 (Sodium 2,4-Diohlorophenoxyethyl
sulfate). Proceeding of the Sixth Annual Meeting, Northeastern
Weed Control Conferenoe: 57-62. 1952•
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Oonclusions

1. 'DNOSBPat '1.5 and :3 pounds per acre' effectively controlled
annual br-oadl.eaved weeds whether app:I.:ied'at emer-gence of'
potatoes, or.poat-emergenoe.

2. At the rates tested Cra.g Herbioide 1, Natrin, Chloro lPC,
and eMUdid not effeotively oontrol broadl~aved weeds,
probably beoause 9f adverse moisture relationships.

3. Yields and total solid oontent of potato tubers were not
signifioantly affeoted by any of the herbioides tested,
although trends were apparent for signifioant reduotions in
yields at the 4-pound per,acre rate of Dalapon (overall),
Natrin (emergenoe), ,a,nd Chloro lPC (emergence). .

-6-
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1

CheLical Weeding of Lima Beans

2
Charles J. Noll und Martin L. Odland

Pennsylvania farmers grow over 4000 acres of liea beans .for
processing. Most of this acerage is on general furLS where lack
of labor precludes any hand weeding of this crop. Conventional
cultivation equipm~nt is adequate to control ~eeds between ihe
lima bean rows but usually not good enough to dive adequite weed
control in the row if the aeuson is on the wat. side.

This report is a co rrt Lnue.t Lcn of work started in 1948 and is
a comparison of new herbicides with the most successfully used
older chemicb.ls.

Procedure

Fifteen checicLls each used at two rates together with an
untreated check were tested in the experiment. The trectBents
WGre arranged at random in each of twelve replicatea blocks.
Eaoh plot consiste~ of a single row 22 feet long by 3 feet wide.
The herbicides wer~ applied with a small sprayer over the row
for a width of one foot.

The land was prepared June 16 and planted June 17 to the
variety Fordhook 242. Chemicals were a~plled at various dates,
dates estimated to give rrax i!.1un. weed kill with minimum. d amag e
to the bean plants. Weeds between the rows were controlled
through cultivation. No serious weed probleL develope~ due
to the hot-dry growing season. In Septe~ber bean plants were
pulled, Lnu counted, and beans in the pods pulled off the plBnts
o.n~ weighed.

Results

A summary of results is presented in Table I. Two
materials gLve significDnt increases in yield and weed control
as compared with the untreated plot. Cloro IPC ~t 1 1/2 gallons
per acre and Oktone at 1/4 gallon per acre carried in Stoddard
Solvent. Other LHtterials th{;,.t g av e signific!:nt increase in
weed control without injury to 1ina beun stand or yield are:
Sodium Pentachlorophenate in the I:L!iteriEcls ACP-L-469 and
Dowidice G.: Dinitros in the material Premerge; end Monosodium
cyanamid in the Laterial Aero CyanaDid Soluble. Probably
greater differences in yield would have been found if the weed

~Authorized for publication on November 20, 1953, as paper No. 1840
in the journ~l series of the Pennsylvania Agricultural Experiment
Station.

2Assistsnt ProfeBsor and Professor of 01ericu1ture respectively,
Dept. of Horticulture, School of Agriculture and Experillient
Station, The Pennsylvania Univ~rsity, State College, Pennsylvanic.
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population h~d been gre~t enough to reduce the yield of beans
in the plots where weeds were not controlled by herbicides.

Concl~SioQ

A number of herbicides offer possibillti6s for the weeding
of liDO beans in a pre-energence application. These herbicides
are Claro lPC, Ottone, Dowicide G, ACP-L-469, PreL:erge and aero
Cycna~id Soluble. ~nder the conditions of this experinent all
gave siknific~nt increase in weed control without n reduction
in either stand or yield of li~a beans. The first two herbicides,
Claro lPC, hnd Oktons g&ve significant incre~ses in yield at on~

rate of application.

- 2 -
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Ta.blo I. Effoct of horbicides on woods and sto.nd and yiold of limn boana

Beans per Plot

43.3 8.28
41.9 6;22
21.3 1.06
18.8 .76
42.5 5.80
43.5 7.16
26.2 4.32
23.2 4.64
36.1 6.15
32.83 5.32

6.5 1.82
8.6 2.40

43•.3
44.8
40.8
40.8
43;8
41.2
43.2
37.6
29.6
45.0
44.7
36.8
41.8
38.0
35.9
35.8
.32.4
38.4
34.8
40.6
37.5

~ Yieli-fruit
s.

6.42
7.86
6.18
5.93
6.5lt.
6.68
6;136
7;12
5.09

. 6.4.3
5~74

5.0B
13.99
5~13

5.20
6.01
:5.31
5~B2

5;93
:5;13
5.78

4.50
:5 1.67
5 1.42
2 1.17
2 1.17
2 1.25
2 1.25
2 4.25
2 2.42
2 2.92
2 2.50
1 2.75
1 1.33
2 2.92
2 2.42
2 2.25
2 2.00
2 3.50
2 1.75
2 4.50
2 4.08

5 1.58
5 1.67
2 1.25
2 1.17
5 1.92
:5 2.25
2 2.83
2 3.42

12 af~or 2.83
12 emorgonce 2.50

Appp.co.tion *Woed
~ after plnnting Control

1/4 gal.
3/$ gal.

4 lb.
6 lb.

';0 lb.
45 lb.

1/2 gal.
3/4 ga'L,

6 lb.
9 lb.

'If " "

Nothing
Premerge

n '

Dow.i.eidoG
ii "", .11

Oktone'(Stoddard
Sol. rorrior)

If ... II

Aer2 Qyo.no.midSolublo
It II II

Sosin
II

Herbicide

2 gal.
3 gal.

16 lb.
24 18.

lACP~L-469 5 gal.
11" n" It·- 7 1/2 gal.

2,4-OOwWoodKiller 1/4 [;0.1.
" II " 3/8 gal.

CMU 1 lb.
n 1 1/2 lb.

Cloro IID 1 gal.
l! II 1 1/2 gal.

\veoda.r MCP 1/2 gal.
" .... II 3/4 gal.

2ACP 903 1/2 gaL,
"" tr- 3/4 gal.
3LFN904 1/2 gal.

n " 3/'4 gal.
Endotho.1 .. ;3 gal.

II 4 1/2 ga.l.

.4NP1239D
fT II

5\CP·L-60l

L.S.D, ,05 love 1 1.29
L.S.D•• 01 love 1 1.70

1 Soeium pontD.chlorophoooto (2.92 lb. par gal.)
'2 Butoxy ostor 4-ehlorophonox;y'O.cotic acid (3 lb. per ge.1. acid equivrdont )
.3 L:nvvolatilo ostor of HOP(2 lb. por gal.)
4 Chlorinated benzoic acid (50%)
5 3,4 Diehlorophen~ o.eotig ncid (4 lb. par gal.)

~oed control (1-10) 1 ~ perfect ~rood centro 1
10 - full 'WOodgrowth

~ ~ ,. .,
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Weeding of Seeded Onions With Chemicals l

Charles J. Noll und Martin L. Odland
2

To produce a good crop of onions it is essential that weeds
be kept under control. Weeding can be very expensive to remove
if hand weeding of the rows ~s needed in addition to cultivation
between the rows. Even where the onion weeder is used weeds may
not be adequately controlled in the onion row.

Potassium cyanate in a post-emergence application has been
used successfully for weeding onions. This material is applied
after the onion has passed the flag stage of growth. If the
weeds get much beyond the seedling st~ge at the time of the
potassium cyanate application weed control is inadequate.

An' experiment was set up to find a pre-emergence herbicide
to use alone or in combination with a post-emergence application
of potassium cyanate for the weeding of onions.

Procedur§

Nine chemicals applied in a pre-emergence application at the
rate indicated (Table I) per acre were used in this experiment:
Endothal at 2 gal.; Cloro IPC at 1 gal.; eMU at 1 lb.; Premerge
at 1 gal.; NIX at 8 Ibs.; Sesin at 6 Ibs.; ACP 903 at 1/2 gal.;
(Butoxy ester 4 chlorophenoxy acetic acid 1 1/2 lbs.); NP l239D
at 4 lbs. (50% Chlorinated benzoic acid); and Stoddard Solvent at
70 gallons. Each treatment covered two rows.

Potassium cyanate at the rate of 6 lbs. per acre of 91)
material wes~plied &fter the flLg stage on the first row of
each pre-emergence treated plot in all replications.

The land was prepared and seeded to the vLriety Sweet bpanish
April 29, and all pre-emergence herbicides except Stoddard bolvent
were applied one or two days ufter seeding. Stoddard Solvent was
applied the 8th day after seeding. Twenty-eight days after
seeding &nd after the seedling onions were past the flag stage
potassium cyanate was applied.

Individual plots were 22 feet long and 2 feet wide. Treat
ments were ranQomized in each of 10 replicated blocks. The
herbicides were applied with a small sprayer over the row for a
width of 1 foot; potassium cyn4te at a volumn of 100 gallons per
acre, Stoddard Solvent at 70 gallons per sere ~nd 511 other
herbicides at 35 gallons per acre. Weeds between the rows were

lAuthorized for publicution on November 20, 1953, as paper No. 1841
in the journ~l series of the Pennsylvania Agricultural Experiment
St~tion.

2Assistant Professor and Professor of Olericulture respectively,
Dept. of Horticulture, School of Agriculture snd Experi~ent

Station, The Pennsylv~nia State University, Stute College, PL.
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controlled through cultiv~tion.

Results ~ Discussion

The results are presented in Table I. Vesd control was
estimatbd on the bbsis of Ito 10 - 1 baing perfect weed control
and 10 no weed control. Records ere presented of weed control,
onion stand and t6tbl weight of onions per plot.

. In &11 c ompar-Leo na potassium cyanate increased the weed
control. Many of the pre-emergence chemicals causeu a reduction
of onion stand anti yield. The best results taking into
consideration weed control, onion stand hnd onion yield were:
CMU used in ~ pre-eDergence application at 1 lb. per acre and
the combination spray of Cloro IPC in a pre-emergence application
at 1 gallon per acre followed by potassiulli. cyanate in a po,t
emergence application at 6 Ibs. per acre.

C9nclusion

CMU offers possibilities for herbicidal wee~ing 0£ onions
if used in a pre-emergence s.pplicntion. Cloro IPC in a pre
emergence a.pplication in combination with potE-Bsiun cyannte in
a post-ewergence appllcbtion also is worthy of trial fo~ the
weeding of onions.

Pot~ssium cyanate used as a post-e~ergence herbicide
materially reduces the weed population und eouid be used if no
pre-emergence herbicide adequately controls the weeds or if
no pre-eLergence herbicide is used.

- 2 -
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Chenical Herbicides fiB They Effect Yield of Tomatoes l

Charles J. ~oll ~ndM~rtin L~~Odl&nd2~_.

The weeding of trunsplLnted crops is usually not difficult
by mechanicLl teuns. If the field is free of weeds when the
crop is planted, early cultivation destroys the weeds between
the rows and throws enough soil around the crop plant to control
the weeds in the crop row. As the se~aon advances the crop
plants shade the ground in the row and thus &li~inates the weeds
in the row while cultivation continues to control the weeds
between the rows.

This is not always the case with tomatoes. Under certuin
weather conitions, dry spring and wet sumcer ~nd fall, WBBds
develop after the to~uto pl~nts h~ve covered the ground. The
weeds in the row cannot be reDoved Eech&nic~lly; they compete
with the tOL~topl~nt and oake picking of the fruit difficult.
In t ..neffort to solve this weed pr o b Ler, a n vexp e r-Lr.e nb was set
up to COLp~re what were thought to be the Eost promising
herbicides at r~tes strong enough to give weed control.

Procedure

Five cheruicu.lsat the rate indice-ted per ticre were used in
this experiment: Seain at 4 Ibs., Alanap 5 Lt 8 Ibs., Crag #1
at 4 Ibs., ACP-L-423 fit 1 gal. (AQin~ sLlt 4 chlorophenoxy~cetic

acid - 2 lbs. per gallon) and Natrin at 6 Ibs.

The land was prep&red June 15 and plunted to the tonato
variety Rutgers on June 17. Herbicides were z.pp Ld ed directly
over thE:: tor.eto plants on June 24. Individual plots consisted
of six plants spaced 3 feet &p~rt in rows 6 feet apart. Xreat
r.e nti s wera a r r-a ng e d at randal' together with the non-treDtr.;ent
control in six replicnted blocks. The weather was extremely
dry throughout the grOWing season and weeds were not a problem.

Results and Disc~ssicn

The results bre presented in TablE I. Records are presented
of tomato yield Consisting of the av e r-c.ge nur ..b e r s.nd total weight
of tonatoes per plot.

lAuthorized for publication on Nove~ber 20, 1953, as paper No. 1842
in the journal series of the Pe nn sy Lvu nd e Agricultural Experinent
Station.

2Assistant Professor ~nd Professor of Olericulture respectively,
DepartLent of Horticulture, School of Agriculture und Experinent
Stction, The Pennsylvania StLte University, St~te College, Pc.
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Teble I. Chemi~al herbicides as they effect yield of
tooatoes in a post-planting application.

I I

Rate Tomato Yield
;Herbi-eide .JUU: Acre .fuu. Wei~ht

1 a.
Nothing 141.0 32.2
Seain 4 Ibs. 105.8 22.9
Alanap 5 8 Ibs. 3.8 0.8
Cre-g #1 4 Lb s , 65.0 12.7
ACP-L-423 1 gal. 15.2 3.1
Natrin 6 Lb s , 112.3 12.8

Lee-st signlfic~nt .05 level 41.7 9.4
difference .01 level 56.4 12.8

All chenicals used produced visible injury to the to~ato

plants. Two ehemic~ls Sesin and Natrin did not significantly
reduce the number of fruit and one chemical Natrin uid not
signific~ntly reduce the total yield.

COQclusion

Under the conditions of this experiLsnt &n~ at the rates
us~d only Natrin offers possibilities as an herbicide to use in
a post-planting upray on tomatoes. Even this Laterial produced
visible injury to the tOEnto.

- 2 -
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PRE-EMERGENCEWEEDINGSWEETCORNWITH2,'+-D, DINITRO, AND
ISOPROPYLTRICHLOROBENZOICACID

M. -F• Trevett-, H.' J. MurphY,',-'~nd H. E. Bradbury1/

The ideal pre-emergenoe, or emergence, herbicide for
s~eet corn should possess these characteristics: It should be
noninjurlous to the crop under adverse climatic conditions; it
should prOVide effective control of the commonbroadleaved weeds
and annual grasses; and finally it should be sufficiently versa
tile to insure consistently satisfactory use under a variety of
soil, alimatic, and weed relationships.

One of the potential sources of crop injury following
pre-emergence treatments lies in the possibility that subsequent
moderate to heavy rains may leach the herbicide to the orop seed
zone. This paper is a report of an evaluation of four herbiCides
with respect to their relative safety and herbicidal effectiveness
under a controlled moisture regime.

The herbioides tested included a 2,4-D ester, a 2,4-D
amine, a water soluble dinitro, and isopropyl trichlorobenzoic
acid.

Experimental Procedure

Katahdin Gold sweet oorn was planted at an average
depth of 1.5 inches June 15 in a sandy loam soil. Herbicide
treatments were laid out in a randomized blook with 16 replioates
of single row plots. Herbioides were applied with a single nozzle
spray boom over a strip two feet wide oentering on the crop row
using Tee Jet nozzle gOO~ E at ~ pounds pressure and 50 gallons
per aore volume.

2,4-D
Ten ll ,
amine

The acre rates of herbioides applied were: one pound
acid equivalent from an ester formulation (IIEsteron Ten
Dow Chemical Co.); one pound 2,4-D acid equivalent from an
formulation (IIDow~II, Dow Chemical Co.); three pounds

11Associate Agronomist, Assistant Agronomist, and Teohnioal
ASSistant, Agronomy Department, University of Maine, Orono,
Maine. Mildred R. Covell, Technioal Assistant, Departments
of-Agronomy and HortiCUlture, made the statistical analyses.

Acknowledgment is -made for a grant in aid from theB.F. Goodrich
Chemical Co., and for herbicides supplied by the DowChemical Co.
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dinitro.ortho seoondary butyl phenol trom an alkanolamine salt
("Premerge",. Dow'·Chemioal Co..h ti ve and ten pounds isopropyl
triohlorobenzoioaoid (B.F. Goodrich Chemical Co.), emulsified
with IIJoylf. . ,

, ' The herbicides were applied June 20 when approxImately
25% of the corn had emerged and was 1/4 to 3/g of an inch 'tall.
On this date the only weeds visible in quantity were mustards 1n
the cotyledon~y stage.

Three hours after the herbioides were applied one
half Of the blookwas irrigated (Seotion A) ,sutfioiently"to wet
the soil to an average depth of three inches. The remaining
half block (Section B) did not reoeive water until June 26 when
0.4 inch of rain fell, thereafter the entire block was irrigated
as needed. Table 1 contains rainfall and irrigation data. The
irrigation system was of the overhead type.

TABLE1. RAINFALLANDIRRIGATIONDATA,
JUNE 20, 1953 TO JULY20, 1953

Date Inches of Rain Irrigation..

June 20 Section .~ only
26 .40
27 .07
29 .15
30 Entire block

July 7 Entire block
9 .22 ,

1) og2
15 .02
20 .ss

, The ~rinoipal weeds present were: wild mustard
(Brassica spP.), lambfs-quarters (Chenopodium spp.), and barn
yard grass (Echinochloa sPP.), Weed counts were made 24 days
after treatment. Prior to making the weed oounts an uncultivated
strip six inches Wide was left on eaoh side of the crop row,
thereafter normal close cultivation was practiced. The corn
was harvested at the soft dough stage.

-2-
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Results

This experiment was not designed to test the inter
action between rates of water applied and herbicide treatment.
However, because of an inadequacy of the irrigation system one
half inch of water was applied at each date to the outer six
columns of plots of Section A, while one inch of water was applied
to the center twelve columns. Since statistical analysis did not
indicate a significant interaction of rates of water and herbi
cides on corn performance, data for the two rates are combined in
Table 2. A trend towards significance was indicated for an inter
action between rates of water applied the day of treatment and
herbicides on broadleaved weed control (Table ~). However, for
evaluation of the various herbicides with respect to weed control
differential watering, and the comparison irrigated vs. non
irrigated the day of treatment, was ignored and all plots were
combined for the analysis given in Table 3-

Table 2 contains data on the effect of the various
herbicides on stand of corn, height, date of 50%silk, and yield.
In Section A, irrigated the day of treatment, both 2,~D ester
and amine significantly reduced stand of corn; 5 and 10 pounds
XTB,'and 3 pounds DNOSBPdid not differ significantly from check.
In Saction B,not irrigated the day of chemical treatment, 10
pounds XTB significantly reduoe stand compared to check; the
remaining treatments had no significant effect.

In both Section A and Section B 2,~D ester and 2,4-D
amine were the only herbicides that significantly reduced corn
height.

Date of 50%silk was significantly influenoed by 2,4-D
amine in Section A.

- ,

Yields were affected by chemical treatment. Covariance
analysis in which yields were adjusted for stand did not signifi
cantly change mean yields. Yields in tons of snapped ears per
acre given in Table 2 are unadjusted yields. In Section A yield
for the 2,4-D amine treatment was significantly lower than all
other treatments; in Section B 2,~-D ester was significantly
lower than all others. In both sections 2,4-D ester and 2,4-D
amine tr~~tments produced .significantly lower yields than che.ck.
Considering both sections an arbitrary grouping can be made of
treatments With respect to affect on yield: Group 1 - check,
5 pounds XTB, 3 pounds DNOSBP;Group 2 - 10 pounds XTB; Group
'3 - 2,~D ester and amine. Statistically, 10 pounds XTBdid not
differ significantly from check.

Formative or other effects were observed for all
chemical treatments. Three pounds DNOSBPcaused a transient
marginal and tip "burn" which persisted until the corn plants
were five to six inches tall. This effect was apparent whether
water had been applied the day of chemical treatment or not.

-3-



TABLE2. EFFECTPRE-~MERGENCE TREATMENTSOF.2,~D, XTB, DNON
YIELD, PLA~ HEIGHT,SILKINGDATE·ANDSTANDOF SWEET
CORN

Treatment and
Acre Rates

Tons
Snapped

Ears/Acre

Height
Corn

Inches

Date 50%
Silked

Stand of
Corn Per
25' Row

Seotion A. Irrigated Day of Treatment

5# XT#
Cheok fI
3# DNOSa:e2
10# XTB2
~# 2,4-Dester~/
1# 2,4-D amine2.

LSD5%

4.55 76.4- Aug. 27 4-9.g
4.36 77.7 If 29 49.1
4-.1~ 7~.0

If 2g 4-5.7
3.6 7 ,.4- 11 27 47.g
3.01 71.5 " 2g 4-1.6
1.96 69.4 36.1% silked 39.2

Aug. 29

0.77 2.g Highly sign. 6.9

Section B.

3# DNOSBP
5# XTB
Check
10# XTB
1# 2,4-D amine
1# 2,4-D ester

LSD5%

Not Irrigated Day of Treatment

6.00 79.6 Auge 21
5.~ 79.3 II

~a
a:g6

79.9 II

7go2 " 23
4.00 74-09 " 21
3.67 74-.0 fI 24

1.20 2.3 NS

11Five pounds isopropyl triohlorobenzoic acid, B.F. Goodrich
Chemical Co.

g; Three pounds dinitro ortho secondary butyl phenol from
"Premerge", DowChemioal Co. .

J/ Ten pounds isopropyl trioh1orobenzoic acid.

~ One pound 2,4-D acid, ester, from "Esteron Ten Ten", Dow
Chemical Co.

2/ One pound 2,4-D aCid, amine, from "Dow40", DowChemical
Co.

-4-
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Both 2,4-D amine and ester caused a bending of seedling
corn during the spike and two-leaf stage. The extent of this
effect varied with watering treatment. In Seotion A 57% of the
amlne, treated corn and 61.1-%of the ester treated oorn showed this
effect. In Seotion B, which was not irrigated the day of ohemioal
treatment, the peroentagestoTere 21 and 47, respectively.

Frequenoy of ocourrence of "onion leaf" in the 2,4-D
plots varied also with watering treatment. On the 21.1-of July in
Section A 3%of amine treated oorn and 10% of ester treated were
"onion-leafed". In Section B the percentages were 22 and 2g,
respectively.

Neither the 5 nor the la-pound rate of XTBcaused
nonion leaf". However, during the early seedling stage in Seo
tion A the 5-pound rate oaused bending of 1% of the corn, and
the la-pound rate 7%. In Section B both rates of XTBcaused
less than 1% bending. .

"Rat-tailing U at tasseling occurred only in the 2,4-D
treated plots. This type of injury, as for "onion leaf ll, was
expressed to a greater degree in Section B.

TABLE3. BROADLEAVEDWEEDANDANNUALGRASSCONTROL

Herbicide
and A¥Ije
Rat es1t

Broadleaved Weeds
No./~q: 'Means of

Ft. !5:1 Trans-
formeC\
Data,;.v

Annual Grasses
Means of

Trans
form~o,

Data21

Percent Reduo
tion of Weeds
Broad- Annual
leaved Grass

Check 25.2 1.41~ 10.2 r.ous
5# XTB ~.6 1.02 6.9 0.g96 61..9 32.3
3#/DNOSBP .g 0.766 a·b 0.66~ gO.9 61+.7
10# XTB 1.1-.1 0.706 .1 0.70 g3.7 59.g
1# 2,4-D 0.72 0..236 2,,9 0..592 97.1 71.5

amine
1# 2,4-D 0.26 0.099 log 0.1.1-40 9g.5 g2.3

ester

LSD 5% O..Ogg 0.1 27

11 Legend for herbicides in Table 2.

51Reconverted means of transformed data.

21Means of transformed data. Original data transformed using
log" v'n + 1.

-5-
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Data on the', et:tect of the various herbicides on the
control of annual broadleaved,weeds and annual grasses are found
in Table'3. The ester and amine of 2,4-n gave s'1gnificantly
better broadleaved weed control than all 'other treatments: 3
pounds DNOSBPand 10 pounds XTBwere significantly better than. "
5 pounds XT~; 5 pounds XTBwas significantly better than check.
The ester of 2,~D gave"significa.ntly better annual grass control
than all other treatments: 2,4-D amine, 3 pounds, DNOSBP,and 10
pounds XTBwere significantly better than 5 pounds XTB;5 pounds
XTBwas significantly better than check. . . ,

. , Data in Table ~ indicate a trend towards an interaotion
between herbicide treatment and differential watering on broad-
leaved weed control. '

TABLE~.' EFFEOTOF IRRLGATIONONPEROENTREDUCTIONOF BROAD
LEAVEDWEEDS!!

Herbicide
and A~~e
Rates.=!

"Irrigation TreatmentDai Herblc.ides Were APFilied
Not Irrigated dne Half ncE water One In~ Water

5# XTB
3# DN08BP
10# XTB
1# 2,4-D

amine
1# 2,4-D

ester

53.1
70.0
7g.l

. 93.5

9g.l

75.9
93.9
g9.b
99.5

99.5

62~4
go..7
g7.4
99.3

99.9

!I Percent reduction based on the mean number of weeds for t1check ll

in each irrigation treatment.

gj Legend for herbicides in ~able 2.

Discussion

A companion study indicated that DNOSBPleached to the
rooting zone of seedling corn r.esulted in a reduction in lateral
root development. Both 2,4-n amine and ester caused a somewhat
similar type of injury. Within ten days of treatment recovery
was noted in all cases, but the type of root growth made during
this period varied with herbicide. The DNinjured roots produced

-6-
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new laterals not macroscopically different from those of untreated
corn, but with a diminished frequency. In 2,4-D treated plots, on
the other hand, the numerous new laterals, occurring in clusters
along the main root, were club-like in appearance, unbranched,
shorter and of greater diameter than normal. Later observations
indicated that DNinjured roots recovered more quickly and more
completely than 2,4-D injured. It might be conjectured that this
difference in recovery is a consequence of the mode of action of
the two herbicides: DNOSBP,a contact herbioide, destroys fine
laterals without impairing the ability of the central root to
subsequently regenerate laterals normally; 2,4-D, a ~owth regu
lator, causes morphological effects (as well as other). XTB·was
not included in this companion test.

The temporary impairment of the root system oaused by
DNOSBPmight under certain rainfall combinations result in sub
sequent prolonged subnormal growth. For example, if a leaching
rain were followed by a prolonged period of drought, accompanied
by low humidity, a water deficit (and nutrient deficiencies) might
occur in the seedling plant. This effect would be aggravated if
DNOSBPis absorbed from the Boil solution and moved in the tran
spiration2~tream throughout the plant. Stimulation of respiration
by DNOSBP~might proceed to the point where complete, or rapid
regeneration, of lateral roots would be impossible because of a
carbohydrate deficit.

For the rate's of herbicides used in this experiment
it would appear that DNOSBP.and XTBare safer chemicals for pre
emergence weeding of sweet corn than 2,4-D. Different rates of
herbicides, however, particularly With respect to 2,4-D ester,
would undoubtied'l.y alter this rating. Comparisons should be made
on the basis of phytotoxic equivalents. Observations have indi
cated that 3 pounds of DNOSBPand 1 pound 2,4-D amine, under ideal
conditions, are about equal in effect on broadleaved weeds and
annual gI'asses. Data in the present test indicate that for pre
emergence application 10 pounds XTBis equivalent to 3 pounds
DNOSBP. However, on the basis of phytotOXic equivalents the
safety rating 9f XTBis somewhat obscure. The consistent numer
ically higher yields from DNOSBPand check treatments over 10
pounds XTB (Table 2) lead to the suspicion that further testing
might result in a statistical advantage for DNOSBP.

On the basis of the present experiment the herbioides
tested may be rated for over-all weed control effectiveness in
the following order: 1 pound 2,4-D ester and amine most effec
tive; 3 pounds DNOSBPand 10 pounds XTBintermediate; 5 pounds
XTBleast effeotive.

y Robbins, Crafts, and Raynor. 1952.. nWeed Control", Second
Edition, page 173. McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., NewYork.

-7-
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Comparisons of 3 pounds DNOSBPand I pound 2,4-D amine
over a five-year period do not, however, indioate superiority for
2,4-D amine (Table 5). The peroent reduotion in broadleaved weeds
during this period was 76~7 for 3 pounds DNOSBPand 73.~ for I
pound 2,4-D amine. These figures are the averages of treatments
applied at various times, from five days before orop emergence to
the day of crop emergence.

TABLE5. PERCENTREDUCTIONOF WEEDSFOLLOWINGPRE-EMERGENCE
TREATMENTWITH2,~-D AMINEANDALKANOLAMINESALTSOF
DNOSBP,19~9-1953 . .

Herbioide All Blocks Inoluded For Only Those Blooks in
and A£7e Broad- Innua! Which Control Was Obtained
Rates_ - leaved Grass Grass

6# DNOSBP 7~.O a6•1 ' 65.1
3# DNOSBP 7 4- 7·W a6•2
1# 2,~-D amine 73: -+2. 9.5

LSD5% NS 3g.g NS

!I Legend for herbicides in Table 2.

g; An increase oompared to oheok.

-8-
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gave satisfaotory control when applied when the grass was in the
one to two-leaf stage as well as during germination and emerging
stages.

XTB, apparently, is an effective herbicide only if it
is applied b~fore weed emergence. In other tests ten pounds XTB
applied to annual grasses and broadleaved weeds in the ootyledonary
and one to three-leaf stage did not give measurable control.

s~~

Acre rates of one pound 2,4-D acid from an ester
formulation, one pound 2,4-D aoid from an amine formulation,
five and ten pounds of isopropyl trichlorobenzoic acid, and
three pounds of dinitro ortho secondary butyl phenol from an
alkanolamine salt were applied to Katahdin Gold sweet corn at
emergence. Three hours after herbicides were applied one half
the block was irrigated sufficiently to wet the soil to a depth
of three inches; the second half received O.~ inch of rain six
days after treatment.

The ester and amine of 2,4-D gave significantly better
broadleaved weed control than all other treatments: 3 pounds
DNOSBPand 10 pounds XTBwere significantly better than 5 pounds
XTB; 5 pounds XTBwas significantly better than cheek. The ester
of 2,4-D gave signifioantly better annual grass control than all
other treatments: 2,4-D amine, 3 pounds DNOSBP,and 10 pounds
XTBwere significantly better than 5 pounds XTB; 5 pounds XTBwas
signifioantly better than check.

Yields from 2,4-D ester and 2,4-D amine plots were
significantly lower than for check plots. Five and ten pounds
isopropyl triohlorobenzoic acid and three pounds DNOSBPdid not
signifioantly reduce yields.

-9-
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A COMPARISONOF VARIOUSHERBICIDESONSWEETCORl'fGRCNm
UNDERBOTHIRRIGATEDANDNON-IRRIGATEDCONDITIONS- 1953

Allan H. Katea l

The success or failure of many herbicides has been attributed
to moisture conditions of the soil at the time of and immediately
after their application. The purpose of this investigation was to
obtain information on the effects of various chemical treatments
on the stand, yield of sweet corn and weed control, when two
different moisture c ondi,tiona were main.tained during the period of
application.

Procedure

The tests were made on a Sassafras sandy loam, coilWning
about 1.2 per cent organic matter. After conventional seed bed
preparation. with final fitting,.immediately before planting, Golden
Cross variety of sweet corn was planted on June 15. . .

Three replications in randomized blocks were treated in both
irrigated and non-irrigated areas. Plots were 4 rows wide by 36.3
feet long, each 0.01 acre in size.' Herbicides were applied wl~ a
Hudson knapsack sprayer fitted with a #8004 Tee-jet nozzle. All
chemicals were applied in water at the rate of 20 gallons per
plantod acre in a band 12-14 inches over the row.

The rainfall data as collected at Seabrook, N. J., dates and
rates of applying additional water by overhead. irrigation, appear
in Table I.

. The check (hand weeded and cultivated) received these treat
ments twice before weed and stand counts were made. All plots
received two cultivations after the counts were made.

Weed and stand counts were made on July 15. Weed counts
were of 2 strips on the 2 center rows, each strip 2 feet by 6
inches. Stand oounts were of 100 feet of row. Yiold data collect
ed on September 1 consisted of snapped ears from 25 feet of row
from the 2 center rows.

The broadle.af weod population consisted of lambsguarter
(Chenopodium album), red root (Amaranthus retroflex.us), rag weed
(Ambrosia sPP.) a few annual morning glory (Ipomc.a spp.).,·
Crabgrass (Digi taria sanguinalis), and few barnyard grasses
(Echinochloa crusgalli).

lResaarch and Development of Herbicides, Seabrook Farming Corp.,
Bridgeton, NewJersey
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~~cussion of Results

A s\llJl1l18.rYof results froIlf"'the twenty-fi:ve chemical treatments
and eheeka, :both weeded and n'on-wbeded/ appears in Tables II and
III, irrigated and non-irrigated areas, respectively.

Analysis of variance indicated that the results of all counts
due to treatment are highly significant, except the broadleaf weed
counts from the irrigated section.

All pre-emergence treatments resulted in better weed control
when the soil moisture conditions were conducive to rapid aoed
germination. In the i;,rigated area, more weeds per unit area re
sulted with the grasses in dominance. In the dry area the broad
leaf weeds wore in dominance.

'rhe treatments of Premerge at both 4i and 6 potmds resulted
in good wc~d control when applied between planting and emergence

. of the corn. There is a trend towards better weed control under
drY conditions by the heavier rate of the dinitro. At both'rates
a reduction in stand and a corresponding reduction in yield re
sulted from post-emergence application,,16 days after planting.
Severe burning of the plant foliage was observed shortly after
the application was made.

Dowicide G at 15 pounds at both pre- and post-emergence
applications, under both wet and dry soil conditions, resulted
in very good weed control without a detrimental effect to the
sweet corn.

Of the pre-emergence 2,4-D treatments, the 2,4-D Amine-Wax
emulsion at 11pounds resulted in a stand and yield reduction in
sweet corn when irrigation followed the treatment. During the
growing season observations revealed some hormone ty.pe injury to
all 2,4-D treated plots. By harvest these had largely disappeared
without an adverse effect occurring to stand or yield. The low
volatile ester of 2,4-D appeared to be safer to use on sweet corn
under the condi tiona of this experiment.

With the post-emergence treatments of 2,4-D using 1/8 and ~
pound of the amine and 1/8 pound of the low volatile ester, the
degree of effective weed control is reflected in the yield. In
both areas the yield is comparable to the weedy check and signi
ficantly lower than the hand-weeded and eul ti vated check.

The eMU treatments of i and 1 pound resulted in more effective
weed control when followed by irrigation. The higher rate caused
a chlorotic condition to the sweet corn in both areas, which was
visible throughout most of the growing aeason, The yields on these
plots were also adversely affected.

-2-
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The weed control, due to the application of Crag Herbicide #1
and Sesin each at 3 pounds per acre" was accentuated by the addi
tion of water after application. In comparing these two treatments,
Crag Herbicide #1 showed a trend toward better weod control and
more adverse effect to the yield of sweet corn.

Chloro I.P .C. at both 4 and 6 pound rates under both soil
moisture conditions rasultod in severe yield reductions.

Conclusion

The Premergc treatments at 4i and 6 Lbs , applied at tha day
of planting, at .3 days after planting, and at emergence of sweet
corn effectivcl:;v controlled both proadleaf and grass weods with
out a detrimental effect to the corn. When applied under dry
soil condi tiona at tho earlier stages of growth of the sweet corn,
the higher rate resulted in a trend toward better weed control.

Dowicide G at IS pounds per acre, although very disagreeable
to handle, resulted in effective weed control with no damage to
the sweet corn at both times of treatment, day of planting, and
post emergence.

Cf the 2,4-D treatments, the low volatile ester treatments
appears to be safer to use on sweet corn grawn on a sandy loam
soil. Various degrees of injury were apparent on all 2,4-D
treated plots.

Tho tolerance range of sweet corn to CMUwas very narrow
under tho condi tiona of this experiment.

Acknowledgemont:

Thanks arc expressed to T.E.A. van Hylckama, Seabrook Farming
Corp., Bridgeton, NewJersey for advice and assistanco in the
statistical analysis of the data.
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Table I. Showing the Rainfall Data as Collected at Seabrook, N. J.
and the Water Added by Irrigation.

Rainfall
Inches

6-13 0.05
6-14 0.51
6-15*
6-18*
6-23* Trace
6-26
6-29 0.06
6-30 0.03
7-1 *
7-3 0.14
7-5
7-7 0.50
7-9 0.66

Irrigation
Inches

0..50
0.50
0.50
oSO

0.50

0.50

* Treatment Date - 0, 3, 8, 16 days after planting.

The Herbicides Used, Their Formulations
and Their Source

Chemical' !£tive Ingredient Source

Chloro I.P.C. Isopropyl N 3-chlorophenyl California Spray
carbamate Chemical

CNU . 3-(p-Chlorophenyl)-1,1- DuPont
Dimethyl Urea.

Crag Herbicide #1 Sodium 2,4-Dichlorophe- Carbide &: Carbon
noxyethYl sulfate

Dowicide G Sodium Penta chlorophenate Dow
Premerge Alkanolamine andPropano- Dow

lamine of Dini tro Ortho
secondary butyl phenyl

Soluble Cyanamid lYIonosodium cyanamide American Cyanamid
Sesin 2,4-Dichlorophenoxyethyl Carbide &: Carbon

benzoate
2,4-D lunine Triethanolamine sait of American Chem. Paint

2,4-D AmineWax
2,4-D
Emulsion of above 2,4-D Johnson Wax
l~ine and W5709 (Water
Emulsion Wax)

2,4-D LVEster 2,4-D l:..cid, Butaxy Ethanol I..merican Chemical
Ester
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Table II. The Etfect of 27 Treatments on Woodsand Stand and Yield of Sweet Corn whenWet Soil Cong;t.ions
Followed their APplication. _

Treatment Broadleaf*
Chemical Rate/Acre Day l ..fter Pltg. Weeds Grasses-l*" St.and:** Yie1d***

1 Promorge 4.5 1bs. 0 0 6.0 46.0 1.70
2 Premerge 4.5 1bs. 3 . 0 6.6 45.6 9.00
3 ,Fremerge " 4.5 1bs. 8 '0 3.6 52.6 7.53
4 Premerge 4.5 1bs. 16 ·0 9.3 ·49.3 6.66
5 Premerge 6..0 1bs. 0 0 . ·5.3 56.6 9.16
6 Premerge 6.0 1bs. 3 0 2.0 50.3 8.73
7 Premerge .. 6.0 1bs. 8 0 1.3 57.0 10.80
8 Premerge 6.,0 1bs. 16 0.3 5..3 36.6 6.10
9 Dowicide G 15..0 Lbs, 0 0.3 4.0 51.3 10.00

10 Dowicide G 15.0 1bs. 16 0 6.0 56.0 9..00
11 2,4D AmineWax .15 Ibs. 0 0.3 1.6 50.6 9.20
12 2,40 l.mine Wax 1.5 1bs. 0 0 4.0 33.0 5.86
13 2,40 LV .751bs. 0 0 3.6 51.6 9.36
14 2,4D LV 1.5 1bs. 0 0.6 7.3 46.0 11.03
15 2,4D LV 1/8 lb. 16 0 10.0 56.3 5.76
16 2,4D Amine 1/8 lb. 16 '·4.3 17.6 52.0 5..63
17 2,4D Amine 1/4 lb. 16 . 1,0 8.3 60.6 4.76
18 CMU .5 lb. 0 '0 4.0 45.0 9.13
19 CMU 1.0 Ibs. 0 0 100 43.0 5.20
20 C.H. #1 3.0 Ibs. 0 a LO 36.3 8.30
21 Sesin 3.0 Ibs. a 0.3 . 5..6 52.6 9.33
22 C..l.P ..C. 4.0 lbs. 0 0.3 1.3 34.3 5.03
23 C.l.P .C. 6.0 Ibs .. 0 0 . 0 23.6 3..00
24 Soluble Cyanamid 10.0 1bs. 8 1.0 14.6 50.0 6.83
25 Soluble Cyanam'd 20.0 Ibs" 8 1.3 6.3 49.0 8.30
26 Check (Cultivated and Handweedcd) '0 0 55..3 13.43
27 Check 9.3 30.0 53.3 ).96

L.S.D. 5%Level 5.4 10.5 18.2 3099
L.S.D. 1%Level N.S. 13.9 24.2 5.32

* 2 Square feet. - ** 100 feet. of' Row- *** 25 feet. of Row.
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Table III. The Effect. of 27 Treatments on Weedsand Stand and Yield of Sweet.C'ornwhen Dry Soil Conditions
Followed 'lheir iLpp1ication..

Treatment Broadlcaf*
Chemical Rate/Acre Day~ !4t~r~~._ Weeds Graaaea* S-tand:** y ielcl*lt*. __.... ---

..+-

,
1 Premerge 4.5 Lbs, 0 2.6 3..3 43.6 9.03
2 Premerge 4.5 Ibs." 3 1.3 1.3 49.3 ':.LO..03
3 Premerge 4.5 Ibs. 8 1.0 1.3 41.3 9.53
4 Premcrgc 4.5 Ibs. 16 . 0..6 2.6 33.0 , 8.97
5 Premerge 6.0 Iha. 0 0.6 3.6 40.6 11.73
6 Prcmerge 6.0 Iba. 3 0 1.3 49.3 10.43
7 Premergc 6.0 Iba. 8 0.3 2.6 43.6 ' 9.93
8 Premerge 6.0 Iba. 16 1.0 1.0 9.3 ' 2..33
9 Dowicidc G 15.0 Ibs .. 0 2,,3 2.0 50.3 10.43

10 Dowicide G 15.0 Ibs. 16 2.0 3.6 41.6 9.63
11 2,4D lWne Wax .751ba. 0 4..6 5.0 42.6 -9.16
12 2,4D AmineWax 1.5 1hs. 0 3.6 6.0 48.6 11.06
13 2'4D LV .75 1ba. 0 4.6 6.0 49.3 '8.73
14 2,4D LV 1..5 1bs. 0 1.3 3..3 39.0 9.23
15 2,4DLV 1/8 lb. 16 1.0 5.6 52.0 8.66
16 2,4D Amino 1/8 lb. 16 2~6 8.0 47.3 8.53
17 2,4D Amine 1/4 lb. 16 '2.6 ).0 43.6 9..43
18 CMU 1/2 lb. 0 2.3 6.3 46.0 -7..87
19 CMU L.O Lba , 0 . "1.3 7.6 46.6 5.16
20 CH#1 3.0 1bs. 0 1.Q 5.0 43.0 7.96
21 Soain 3.0 1bs'. 0 3..6 6.0 46.3 9.80
22 eIre 4~o 1ba. 0 2..3 6..6 43.3 5.40
23 ClP 6.0 1bs. 0 5..6 2..6 45.0 -6.10
24 Sotub1e Cyanamid 10.0 Lbs, 8 2.0 12..6 46.0 9.07
25 SolUble CYanamid 20.0 1bs. 8 1.6 6.3 41..3 9.07
26 Check (Cultivated and Handweeded) 0 0 46.6 12.00
27 Check 19.0 10.6 47.3 8.80
L.S.D. 5%level 8.4 6.5 12..4 2.95

1%level
-~ ..... .

11..2 8..6 16.5 3.94co
0 * 2 Square feot - '**100 feot of Row- -ih'f-:Jt-25 feet of Row
C\l

-6-
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RESULTSWITH POST EMERGENCEAPPLICATIONSOF DNOSBP
IN SWEETCORNI

Richard J" Aldrich 2

Applications of DNOSBpshortly after corn has emerged may
provide advantages in weed control over pre-emergence applica
tions. Since many of the weeds emerge at about the same time as
the corn, the chemical would be applied contact to many of the
weeds. This would avoid part of the hazard associated with heavy
rains immediately folloWing a pre-emergence treatment which can
result in poor weed control.

The present test was initiated to evaluate the weed control
potentialities and effects on sweet corn of post-emergence ap
lications of a DNOSBPamine salt.

EXPERIMENTAL

Methods

One and one~half and three pounds of a DNOSBPamine salt
were applied to Carmelcross sweet corn in the folloWing stages
of growth: emergence (90%),2 to 3 leaf, 3 to 5 leaf, and 5
to 7 leaf ~ Applicati ons were made in 20 gallons, of water per
acre; the first treatment was made May 19. Plots were 2 hills
wide and 13 hills long with a:hill spacing of 42 x 21 inches.

Observations were made of effects of the treatments on the
corn plants; total yield, number of ears, and maturity were re
corded~ Weed counts were made June 12. Immediately after the
weed counts were recorded the area was cultivated and hand-hoed
and normal cultivation practices were followed during the remain
der of the growing season.

Resul ts

Observations of the sweet corn seedlings immediately after
treating indicated that the degree of leaf burning increased as
the size of the plant at treating increased. Plants treated at
emergence showed little evidence of burning. The ef'fects of the
treatments on sweet corn yields are given in table 1. Differ
ences in yield between rates of DN0SBPwere not significant.
Records of' maturity did not show any adverse affects f'rom treat
ment. It appears that the initial burning. on seedlings had no
affect on yield.

lCooperative study between the New Jersey Agr~cultural Experi
ment Station and the Division of Weed Investigations, ARS,
USDA.

2Agronomist, Division of Weed Investigations, ARS, USDA.
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Weed control data are given in table 2. The primary weeds
in the test area were crabgrass (Digitaria sp.), pigweed
maranthus retroflexus), and lambsquarters (Chenopodium album).

e weed counts indicate that time of treatment had little effect
on control of broadleaved weeds; effective control was obtained
with both rates although it is apparent that 3 pounds provided
consistently better control. Crabgrass was effectively controlled
only by treatment at emergence of the sweet corn ..

SUMMARY

Resul ts of one yoar f s teet of post -emergence applica ti ons
of DNOSBPin sweet corn indicate that the method warrants fur
ther investigation. Considering injury to the corn seedlings
and total weed control it appeared that troatment at emergence
of the corn was more promising than later treatments ..

Table 1. Tons of Sweet Corn Ears Per Acre, New Brunswick, N. J.
1953.

Stage of
sweet corn
when treated

Emergence
2-3 leaf
3-5 leaf
5-7 leaf

L.S.D. .05

Check

5.28
6.85
4.84
5.04

Ii Ibs.
DNOSBP
amine

5.38
6.97
5,80
5.23

3 Ibs.
DNOSBP
amine

5.18
5,,73
5.02
5.14

Average all
rates

5.28
6.52
5.22
5.14

.75

Ave. all stages 5.50 5.84= 5.27

Table 2. Weeds Per Square Foot, New Brunswick, N. J., 1953.

stage of
sweet corn
when treated

Check
Broad-
leaves Grasses

If Ibs.
DNOSBPamine

Broad-
leaves Grasses

3 Ibs.
DN'OSBPamine

Broad-
leaves Grasses

Ave. all stages 83.1

Emergence
2-3 leaf
3-5 leaf
5-7 leaf

89.3
80.1
88.2
74.8

27.3
26.8
22.5
29.6

26.6

5.3
7.6

12.9
8.5

8.6

-2-

6.0
27.5
33.3
23.6

2.5
0.5
3.4
1.6

1.6
11.7
37.0
25.7

19.0
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Further Studiep wi~hCRAG Herbicide 1 (SES}l
on Ornamentals and Nursery Stock

• '. 2J. A. Kramer, Jr. and L0 J. King

It has been demonstrated that aqueous applications of CRAGHerbicide 1
(sodium 2-(2,4-dichlorophenoxyethyl sulfate), SES, to the aerial parts of the
plants at dosages that will kill germinating weed seeds are non-phytotoxic and
physiologically inactive 3• The herbicide is converted to its active form upon
contact with the soil, suggesting a microbial breakdown 4• .

. '. CRAGHerbicide 1 (SES) is being widely evaluated on nurs~ry stock,
shrubs and flowers 5• It is also commercially recommended for weed control in
established plantings such as strawberries, asparagus, sweet and field corn.

This paper is a continuation of the earlier work on ornamentals and
nursery stock carried on in the past years by commercial nurserymen and points
out the savings both in hand labor and money to be achieved by using CRAG.Herbi
cide 1 (SES) in controlling weeds.

Results and Discussions

In addition to including the results of cooperators, reports of work
done by the authors at the Boyce Thompson Institute during the summer of 1953
are also included.

. The management of Dugan Nurseries 6 .has been using CRAGHerbicide 1
(S,ES) for three years. The plants they treated (Table 1) were rooted cuttings
and one year old stock. The rooted cuttings were set out in the field on
June 1 and CRAGHerbicide 1 (SES) at 2 Ibes. per acre was applied on the follow
ing dates: June 10, July 10" and August 10. There was no apparent injury to

I SES is the new designated name for CRAGHerbicide 1

2Fellows, Boyce Thompson Institute for Plant Research, Inc. and the Carbide
and Carbon Chemicals Company, Yonkers, New York.

3Herbicidal Properties of Sodium 2,4-D1chlorophenoxyethyl Sulphate.
L. J. King, J. A. Lambrech, and T. p. Finn. Contrib. Boyce Thompson Inst.,
(16/4)= 191-208, October-December 1950.

"Biological' Activation of Sodium 2-(2,4-Dichlorophenoxy}Ethy1 Sulfate by
Bacillus CereusVar. ~coides. A. J. V1itos. Contrib. Boyce Thompson Inst.,
(16/9)= 435-438, January-March 1952.

5CRAGHerbicide 1 (Sodium 2-(2,4-dichlorophenoxyethy1 sulfate) for Prevent
ing Weeds in Flowers, Shrubs and Nursery Stock. T. P. Finn, L. J. King,
A. J. Vlitos. Presented at the 1953 Northeastern Weed Cont., published in
Proceedings of the Northeastern' Weed Cont. 1954.

%gan Nurserie a, Perry, Ohio.
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any of the plants and good weed control was obtained. The same applications
were applied to the one year old stock and the results were the same as those
obtained in the rooted cuttings. A heavy weed population plus the problem of
voluntary grape seedlings had existed at the nursery but CRAGHerbicide I
(SES) controlled these two problems. It took 400 hour·s of hand labor last
year to weed one-quarter acre of rooted cuttings, while this year only 40
hours of hand labor were required after three applications qf CRAGHerbi-
cide 1 (SES). '. . .... . . ,

,.>/ " <

At the Nagel Bulb Farml, CRAGHerbicide 1 (SES) was applied both
as pre-emergence and post-emergence sprays to 50 acres of gladioli. The
chemical was applied with a tractor mounted sprayer of a 100 gallon capacity
and applied at the rate of 3 lbs. of the herbicide to 40 gals. of water per
acre. The first application was applied eight days after planting as pre
emergence spray.q The second application was applied four weeks later after
the plants had emerged. The entire acreage was sprayed with no attempt to
avoid the gladioli. While arens planted to bulblets were sprayed three
times, only two applica.tions were needed in the lc.rge bulbs since they soon
outgrew the weeds that appeared later in the season.

CRAGHerbicide 1 (SES) eliminated at least 95%of the weeds. It
was estimated that this saved the Nagel Farm at least $2,000 in weeding wages',
plus the grief of getting the weeds pulled by hand labor.

The· Conner and Amos2 nursery obtained good resuits with CRAGH~rbi
cide 1 (SES) even under conditions of high soil moisture and excessive crab
grass popUlation. The liners including Ilex, Juniper and Tams were set out
and then irrigated. The fields were then allowed to drain sufficiently to
permit spray equipment in to apply the herbicide. Applications up to 3t lbs.
per acre were applied once a monbh, The fields were irrigated once a week
when necessary with a little less than an inch of water. They obtained satis
factory results and no visible injury to the plants was observed. The plant
varieties that were grown in the test areas are listed in Table 2.

Test plots were set up at the Institute rose garden in beds contain
ing well established rose plants. The plots were cultivated prior to treatment
and CRAGHerbicide I (SES) was applied at the rate of :3 Lba, per acre at two
different times during the summer. Excellent weed control was obtained and no
injury was observed to the plants or to the flowers.

Petunia transplants and gladioli bulbs were planted in the field on
June 8. The plots were cultivated and CRAGHerbicide I (SES) was applied on
June 27 and July 29 at the rate of 3 lbs. per acre. When the herbicide was
applied, the spray was directed over the entire plots including the plants
and no injury to the petunias or gladioli resulted from the treatment. The
CRAGHerbicide I (SES) plots were weed-free during the entire period of the
tests (Ta.ble 3).

lNagel Bulb Farm, Rural Route 2, Kalamazoo, Michigan.

2Conner and Amos, Inc., Charleston, West Virginia.

- 2 -
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In the above experiments the herbicide was applied at the rate of

about 100 gallons per ncre using a 1 gal. hand operated sprayer.

Whenapplied to newly cultivated weed free soil, CRAGHerbicide 1
(SES) has proven to be an effective and a safe herbicide for the prevention
of both weed seed germination and seedling growth in established plantings
of a large number of species and varieties of bulbs, ornamentals, and nursery
stock.

Holly

Nursery Stock Treated at
CQDPor&Amos. Inc,

Table 1

Nursery StGck Treated at
Dugan Nurserz

Ilex crenate rotundifolia
Ilex crenata convexa
Juniper hiburnioa
Juniper pfitzeriana
Arborvitae pyrimidalas
Tnxus cuspidate.
Taxus media hioks!i
Euonymousrudicnns colorota
Euonymouspatens

Table 3

Holly

Juniper

Yew

Table 2

Ilex crenata convexa
Ilex crenata rotundifolia
Ilex crenata microphylla
Ilex crenata helleri
Ilex crenata burfordi
Ilex crenata glas
Juniper chinensis pfitzeriana
Juniper horizontalis plumosa
Taxua ouspidate
Taxua hunnewelliana

Weed Giant Lavencar and
with CRAGHerbicide 1 SEa

§eries I

Roses
Control

§eries II

Petunias
Control

Gladiolus
Control

Rate
Ibae/acre WeedRatingl

1
3

1
:3

1
3

Toxicity Rating
to Plant 2

A
A

A
A

A
A

lweed Rating: 1 • exoel1ent weed oontrol
2 = fair weed control
3 • no weed control

2roxicity Rating:
A • no injury

Series I: Treated 6/11/53 and 7/15/53, Reading 9/17/53

Series II: Planted 6/8/53, Treated 6/29/53 and 7/30/53, Reading 9/22/53

- :3-
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Defoliation of Nursery Stock with Copper Salta and Endothal

A; M. S. Pridham and Robert Hsu, Cornell University
I

Defoliation as a harvest aid must not injure buds, twigs or stems since
quality of nursery stock would be seriously impaired.

Roses and California rrivet represent two important nursery crops.
There are, however, mny other species and varieties grown. Many species
do not ripen and go through a dormant period as native woody plants do.
Growth slows down but the leaves conttnue green and intact till k:l.lled
by frost. Satlsf'ac'tory defoliation is not a simple mtter of killing
foliage or inducing leaf fall.

Nursery stock in New York State 1s largely dug in October to December,
At these times temperatures are usually below 600pt and often in the low
50s or 408, In our experience mDy defoliants are of limited va.lue at
temperatures below 60OF.

Present work is based on a suggestion from the nursery industry that
copper sulfate has been used on occasion for defolia.ting roses and that
copper is more active in cold than in warm weather.

The experimental procedure used was to screen chemicals over a range
of concentrations and temperatures under laboratory conditions. A second
series of screening tests was done outdoors in August or September and a
third and final test run under similated or actual commercial conditions
with field equipment.

Table 1.

4069 1 :50 CuS04 Hi 4069and CuS04
--L..:L --L..L ...1.. ..L
35 45 60 90 85 100

o 35 0 0 0 50

o 0 30 30 60 80

o 0 0 85 0 45

8.7 20 22.5 51.3 36.3 68.7

Percent of leaflet defoliation at 50~ in Rose
Better Times 3 and 7 days after treatment in
the laboratory.

_." -Defoliant and reaction time in days
Control
J. ..L
o 0

o 0

o 5
o 0

o 1.3

Date of
test

3/30
4/8
5/4
7/30
Mean

Laboratory tests were run with four samples per treatment. Sprayed
foliage was placed in pint bottles which were sealed with I;ll.raffin.
Defoliation was permitted to Proceed in the' dark' at constant temperatures
over a range from 400 to eo'T. Records were made daily once defoliation
began. The bottles were tapped vigorously to encourage leaf fall.

The data presented follow preliminary scoeening ito establish likely
concentration levels. The temperatures of 50 and 8o'-':Fwere chosen to
determine response at lower and upper limits that are likely to be met
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in the field. Humidity in the bottles is high and constant. This differs
from field conditions.

Each treatment is the average of four individual samples. Mean values
(Table 1) are thus based on four runs of four samples. Endothal (4069)
1 :500 is below the commercial recommendation. Copper sulfate ~ in pre
liminary tests could be increased two or three fold before foliage injury
would be serious. Copper sulfate used at ~ appears to have definite
properties as a defoliant for ROse :Better Times. The combination of
endothal with copper sulfate gave on the average earlier and. more de
foliation than either defoliant alone. '!he combination did not produce
injury to buds or twigs and no immedia te injury of visible type to leaves.

lJ&ble 2. Per cent defoliation in outdoor Roses tll3etter Times" and
tlCavalcade" 7 days after· spraying foliage to drip stage,

August 12, 1953.
Iodoacetic Combination

4069 4069 CUS~4 CuC12 acid 4b69 and
Control l:lQ2 1:;00 t' Jf. 2C,0 ppm additive

Rose :Better Times

2 96 81 100
37 81 43

96 100 100
37 100 98

96 93 100
37 93 100

ROSIE!Cavalcade

0 14 22 81
8 22 30

14 16 25
8 16 63

14 31 73
8 31 56

Four samp'Iea were included in each average used to indicate response
to treatment. Percentages were based on rating rather than on leaflet or
foliage counts.

In addition to copper sulfate, copper chloride and a.lso iodoacetlc
acid show defoliant properties under warm weather col'lditions of 70-80?
prevailing outdoors in August 1953.

Two Rose varieties show improved defoliation when copper salta or
iodoacetic acid was used with endothal.

In September 1953 commercial defoliation of roses was undertaken at
Tyler, Texas .in cooperation with Dr. Elton Lyle of the Texas Rose Research

- 2 -
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FoUIldation and Mr. Donald Vanderbrook of the C. V.I. Stuart Nurseries of
Newark, N. Y. Applications were based on 2 pounds of active ingredient of
endothal per acre applied by gear pump at 50 psi driven by tractor power
take off. Copper sulfate was used at l~ (CuS04 511204).

Defoliation began two days after treatment. Plants were dug the
third day after treatment. The majority of variettes responded sa.tis
factorily and after being cut back and bundled for shipment 90~ or more
of the foliage had dropped.

Samples of the Rose "Red Jacket" both hand defoliated and chemically
defoliated were followed through to the consumer. Greenhouse grown samples
have survived equally well from band as from chemical defoliation.

At least 1,000 plants of each of the following varletieswere sprayed
with endothal 1:20 in September: Amie QUinard, Baby Chateau, Blaze, Caval
cade, Charlotte Armstrong, Countess Vandal, Doubloons, Dr. Nicholas,
Golden Salmon, Improved lafayette, Mrs. Finch, Peace, Pinocchio, Red
Jacket and World's Fair. The use of copper sulfate 'With the endothal
speeded up def:;)l1ation and found favor 'With the nurserymen concerned in
growing and preJ;ariDg the plants for market. The ba.lance of the crop 1s
to be defoliated before digging. Early reports indicate equally good
results in November at Tyler as in September.

Ligustrum ovalifolium. In addition to Roses, California Privet is
grown in large amounts. This plant, like the rose, tends to continue to
hold its foliage till actually killed by frost. Ligustrum ovalifolium has
been used as a test crop for screening defoliants. Its response to copper
sa.lts, iodoacetic acid and other chemicals is given in the following tables.

The effectiveness of copper salts used with endothal at 500r isevi
dent in the response of Ligustrum ovalifolium as it was in the case of Rose
Better Times and Cavalcade. Iodoacetic acid as used with Ligustrum 2!!!.!
folium is a poor defoliant in ita own right a.nd of value only at lov
levels of endothal as an additive.

For most of the shrubs tested the use of copper salts has been effec
tive in bringing about defoliation a.nd in making endothal more effective.
Hibiscus is an exception am We1gela failed to respond to defoliants alone
or in combination in these tests. Iodoacetic acid did not sbov defoliant
properties under field conditions.

Discussion

When copper sulfate was added to endothal and defoliation proceeded
at lov temperature· (500p» improved defoliation resulted in Rose Better
Times and Cavalcade; also in Ligustrum oval1fol1um am several other
species of shrubs except Hibiscus.

- 3 -
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Table 3. Per cent defoliation in ~strum oval1folium 7 days after
spraying till foliage drips. Four twig samples of
10 leaves held in the dark in pint bottles at 500,.

Control

a. 0

b. 0

c. 0

a..o
e. 0

86.5

4069 CuS°4 CUC~ Iodoacetic Combination
1:500 --iL f& . acid :200 pm 4069-addit ive

6.6 70.6

13.3 9.5 23.8

10.0 20.0 30.0

0.0 81.5

10.0 0.0 22.0

a. Average of 3 runs of 4 samples per treatment.

b. Average of 4 runs of 4 samplee pertrea tment •

c. Avera.g~ for 1 run of 4 samples per treatment.

d. Average of 2 runs of 4 samples per treatment.

e. Average of 2 runs of 4 samples per treatment.

During August and again in late September the addition of copper sul
fate to endothal did not interfere with the effectiveness of endothal and
ratherconB1stently speeded up defoliation of roses. under field coIlditions
a t Tyler, Texas in September 1953.

In addition to copper sulfate, copper Chloride also showed defoliant
properties and increased the effectiveness' ,Of endothal.

$,odoacetic acid was found to increase the effectiveness of endothal
at 50 F under field cond;;,tions for roses but iodoacetic acid as used in
these tests did not in itself evidence as marked defoliant properties as
did the copper salts.

- 4 -
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Table 4. Percent defoliation in outdoor plantings of deciduous
shrubs umer warm weather of August 1953. Twigs
sprayed till foliage dripped.

Todoacet it -·Combina ti on
Plant tested 4069 CuS°4 CuC~ acid 4069 and
outdoors Control 1:100 j! .J1.: 200ppm additive

Berberis Thunbergii 0 75 5 100
75 5 100
75 0 100

Forsythia spectab11is 0 7 0 37
7 45 83

Hibiscus syriacuB 0 80 0 60
80 5 75

Ligustrum amurensis 0 100 4 100
100 100 100
100 100 100

L1guatrum 1bo11um 0 95 87 6~

Regel1anum 95 95 100
95 0 8

Ligustrum ova1ifolium 0 3 5 8
0 75 100 100

75 100 100
75 0 100

Spiraea. Bumalda. a 100 75 75
100 75 75
100 8 75

Syringa. vulgaris 0 100 100 100
100 0 100
100 a 100

Weige la. floribunda - no defoliation with any treatment

- 5 -
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Screening Te!ts of Defoliants for Nursery stock

A. M. S. Pridham and Robert Hsu, Cornell University

It has recently been demonstrated by Ball (1) that leaves on twigs cut
from cotton plants can be induced to defoliate by' ethylene chlorohydrin
application under laboratory conditions. Hall (1) also demonstrated that
by application of growth regulators the amount of defoliation per unit of
time was reduced from that found with ethylene pbilorohydrin alone. Hall
suggested that defoliation may be related to the ethylene auxin balance in
the abscission zone.

Ethylene has been shown by many workers to induce abscission of leaves.
Ethylene is often reported as one of the constituents of illuminating gas.
Goodspeed, McGee and Hodgson (2) studied the effect of the individual con
stituents of the illuminating gas used in their laboratories. Nicotiam
Taba.cum varieties and Ci true sinensis varieties were used as experimental
plants. The criteria of induced abscission was a reduction in the time
from treatment to fall of first blossoms as comp:l.red with untreated controls.

Goodspeed et a L, reported induction of flo;yer drop by CO2 10%, carbon
monoxide 1<>%,and ethylene 5%. No induction of abscission was brought about
by hydrogen 10% or 20% nor by methane 10%. Acetylene was not studied by
Goode peed , The presently useful defoliant endothal has a characteristic
odor somewhat like acetylene or like ammonia; hence both gases were in
cluded in the present screening tests.

The purpose of the present tests was to explore the possibilities of
induced abscission of leaves by the use of acetylene, ammonia, metbane,
carbon dioxide ,carbon monoxtde , and nitrogen. A second purpose was to
determine the effect .of additions of growth regUlator to the foliage
immediately prior to treating the foliage with the defoliant.

Wetmore and Jacob (3) have reported a relation between auxin content
and leaf age in Coleus. They have also indicated that when the leaf blade,
as a source of auxin, is removed growth regulators applied to the cut
petiole retard its abscission.

Present tests began with examimtion of the interval of time taken for
abscission of Coleus petioles after deblading. Explants (Tables 1 and 2)
were used for this purpose and the perfornance of the petiolea of each
node from the youngeat to the oldest was noted seISrately. In addition to
deblad~ng, the explants were dipped momentarily in the growth regulator
alpha naptlthalene acetic acid pre};ared in a range of concentrations to
parallel and exceed natural auxin levels reported by Wetmore and Jacob (3).

The next step (Tables 2, 3 and. '4) was to treat debladed Coleus petioles
with ethylene by using distilled water satura.te~ with C.p. ethylene gas
from a "lecture bottle" source. Specific volumes of ethylene saturated
water were transferred to pint culture bottles in which test explants had
been placed. The bottles were capped and immedifately sealed With paraffin.
They were then placed in an Boo.Fchamber in the dark and examined periodi
cally by Vigorously sbaking the CUlture bottle ~o encourage abscission.
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Table 1. Abscission of petioles from deb laded shoots of Coleus.
Time in 12 hour units t8.ken for defoliation of R:petioles
per trea.tmentfor Coleus petioles of different ages
(node, 1-1 oldest). Shoots sprayed with alpha naphthalene
acetic acid. The experiment ran for 5~ days or 11 inter
vals, hence total time ::i: 88 maximum.

Treatment

.Control

NM 1/10 ppm

NAA 1 ppm

NAA5 ppm

NAA10 ppm

NAA 25 ppm

. NAA100 ppm

1st
node-
D

D

D

D

D

D

D

2nd
node

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

3rd
. node

44*
70

70
81
88
88

D

4th
~

54

66

49
76

76

88

D

5th
~

40

61

46

72

81

88
D

6th
node

41
49
~7

57

74

62

88

7th
node

37

38

39

51

62

74

88

Total

216

2~

251

337
381
400

D indicates petioles died during the experiment and did not abacfas ,
These petioles were less than t inch in length for nodes 1 and 2.

* indicates total time in half days for 8 petioles to abscise, t ,e ,
an average of 2~ days from time of treatment.

6.33
2.57
2.11
1.25
8.09
3.83
2.75
2.Pe

24
14
llL

4
31
15
11
13

21
12
10
4

24
16
13
12

23
15
10
4

25
13
14
10

24
6
7
4

30
15
11
12

32
7
5
4

26
18
7

10

33
8
5
5

58
14
9

10

.D
10
8

10
D

16
12
12

Abscission of petioles from de&laded shoots of Coleus Blumei.
Data in total number of 12 hour units taken for defoliation
of 4 petioles per treatment for each node from young (1) to
old (7). Time from spraying to conclusion of test was 10
days or 20 total units per node per treatment = 80. One
leaf only of each pair was removed.

1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th Mean time
node node node node ~ ~ ~ per petiole

~ble 2.

Treatmep'¥

Cqntrol
*Ethylene -H2O1 drop

" 2"
" 10 /I

Indole AA 10 ppm
E 1 drop + IAA 10 ppm
E 2 II II

E 10 II II

D position 1 for control had 2 dead petil"lles and for IAA 10 ppm
4 dead petioles at position 1

* Ethylene-H2O - distilled water was saturated with etb;rle~ by forcing
minute bubbles of ethylene through the water in a st(')ppered flask.
This reservoir was held at 700F' and samples taken by forcing the
saturated water into a 2 way burette from which samples of ethylene
saturated water were measured ra.pidly into cultures that were im-
media te ly sealed.

- 2 -
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IAA 10 p'Om

E 1 drop + IAA 10 ppm

E 2 II fI 78

E 10 fI " 70

Treatment

Control

Ethylene -H20

Abscission of leaves from shoots of Coleus Blumei.
Data 'stated in half days for defoliation of 4 leaves

" -per treatment for each node from young (1) to old (7).
Time from spraying to conclusion of test was 10 days
or total units -per node per treatment = 80. Mean time

1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th per
node node node node node node node . leafb1ade----- - - -

"
"

Table 3.

1 drop
? fI

10 "

70

78 68 58 17.75

72 66 50 42 14.37

60 41 50 ~6 H~.35

70 54 42 26 12.10

80 80 58 54 15.75

78 66 50 39 14.50

74 72 52 52 16.40

72 56 56 29 14.15

Table 4. Mean abscission time in 1::: hour units per petiole or leaf
blade of Coleus Blume! for nodes 3, 4 i 5 and 6. Defoliant
treatment extended over a period of 32"days or 7 units at
800r in darkness.

Mean time units Leaf abscission
Treatment Petiole dr0-e :wr cent Mean time uni ts

Control 4.13 25 5.50
Ethylene-water 1 cc 1.00 56 4.50

fI 2 ce. 1.06 50 5.12
" 4 1.25 70 4.81cc

Indole M 10 ppm 5.86 0 (7+ )

E 1 cc + IAA 10 ppm 2.44 38 5.66
E 2 cc " 2.20 38 7.00
E 4 cc II 1.88 100 7.00

.. .... _______ •. _ N,,--_ ... .- ...._._- ...'......----- ._.__._..,-.
The procedure noted was modified for the other gases tested. Gases

~n801uble in water were measured by "displacement method. fI The volume of.
test gas introduced was thus roughly gauged from bubble counts.
The explant was inserted in the bottle and compressed air used to d 1aplr C(
the remainder of the water before closing and sealing the bottle.

Reau'Lba are given in the following series of tables (5, 6, 7, and 8).

- -3 -
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Table 5.. Percentage defoliation and mean time in U hour units
per leaf of Ligustrum ova11fo~, 10 leaves per twig,
4 twigs per treatment, March 10, 1953. Duration of
treatment 5tdays or 11 units at 60CT in darkness.

Treatment

Control

Ethylene -H20 ~ cc

Indole acetic acid 10 ppm

Ethylene ~ cc + IAA 10 ppm

. Maleic hydrazide 500 ppm

Ethylene ~ cc + Maleic hydrazide 500 ppm

Defoliation
Per cent Mean time units

0 11+

100 1.95
a 11+

100 2.90

0 11:+

100 2.80

Table 6. Per cent defoliation in Ligustrum ovalifolium after 3
days treatment with acetylene at 86o.F'in darkness.
Table in 4 parts. prior

Part 1. Concentration of indoleacetic acid spray/to defoliant

Defoliant 0 10 ppm 100 pgm 200 ppm

None 0 0 a 0
Acetylene 100 80 57 3
Acetylene added 7 days after

.. growth regUlator 100 100 40 48

Part 2. Concentration of maleic hydrazide spray prior to defoliant.

Defoliant 0 1 Epm 100 Ppm 10.000 ppm

None 0 0 0 0
Acetylene 100 100 97 60
Acetylene added 7 days after
gr0wth reg'J.lator 100 100 100 75

sprayed prior to applying

10 ppm 100 ppm

o 0
51 25
80 100

100 100

indolea.cetic acid

o-
o

50
100
100

1 drop
1 cc

10 ccII

Part 3. Concentration of
defoliant.

Defoliant
None
Ethylene -H2O

II-

10.000 gpm
o

78
100
100

ppm1000

.0
45

100
100

o
a

50
98

100

1 drop
1 cc

10 ccIf

None
Ethylene -It...O

" c.

Part 4. Concentration of maleic hydrazide sprayed prior to applying
defoliant.

Defoliant

~ 4 -
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Defoliant

Acetylene

*Methane 50 cc

Ethylene -H2O1 cc

19
25

19
25
19
25
19
25

Exposure time
hours

Per cent defoliation after 19 and 25 hours of exposure to
acetylene, ethylene and methane by Ligustrum ovalifolium
sprayed with indoleacetic acid.

Indoleacetic acid used prior to
defoliant treatment, in ppm

-2... 2Q.
o 0
o 0

o 0
80 5

67 27
95 95
5 0

17 0

None

Table 7.

* Y..ethane used from lecture bottle and reported to contain
traces of carbon monoxide and J+~ ethane.

Table 8. Per cent defoliation after 3 days exposure to ethylene or
carbon monoxide by Ligustrum ovalifolium previously
sprayed with indoleacetic acid.

Concentlation indoleacetic acid
spray prior to defoliant

Defoliant

Control

Ethylene H2O0.5 cc

1.0 cc

CO 4.5 cc

9.0 cc

18.0 cc

o
o

100

100

52

90

95

lO.PPm 100 ppm

o· 0

100 ~63

100 37
o B

43 26
25 15

Ammonia (4), carbon dioxide and m trogen did not cause defoliation.
Ammonia was toxic in the amounts employed, 1 ppm to 10,000 ppm, though some
defoUation did follow the use of 10 drops of 10,000 ppm solution in a pint
bottle. Ethylene (Tables 2, 3 and 4) rather consistently resulted in ab
scission of petioles and leaves. Young deb laded petioles of Coleus Blumei
were slo-wer in abscission than older petioles. The. young petioles responded
proportionally more than older petioles to ethylene. Treating petioles With
auxin delayed abscission. The delay was of the same relative order (approxi
mately 30%) in both ethylene-auxin combination and in auxin treated petioles
versus control petioles.

- 5 -
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Themajority of later work was done with Ltguatrum ovalifolium twigs.
Ten young leaves were present on each twig. Old leaves or those not of
normal healthy green color were discarded. Foliage of similar leaf area
was employed as far as possible from matching the twigs and leaves by eye.
The course of abscission began in the older leaves of the 10 leaf sample
am in many cases the leaves that were still immature in size or were in
the process of unfolding remained after the ten full-sized leaves of the
sample had defoliated. The relation of age of leaf to abscission was
therefore similar in both Coleus Blumei and in L1gustrum ovalifolium.

The results (Tables 5, 6, 7, and 8) with ethylene, acetylene and with
carbon monoxide indicate induction of defoliation at BoO, in LigustIlum
ovalifolium. ReSUlts with methane may be due to impurities in C.P.
"lecture bottle" samples, The growth regulators indoleacetic acid and
maleic hydrazide ,applied prior to using the defoliant,retarded leaf fall
in comparison with the use of the defoliant alone, The delay in the
abscission was somewhat greater at higher level of growth regUlator
than at the lower level.

The results of this series of tests would appear to the authors to
imicate:

1. That in addition to ethylene ,other unsaturated hydrocarbons
my be effective defoliants .. Carbon 'monoxide as well as acetylene re
sulted in abscission of privet leaves.

2. When growth regulators were sprayed on privet foliage prior to
defoliant treatment a delay in abscission resulted,

3. The extent of the delay in abscission is related to both the
amount of growth regUlator and to the amount of defoliant.

4, When a small or marginal amoaht of defoliant is used the growth
regUlator level of the leaf either natural (young) or modified by arti
ficial means often retards or my prevent abscission,

5. When a large amount of defoliant is apPlied the growth regulator
level of the leaf tissue from natural or artificial sources often becomes
inadequate to prevent abscission though abscission may be delayed.

6. If environmental conditions result in modifications of auxin
level in the abscission zone ,it is possible that such changes my par
tially account for some of the variability obtained under field cond t 
tions in defoliating nursery stock. This is particularly important
since action of endothal and sodiumchlorate-pentaborate have been shown
by Hall to be reduced in Coleus Blumei when l~ IAA was applied prior to
the defoliant,

References
1. Hall, Wayoo C. Studies on the origin of ethylene from plant tissues.

Bot. Gaz. 113:310-. 1951.
2. Goodspeed, T. H., J. M. McGee and R. W. Hodgson. Note on the effects of

illuminating gas and its const'!.tuents in causing abscission of
flowers in Nicotiana a.nd Citrus. Untv , CaL Pub. in Botany,
Volume 5, No. 15: 439-450. 1918.

3. wetmore, R. H. and Wm. P, Jacob. Studies on abscission; The inhibiting
effect of auxin. Am. Jour. Bot. 40 (4): 272. 1953.

4. Fa.cy, Vera. Abscission of 1eavesin Fraxinus americana L. The New
Pbyto1og1st 49: 103-116. 1950.
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Fall AE2lica.tion of Herbicides in Nurseries

Effect on Nursery stock

A. M. S. Pridham, CorDell University

Lot 1. Twigs of Forsythia intermedia and of Ligustrum ovalifolium
-were cut to 6 inch lengths and grouped in samples of 10 for spraying
with herbicides to determine their effect on the buds ani wood of the
leafless cuttings. Spraying was done NQvember 17, 1952. After spraying,
twigs were allo-wed to dry rapidly at BeL]' or werE! kept UDder outdoor
weather of late November 200 t o 500r in relatively moist a1r. The twigs
were kept in open quart bottles. After two -weeks exposure the cuttings
were taken from storage and placed in propaga.t ins sam in a greenhouse.
Mortality in the cuttings as of January 1, 1953 is given in Table 1.

0.0 7.5
0 ..0 0.0

12.5 2.5
2.5 0.0

0 ..0 0.0
0.0 0.0 .

2.5 5.0
5.0 0.0

Percentage of mortality in twigs of Forslthia intermedia.
and of L1gustrum ovalifolium Ja.n~ry 1, 1953 after
treatment with llerb1c1des November 17, 1952.

Forsythia :1ntermedia. ......Ligustrum ovalifo1ium

Twigs dried Twigs dried Twigs dried Twigs. dried
quickly 8SOJr slowly 50<7 guickly 85<7 slowlY 50'7

0.0 0.0 8.0 0.0

5.0 5.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0 ..0 0.0 . 0.0

5.0 2.5
10.0 0.0

100.0 0.0
100.0 ~.O

0.0 0.0
0.0 0 ..0

100.0 7.5
50.0 0.0

Table 1.

Herbicide
applied

Control

Chloro IPC 1:12
1:50

Endothal 1:12
1:50

Sinox FE 1: 12
1:50

SinOle W 1:12
1:50

Dow Premerge 1: 12
1:50

When twigs were sprayed with herbicide at rates recommemed by
manufacturers and the twigs a.llowed to dry outdoors in mid-November, no
mortality occurred in 'the twigs during a. month's period in propagating
sand in the greenhouse. The twigs were taken out of the sand for
examination at that time, thus concluding the test.

Lot 2. Twigs of Juniperus chinensis -were receivedfo'r test February
12, 1953 f.\nd after trea.tment with herbicide were p1~ced to dry for one
da.y at 85~ and for the rema.imer of 10 da.ys at. -10~. A secom lot was
allowed to dry slowly at 500Ii'. All twigs -were placed in propagating sand
in the greenhouse February 24.
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After 1 week all twigs treated with din1tro herbicides and drted
at 850, were dead. Controls were uninjured but all other trea.ted cut
tings were injured and were dead by March 26.

Twigs placedin-50Clti' &ftertreatment were injUred lees than those
at 85C1:F. The controls, NJXani chloro !PC at recommended- concentra:tions
were Uninjured' at the end of a week in the greenhouse. '

Lot 3. Twigs of. Malus baccate. and of Platanus orientalis were
received am sprayed with herbicides February 24. After spraying the
twigs were placed in quart bottles to keep the several treatments
separate. The twigs were kept outdoors till March 3 when they were
brought indoors and after a day at 50CI:Fwere placed in propagatilJg sand
in the greenhouse. The morte.l! ty of the twigs two weeks later is given
in Table 2. The twigs Of Malue were tips of vigorous shoots and seldom
averaged t inch in diameter. .

T&.ble 2. Percent mortality in twigs of Malus baccata and of
Plata·nus or1entaH.s four weeks after spraying with
herbicides as iid1Cated by greenhouse tests.

Herbicide
applied

Control

Chloro D?C 1: 12
1:50

NlX 1:1000

Sinox FE 1:12
1:50

Dow Premerge 1: 12
1:50

Endotha1 4069 1 :25
, 1:100

~ mortalitl in 40 twie;s
Valus b~cG"ata Platanueorlental1 s

52.0 0.0

97.5 7.5
50.0 0.0

SO.O 7.5

100.0 17.5
1(1)0.0 0.0

100.0 45.0
100..0 0.0

100.0 100.0
100.0 100..0

The twigs of Malus baccate. may have been injured in some other
manner than by herbicides since over 5~ of the control twigs failed
to grow in proragating sand. Twigs Of Platanus oriental1s were over
a quarter inch in diameter ani wi'th a distinct bark.. No injury resulted
from following the manufacturer's recommendation for concentration of
herbicide for normal use ex~.pt for NlX and for endctha1 ..

- 2 -
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Summary

Twigs of ForsY:t:hia. intermedia, Ligustrum ovalifol1um, ~ baccata,
Platanus or1entalis and Juniperus cb1nensia were gathered during the
fall and winter of 1952-53 for treatment witb herbicides at normal rates
recommended by manufacturers for control of annual weeds. in farm crops.

,..J.fter treatment twigs were dried quickly or kept in low temperature,
hig1f'bumid air for slower drying. Twigs were set in propagating sand four
weeks after treatment~ The coIrlition of the twigs four weeks after plant
ing was taken to be indicative of the effect of the herbicide upon the
twigs when sprays were applied during fall or wimer.

Applications made at manufacturer1s recommended rates did not result
in damage to the twigs except where drying took place rapidly at high
temperatures. Junle:;rus chinensis and Malus baccata are both exceptions
in this experiment. Forsythia intermedia WoS injured least.

From the results of these tests the dinitro herbicides were most
likely to result in injury to "dormant" twigs. Chloro!PC was the
least likely to injure twigs. Injury from endothal was serious only
wi th Platanus orientalis if species characteristics are recognized as
associated with injury in Juniperus chinensis and Malus baccate..

Field tests with the herbicides used in these experiments indica.te
that more injury 'WaS evident in the 'bests. than under field conditions.

- 3 -





Fall AJ?J?lications of Herbicides in Nurseries

Besid ua1 Effe ct in Soi ls

A. M. S. Pridham, Corne 11 Univers i ty

Two soils were,,\:1sed to study the residual effects of herbicides.
Both soils were loamy, one a. Dunkirk silty clay loam, the second a
sassafras loam. Eight samples of 160 grams each were pla.ced in speci
men dishes and 20 cc, of water added, which brought up the moisture
content to near field capacity. The soils were then sprayed for 9
seconds with an air brush to deliver .8 cc of herbicide over the 12
square inches of exposed soil surface. Thisammount approximates 100
gallons of spray per acre. Ten cucumber seed were then placed on the
soil surface and the dish covered and stored at 65o:Ffor 7 days time.
:tlmtes were made of the number of seeds germimting am of any ab «

norma 11ties in the early growth of the primary root. The seedlings
were then removed and the culture re,sprayed ready for replanting.

A series of 8 spray applications were nade between December 12 ,
1952 and March 16, 1953. Soils were thus subjected to an intense
series of spray applications without the benefit of leaching rains or
of high summer temperatures for evaporation. Soil moisture was
moderate and after the first addition of water no more was added.

At the end of the series of spray applications the soils were
transferred from specimen dishes to clay pots. Well rooted' cuttings
of Taxus cuspidate. and of Ligustrum ovalif.olium were planted in the
SOils. This phase lasted from Varch 16 to May 4.

The herbicidal sprays did not seriously injure cucumber seed
laid on the soil surface for germination. The character of growth
was modified in the first a.nd SUbsequent cul turea of chloro IPC.
Swollen roots w;re present uniformly in all cultures -at both con
centration levels of chl.oz-o Il?C. Small short roots -were uniformly
present from the first spraying of all dinitro formulations and con
centration levels.

The growth of both the Taxus ani the Privet was rated as good,
meaning that the plants were alive and hea.lthy. Plants remained
healthy in the chloro IPC, endothal and NIX cultures. Privet plants
were injured in CMUtreated soil. All plants in soils trea.ted with
d ini tros -were dead by the end of 6 -weeks time.

It is not to be concluded that dinitroB are to be avoided but it
would seem advisable to repeat tests of this type ulJder actual field
condi tiona where a wide range of soil types might be included and the
maximum number of applications likely per year, 4 or 5, could be made
in combinatioIIQ 'Witb normal cultivation practices. .

Crafts I work would indicate that soil sterility from dinitroB
would be unlikely in clay loams with which he experimented.

231
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Table 1. Percent germination of t"~r seed and the con
dition of rooted c~ of ~UG WgWata. and
-1~:sus'trum ove.,l1:f.?.l1umafter Pla~n soils re
ceiving Aspray trea:tments 1)\ 3 l7'1'l)d:.hE:l

Mean germination Condition .of plants
Treatment and 8 runs 7 reps March 16 to Ms.¥4i_C.*IS!J~

rate ~ucumber seed ~ tigu s t r um

Control PJ5.7 1\5.6 Healthy HeAlthy

Chloro IFC 1:12 88.6 91...9' BeA.lt.b.y 'HM 1thy

1:50 P15.9 82.9 RpAlt·h.Y Healthy

Sinox FE 1:12 85.3 87.0 Dead Dead

1:50 87.0 91.9 Dead Dead

Sinox W 1:3 81.1 80.6 Dead Dead

1:12 82.3 87.8 Dead Dead

Dow Premerge 1:50 92.5 83.8 Dead Dead

Endotb.a.l 1:17" 83.3 89.6 Healthy Healthy

(3000) 1:680 90.0 89.4 Healthy Healthy

CMU1:40 85.6 90.8 InJmred Dead

NlX 1:1000 93.3 88.3 Healthy Healthy

The present tests would point to chlaro lPC, endothal and.
NIX as leaving relatively leae toxic residues than the dinitro group
011' the basis of normal rates of application and at as much as four
times the norma.l rates.

Reference

Crafts, A. S. ,Toxicity of AmmoniumDint tra-o-sec-butyl phenola.te
in California. Soils. Hilgardia 19, No.5, pp 161-169.
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Artemisia vul.garis - Control in ,Nursery Plantings

A. M. S. Pridham, Cornell University

Artemisia !.u;Lgaris was planted in pots and permitted to grow for
one summer till the plants were well established. Treatments were then
applied to the tOils of the plants only.

Two tests were run. The first eet up December 15 included control,
Sinox FE, chloro IR'l, endotbal and CMU. The second test was begun
January 29 am confined to chloro !PC in comp:3.r~son to cutting off the
tops ot the plants.

Chloro IR:J at 1:12 eprayed on the foliage at the eqUivalent of
200 gallons per acre resulted in severe injury of most Artemisia roots.
CMUat 1:40 was also effective and regrowth following Sinox FE 1:12
was slow in appearing.

Potted plants of Ligustrum oval1folium were sprayed April 21 with
the three herbicides noted and the concentration of eMU lowered by
steps from 1:40, 1:80, 1:9)0. Plants sprayed on the exposed roots were
killed with all three herbicides as was Artemisia. CMUsprayed on the
tops also killed over half the plante so treated.

Field tests were begun in July in a field of Rhododendrons at
Callicoon, N. Y. Chloro lEe was used at 1:50 and at 3:50. Dow Premerge
and Sinox FE were used at 1:50.. Spray was applied directionally among
the Rhododendron plante in a recently invaded area. Solid blocks of
spraying was done in a well established growth at Artemisia. The sprays
were repeated again in August and samples of 1 square foot area were
dug in October from control and treated plots. The roots were shaken
tree of soil and the sample s weighed ..

A similar procedure was followed in a second nursery at Eastview,
N. Y. after a single application of herblcidein August,

The reSUlts are given in the following table.

Table 1. Reduction in stand of Artemisia vulgaris at two loca
tions following foliage spray application of herbi
cides. Weight of plants per square foot for control
taken as 100.

Location

Treatment

Control

Chloro IPC

SinoX' FE

'Callicoon, N. Y. Eastview, N. Y.
after 2 sRrayiDJi58 after 1 spraying

100 100

48 63

83 90
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In both locations the population of Artemisia roots has decli:oed.
This agrees with results from screening tests. The more marked ,.
decli:oe resulted from chloro IPC rather than from application of di
nitro. This, too, agrees with screeniIlg tests.

These results are reported at this time largely to stimulate
interest in the possibility of controlling a weed that is a serious
problem in many nurseries in the northeast. The control of Artemisia
by foliage application to weeds growing in nursery stock will likely
require a series of applications to be effective. Since chloro !PC
does not injure mature bark and wood or seriously interfere with soil
conditions, it may prove to be an effective aid in contr(l)lling
Artemisia in established pla.ntings.
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Recentpevelopments,~ the l!2:Contact Herbicides,
Good-rite,N.T.X. and Good-rite Qktone il) Greenhouse,

Nursery. and TrUck cropWork

Dr. J,. H. Standen, B. F. Goodrich Chemical Company

By way of quick review on these two products, N.T.X. (sodium
is.oPr,opyl xanthate) is applied in a water solution. Tt is a
mild herbicide requiring a warm and drY period of 2-5 hours to
do its work. Tt is really effective only on SlI&ll, tender
weeds, and has no hormone action nor residual •

.Oktone is, chemically, octachlorocyclohexenone. It is 'applied
in oil. At present it is distributed as a 40%oil solution,
although it looks as though we may have to go to a sand form.
of the pure material. It kills all vegetation wet with it to
the soU level. Weather does not affect its action. It has
very little soil residual at recommended rates.

Because most hardened stems are not significantly injured by
N.T.X., it is being used at present to weed, as a directed
spray, gladiolus, cabbage and its relatives, roses, all shrubs,
conifer seedlings, (yew and a. couple others are somewhat
sensitive), and a long series of plants, including carnations,
dormant poinsettias; .hydrangeas, ca;Llas, hard stElDllled
chrysanthemums, peonies, etc. In fact, in a recent test on
young hardy perennials, Platycodonwaa the only plant of 18
species in the trial significantly injured by N"I.X.

Dr. O. W. Davidson of Rutgers University has devised what he
calls a chemical hoe" This is merely a 6 inch tunnel soldered
over a Teejet nozzle on the end of a spray wand. The mouth
of the tunnel can be held within an inch or less of the soil
surface, and essentially 100 per cent of the foliage of shrubby
plants such as roses, azaleas, and .hydrangeas can thus be
protected .from spray injUX'7. One growerwork1ng under
Dr. Davidson's direction says that two men working with chemical
hoes did a better job in a day and a half than 4 men previously
did in 4 days by regular chopping methods.

The use of N.I.X. pre-emergent to field drilled peppers is now
standard practice in both the Pompano and the Ft. Myers areas
in Florida.
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N.I.X. has two rather serious qualifications along with its
virtues. Weeds must be small. and tender , and weather must be
right., Of course, -these two qualifications cancel out
entirely under glass.

We've found some new points too on Okbona, One is what appears
to be a considerable extension of the number of crops that will
take pre-emergent Oktone. We have known for a couple years that
Oktone can be used without injury at ten times the recommended
concentra tion pre-emergent to gladiolus, set onions, beets,
sugar beets, and all Brassica oleracea forms. Apparently
peppers are also safe by a wide margin. Weare not quite sure
yet if we can continue to use Oktone in Diesel #2 pre-emergent
to certain other vegetable crops. Wemay have to use it in
mineral spin t to avoid oU injury.. We are using Oktone in
mineral spirit pre-emergent to practicaJ.1y any vegetable
crop you can name. Weare also using Oktone pre-setting to
peppers, t_toes, and any-other set 'plants where weeds need
to be knocked down be~ore ~ettinge This technique should' be
of particular value with sweet potatoes tba t are set with a
dibber, as the weeds 30uld be allowed to .sprout, and then be
sprayed out in the rows prior to setting~ The dibbers would.
bring up very few new weeds.

Before I come'to the most interesting part of 1J1.:fpaper, I want
to tell you ct two interesting techniques we have developed in
connection with Oktorie in nurseries. The one has to do with
the fact that in sane parts of the country weeds such as chick
weed, certain mints, shepherd's purse, mustards, and Poa annua
form a considerable rnat by the time herbaceous perennials break
dormancy in the spring. Often this mat is so heavy that
delphiniums and others of like habit have trouble breaking
through. Because Oktone is indi!! arent to weather, it can be
used to kill such rnats prior to emergence of the herbaceous
perennials. In this connection, we suggest two or three
successive light applications rather one heavy one, and better
to work With mineral spirit rather than Diesel #2. Also, care
should be taken that the crowns of the perennials have at least
1/4 inch of soil over themo This, of course, can be easily
arranged by throwing a little dirt to them.late in the fall.

\T~

The second O~one technique is quite simple. IT, in lined out
stock, roses, and. :Juch, the weedS are really bad, a plywood
shield placed so that the lower edge is on the ground next to
the base of the stems may be used. The top is drawn back
exposing the weeds. A second operator .gives them a shot of ~.

Oktone spray. I. ;showed this to one rose grower, and he was
able to dism1S,s 60% of his field crew two days later. The
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remaining crew was still able to do the job better than it had
been done o

Now, for this new technique I mentioned before. Supposing
we weld on the front wheel of a regular seeder, a hoop, wedge
shaped in cross section, with a knife edge, about $/8 inch
deep and 1/2 inch wide at the base. Nowremove the opening
plow and the covering devise leaving only the seed shoot"
The fi.rm:i.ng wheel may need a bit of extra weight, say 10
Ibs. to close the V-shaped furrow we roll into the soil with
that hoop. Now, let's fit the soU, and let the weeds sprout.
It is important that we keep the soil surface moist and get
the surface weeds through •. A sprinkling system helps a lot
here, and may mean the success or failure of the technique.
When the weeds are well sprouted we roll a V-shaped opening in
the soil surfaoe, drop the seed, and roll the same soil back
in the same position, bringing up no new weed seeds. DependiDg
on conditions, we may spray with N.I.X. plus wetting agent or
Oktone in the same operation, or delay until just prior to
seedling emergence. The results in our trials in Florida
sand are startling, as I'll Ifhowyou in a moment with some photos.

I anticipate an objection.. Someone is going to say that lettuce
seed, for example, must be planted too shallow to permit such
a practice. The grower with whomI worked shallowed two units
of his seeder with strips of linoleum. The seeds planted at
5/8 inch depth gave the best germination. The same technique
should be possible with larger seeds using larger hoops.

This technique is brand new, and I'm not presenting it as a
finished thing, but it certainly looks most promising. J.\Y
Florida cooperator is g~. to elimina. te at least 90%of his
hand work in the row, and by that I mean well over 95%of the
weeds.
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CRAGHerbicide-I (Sodium 2-(2,4-dichlorophenoxyethy1 sulfate)
for Preventing Weeds in Flowers, Shrubs and Nursery Stock.

T. P. Finn, L. J. King, and A. J. Vlitos 1/

INTRODUCTION

It has been demonstreted that aqueous applications of CRAGHerbicide-I
to the aerial parts of plants at dosages that will kill germinating weed seeds
are nen-phYtotoxic and physiologically inactive.~/ However, this herbicide is
converted ~'1 its "active form" upon contact with soil, suggesting a microbial
breakdown•.,iU . '

Because of these unique properties CRAGHerbicide-I has been widely
tested both as a pre-emergence and post-emergence selective herbicide. It is
commercially recommendedfor pre"emergenca use when flowers such as gladioli,
dahlias, daffodils, lilies and iris Drs plmlted BS well t.B a selective herbicide
after emergence. .As a post-emergence selective herbicide, CRAGHerbicide-I
ia~so commercially reoommendedfor weed control in established plantings such
as strawberries, asparagus, sweet and field cern and a large variety of nursery
stock.

The purpose of this paper is to present in ebstract form the results
obtained when CRAGHerbicide-I is employed as a selective spray for preventing
weeds in established ple~tings of ornamental evergreen and deciduous trees and
shrubs, tree and bush fruits and annual and perennial flowers. These data are
taken from reports of Agrioultura1 Experiment Stations ond commercial nurserymen
who have tested CRAGHerbicide-I during the 1952 growing season.

RESULTSANDDISCUSSION

The results obtained with Cfui.GHerbicide-I for prevonting weods in
plantings of ornamental evergreen trees end shrubs, deciduous trees and shrubs,
tree and bush fruits and annual and perennial flowers ere abstracted in Tables I,
II, III, and IV respectively. ,A number under the heading "source tt in each table
designates the institution, companyor individual contributing the indicated data
(see list of -cooperators).

jjFellows, Boyce ThompsonInstitute for Plant Research, Inc., and the Carbide
Corbon Chemicals Company, 30 East 42nd Street, NewYork 17, N. Y.

~/Herbic1dal Properties of Sodium 2,4-Dichlorophenoxyethyl Sulfate. Lawrence J.
King, J. A. Lambrech, and ThomasP. Finn. Contrib. Boyce Thol:lpsonlnst., 16(4):
191-208, October-December 1950.

,J!Biological Activ!1tion of Sodium 2-(2,4-dichlorophenoxy)Ethyl Sulfate by BacillW3
Cereus Var. Mycoides. A. J. Vlitos. Contrib. Boyce ThompsonInst., 16(9):
4.35-438. January-.'Mnrch, 1952.
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It is not~d that obsorvcticns pertaining to weed control were not
recorded in someinstnnces. In such cases the applications were made principally
to determine the effects upon the cultivated plant since weed control efficiency
had already been established.

It is interesting to note that no injurious effects due to phytotoxicity
were reported by any of the cooperators substanliating the safety of CRJ~G Herbi
cide-I on plant foliage. The instances wbere CRAGHerbicide-I was injurious to
plants, for example, injury observed on holly, juniper and yew by the Conner
and AmosNU!sery can, be attributed to the abnormal condition of water collecting
in low areas in the field. No doubt the water collecting in these low spots
containing the herbicide in solution resulted in applicction of the chemical at
much granter pounds per acre thnn initially calculated. In the remainder of the
field that was well drained no such injury waS observed o

A similar case of over-concentration causing injury was noted by the,
Stark Brothers Nurseries and Orchards Co. on peach seedlings. While cleaning
nozzles in the field, drip fron other nozzles ceusedexcessive dosage to some of
the plmts. Observing that coverage was un6ven due to this nozzle clogging the
seae area was sprayed two more tines 0 Consequently the injured seedlings
received three times the normal concentrction in addition to excessive nozzle
dripping. However, where CRb.GHerbicide-I was applied normally at the rate of
:3 lbs.!A. on MEly2.3 and June 18 no such injury occurred.

There are, of course, instcnces where injury my be cttributed to the
extremf!!sensitivity or growth habit of the plant. The pine and oak seedlings
that were affect~d'may be due to plant sensitivity at ~h&t particular stage of
growth. .Asimilar case of boxwood injury occurred tit the Koster Nursery •
.Mr. James Wells, .manager' of this nursery, pointed out that boxwoodby the nature
of their method of growth rapidly produce adventitiops roots fran the stem of
the plant just below the soil surfl.".ce efter transplanting. Such roots may have
absorbed the herbicide that is concentrc.ted in this upper layer of soil resulting
in injury. This conditi(}n may also acccunt for the injury noted on pine and oak
seedlings since both were young liners' recently set in the field. Delaying the
applicstion 9f CRAGHerbicide-I until such liners or surface rooting plants in
general are older and better established may eliminate sonsitivity and injury.
Boxwoodtree-ted at a later stage of growth (source 14) was not injured by a
similc.r application substantiating ~h1s reasoning. The cases of injury on very
young stock may well be remedied by paying perticulcr attention to the growth
habit of such species and applying CRAGHerbicide-I when the plants have become
better established.

, . Whenmost plant species were well established no instances of injury were
reported. Note that species ofarborvitae, camellia, gardeniajl henlock, holly,
juniper, rhododendron and yews re,nging from rooted cuttings to four year old
stock were succes,sfully weeded with CRAG.Herbicide-I. Similarly, well established
ornamental deciduous trees and shrubs such as by.rberry, crabapple, cypress, dog
wood, euonymous, firethDrn, heather, honeysuckle, .hydrangea, lilac, mock orange,
privet and roses were weeded with CRAGHerbicide-I without injury.

- 2 -
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Where oorrect dosages were applied no injurioul effeots were reported
in weeding fruit plants suoh as apple, boysenberry, cherry, oitrus, peach, pear,
plum, quinoe and raspberry.

Many annual and perennial flowers may also be weeded with CRAGHerbi
cide-I but aeain growth habit and the development of the plant at the time of
application will be lmportant factor, to consider for maximumsafety.

The consistency of effective weed control with CRAGHerbiclde-I is
evident. Good weed control was obtained for three or more weeks depending upon
the rate per acre under normal growing conditions. Where adverse weather
conditions prevented normal weed populations, weed control could not be determined.
Also of interest are reports of effective weed control under high soil moisture.
conditions. Frequent irrigation needed in the Conner and Amos tests did not
adversely affect weed control.

(Paper presented orally at NEWCC,Hotel New Yorker, N. Y., Januaryl95.3)

LIST OF COOPERATORS

6OW2'·

1 Conner & Amos, Inc., Charleston, West Virginia

2 Ravizla Nursery, No Britain, Connecticut

.3 Dugan Nurseries, Pe""" Ohio

4 Jackson & Perkins Co., Newark, Nelt' York. ,

, Koster Nursery, Div. of Seabrook Farme, Bridgeton, NewJersey

6 (Authors' data)

7 C. R. Ure, Canadian Dept. ot Agric. Exp. Sta., Morden, Manitoba, Canada

S E. Dudley, Deputy Agricultural Commission, Smlta Ana, California

9 V. H. Freed, Dept. of Farm Crop., Oregon state College, Corvallis, Oregon

10 Florida Agricultural Supply Co., Jacksonville, Florida. . .

11 J. P. Mablstede, Hort. Dept., Iowa State College, Ames, Iowa. (Data
published in Researoh Report, Eighth Annual North Central Weed Control
Conferenoe, 1951.

12 Stark Brothers Nurseries, Louisiana, Missouri

1.3 E. L. Denisen, Hort. Dept., Iowa State College, i:Jnes, Iowa. (Data
published in Research Report, Eighth Annual NEWCC,Dec. 19'1)

14 F. S.Gooch, Southwestern Louisiana Institute, Lafayette, Louisiana
- .3 .;..



TABLE1. OR~TAJ~AL FVl'RGREEt,lTR'F.'ESA"lDSHRUBSWF.EPED1II7ITHCRAGHF.RBICIDE-I

Common}Tame Genus ... S'Pec.1es.Varlety Source. weedCQnt1"Ql and CrQ'DHes'Ponse !>eta

ftRFORVITAE' 1) Thuj a oriental1s s
2) Thuja occ1dentalis 5

3) Thuj a occ1dentaIis 2

4) Thuja spp. .3

5) Thuja orientalls 11

BO'POOD 1) Buxus se'!"'-pervirens 5

(\j
.:;r
(\j

FllLL l:lAY

CAlI1i:LLIA

GARD»TIA

~CK

HOLLY

2) ~ssp. 9
3) Buxu8 Spa 14

1) lEagnol1a grandif'lora 14

1) Camellia japonica 6

2) Camellia S9S&nqUa 14

1) t"lIlrdenia dwarf 14

1) Tsuga canadensis 2

1) llez crenats convexs 1
2) llex crenata rotundifolie. 1
3) Ilex erenrrta microphylla 1
4~ Ilex crenata helleri 1
5 llex crenata burfordi 1
6) llex crenata p;las 1

'7) llex SPp. 13

3 lb./A a-Plllied t02 yr. old n-aft« P to 10" in ht., fair to
good weed control, no lnj~.' 0

3 Ib./! a'D'Dlied to 2 yr. old grafts 12" in ht., no injury,
insufficient weeds tor ~ controldetennination.

2 lb./A aupl1ed between rows, excellent control of all weeds
except wild mint, no injury. '

Applied at 2 lb./ A to stock ranging from rooted cuttings to
4 yr. old plants, good weed suppression tor 2 to 3 weeks J

no injury.
Two app. of 4 lb./A on 3 yr. old trsnsplented seedlings, cn.3~

oontrol ot chickweed, peppergrass, purslane, no injury.
3 lb./A applied to 1 yr. old rooted cutti~s, excellent weed

control, mod. suppression of growth and chlorosis, slow'
recovery.

1 And 2 lb./A app.~ 50 to °6.7( l'l'oed control, no injury.
'Well estab11shed rooted cuttings tre~ted with 2t to 3 lbs./ A, ...,.

no injury, no weed dpta taken.
Four mo. old cut tin~s 2-.3" in ht. treated with *-3lbs./ A. I

no injury, no weed data taken.
.3 lbs./A applied to young stocl( 4-5' in ht., no deleterious

effects observed 1 mo. after applicFltion.
Well established, rooted cuttines treflted with ~3 Ib./A, no

injury, no weed data taken. .
1II'ell established rooted cutti~ trceted with 2io-.3Ib./A, no

injury, no weed dflta'taken.
2 lb./ A applied bet.een rows, excellent control of all '1'!'eeds

except wild mint, no injury. '
Holly species 1) to 6) were 1951-52 n-eenhouse cuttings set in

field as 6ft lin~rs. f:RAG-IlfflS applied 3 times during summer
at rate ot 3i-lb./ A, qoc:( weeds that come from. seed were killed.
Overhead lrrie'f\tion applied frequently and injury noted where
water drained and collected in low areas. Similar app. on
larger and older holly resulted in 9ff1.or better weed control
with no injury •

AWlied at 2 lbs./A to stock rangi~ from rooted cuttings to
4 yr. old plents, ROOdweed suppression for 2-:3 wks. no injury.



'l'able 1 (cont.)
COlW'onName GenusIt Sl)ecies It Variety Source weed Control and Crop Response Data

RRoronE"lD'RO't,l1) R. var , roseum

2) Rhodonen~ron sp.
ROSE(CmUST'-PS)

1) Helleborus nilZSr

'POSF,J-ftRY 1) Rosmprinus officinalis

nw 1) 'l'axus cuspil"1eta.
2) 'l"axushunnewelliana

1) .Tunip"'rus chinensis 1
pfitzeriana

2) Juniperus horizontalis 1
plumosa

3) Juniperus SUP. 3

4) Juniperus communis 5
stricta

t:;) Juniperus cOmJllunis 6
compresse.

6) Juniperus foetidissima 6
squarrose.

.,.,) Juniperus virginians. 11
~) Juniperus proou' mbens 11

t"\
...:;t
(\j

JmlIPWR

MAHONIA

PDlE

1) Mahoma sp ,

1) Pinus carfbaea

6

14

5

9

6

1
1

Juniper species 1) and 2) were 1951-52 greenhouse cuttings set
in field at 6" liners. CRAG-Iauplted 3 times during grow
ing seaSon at rete of 3.5 lb./A, 90( weed oontrol obtained.
Injury noted when irri~ption WAter collected in low areas
of field wherees no injury noted in ~ell nrained areas.
Similer e:op. on lprger and older stock resulted in excellent
weed control with no injury.

AppJied 2 Ib./A to stock ranein~ from rooted cuttingS to 4 yr.
old plents, ~ood weed control for 2-3 wks., no injury.

3 lb./A applied to 2 yr. old rooted cuttings, excellent ""eed
c('lntrol, no injury.

3 lbs./A 8uPlied to young stock 4-5 1 in ht, of Juniperus species
5) and 6), no deleterious effects observed 1 mo. after app.

Twoapp , at 4 and 6 lb./A on 3 and 4 yr. oln stock of Juniperus
species ?) ann ~) eave q~ weed control 1 mo. atter 1st.
app , and ?9et.at 4 lb./A. rate after 2nd apo , Hand labor was
reduced t where CRIIG-I"JI/'ElSused at 6 lb.! A, no injury
reported on either species.

:3 lb.1A applied to young stock, no deleterious effects observed
1 mo. after applicption.

4 mo. old cuttings 2_l::'ttin ht. trepted with * to 3 lb./A., stem
curvature and leaf injury noted, no weed data taken.

3 lb./A anplied to 1 yr. 011"1rooted cuttings, no injury,
insufficient weeds for weed control determination.

1 to 2 lb./AapP., 50 to 96.7cf.weed control, no injUry.

2 lb./A 8'Ol'>liodto established plants, 1Z00dcontrol of small
weed seedlinp.s, no apparent injury.

3 lb./A applied to younO'stock, no deleterious effects
observed 1 mo. after application.

'l'axus species 1) and 2) were 1951-52 ereenhouae cuttings set in
field as 6ft liners. CR~G-I applied 3 times during sesson
at 3.5 lb./A, qat weed control obtained. Injury noted when
irrigation w~ter collected in low ~reas in field whereas no
injury noted in well flrained ereae , SimilFlr aop, on larger and
ol~er stock resulted in excellent weed control, no injury.

lC'I
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Table 1 {cont.)

QO!T'lTIonN~~ Genus. ~CiQJ!..L VEtriety SouroeVleed Control And Crop E~H!PQ...nl::l~LD.lJta

4"
.:S"
C\I

YF.W 3) 'l'axus sPP. 3

4) Tnxus media hicks!i 5

s) Ponocarpus ~acrophylla 14

Applied 2 lb./A to stock ranging from rooted cuttings to
4 yr. old plants, p-oooween control for 2-3 wks., no injury.

3 Ib./A applied to 1 yr, 010 liners P-IO" in ht., excellent
'Weedcontrol, no injury.

well established rooted cuttings tr~eted with 2t to 3 lb./A,
no injur.r~ no weed data teken.

-.0



"!'ABL'EII. ORl\T/ll-@T'l"ALDEC!nUOUS'J'R'WF.Sft"!DSffRUFS~RDED ~ITH CRAGH""RBICIDE-I
Ul
-sr
(\) lJonrmon"Tame Genus, Species, Vp,riety Source Wee~ Cr-ntrol ann. Crop Resnonse DAta

Lilac on privet rootstock prafte 4-6" in ht, set in field 195;l
treeted with ~RAG-I at 3 lb./A, excellent weed control, no
injury.

land 2 Ib./A. anp., 50 to 96.P'f( weed control, no injury.
"'wo aup. At 4 and 6 lb./A on 3 and 4 yr. old stock gave 9fd.

weeil control 1 mo. I'lfter the first anp. end 7~ control after
secon(t aPR. Hand Inbor reduced t et 6 1b./A, no in3ury.

I
e
I

"It
tI

n

"
"

CRI\G-I aunlied flt 4 lb./A between rows, no injury seen. nry
weather 'Prevented weed control determinAtion.

~RAG-.I e,pnlied et ~3 lb./ A, no injury, weed control
un~€'te1'f"ine(l because of nry V1eather.

Spring transplnnted 1 yr., root steck seedlin"ts treated with
CRAG-Iat 2,4,6,8 lb./A, flood control of all weeds
obtained Rt 4 Ib./A and higher. Slip'ht resistance of wild
lllillet at the 2 1b./A rate. Slight injury at the 8 1b./A
rate but rpte of r;trowth not seriously impaired. A trace of
injury on 8. fPw R1ants flt 6 1b./A, no injury at 4 end 2 1b./A.

Sprayed with r.RAG-I at ~3 1b./A as the seedmza more
emergillJl and at 3, 4;', g and 10 wks. after eIllergence. No
injury observed on any seedlin"ts tre~ted 3 wks. after emergence
or thereafter. FPinnsty and growth sun'Pression seen on
see~lin"ts tre~ted at e~erp'ence, weed opts. not taken.

3 Ib./A ann1ied to 1 yr. old grafts, no injury, excellent
1I'eed control.

3 lb./A aun1ied to young stock. ~o deleterious effects
observed 1 mo. eftor application.

1951-52 euttinp's set in field as 6" liners received 3 app. of
CRPG-I at 3i- Ib./A throu"thout the growing seaeon, No injury
noted excent in low preas in field wh0re irrigetion water
col1ecteil. Good w"eo control. Similar a:pp. on larger and
olAer nl~nts hpve shown no injury end ~oo~ wee~ control.

3 lb./A anplied to youn~ stock~ ~o ~eleterious effects observed
1 mo. Pofter 8RRlication.

" II

" II

" II

4

P'f

')

6

1

12

14

6

6
6

'6
5

9
11

1) :Malus sn,

1) 'Berberis thunbergii

?) BerbAris red

1) Te:xodium distichum

1) Comus flori~a rubre.

1) Euonyrnous je;pnnica

2) 1\"uonyrnous'Patens

2) Syringa sp.
3) Syringa sp ,

1) 'Pyracantha nuvalii

I} 'li'riCp. tetrallx
1) Iordcera itnplexa
1) Hydrangea anomala
1) Syrinr;ta 'French hybrid

DOGWOOD

CYPRESS

F!R'F.TlJORl-T

V,fTO"TY"OUS

C"P.AB./I'PPL'E

'P./'IRP~RY

l1'F.Arr~

P'01'T'F.YSUCKLll':
JfVDRA"'lGEA
LILAC



Table n (cont.)

gOl!lTJlon"Tame Genus, Spocie-s I Variety Source 1Peed Control and Crop Resoonse D8ta

MOCKOB.A"TGF.1) Philadelphus sp ,

\0
..:;f
(\j

OAK

PRJVll:l'

ROS'FS

11

2) 'Philadelphu8 ap , 12

1) ouer-eus virginiana 14

I} Li~strum ovalifo1ium 4

2) Li~strum ap , 6

:3) I.igustrum sp , Q

I} Rosa chinensis 6
viridifiora

2) Rosa rOuletti 6
.3) Rosa rugosa 6
4.) Rosa rouletti 4

5) Rosa vert aloha 4

6) Rosa sp. P

'7) Rosa sp. 9

Two app. at land 6 lb./A on-3 and 4 yr. old stock gave 90%
weed control 1 mo. after 1st. a'Op. and 7qtt control after
2nd app , , no injury. Hand labor reduc~ t where CRAG-I
used at 6 lb./A, .'

CRflG-I applied at 2l-3 lb./A, no injury, weed control .
undeteI'lT'ined because of dry weather.

Four mo. old cuttin~s 44 ft in ht , treated with CRAG-I at 2t
to .3 lb./A. stem curvature and leef injury noted, no weed
data taken.

4 lb,/A applied between ro1'S, no injury, weed control nil
due to flry "'eather •

.3 1b./A applied to young stock 3-4' in ht., no deleterious
effects observed ..1 mo. after a'Pplication.

1 and 2·lb./A s.ppJied to young stock reB~lted in 50 to 96.n~
weed control, no injury, . I

.3.1b./A applied to rose species 1),2), and 3), no deleterious
effects observed I mo. after application. 0:.

2 Ib./A sop. of CRAG-Iresulted good control of small weed
seedlings and no apparent injury. .

4 lb./ A applied betvreen rows, no injury, weed control nil due
to d'lj" :weather. -

Two'app, of .3 1b./A applied to ~ield ~wn roses resulted in
good weed control for 6-8 wits. with no·injurY noted
immediately tlftf'!r the app. or the fol!01rl.ng year.

1 and 2 lb./A app , results in 50 to 96.71t weed control with
nolnjury.
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TABLEIII. TREE.Al'ilJ)BUSHFRUITS~EDRD Vll'J'HCRAGHFRnICIDE-I

CommonName nenus..Ll~'Q~ci~~~_~r~riety S.Qurg~__ "'f:'edC~mtrQl_ al)~:LCrop_R~~Qnse....D~tJL_

l'l4'AR 1) Pyrus comunis 12

PLUM 1) Prunus domestica '7

2} Prunus domestica 12

QUINCE 1) Chaenome1es1agenaria 12

BOYSElt"FF.RF.Y1) Rubus ursinus
I·ogan""aceus

CF'FRRY 1) Prunus cerasus

I
0'

APPLE

CITRUS

Pl"ACH

1) t-alus sylvestris

2) 'Prunus cerasus

1) Citrus spo ,

2) Citrus sinensis

1) Prunus persica

7

q

7

12

~

8

12

• 1

One yr.~ld seedlings treated with 2,4, and 8 lb./A resulted
in "5, AO and ~()( weed control respectively with no
observable injury from any of the concentrations.

1 and 2 lb./A app. on established stock gave 50 and 96.7/.
weed control with no injury.

lyre old seedlings treated with 2, 4 and 8 lb./A resulted
'in '75, ~O and p~ weed control Tespectively with no
observable injury from any of the concentrations.

_' Seedlin~s set in the field during spring of 1952 were treated
. 1 mo. art!?r setting with two aon, of ~RAG 1 at rate 2.5

Ib./A. Dry aeason prevented weed control determinations,
however, no injury wes observed ,

Anp. of 1, 2,3,4, and 5 Ib./A applied around trees resulted
in excellent weed control at 3 Ib./A and higher rates for
two months after apnlying with no indicAtion of injury.

Three app. totalling 18 Ib./A applied to estnblish orange
trees resulted in excellent weed control and no injury
noted shortly thereafter or the following season. I

Seedling ..,nin ht , set in field spring of 1952, wore tre~ted

1 mo. after transplanting with 2 app. of CRAGI at 2.5 Ib./A.
Injury noted 'Wheredrip from nozzles and 3 times or more the
normal app. rate was applied.

Seedlings set in the field durinll sprin~ of 1952 received 2
app. pt rAte of 2.5 lb./A I mo. Rfter transplanting. Dry
season prevented weed control dete~inetions, no injury.

1 yr. old seedlings trepted with 2,4 and 8 1b.lA resulted in
7;, SO and Sat weed control respectively, no observable
injury from any of the concentrations.

Seedlings set in the field during spring of 1952 received 2 app.
at rate of 2.5 lb./A 1 mo. after transplanting. Dry season
prevented weed control observ~tions, no injury observed.

Quince seedlings received 1 app. at 2.5 Ib./A, weather
conditions prevented weed control evaluation, no injury noted.



CO'l"mon'Name

Table III (oont.)

Genus, Speoies , Variety Source Weed Control and CraB Response Data

ttASP'PTi:RRY 1) Rubus idaeus latham

2) 'Pubus occidentalis
bristol

3) Rubus ap.

13

13

<:)

Newplantings of species 1) and 2) received 2, 4, and 6 Ib./A
app. CRAG-I resulting in very effective weed control at
the 4 and 6 Ib./A rates. No noticeable injury to either the
sucker plants of the red variety or the n~ shoots of the
black variety.

1 and 2 Ib./A app. on established.stock gave 50 and 96.7%
weed control with no injury.

co
.;;f
(IJ

s»APDRAGO~
UARYGOLD

(SUAT,L)

"'.ARmOLD
(LARGTl:)

ftS'f"RR

P"'TUNIA
14''/\RIGOLD
~mR'R'F.NA

TABLF.IV. AfllNUALANDPERE"T'fJIALF'LQ'!ITERS~ED WITHCRftGHFRBICIDE-I

Snapdragons, IF.lrge me.rigolds, small marigolds and asters mere chosen as representa.tive I
plants found in home zardene and commercial cut flower and flo""'er seed producers' fields. There 0

1jIrerevery few weeds present in the field rnf'n CRf\GHf.lrbiclde-I w~s APplied before blooming at ri

rRtes of It end 3 lb./! since the area hl"ld just bf.len cultivpted. The entire plot area, however, I
Wf1S undersown with mustard before the chemical applications. A strip l' wide was sprayed down
each row of flo"ers with the nozzles erranged sotbat the spray pattem would hit only on the
lower portion of the flo~er stems.

'rwo vreeks after applicption, all plots were virtuaHyfree of weeds. Atter 5 weeks some
gr!lsses, primarily sudan eTl?SS from a nearbv fielfl and somele.mbts quart.ers, were growing back
into the plots. At this time there "ere about half 88 many "eeds in each of the treated plots as
there 'IlI"erein t.he check area. In all CAses the mustard 'lmS controlled. No treatment caused
damage to the flo':'!ers. (~Q<2I!.t.rol in r.£lrden Flo"rlers, E. F. Lening, Jr. and V. H. Freed,
Oregon StAte College). 'Research Progrpss Report, Thirteenth -estern 'Weed Control Conference, 1952.
Reno, lITevFl(f~, 1<'ebruA.rY5,6,7.

Seedlinps of pnt~~ia, marigold ann verbena ",ere set in a ~roen that had previously received
two applicl'ltions of CRAGHerbicide-I at the rate of 2 Ips./A. Two weeks after the seedlings were
transplantefl, the ~rden received another 2 lb./A apPlicption. Results of this test have shown
excellent weed control followin~ the h~rbicldal appliCAtion ?ith no injury to the flowers.
(Author's data).
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Table IV. (corrt , )

1m established planting of (Asperagus 'Plumosus) ferns that ~ere mowed on June 19, 1952,
were treated with CRAGRerbicide-I as a dust plus fertilizer application on June 24. ftt the
time of application weens one to two inches high ~ere visable in some Breas and other weeds
at various stal!es of ge1'lllinption throughout the entire fieln. The soil surface V.'aS visable
in some areas, while a mulch covered the soil to t n in ot.her sect.ions. The following weed
control observptions were made 2 weeks after the applications:

CRAGHerbicide-I + Fertilizer Plots

CR-I at 3 lb.!A + FeTt. at 35 lb./SOC sq. ft. - Reduction of weeds throughout 'Plot, perhaps
5~ of check. we.n~ering Jew reduced.

CH-I at 6 lb.!A + 'FeTt. at 35 lb.!500 sq. ft. - Similar to 3 lb.!A application.

Control (FeTt. Rt 35 lb./500 sq. ft.) - Dense weed growth - perennial f!rass, 1lITandering
Jew, nut gress, nightshade.

"'TO injury to the ferns was reported. (Data courtesy Florida Agric. Supply Co.,Jacksonville, Flo...) ~

CRAGHerbicirte-I was applied at the rate of 2 lb./A in 60 r-al. H20!Aas a blanket spray
to an erea in which the following flOV"eringplants 1'!l'ereestablished:

CroP

Delphinimn
Chrysanthemum
Vinca minor
Lily of t.he Valley
Gypsophilia Rosy Veil
Rudbeclda
Sedumspectable

Crop Response

Ho aP'Parent injury
Decided injury
No apparent injury
No apparent injury
No auparent injury
No al'roarent injury
Decided injury

The injury referred to in all cases incluned slight swelling of stems and turning of the leaves.
However, no plants died as a result of the application. Weedcontrol was good as far as small weed
seedlings were concerned, but no pract.ical control of established weeds w~s reported.
(Data courtesy Jackson ~. Perkins Co., ~~rseryman, Newerk, NewYork)
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r';-OGt<'FSf- liTPOEl' ON honICULI,rUHf:.~. nSF s OF D/\L,:;POl\.
'By

La~rence southwick l

D,,\LAPOK 1;; a common name fo:- 2,2-dlchloroproplonlc ac rc (~,(y-dl

chlo~oproplonlc acid) which has 8ho~n activity as a grass herbl
c16e 2• ReSEarch sample~ of D1LAPOX(sodium salt) were dlstrl
b'l...tcd to .experlment tit~tlon •..crker-s .in 1953 and Informatlon on .
herbicldel activit} and use suggestions ~ere provided in a tech
nical bulletin j • ~ gratifying amount or cYperlment station work
has been carried out v.lith Di.L:\PON (sodium salt) in 1953 and thanks
are Que to many Individual~ for st.pp lying information ~'or DA1,l~PON

Bulletin l\umber 2. l'hil.$ bulletin idll be available to e:lCpel"l..;
mcnter~ Intere~tcd in further invcstigetions ~ith this compound.
It wi~l summar-Lze most. of t he DALAPOK research r-esu l t.e ,;<;,hichi;ere
available up to r~()vembeI' I, including \liork done by re~earch

\;orl<er:;; of The DOl'; Chemical Co:npa4'l,yand that conducted by the
agricultural experimect stations. This paper will present a
~~mmary of ~ome of the more proml~ing uses of DALAPOK(SOdium
salt) for ae;ricl,.;.ltuI'&l. grass control prob.tens ,

Controlled laboratory investigations have established that DALAPOK
is activel~ ab~orbed and translocated by liVing grass foliaz€ and
also by foliage of broadleaved plants. I~ is also absorbed by
rootB following &011 application. NEWgrowth of grasses is often
ma.lforme:o fOllo.',lng application and there Is frequently prOlifera
tion of tlG5Ues. ~t lethal rates, old foliage g~adually yellows
and dies. r[be chemical appears to induce dormancy of cr-own and
rhi.!.ome bUd~ for varying length~ of time, depending on the dosage
used and or. environmental conditions. ht suitable rates of appli
cation, dormant buds fai:. to r-ecover- anc a high degree of grass
kill result". .!it lovier r-at-es of application, oorment buds tend
to recover. Ttuu, for e~ample, with appllcatlon& to ouack grass
it i.:.>PO::iSible to stunt and to delay the g!'o~··th \dth ra.ther Lov
amo~nt5 of chemical. Adequate aosage8 ~ive satisfactory control
for one aea scn a1 though lOO}~ kill may not be exnec t ed from the
normally utiecl dosage ratez..

lngrlcultural Chemical Dcvetoprner.t, rt.c no~ Che~lcal ·com~any,
~lriland, Mlctlgan

2U• S• Patent ~o. 2,6~2,354

3W-IL f\P01\ Bulletin Kumber 1. Publll:hed by The Dow Chemical
Compen~, May 1953.
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rr.e physiological response of plents to DALAPONis similar ir.
certain respects to the reEpOnS€ from TCA, Except that there is
little foliar transpor~ to growine point~ from foliage applica
tions of TCA. The broadleaved Bpeclc~ which tend to be tolerant
to TC,\ ar-e a1;;,0 among the more t.oIer-arrt to D!'.LAPO'K• HOl1cver,
DALAPONproduces B~o~th retarding effects eve~ on certain of the
mor-e to rer-ant, species. In applications to s LngLe leavens of bean
plants it has been actively translocated to the growlnB points.

Laboratory tests rave shovn that DJ\LAPON does rot translocatc
efficiently through dead tissue and any suray which'contains a
quick b~rnlng contact agent may reduce the effectiveness of
D~LAPON since it i~ taken In through the foliSfl€ and is most
effective ",'hen ;;:;0 absorbed. At high concentrations of D41.APON
(sodlum~alt) there is sometimes evidence of foliage b~~n. T~ls
is physiologically di~tinct from the ~ystemlc growth regulator
effect, which is cormally exnected.

Greenhouse pot trialb have shown that ten pounds DALAPONper ecre
applied as a sodi~m salt on a loam ,;oi1 a.nd ;;:atered heavily was
not detectable af;er four weeks a~ determined by successive
pla~tlngJ of susceptible planto. Forty pounds per acre was still
detectable after eiBht weeks but not after twelve weeks. Field
plots have ~ho~n that toxic amounts of chemical are ~tl1~ in
tT'eated plots after :,;1:x weeks as determined bv action on ~',J5CCP

tible species planted at weeldy interve 15. Halnfall du:oir.g this
periOd was 2.8 inches. '~€n the soil was t~andfer~ed to the
greenhouse 81 days after treatment and cor-n planted, it grew well
in tte samples Which had been treated ~ltt two pounds of DALAPON
per acre but ~as not completely normal in so11s treated with
eight 'Pounds of DALAPONor forty pounds of TCA (each applied as
the sodium salt). DAL!\PON(sodium salt) cannot be considered to
be persistent in most 50ils under average conditions.

In quack gr-a sa control studies some twelve reports from exper-L
ment ~tation~ Indica~ed that DAwiPONie considerably ~ore effec
tive ttan TeA even under conditions favorable for TeA action.
DALi\PON will prove effective wner-e TeA \'Itil1 be almost completely
ineffective, t~at is, under conditions of no rainfall or cxccs-
s tve rainfall. Sl~cf: DALAPON 1~ absorbed b:>f the foliage .. the
~ubse~uelit weather conditions do not play the important part that
they 00 with the u~e of Sodium TCA wh1ch 1s ab~orbed primarily by
roots. In general, t\'icnty pounds of DALli.POK (sodium sa I t) per
acre may be considered a minimum dosage for effective kill of
q~ack grabs while thirty pounds often have given better results.
:F.arly app l f ca t tons of f1 ve pounds of Df\LAFON (f<odiurn salt) to
spring growth of quack grass have re~ulted in excellent suppre~

sion for a fev; weekA b~t there has bee~ almost complete recovery
later on.

'"- <::. -

---~----~~
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PI'omi~ir:gresul t::l have been obtained \'.11th t ne use of DAl..I\PO'Kto
r-educe quack ~ra:.;~ Ltar.<b to manageab Lc levels In preparation of'
crop land. Tillage fOOL after treatment appears to limit ~ax1~~~

effect, ho~evcrJ plowing six to eight wcck~ after application has
been promf.s Lng ,

ThE' application of Df,L[.\POt'-:on recent ly ploned arid cultivaterl fioil
containing roots and rhlzome~ of quack grase has shown promising
centa-e i , In One test applied in August 1952, 'r.!here DALi\PONwas
used for ~uack grass control,lmmectlately efter olo,iing and culti
vation, at rates of 10, 20, ~o and 60 pounds of DnLAPONper acre·
as the soclum salt no Guack ~rass WP.S pr£sc~t on nlots receiving
more than 10 pound~ per acre. ~te~ applied to SOil, favorable
soil moibture conditions are required for efficient action.

On Johnson grasE' there have been about, a dozen reports \';hlch, in
general, 6ho~ promlaing results. The results of Dow experiments
indicated that best control of John~on gras~ in l~nd not amenable
to cultivation can be obtained i:lth double application. For ex
ample, in Mississippi twe~ty pou~ds DAtd~FOK as the sodium salt in
J,pril fOllowed by t\':ent,y pounds In JUly gave '(5~;'· ccnt r-or , Forty
pouI:ds in April follOwed by twenty pounds in July gave 87% control.
~i~n regard to Johnson grass treatment it 18 important to remember
that within ten ~eeks following application in a high rainfall
area, the grouno may oe pretty \-;e11 covered by r.cw seedlings.
This ~eedling reinfestation iQ a factor that needs considerable
experimental work to determine Just ho~ best to cone with it. It
I,;) evident that a r-epeat-ed application may often be needed.
Seedlings' of John.:son grass species ar-e relative};y easy to kill
witt: D..:.Lt"PON.

It has been noted that Johnson era:3s growing under drOtlBht conoi
t Lons is n9t as rea6ilykilled by DAL.i\'PO~. application as ~rass

that is e;ro';,;ing vigorously in moist ~oil.

Interesting resvlt~ have bee~: obtained in the killing of ~ndesir

able pasture grass sod ir. preparation for establi~t:inB new seedings.
Good results have been sccured with as little as five pounde of
Dj\1APOl\ per acre as the. sodium sal tto kill blue grass and bromc
e;ra~i:\ son , l'here 1;) ~pparently less da.nger to aub se euerit grass
$eeding~ from DALAPONusage than from TeA.

~uack grass is oft.en a pr-ob Lern in rrui t plentinf..:<O>. Several tests
were unoer taken this year' by Do'!: experimenters in' ','ihlch applica
tion,;, were made clo£:e to the frult plants to determine Nhat hazard
m1ght be inVOlved. It was found that apple a~d pear treea sho~ed

no r esponue ..at t\'Jent~ pounds per' acr-e as the sodium sal tend or.ly
slight response at forty poundu as the sodium salt. On the otter
hand,'the stone fruits seemed more scr.:3itiv€ to D41J\PONand it Is
sugge~ted thae work with the stone rrult~ should be undertaken
~ith the kno~lEdge that InJ~ry may be seriOUS, particularly with
fairly hlgh dotages. FluffiiJ and sour cherries wer-e particularly
sensitive. possibly I lo~: gI'o~';th .. ;;uppressire; oosages could be used

- 3 -



without clErio~~ly ~)arting ~~ch crops as peaches and ~rapc9. The
injury l'.1ciUdcC marginal. necrot31.: ar.d chlor'osl~ weich ::ac a te:nc
e ncy to per'l$i~t th!'ou~hout t he gr'ot·:ln~ season ,

~

GraSSCB are often a problem In alfa.lfa plantings. ~::ork in
I"lchi~an ,,1t'-, downy br-ome gr-as s (bromu;; tectoru:n) showed very
pz'om1::,1ng results. App l Lca t Lcn 'J;BS made in 1a Eo "larch and. early
April usin~ three, ~ix and nine pou~ds DALAPOKper acre as the
sodium ~alt with the six and nine pound dosae~s ~ivlng complete
control. No injury to the alfalfa was Evident from the three and
tilx pound rated but ea~ly growth on occasional nlants in the nine
pound plots ahowed sllgf'lt ch t or-os Le and form2tlve effects on the
foliage. Thiti injury was temporary end wasoutgro~n. It is in
teresting that in these experiments the development of Quack erass
was greatly suppressed in the aix and nine pound pIotR until after
the first cuttinG when it seemeo to recover almo~t completely.

In another tC5t, alfalfa was treated in June one week after cutting
and at the time of spraying the alfalfa was eever-a t inches t a Ll ,
U~ing five and ter. pounds of DALAPON (SOdium salt) no obuer-vab Le
effects ~ere noted on the alfalfa and tr.e grass se~dlings were
controlled. Thi~> work indicates that a Ifa lfa has conat.der-eb l e
to:erance to DA~APON and In fact adeouate tolerance for rates
l:nSficlent to cont ro I seedling gr-ass es ,

rxce i Lent results in controlling \\'ater Brass (Fch1noc~ crusgalli)
in suear beet plantings for the pa~t two years 6avc sho~n that
beets are relatively tolerant to DALAPOK. In California tests,
~aximum effcct was evioent in six to eight ~e£ks. Sugar beet t09
gro~th seemed to be sunprecised for about t~o weck~ after treatme~t
but at harvest'no growth differences were apparent. Any spray
volume bet\'ieen 12 and 100 ga l f ona per acre seemed to give equiva
lent r-esu l t a , Fro:m fOli.r to six pounds of DALAPON as the sodlt;!T1
~alt 1~ adequate to 6ive good control of the era~s, particularly
when a wetting agent is used in the spray.

Sometimcs e;I'a~s i.3ceolings become a problem in corn rather late 1n
the season at about lay-by time. An experIment waH undertaken 1n
Mich1gan to determine the effectiveness of DALAPONa~ a directed
spr-ay using five pound s per acre as. the sodium salt. In tr11s case,
the main Brast:' wa~; old ,'.'1tch gra::;s (panicun.!. cap111arc) and its
development varied from Beedlings In the one-lear stage to plants
~hich had begun to ~tool out and had seven or eight leaves. Prac
tical ~rass control was achieved. Seedling plants were stopped
and the larger olants were fairly ~;el1 controlled. The corn yield
~as not impaired o~ the treatment.

rhl~ Experiment indicates that even in a susceptible crop speCies
like corn,·goou grass control can be obtained by dirccted sprays
after the crop plants have become well established.

- 4 -
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In MichI6an, potatoes verB snraycd directly afte~ emerRerce with
four ana e1e;ht pounds per acre of Di\LAPO:t\ as the soc tum salt. The
hlb~r:. rate caus eo cr.loro;;:;IB and Borne stunting v;hich was not obser-ved
in the four pour;d plots. ~o yields were taken in thIs experlmert
but it is believed that no differences resulted. In another test,
notato land was sprayed ten days before planting ~ith five, ten
and fifteen pounds DALAPONto control quack, grass. The land was
r-eworked jus t prior' to planting and no effects from the D\L;;J'O~:

wer-e noted curing the season , either on growth or yield. Thus ..
it can be aaid that potatoes belong in the more tolerant group of
crops and probably DALAPOK can be uued efficiently in certain way:.:3
to control gra~s weed problems.

In a Mich1gan experiment cattail three to five feet hi3h ~as

sprayed with DALAPONin euch a way as to wet all foliage. Con
centrations as 10~'" as ten pounds per 100 gallons nsd a definite
effect. Twenty po~nds ~a~ more effectlveand there was little
difference between 20 and 30 pounds. Excellent top kill wa~ ob
tained in the 1953 exper-Lment.e and it remains to be seen what l'C
covery ~111 be ~ade next year.

1953 exper1ment~ on Phragm1te~ control 1n New Jersey ~how that
th1~ spec1e~ is sensitive to DALAPON. ~oot kill data will not be
available until the ::-,prlrlg of 1954. HO\'1cver, rates of 20 and 40
pounds of DALAPONper acre a~ the sodium salt applied RS a wetting
spray after the gra~s had Gro~n from one and one-half to three
r~et tall in the spring killed the above Rround shoots and pre
vented r'egro',-Jth t.hr-oughout, trte season. Even ten pounds per acre
gave very promisinG resultc. DhLAPONwas much more succc~sful

than Sodium TCA except at very high dosages of the latter. Of
interest also are some results on para gras~ 1~ Florida. Ap
parently rates as low as ten pounde per acre gave control for
sever-at \·;eek~ and 4() pounds ga.ve a high oegree of kill. to this
very v1eoro~~ gratis.

Tc:sts 1n California indicate that very youne; alfalfa and b1rds
foot trefoil can w1thstand up to f'our- pounds per acre of D.A.,LAFON
plu~ a wetting agent. On the other hand, Ladino clover i8 very
uer.sltive and ~asily killed ~ith low dosages. In additional tests,
alfalfa ahov.ed exceptional tolf'rancc, ~·.;tel'eas rea c Iove,- shO'ieo
high ~u3ceptibillty.

It i3 of intcre~t tha~ DALAPONappears promising for the control
of seedling grasses, inclucing ,';i16 oats" in flax. Althou~h flax
18 not high 1;>' tolerant to DA1,APON, the first results indicate that
it may be fo~nc ~3eful to retard the grass growth. Directed
ba~el sDray~ have given good annual ~ras9 control in cotton. Ap
parently" cotton, like coro, can be treated with a d1rected spray
~'Ji thout injuring the plant.

.. 5·-
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Dlscu:islon

the follo~lnG ob~crv8~lonu may S~~gCbt variables that ~tould be
con~lderEti 1n the conduct of future field expcrimert!.

1. The E£n~itivl&) of Rrasses to DAL~rON app~ar: to decrease
with increasing e~e of the plent.

'-=. Ir. come instances Di...LnPON appear-s to be less effective ~"!hcn

applied to grO$S growing under dry soil conditlons.

3. Nortr,cr:1 or cool vlcathC"r t:~raSSCt; such as blue grass and c uack
e;I'asB have been e rr ec ti ve ly conl.rolled by spT'i::g 8pplicatio~. v.hcn
the weat~er 18 still cool. .

4. tarl~' app t Lcat.Lor; to war-m season species such 85 Eermuda p.:rass
and Johnson gr'ass before much foliage :--:asdeve loped has nQt 'pi'oved
8.:i effective ad application made after cens Idcr-eb l e grOwth has' .
'cccur-eed ,

,. Seed stalk dev€lcoment ras been arrested or prEvented by ap
plication in the carl~ boot stage or before. The stalks may con
tinUe to elongate if application is delayed.

f. In general, best re~ult3 have been achi€ved ~ith snrays that
auequately wet graHs foliage.

It may be concluded fro:n the many favorable results reported to
dAte that DA.LAPON(sodiuM. salt.) Ls a pr'omlBin~ net: herbicide.
Certalnl~, extensive field and laboratory invc.atieation~ arE'
warranted.

D",LnPOK (.sodium salt) will be commercially available only for ap
plication to 1"£I111"oa05 and other indu~t't'1al lands in 1954 l • Ho.".;
ever, cxper-fme nt a I cuanut ties '1.<1111 be available fo"" Lnvcs t1gators
intcre~te6 1~ ltd possible agricUltural applicatione~

.
~For a disc~sslon of the use of n~LAPO~ (sodlum dalt) for ra11

road use bee 'IF }Cpt::r1ments \';1th DALi\FO~1 in Controlling Sever-a 1
Grads Problem~ of ~el1road3" by L. L. Coulter, published ~lse

",here in t.ne se proc(,:edings.

- 6 -'.
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Some Factors Involved in the Chemical Control of Quack~r8ss

R. A. Peters
Assistant Agronomist, Storrs (Conn.) Agricultural Experiment Station

Quackgrass (Agropyron repens) has proven to be a difficult weed to con
trol by either cultural or chemical means.

Cultural control methods have recently been discussed by Lowe and Buch
holtz (2). Working infested areas with a field cultivator for several weeks
during the dryer part of the sunmer so as to expose the rhizomes to dessication
gave good control in vJisconsin. The authors question that this method would
be satisfactory during seasons of heavy rainfall.

Amongthe chemicals which have been used for quackgrass control, maleic
hydrazide ha.s recently been shown to be effective by Hoffman and Slywester (1).
A new compound, Dalapon,. dichloropropionic acid, which was released in 195.3,
ofrers promise as an herbicide for grassy weeds. .At present, sodiumtrichloro
acetate is the most widely recommended chemical for chemical control of quack
grass.

Objectives

A series of quackgrass control experiments were carried out using sodium
TCAin an attempt to clarify the aprJarently inconsistent results frequently
obtained from the use of this chemical.

Included in the stUdy was an experiment comparing the efrect of plowing
a quack~rass sod before applying the chemicals as opoosed to applications
made on undisturbed sod. Another objective was to evaluate the division of
sodium TeA into two separete applications by applying half of a given rate
several weeks apart. Parallel applications were made in which the entire.
dosage was applied at one time. .

In an attempt to correlate the results obtained, rainfall data from the
Storrs Station was summarized and analyzed as it related to the degree of
quackgrass control. An exploratory experiment was carried out in 195.3 to
compare Dalapon and sodium TCAfor controlling quackgrass.

Procedure

The experiment'S were conducted at the Storrs Agricultural Experiment
Station at Storrs, Connecticut, from November, 1951 to November, 195.3. The
experimental area was on a Charlton fine sandy loam in a field which had been
in alfalfa for seven years prior to the time of the initial treatment. The
area had become heavily and uniformly infested with auackgrass.
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Rates of 10, 20 and 40 pounds acid equivalent of the 90%salt of sodium
TeAl applied in 40 gallons of water solution per acre were used for all treat
ments. The chemical was applied on plots 14 by 14 feet, replicated tour times.
In some cases, a randomized block desi,~ wes used, while in other cases a
split-plot design was used. Unless otne.rwise indicated, all plots were plowed
just prior to treatment. In the case ot the divided applications, there was
no further tillage between the first and second application on the same plot.

Times of Treatment with Sodium TeA

Each experiment was designated as a Stage.

Stage A - Single applicetion - November 23, 1951.
Divided application - November 23, 1951 and April 10, 1952',

Stage B - Single appliCAtion - April 10, 1952.
DiVided application - April 10, 1952 and July S, 1952.

Stage C - Single application - May 15, 1952.
D.ivided application - May 15, 1952 and August 30, 1952.

Stage D ~ Single application - September 9, 1952.

Stage E - Single application - April 1,1952.

The results from the treatments were evaluated by making visual ratings
of top growth on one or more dates and by sampling the weight of living quack
grass rhizomes by digging to a depth ot eight inches in quadrats measuring
one-ben thousandth of en 8cre. The reduction of rhizome weight is considered
to give the most accurate indication of qU8ckgrass control since'top-kill is
frequently followed in a few months by new growth from rhizomes only partially
injured by the sodium TCA.

As is often the case in sampling underground parts of plants, the plot
to plot variation for the same treatment was often quite high. Differences
due to treatment were great enough however, to be significant in mest cases.

~esult8 and Discussion

The quackgrass top growth density ratings are given in Table I.
Table II gives the weight of rhizomes remaining in the treated plots several
months atter treatment.

1 Sodium TCAand Dalapon supplied by DowChemical Company, Midland I Michigan
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Table II.
Air-dry Weight of Living Quackgrass Rhizomes in Pounds Per Acre Following

Treatment with Sodium. TCA. Rhj.zomes vlere Sampled on July 14, 1953.

A. Effect of Plowing Prior to Treatment
P19:tS Treated July 8, 1952

Cultural
Treatment

Lhs. Acid Eouivalent Per Acre of Sodium TCAAverage of
o 10 20 40 Av. Treated Plots

Plowed prior to
treatment

Not plowed prior
to treatment '

566

680

126

611

269

577

o

451

240

580

131

547

The trends shown by the ratings of top growth and quackgrass rhizome
weight are in general agreement. In Stage A, there was a marked advantage
in divided application of the sodium TOA. However, in Stages B and C there
was a slight advantage, if any, in a single application. The reason for this
will be discussed in connection with rainfall.

-4-
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The marked increase in queckgrase control obtained by plowing prior to
treatment was shewn by the data in Table II. The average rhizome weight in
the treated plots was less than one-half as great when the plots were plowed
prior to treatment. Forty pounds following plowing gave complete control while
the weight in the non-plowed plots at 40 pounds was only one-fourth les5 than
the check. The advantage of tillage prior to treatment of quackgrass with
sodium TeA has been consistently shown by the experiments reported here and
elsewhere. The lack of any control from plowing alone is further evidence
that plowing alone has little efficacy in quackgrass control.

In fact,in most cases the check plots which were plowed had more quack
grass in them than the unplowed cheeks. Since sodium TCA,is known to be a
contact rather than a translocated herbicide, it is necessary for it to enter
the soil and come into direct contact with the rhizomes irkill is to be
obtained. Sodium TCAmoves readily into and through the "soii because of its
high solubility. The DowChemical Company lists the solubility of sodium TCA
at 152 g./lo.O gm H20. Therefore, while it ,is necessary to' have sufficient
rainfall to carry the sodium TeA into the rhizome area, excessive rainfall may
readily carry the chemical beyond the rhizome level. There is no evidence
that sodium TeA is fixed by soiLcolloids.

Rainfall amount and distribution in an arbitarily chosen period of four
weeks following each chemical treatment was analyzed in relation to the quack
grass control obtained.

Table III.
Correlation Between QuacKgrass Control and Rainfall

Date and Method
Of Chemical Application

Stage A - November 23, 1951
single and divided application

Stage A - April 10, 1952
divided application

Stage B - April 10, 1952
single and divided application

Stage B - July 8, 1952
divided application

Stage D - September 9, 1952
single application

Stage E - April 1, 1953
single application

Average pounds
per acre of
rhizomes in

treated plots.

2081

358

566

;83

838

-5-

Rainfall amount
in each of 4 weeks

following treatment

1.0-0.8-0.8-3.0

1.5- 0 -3.1- 0

1.5- 0 -3.1- °
3.1- 0 - 0 -1.1
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A study of the rainfall data indicated that a rainfall of 1.5 inches to
3 inches, followed by several days of little or no rainfall, resulted in good
control. If rainfall was so frequent that the sodium TCAwas leached out
before it had a chance to remain in contact with the rhizomes for several days,
the amount of kill was low.

The rainfall pattern also clarified the results obt!ined from the divided
applications. In Stage A, neither the half-rate nor the single application of

, sodium TCAwas efficient when applied in November because of the uniform rain
.fall distribution. The half-rate applie~:L on Anril 10 was more effective. At
.least seven days of rainless weather followed each of two rainy spells during
the four weeks following treatment. The rainfall pattern was somewhat less
favorable for the second half-rate applied on July 8, 1952, because of the
excessive rainfall in the first week. In this case, as in the case of the
May 10 applications, the single application was somewhat more effective.

It may be concluded that the principal advantage of a split application
is to increase the chances of having the chemical on the soil during a period
of favorable rainfall. The obvious disadvantage is the prolonged period of
soil toxicity.

The correlation between rainfall and rhizome kill was well demonstrated
by a comparison of the November 1951, and the September 1952 treatments.
Following the 1951 treatment s. the rhizome weight in the treated plots averaged
2081 pounds per acre, however, the 1952 treatments reduced the rhizome weight
to 838 pounds per acre. Since the rhizome samples lolere dug on the same date,
there was a full year in which the quackgrass treated in 1951 was allowed to
recover. This may have biased the results to some extent. The more favorable
rainfllll pattern shown in Table III offers the best explanation for the
differences between the two dates.

Virtually no top-kill wes obtained from the Stage E, April 1, 1953, ap
plication of sodium TCA. The heavy, frequent rainfall indicated by the data
in Table III is again cited as evidence of the importance of rainfall.

The variation in quackgrass control on different dates of chemical treat
ment raises the question as to the influence of the physiological status of
the quackgrasa at the time of treatment. While such status is probably a
fa.ctor, the relatively greater influence of rainfall is shown bya comparison
of the April 10, 1952, and the April 1, 1953, applications. While it canbe
assumed that the stage of gro~h,was about the same in both cases, chemical
treatment reduced the rhizome weight by 80 percent in 1952, while virtually
no kill was obtained in 1953, even at the 40 pound rate when applied during a
period of heavy ratns.

-6-
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Comparison of Dalapon and Sodium TeA

Applications of both Dalapon and sodium TCAwere made at rates of 20 and
40 pounds acid on June 17, and July 20, 1953, on both spaded and non-spaded
plots. Rainfall was moderate following the first application, with 2~51 inches
falling in the four weeks following treatment. Rainfall was excessive follow
ing the July application, with 5.43 inches falling in the four week period.

Good control of quackgrass as judged by amount of top growth recovery
on November 3, 1953, was obtained with both TCAand Dalapon from the tlune ap
plica.tions. TCAwas applied on spaded plots only while Dalapon was applied on
non-plowed as well as plowed plots. The quackgrass was in full bloom when the
Dalapon was applied. The entire foliar portion of the quackgra.8s became brown
within a few days after treatment and the spikes characteristically assumed an
angle perpendicular to the axis of the plant.

Following the July applications the TCAwas ineffective. Treated plots
had the same percentage recovery as the check on both spaded or non-spaded
plots. Excessive rainfall following soon after treatment was very unfavorable
for the use of sodium TCA. Dal.apon , however, reduced top growth recovery as
compared to the check by 90% when applied to the foliage. It did not show a
marked advantage over the sodium TCAwhen applied on the spaded plots.

The following trend was evident. Dalapon was superior to sodium TCA
when applied on quackgrass foliage. \lJhen applied to spaded plots it did not
show a marked advantage over sodium TCA. Both of these observations are in
line with the evidence that Dalapon is translocated within the plant.

Dalapon I therefore, offers promise of being superior to sodium TCAas an
herbicide for the control of quackgr-aae and other perennial grasses since it
is less affected by the rainfall pattern following treatment.

Conclusions and Summary

Factors affecting the effectiveness of sodium TOAfor quackgrass control
were stUdied from November, 1951 to November, 1953. Plowing prior to sodium
TCAapplication was found to markedly increase the amount of kill. The rain
fall pattem following application of the chemical on plowed ground was found
to be ver,y important. The best control was obtained following sufficient
rainfall to leach the sodium TCAinto contact with the rhizomes followed by
several days of scant rainfall. By dividing a given rate of chemical into
two applications several weeks apart, the chances were increased of experiencing
a period with a favorable rainfall pattern.

Dalapon was compared with sodium TCAin preliminary tests and was found
to offer promise as an herbicide for quackgrass which would be relatively
independent of rainfall conditions since it is absorbed by the foliage and
translocated to the rhizomes.

,-
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A COMPARISONOF DIFFERENTHERBICIDES'APPLIEDAT PLANTING,AT EMERGENCE,AND
POST-EMERGENCEONFIELD CORN

by
E. R. Marshall & G. Loeffler I

The problem of perennial weed and grass contrt)l in corn has becnme an
increasingly more important problem each year as the use of 2,h-n f"r br"ad
leaf weed and annual grass control has increased.. Such troublesome pests as
quackgrass (AgropYron repens) .. horsenettle (Solanum earolinense), canada
thistle (Ciraium arvense), nutgrasa (Cypel!US esculentus) and others, are, be
coming very serious problems in cornfieJ:ds in the Northeast. In many cnrn
fields these weeds present a mflre serious problem than do annual weeds and
grasses. Most perennial weeds do nAt emerge until some time after the cern
has been planted. Therefore, planting and pre-emergence applications of
herbicides have not been too effective in their control.. Pnst...emergence
herbicidal applications have helped tl) some extent but usually rates nece
ssary, fOT,,,9'orrl:.r(")lof these pests have resulted in rather serious corn injury ..
In' or~~r: .to compare several of the hel'bicides now being marketed with B41me
of the; newer materials which have sh"wn prrJmise, the foll~ tests were '
condubted.

Materials and Methods

The first teat was designed to study'the weed control obtained with the
various materials when applied to field e0I"I4 The materials were applied at
three dates; at planting on June 3, when the cern wasr'emerging on June 12"
and again as a p."'st.-..emergence application when the corn was 8 - lO" high on
June 22. All materials were applied at the same rate at planting and at
emergence, but tnis rate was reduced one-half with certain chemicals on the
post-emergence plots.

Types of 2,4-D applied were Butoxy ethanol ester (Lv4)" Butoxy ethanol
propanol este~: (BEPD), Etha.'CYethoxy propanal (EEPD)" and Triethanolamine
salt (G.LoF. lt66tt). other materials tested were; Alkanolamine salt of DNOSBP
(8inox PE) Ii 3-parachlorophenyl ...lp l~-.dimethyl urea (CI-ID), Phenyl dimethyl
urea (PDU)!' 2,,4-dichlorophenoxy ethyl sulphate (em), 2,4-dichloro phenoxy .
ethyl benzoate (Sesin)" 2,4-dichloro phenoxy ethyl oxalate (6036), 2-methy'l"
4-ohlorophenoxy ethyl sulphate (I474)" and the N butyl ester of MCP(Butyl
MOP)..

These materials were applied as an over-all spray to plots 12' wide and
36' long, covering 4 rows of corn, on June 3,.12, and 22. There were two
replicates at each date of treatment making~ total ~f 6 replicates in all.
A small plot CO2 sprayer, delivering 25 gallons of solution per acre at 25
lbs ...pr~.~~e was used to apply the material. The soil type was a medium
loam. Th~ ,pl-incipal weed ~roblems were; mustard (Brassiea arvensis), rag
weed (Ambrosia retronaxus), milkweed (Asclepias syriaca), thistle (Cirsium
arvense)." quaekgrass (Agropyron repens)" nutgrass (Cyperus esculentus),
horsetail (Equisetum arvense).

1 GoL.F. Soil Building Sel-vice, Ithaca ll New York
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The second experiment was a post...energenograss control test. Mater
ials which had previously shown promise as grass con trol JIBterials were
applied with a directional spray to a com field heavily infested wi til quack
grass, nutgrass, and annual grass species. The com was 24 - 26" in height
when the treatments were applied. A jeep mounted sprayer was used to apply
the materials. Drop pipes were used and directional noules were used on the
bottoll of the drop pipes. Materials applied were)16 entkaerl1lPbfdrophtha-
late llquid (Endothal), and a powder form oontaiD:iDg .38%actitre J.ng::redient .
(Niagarathal), sodium trichloroace-tate (TeA), tricblornacetanU1de (202S)..
trichloroacet;ylurea (20J5), a,a dichl.oroproprionic acid (.Dal.apon), phth&1amic
acid (PA), and amino triazole.

ReS\lJ.tsand D:iscussion

~ Tables land, 2 give the- -resuJ.'ta of the weed .oourrts· t.aksn on-July 8; 3$,..-:
26, and 16 days .respectively after plan~ emergence, and post-emergence'
treatments were .,made. These data have been divided. into broadleaved and per
ennial weeds .for a clearer understanding of' the results. Table 1 shows the
counts on broadleaved and perennial :weeds, while Table 2 gives the meaDS. .f'f
broadleaved and, perennial counts and the mean tor combined broadleaved and
perennial weed.:COUll ts.

No. at.tempt will- be made here to go into detail on the various results..
Mat.erials which gave the best brOadleaved weed control results at planting
were LVU"BEPD, CMU,PDU, Sinox PE, Sesin, and 60.)6. LV4,BEPD, EEPD"CMU,
POO, CH 1, and Butyl MOPgave the best broacUeaved weed cont.rol when applied
as the com was emerging. As a post-emergence treatment, LV4,BEPD, EEPD,
CMU,PDU, Sinox PE, and G.I-F. "66"gave good broa.dl.eaved weed control ..

Most of the materials were less'ef'f'ective in perennial· weed control. 'I'M.. .
"1!108'tpromising materials at. planting were BEPD, EEPD, CMU,and Natrin. At
emergence, LV4,CB 1, Natrin.; L474"and BUt.yl Hep looked good. As. a post- .
emergence treatment, EEPDand PDUl.ookedthe most· promising.

The means for dat.e ot treatment..show t.hat. the 'most eff'ective control 'was 
obtained by the emergence trea tmen t. 'lbis was the case for both broadleaved
and perennial weed control. The planting application was second in <Dontrol,
while the post-emergence application resulted in the poorest over-all weed
control. It must be remembered, however, that the amount of chemical applied,,·
was reduced in the post-emergence treatment.Sand this would affect thf,t weed' ..
control obtained. The rates used were in the range necessary for adequate
weed control and a minilmmi· ot,injury to the corn. The Lv4, BEPDand EEPDwhen.
-applied at emergence and post;....;einergence, showed some suppression of nutgrass
and gave good control of horse taU. Results with eMUand pm were nearly
identical. The higher rates stunted the corn and caused it to have a yellow
color. S1nox- PE at the higher rates gave good control of amual grasses and
.broadleaved weeds and also Suppressed quaekgrass and nutgrass. As a post
emergence treatment this material injured the corn at all rates of application ...
Sesin and L474at the higher rate, when applied at planting and at emergence
stunted grasses and perennial· weeds.
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WE~_C()1'!':['ROLIN CORNFOLLOWINGHERBIC:rn.ALTREATMENTATTHREESTAGESOFGROWTH(\J TABLE1.
• J , •••

Broadleaved Weeds/Unit Area Perennial Weeas{UnitArea

Treatment Planting Emergence PItSt-E!mergenee Planting E:t:lergenc~ Post-Emergenoe

*LV4 ~ 23.0 3.5 16.5 56.5 44.5 88.5
* LV4 1 9•.5 2.5 17.5 52.5 22..0 52.5
* BEPD :" 52.0 4.5 1200 67.5 61.0 810"
*BEPDIM. 9.0 5.0 3.; 38.0 59•.5 60.5

* EEPD~ 36,,0 5•.5 5.0 60•.5 41.5 82.0
* EEPD 1 19.0 0.0 5.5 32.5 40.5 36.0

CMU
~

42.0 8.5 22.0 98.5 55.5 74.0
CMU 4,,0 2.5 6.0 32.5 41.0 .57.5
PDU 1# 13.5 4.0 30.0 73.0 36.5 55.5
PDU 1i1 4.0 605 12.0 47.5 31.0 40.0

* Sinox PE 3# 76.0 10.0 50.0 57.0 52.0 79.0
* Sinox PE 6# 2305 '7.5 12.0 54.0 45.0 77.0
* Sinox PE 9# 8.0 5.5 6.0 48.0 42.5 74.0

CR1 3# 16;5 8.5 69,0 35.0
CR1 4# 26.5 2.5 42.5 26.0
Sesin 17.5 27~5 82.0 59.0 43•.5 73.0..
Seain 411 13.0 12.0 7905 4100 44.0 55•.5
60)6 3# 24.5 21.0 9905 61.5 52.0 87.0
6036 4# 1105 16.0 68.5 42,0 43<; 75.5
Natrin 3# 88.5 33.0 10300 74.0 61.0 10005

Natrin 4# 18.0 13:>0 88.0 3705 25~5 7300
L474 3# 28.0 11.5 98.5 43.5 40,,0 50.0
1474 4# 18..5 10.0 68.0 40..0 2?~5 48.0

* Butyl MCP 1# 96.0 3.0 41..5 88..0 . 49~5 75.0
* But,..l MOPIt 22.5 0,,0 13.5 45'.5' 26.5 52.5

G.L.F. "66" 15.0 70.5
G.illtF'I"6611 3/4# 5;0 52.0

Check 88.5 7900 130~0 51t5 43.5 98..0
MEAN 30.,2 12.4 43..5 52.3 42.9 70.0

* These materials a~pl~ed t strength in the post-emergence applications

-3-
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TABLE2. MEANSOF BROADLEAFANDPERENNIALWEEDCOUNTSAT THREEDATESOF
APPLICATION

14.3 63.2 38.8
9.8 42.3 26.1

22.8 69.8 46.3
5.8 52.7 29.2

15.5 61.3 .38.3
8.2 36.3 22.2

2402 76.0 50.0
4.2 43.6 2.3.9

Combined Means of Dates of Application
Broad1eaves -: Perennial Broadleaves- ,and PeremualTreatment

* Lv4 J.:/I'
*LWJ11#
* BEPDJ.:/I
* BEPDlil!

* EEPD 111
* EEPD ltD

CMU 1#
CMU lit!

'PDU 1#
PDU lil'*SinOll: PE J#

* Sinox PE 6#
* S1noX fE 9#

Sesin "3/1
Sesin 4#
6036 3/1
6036 4#
Na'hrin- 3#
Na'hrin, 4#
LU743#
LU744#

* Butyl MCP 1#
* ,Butyl MOP 11#
Cheek -e; •

32.2 39.1 35.3
46...8 70..8 58.8
1200 41.5 26.8
99.2 64~3 81.8

* These materials I applied l strength in the post.-emergence applications.'



TABLE3. WEEDCONTROLIN CORNFOLLOWINGHERBICIDALTREATMENTAT THREE
STAGESOF GROWTH

Weed Control Rating *
Treatment At Planting At Emergence Post-Emergence Mean

+ Lv4 itt 4.0 10.0 9..0 7.7
+ Lv4 7.5 9.0 8.5 8.3
+ BEPD 1# 2..0 8.5 6.5 5.7
+ BEPD 11# 7.S 7.S 10.0 8.3
+ EEPDl# 2.0 8.0 8.5 6.2
+ EEPD 11# 6.0 8.5 10.0 7.7

CMU
~

3,..0 2.0 S.O 3.3
CMU 9.5 8.5 7.5 8.S
PDU 1# 8.0 9.5 6.5 8.0
PDU 1M 9.5 9.0 7.0 8..5

+ Sinox PE 3# 3.0 S.o 4.0 4.0
+ Sinox FE 6# 3.0 6.0 6.0 5.0
+ Sinox PE 9# 9.0 8.0 10..0 9.0

CR 1 J# 3..0 7.5
CR 1 4# 7..S 9.0
Sesin 3# 600 6.0 0 4.0
Sesin 41 5,S 7.0 0 4.2
6036 3# 6.0 4.0 0 3.3
6036 4# 6.0 8,0 0 4.7
Natrin 3# 1.0 3.5 0 1.5
Natrin 4# 6.0 8.0 0 4.7
1414 3# 4.0 1.0 0 3.7
1474 h# S.o 2.0 0 2...3

+ Butyl MCP 1# 1.0 9.5 4.S 5.0
+ Butyl MCP lt 4.0 9...5 9.0 1.5

G.L.F. "66n S.5
G.L.F. "66ft 314# 7.0

Check 0 0 0 0

Mean 5.0 6.9 4.8

* o • No Control, 10 a Perfect Control

+ These materials applied at l strength in post-emergence applications.
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The most effective materials for broadleaved weed control at all dates
wer~ LV4, BEPD, EEPD, CMU,PDU, and Sinox PE at the 'higher rates used as
shOwn in Table 2.. For perennial weed control at all three dates, LV4, EEPD,
CMU,PDU, 1474, and Butyl MCPat the higher rates gave the most satisfactory
control. For cOf!lbined broadleaf and perennial weed control, LV4, EEPD, CMU,
PDU, Sinox PE, and Butyl MCPat the higher rates gave the best control.

Table 3 gives the weed control ratings which are in general agreement
with the weed counts. Where variances do occur, the authors feel that more
weight should be given to the ratings. Ratings tend to give a better general
over-all picture of the plot results than do weed counts, which fail to take
into account weed and grass suppression, and other factors, which are consid
ered when ratings are made. The ratings also show that of the three times
applied, emergence applications were the most effective means of weed and
grass control.

Table 4 lists the chemicals used as post-emergence directional sprays
for grass control in corn. The Endothal and Niagarathal treatments, even
though applied directionallY, injured the corn. TCA, 2015 and 202.5 at the
rates used did not give the grass control desired.. 2015 appeared to be some
what more active than TCAor 202.5.. Dalapon gave good grass control but in
jured the corn somewhat. Phthalamic acid was ineffective at the rates used.
Amino triazole at both rates gave good grass control but seriously injured the
corn. This injury first appeared as a chlorosis of the leaves which prevented
the corn from developing normally. It was also noticed that the tassels on
the corn which had been 'f;~ed with amino triazole were sterile. Amino tria
zole and Dalapon were tlte most effective grass control materials. At the
rates used, amino triazole gave the most effective control of quackgrass, nut
grass, and annual grasses, but seriously injured the corn. Dalapon gave good
grass control with a minimum of injury to the corn.

Summary and Conclusions_

Applications of various herbicides were made to corn at planting, at
emergence, and when the corn was 8 - 10" in height.. Data were taken on
annual, broadleaved, and per enn.Lal, weed and grass control.

The data show that an emergence application is more effective in con
trolling the weed species encountered than either a planting or a post-emer
gence application. The most effective materials tested were the low volatile
esters of 2,,4-D~ Sinox PE, Crag Herbicide 1, and Butyl MCP" CMUand PDU
gave good weed control but injured the corn. Post-emergence applications of
Sinox PE l~ - 3 and 4i Lba.. DNper acre gave injury to the corn. Injury at
the 4~ Ib.. rate was severe ..

No consistent differences' were found between the three low volatile forms
cf 2,4-D.

A post-emergence grass control test was conducted using various herbicides
applied as a directional spray. None of the materials tested were entirely
satisfactory for grass control in corn.
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Materials which showed the most promise for post-emergence directional
sprays on corn for grass control were amino triazole and Dalapon. Amino tri
azole gave the better grass control, but seriously injured the corn. Dilla
pon gave good grass control but resulted in some com injury.

" ,.. "
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Effect of some Chemicals on Weed Growth and Corn Production l

Co1l1ns Veatch 2

Weed control experiments in corn were started in West Virginia in 1948
using 2 J4-D at various rates (1). These experiments have been extended to
compare the effectiveness of various chemicals on weed control and corn pro
duction (2 J 3).

Procedure

The plot areas, at each location, were tilled, fertilized and check
planted as uniformly as possible. Plots were laid off 4 hills x 12 hills
which gave a center plot of 2 hills x 10 hills with surrounding border hills.
Yields and percentage stands were calculated on the basis of the center 2
hill x 10 hill plots. The treated plots were randomized with occasional
cultivated and untreated checks. Four replications were used in these
experiments with the exception·o! the pre-emergence at Point Pleasant where 8
replications were used in 1953. Pre-emergence a~plications were made within
2 or 3 days after plantin..<:; and the post-em€'!rgence, when the corn ",'as 6 to 10
inches high. The sprayer used was a compressed air plot model mounted on a
Planet Jr. garden tractor, equipped with a special traotor speedometer. The
2,4-Dcompounds were arml.Led ,.dth nozzles delivering 5.24 gallons of water
per acre at 3 m.p.h. under 20 los. pressure per square inch. The other com
pounds were applied with nozzles delivering 38.28 gallons per acre at 3 m.p.h.

These experiments were conducted at three locations: 1. the Ohio Valley
Experiment Station near Point Pleasant on Wheeling sandy loam (1)1 2. the
Reedsville Experiment Farm ne~r Reedsville in the north central part of the
State on MongaheJa.sil t loam and 3. the Reymann Hemorial Farms near viardens
ville in the eastern part of the State on Monongahela fine sandy loam. .

The percent stand is based on 3 stalks per hill, sixty stalks per plot
being a perfect stand. In conrecting yields for stand, records were taken
of the missin~ and siORIe stalk hills. Hills containing 2 stalks were not
counted against the stand or'yield. The weed index is relative, 0 indicating
no weeds present in the area, 9 indicating complete weed coverage ,.,ithout any
relationship to the weed present on untreated plots.

Disc\lssion

Pre-emergence 1952

The iniluence of pre-emergence weed control treatments on yield, percent
stand and weed growth at T'Tardensville in 1952 are shown 1n Table I. This area

IScientific Paper No. 481, West Virginia Agriculture Experiment Station.
2Associate Agronomist, West Virginia Agriculture ~eriment Station.
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was rather poorly drained and ~t~od too wet thru June and julY' for effective
weed control. Cultiva~ion was'n9t effective. Treatment No. 14, an applicatiQn
of Premer~e at a rate of 6 lbs. per acre. ~avc the best weed control and a .
yield which was 100 bu. per.acre. Sodium T.C.A. applied at the rate of 4 lbs.
per acre apparently held the weeds in check and resulted in a yield of 98 bu.
per acre. Four hundred Ibs .. of Oa Cyanate per acre follot 1lcd by a l'ost-emerp-:cnco
cul t1 vation gave a plot yield of 80 bu. per acre. The other treatments could
hardly be considered satisfaotory altho~h many of them were as effective as
the cultivation under these wet conditions.

The prc-emer~cnce treatments listed in Table II at Point Pleasant were
applied on May 19th. A rainfall of .60 inches was recorded on thpt date
followed tho next day with 1.53 inches. As a consequence none of the treat
ments controlled'the weeds as well as cultivation. Treatment No. 16, fourlbs.
of T.C.A. was the only treatment th~t seriously reduced the stand. Post
emergenco spraying with 2,4-D after t~ pre-emergence treatments with 2,4-D
(No.5) t C.M.U. (1~04 10) and Calcium Cyanamide (No. 10 & 11) apparently re
duced the weed growth resultine in incr~ased yields. '

At Reedsville (Table II) all of the treatments rosUlted in ~ood yields
except possibly Calcium Cyanate !lo. 14 which should have ro' roi vcd a late
cultivation or post-emer~encc spray. The Weod Index was rather hi.e:h on some
of the plots but apparently t~e treatments held the woeds in check until the
corn was well started, then thero wore sufficient nutrients and moisture pro
sent to develop both corn and weods.

Pre-emcr~ence 1953

In 1953 the pre-omcr~cnce e~criments at Wardensville were abandoned du~
to adverse conditione. Dur1n~ the two weeks followi~ pro-cmer~cnce treat
ment the rainfall totaled 4.2 inches. When the corn cmerr;:od t~e stand was
very irregular and this irrc~s.r1ty could not be attributed to the treatments
since some of the untroated plots had stands of only 5 percent.

In the experimont$ at Point Fleasant 1n 1953 (Ta~e III) cultivation
(No.5, 10 &15) gave outstanding reSUlts in yield and weed c9ntrol. In this
case the rainfall was not excessive but was persistent. Th9 plots were treat
ed May 7th. Pcrcipitation records show a. rainfa.ll May 7th - .49 inches,
May 8th - ,;-.36inches and Hay 9th - .3~. Apparently this was sufficient to
leach the chemicals in treatments No.9 (T.C.A. 4 lbs.) No. 11 (T.C.A. 81bs.)
and No. 13 (C.M.U. 2 Ibs.) into' the .soil greatly reducin~~ the stand of corn
and allowi~ woeds to take ovcrJespcci~lly on the T.C.A. treated plots. The
Dinitro treatments No.7 and 8 cave fair results control1in~ the broad-1C'laved
woeds but not the p,rass. Most of these plots indicate the need of scm~ post
emergence treatment or cultivation.

The pre-emergence trcat~ents at Reedsville in 1953 (Table III) were ~rown
under very favorable condi tiona. The weed population Was rather 10\'1as in-

- 2 -
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dicated by a Weed Index of 2.25 on the no treatment plota which gave a yield
of 118 bu. per acre. ~reatment No.7 four lbs. of Chloro I.P.C. w~s the only
treatment that was apparcmay too severe, reducin~ the stand and yield. The
2,4-n and Dinitro treatments were at least equal to cultivation under these
conditions.

Post-omer~ence 1952

Cutlivation gave outstanding results in the post-emergence treatments
at Point Pleasant in 1952 (Table IV). An abundant rainfall during the latter
part of June was probably an important factor in these results. Some treat
ment or cultivation was needed either in late June or early JUly. Where grass
was present cUltivation would be indicated.

At Reedsvillo in 1952 no significant distinction could be made be-tween
the treatments and cUltivation,except thpt the yield in treatment No. 69 would
indicate that the 1 lb. of 2,4-D injured the corn. It controlled the broad
leaved weeds but net the grass.

At Wardensville the 2,4-n applications apparently did a good job of con
trolling the broad-lep.ved weeds allo'l"ing annual grasses to predominate. These
plots were all relatively weedy as indicated by the Weed Indexes.

Poat-emergence 1953

The pest-emergence plots at Uardensville were abandoned since the corn
failed to develop as a result of dry weather.

The post-emergence treatments at Point-Pleasant (Table V) show excellent
control of weeds with 2,4-D but little control of annual grasses.

In the second section of Table V where the Rrea was CUltivated before
treatment excellent control of annual grasses was secured but some amartweed
survived.

In the post-emergence exper imont s at Reedsville (Table IV) illittle
distinction could be made betwoen treRtments. As previouslY m~ntioned weeds
were not too much of a problem in this area as indicated by the yield of 122
bu. per acre on the untreated plots giving a Weed Index of one,

summary

Weather conditions with special emphasis on the amount and distribution
of rainfall playa vital part in the success or failure of any weed control
program in weed infested areas.

Broad-leeved weeds, such as ragweed, predominated on the plots where con
trol was poor on weed infested areas used at Point Pleasant. When the ragweed
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was controll~d annual Rrasscs took over. Little ~aBS was found Rrowin~ on th~

ra~eed shaded ~lots.

Under West Virginia conditions it is not recommended that one application
or treatment be relied on to control weeds for the season. Under favorable
weather conditions or in the absence of a heavy weed infestation a pre- or

. even a post-emergence tre~tmcnt may be effective throu~hout the season. In
~eneral, one should be prepared to fol~ow pre-emergence treatments with a
post-emergence treatment or cultivation.

Some of the results indicate the possibllity of cultivating the corn
when emerRinR or up to 6 inches in hei~ht with a rotary hoe or other implement
to destroy ~ass and following with a post-emergenc@, spray.
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Table I

Influence of Pre-emergence '!'TeedControl Treatments on Yield, Stand and
Weed Growth at Wardensville in 1952

%Rate Post-emerge Yield i'Teed :Predominant
Treatment Per A. or cul,t. bu. per A. Stand Index Weeds

Ibs. (0-9)
1. Cultivated 50 89 4!'5 Lambs quarters,

pi~eed,ga1insoga

2. 2,4-D II< 1.5 50 88 4,25 Smart &pieweed
Lambs quarters

.3. 2,4-D aI'line 1.5 52 97 ' 5,25 Pi~ &: smartweed I

foxtail
4. 2,4-D amine 1.5 CuIt, 64 88 4,5 Pig & smartweed,

Lambs.quarter s
5. Ca CYanaJ!lido 400 Cul t. 80 9.3 5.5 Grass
6. C.M.U. 1 64 92 4.75 Pig,Rag & Smart

Weed,Grass
7. C.M.U. 1.5 7.3 95 .3.5 ~ & Smartweed,

Gr~ss

8. T.C.A. 2 59 92 4~25 GresS , Smartweed
9. T.e.A. 4 98 9.3 3,!25 Grass,Smartweed

10. Crag #1 2 48 88 6.00 Pig & Sn:.artweod
11. Crag #1 2 2 Ibs. 42 92 6.75 Pi~eed,Lambs

4:5
quarters,gras s

12. Crag #1 4' 61 91 Smart"& pigweed
1.3. Crag #2 2 42 91 7, Grass, Ragweed

Galin soga
14. Premergc 6 100 92 ,.5
1.5. Shell #130 6.2.5 Gal, 69 9~ 6. Grass
16. K CYanate 16 30 93 7.75 Grass ,pieweed
*:Butoxy ester L. G.D. 005 24.3

- .5-
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Table II

Influence of Pre-emergence WbedControl Treatments on Yield, Stand and
Weed Growth at Point Pleasant and Reedsville in 1952.

Point P e aan t
Rate post-clpcrg. Yields Weod Predominant

Treatment Per A. 2.4-n per bu. per A. Stand Index Weeds
Ibs. A. Ibs. (0-9)

L•. Cultivated 94 100 0
2. 2,4-D amine 2 42 100 6 R~ced

.3. 2.4-D amine 1.5 46 99 4.25 Pig & Ragweed
4. 2,4-D amine 3 60 98 4.7.5 Ragweed
5. 2,4-D amine 1•.5 . .5 76 100 .7.5
6.. 2,4-D acine 1.0 2.5 98 7 Ragweed.
·7. 2,4-:0 .... 1.5 5.3 98 4 Rag &, Pigweed
8. 2,4-D '" 1.0 51 100 6,25 Ragweod.
9. Cultivated 99 98 o.

10. C.M.U. 1 .5 81 99 1,75 GrasS
11. e.M.U. 1•.5 .51 98 .3,75 R?.g & Pigweed
12. Ca Cyanamide 600 ,5 74 98 1,75 Grass
1.3. Co,Cyanamide 400 ..5 74 100 2,25 Grass
14. K: Cyanate 16 .5 51 99 3, Grass
15. :JodiUI!lT.e.A. 2 •.5 57 8.3 .3.5 Grass
16. Sodium T.C.A. 4 .- .5.3 68 4~5 Grass.)
17. Cultivated 95 100 0
18. Crag r/h 2 .39 99 4,75 Rag & Pleweed
19. Crag #1 2 2.~Orag #1 49 100 4,75 Rag & pigweed
20. Crag #1 4 4.3 99 .3.75 Pig & RSgwoed,~ass

21. Frcmerge 4 11 98 6.2.5 Ragweed, Grass
22. Premorge 6 20 99 7 Rag & I?igweed
23. :Notreatment 25 99 7 Ragweed
24. Shell #130., 19 100 6.75 Ragweed
2'). Cultivated 88 lCO 0
*Butoxy ester L.G.D. .05 21.6

Reedsville
1. Cultivated 90 97 3,5 Ra(1;wecd
2. 2,4-D '" 1•.5 101 98 1,25 Rap,wocd,foxtail
3. 2~4-D amine 1.5 97 98 2, Foxtail
4. 2~4-D amine 1 < .5 96 94 1.75 Foxtail../

5. 2,4-D amine 1.5 Cu1t , 104 97 2.25 Ra(1;'\'leed.foxtail
6. C.M.U. 1 104 98 .75 Foxtail
7. C.M.T]. 1.5 97 90 °8. T.O.A. 2 90 97 4..5 B.ag\"ccd
9. T.O.A. 4 79 93 4'!75 Ra~eed

10 .. Crag *1 2 96 91 3,75 Rar;\'Tccd,foxt ail
11. :Premerge 4 95 85 ,25
12. 2,4-D smine 1..5 86 9:3 1.5 Fo::::tail
13- Shell 1130 82 94 6.25 Ragweed
14. Co,Oyanamide sec 67 89 6.5 RafSW'Qod
15. K Cyanate 16 92 97 3'1 R~oed

*'Flutoxy ester J,8 D> ,..,/".
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Table III

Influence of Prc-emcr~onco Weod Control Treatments on the Yield, Stand and
Weed Growth at Point Pleasant and Reedsville in 1953.

*Butoxy ester L.S.D •• 05. 1 ~11

1. No control 53, 84
2. 2,4-D amine 1 89, 96
3. 2~4-D amine 1.5 88~ 90
4. 2,4-D amine 2.0 79, 84
5. CUltivated 128t 99
6. M.c.r. 1.5 95, 80
7. Dinitro 6 106. 92
8. Dinitro 9 .96, 90
9. T.O.A. 4 5

10. CuI ti vat ed 125, 93
11. T.C.A. 8 2
12. C.M.U. 1.5 .66. 72
13. C.M.U. 2 17
14. Dinitro-2,4-D 3-1 101 92

• Cultivated 124 2

Rate
Treatment Per A.

1bs.

Point Pleasant
Yield %

bu. P9r A. Stand
Weed
Index
(0-9)
6
2.6
4
3
0.5
4
3
3.3
9.
1.
9.
5.1
3.5
3.
1.

Pro >niliXU;Weeds

Rae,\'1ccd
GraSs
Grass
Grass, smartweed

Smartwced & ~rass

GrasS
Grass
Ragweod

Ragt'1ccd
RaG'iced
Grass & bU11ncttl0
Grass

L.S.D .. 05 11.48

4

1.5
4
6
9

8
1.0
1.5
2

2
1.5
1
.5

2.25
.75

1.5
.75
.2.5

1.75
1.2.5
2.25
.7.5
•.5

2.5
1. 7.5
1.'5

97
97
98
96
98
97
79

100
100
99
99
95
92
98
99
96
94

Reedsville
III
118
122
125
122
122

98
122
122
121
119
118
117
III
119

4 116
6 104

*:Butoxy ester

1. T. C.A.
2. 2,4-D amfne
3. 2,4-D amine
4~ 2,4-D amine
5. Cultivated
6. 2,4-D:Ie
7. Chloro IPO
8. Dinitro
9. Dinitro

10~ Cultivated
11. T.C..A.
12. No ~reatment

13. C..M.U.
14. C.M.U.
15. Cult! vated
16. Alanap
17. Alanap

- 7 -



!able IV

Infl1,lOJ)ce of l'o.t-~Rcnce Wee4 Cont~ol !rEtatment8 Oil YicIci, Staltd and
Veed Growth at tbe LoeatiOJla Indica tod. 1111952.

*!utOZJ ester L.S.D.

Grass
Gra...
0.1"881
Gras. ,r.-ced
1t~ee4

lagweoi
Ragwoed

100 2.75
100 ).25
99 2~2S

100 4.
100 7.75

. 99 7.5
96 7.0

'100 Q

19.9.05 .

Cult.
CuJ.t. &: .,

Rate
Trutment Per A.

.bs.
101. 2~ 4-n * .,
102. 2.4--)) amine .5
103. 2,4-]) amine .5
104. 2,4-D amine .5
lOS. 2,4-D amine 1.0
106. 1CC7&Date 10.
107. Orat-t;;l 4.

Mtivated

PigwecdtGe11nlo~a
Grase .
Grase
Grass
Grass
Gra88~pl~eed
smart,p1~,& velvet
weed

1t~oea

!'oxtail
~~a'.tto~tal1

Foxtail
"!Uack'in"aettt foxtail
Grass
Ragweed.
Qgaekgr.... ragyeed

21'-8

w·
8S
95
8)8,
76
92
~
20.5

Wan.evil 4!

('Jult.

CulU ....ted
2,4-D * .5
2~4-D amine .5
2,4-» am1ne .5
2,4-D _iae. 1.0
K: O;ya.nate 10.0
Crag 11 2.

*Butoq ester

6,.
66.
67.
68.
fijI'
70.
71.

&.5. Cultivated
66. 2.4-]) * •.5
67. 2~4-D amine .5
68. 2~4-J) amiDO .5 Cult.
69. 2,4-D amine.5 0Ult. & .5
70•. 2,4-D ambe 1.0
71. 1COJanat e 10.
Zi. at" 11· 2.
-iutoX7 ester L.S.D. .05

-8-
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Ta.ble V

Influence of Post-cmore,cnco Woed Control Treatments on the Yield, Stand
and Weed Growth at Point Pl.casant and Reedsville in 1953.

Point Pleasant
Rate Yield % Weed PrcvailinR Weeds

Troatment Per A. bu. per A. Stand Index
Ibs. (0-9)

1. CUltivated 117 88 .5
2. 2,4.-n amine .5 83 94 4.7 GraBS
3. 2~4-D amine LO 86 97 4.5 Grass
4. 2,4-n * .5 81 98 4.7 Grass
5. 2,4.-D * 1.0 90 88 4,,7 Grass
6. CUltivated 104 99 1.2

*Butoxy ester L.S.D.,05 20.00

Cultivated before S'Oraying
i

Check 102 100 0.5
25. Crap; #1 4 lb. 110 98 1..2.5 Smart'vloed
26. Cra.g -#:16 Lb.. 102 99 2.25 Smarh·oed
27. Alanap 4 101 99 2.25 Smart"FCod

L.S ..D•• 05 13.03

Reedsville
1. AlanaI' 4 109 100 .75
2. Sessin 4 114 93 1.25
3. Crag #1 4 125 97 1.25
4. Cr~ #1 6 118 97 .75
r: CUltivpted 123 99 1.00.,;.

6. 2,4-n amine .5 116 98 1.00
7. 2~4-D amine 1.0 110 95 0
8. 2,4-D amine 1.5 109 93 .25
9. No treatment 122 97 1.00

10.. CUltivated 119 97 1.00
11. LV-4 2 4-D* .5 118 99 .75, I

12 .. LV-4 2 4-D* 1.0 104 96 ..50I I

13. Dinitro 1 122 94 0
14, Dinitro 2 12S 87 .1

*Butoxy ester L.S.D ....05 12.18

- 9-
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FIELD TRIALS OF PLANTINGAPPLICATIONSOF HERBICIDESTO CORN
by

L. Eo Curtis, W" Baran, N. A. Ferrant, M. J. Papai .. & C. V. Flagg 1

As the use of herbicides increases on corn, growers are becoming more and
more concerned with the problem of grass control. Post-emergence sprays of
2,4 ...0 have given cplendid control of broadleaf weeds. This has resulted in re
duced competition by broadleaved weeds, and the annual grass, quack grass,
and nut grass problem has become more seriouso

We have observed a trend te1'fard p:::-u....emergence sprays using larger amounts
of 2~4...Da. This has been done in an effort to obtain better annual grass cen
trolo This approach has helped for annual grasses, but has emphasized the
seriousness of quack, grass and nut grass in many fields.

It is generally agreed thaI:. 2,4-D is of tremendous value for chemicai)jr
weeding corn. However, it has several objectionable features. We are ob
serving growth responses and injury under certain climatic conditions.o These
responses occur at all reccmmended rates of applicationo However, they are
usually greater at the higher levels recommended for any one stage of grc.wtlu
Corn grown on sandy and lighter text,ured soils lower in organic matter has
shown greater injury. 2..4.....napplication is largely ruled out for corn grrJWn
on such locations~ This is particularly true for sweet corno There are
marked differences in susceptibility between the various field and sweet corn
varieties 0

Small plot work has been carried on in 1951 and 1952 in an attempt to ..
find possible materials for suppression of the serious perennial grasses as
well as for control of annual grasses and broadleaf weeds. Some of the re
sults of these screening trials have been repoDted previously at this can....
ference (1), (2)'.1 This work indicated that marked suppression of quack and
nut grass could be obtained along with control of all other weeds.. Further ...
more, cert,ein pre....emergence materials such as water soluble dinitros and CMU
held promise of much long~r residuf;i.l action than could be, obtained with "
2,4-00 The higher rates of application necessary and the resulting higher
cost per acre suggested a.pplication in rather narrow bands over the corn row..
These could be followed later by conventional cultivation handletl in such a
manner as to eliminate weeds from between rows.. In order to obtain accurate
application of reasonably narrow bands (8 11 - 10" in width), it was thought
deSirable to mount the weed sprayer nOZZles en the corn planter. Such equip
ment is ine:q>ensive and with present high labor costs, it would appear that
growers might welc6me the combining of planting and spraying into one opera
tion..

Methods and Materials

A number of cooperators located in New Jersey, Pennsylvania, and NewYork
were selected in order to explore the practicalaspeets of grower application.
Results from 13 of these cooperators are reported in this paper. Each of

I G.L.F. Soil Building Service" Ithaca, New York

,
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these growers indicated an interest in worldng with us on the adaptation Af
weed spray equipment t6 the corn planter. Their interest was promptt\t. by a
serious grass and weed problem. The mounting and adjustment of equipment
was done in advance so that a whole field could be band sprayed at planting.
Each of the three chemicals selected were band sprayed on a part ef the field.
Apprflpriate untreated check areas were included. Assistance was glven each
CMperator in adapting his nwnweed spray equipment to the corn planter. The
c"nventional "powertake-off" mounted weed sprayer pump was used with the
supply tank or drum in most cases being mounted behind the tracter seat well
above the dlcaw-bar. The discharge hose from. the pump" instead !"Ifleading to
the boom of a conventional weed spra:;er, was attached to hoses leading to one
weed sprayer nozzle l<'lCe.ted behind each seed shoe or packer wheel and above
the planted row Qf corn. Brackets or attachmeJ:'lts were used to hold the nozzle "
8 tn 10 inches above the· soil surfa~e and about 10 inches to the rear of t:le
packer wheel or shoe. The two and four-row brackets as supplied by the Engine
Parts Manufacturing Co",were found tn be very helpful for l-lanter attachment ..

The materials selected for grower trial were CMU(3-para-ehlorn--phenyl-l,
l-dimethyl urea), Sinex PE (alkanolamine salt formulation of dinitrn ortho
secondary butyl phen(';ll$ containing .3pounds DNOSBPpEm gUlon)" and Lv4 (bu
tY3oc:yethanol ester of 2,4-dichlorc:phenacy acetic acid, contain~ 4 lbs. 2,4-D
acid equivalent per gallon). The rates selected were CMU1 to :r.tlbs. actual
per acre over--all c(Jveralle, dinitro 4i to 6 lbs". and Lv4 1 to It lbsq These
rates are per acre of ground actually covered. These were applied in .30 to
40 gallfins nf water per acre. For example, in a lOti band over rows spaced 40"
apart, the 40 gallon rate would require 10 gallons per acre of com planted.

Results and Discussion

All three chemicals included, Sinox PE, CMU,and Lv4 gave splendid con
trol of broadleaf weeds in all locations with but three ex:ceptiens. One
cooperator in Chautauqua County, New York, obtained no appreciable control
with any of the three materials.. In the twt",days immediately following
application 3t inches of rain fel1.... ~e soil is light in texture 8t:'ldwell
drained ..

Another cooperator in Erie County, Pennsylvania, obtained inferior weed
control with all thre~ chemicals. Considerable pump and pressure gauge trou
ble at time of application resulted 'in faulty and inaccurate application. Lv4
in Onandaga County J New York, gave inferior broad leaf control on dry soil
where weeds started slowly ..

The difference in the performance of the materials was apparent in the
amount of grass control obtained. 5inax PE gave evidence of superior annual
grass control and the beat suppression of quack and nut grass. This is pro
bably due in a large ~'part to the longer residual effect cbtained at the 6 lb.
level., This was apparently longer than the residual of Lv4 at It lbs. per
acre.

Most IJf the cooperators are planning much greater use of Sinox PE for
planter banding in 1954. These growers feel that they would prefer 5inox PE

,
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where grasses are a particular problem in spite of the higher cost per acre.
Lv4performed well for broadleaf weed oontrol in most oases. For this type of
extremely early pre-emergence application, wher~ the chemical is applied at
planting, the shorter length of residual obtained wlth Lv4 even at the high
rate used" gave variable and in s('me eases unsatisfactory control of annual
grasses. At one location in Wayne County New York, where ideal moisture
condi tions started all weeds promptly, LV4 appeared a clf'se second to Sinmc
PE"until midsea6o~ It gave s~e suppression of quackgrass and nutgrass.
How~ver, in summarizing all "bservations in every location, Lv4gave sub
stantially less annual grass control and perennial grass suppresai(m than 51
nax PEat the rates use~.

CMU,being a wett,able powder formulation" proved difficult to maintain in
GUspens~n in practic~ly all locations. Consequently there was a general
lack of uniformity in rate of application in almost every field. Injury
appeared in places.. There is evidence that with uniform rates of application
over a field it might well equal 8inox PE bt'lth in annual grass control and
suppression of the more serious perennial grasses.

Our cooperaters who were properly equipped in advance, reacted enthusias
ti.cally to planter banding wi'thout exception.. They plan tt' continue use ('If
the practice in 1954with expanded acreage" They point out that when plant
ing is finished, spraying is done" This has been accomplished with a mini
mumof int.erference with the planting f'peration. There is a saving in labor
and equipment costs. Unfavorable weather which often greatly increases the
need for chemical weed control can not prevent spraying. It should, However"
be borne in mind that these cooperators were above aiJerage as farm operators.
They were well qualified to cope with any problems of calibration" adjust
ment, and operation !'}f the weed spray equipment when these tasks are super
imposed, on the regular planting operation.

The eqUipment as set up and as previously discussed, proved entirely
satisfactory and in most cases gave continued trouble-free operation where
good clean water and adequate filters were used. It should be pointed out
that relatively narrow planter bands strongly suggest certain modifications in
the teehn:tque of cultivatil'lno For the first cultivation it will be found
distinctly advantageous to equip the cultivator with a disc t"lperating on
either side of the row at about the margin o£ the band of chemical. The discs
should be adjusted to throw soU away from the row. This is to avoid throw
ing weed seeds into the row ""-here they may germinate and become a problem la
ter.. If desirable" or necessary, a lay-by cultivation could return some dirt
to the row.

~mmary and Conclusions

Planter banding of herbicides for weed control and grass suppression in
corn appears most promising when careful attention is paid to planter and
sprayer calibration and operationo Some growers will probably choose to con
tinue older established methods of chemical weed control. This will be true
in some cases because of increased cost of chemicals even when banded, and
because of 'jjhe type of worker needed to handle the combined job of planting
and spraying.

-.3-



Of the materials te&ted; Sinax PE, because of, its long re$idual at the
'rates applied will pr"bably deserve first consideration for any locations
which have a serious grass probleIlle LVL.will find a place in planter band
ing in moderate infestations.,f annual grass with broadleaf weeds being the
primary pr,.,blem", Before CMUcanr.,be satisfactorily applied, we must have
equipment and methods better adapted to the handling of wettable powders.

Planter. banding offers another timing for ~ed control, and can if need
'arises, be followed with a 1&.ter spray. In areas where large acreages of
2.,L.-nsE!nsitive crops are grown near cern fields, growers welcokf18a non
hormone .type of material such as Sinox FE. This chemical will fit in appli
cations on lighter woUs where 2,L.-ninjury is common.

Literature cited:

(1) Marshall, ErnestR.. Planting and Emergence Applicat:t(ims of a Water
Soluble Dinitro and CMUto Field Cern

. Preceedtngs -Northeast Weed Control Conference
p 169 ....173 1953

(2) Marshall, Ernest R. Preliminary Results with Herbicides Other Than
2,L.-Dfor Weed and Grass Control in Field Corn
Prct.eeedings - Northeast Weed Control Conference

p 225 - 230 1953
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Weed Control.in Corn in Pennsylvania

s. M. Raleigh, Po M. Anderson, and Rq E. patterson
Pennsylvania state University

The amine, ester, low volitale ester of 2,4-n and
MCP were applied at 1, 2, and 3 pounds per acre; Cyanamid at
400, 600, and 800 pounds; eMU one half, 1, and 2 paun&s;
ChIaro IPC 2, 4, and 6 pounds; and a~ine salt of dlnitro-o
sec-butylphenol 3, 6, and 9 pounds per acre. The applications
were made on the day of planting, June 11, 1953, on soil
which had been pUddled because of the frequent rains.

The 2,4-n and MOP controlled 84 percent of the
monacots and 87 percent of the dicots. There was very little
difference between the I and 3 pound rates. ChIaro IPC at
6 pounds geve good control of grasses and fair control of
dicots. Cyana~id averaged a ~lttle lower than 2,4-n. CMU
and dinitro at the two higher rates gave about the same con
trol as 2.,4-n.

There was no apparent injury on any treatment until
the corn was about three inches tall. Then the two heaviest
rates of dinitro started to show injury on the tip of the
lea~es. The 9 pound rate killed about 60 percent and the 6
pound rate about 40 percent of the corn plants o There was
little rain after planting and the temperatures were relatively
high.

The plant disease corn breeding inbred lines and
crosses were sprayed with one half pound of low volitale
ester when the plants were about 14 inches tall~ Very few
lines were injured by this post emergence treatment.

A number of ~irectional contact sprays were applied
to tho base of the corn plant and annual grasses. The treat
ments were applied when tho grass was heading. This is on
the late side for ease of control. Endothal 3003 with
NH4S04 at 2 pounce per acre did a satisfactory job and at
4 and 8 pounds gave complete kill of grasses. The amine salt
of dinitro at 1 and 2 gallons per acre and sodium cyanamide
at 20 and 40 pounds per acre gave fair control of the grasses.
It rained shortly after spraying so some of the herbicides
were probably washed off. In general, the cirectional spray
injured only the two lower leaves.

In our opinion, directional spraying (applying 2,4-D
while cultivating) of 2,4-n is the safest, gives the best re
SUlts, and is the oost economical way of applying 2,4-n on
we eels in co rn ,





THEEFFECTOFA HIGH.ANDA 1O",!VOLATIlEESTEROF2,4-D ONSEVEN
VARIETIESOFFIELDCORNASDETERMINEDBYINJURYL.NOnELD

11. P\_Anderson, C. c, Jack1, J. D. VanGcluweand E. R. Uarshal1 2

. Introduction

The North Central ":leedControl Conference r-ecomaende, and
has been recornJending for the past few years, 2,4-Das a
chenical weed killer on field corn. The foro of 2,4-D suggested
is either anines or esters. The only specification is that the
esters be used at Im1er rates than the anines.

Here in the Northeast there has always been a controversy
over the use of 2,4-D ester fornulations as a herbicide in
field corn, The vapor activity, or so-called volatJ.lity, of
the ester fornulations has probably been the major reason for
this controversy~ Here in the Northeast, as contrastad to
the Northcentral area, the agriculture is quite intensive and
divers if'ied v Plants that are highly susceptible to2,4-D and
have shown to be injured by the vapors of 2,4-D are often grown
adjacent to fields devoted to corn crops(I Since the intro
duction of the Imv volatile esters, the hazard from the vapors
or so-called volatility has been considerably reduced.

The work presented in this paper was conducted to determine"
by comparison, the effect of a high and lmv volatile ester of
2,4-D on field corn regarding injury and yield.

Procedure

This test was conducted on the American Chemical Paint
Conpany1s Research Farm in ~~bler, Pennsylvania. Seven varieties
of field corn, Ohio M-15hybrid, Ohio K-24 hybrid, Cornell M-l
hybrid, Cornell M-4 hYbrid, ;"lisconsin 235 hybrid, Wisconsin 275
hybrid and NewJersey 7 hybrid. These varieties were selected
for this test because it was felt that they were most commonly
grown in the Northeast,

The corn was planted with a corn planter in rows .3 feet
apart, 800 feet long. Each of the seven varieties were planted
in four rows side by sidell Plots vtere planted in Mayand the

1 American Chemical Paint Company
2 G. L. F. Soil Building Service
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materials were applied as a poeb-energence spray in July. All
plots received one cultivation before spray. At the ti~e of
spraying"the corn W'1S about 10 to 12 inches tall o In order to
subject the corn plants to a critical test the application was
made as an over-all spray directing the spray ooopletely over
the tops and whirl of the plants. The plot size was 16 feet
wide and 88 feet long, replicated three times, Each plot had
all seven varieties included and the spray pattern was across
the different varieties. Application was made at a rate of
60 gallons of ,vater per acre and applied by a hand sprayer.

Materials used were ;leedone LV-4 (butoJCYethanol ester
of 2,4-D), 1leedone 48 (ethyl ester of 2,,4-D),Tleedar 64
(alkanolacine salt of 2,4-D)j and Ueedone 2,/.j.,5-T (butoxy
ethanol ester of 2,4,5-T). All materials were ~pplied at 1/4,
1/2 and 1 pound per acre.

Results
..

Injury readings for all naterials and varieties were made
2 weeks after application. All materials applied at the 1/4
pound rate produced no visual injury to arry variety except
the New Jersey 7. The New Jersey 1 variety showed slight
bending and sone slight curling of the bracer roots.

At the 1/2 pound rate, the NewJersey 7 variety showed
more injury than the other varieties. This injury was in the
form of stunting and severa bracer root distortion, Only
slight distortion of the bracer roots and bending of the stalk
were evident on the Wisconsin 235 and 275 varieties. Four'
varioties, ,Ohio H:-l.$, Ohio 24, Cornell M-l and Cornell M-4, .
showed consistent distortion of bracer roots to the r{eedone LV-4
treatcumts whereas only a few plants in each of these varieties
showed sir.d.lar injury to the other. three treatments, From
Visual observations there did not seem to be any differe~e in
degree of injury between the amine or ester formulations ot
2,4-D used in this test.

At the one pound rate all naterials used gave moderate
to severe root injury with scme bonding of the corn plants ot
all varieties except NewJersey 7 vihich showed severe bracer
root injury, stuntir~ and some tvdsting of the corn leaves.

2
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Table 1 - f..verage Yields of Seven Varieties of Field Corn Treated
Post-energonce

Average Yield (lbs ./p1ot) 3 Replicates Yield (lbs)

Wisc. Wisc. Cornell Cornell 'Ohio ohio
275 235 u-4 M-1 K-24 M-15 Total l~verage

15.5 11i4706 900 7.7 l3~3 14.7 12.0 79.8
1700 10.1 1305 9.8 15.e 1509 12.0 94,1 12.0

1903 8.0 8e8 7.2 13.8 15&413.2 85.7 12.2
1306 9.,2 1107 7.8 1305 140>113.2 83.1 11.9
8.7 609 8.1 6.2 1206 1306 11.0 67.1 9.6

1/2 1b/Acre
'"leedone 111=41309 806 900 7.3 1203 14.1 12.7 77.9 11.1
Y/eedone48 1209 803 708 709 1302 1603 13.2 79.6 11.4
Weedone
2,4,5-'r 10 02 8e1 10.9 8.1 13.4 15.4 14.1 8002 11•.5
TTeedar64 J1+oo 10.2 9.7 8.3 12•.5 1601 13~7 84•.5 12.1
Control 1204 906 10.0 703 1502 1500 1107 81.2 11.6

1 lb/Acre .
rleedone LV-4 10c9 50 8 706 800 11(;9 1404 11~7 70.3 10.0
Yleedone48 1304 6.64 802 7.3 1309 13G912.6 75.9 10.9
Weedone
2,4,,5-T 12~0 8~5 7,,6 7.2 12.2 140 1 12,1 73e7 10•.5
Weedar 64 12~3 6c.5 706 5.9 12.2 1303 1109 69.7 10.0
Control 807 500 7.8 5.3 10.8 12.2 11.0 60.8 8.7

Under the conditions of this test, regardless of the injury
observed, there was little difference in the total yield of corn
between materials tried on any specific variety. In most cases
treated plots gave higher yields than check plots. This was proba-
bly due to weed control since check plots did not receive any
additional cultivation before harvest. Weedcontrol was satisfactory
in all plots but no counts were made, It is interesting to note
that although NewJersey 7 showed more injury than other varieties,
the yield was not affected proportionately •

.3
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Conclusions

1. NewJersey 7 was the only variety that shewed effects
of 2,4-D at the 1/4'pound rate of Wecdone"LV-4,
~{eedone 2,4,,-T, 11eedar 64 and rfeedono 48. The injury
on Naw Jersey 7 was in the form of 'slight curling of
the bracer roots and scee slight bending 'of the stalks.

? '.

2. '.lisconsin 23, and 27, showed slight curling of the,
bracer roots with s arnebending of the stalks at the
1/2 pound rate of all materials tried. " '

3. Ohio ll-l" Ohio 24, Cornell M-l and Cornell M-4had
only a few plants with slight bracer root injury at
the 1/2 pound rate of ;leedar 64" Ueedone.2,,4,''''T and
";leedone 48. "Whore1/2 pound of Uoedone LV-4 wa.s
used these same varieties showed a consistent slight
curling of bracer root injury. New Jersey: '1'at· the
1/2 pound rate of all materials showed severe bracer
root injury with some stunting. " .'.. ,

4. 11.tthe one pound rate all mp.terials produced sO¥le
bending e.f the stalkS and moderate. to severe bracer
root injury to all varietie~ except New Jersey 1
which produced severe bracer root injury" stunting
of the corn and s'ome twisting of corn leaves.

5II Under the conditions of this test there was
little difference in injury or yield following
treatn.ont. with either the tilOW'volatile" ester
(butoxy ethanol ester of 2,4-D) or thetlhigh volatile"
ester (ethyl ester of 2,,4-D).

4
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THE INFLUENCEOF WETTINGAGENTSONTHE PHYTOTOXICITY
OF SEVERALHERBICIDESl

C. R. Skogley2

Surface active agents are often classified according to the
purpose for which they are used. Wetting agents, detergents,
emulsifying agents, and stickers are a few of the terms used in
classifying these synthetic products; however, one surface active
agent might fulfill several or all of these uses. In agricul
tural use these terms are often used interchangeably and when
used in conjunction with herbicides a surface active agent per
haps fulfills more than one function. In water-insoluble li
quids a surface active agent can serve as an emulsifier. ~ith

insoluble powders these agents may be useful in improving sus
pension and dispersion in aqueous solutions. It is also pos
sible that a surface active agent may alter the physical and
chemical characteristics of a spray. solution. Wetting, stick
ing, and penetration are often listed as the criteria upon which
the value of a wetting agent is determined.

Bryan, Staniforth and Loomis (2) working with 2,4-D spray
solutions on soybean leaves concluded that wetting agents which
gave good visible tNetting of the leaves caused greater injury
to the plants than those which wet poorly. Ennis et ~ (3) in
working with 2,4-D solutions accounted for the increased effec
tiveness of a spray containing a wetting agent as being entirely
due to increased adherence. Blackman (1) in considering the
principles of herbicidal spray applications suggests that the
addition of a surface active agent will result in greater wet
ting and may also increase retention on leaves with a well
developed, waxy cuticle. Mit chell and Linder' (4) report that
the rate of absorption and translocation of 2,4-dichloro 5-iode
phenoxyacetic acid was greatly increased when certain surface
active agents were added. They attributed this increased ef
fectiveness to reduced surface tension and also to the agents
acting chemically as co-solvents and preventing the 2,4-DI acid
from crystalizing out on the leaf surface. Staniforth and
Loomis (6) reported that the toxicity of sodium and amine salts
of 2,4-D to corn, flax and soybeans was increased five or more
times when one per cent of wetting agent was added. They con
cluded that it was not just the relationship of surface tension
and penetration'but perhaps involved the chemistry of the com-,
bined materials.

IThis work was made possible by support from the Atlantic Re
fining Company. The as sistance of Dr. E. \1':.Clark and John
Campbell of the Atlantic Refining Company in conducting some

'of the tests and for doing the photographic work is acknow-
ledged. ,

2Research ASSistant, Farm Crops Department, New Jersey Agri
cultural Experiment Station, Rutgers University, New Bruns
wick, New Jersey.
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Price (5) stated that there is no such thing as a detergent
that does not to some extent promote wetting and penetration,
emulsify oil, 'disperse dirt particles, and proquce foam. In
increasing the effectiveness of herbicides certain of these pro
perties are important but perhaps there are other characteristics
of wetting agents that are of equal importance. Variable plant
responses may be obtained with anyone herbicide when different
types of wetting agents are added. The anionic type of surface
active agent may be more or less effective than the non-ionic
type depending on the plant and the herbicide involved. There
is much to be learned regarding the chemical and physiological
aspects of wetting agents as they effect phytotoxicity.

Studies have been underway at the New Jersey Agricultural
Experiment Station for several years in an attempt to ascertain
the value of surface active agents in combination with several
phytotoxicants. The present study was conducted on the basis
of the favorable results obtained in earlier tests.

Methods

A. Plot size in all cases, except in the test with ammonium
sulphamate (Ammate) on poison iVY, was 10 feet by 4~ feet.
The poison ivy' te at was conducted on a fence row and the
foliage was wet thoroughly.

B. The spray was applied to the 4~ x 10 foot plots with a 3
nozzle milk bottle type hand sprayer operated at 30 pounds
pressure. The pressure was supplied by C02 from a small
cylinder.

C. All treatments on the 4t x 10 foot plots were in duplicate.

D. The chemicals used, rates and dates of application, amount
of water used, crop treated, and the designation and amount
of wetting agent added is given in table 1. The surface
active agents used were of the anionic alkyl aryl sulfonate
type, designated as Ultrawet.

E. All plots were rated Visually for per cent top kill and
averages of the two replicas were obtained. In most cases
recovery data, where applicable, has not been obtained as
the tests were mainly conducted late in the 1953 grOWing
season.

F. Throughout most of the testing period the temperatures were
unusually high for the area and the soils were extremely
dry. This should be kept in mind when analyzing the re
sults.

Results

A. New Jersey No.7 hybrid corn was planted on July 16 for the
purpose of these tests. The corn was about 2 inches high
when it was treated. All rates of the isopropyl ester of



Table 1. Chemicals employed, rates and dates of application, gallonage applied, orops treated, and
designation and rate of wetting agents used durin~ the 1953 trials.

Appli-
cation

date--

7/21

7/22
7/21
7/22
7/17
7/16

7/17

8/13

8/13

8/13

8/5
8/26

8/26
8/26

8/26

9/4

8/13 f\)
\0
I..n

Crop trea ted

Annual weeds 2

" " "
" " tl

Weedy hay fie Ld

Weedy hay field

Soybeans-Pre-emerg.
Fine turf
Weedy grasses 1

Weedy hay fie1d 3

Corn 2tl high

Lb. rates per
acre

0, 1, 2 tl n n

0, 2, 4, 6 11 tl n

0, 4 " " n

0, 6 11 " n

0, 4 Poison ivy

0, t, !, 1, It, 2 Heavy brush 4

0, 2, 4, 6 Weedy hay field

Exp , 82
Bxp , 82
&:60L
Exp. 82

60L

60L

Exp. 82
Bxp , 82

&:60L

Exp. 82 0, 1/20, 1/10,
1/5, 2/5

DS 0, i, ~, 1
Exp. 82 0, 1, 2

DS 0, 1, 2, 3
DS 0, 1, 2
DS 0, 1, 2, 4

TEA-E-4
ovhd 0, 2, 4

Exp. 82 0, 2, 4

Exp , 82 0, 2, 4

Exp. 82 0, 2, 4

Ultrawet
used

10
50

40

40

40

10

10
40
40

100
100

50
30, 60,

120
50

Water
Gals./A

0, !, I
0, 2, 4

0, 20, 40, 80, 150
120

200, 400 Wet fo Hage

0, 400, 800

2!, 5
0, 5

20 + 1/4

10 '" 1/4

5 .J. 1/4

Lb. rate s
per acr-e»

0 1 1 1, 2, 4' 2'
0, 2, 4
0, I!, 3

1 1 1, 20, 4' 2,
0, 1, 2, 4, 6

0, 2!, 5, 10

Chemical

"

Carbex (100% Petroleum
oil)**

Ammate

Butyl ether esters of
2,4-D &: 2,4,5-T

CMU

Monoethanolamine
arseni te

Atlacide '" 2,4-D
TEA salt

.Ammate t 2, 4-D TEA
salt

MEAarsenite + 2,4-D
TEA salt

2,4,5-T buty 1 ether
esters

MEA arsenite

2,4-D isopropyl ester 0, t, ~, 1, 2

*Based on acid equivalent, active ingredient, or total solid depending on usual practice
**Diluted by 10%with kerosene to reduce viscosity 2Pigweed, ragweed, morning glory, &: lambsquarters
lBluegrass, creeping bent ragweed plantain dandelion. 3Red clover, timo~hy, curly dock, broad l?af plantain,

, , , crabgrass, foxta11, ra~qeed, lambsq., da1sy, nut~grass

2,4-D TEA salt
DNOSBPamine salt
CIPC
Maleic hydrazide

n tl
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2,4-D gave some weed control. Only at the 1/4 pound per
acre rate did the'addition of an ultrawet increase the ef
ficiency of the 2,4-D. At the 2 pound rate of 2,4-D com
bined with the high rate of ultrawet the corn was slightly
injured and stunted.

B. All rates of the triethanolamine salt of 2,4-D with or with
out wetting agents gave some weed control. The addition of
an ultrawet to the 1/4 and 1/2 pound rates of2,4-D did not
improve the weed control. However, at the 1 and 2 pound per
acre rates, the addition of from 174 to 1 pound of an ultra
wet increased weed kill from 50 per cent to 90 per cent.
There was no corn injury.

c. From the standpoint of weed control no benefit was derived
from adding a wetting agent to the amine salt of dinitro-o
see-butyl phenol in this test. The lowest rate used, 2
pounds per acre,gave excellent weed control. An excellent
picture of the increased action of a dinitro plUS a wetting
agent compared With dinitro alone was obtained as a result
of this test. Table 2 shows the effect of adding a wetting
agent as measured by corn height.

Table 2. The effect of adding experimental Ultrawet 82 to an
amine salt of DNOSBPas measured by corn height three
weeks after application.

DNOSBP

o

2

4

Pounds per Acre Height as %of
cheek

Ultrawet 82

0 100 (check)

0 71
1 68
2 37

0 77
1 31
2 28

D. No benefit was obtained in these tests'as a result of add
ing a wetting agent to Chloro IPC for pre-emergence weed
control in soybeans. Only a slir:;ht amount of weed control
was obtained at the highest rate regardless of the amount
of wetting agent added.

E. An interesting observation was made, both on the fine turf,
and on the weedy grasses, when Maleic hydrazide was used in
conjunction with an ultrawet. No data could be obtained as
to growth inhibition resulting from. the use of this chemical
but it was observed tbatwith the higher rates of maleic hy
drazide the wetting agent prevented browning of the grass.
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Without the ultrawet the grass turned brown at the 1 and 2
pound rates.

F. Monoethanolamine arsenite, a contact or non-selective herbi
cide, vmen applied to annual weeds gave considerably better
results when a wetting agent was added. A 25 to 50 per cent
increase in kill was obtained when as little as 2 pounds of
an ultrawet were added to the arsenical. Vllien 5 pounds of
monoethanolamine arsenite plus 2 pounds of ultrawet per acre
were sprayed on a stand of annual grasses, clovers, and
weeds the per cent top kill was 80 to 90 per cent. The same
rate of the arsenical alone gave an average top kill of 50
per cent. This same chemical at 5 pounds per acre plus 1/4
pound of an amine salt of 2,4-D was made from 60 to 80 per
cent more effective whon 2 pounds of ultrawet per acre was
added.

G. Atlacide (58% Na Cl03) at 20 pounds per acre with 1/4 pound
2,4-D amine, although not too effective at this low rate,
was benefited considerably by the addition of an ultrawet.
Without the wetting agent only a 10 to 20 per cent top kill
was obtained while a 40 per cent top kill was obtained by
the addition of 2 pounds of experimental Ultrawet 82.

H. Two pounds of Experimental Ultrawet 82 increased the top kill
obtained by the use of 10 pounds of Ammate (ammonium sulfa
mate) plus 1/4 pound of 2,4-D amine per acre by 25 to 35 per
cent. This rate of herbicide also gave poor results in this
test. Both the Amnate and Atlacide tests were conducted on
established sods of perennial grasses, clover and weeds.

I. A test employing Esteron 245 (butyl ether esters of 2,4,5-T)
on brush with and without a wetting agent and in varying con
centrations failed to show any benefits derived from the
addition of the Ultrawet. Perhaps the amount of recovery ob
served in the spring of 1954 will indicate the validity of
this preliminary data.

J. A slight increase in phytotOXicity on perennial grasses,
clover, and weeds was obtained with Esteron Brush Killer
(butyl ether esters of 2,4-D and 2,4,5-T) when 1 pound per
acre of an ultrawet was added to either 1/2 or 1 pound rates
.of the brush killer. The over-all kill in this test was
poor, however.

K. CMU(3-para chloro phenyl 1, I-dimethyl urea) at 2 and 4
pounds per acre was used with 0, 2, 4 and 6 pound rates of
two different ultrawets--60L and Experimental 82. In all
cases the use of an ultrawet improved the immediate tOXicity
of the eMU.No benefit was observed by the addition of
more than 2 pounds of ultrawet, however. There was no ap
parent difference in the reaction of the ultrawets tested.
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L. Carbex, an aromatic petroleum fraction, which was diluted
by 10 per cent with kerosene gave a better kill at both 400
and 800 pounds per acre when 4 pounds of ultrawet were
added.

M. A test conducted in September using 0, 20, 40, 80 and 120
pound per acre rates of Ammate showed an improved kill of
perennial grasses at the two highest rates when 6 pounds of
ultrawet were added. At the lower rates the kill was poor
with or without the ultrawet.

N. A 200 pound per acre rate of Ammate plus 4 pounds of Ultra
wet 60L was compared with an application of 400 pounds of
Ammate alone on a very rank growth of poison ivy. These
rates are approximations as the exact areas sprayed could
not be measured accurately; however, the ratio holds true.
The amount and rate of defoliation was similar on both
spray areas and no recovery growth started during the re
mainder of the season.

Summary and Conclusions

During July, August and September a series of small scale,
preliminary tests were conducted to determine the value of add
ing certain types of wetting agents to a number of known weed
killers. The wetting agents were of the anionic, alkyl aryl
sulfonate type. The herbicides included in the trials were:
amine and ester forms of 2,4-D, Ammate, CMU, Carbex, Esteron
Brush Killer, Esteron 245, Monoethanolamine arsenite, DNOSBP
amine salt, Atlacide, CIPC, Maleic hydrazide and combinations
of 2,4-D with several of these materials.

These tests were not conducted at the time considered op
timum for weed control nor were the weather conditions normal
throughout most of the testing period. However, in most cases
the addition of an ultrawet increased the herbicidal activity
of the material. In the case of maleic hydrazide the grass was
injured less at the higher rates when a wetting agent was
added.

The results obtained from these tests should indicate that
much more work can be done in checking the role of wetting agents
in herbicidal work. The rates and types of wetting agent best
suited for each individual herbicide may vary and it may vary
according to the type of plant being sprayed.
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Chemical vs Cultural Control of

Weeds in Soybeans l ,

W. E. Chappell
Virginia Agricultural Experiment Station

Blacksburg ~ Va

Introduction

Previous work at this station (1,2) has shrwn that certain herbicides applied
as a pre emergence spray will effectively control most annual weeds in s~ybeans

for a period of tw~ to four weeks It was observed in earlier experiments that
if application of the herbicides was de1ayet until just before the soybeans came
up; more effective weed control resulted Also) an earlier report (1) suggested
that some cultivation resulted in larger yields regardless of weed control
Reported herein are the results of an experiment involving three herbicides,
three application levels. and three levels of cultivation, as they effect the
weed control and yield of soybeans.

Methods

On May 6" 1953. soybeans of the var ae'cy S 100 were planted near Warsaw" Va
in Sassafras silt loam soil They were planted in rows 40 inches wide with a
two row planter. Individual plots of four rows by 30 feet were used Three
replicates of all possible combinations of the follOWing treatments were applied:

A.- 1. Chloro IPC - 61bs.
2. Dinitro-sec-butylphenol (amino salt) - 6~ Ibs.
3. Sodium pentochlorophenotel (pcP) - 18 Ibs.

B.- 1. Applied at 0 rate (check)
2. Applied at planting

3. Applied at 4 days after planting

C.- 1. Cultivated late only.
2. Cultivated medium and late.
3. Cultivated early, medium and late.

All chemicals were applied in water at 40 gallons per acre with a knapsack sparyer.

ApprOXimately one half inch of rain fell the day after planting. Rajnfall
was normal for the first six weeks of growth after which time practically no rain
fell ur~i1 harVest

Weed control ratings Were given three weeks after planting and weed counts
were made just before harvest. Yield records were taken from the two center rows
in each plot on October 13, 1953.

1
These studies were supported by the Virginia Polytechnic Institute Educational
Foundatirn" Incorporated.
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Results and Discussion

The average rank of the treatments in respect to weed control and crop
injury three weeks after planting are shown in table I.

Table 1.- Weed control and crop injury at 3 weeks

Treatment

CIPC 6 lb. at planting
CIPC 6 lb. 4 days after planting
Dinitro 6 lb. at planting
Dinitro 4 days after planting
PCP 18 lb. at planting
PCP 18 lb. 4 days after:'P.lanting
Check

Rank*

2.45
1.89
1.33
1.00
1.38
1.00
9·00

Crop injury

None
Slight stunting
Slight leaf burn
Slight leaf burn
None
Sligh t leaf burn

* 1 • no weeds 9 = no control

All treatments resulted in satisfactory weed control with ChIaro IPC being
slightly less effective than dinitro or PCP. Applications made fcur days after
planting resulted in more effective weed control in all cases than those made at
planting time. This was probably due to the fact that weed seed had begun to
germinate and the seedlings were in a rapid state of growth at the time of the
last application. The differences continued throughout the grOWing season
except in the case of Chlaro IPC which eVidently did not nave as long a residual
effect as did PCP and dinitro.

Delayed applications made at four days after planting resulted in some injury
to the soybeans by all chemicals used. This injury caused no peruanent damage
and was not evident after six weeks.

Large weeds interfere with combining operations and consequently are of major
importance Weed counts were taken on the various plots about three weeks before
harvest to determine if control early in the season was beneficial. A summary of
the analysis of variance of weed counts and soybean yields is presented in
table II. The principal sources of variance shown in this table are due to the
main effects of time of application level of cultivation, and chemicals. First
order interactions of cultivation X chemical and time of application X chemical
are also significant.

Average weed counts and yields for each treatment are presented in table
III. Two way comparisons are shown in figures l} 2 and 3.

In figure 1, weed counts just before harvest indicate a slight advantage
for delaying application of PCP and dinitro over Chloro IPC. This is possibly
due to a longer residual effect of these chemicals especially in hot weather.
Yields were higher from applications of dinitro at planting than from delayed
applications. The beans were beginning to emerge at the late application a.~d

may have suffered permanent injury} although it was not observable from field
notes taken during the season. Delaying application increased the yield in the
PCP plots as shown in figure 4. These results agree in general with other reported
work (3).
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Table 11.- Analysis of Variance for Weed Counts and Soybean Yields
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weed Oounts Yield
Source DF M2 F M2 F

Between Treat. 26 317.8700 14.2967** 15.0801 11.31**
Chemicals 2 611.2650 27.5188'!f-l!"11.8952 7·7~
Time of appl. 2 2366.8250 106':6567**· 84.7229 55.46**
Cultivation 2 495.6800 22.3420-lf* 57.8132 38·50**
Cult X Time 4 34.2950 1.5458. 1.7407 1.14"
Cult X chem. 4 82.6925 3·7272** 7·7452 5·07**

" Time X chern. 4 170·5925 7.6892it* 5.4441 3·56- ,.
T X C X c 8 18.7613 0.8456.,. 2·9390 1.92

Within Treat. 54 22.186 1.5276
(Error)

** F value significant at the 110level

Table III. - Master table for average yield and weed counts

Av. yield Av. weedsj
Chern. Time Cv..J..t. Ibo!pl,ot 60'row

Dinitro At planting 2 8.82 0.0
PCP 4 days 2 8.56 0,0
Dinitro At planting 3 7.98 0.0
Dinitro 4 days 2 7.68 0.0
CIPC 4 days 3 7·40 5·3
PCP 4 days 1 7·32 1.7
CIPC At planting 2 7.16 13·0
PCP At planting 2 7·10 0·7
CIPC At planting 3 6.90 3·7
DN 4 days 3 6.84 0.0
Dinitro 4 days 1 6.34 3·3
PCP 4 days 3 6.29 0.0
Dinitro At planting 1 6.18 5·7
PCP At planting 1 6.00 10.c(
PCP At planting 3 5·22 loU
PCP 0 :2 4·95 23·3
PCP 0 3 4·72 17·7
DN e 2 4.48 21·7
CIPC 0 2 4·37 23·3
DN 0 3 4·32 21·3
CIPC 0 3 4,16 18.3
CIPC At planting 1 2·53 25·0
CIPC 4 days 1 2.12 23·3
PCP 0 1 1.52 25·0
CIPC 0 1 1.43 25·0
DN 0 1 .86 25·0

L.S.D. .05 2.00 7·64
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Cultivations had no effect ryn wee1 counts or yield as shown in figure 2.
This could be expected since the chemicals had probably disappeared before culti
vation began, Yields were greatly increased by a medium and late cultivation
over a single late cultivation. In contrast, yields were lowered in the treated
plots by giving an early cultivation in additicn to two later cultivations. Some
unknown factor, possibly cultivation when the soil was too wet, could have been
the cause. No explanati,.,n is offered as to why the early cultivation increased,
rather than decreased yield in the untreated plots.

Figure 3 shows that more than two cultivations did not reduce weeds when
treated with PCP and dinitro but did reduce yiE;lds. The opposite was true with
Chlor') IPC. Cultivation eVidently aided in the destruction of weeds that were
not killed by the Chloro IPC. Very few weeds were evident at any time in the DN
and PCP plots, indicating that if early weeds are controlled, there is no great
weed problem at harvest.

,
The results of an experiment involVing three chemicals, three times of

application and three cultivation levels in soybeans is reported.

Under the conditions of this experiment it appears that dinitro and PCP
were superior to Cl IPC in controlling weeds. Delaying application of the
herbicide seems to favor weed control With dinitro and PCP, but not with Cl
IPC. One late cultivation was not as effective as a medium and ].ate cultivation
or an ear'Ly , medium and late cultivation.

Yield increase Mas almost directly proportional to weed control. Dinitro
and PCP resulted in higher yields than did Cl IPC. Delaying application four
days after planting did not greatly increase yield with any of the chemicals
used. A medium and late cultivation resulted in higher yield than did an early j

medium and late cultivation with PCP and dinitro, but not with Cl IPC.

Literature:

1. Chappell, W. E. 1952. Pre-emergence weed control studies with soybeans.
Southern W~ed Conference Fifth Pr~ceedings> 127-128.

2. 1953. Weed control studies in soybeans. Southern Weed
Conference Sixth Proceedings, 122-125.

3· Hansen, J. R., and J. F. Freeman J 1952. Comparison of Cl !PC and DNOSEP
for c')ntrol of weeds in soybeans. North Central Weed Control
Conference R~search Report, 102 (abstract).
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THEEFFECTOF SIX HERBICIDESONAIFll.IFAANDCLOVERSUNDERSEEDEDTO
SPRINGOATS

A. J. Tafuro, R. H. Beatty and C. Co Jack 1

In the Northeastern part of the United States a large pro
portion of grains are seeded with legumes, mostly mixed legumesQ
Weeds in seeded grains are a serious pest to the Northeast farmer,
since not only do they effect normal growth of grains, but they
also compete with the legume seedings, Chemical weed control in
seeded grains has been practiced by farmers in this area, to some
extent" for the past few· yearStr Dinitros, HCP and 2,4-D all have
been used as selective weed killers in seeded grains.

Although 2,4-D and MCPcan both be used selectively at low
gallonage rates on grains, the legumes, especially alfalfa, are
rather susceptible to injury when these chemicals come in contact
with the legume at rates needed for weed control. To overcome
this" applications of 2,4-D and MCPare applied at low gallonage
(5 to 10 gallons per acre) when weed infestations are serious and
grain is at least 8 to 10 inches tall to protect the legume seeding
from the chemicalo In many cases this application gives a good
control of mustard but does not always control weeds such as ragweed
and smartweed. Dinitros have also been used with some success but
under certain environmental conditions injury to grain and legumes
has been observed.

This experiment was conducted to test the selectivity of six
herbicides on alfalfa and clovers (alsike, ladino, and medium red).
Application was made at a relatively high volume of water per acre
(35 gallons) when grain was only 6 to 8 inches tall to insure
thorough wetting of the legumes and grain wi.th each spray.

Procedure

A test comparing six (6) herbicides applied at three (3)
rates, 1/4, 1/2 and 1 pound of active ingredient per acre was
conducted on American Chemical Paint Company's Research Farm in
Ambler, Pennsylvania. The treatments were applied to a field of
alinton oats underseeded with a legume mixture of alfalfa, ladino,
alsike and medium red clover. The clinton oats were seeded in May
and the legumes were seeded when oats were in the two leaf stage 0

The rate of legume seeding was six (6) pounds of alfalfa per acre,
one (1) pound of ladino, one (1) pound of alsike and one (1) pound
of medium red clover per acre. Materials were applied by a hand
sprayer operating at 20 pounds pressure by compressed air.
Application was at a rate of thirty-five (35) gallons of water
per acre.

(1) American Chemical Paint Company, Ambler, Pennsylvania
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The plot size was five (5) feet wide and twenty (20) feet long and
were replicated four (4) times~ At the time of spraying the oats wore
about eight (8) inches tall, completely tillered, and the underseeded
legumes were in the first leaf stageo The vfeather was clear and the
temperature was750F when materials were applied. On the day after
spraying, counts llveremade on the alfalfa and clover stand in each
plot. Two (2) two (2) square foot areas were oounted in each plot
and these areas were staked permanently for further counts made four
(4) weeks latero Weedreadings were also made at bobb times that
the Legumes wore counted. ~-;eeds present in the plots were mustard,
ra~veed and smartweedo

2.4~
1.61
NoS.

67053%

Source or Variation D.F. Alfalfa-
Materials 5~0 N.D.
Rates 2 50 5.39*
MxR 10/50 N.S.
C.V. 61.80%

The data obtained on alfalfa and clover stands was analyzed
statistically using the analysis of covariance technique. stands
reported for 4 weeks after spray troatments are adjusted averages.

Table I - Results of Statistical dnal~is (F Values) (Covariance).

Clover

'rable II - l~verage Counts Taken at Time of Spral and 4 WeeksAfter S12ral.

Alfalfa Clover

Material Rate Before After Before After

MCP60 (amine) l/4#/A 13050 15.55 12·..50 15.60
MCP60 (amine) 1/2#!A 11.50 8,,31 7.00. 8.61
Mcr 60 (amine) JI/A 10.00 7.01 3025 8.38

MCP90 (amine) 1/4#/11. 13.75 12.90 lloOO 13.85
MCP90 (amino) 1/2#//i. 22.25 10.05 llo50 13.35
MCP90 (amine) J.#/A 6.75 5.80 2025 10.14

4 Chloro (amine) l/4#/A 24.75 7.23 10.00 9.86
4 Chloro (amine) 1/2#/A 15.50 13.80 9050 10.36
4 ChIaro (amino) 1#/1,. 14.25 9.83 10050 5.85

2



Table II (Continued) - Average Counts Taken at Time of Spray
and 4 Weeks lli'ter Spray.

l'Ufalfa Clover

Material Rate Before After Before After

4 Chlaro (ester) 1/W1/A 13000 10.87 13.25 2.09
4 Ch1oro (ester) 1/2#/A 6,.,75 llq05 4.25 10013
4 Chloro (ester) 1#/A 20..00 3.47 13,00 1.84

2,4-n (amine) l/4#/A 17.75 11.13 13675 ~84
2,,4-D (amine) . 1/2#/A 18G75 13000 11.00 13.85
2,4-D (amine) 1#/A 19.75 2.87 6.00 13.87

3,,4-D (amine ~ l/4#/A 7.50 13033 5.00 17.12
3,4-D (amine 1/2#/A 8GOO 14.27 4.75 10.13
3,,4-D (amine) 1#/A 22.25 11.05 11000 9.35

Check 12.50 15.68 8.50 13.36

Average (excluding check) 14.78 1o_o8 8.86 10.35

Alfalfa Clover

Rate Before ..\iter Before After

l/4#/Jl 15004 11.83 10.92 11.72
1/2#/A 13.79 11 074 8,00 11.06 .

1#/11. 15.50 6.66 7.67 8.23

L.S.D. Values ,05 :: 3.62 Difference is
001 =4.82 not significant

Table I gives the average alfalfa and clover plants counted
at the time of spray and 4 weaks after sprayo The figures for
4 weeks after spray have been adjustod to a commoninitial stand
levol on tho basis of the regression relationship ostablished by
covariance analysis.
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Material

MCP60
MCP90"
4 Chloro Andne
4 Chloro Ester
2,4-D Amine
3,4-D Amine
Chock

Table IV

illalfa
Before After

7.58
8.25

10000

10.16
10.25
" 6.91

8.50

10.86
12.44

8.69
4.70

13.18
12.21
13.36

ISD Values for comparing .05 =8.12
materials with check. .01 =10.83

ISD Values for
comparing material
averages with check
average.

005=7.22
.01,= 9.62

ISD Values .05" 5.73
for comparing .01::= 7.64
materials.

Results:

Table IV shows the average counts, with all 3 rates combined,
of the various materials used. Tho after spray figures have been
adjusted to a commoninitial stand level on the basis of the
regression relationship established by covariance analysis to
adjust for variability in the intial stand. counts amongtreatments e

Table IV shows that for alfalfa, the check is on the border
line of,_beir.g significantly bottor than the ester of 4-chloro
phenoxy-acetic acido,The other materials do not differ signifi
oantly frOl1lthe check nor do thoy differ significantly from. each
other. H~0vor, it is interesting to note that all materials,
except 3,4-D, gavo cor.sistont decrease in the final stand counts
after spray. In all replications 3,4-D countswero consistent in
that it. was not as detrimental to the alfalfa plants as the
other materials used. Tho MGPboth 60 and 90, 4-chloro amine and
ester and the 2,4-D amine all 'gave a higher injury factor than
3,4-]) at all rates, although tho difference was nct significant
at the 5%probability level.
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It is interosting to note that the clovers were also effeoted
more seriously by the 4-chloro formulation than the MCP, 2,4-n
or 3,,4-D. MCP60 and 90" 4-ehloro amine, 2,4-D amine and 3,4-D
amine do not signific&ntly differ from each other or the check,
but MOP60, MCP90, 2,4-D amine and 3,,4-D amine and the chedk all
have significantly higher adjusted stands than the 4-ehloro ester.

For alfalfa (see Table III) the 1 pound rate had significantly
lower adjusted stand than the 1/4 and 1/2 pound rate but there
was no difference between the 1/4 and 1/2 pound rates.

The 4-chloro ester at the 1/2 and 1 pound rates delayed oat
maturity for about 2 weeks whereas the 4-ohloro amine formulation
at the one pound rate delayed maturity for about one vfeek.

Conclusions

Under the conditions of this test:

1. All chemicals' used were somewhat detrimental although
stands were significantly lower than the check for
alfalfa. With alfalfa the one pound rate had
significantly Immr stands than the 1/4 and 1/2
pound rates but thoro was no difference between
the l/h and 1/2 pound rates.

2. On alfalfa the check was on the borderline of being
significantly better than the ester of 4-chloro
phenoxyacetic acid. The MCP60, MCP90, 4-chloro
amine, 2,4-D amine and .3,4-D amine did not differ
significantly .from the check •

.3" 3,4-D amine in all replications W88" oonsistently
Less injurious to alfalfa plants and in this test
seemed to be the sa.fest to use on alfalfa of any
of the materials tried. 3,4-D should be tested
more thoroughly in the future.

4. On clover MCP60, MCP90" 4-ohloro amine, 2,4-D amine,
3,4-D amine did not differ significantly from each
other or the check, but MOP60, MCP90, 2,4-n amine,
and 3,4-D amine and the check all had significantly
higher stands than the 4-ohlo1'o ester.

,. 4-ohloro ester and amine formulations delayed
maturity of oJ-in-ton oats as much as 2 weeks.
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PRELnfiNARYREbULTSOF PRE-ANDPOST-EUERGENCESCREENINGEXPERll'iENTS
onLEGUHES.

i-Iarvin IIf. Schreiber and Stanford N. Fertig!1

Introduction

The use of the screening procedure for rapid evaluation of numerous herbi
cides has increased greatly in the past few years. The specific method used at
a particular place is more or less dictate. by the type of facilities available
and the particular infonnation deSired.

The problem of weed control in legumes is as yet unresolved. From the herbi
cidal view, this is priJTl.arlly due to two reasons:

1) Either we have not determined the most effective method of using
the herbicides noW'available \'1ithout legume injury, or

2) New herbicides which are less ins~rious to legumes are drastically
needed. Both of these points were upper most in mind when these
screening tests were initiated.

This is a preliminary report of a screening program started in the summer
of 1953 in the Department of Agronomy, Cornell University. Its main objectives
were to observe the effect of both pre- and post-emergence spraying of chemicals
now in wide use and nell experimental herbicides on leg\ll"Tlinouscrops. Many.com
binations of both types of chemicals ...Jere included.

Materials and Methods

Alfalfa, birds foot trefoil, ladino clover and medium red clover were the
legumes used in all these tests. Two rows of each legume were seeded in green
house flats ua« x 1811X JlI) filled with a Shagrin silt loam soil that. had pre
viously been limed and fertilized.. lrJeed seeds of mustard (Brassica arvensis),
yellow rocket (Barbarea vulgaris), lambs-quarters (Chenopodium album) and pig
weed (Amaranthus retroflexus) were also seeded along wi.th the legumes. The flats
were then spra,-ed at specified times with various herbicides using an experimen
tal sprayer built by C. 11. Terry, Professor of Agricultural Engineering, Cornell
University (Northeastern 1teed Control Conference Proceedings, 19S2). After
spraying the fiats were placed outside on a level, cindered area.

The screening method used was as follows: 21 chemicals and various combin
ations of these chemicals at 3 to 6 different concentrations were sprayed pre
and post- emergence l1Tithout replication. Upon favornble observations as to its
relative effect on the legumes involved a second screening test of the herbicide
was made over a wider range of concentrations and was replicated twice. This' 
method allowed for rapid observation of many herbicides to start with.

The following is a list of treatments applied pre-emergence four days after
seedings were made and post-emergence lfhen the crops were .3 to 4 inches tall:

y Graduate Assistant and Professor of Agronomy, respectively, Department of
Agronomy" Cornell University, Ithaca, NewYork.
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Chemical

i:.,4-D, Dow
acp 6($, Chip.
i:ICPM, ACP
lieP 9(J/" Dow
4-Chloro (ester) ACP
4-Chloro (amine) Dow
2-Methy1 6-ehloro" ACP
2,4,5-T
3,4-D (amine), Hercules
3,4-D (ester), Hercules
Sinox P.E.
TCA, Dow
EH TS15, U.S. I.
EH T516, U.S. I.
EB TS17"u. s. I.
EH T518, u,s. I.
EB 654-20-.31, u.S. I.
EB 654-27-32, U.S. I.
Natrin, Carbide & Carbon
Parasin, Carbide & Carbon'
NP 745, Penn Salt

Pre-Emergence Cone.
(Lba. /A. )

1/4, 1/2, 1
1/4, 1/2, 1
1/4, 1/2, 1
1/4, 1/2, 1
1/2, 1, 1-1/2, 2
11.2, 1, 1-1/2, 2

1/4, 1/2, 1
1/4, 1/2, 1
1/4, 1/2,-1
2,3,4,5,6,10
4,6,8,10,20
8,12,16
8,12,16
8,12,16
8,12,16

8
8 .

4,5;6;7
4,5,6,7
5,10,15

Post-Emergence Cone.
(Lba. /A. )

1/8, 1/4, 1/2
1/8, 1/4, 1/2
1/8, 1/4, 1/2
1/8, 1/4, 1/2
1/8, 1/4, 1/2, 1
1/8, 1/4, 1/2, 1

1/8
1/8, 1/4, 1/2
1/8, 1/4, 1/2
1/8, 1/4, 1/2
1/2, 1, 2, 3, 4
2, 4, 6
2, 4, 6
2, 4, 6
2, 4, 6
2, 4, 6

Combinations Pre-Emergence
(Lba. /A. )

Sinox P.E.
Sinox P.E.
Sina:< P.E.
Sinox P.E.
Sinox P.E.
Sinox P.E.
Sinox P.E.
Sina:< P. E.
Sinox P.E.
Sinox P.E.
Sinox P.E.
Sinox P.E.·
Sinox P.E.
Sinox P.E.

4 + T515 12
4 + T516 12
4 + T517 12
4 + TS18 12
4 + 2,4-D 1/2
4 + MJP 6fJf"Chip., 1/2
4 + H:;P 601>"ACP, 1/2
4 + MeP 9($, Dow, 1/2
4 + 4-ehloro (amine), :1.":'1/2
4 + 4-Chloro (ester), 1-1/2
4 + 2 ,4,5-T, 1/2
4 + .3,4....n (amine), 1/2
4 + 3,4-D (ester), 1/2
4 + TCA, 8

- 2 -
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Ccr~binations Post-Emergence
(Lbs./A. )

Sinax P.E.
Sinox P.E.
Sinox P. E.
Sinox P.E.
Sinax P.E.
Sinox P.E.
Sinox P.E.
Sinox P.E.
Sinox P.E.
Sinox P.E.
Sinox P. E.
Sinax P.E.
Sinax P.E.
Sinox P.E.
Sinox P.E.
Sinox P.E.
Sinox P.E.
Sinox P.E.

Results and Discussion

1 + T515, 4
1 + T516, 4
1 + T517, 4
1 + T518,4
2 + T515, 4
2 + T516, 4
2 + T517, 4
2 + T518, 4
1 + 2,4-D, 1/4
1 + Mep 60%, Chip., 1/4
1 + MOP60%, ACP, 1/4
1 + MeP90%, Dow, 1/4
1 + 4..Chloro (ester) ACP, 1/2
1 + 4-Chloro (amine), Dow, 1/2
1 + 3,4-D (ester), 1/4
1 + 3,4-D (amine), 1/4
1 + 2,h,5-T, 1/4
1 + TCA, 4

In reporting the results of the above treatments only those that showed
favorable effects will be discussed unless pertinent points concerning the
others were observed.

~r~-~~r~e~c!

Sinox P.E. showed the best weed control with the least injury to the legume
even up to 6 pounds per acre. 4-Chloro, whether amine or ester, retarded legume
emergence and caused chlorosis of those plants that did emerge. TOAtreatments
showed no weed control and progressively less g~rmination of legume from 4 Ibs.
to 20 Lbs, per acre. NP 745 showed no retarding effect on legume emergence aren
up to 15 Ibs. per acre but no weed control.

All the exper-imental, carbamates, T515. T516, T517, T518, 654-20-37 an:!
654-27 32 seerr~d to produce abnormally long, flat cotelydolw which appeared to
delay the first unifoliate leaf. None of the carbamates tested gave any weed
control. T-518 was the best of all the carbamates tested.

Sinox P.E. at 4 Ibs./A. plus TCAat 8 Ibs./A. gave a good stand of all
legumes with good weed control.

3,4-D treatments showed definite promise in the initial test and a second
screening test was made using both the amine and ester at a greater range of
concentrations (0.1 Ibs./A. - 1.0 Ibs./A. by tenths). No reduction in legume
stands were noted by any of these treatments. Below 0.3 Ibs./A. of 3,4-D weed
control li'aS not evident. Between 1/2 and 1 Ib./A. weed control lias good but
legume grOliVthappeared to be slightly stunted.

- 3 -
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None of the translocated herbicides when used alone at 1/8 lb. /A. showed
reduction of stand of either the legumes or weeds. The most promising chemicals
on the basis of the initial'screening test were 3,4-D (amine and ester) and
Sinox P.E. Sinox P. E. showed increased burning with an increase of concentration
but with no reduction of the legume stand. Burning on birds foot trefoil init
ially looked the wcrse but after a few weeks no difference could be noted when
compared to the check.

A second screening test was made on the 3,4-D products using both seedling
legumes and l-rhat would be considered established legumes (seeding made early
in the spring, crop clipped once and sprayed two weeks later. after sane regrowth).

Replicated sprayings of 3,4-D amine was made on seedling legumes with con
centrations ranging from 0.1 lbs/A. to 0.5 Ibs./A (by .05 Ibs./A.). Most plants
were at the first trifoliate leaf stage of growth. None of the concentrations
showed stand reduction although initially epinasty was evident. Weed cQntrol
increased with concentration, partic1i.lllrly ,for yellow rocket (Barbarea vulgaris).

The second screening test on established legumes was made using 3,4-D
(ester and amine) with 4-Chloro amine and ester, 2,4-D, MCP90%Dow, and Sinox
P. E. included primarily for canparison. The concentrations ranged from l/a lb.
per acre to 2 1bs./A for 2,4-D, 3,4-D, MCP90%and 1/4 lb. to 3 Ibs./A. for
4-Chlor o- 3,4-D showed definite reduction of injury to legumes, particularly
alfalfa when compared with MCP, 2,4-D and 4-Chloro; thus, verifying the initial
observation. This was true for both the amine and ester.

The activity of 4-Chlorophenoxyacetic acid was observed to be much lower
than that of 2 ,4-D, MCPand 3,4-D. However, 4-Chloro is E6 injurious to legumes
as 2,4-D and 11CPat equal activity concentrations. This is most striking on
its effect on medium red and ladino clover which are considered to be the most
resistant of the legumes. Leaf curl on medium red clover was more pronounced
due to treatment with 4-Chloro than with HCPand equal to that brought ,:"'out by
2,4-D. Ladino clover showed profound abnormalities, particularly in fusion of
leaflets and stems and increasing the number of leaflets from three to a
maximum of eight. This effect was noted only at concentrations of 1/4 and 1/2
Ib./A ,Whether the chemical lvas used alone or in combination.

Sunnnary

1) MCPlvas as in:j\~'t'ioos to legumes as 2,4-D at the same concentration ..

2) 3,4-D was less injurious to legumes than 2,4-D or HCP at the same
concentration.

3) 4-Chloro showod less activity than 2,4-D or MCP.

4) The concentration of 4-Chloro required to give the same degree of weed
control as 2,4-D or }~P resulted in ,equal injury to the legume.

5) Sinox P.E. caused the least injury to legumes and gave the best weed
control of all herbicides tested whether pre-emergence or post-emergence.

- it -
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6) The experimental carbamate T.518 showed the Leas t injury to legumes
of all the carbamates tested.

Acknowledgement is made to the following companies for supplying the chemi
cals used in this experiment:

American Chemical Paint Co. , Ambler, Penna.
Carbide and Carbon Chemicals Co., New York, N. Y.
Dow Chemical Co., Nidland, Nichigan.
Chipman Chemical Ce., Boundbrook, N. J.
Hercules Powder Co., \:Jilmington, DeIa,
Pennsylvania Salt Nanufacturing Co. , \Vyndmoor, Penna.
u. S. Industrial Chemicals Co., Baltimore, Md.

- .5 -
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CHEMICALWEEDCONTROLIN SMALLGRAINS UNDERSEEDEDTO LEGUMES

M. F. Trevett and C. E. Cunningham!!

Reoommendations for the treatment of underseeded small
grains with 2,4-D- or MCP-type herbicides usually stipulate that
spraying be deferred until a protective canopy of grain and weed
foliage has formed. To insure that the reoeptive and retentive
capacity of the canopy is not exoeeded, low aore volumes of spray
are also suggested. These, generally, are the only positive
measures taken to aid in the establishment of an adequate legume
stand. .

Although experimental confirmation is lacking, there
are other practices that might increase the oertainty of obtaining
an adequate stand. For example, compared to low rates of oompanion
crop seeding, relatively high rates should result in more proteo
tion for legume seedlings by inoreasing the density of stand of
the companion orop per unit area. The density of the canopy, of
oourse, should not be increased to the point where it will beoome
a faotor in limiting legume establishment. Inoreased protection
due to the small grain would be of most importance in fields With
a sparse weed population. Variations in the rate of companion
crop seeding may account for much of the conflicting data in the
literature, particularly, as in the case of oats, when seeding
rates range from one half to two or more bushels per aore.

For any given rate of companion crop seeding the method
of sowing may have a bearing on the amount of protection provided.
Broadcast grains, because of greater seed dispersion, might give
greater total ooverage of the soil floor than drilled grain,
espeoially during the early stages of companion crop development.
From the standpoint of weed control, an inoreased oanopy effect
on the part of the small grain may be undesirable. The shielding
aotion that proteots legume seedlings would also proteot weed
seedlings. If, however, the objective of weed control is not the
complete elimination of all weeds, but rather the removal from
competition of those weeds that germinated prior to clover emer
genoe, then the enhanced canopy effeot would not be objectionable.
Tall, early. emerged weeds would themselves be a part of the oanopy
and hence subject to adequate spray coverage.

Aside from the conjectured benefits of increased seed
ing rates of the oompanion orop, or of the method of companion
crop sowing, an adequate stand of legume might be assured if

11Assooiate Agronomist and Assistant Agronomist, respectively,
Maine Agricultural Experiment Station, University of Maine,
Orono, Maine.
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legumes were seeded at higher than normal rates. For a given
density of canopy, high seeding rates of the legume should,
oompared to lower rates, increase the number of legume seedlings
shielded by the oanopy. Other effects of higher rates of seeding
might inclUde, in the case of speoies with a high percentage of
hard seeds, a signifioant amount of germination after sprays have
been applied. Even at normal seeding rates post-spraying germina
tion of both hard and soft seeds may be of practical importanoe.

Table 1 oontains preliminary observations on the inter
action between herbioide treatment and rates of seeding Ladino
clover. Plantings were made in mid-May. Sprays were applied
when the clover was not more than 2 inches tall, and when oats
were 1+to 6 inches tall.. Clover counts were made during the first
week in September of the seeding year.

TABLE1

I~~ERACTION BETWEENRATEOF SEEDINGANDHERBICIDESONSTANDOF
LADINOCLOVER

Number
Herbicide and
Acre Rates

ore

Check pl! 26.g 11+..2 6.2
1/4# MC aoid 19.1+
1/2# MCpYacid 12.g 1+.g
1/2# 2,4-nYaoid/ 12.9 1+.1+
3 qts. Dow Se1. 3 13.1 11.2 3.4-

LSD 5% 6.1 NS, but a trend 1..7
for oheck to be

higher

11 "Weedar MCpll, 30.5%Diethanolamine salt of 2-methyl 4-ohloro
phenoxyaoetio aoid. American Chemical Paint Co.

2/ "2,4-Dow Weed Killer ll , 65%Alkanolamine a'alts (of the Ethanol
- and Isopropanol series) of 2,4-Dlchlorophenoxyacetic aoid.

Dow Chemioal Co.

3/ "Dow Seleotive Weed Klller ll , 13.7% Ammoniumdinitro seoondary
- butyl phenat e, DowChemical Co.

-2-
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The data in Table 1 conform to the principle that the
more adverse conditions are for legume establishment the higher
should be the rate of legume seeding. However, by and of itself,
this data i~ not meaningful. The fact that, compared to check,
an excessive rate of dinitro reduced clover stand by 51.2% in
1950, and by ~5.2% in 1951 (one pound per acre rate of seeding),
is not of much assistance in evaluating this treatment for farmer
use. To properly evaluate this data the number of surviving,
Vigorous legume plants should be compared to a norm. The norm
will represent the minimum number of legume plants per square
foot, the fall of the seeding year, that experience or experiment
has indicated as required for a full stand the year following
associated grasses or legumes, the use to whioh the sod is to be
put, and will further depend upon the expected loss of seedlings
due to winterkilling, or to other causes. If, for example, in a
certain mixed forage seeding two tadino plants per square foot
are required for a full legume stand the year following seeding,
any of the treatments for the one-pound rate of seeding in Table
1 would have resulted in an adequate stand, even assuming a one
third loss of plants over Winter. On the other hand, if, for
another grass-legume mixture, five Ladino plants per square foot
were deemed a full stand the year follOWing seeding, and assuming
a one third loss of plants over Winter, a one-pound seeding rate
of Ladino would have been inadequate&

Norms based on measurements other than of number of
plants per square foot would make satisfactory standards. For
example, evaluation could be made on the basis of percent legume
in the first cut of hay the year following seeding. Thus, for
certain grass-legume mixtures, an acceptable norm would be 60%
legume:~O% grass. In any case, for whatever the type of data
employed, the norm should conform to the rule that in mixed
grass-legume seedings each component should attain a proportion
of the mixture that will insure maximum longeVity and productiVity
of the sod.

Summary

It is suggested that, insofar as effect on legume stand
is concerned, herbicides applied to underseeded small grains be
evaluated on the basis of Vigor and number of legumes surviVing
chemical treatment in relation to a norm representing the minimum
number of legume plants per square foot required for a full stand
in a given situationj increasing legume seeding rates to above
normal may assist in establishing an adequate stand.

-3-
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CHICKWEEDCONTROLIN PASTURESEEDINm,l

..... W.. H. Mitchell and C. E. Phillips2

tor the successful esta,blishment of pasture and hay crops it is essential
thii oompeti tion from .eds be eliminated as nearly as possible.. The impol"
tMce of chickweed (Stellaria media) in reducing the first cutting yields of
ne1fly-est8.blished alfalfa has been shown by Aldrich and Baylor (1) .. Mo",is
1M kuhn (2) and others.. There is much less evidence to indicate the extent
of' injury to pasture eeedmgs from chickweed competition. Experiences and
investigations in Delaware and else'\'\nere indicate that chickweed is most
severe on low ground where there is ample moisture for its growth. The
pastul'Q acreage in Dela'\'\'S.I'eis far greater than the acreage devoted. to the
gro"ff.ir~g of alfalfa and mch of thepB.. $ture, .creage, is on 101\T. ground. $in~
this g~ound provideSJood conditions tot til.. growth of chick~ed as .11 as
pasture plants it 1f0 d ~etii dl9Bi.t"b.b1eto determine to What extent the chict
weed is cmnpeting w.tt1'1and reducing the stand of pasture plants and the
pobs:Lbilities of an effective control program.. "" .

The objectives of this study were to determine the effectiveness of
sevQral chemicals in controlling chickweed and to find to what extentpresenoe
of chickweed is decreasing the yield of pastures.

Materials and Methods

This study was conduoted at the College Farm on a sassafras Silt Loam
soil. A seedbed was prepared and a seeding made in late August using a
oultipaoker-type seeder. The geed mixture cons1 sted of 7 pounds Orchard
grass, 10 pounds bromegrass, 3 pounds alsike clover, and 1 pound Ladino clover.

One year previous to this seeding the middle section of this field was
disced heavily' in an attempt to renovate it. This proved unsuooessful and
the following summer the entire field _s plowed, planted to SUdan grass, and
plollied again in September in preparation for the sElBding used in this study.
The mi,ddle section of the field became heavily' infested with chiomed follow
ing cl'oeely the area that was disoed in an attempt at renovation. This B
aore field 'W8.S divided into 8 one-acre lot e for intensive grazing. by 30 - 35
maturedai1'7 animals. The middle 4 lots had a heavy grQwth of chiokweed and
a series of plots were laid out across this area.

'lhe plot layout consisted of a completely' randomized design with all
treatments replicated 3 times. The plot size was 6 1 x ,0'. A check plot
was located beside each treated plot in an attempt to remove some of the dif
ferences due to variable weed growth over the experimentalareao

Six treatments 'fIere made oonsisting of the following:

Ammoniumand alkanolamine salts, eaoh at 1 pound of DNOSBPper aore; IPC
at 4 pounds and 8 pounds of active ingredient per acre j and CIPC at 1 pound
and 2 pounds of aotive ingredient per acre.

1. Published as Misce.1.laneous Paper No. 180'With the approval of the Director
of the Delaware Agrioultural Experiment Station.

2. Assistant Research Professor and Head, respectively', Department of
Agron~, Dela.re Agricultural Experiment 5tation.
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All materials 1'lereappli"ed·,).n >Qgallons ot water per acre with a pres
sure of 80 pounds per square inch 0 At the time of application the tempera
ture was 4$0 - 480 F. Treatmepts were made on December 18 and at this time
eh1ckweed on the plot area was trom 1" - SIf deep.

,
In April square yarq samples w~re:.cut;from each plot, hand separated

into grass, clover, and chickweed Qomponents and later oven dried. In
September, 19S3, the plots were ,rate<! as to their relative stands ot pasture
SPec~es. Some'Whatincidental' to this study" grazing reco rds -.re kept to
give' an approximation of the qu~tity of pasture being produced.

Experimental, Results and Discussion

Taba l"shows the results ot the b8ndseparations made on the April
cuttings.. '

v,

.. Table 1• E.ffect of Chemical.Treatments on Dry'Matter Yields of
Clover, Grass, and.Qm-ckweed

Treat- Rate Yield of Dry Matter in Grams
ment IbS o { per Sq. Yd.

No. Treatment Acre Clover Grass Chickweed

1 fchidfo IPC 1 2.3 26 13
2 Check .;,. , 3.0 22 144

',' ~.

3 ChloroIPC ·.:2 7.3 9.0 le3
4 Check - 9.0 22 89;..

S IR::
~l

' ,,'4 8.0 12 81
I

6 Check 1.0 4 100

7 IPC 8 15.0 3 20
:6..' Check 6.0 23 19~

.,9; Sinox W 1 7/1l0 42 76
10 Cheek 11.0 S2 15c

11 5inox PE 1 S.o 49 8
12 Check 3.0 16 79

1/ All rates of the dinitros expressed as DN05BPequivalent and
the carbamates as active ingredients.

The dinitro treatments produced a surface kill of the chickweed but there
was considerable regrowth by' the time the plots .re sampled in April.

In the plots treated with IPC both ,at ,the 4 pound and 6 pound rates,
there was no noticeable reduction in the cl1icl.twaed stand until late February
and March. At the 4 p'01.mdlevel ther.ewa:s 've.ry little 1'leedcontrol, how
ever, at 8 pounds per acre the IPC ga"le very good control. At this level
there was a reduction in the stand of orchard grass and bromegrass ..

-,'. -,

-2-
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Chloro IPC both at the 1 pound and 2 pound levels )~ad a very delayed
etfect on the chiclnve'ed although control at both levels;.s good. There
appeared to be a slight reduction ia growth of the grasse s at the 2 pound
level. ..

There 'WaS considerable variation in the stand ot ~~s:~e~ data -.s-'
collected in April. It"'8 noted, especially' with the IPC and CIFe" that
even where good control resulted trom the treatment there -.s no more grass
or clover present than in the untreated checks. In areas nearby' mere little
or no chick9leed 19&5 present, the stand of' grass and clover _8 noticeably
better. This suggests that injury to the stand resulting trom the competition
ot the chickweed occurs earq in the lite of the stand and in this case betore
December 18.

Table 2. Production ot Seeded Area as Measured by CowDays ot Grazing

Lot No. 1 2 .3 Ii 5 6 7 8

Cow Days
ot GraZing 238 236 202 204 204 186 170 188

Table 2 is included to show that the production in all ot the lots was
very satisfactory" even t hough, as previously stated, there was a marked
variation in the stand ot chickweed.

In september at 1953 observations were made of' the plot area and there
_re no significant differences sho1'!ingbetween the treated and untreated
areas. This suggests that where as the original stand of grass and clover
may have been reduced by the 1¥8edcompetition, the spreading nature of Ladino
clover may largely overcome this 108s.

Summarz
The objective of this stu~ was to investigate the extent ot injury to a

tall pasture seeding by chickPleed and to study the effectiveness of four
chemical controls.

The ammoniumand alkanolanime salts ot DNOSBPat the 1 pound rate gave an
effective top kill ot the chickweed but considerable regrol'th _8 made by April.

IPC at 4 pounds per acre did not etfecti veq control chickwed but at the
6 pound rate produced a nearly complete control. At the 8 pound rate there
was considerable reduction in the growth ot orchard grass and brOJll8gr&ss.

CIPC gave good control at the I pound and 2 pound levels 'Wi.th some retarda
tion in the growth of the grasses at the higher rate.

It appears that injury to the stand ot pasture plants resulting trom the
competition of chick.ed occurs in the earq stages ot seeding establishment.

The entire seeded area produced an average or over 200 cow days of graz
ing per acre per season indicating that Ladino clow1"-grass mixtures will over
ccme to a considerable extent severe chick_ed competition.

-3-
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CONTINUEDSTUDIES OF CHICKWEEDCONrROLIN ALFALFAI

Richard J. Aldrich 2

Investigations at the New Jersey Station during 1950-51 and
1951-52 clearly showed that chickweed could be satisfactorily
controlled with DNOSBPand Chloro-IPC. It was found that Chloro
IPC effectively controlled chickweed regardless of date of treat
ment and amount of water used for the treatment. Control with a
single application of DNOSBPwas consistently better with treat
ments made prior to matting of the chickweed. The value of repeat
treatment for most effective control was also pointed out. The
amount of water used had negligible affect with single applications
of DNOSBPprior to matting or where two treatments were made.

The 1952-53 work was devoted to continued study of gallonage
and date of DNOSBPapplication, a comparison of DNOSBPformulations
and evaluation of split treatments of low rates. Chloro-IPC and
IPC were alao compared.

EXPERIMENTAL

DNOSBP

Methods: Tests were conducted on pure aeedings of alfalfa
seeded in late summer of 1952. Plots were 6 feet wide and 25
feet long in a randomized block design.

The gallonage and date of application test was identical to
the 1951-52 test. One pound of an ammonium salt of DNOSBPwas
applied in 10, 20, 40, and 100 gallons in the following ~onths:

December, January, February, December plUE January, December plUS
February, and January plus February~

DNOSBPammonium and amine salts
agent and DNOSBPacid were compared.
ingredient was applied in 40 gallons
19, February 5, and December 19 plus

with and without a wetting
One pound of the active

of water per acre December
February 5.

In the test of rates ofDNOSBP, 3/4, 1, and Ii pounds of
an ammonium salt were applied in 40 gallons as single treatments
December 19 and February 5, 3/8, 1/2, and 3/4 pound were applied
December 19 and again February 5, giving a total application
equal to single treatments on each date. The first treatment was
made when chickweed was in the seedling stage (1/4-1/2 inch).

lCooperative stUdy between the New Jersey Agricultural Experiment
Station and the Division of Weed Investigations, ARS, USDA.

2Agronomist, Division of Weed Investigations, ARS, USDA.
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Results: Results of the gallonage test were in general
agreement with results of the 1951-52 test. Satisfactory con
trol was obtained with the October treatment and all combination
treatments. It was noted that, even on the optimum dates for
control, application in 10 gallons did not provide as effective
control as application in 20, 40, and 100 gallons. Gallonage
had no affect in the 1951-52 test providing treatments were made
in the optimum periods for control. This may have been due to
a relatively larger and denser growth of alfalfa in the 1952-53
test area. Field peppergrass (LeEidium camEestre) was effectively
controlled in 1952-53 test with treatments in December and January
and with all combination treatments.

DNOSBPammonium salt with and without wetting agent, DNOSBP
amine salt with wetting agent, and DNOSBPacid provid.ed equal
and effective control as single treatments in December and in
the combination treatments. DNOSBPamine salt Without wetting
agent provided slightly less control as a single treatment on
e it her da t e •

In the comparison of rates of ammonium DNOSBP, 3/4 pound
as a single treatment to seedling chickweed in December provided
effective control. It was observed that 1/2 pound in December
provided control comparable to 3/4 pound so that the repeat treat
ment was not needed. Effective control was not obtained With any
rate applied in February.

Carbamates

Methods: The test was conducted in a pure seeding of alfalfa
seeded in late summer of 1952. Plots were 6 feet wide and 25
feet long in a randomized block design with four replicat:ons.

Chloro-IPC was applied at rates of 1/2, 1, and 2 pounds
and IPC at rates of 1, 2, and 4 pounds in 40 gallons of water
per acre. Applications were made December 19 to chickweed 3 to
5 inches high.

ReSUlts: Chickweed was completely eliminated by 1 and 2
pounds of Chloro-lPC and by 2 and 4 pounds of lPC. Although
chickweed was not killed by 1/2 pound of Chloro-IPC its growth
was very much restricted and flowering was largely prevented.

SUMMARY

It is clear that effective control with DNOSBPis associated
with time of treatment whereas date of treatment has relatively
little effect with the carbamates tested. Single treatments of
DNOSBPhave never controlled chickweed when applied after the
chickweed is heavily matted; control of matted chickweed has been
obtained with repeat treatments. The 1953 results suggest that
DNOSBPrates as low as 1/2 pound per acre may control chickweed
if it is treated while in the seedling stage. There would not
appear to be pronounced differences in control obtained with the
DNOSBPformulations; control With the amine salt was slightly,
but measurably, less than with the other formulations.

IPC appears to be satisfactory for control although m~re

chemical is required than with Chloro-lPC.
-2-
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Chickweed Control in Alfalfa in Pennsylvania

S" 1-1. Ral e igh
Pennsylvania State University

Two seasons have passed since I reported on
chickweed (Stillaria media) at the 1952 Northeastern Weed
Control Conference. The two falls were very differont.
In 1951 chickweed grew very rapidly, having a thick mat siX
to uight inchos thick~ In 1952 the fall was much drier so
the mat was two to three inches thick.

In both years the applications were made in water
using a four-nozzle fan boom with thirty-five pound pressure.
lorty-five gallons per acre were applied to randomizod plots
which were six by twenty feet with two foot borders between
plots.

In 1951 the treatments were 1, 2, and 4 pounds
chIaro IPC; 4, 8, and 12 pounds cinitro (amine salt of
dinitro-ortho soconcary butyl phenol) and sodium chlorato
at 5, 10, and 15 pouncs por acre.

All rates of chIaro IPC gave good control, no rate
of IPC gave satisfactory control, and the dinitro killed
only about threo to four inches of toP. The J pound rate
was about as effective as the nine pound rate.

In 1952 on the reaatively thin mat, two formulations
of c h Lo r o IPC were applied. at one half, 1, and 2 p oun d r ; 4,
8, and 12 pounds of IPC; 1, 2, and J pounds of dinitro; and
5, 10, and 15 pounds of sodiuD chlornte.

With onG formulation of chIaro IPC we got a whito
precipitate on all treatnents and IPC clogged the nozzles.
With both treatnents the control of chickweed was poor.
Upon checking with the manufacturers, they discovered the
supplier of tho wetting agent changed the formula without
notifying then of the chango. The I and 2 pound rate of
tho other formulation of chloro IPC gave excellent control.
The one half pound rate stunted all plants but did not kill.

The dinitro killed 40 to 60 percont of the chickweed
and badly stunted the rest. They recovered later in the
winter.

Sodiuo chlorate at 10 and 15 pouncs killed the
chickweed and badly injured tho alfalfa.

ChIaro IPC eliminated the grasses seeded in the
alfalfa.
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Preliminary Report of the Effect of l'TeedControl Chemicals 331
on NewForage Seedings.

Robert A. Peters
Storrs (Conn.) Agricultural Experiment Station

The following is a preliminary report on a series of experiments conducted
at the Storrs Agricultural Experiment Station on post-emergent application of
several herbicides on new seedings of alfalfa, Ladino clover, orchard grass and
timothy. Since most weeds are more readily controlled and since competition is
most serious in the seedling stage, application of herbicides as soon after
emergence &5 possible is desirable.

Some information is available on the response of forage species to herbi
cides. Hauser et. ale (3) have given a detailed account of the effect of 2,4-D
on Ladino clover-orchard grass mixtures. Fertig (1) has given a preliminary
report on the use of MCPand several dinitro$ on new seedings under-seeded in
oats.V cGeluw9(2) and Marshall have reported on the use of MeP and 2,4-D on
underseeded legumes. More information, however, is needed concerning other
chemicals and of the effect of environmental variation upon response.

Procedure

Four herbicides which have given promise for weed control in forages were
applied en four- species commonlyused in the Northeast. They were used on a
summerseeding without a companion crop, and on a seeding made in oats. The
seedings were all band seedings in alternate strips seeded with a grain ,drill,
Seeding rates were as follows: alfalfa, 15 pounds per acre, Ladino clover,
2-3/4 pounds per acre, timothy and alfalfa, 15 and 3 pounds per acre, orchard
and Ladino, 4 and 15 pounds per acre. The spring seedings were made in Clinton
oats seeded at 6 pecks per acre. --

Stage of Growth of
Treated Species

Alfalfa 2-3 trifoliate
leaves. 2-3" tall.

Ladino 2 trifoliate
leaves. 2-3" tall.

Orchard and timothy
2" tall.

Oats fully tillered.
averaged 4-6" tall.

Legumes 2 trifoliate
leaves.

Sept. 6, 1953

June 1, 1953

Method of
Seeding

No companion
crop.

Seeded in
oats.

Time of
Seedi:ng

April 30, 1953

Aug. 14, 1952

The seedings were designated as stages and are summarized below.

Time of
Chemical
Treatment

B

Stage

A

c April 30, 1953 Seeded in
oats.

June 23, 1953 Oats in late b~ot stage,
10%of panicles
emerged, 22-24" tall.

Alfalfa 6 trifoliate
leaves. 4-8" tall.

Ladino 4 trifoliate
leaves. 4-6" tall.

1
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Each treatment was replicated four times and analyzed as a randomized block
design. The plot size was 7 by 8 feet.

Ratings were made of the effect of the chemical treatments on the stand
density of each species and in the case of the Stage A, summer, 1952, treat
ment yield data was obtained from the second cutting the summer of 1953. A
cutter bar type mower was used for harvesting the plots. A swath 15 inches
wide was removed from both ends of each plot and area 60 inches by 66 inches
harvested. The component yields of the Ladino-orchard grass mixture were
determined from hand separated sub-samples taken at the time of harvest. The
alfalfa timothy mixture was not harvested because or the .slight recovery of
timothy in the second cutting.

The chemicals used were as follows:

1. Alkanol amine of dinitro ortho-secondary phenol (DN)
2, 4 and 8 pounds active ingredient per acre.

2. Chloro-isopropyl phenyl-carbamate (C-IPC)
2, 4 and 8 pounds active ingredient per acre.

3. Sodium trichloroacetate (Sodium· TCA)
5, 10 and 20 pounds acid equivalent per acre.

4. Triethonal amine of 2,4-dichlorophenoxy acetic acid at 1/8, 1/4 and 1/2
: pound acid equivalent plus sodium TCAat 10 pounds per acre.

All the chemicals were applied in 40 gallons of water solution per acre. The
TCA-2,4-D was chosen as a possible combination for controlling both grassy weeds
and broadleaf weeds since each component tends to be selective.

Results and Discussion

Alfalfa. yields were not markedly reduced by any of the chemicals other
than 2,4-D. Ladino yields were significantly reduced at the .01 level by both
the sodium TCAalone and by sodium TCAplus 2,4-D. A linear trend occurred
for each increment of chemicel. A decreased yield from the dinitro occurred
only from the highest rate of 8 pounds per acre.

Orchard grass yields were erratic. There was a rather definite trend
toward reduction of stand from dinitro. The Ladino in the mixture responded
essentisJ.ly as it did in pure stand with reduction occurring from the sodium;
TCAand sodium plus TCAtreatments. The yields of Ladino were lower in mixture
than in a pure stand presumably because of the competition of the orchard grass
component. Total yields of the mixture varied less between chemicals than the
pure stand yield since the orchard.grass component filled in when Ladino was
reduced by treatment.

2
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Table II.

Stand Density of Ladino Clover as Affected by Post-emergent applications of
Several Herbicides on Pure Stand ~d on an Underseeding in Oats.

o - .nostand;. 10 - complete cover. Each figure is
an average of 4 replications in Stage A, and of 3
replications for Stage Band C.

Stage A
Stage B Stage C
. under- under-

(Pure stand) seeded seeded
Chemical Rated Rated Rated.. Rated

Treatment Sept. 30 June 17 Sept. 2 Sept. 7
1952 1953 1953 1953

(All rates in lb.
active ingredients)

1. DN- 2 lb/A 7·7 9·3 6.7 9.2
2. DN- 4 Ib/A 7·3 8.0 8.0 9.2
3. DN- 8 Ib/A 4.0 4.7 4.2 9.5

4. C-IPC - 2 Ib/A 9·0 10.0 8.7 9·2
5. C-IPC - 4 Ib/A 9.0 10~0 8.7 9.;
6. C-IPC - 8 Ib/A 8.7 9.5 8.2 e.7

7- SodiumTCA- ; 1b/A 9.3 ;.0 5.8 5.8
8. SodiumTOA- 10 Ib/A 7.0 2.7 4.0 4.0
9. SodiumTOA- 20 1b/A 7.0 3.2 1.2 2.3

10. SodiumTOA- 10 Ib/A
plus 1/8 rs. 2, 4-D 7·3 1.7 3.1 3·7

11. SodiumTOA- 10 lb/A
plus 1/4 lb. 2,4-D ;.3 1·3 2.1 4.2

12. SodiumTCA- 10 Ib/A
plus 1/2 lb. 2, 4-D 6.0 1.0 2.1 ;.8

13. Check 9·9 9.8 7.3 8.9

Average of all rates
of each chemical

DN 6.3 7.3 6.2 9.3
C-IPC 8.9 9.S 8.; 9·1
SodiumTOA 7.8 3.6 3.7 4.0
SodiumTCA+ 2,4-D 6.2 1.3 2.5 4.6

4
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Table III.

Stand Density of Alfalfa as Affected by Application of Several Herbicides
on Pure Stands and on an Underseeding in Oats.

o - no stand; 10 - complete cover. Each figure is
an average of 4 replications in Stage A, and of :3
replications for Stages Band C.

Chemical
Treatment

(All rates in lb.
active ingredients)

Stage A Stage A Stage B
(pure (pure (under
stand) stand) seeded)
Rated Rated Rated

Sept. 30 June 17 Sept. 2
1952 1923 1953

Stage C
(under
seeded)
Rated

Sept. 7
1953

1. DN- 2 lb/A
2. DN ... 4 lb/A
3. DN - S 1b/A

4. C-IPC - 2 lb/A
,. C-IPC - 4 lb/A
6. C-IPC - S lb/A

7. Sodium TCA- 5 lb/A
S. Sod1um TCA- 10 lb/A
9. Sodium TCA- 20 lb/A

10. Sodium TCA- 10 Ib/A
plus 118 lb. 2, 4-D

11. Sodium TCA- 10 Ib/A
plus 1/4 lb. 2,4-D

12. Sodium TOA- 10 lb/A
plus 1/2 lb. 2,4-D

13. Check

Average of all rates·
of each chemical

7.4 7.3 6.8 8.0
7.4 e.7 7.) 8.1
5.0 ,.0 8.0 9.2

7.4 S.7 6.5 5.7
7.0 9.0 ,.7 6.2
6.5 8.5 6.7 7.3

7.2 5.5 3.7 6.1
6.5 6.5 3·3 7.2
6.8 4.3 4..3 3·2

5..5 2.3 5.0 5.0

4.8 1.5 2.2 5·7

5.7 1.0 2.3 7.,

7·5 9.0 6.0 5·3

DN
C-IPC
Sodium TCA
Sodium TeA + 2,4-D

5
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Table IV

Stand Density of Orch~rd grass, Timothy and Bropd1esf Weeds
as Affected by Several Herbicides.
O-no stand; 10 - complete cover. EClChfigure is
~n ~verage of 4 replications in Stege A, pnd of 3
rep1icptions for Stages Band C.

Forage grass stand Broad1e8f stand
Stege A Stage B Stage C

under- under-
seeded seeded

Chemicc>l Rated Rated RB;ted . Rated
Treatment Sept. 30, June 17, Sept. 2, Sept. 7,

1952 1253 1953 195,3

(All rates in lb. Orchard -Timothy Orchard Timothy
active ingredients) grass grass

1. DN- 2 1b/A 2..0 5.0 1.9 10.0 2.,3 2.5
2. DN- 4 1b/A 2.8 2.2 0.8 10.0 2.0 1.a
,3. DN- 8 1b/A 0,,8 2..0 0.5 a.7 1.0 2.2

4. C-IPC - 2 1b/A 7.0 a.3 7.5 8.5 5.,3 5.0
;. C...IPC - 4 1b/A. 7.0 5.7 6.8 7.; 2.8 ,3.,3
6. c....IPC - 8 1b/A . ;.5 6.3 3.5 ; ..3 4.2 4.2

7. Sodium TCA- 5 1b/A 7.0 5.7 7.0 9.5 4.4 4.7
8. Sodium TCA- 10 1b/A 7.0 ;.7 7.5 9.7 ,3.a 4.;
9. Sodium TCA- 20 1b/A 6.5 ,3.5 6.2 7.7 ,3.1 " . 5.0

10. Sodium TCA- 10 Ib/ A 7.0 4.,3 6.7 10.0 ,3.2 4·7
plus 1/8 lb. 2,4-D

11. Sodium TCA- 10 1b/A 7.0 4-.,3 7.0 9,,''''1 1..,9 4.7
plus 1/4 lb. 2,4-D

12. Sodium TCA- 10 1b/ A 7.0 6.0 7.0 10.0 2.8 ,3.8
plus 1/2 lb. 2,4-D

1,3. Check 6.8 6.1 7.2 9.6 4.8 4.4

Average of all r~tes

of each chemical

DN 1.9 ,3.1 1.0 9.7 1.8 2.2
C-IPC 6.; 6.8 5.8 7.1 4.1 4.2
Sodium TeA 6.8 5.0 6.9 9.0 ,3.8 4.7
Sodium TCAplus 2,4-D 7.0 4.9 6.9 9·7 2.6 4.4

•
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Densi ty ra.tings are given in Tables II', III and IV of th ~ var-Ious com
ponents ~f the treated plota. Ratings ~f the forage grass stand in Stages
Band C were not made since the stand was poor in ~ll plots.

Ratings made of Stage A, given in Table6 II and III, indicate a marked
difference in stand between the rating made three weeks after treatments and
that made just prior to harvest. D.ath of many of the plants treated with
sodium TCAand sodium TCAplus 2,4-D was not apparent until the next season.
In contrast, ratings of the grass stand given in Table IV indicated a marked
reduction three weeks after treatment from dinitro~ The following 8eas~n

the orchard grass stand was still less than in the check. The timothy stand
density had increased considerably on all plots by harvest, presumably due
to tillering. The reduction from dinitro was no longer evident except at
the 8 pound rate.

The effect of a protective canopy of the oat companion crop is evident
from the stand densities of alfalfa and Ladino clover given for 8tages B
and C in Tables II and III. 'tIlhile sodium TCAand sodium TCAplus 2,4-D
decreased the stand density of alfalfa when applied at the fully tillered
stage, there wee no evidence of injury from either chemical when applied at
the late boot stage (Stage C.) This relationship was not as evident with
Ladino clover with over a 50%reduction of stand occurring in both stages.
This can probably be attributed to the ~re8ter sensitivity of Ladin~ clover
to sodium TeAwhict is plainly shown by the yield data from Stage A.

Effect of chemicaJs on oats

Effects of chemicals on oats were evident from dinitrc and from C-IPC.
Sodium TCAand 2,4-D had no apparent effect. The dinitro caused some delay
in maturity and 8 reduction in density of st.and , The lower density was
traceable mainly to restricted tiller development. The C-IPC had the most
drastic effect. 1~en the oats were sprayed in the late boot stage (Stage C)
many of the panicles failed to emerge. At the g pound rate fully half of
the panicles remained in the boot after treatment. About 20 per cent of
the panicles failed to emerge at the 2 pound rate. The color of the leaves
and stems of the oats were altered in Stage C by the 4 and g pound rates to
a blue-green shade J the intensity being in proportion to the rate. The
principal effect on Stage Bt fully tillered, was a restriction in tiller
development wLich caused a reduction in stand density.

~ffect ~t chemicals on weeds

Distribution of weeds in Stage A was quite erratic J therefore, density
ratings were not made. Lambsquarter and wild mustard were the principal
annual species present. The dinitro compoundwas the most effective chemiCAl
used for the control of these weeds.

7
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Dinitro was elso the most effective material ~n Stages Band C as
shown in Table IV. This material was effective on broad lesves on both
the fully tillered and the late boot stages. 2,4-D, however, was effect
ive only on the younger stage when less of a canopy was present.

Discussion

Of the chemicals used C-IPC was the least herbicidal. There was no
consistent effect from this material on any of the species involved on any
date of application which is in contrast to same published data.

SincEi chloro-IPC has been shown to be relatively voli<'ltile ( Shaw and
Swanson (4 ), weather data were studied. Following the Stage A application
there was no rain for six days. Following the Stage B application teere
was only 0.2 inches of rainfall in 20 days. Temperatures did not exceed
760 F. in either case for a three day period follawing treatment. The ab
sence of rainfall to carry the C-IPC into the soil may have resulted in a
considerable 105s by voliatilization. Following treatment of Stage 0, rain
fall was 1.15 inches in the week following treatment, but the temperature
maximumswere 82, 76 and 790 F. on the first, second and third days folloW'
ing treatment. Aga.in conditions were favorable for loss by voliatilization.
Some direct absorption of the C-IPC by the oats was indicated by the sys
temic reaction.

Sodium TCAis also considered to be primarily a soil sterilant, but
since it is non-voliatile its effects became evident after sufficient rain
occurred to leach it into the soil.

The sodium TeAplus 2,4-D combination showed promise only for use on
alfalfa. Ladino clover is too sensitive to sodium TCAto permit its use on
seedling stands.

Dinitro proved to be the best of the materials used considering both
weed control and effect on the forage species. There was an indication of
sensitivity of orchard grass and timothy in the seedling stage, which
should be considered, however, when using this material on mixtures.
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A FIEW S'l'UDYCF RAm ANDDATESor APPLYINGCERTAINCHEMICALS
FCR CcmROL OFWEl!DSIN AIFA~A 11
Merrill Wilcox and. A. O. Kuhn Y

INTRa:>{CTION

Alfalfa is making an important contribution to J)Nture and hay pro-.:
ductton in Haryland. Whengrawn primarily tor produCtion of hay; alfalfa
is grown alone or ir.l combination with orchard grass, brane grass, or
timothy. When grown primarily tor pasture or as a combination' pasture
and hay crop, it is usually used in mixture nth ladino clover, red clover,
and orchard grass. Some ot the acreage is established in the spring of
the year with small grain as a cODl9anioncrop but the major acreage is
established in late summer on seed beds that are prepared' for this seeding
and without the use ot a small grain crop. Observations in Jlaryland have
shown that when alfalfa 18 first used in the cropping system, late summer
seedings have resulted in better stands than can be expected With the
seeding made in small grain in the spnng. The principal oompetition when
alfalfa is first seeded on a tarm in late sUlrmer is usually £rem summer
annual weeds that are killed by trost. Observatio~ have shown that as
alfalfa becomes a regular part of the cropping' system and adequa~ lime
and tertilizer is used to maintain good yields, establ1shment in late
sUIIDerbecaaes more ditticul t because of • increase in winter annual
weeds.

Previous work at the Karyland Agricultural Experiment Station (,) has
shown that ohiclareed, Stellaria media (L) Cyrillo" and winter cress,
Barbarea ~aris R. Bro, are important in the cClllpetition that reduces
aRma s. It was observed in this work that while control of chiok-
weed helped to secure better alfalfa yields. control of winter cress .
appeared to be equally important it stands were to be maintained and if
the first cutting for bay was to be reasonably fr~ Qt..weeds.

Inmr:lertaking the research here reported a seeding ot alfa~aJ .~.

ladino clover, and brome grass was selected on a tarm on which alfalfa
had been grown tor several years, and on which hea.". weed infestations
bad been noted in the establishment of late s~r seedings. With the
ladino clover seeded at a light rate, and with' the characteristic or
brome grass to became established slowly. the .=-tudybecame.pr1mar1ly
one of the value of weed control in alfalfa es'tablishment; however .some"":.
observations were possible concerning the effect of 111e herbicides on
ladino clover.

!I Published with the approval of the Direotor of the Haryland Agricultura\l.
Ex:pe!r1DientStation as Miscellaneous PUbiiOation Ho. 187, Contribution .
No. 2,$0.3.

Y Graduate Assistant and Protessor,' respectively, AaroDCIllTDepartment,'
UniTersityof Ylryland Agricultural Experiment Station, College Park,
M'ar,yland•



In this stud,. thick stands of chickweed and winter cress were present
and in addition field pepper grass, Lapidium cawestre R. Br.,was abundant.

REV1.1!lNOF LITERATtJRE

A number of workers have reporttd that the ammoniumsalt and the alka
nolam1ne salt of DNOOBP,when.used as a p9.8t-emergenQe spra,., resu]. tin'··
temporary chi.clareed control in mixed grass-alfalfaseedings (1, 4, $). It
has been generally found that rates of 1 to 4 poundS· of active ingredient
per acre give good control if the spra,. contacts thf.ilchickweed leaves. No
adverse effect on the alfalfa or associated grass has been reported within
these rates. Aldrich am Ba,.lor (1) foUDi that 10 gallons of liquid per
acre was not adequate for best control of chickweed with DN~P, but f'oUlii
no significant increases in control with 40 and 100 as compared to 20
gallons per acre.

CIPC, used at rates ot:2to 8 pounds of active :~edient Per acre al
post-emergence spra,. has been reported as an effective control ot chick
weed (2, $, 6). No injUTy'''Was ~oted to the alfalfa in these studies.

Smith et al (7) reported 1/2 pound of LCP applied· in April as effective
in controlling winter cress. in red clover and alfalfa Without injU17 to the
legumes.

Shaw and hie co-workers (6) founi that L-ehloro Pl!:;when used as a
post-emergence herbicide at 1/2 pound per acre, damaged alfalfa less than
n:tany' other crop plants.

OBJECTIVES

This work was divided into tiro phases, referred to as Experiment I Uld
Exper:1ment II.

The objectives ot Experiment I were to measure the effect of post
emergence application of several herbicides at selected rates and dates
on:

. .

1. Control of,eommon.chickweed ...winter cress, am field pepper gru ••
2. Maintenance of· alfalfa stands and the yield of alfalfa.

,
Experiment n was to gain preliminary- information concerning the rates

at which l.CP cou14 be used on different dates to give control of winter
cress amfield pepper grass, am the effect on the alfalfa.

.'

, '. It\TERIALSANDl£THCDS .-. ","..,

These experiments were conducted ne~r Ellicott. Cit,., Maryland on a
farm mownas Doughoregan Manor, and with the "cooperation of the county
agricultural agent and the farm manager. Plots were established on well
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fertilized, well drained Chester loam soil which had been seeded' in August
1952 with 15 pounds of Buffalo alfalfa, 'I pound of Laddno clover, and 15
pounds of Elsberry brome grass per acre. This seeding wa.s made with a
Brillion seeder. The actual site for each experiment was selected the early
part of October 1952, attempting to get a uniform stand of the seeded mixture
and competing weeds.

§xPeriment I

Treatments. The chemicals used were ammoniumsalt of 4,6 dinitro-ortho
secondarJ-butyl phenol (ammoniumsalt of DNOSBP);isopropyl N-(3-chlorophenyl)
carbamate (OIPC); 3-(para-chlorophenyl)-l"l-dimethyl urea (CMU); alkanolamine
salt of h-ohlorophenoxyacetic acid (4-ehloro PA); and alkanolamine salt of
2-methyl" 4-chlorophenoxyacetic acid (MJP). Individual plots were treated
only once during this studYt> The fOllowing summary shows the rates used. at
each time of treatment:

Rates
9hemical Expresse~

Ammoniumsalt of DNOSBPAct.:>Ing.
CIPC ActQ Ing.
CMU Act. Ing.
4-ehloro PA Acid Eq.

(OIPO + Act. Ing.
(MeP Acid Eq.

Rates Used in Pounds Per Acre
~0731Z52 ~Z29l52 &1%31153
1, 2; 4 1; 2; 4
1; 2; 4 2, 4" 8

1/8;1/4;1/2 1/4,1/2, 1
1/4;1/2, 1 1/2; 1, 2

I' 2- 4 2 4- 8)
" "1/4,1/4,1/4 1/2,1/2,1/2)

A total of 16 plots were located in eaoh replicate with the 15 chemical-rate
combination treatments and with an untreated plot for each date. The alfalfa
was in active growth at the first date of treatment, did not appear to be
growing but was still green at the second date of treatment, and the foliage
was brown by the third date of treatment.

Individual- plots 7 x 20 feet were used , A~~andomized block design,
split for dates, with three replications was used.

Proc~. The chemicals were applied with a wheel-mounted, hand-pushed
sprayer which had been calibrated to deliver 18.5 gallons per acre of
water 0 This spray covered a width of 80 inches and the entire length of
the plots'was sprayed. A strip 2 ..8 f x 17.2' was harvested from each plot
on June 1, July 11, and August 20, 1953.. A representative sample from
the first harvest was refrigerated until separated into alfalfa, ladino
clover, grass, winter cress, and field pepper grass v These separations
were dried in a forced draft oven, Later harvests were relatively free
of weeds and no separations were made.

Alfalfa plant counts were made on June 24 after the first harves t ,
A frame 1 foot square was placed at random) times in each plot to make
these determinations. .

Experiment II

In this experiment MePwas used. without replication at 1/8, 1/4, 1/2,
1, and 2 poUIids per acre, following the same procedures and dates as in
Experiment I.
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EXPERIMENTAL,RESULTS

Experiment I
; .

Plant SeEaratiQns of the First Cutt~o The effect of various chemicals on
the plants growing in the field is best shown from the plant separations of
the first cutting. These data are shown in Tables 1 and 2.

Table 1. Percentages of several plant species in total yield
of the first cutting of an alfa1,fa-1adino mixture
seeded in August 1952 and treated with seyeral

.herbicides, each applied at three selected rates on
each date.

Field Av. Yield
Chemical Ladino

GrassY
Winter Pepper of Three

A lied Alfalfa Clover Cress Grass Rates
% % % % % T A, 12%M

Herbicide Applied on October 31, 1952

DNQSBP 43.5 18.2 22.2 1008 5.3 1.61
CIPC 45.8 1904 19~0 8.0 7.8 1.67
CMU 5208 8.6 21.9 901 7.6 1074
4-ehloro PA 29.9 33.1 3700 000 0..0 1.27
CIPC + MOP 45.6 23.5 3009 0 00 0.0 1.50
Untreated 42.0 1901 25.7 4.1 9.1 1.61

~ ..
He:z:bicide Applied on November 29~ 1952

DNQSBP 63.2 94>2 22,,1 2.0 3.5 1.54
CIPC 84.2 6 02 1~4 6 03 1.9 1~25
CMU 64.8 5.1 16 05 6.8 6 08 1.73
4-Chloro PA 27.9 38.4 3003 3<)4 0.0 1.34
CIPC + MCP 89.1 8.2 0.0 2.7 000 1.11
Untreated 59.9 14.7 17.2 3.0 5.2 1.67

Herbicide Applied on ~anuary 31, 1953

DNOSBP 62.2 1109 1702 5.2 305 1.47
CIPC 7001 19.7 1.8 6.7 1.7 1.51
CMU 620}6 4.2 2308 409 4.,5 1.47
4...Chloro PA 35.6 38.3 25.0 101 0.0 1.24
CIPC ... ~.VP 77.4 17.8 1~7 3.1 0.0 1.12
t1"'ltreated 6101 13.3 1705 6 06 1.5 1.22

11 Although brane grass was seeded, not enough was found to make
a separation •. The grass peroentage indicated is primarily
volunteer oats, Avena sativa, and annual brome species, Bromus !.Eo

o .
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With the exception of 4-Chloro PA treatments on the. first date, the
major differences in the data w.ere in relation to the chemical used rather
than the rate applied. ~lerefore, the dat~ for the three rates of each
chemical for each date have been combined in Table 1. The data for the
three rates of 4-Chloro PA applied on the first date is shown in Table 2.
In this case there was a marked decrease in the percentage of alfalfa as
the rate increased.

Table 2. Percentages of. several plant species in total yield
of the first cutting of an alfalfa-ladinomixture
seeded ii1 Auguet 19~2 and treated with 4"-Chloro PA
October 31, 1952.

Field
Rate Ladino

Grass.":!:.!
Winter Pepper Total

4-Chloro PA Alfalfa Clover Cress Grass Yield
#/A % % % % % T/A, l2%M

1/4 51.2 2102 2706 0 0 1 026

1/2 22.1 37.7 40e2 0 0 1.77
1 10 0 7 42.9 46 04 0 0 ~77

}./ Although brome grass was seeded, not enough was found to make
a separation. "The grass percentage indicated is primarily
volunteer oats, Avena sativa, and annual brome species .. Bromus !e-

Although a thick chickweed stand was found throughout the plots .. the
chickweed did not make vigorous growth during this study and not enough
chiokweed was found in the first harvest to include this as a separate.

Field observations showed that only those treatments involving CIPC
gave sustained control of chickweed o DNOSBPtreatments gave temporary kill
but there was regrowth of chickweed in all caaes , The combination of CIfC
and IICP gave complete control of winter cress and field pepper grass on the
first date, and did not reduce the alfalfa or graae , Later applications
gave complete control of the field pepper grass, reduced the winter cress
and practically eliminated the grass. Treatments using CIPC alone had the
same effect on grass, but little effect on winter cress and field pepper
grass.. Treatments with 4-Chloro PA gave complete control of winter cress
and field pepper grass on the first date only, and gave a marked reduction
in alfalfa percentages on all dates , CMUhad no apparent effect, on any
of the weeds I arid. was the only herbicide more damaging to the ladino clover
than to alfalfa.

Effect of Treatments on Alfalfa Stand Counts.. Reference to Table 3 shows
that the principal effects on stand counts were from the use of CMUand
4-Chloro PA at the first date of treatment;, The stand of alfalfa was
significantly higher than the check for each rate of CI~ applied this first
date. This was true also for the 1/4 and 1/2 pound rates of CMUon the
second date of treatment.
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The 4-Ghloro PA gave highly signifioant deoreases in stand at the
heaviest rate of treatment on each date.

Table 3. Number of alfalfa plants per square foot on July 24,
19$3 from a stand seeded in August 19$2 and treated
with certain chemicals at selected rates and at
three dates.

Ohemioal

DNOSBP 1 9~6 1 10.9 1 10.0
DNOSBP 2 8.4 2 12.1 2 11~0

DNOSBP 4 10.1 4 11.2 4 12.0

OIPC 1 10.9 2 10.9 2 8.9
OIPC 2 8.9 4 11~8 4 11.0
OIPC 4 8.1 8 11.3 8 9.7

CMU 1/8 12.6 1/4 12 01 1/4 10.7
OMU 1/4 11~9 1/2 12 01 1/2 9~8
CMU 1/2 12.7 1 9.6 1 10.6

4-chloro PA 1/4 7~8 1/2 9119 1/2 B.o
4-chloro PA 1/2 5.1 1 6~2 1 8.7
4'-Ohloro PA 1 2.8 2 5.3 2 6.2

CIPC + 1 9.0 2 11..9 2 1100

MOP 1/4 1/2 1/2
CIro + 2 6.6 4 l1e3 4 9.7

lCP 1/4 1/2 1/2
CIPC + 4 1008 8 11.3 8 12~7

lCP 1/4 1/2 1/2

Untreated 0 8.3 0 9.9 0 10.1

L.SJ). 5% 3.0 2 00 2.2
LeS.n. 1% 4.0 207 3.0

Effeot of Treatments on Total Alfalfa Yields. Total alfalfa yields for 19$3
are compUed in Table 4. DNOSBPat 4 poundS and CMUat 1/8 pound gave highly
significant increases over the untreated plots when applied October 31. Some
of the other rates of these same ohemica1s, and a combination of CIro and MJP
gave significant increases for the same date. These yield increases may be
taken as an index of the oontrol of competing species within the plots. Most
rates of 4-0hloro PA gave significant'reductions in yield' on all dates. llone
of the treatments made on November 29, i9$2 or January 31, 19$3 gave signifi-
cant yield increases.
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Table 4 .. Total alfalfa yields from three cuttings made in
1953 of a seeding made in August 1952 and treated
with certain herbicides at selected rates on three
dates.

Date of ~lication

1/31/53:10/ 31252 : ~ -_. :117 9i Z2_ .'
Chemical Rate Yiel Rate Yeld'" Rate Yield
Applied #/A T/A #/A T/A #/A T/A

DNOOBP 1 2~94 1 3..28 1 2~93

DNOOBP 2 2 052 2 3008 2 3~O7

DNOOBP 4 3.12 4 3.07 4 2,99

CIPC 1 2~70 2 3.18 2 3 003

CIro 2 2.54 4 3~28 4 3~03

CIPC 4 2.73 .B 3.07 8 2.97

mID 1/8 3~03 1/4 3~02 1/4 3.01
CMU 1/4 2~90 1/2 )020 1/2 2S5
CMU 1/2 2.81 1 2 078 1 2.83

4-chloro PA 1/4 2.65 1/2 2,,33 1/2 2.47
4-Ch1oro PA 1/2 1.99 1 2 Q10 1 2.32
4-Chloro PA 1 1.68 2 2.01 2 2.25

CIPC + 1 2 037 2 3 828 2 2..99
MOP 1/4 1/2 1/2

CIPC + 2 2 ..22 4 3<!l12 4 3 006

MCP 1/4 1/2 1/2
CIPC + 4 2.94 8 3 019 8 2.61

MCP 1/4 1/2 1/2

Untreated 0 2039 0 3 ..01 0 2 ..82

LeS.Do 5% ..47 ..66 .37
LoSoD. 1% .64 .87 .50

"
Experim~nt II

Plant Separations of the First Cutt1m~o Botanical composition of the
herbage 'from the first hay cuttini1'ollm'dng },£P treatments is given in
Table 5. This secondary experiment was designed to observe a wider
range of rates of ~~P than was practical in the first experiment. The
field pepper grass was completely controlled with all rates of appli
cation of }lCPon all dates. The J-/4pound rate of MeP gave complete
control of winter cress on the f;irst date and reasonably good control
on the last date" Npne of the rates of }(}Pwere as effective on the
second date of treatment in controlling winter cress as with the first
or third date of treatment o The higher rates of MOPreduced the per
centage of alfalfa in the first cutting at each date of application.
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Table 5. Percentagesot ..several plant species in total yield
of the first hay cutting of an alfalfa-ladino mixture
seeded August 1952 and treated with l£P.

54.7
62.3
28.9
70 0

17.5

72c4
4305
66.2
60.7
44eO

lI::P
Rate
#/A

1/8
1/4
1/2
1
2

1/8
1/4
1/2
1
2

1/8
1/4
1/2
1
2

Field
Ladino Winter Pepper

Alfalfa Olover Gr~ssl/ Ores~ Grass
% % % % %

MOPApplied on October 31, 1952
2209 1909 3Q5 0
18.3 19~4 0.0 0
31.6 39,5 O~O 0
24.6 68Q4 OeO 0
6.3 76.2 OeO. 0

~

)cP Applied on November 29, 1952

11.0 1l~7 409 0
17~3 27.9 1103 0
10;0 19.9 3~9 0
15,,9 19.3 J...~l:. 0
10.0 43~6 2.u 0

MOPApplied on January 31, 1953
11.2 4~8 0 00 0
14.8 7.0 1;2 0
16.5 14~2 1~4 0
18.5 33~0 0.0 0
17.7 47~8 0.0 0

Total Yield
All, Species
T/A, 12%M

2.02
1.8,
1.73
1,,84
1.78

1 4163
1~58
1.23
1 1102
1.35

1,,95
1 e81
1 060
1 0 35
1.63

Y Although brorile grass was seeded" not enough was found to make
a separation. 'The grass percentage indicated is primarily
volunteer oats, Avena ~.ati~ and annual brome species, BromU!~.£.

DISCUSSION

The fact that chickweed occurs in an alfalfa stand does not necessarily
indicate the need for control measures. The results reported in this
paper, as well as those in previous studies at the ~!aryland Agricultural
Experiment Station, indicate that thin stands of chickweed, or thick sta..·..ids
of chickweed that make limited growth, do not greatly reduce the alfalfa
stands or the hay yields. Observations of the field in which this study
was made showed that there were small areas of one-fourth of an acre or
less where the chickweed made a verY heavy growth and became matted over
the al£alfao 'Under these conditions there was heavy reduction in the
alfalfa stand. Results of this study show that DNOSBPor OIPC can be
used to effectively reduce- this chickweed growth. From the point of
view of practical farm use, it appears logical to recommend these
herbicides only :in the cases of chickweed stands that outgrow the alfalfa
and have a tendency to form a matted growth.
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The control of field pepper grass on all dates of application with
1/8 pound of }ilCP,and the fact that this. application did not injure the.
alfalfa, indicates that this is a practical application for recommendatJ.on
wherever field pepper grass is a problem"

Field observations of the plots showed that alfalfa hay practically
free of 'weeds .could be produced through the use of auembdnatd.cn of eIPC
and Ivnp. These plots were striking in their freedom from weeds in the
field study. This raises the question as to whether this combination
may be useful from the standpoint of improving the quality of the alfalfa
fer feeding purposes and perhaps improving the curing of the hay cropo
It may be possible on some farms that even though the weed infestations
are not heavy enough to seriously reduce the stand or yield of alfalfa,
the improvement in hay quality may make treatment worthwhile.

The varying control of win\:.er cress with rate and date indicates a
need for further study of rate and date interaction with M::P.

The fact that CI'ilUtreatments at the first date gave higher alfalfa
yields appears to be associated with the effect of mID'in reducing compe
tition from ladino clovero This raises the question of whether to
include "ladino clover in mixtures where alfalfa is the principal plant
desired.

A mixture of alfalfa, ladino clover, and brome grass, seeded in
August 1952 on a well drained" Chester loam. Boil in central Maryland;
was used to evaluate several herbicides for the control of chickweed,
winter cress" field pepper grass, and volunteer grasses. Treatments
were"applied on separate areas on each" of three dates: October 31,
1952" November 29, 1952 and January 31, 1953. The principal findings
in th=!-Bstudy were:

L~ An ammoniumsalt of DNOSBP, applied at the ra tea of 1.. 2, and
4 pounds per acre, gave temporary control of chickweed and .
had no apparent effect on other plants growing in the plots.
Significant alfalfa yield increases were found for the total
yields in 1953 for the first date of treatment\)

20 CIPC, at the rates of 1 to 4 pounds .. controlled chickweed
grow-th beginning about 4 to 5 weeks after treatment and
continuing for the remainder of the winter and spring perd.od;
eIPC did not affect the winter cress, the field pepper grass,
or the alfalfa. One and two pound rates of eIPC did not
reduce the grasses at the first date of treatment. Most of
the grass was removed by the later treatments.

3.. eMU, at rates of 1/8 to 1 pound" had no apparent effect on
the weeds studied but reduced the stand of ladino clovere
Alfalfa stand and yield increases were noted on the flrst
date of treatment.

-9-
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4. Treatments with 4-ehloro PA at 1/4 to 2 pounds per acre had
no apparent effect on chickweed but reduced the alfalfa
stands as well as the winter cress and field pepper grass.

5. ]«JP at 1/8 pound per acre gave complete control of field
pepper grass on all dates of treatmento The 1/4 pound per
acre rate of l,ep gave effective control of winter cress
at the first and last dates of treatment but was not
effective when applied at the seoond. dateo
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1953 OBSErrlATI0N~ ONYELLO\J.10CKiTCON'rROLIN

ESTABLISHEDCLOV~ll AiIDALFALFAFIELDS.

Norman J. SmithY', Stanford N. FertigY' and IJ.oyd E. CurtisY

Observations from Elarly spring treatment of legumes for yello\·r rocket
control showed considerable promise in 1952. A preliminary report to this
effect appeared in last year's Proceedings.

The important consideration appeared to be one of timL~, since treat
ments applied while the legumes were semi-dormant resulted in good weed control
with no reduction in total fora~e yields. This was true vnth alfalfa as well
as red clover.

To further observe the relationship of earliness of treatment to control
of yellow rocket and legume susceptibility, it was decided to start earlier
in the spring of 1953 and continue treatments over a longer period of time.
For the practice to be widely used at this time of year, a fairly wide range
over which the farmer could spray would be desirable. Also, due to seasonal
variations, the stage of dormancy or growth of the legume which resulted in
legume injury or stand reduction must be known.

Methods and Procedure

Twenty fields representing a wide range of soil type, drainage, fer
tility and legume-grass composition were located throughout Madison County.
The fields were first-year see dings haVing a good infestation of yellow
rocket (Barbarea vulgaris). The seeding mixture at the different locations
varied. Some were predominately alfalfa; others about 50 per cent alfalfa
and 50 per cent clovers; the remainder predominately red clover.

The materials used were 1>ICP"60" amine, L-423 (the amine salt of 4-chloro
phenoxyacetic acid), and 1-135 (an amine formulation of 4-chlorophenoxyacetic
acid). All materials were not £pplied at all locations. A range of concen
trations from 1/8 to 1.0 per acre was used~

Single plots 20 feet wide and averaging 400 feet long were sprayed using
a jeep mounted sprayer. All treatments were applied in 40 gallons of water
per acre. Treatments were not replicated.

y Assistant County Agricultural Agent, Madison County, l'lewYork.

S!NewYork State Collece of Agriculture, Ithaca, NewYork.

3/ G. 1. F. Soil Building Service, A Division of Coop. G. L. F. Exchange,
- Ithaca, NewYork.
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Treatments Here applied on eleven dates covering the period from ~·1arch 18
to l\.pril 17- Temperatures at the time of treatment :ranged from a low of 350 F.
to a high of 700 • The highest temperature occurred on 14'arch 23 and the lowest
on April 17.

Some of the fields were very \'let at the time of spraying. Others, partic
ularly the alfalfa soils, were dry enough to car!"J farm machtnery without
damage.

The growth of the legume varied at different locations, depending on soil
tyPe, and date of treatment. The growth ranged from semi-dormant on the early
treatments upto 6 to 8 inches at the later dates.

The growth of yellow rocket ranged from the rosette stage to early bud,
again depending on date of treatment. The stand of yellow rocket averaged 6
to 10 per square foot and was consistently uniform at most locations. At no
date of treatment did the yellow rocket offer appreciable canopy to the legumes.

Results and Discussion

Yellow Rocket

l1CP at 1/4 pound or more per acre gave 100 per cent control of yellow
rocket in the rosette stage. The percentage control decreased at subsequent
stages of treatment up to early bud stage. In many cases the yellow rocket
plants uere not killed but the injury ...ras sufficient to prevent formation of
any seeder stalk.

L-423 and L-135 gave less than 50 per cent control of yellow rocket at
the same staee of growth and concentration.

Effect on Legumes

MCPat 1/4 and 1/2 pound per acre showed no apparent injury to the legume
stand up to the April 2 date of treatment. The alfalfa and red clover by this
date had started some growth. Shoots were 1 to 2 inches tall and showing
several trifoliate leaves. The degree of injury showmg at time of harvest
increased with treatments applied after April 2, 'vi th severe injury shOWing
on those applied April 17. The injury shcsed up as a difference in height,
reduced leaf size, leaf and stem epinasty and fewer stems per crown on alfalfa.
The number of shoots per crown decreased with later date of treatment and with
increased concentration.

Differences in legume stand of 15 to 20 per cent are not detectable by
visual observation. Where yield data were taken and botanical separations made,
the actual effect of treatment could be observed. There was no difference in
total yield between the early treatments and the check. However, from separ
ation stUdies, the alfalfa content of the mixture was reduced by 50 per cent
for the early treatments and 75 per cent for the late treatments when compared
to the check (Fig. 1). The graphs indicate that as the percentage of alfalfa
is reduced, the red clover and grass increase.

- 2 -
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L-423 and L-135 even thouGh much less effective on the yellow rocket,
showed increased damage to the Legume compared to Mep at the same concentration.

Summary and Conclusio~

In 1953 as in 1952, control of yellow rocket was achieved from early spring
treatments of l1CP at 1/4 to 1/2 pound per acre. Excellent control was obtained
in the rosette stage but decreased with later stages of growth.

The injury to legume increased with advanced stages of growth. Alfalfa
was more eail!lily injured than red clover. Even from early treatments, some
reduction in stand occurred. ltJhere alfalfa is an important component of the
seeding mixture, appreciable reduction in stand may be expected the year of
treatment.

v-Jhere red clover is the main legume and/or trhere the amount of alfalfa is
of little concern, early spring treatment using 1/4 pound of I'1CPwill control
yello't1Trocket without reducing stand or yield of red cl.over.

Calendar date is of no significance in determining when spring treatments
can be safely be applied. March 18 in 1953 compared to April 9 in 1952. The
earlier treatments can be applied the better regardless of the legume present.
The wide variation in temperature had no measurable effect on control. Results
were just as good at 35 degrees as at 70 degrees.
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PnELI;InrJi.l~Y HEPORT011COlh'ROLOF H.i:D&Ti?k.lIT blrlDSFOOTTR&FOILSEEDINGS.

E. Kinne and b. N. Fertig!!

Bedstraw (Galium spp.) can be found on roadsides, along hedge rows and in
old meadows throughout NewYork State and most of the Northeastern part of the
United &tates. Some species occur mostly on moist, rich, sandy or alluvial soils,
while others are most commonon rocky or gravelly soils.

Bedstraw is a member of the Rubiaceae (;:Iadder Family) •. Gray (1) lists 25
species that are found in the central and northeastern United States and Canada.
\'I1eigandand Eames (2) lists 14 species in "Flora of the Cayuga Lake Basin, New
York1/. l1uenscher (3) lists;) s pecIes which are probably the most commonin the
Northeast. The species found most frequently in NewYork have been Galium mollugo,
Ga1ium Aparine, and Galium verum.

Until recently, bedstraw was considered as just another weed because it
could be controlled through the use of a normal rotation on productive soils and
did not spread rapidly where its growth was limited by poor soils.

1rlithin recent years the occurrence of some species of this weed have increased
markedly, particularly in fields of birds foot trefoil (Lotus corniculatus). The
widespread use of trefoil has provided an ideal situation for this spread:

1) The seeds are of the same size and shape.

2) Birdsfoot trefoil once established is usually left down for several
years, which gives the bedstraw an opportunity to become established.

3) Birdsfoot trefoil is often seeded on areas which are steep, rough or
for other reason not included j~ the rotation and where bedstraw is
already present.

4) Both plants produce seed at the same tL~e of year.

5) Bedstraw starts grovnh from two to three weeks earlier in the spring,
giving it an advantage in growth over birdsfoot.

The species of bedstraw commonly found in birds foot seedings is Galium
mollugo. This species is a perennial reproducing by seeds and rootstocks. The
stems are usually decumbent and spreading branched, wiry, 4-aagled, usually in
dense clumps from rootstocks, glabrous or nearly so. The leaves are mostly 8
in a whorl on the main stem and "6in a whorl on the branches. The. flowers are
in terminal panicles; corolla white; ovary glabrous. The seed is oval in outline,
varying somewhat in shape from kidney shaped to globular. The surf'ace is very
rough and uneven, color brown to dark brown with a lighter area around the scar.

The seed closely resembles that of birdsfoot in size, making it extremely
difficult to separate. The following table shows the relationship in size and

1/ Graduate Assistant and Professor of Agronomy, respectively, Department of
Agronomy, Cornell University, Ithaca, NewYork.
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weight between Ladies' bedstraw (Galium mollugo)
corniculatus), French Commercial (var. vulgaris)

mm,
BredthAuthor .Length

mn.

and two strains of (Lotus
and NewYork Common(var, vulgaris).

Weight per
Thickness 1000 seeds

mm. gm'
Korsmo 1935

(Galium mollugo)
J-iacDonald 1940

(Lotus corniculatus)
French Commercial
NewYork Common

*Author determination

1.22

1.43
1.42

1.20
1.19

1.7* 0.43

1.161
1.108

Methods and Procedure

A 12-year old stand of Certified Empire Trefoil was located in Seneca County,
NewYork, Hhich was badly infested with Ga1ium mollugo. The bedstraw was dis
covered in this field as isolated plants two years-after the seeding was made.
m the spring of 1953, an average of 17 clumps per square yard covered the entire
la-acre seeding. The field had been used for hay and sheep pasture during most
of this period.

On April 3, 1953, twenty-one treatments were applied in a simple randomized
block experiment with 4 replications (Table 1). On April 22, twenty-six addition
al treatments were applied in a similar randomized block design (Table II).

Plots were 6 feet wide by 50 feet long with a two-foot border between plots
and a la-foot alleyway between replicates.

Treatments were applied using an Allis Chalmers UGIl tractor. The volume
of water varied depending on whether the chemicals were considered to be trans
located or contact. Where a contact herbicide 'was used, the rate wa.:i30 gallons
per acre. Those considered as primarily translocated were applied at 10 gallons
per acre (Tables I and II). ..

To evaluate the effectiveness of the various treatments, the following data
were obtained:

1) Botanical separations of bedstraw, birdsfoot trefoil, grass and other
weeds.

2) Dry matter yields from all plots.

3) Effect on seed production of birdsfoot trefoil (difficult to evaluate).

Four quadrat samples 1-1/2 x 1-1/2 feet were taken from each plot just before
tps first cutting (July 2). A botanical separation was made and the various

- 2 -
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TABLSI. FE:lCENTAGEOF TOTALYIELD FOR EA.CHSEPARATECALJUIATEDFRoa JRY i~frT,2 P8R l~C:1E YI2LDS -
APRIL'4, TREATl'IENTS(AV~RA.GE OF 4 RE~)LICATES).

.. " PerQe~!ga_~aC:b separate --.-
. rs 00 Other

Chemical Concentration Gallons/A. IBedstraw Trefoil Grasses Weeds

1. MCP1t601fAmine Salt 1/4 pound 10 5Q.9 18.7 29.1 1.3
2. HCP "60" II II 1/2 If 10 59.9 21.5 i3.J 5;3
3. Mcp u6011 II II 1.0 II 10 53.1 17.8 27.4 1.7
h. i1CP 1t9011 II II 1/4 II 10 42.1 22.2 29.5 6~2
5. MCP1190" It II 1/2 If 10 60.8 15. [) 21.9 1;5
6. MCP"90 ft It II 1.0 II 10 . 60.9 15.7 19.2 4.2
7. 2,4-D Amine Salt 1/4 II 10 ! 65.2 15.5 16.9 2.4
8. 2,4-:C It II 1/2 1I 10 ! 49.9 31.7 12.3 6.1
9. 2,4-D II II 1.0 If 10 I' 54.4 20.2 23.8 1.6 I

10. TCA 2.0 If 30 58.3 18.3 13.2 10.2 C""\

11. TCA 4.0 If 30 33.3 36.7 21.2 2.8 I

12. TCA 6.0 1I 30 42.0 33.9 13.8 10:3
13. Sinox + TCA 2 qts. + 10 30 10.2 59.5 25.2 5.1
14. II P.E. 4 II 30 28.3 27.7 40., 3.5
15. II "II 6 II 30 14.9 Ib.O 67.2 1.9
16•. BOP + Dinitro 1/2 pound + 4 q~30 18.6 29.1 51.9 0.4
17. LV-4 1/4 II 10 63.5 11. 4 21• .3 3. 8
18.· .iJl-4 1/2 II 10 62.6 11.6 21• .3 4.5
19. Sinox' P.E. 12 qts. 30 i 7.1 33.1 54.8 5.0

Applied Apr. 22~

195.3
20. TCA+ MCP 4 pounds + 1/2.30 I 36.0 21.0 39.3 3.7

pound
21. Check i 67.J 19.9 5.9 6.9



TABIE II. PERCENTAGEOF TOTALYIEID FOREACHSEPARATECALCUIATEDFROMDRYMATTERPERl..CREYIEIDS
L.PRIL 22, TREATMENTS(Average of 4 Replications).

-~ercentage of each separate

Birds foot Other
Chemical Concentration Gallons/A. Bedstraw Trefoil Grasses vleeds

1. MeP "9011+ Sinox P. E. 1/4 lb. + 6 qts. 30 21.7 29.1 43.5 5.7
2. liGP lI90" + Sinox P.E. 1/2 lb. + 6 qts. 30 24.7 27.7 40.4 7.2
3. il1CP"90" + Sinox P.E •. 1/8 lb. + 4 qts:* 30 1203 30.4 50.8 6.5
L,. i'4CPtl9011+ Sinox P. E. 1/4 lb. + 4 qts~ 30 27.2 25.8 40.1 6.9
;;. I1C? "90 1t + TCA 1/4 lb. + 6 Lbs, 30 48•.8 29.2 ·13.3 8.7
t. MCP"90 tl + TCA 1/8 lb. +10 Lbs. 30 38.2 51.6 5.7 4.5
7. MCP1190"+ TCA 1/4 lb. +10 Ibs. 30 35.6 28.4 27.3 8.1
8. HCP "90 11 + TeA 1/8 lb. +16 Lbs. 30 51.2 35·9 4.6 8.3
9. HCP "90" + CMU 1/4 lb. + 1/2 lb. 30 52.-7 16.6 23.8 6.9

10. HCP 119011 + CfID 1/4 Ih + 1.0 lb. 30 41.8 24.2 20.5 7.5
11. HCP 1190"+ 3-Chloro IPC 1/4 lb. + 6 Lba- 30 79., 11. 0 4.2 5.3
12. HC? "90" + 3-Chloro IPC 1/4 Ih + 12 1bs. 30 62.2 10.2 0.2 27.4 I
13. ;:1CP"90 11 + Endothal 1/4 1b.+ 4 1bs. 30 43.0 22.2 . 30.2 4.6 ...:::t
14. ;;IC? "90" + ~ndotr..a1 1/4 lb. + 8 1bs. 30 40.5 14.9 . 31.6 13.0 •
15. l'iCP "90 11 + Endothal 1/2 Ib + 4 1bs. 30 39.4 18.7 ' 33.3 8.6
16. Sinox P.E. 4 qts. - 2*treatments30 19.4 44.5 30.5 ,.6
17. Sinox P.E. 6 qta, - 2*treatments30 15.4 29.3 -49.6 ,.7
18. Sinox P.E. 8 qts. 30 5.0 29.6 59.0 6.4
19. Sinox P.E. 12 qts. 30 10.1 25.1 55.2 9.6
20. Check 64.3 15.6 -16.6 3.5
21. Chipman i'fCP 1/2 lb. 30 54.3 20.8 21.1 3.8
22. TCA 16 Ibs. 30 .36.4 46.2 5.8 11.6
23. CMU+ Sinox P.E. ", 1/4 lb. + 4 qbs. 30 25.7 22.7 46.3 5.3
24. CNU+ TCA 1/4 1b + 6 1bs. 30 45.7 33.7 8.4 12.2
25. 2,4,5-T 1/4 1b 30 22.8 •..- 26.4 40.7 10.126.-'Check 65.4 17.1 8.6 8.9
27. ?~4-D + Sinax.P.:E. 1/4 lb. + 4 qbs, 30 23.2 35.8 33·9 7.1
28. Check 63.5 16.9 11.2 8.4

* 2 weeks apart
Note; Treatments applied April 22, 1953. Slight rain around 4:00 P.lf. Treatments 20 and 26 not put on.
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separates were oven dried tor 24 hours at 1700 F. for dry matter determinations.
Yield per acre was calculated tor each separate and is reported as a percentage
of total yield (Tables I and II).

To evaluate the etfect of trea tnent on total yield, a. strip 20 :teet long and
3-1/3 feet wide was harvested from the center of each plot using a Gravely PQWer
m.ower. Total green weight was recorded and a soogram composite sample chopped
for dry m.att.er determination. This sample was oven dried in the same manner
as the separates.

The remainder of each plot was retained to study the effect of treatment
on newer set, seed yields and germination of birds foot trefoil seed. 19,3 was
a poor seed year and the information trom this phase of the study is nil.

In addition to the chemical treatments (Tables I and II), grazing experiments
with sheep and geese feeding trials nth cattle and frequent clipping were in
vestigated.

Results and Discussion

The translocated herbicides at the concentrations used in the April 4
treatments (Table I) showed no premise for the control of bedstraw. The avera~

per cent bedstraw in these treatmenta canpare favorably with the check treatment.

TCA.at all r"dtes resulted in the characteristic bleaching or chlorophyll
destruction. This condition lasted for 6 to 8 weeks, gradually fading to nomal.
The higher the concentration of TCA, the lighter the color and the longer it
persisted. 'rCA at the 4- and 6-pound rate resulted in a stunting of the bedstraw
plants, shortening of the internodes in the terminal inf'loresence and delayed
fiowering. The birdsf'oot exhibited 1i ttle or no change in color, growth vas
normal and flowering hastened.

The dinitro treatments resulted in complete top kill of bedstraw for a period
of J to 4 weeks. One month atter treatment the average lefllth of bedstraw shoots
was 12 incheS on t1'& check compared to 2 inches on the dinitro treated plots.
There was no injUry to the birdsfoot from the dinitro treatmenta applied April 4.

From early observations, the moot promising treatments appeared to be the
mixtures, Dinitro plu.s TCA.and Dinitro plus I.fGP. As a result, the April 22
treatments were almost entirely combinations (Table II).

Based on separation studies from the April 22 tree. tments, TeA, eMU,3-chloro
IPC and Endothal alone or in ccmbination with a translocated herbicide were not
effective at the concentrations used.

The greatest reduction in the percental::;e of bedStraw occurred wb!re dini tro
was used in combination or alone. Actually, the value of the transloca ted herbi
cides in canbination with dinitro is questionable.

&heep, cattle, geese and frequent: clipping

On May 11 a nock of 94 :sheep was turned on approximately 3 acres adjoining

- 5 -
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the area in plots. There was no evidence of them eating the bedstraw until .the
birdsfoot and grass was completely pastured off and nothing left but bedstraw.
When forced, they did eat the bedstraw and by the first of June the field was
uniformily pastured to a short stubble and the sheep removed.

To check the palatability at different growth stages, the sheep were turned
on the same area July 1. At this time the bedstraw was at about three-quarters
bloom. The same pattern was followed as before, the bedstraw left until last.

On June 25, approximately 500 pounds of fresh cut material, taken from plots
that averaged over 50 per cent bedstraw by separation s tudfea , was placed in a
feed rack where 9 head of heifers and dry stock had access to it. Overnight all
green material was completely consumed. This preference for bedstraw may not,
however, renect conditions under graz i.ng or continuous diet. Permanent pastures
have been observed in Uew York where though stocked to capacity, bedstraw was
nourishing. Contrary to this last statement, the majority of reports in the
literature indicated cattle relish bedstraw.

Since geese have become popular for lieeding some crops, it was decided to
determine their preference. They do not like bedstraw. Al though placed in lux
uriant growth of bedstraw at different growth stages, they were skin and bones
in 2 weeks and had to be removed.

A check on chemical composition at different growth stages indicates the
following:

Chemical Composition of Bedstraw at Various Growth btages*
stage of % % % c1 % % % % N Freep

Growth H2O Fat Protein Fibre Ash Ca K P Extract

1. Vegetative 3.8 5.0 19.0 23.7 9.1 .67 2.03 .31 39.4
2. Vegetative- 3.4 5.0 26.4 21.1 10.7 .68 4.12 .31 33.4

Trea ted wi th TCA

3· Early bloom 5·3 2.$ 11.1 34.7 7.$ 1.06 2.50 .23 38·9
4. E~rly seed 5.9 2.5 10.6 32.0 7.8 1.23 1.88 .19 41.2

5. Vegetative- 4.4 7.$ 21.9 1$.1 10.~ 1.06 1.74 .36 40.7
2nd cut

6. Bloom- $.$ 5.0 11.9 25.1 8.7 1.3$ 2.26 .25 43.8
2nd cut

*Determinations made by the Analytical Laboratory, Departm.ent of Agronomy,
Cornell University) 1953.

Conclusions

None of the chemicals or combination of chemicals used in this study have
to date shown outstanding promise for the control of bedstraw in birds foot tre
foil seedings.

- 6 -
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The cOlicentration of a translocated herbicide such as 2,4-D or MCPrequired
to control bedstraw will unquestionably kill'birdsfoot trefoil.

A reduction in stand of bedstraw is possible using dinitro. Dinitro alone
or in combination with other herbicides offers a possible method of complete eradi
cation by repeated treatments.

Fields of birds foot trefoil infested with bedstraw and intended for seed
production should be used for rotational pasture or plowed and planted to clean
cultivated crops and kept in a shorter rotation.

This study is being continued to determine tvhether repeated or a combination
of herbicides, applied at different growth stages, will give control of bedstraw.
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THE EFFECTS 0F VARIOUSIt1;RDICIDESClI rus YIELDANDBOTAIUCAL

COHPOSITIONOF LEGUI1ES.

l"larvin 14'.Schreiber and Stanford N. Fertig!!

Introduction

Forage legumes are the only important agr~nomic crops for which no satis
factory weed control recommendations have yet been made. The reasons are
many, the most important of which are the relative susceptibility of the legume·'
to the various herbicides now available and the persistent nature of the weed
species that cormnonlyinfest hay fields. \-Jith such commonusage of alfalfa,
birds foot trefoil and other leguminous forage plants, one can readily see the
necessity of resolving these difficult problems.

Hith the advent of new chemicals it becomes more and more important that
they be evaluated not only in their specific effects but in their relative
effects. That is to say, the selectivity of a herbicide for specific crops
is of great importance in itself, but its relative selectivity in comparisons
to other herbicides must be critically evaluated. It is not always possible
to drai"l'such conclusions from greenhouse experiments; hence, one must move to
the field for final decisions on these various products.

Yield data and weed stand counts have been the basis of most of the deter
minations in the field. This type of infonnation is of great interest but
unfortunately it can at the same time be misleading, especially in grass
legume mixtures. It is possible to get excellent weed control by the use of
a specific herbicide and to ehow equal or sren superior yields compared to the
untreated plots. However, the composition of a grass-legume hay may be
completely altered due to treatment. This is of prdme importance, espeoially
to the farmer whose seeding mixture is so calculated to furnish him with the
most productive quality feed for a number of years.

The question of MCPversus 2,4-D is, of course, not new. By a quick
review of tile history of HCP, one can readily find that its most important
initial quality was its greater selectivity on legumes. This single point
has been the basis for a nmnber of expe~iw,ents in recent years. The results
of most of these experiments have suggested the importance of stage of growth
o~ as most often reported, tL~e of application.

This has likevdse been reported with the other herbicides suggested for
legume weed control. The old adage, "An ounce of prevention is worth a pound
of cure'", is applicable t,o weed control in legumes. If herbicides are the an
swer to weed control in legumes, certainly controlling them in the first year
(seedling year) would appear to be much easier than established legumes. This
idea has led us to work on new seedings-

1/ Graduate assistant and Professor of Agronomy, respectively, Cornell University
- Ithaca, NewYork.
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Objective

The main purpose of this experLment was to determine the effectiveness
offall application of herbicides for tr~ control of weeds in established grass
legume seedings.

Three specific objectives are as follows:

1) The effect of fall applied herbicides on the control of yellmi
rocket (Barbaree vulgaris).

2) The effect on the yield of grass-legume hay.

3) The effect on the botanical composition of grass-legume hay.

Materials and l"1ethods

This test was initiated in the fall of 1952' in five counties in the State
of New York: Tioga, Allegany, liadison, Albany, and Jefferson. These locations
were.chosen as representative areas of the five leading seeding mixtures used
in the state; Tioga and Jefferson representing the General Purpose Mixture _
alfalfa, red clover, alsike and timothy with red clover predominating; Madison
representingcalso the General PUrpose 11ixture with a higher percentage of al
falfa;Allecany representing a general alfalfa-timothy mixture; and Albany
representing predominately the birds foot trefoil-timothy mixture. In all 10
ca tions, ·uniform stands of yellow rocke t (Darbarea vulgaris) were present.

After the oats were harvested, the stubble uas clipped and ~, and theretze
there 'was no canopy of weeds or trash to protect the legume. Trea tments were
made over the period September 11 to September 17. The design and treatments
were the same at all locations. The plot design was a randomized block with
six replications. The chemicals and concentrutions used are listed in Table I.
The plots were 6 feet wide and ,0 feet long with a 2-foot border between plots
and a 10-foot alleyway between replicates. The plots were sprayed with a 6-foot
boom mounted on an Allis Chalmers IIG" tractor ri[,[;ed for plot spraying. The
translocated herbicides vlere all put on at the rate of 10 gallons of water per
acre. Sinox P.E. and Chloro IPC were applied' at the rate of 30 gallons of
water while Dow Selective was at 60 gallons of water per acre. The average
temperature at time of application was 800 F.

Composi tion studies were made by taking 40:ne-foot square quadrat samples
at random from each plot and separating by hand alfalfa, cl~er ,grass, yellow
rocket and o'ther weeds. The first cuttings were made in the middle of June.
Yield data was obtained by taking a three-foot swath through the middle full
length of the plot. Total green weight and dry weight were determined.

Results and Discussions

In the case of Albany County, no yield or composition studies were obtained
due to the extremely wet and cold spring. Ho'tvever, visual observations were
made particularly concerning weed control. The discussion of the results of
this experiment will cover all locations.

- 2 -
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\'lfeed Control

Observations on weed control at the varia~s locations were made in the
fall, several weeks after treatment, and again in the spring. Fall observations
showed no apparent adverse effects on the crops with very little indication
of actual weed control. However, the sprinG observations showed without ques
tion the degree of weed control and composition changes that become more ap
parent when separations were made. These latter effects will be discussed in
more detail.

All the t.rane Located herbiciEes, 2,h-D, J.I:ICP60%amine, MCP60%sodium salt
and MCP90%amine showed increased yellow rocket (Barbarea vulgaris) control
as concentrations increased. Very little difference could be seen between
1/4 and 1/2 pound of acid equivalent per acre. No differences were visible
between the various ncp prl:>jucts used and between 2,4-D as far as weed control
was concerned.; however, the 1/2 pound rates of ncp's and 2,4-D were easily
distinguishable primarily on the basi.s of let~~e content of the hay.

The contact herbicides as a whole gave less than 25%weed control even
at. the highest levels of concentrations. DoW'Selective in general appeared
to show slight reductions in legume composition. The rea::tio~l" of Chloro IPC
was the same except in Albany County where marked I'educt~on an grasses were
obvious.

Yield data given in Tablesl and 2 represents the first and second cuttings
at Tioga County, respectively. Table 3 represents the first cutting in Madison
County. This data is representative of all counties harvested. All counties
showed significant differences due to treatment and in most cases the signifi
cance was due to chemicals.

The mean yields shown in Table 1, 2, and 3 clearly indicates that only
in the 2,4-D treatments is there a signifipant difference. No differences were
obtained between the various MC?products used. This is quite evident as one
compares the total means expressed as chemicals. However, in the first cutting
at Tioga County, there was significance in levels and in the interaction of
chemicals and levels as well as chemicals. This can be attributed to the 2 4-D
treatments. No significant differences, are shown between the 1/2 and 1/4 '
pound rates of any of the translocated herbicides used.

The contact herbicides employed showed no significant differences in
yield from those of the translocated, discounting 2,4-D at a half pound. The
results of the contact herbicides in the first cutting at Hadison County (Table 3)
showed consistently higher yields as measured by chemicals.

Botanical Composition

From the data presented so far, one could be led to surmise: (1) that
the translocated herbicides gave far greater weed control than the contact
herbicides, (2) that all ~he herbicides used except for 2,4-D gave no reduction
in yield of grans-legume hay. These two assumptions are true. However, another
important factor must be considered - - vThat has happened to the botanical com
position of the grass-le~~e hay.

- 3 -
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Table 1. Effect of Herbicides on the Yield of Hay (Yield Lbs. Dry l'1atter/A. )
hean of 6 Replications.

Tioga County, First Cutting, 1953.

No. Treatment Mean Meansby Chemicals Meansby Levels

1 2,4-D, 1/8#, G.L.F. 4065 1) 28451
2 2,4-D, 1/4#, G.L.F. 3115 2) 27133
3 2,4-D, 1/2#, G.L.F. 1772 8952 3) 24647
4 MOP6r:J/"1/8#, ACP 3777
5 HCP6~, 1/4/1,ACP 4175
6 MCP60%, 1/2#; ACP 4048 12000
7 HCP6r.J!"1/&1, Chip. 4123
8 HCP60%, 1/411,Chip. 3625
9 HCP6~, 1/2#, Chip. 3665 11413

10 MOP90%, 1/811,Dow 3967
11 :HCP90%, 1/4#, Dow 4625
12 NCP9Cf1" 1/2#, Dow 3652 12244
13 Sinox P.E., 1 qt. 4077
14 Sinax P.E., 2 qts. 3925
15 Sinax P.E., 3 qts. 4162 12164
16 DowSelective, 5 pts. 4270
17 DowSelective, 7 pta. 3138
18 DowSelective, 9 pta. 3468 11476
19 C1. IPC 2# 4172
20 C1. IPC 4/1 3930
21 C1. IPC 6# 3880 11982
22 Check 4463

Source DF SS F .05 .01

Total 131 1,013,962
Replicates 5 210,171 42,035
Treatment 21 410,873 19,565 5.23 1.63 ~!-2. 06

Chemicals 6 159,801 26,633 7.12 2.19 *2.99
Levels 2 64,100 32,050 8.56 3.09 *4.82
Chern.x levels 12 163,361 13,613 3.64 1. 85 *2.36
Check x rest 1 23,610 23,610 6.31 -l~3. 94 ··6.90

Error 105 392,912 3,742

- 4 -
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Table 2. Zffect of Herbicides on the Yield of Hay (Yield Lbs. Dry Matter/A. )
Hean of 6 Replications.

Tioga County, Second Cutting, 1953.

No. Treatment Mean J1eans by Chemicals Heans by Levels

1~ 2,4-D, 1/&}, G.L.F. 1267 1) 8462
2. 2,4-D, 1/4#, G.L.F. 897 2) 8133
3. 2,4-D, 1/2#, G.L.F. 582 2746 3) 1606
4. liCP6a!u,1/8#, ACP 1353
5. i1CP60%, 114#, ACP 1285
6. i'lCP6cf%,1/2#, ACP 1122 3760
7. .rcp60%, 1/8#, Chip. 1015
8. UCP6(1/0,1/4#, Chi.p, 1153
9- HCP6CJt,1/2#, Chlp. 1207 3375

10. liCP 90%, 1/8#, Dow 1367
li. I'1CP9a!u,1/4#, Dow 1468
12. HCP90%, 1/2#, Dow 1213 4048
13. SinoX'.P.E., 1 qt. 1140

14. SinOX'.P.E., 2 qts. 1210

15· SinoX'.P. E., 3 qts. 1228 3578

16. DowSelective,S pts. 1205

17. DowSelective, 7 pts. 1037
18. Dow6elective, 9 pts. 1102 3344

19· C1. P J' 1115I C, 2tr

20. C1. IPC, 41J~ 1083
21. C1. IPC, 6# 1152 3350
22. Check ·1283

DF 55 MS F .05 .01

Total 131 157,940
Replicates 5 17,766 3,553
Treatments 21 41,093 1,957 2.07 1.63 ~~2. 06

Chemicals 6 19,885 3,314 3.51 2.19 *2.99
Levels 2 3,202 1,601 1. 70 3.09 4.82
Chem. X'.levels 12 17,023 1,418. 1,59 1. 85 2.36
Check X'.rest 1 982 982 1.04 3.94 6.90

Error 105 99,081 944

- .5 -
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Table 3. Effect of Herbicides on the Yield of Hay (Yield 1bs. Dry Hatter/A. )
Heans of 6 Replications

Madison County, First Cutting, 1953.

No. Treatment Mean Mean··brehemic.a.la Ivleansby levels

1. 2,4~D, l/f5IA,G.1. F. 4103 1) 29793
2. 2,4-D, 1/lif:, G.1. F. h162 2) 28975
3. 2,h-D, 1/2#, G.L.F. 3237 11504 3) 291U6

4. HCP6~" 1/811,ACP 4355
5. HCP60%, 1/4#, ACP 3803
6. HCP60%, 1/2/1, ACP 3545 11703
7. HCP60%, 1/8#, Chip. 4227

8. HCP6($, 1/411,Chip. 3803

9· llCP 6Cf/o,1/2/1, Chip. 3540 11570

10. HCP90%, l/M, Dow. 4173
11. IICP90%, 1/4//, Dow. 4075
12. I1CP9r$, 1/2#, Dow. 3680 11928
13· Sinox P.E. 1 qt. 4803
14. Sinox P.E.. 2 qts. 4342
15. ~inox P.E. 3 qts. h667 13812
16. DowSelective, 5 pta. 4553
17. DowSelective, 7 pta. 4830
18. DowSelective" 9 pt.s, 4482 13865

19· 01- lPC, 2# 4445
20. 01- lPC, lif: 3960
21- ci. lPC, 6# 5121 13532
22. Check 4333

Source DF SS NS F .05 .01

Total 131 1307,760
Replicates 5 170,135
Treatments 21 277,516 13,215 3.53 1.63 *2.06

Chemicals 6 Ih8,867 24,811 6.63 2.19 *2.99
Levels 2 3,197 1,598 0.43 3.09 4..82
Chern.x levels 12 124,215 10,351 2.77 1.85 2.36
Check x rest 1 1,231 1,237 0.33 3.94 6.90

Error 105 360,109 3,742

- 6 -
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Figure 1. The Effect of Herbicides on the Botanical Composition of Hay
1st Cutting, 1953, Tioga County
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Figure 2. The Effect of Herbicides on the Botanical Composition of Hay
1st Cutting, 1953, Tioga County
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Figure 3· The Effect of Herbicides on the Botanical Composition of Hay
2nd Cutting, 1953, Tioga County
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Figure 5. The Effect of Herbicides on the Botanical Composition of Hay
2nd Cutting, 1953, Hadison County
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Figure 6. The Effect of Herbicides on the Botanical Composition of Hay
2nd Cutting, 1953, l<ladisonCounty
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Figures 1 through 6 represent the botanical composition studies made in
Tioga and Madison Counties. These again are representative of all the locations.
Figures 1 and 2 represent the mean percentages of the val~ous separates in the
first cutting at Tioga County- By noting the percentage of yellow rocket in
the translocated and contact herbicide. plots, one can see that the original ob
servations on the effectiveness of weed control are well founded. This was
shown in all first cuttings.

The most striking points of these figures are the effect of the herbicides
on the percentage of the legumes present, especially alfalfa. First, there is
a distinct difference between the:c:ontacts and the translocated herbicides.
In general, the contact herbicides showed less reduction of alfalfa in both
cuttings than the translocated herbicides. Secondly, there is a definite re
duction of alfalfa as the concentration of the translocated herbicides increased.
The effects appear to be permanent since the trend is observed in the second
cutting (Tables 3,4,$, and 6); however, these percentages may change in suc
ceeding years. The magnitude of reduction appe:ars to be the same regardless
of the initial percentage of e.lfalfa. In Tioga County the check plots were
around 1$ percent alfalfa while in Madison County the percentage was around 30.
Nevertheless, the reductions were of the same magnitude. In general, the 1/8
and 1/4 pound rates of 2,4-D and the !{Cpts did not vary in their alfalfa per
centages. This may have some implications as to the relative merits of the
Iie pIS in their selecti vi ty on Lagumea,

Some increases can be noted. This may be explained on the basis of reduced
weed competition.

Summaryand Conclusions

1) Sinox PE, DowSelective, and Chloro lPG w·ere ineffective as fall
applications in the control of yellow rocket (Barbarea vulgaris).

2) 2 4-D and MCP whether amine or sodium salt at 1/4 to 1/2# per acre,
g~ve 9$% to 100%control of yelloH rocket (Barbarea vulgaris) as fall
applications.

3) 2,4-D at 1/2#/A. significantly reduced the yield of grass-legume
hay when applied as a fall application.

4) No significant reduction in yields were obtained by the fall ap
plication of MC?products ••• Sinox PE, DowSelective or Chloro lPG.

$) Marked changes in the botanical composition of grass~g';ID'-e hay were
obtained by the fall application of translocated herb~c~des- 2,4-D
and MCP.

6) Alfalfa was equally sensitive to HCPand 2,L~-D at the same concen
trations by fall applications.

7) The reduction of alfalfa percentage carried over through the second
cutting and may be considered as permanent.

- 13 -
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8) l'Iedium red clover was not adversely affected by fall applied
contact or translocated herbicides.

In conclusion it should be stated that the percentages given in this paper
are not specific and may not be obtained "lith subsequent spraying. This may
be attributed to differences at time of fall treatments in respect to growth of
legume, canopy of weeds, seasonal variations, and weather conditions before
and after spraying. They do, however, shov a definite trend which can be ex
pected from the various herbicides used in this experiment. It is also the
authors 1 opinion that only through botanical composition studies as well as
yield and weed control observations can practical reconnnendations be safely
made concerning the use of herbicides for weed control in leguminous crops.
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FURTHERI1~ESTIGATIONS WITH CHEMICALSIN PASTURERENOVATION

M. A. Sprague l

The initial studies with this subject were particularly en
couraging with respect to the use of chemicals to aid in prepar
ing a seedbed for small seeded grasses and legumes. The princi
ple of seedbed preparation appeared to have merit particularly
on areas too steep or stony to plow safely'and had contributory
benefits of water and soil erosion control, and reduced tillage
requirements.

The preliminary trials, however, were narrow in scope and
were conducted during 1951 and 1952 seasons which were especially
favorable with respect·to rainfall. Versatility in adaptation
needed to be developed, i.e., treatments, tillage and seeding
over a wide range of conditions and of seasons of the year, more
effective and less expensive chemicals than TCA needed to be
tested, and a chemical or combination of chemicals which is
cheap, easy to use, suitable for fall, winter and spring seasons,
and which have little residual effects on the soils are re
quired.

The procedure as initially establisl1ed has been to reduce
an overgrazed, live sod, made up primarily of indiginous grasses,
to a dead mulch by treatment during mid-summer with low rates of
TCAo This was followed in 30 days with about two times over the
area with a disk, fertilization and seeding all in the same day.

During the wet seasons of 1950, 1951, and 1952 in New
Jersey this has worked very well. The dry season of 1953 pre
sented entirely new problems and different results though not
opposite nor discouraging results. The TCA at 27 pounds active
acid per acre was not adequate to kill the sods qUickly when the
soil was dry. When rains came a delayed kill was evident but
the water moved only a short distance in the dry soil so that
residual effects of the chemidal were evident on seedings made
30 days after spraying. Later rains carried the chemical beyond
the reach of the new seeding.

TCA to be effective at low rates must be applied to close
grazed sods. An accumulation of ungrazed top growth greatly
lessens the effect of the chemical at low rates.

Other chemicals show promise for specific variations in the
technique. Chemicals of long duration in the soil like CMUand
to a lesser extent, PDU, show promise for use in the fall season
to be followed by spring seeding. One small trial plot with CMU
at 4 pounds per acre responded with an excellent stand of ladino
clover-orchardgrass established in this manner. Another field
stUdy with C1IDat 2 pounds gave an encouraging kill but less com-
plete establishment. .

lAssociate Research Specialist, Farm Crops Department, Rutgers
University, New Brunswick, New Jersey.
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Further trials with PDU, CMUand CIPC each at 4 pounds per
acre were put out on an undergrazed sod of bluegrass and orchard
grass on September 18. Dalapon'at 5 ..pounds per acre was also
included in this series. By October 14 the areas treated with
PDU and C~ID were an estimated 70 per ,cent killed. CIPC had no
observable effect. The forage on the Dalapon treated plots was
only slightly discolored. On October 26, the plots treated
with Dalapon were 90 per cent dead and the remainder badly af
fected. n~e remainder showed no change.

Dalapon put on a bluegrass-bromegrass sod on July 10 re
quired fully 3 weeks to show any appreciable effect. However,
by August 10 the grass in plots treated with 2i pounds Dalapon
per acre was 50 to 60 per cent dead. Plots treated with 5, 7i,
10, 15 and 20 pounds per acre were completely dead. There was
no observable difference between the effects of the chemical
when applied with 10 or 20 gallons of solution per acre. Seed
ings of rye and bromegrass on this area on September 15 showed
good establishment on all but the 20 pound per acre plots. From
these initial trials it looks like Dalapon is very promising as
a chemical for this purpose. It remains to determine the costs
per acre to fix the extent of its use.

Versatility in adaptation is one means of making this pro
cedure attractive on farms. On October 1, 1952 rye and orchard
grass were sown on a dead sod disked twice and also on a plowed
and prepared seedbed which had not been sprayed. TeA at 27
pounds per acre on August 15 had been used to kill the bluegrass
sod. Ladino clover sown broadcast in February, 1952 caught well
on the killed and disked area where there was a surface mulch
to protect the seedlings. The plowed seedbed gave a poor catch.

The small grains were grazed twice in spring and the new
grass-legume seeding was ready for graZing by July 15. In 1953
the total production on the chemically renovated area was 8800
poundsi'on the plowed area 9,000 pounds of dry weight per acre.
Further, the Kentucky bluegrass population in the former was
2.0 and the latter 2.4 per cent by weight. Essentially, no dif
ference the 1st year after establishment.

Further years' data are reqUired to determine how rapidly
the climax vegetation will return.

In another trial seeded in September, 1950, the area
sprayed and disked twice had 4 per cent Kentuclcy bluegrass 3
years later whereas the area disked seven times at the time of
seeding had 28 per cent bluegrass in 1953. Another season and
the area tillage renovated only would need to be renovated over
again. Chemicals in renovation promise a more complete kill of
unwanted indiginous grass weeds.

A 10 acre trial at Annandale initiated last year yielded
a total of 5472, 5375 and 5969 pounds dry forage during 1953
from the chemical renovated areas, disk renovation and plowed
areas respectively. These were allover 400 per cent increases

-2-
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over the untreated areas (1323 pounds). In a similar trial at
New Brunswick, disk renovated plots yielded a total of 5024
pounds and chemically renovated plots' yielded 5032 pounds dry
weight per acre during 1953. However, the disk renovated plots
contained 12 per cent bluegrass and the chemically renovated
areas 4 per cent. This may mean renovation with chemicals will
last longer.

One phase of this study which has not received warranted
attention as yet is a measure of the merits of the dead mulch
from the standpoint of soil erosion control and water loss.
Two items in particular require more research attention: (l)
search-for the proper chemical to fit the requirements of the
season, weeds and crops and (2) a study of the soils and fer
tilizer aspects ~f the method to foster good production of newly
established crops.
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CHEMICALCONTROLOF MATtrHE,Sl100THCHABGRASSIN LA~/NS1/

J. A. DeFrance and S. 11. HartY'
Rhode Island Agricultural Experiment Station

Kingston, R. I.

Introdpction

The comparative effectiveness of several chemicals for the control of
mature, smooth crabgrass was studied during the summer of 1953. Previous
work (2), (3), (4), (5), (6) and (7) indicated phenyl mercurials were
effective control agents for crabgrass; (1), (5), (6), (7) and (8) reported
good control with potassium cyanate both in solution and as a dust; and (6)
reported favorable results with boronium compounds. The chemicals reported
in this paper include some of those materials that have shown promise for
crabgrass control in turf.

~terials apd Methods

The tests were conducted during the summer of 1953 on a portion of the
athletic field of the University of Rhode Island. The turf, composed of
Kentucky bluegrass, Chewingsl fescue and Astoria Colonial bent, was
representative of lawns and fairways in NewEngland, and was mowedat a
height of approximately one inch. Crabgrass infestation was fairly heavy and
uniform throughout the test area. The crabgrass population consisted mostly
of smooth crabgrass, ;Qigit!lf.1!!Mchaem4:p1,combined with a small amount of
hairy crabgrass, Q. sanguin~.

The experimental design consisted of four blocks, each containing 13 plots
of 100 square feet each. There were 12 treatments and one check randomized
in each block.

The materials used, the percent active ingredient in each material, and
the amounts applied were as follows:

1. PHAS(10% phenyl mercuric acetate) at 2 and 3 OUllcesper 1,000 square
feet.

2. Sowa S-1998, a 75% solution of bis(lauryl, di-2-hydro~/ethylammino)
boronium fluoride, a,t 25 and 35 pounds per acre.

3. Sesin (50% 2,4-dichlorophenoxYethyl benzoate) at 3 and 6 pounds per
acre.

4. Potassium cyanate (91%potassium cyanate) at 8 and 12 pounds per acre.

5. Potassium cyanate dust (4% potassium cyanate) at 10 and 15 pounds per
1,000 square feet.

6. Milcyanate (4% potassium cyanate and 96%Ml1organite) at 10 and 15
pounds per 1,000 square feet.

17Contribution No.. S33"'of t;;- R. I. Agricultural Experiment Station, Kingston, R.I.
&/Agronomist and Research Assistant in Agronomy, respectively.
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The ~~S, Sowa S-1998, Sesin and potassium cyanate (91%) were mixed with
water. The solutions were applied at the rate of 10 gallons per 1,000 square
feet with a 15-gallon power sprayer. Because of the very fine powdery form of
the Milcyanate and potassium cyanate dust (4%), these materials were broadcast
by hand ..

By the time of the first treatment, crabgrass was quite advanced in growth
and beginning to set seed.

Dates of application and environmental conditions at the time of treatment
were as follows: First treatment August 13, a clear day, soil fairly moist,
temperature 76 degrees F.; second treatment August 21, soil fairly moist,
temperature 75 degrees F.; third treatment August 27, clear, soil moist,
temperature 86 degrees F.

Notes on the percent of crabgrass were taken before the first treatment
was applied and again on September 24, four weeks after the last treatment.
The notes were recorded as estimates of the percent of area covered by crabgrass.
The figures given in table 1 are averages determined from the 4 replicates of
each treatment. The percent control figures for each treatment are based on the
differences between the amount of crabgrass before and after treatment. Turf
discoloration and injury notes were taken September 3, 10 and 17 which were one,
two and three weeks after the last treatment. .

Results and Discussion

The figures presented in table 1 show the comparative effects of the various
chemical treatments and the amount of turf discoloration or injury caused by them.

Pl~S at the 2- and 3-ounce rate per 1,000 square feet gave 92 and 95 percent
control. Turf discoloration from this chemical was very slight.

Sowa S-1998 at the rate of 25 and 35 pounds per acre gave 95 and 99 percent
control, respectively. Slight turf discoloration resulted from both rates of
treatment.

Potassium cyanate solution at 8 and 12 pounds per acre provided 97 percent
control of crabgrass but turf discoloration was quite evident. The potassium
cyanate dust at 10 and 15 pounds per 1,000 square feet gave excellent control,
99 and 100 percent respectively, and turf discoloration was slight.

Milcyanate at 10 and 15 pounds per 1,000 square feet provided plots entirely
free from crabgrass and thus produced 100 percent control. Turf discoloration
was very slight at both application rates ..

Sesin at the rates used did not control the mature crabgrass.

-2-
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Tests for the control of crabgrass were conducted during the summerof 1953
on a portion of the athletic field of the University of Rhode Island. Chemicals
used were P~~S (10%formulation of phenyl mercuric acetate; Sowa S-1998, a
75%solution of bis(laurll, di-2-hydroxyethylammino) boronium fluoride; Sesin
(50% 2,4-dichlorophenoxyethyl benzoate); ~lilcyanate (4% potassium cyanate and
96%Hilorganite); potassium cyanate (91%) used in solution and potassium
cyanate (4%) used as a dust.

PNAS,Sowa S-1998, potassium cyanate solution and dust, and Milcyanate
provided control of crabgrass averaging from 92,,3 to 100 percent. Sesin was
not effective tn this test on mature smooth crabgrass plants. Turf discoloration
from Bomeof the chemicals was noticeable but there was no discoloration from
the use of Sesin. There was no permanent injury to the basic grasses from any
of the treatments. Discoloration ranked from least to greatest in the following
order: Milcyanate, PMAS,Sowa S-1998, potassium cyanate dust, and potassium
cyanate solution"
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Table 1. Control of Mature, Smooth Crabgrass in Lavn Turf with Varbus Chemicals. R. I. Agricultural Experiment
Station 1953.

- M thod f %Orsb %Crab
Material Rate A Cl " t~ before after % Discoloratio~ afterpo 1ca 10n -- -

~ Tre. 3 Trts. Contro1----1 wk. 2 wkso 3 w~o

~~S (10%) 2 oz/M** 10 Gal. H20 13.~5 1.03 92~3 0.03 1 00 1.0
~~S (10%) 3 oz/M 10 Gal. H20 13.5 0.55 95.9 0.33 1.5 1.0
Sowa S-1998 25 1bs/! 10 Gal. H20 13.0 0.55 95,,8 0.3 0.2 1.0
Sowa S-1998 35 Ibs/! 10 Gal. H20 14.0 0~03 99.8 2.0 0.6 1.0
Sesin 3 Ibs/A 10 Gal. H20 12.75 34.75 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Sosin 6 Ibs/A 10 Gal .. H20 11.75 34.750~0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1-
Potassium cyanate (91%) 8 1bs/A 10 Gal. H20 11.75 0.28 97.7 2.3 1.8 1.0
Potassium cyanate (91%) 12 1bs/! 10 Gal. H20 11.25 0.03 97.8 2.3 2.8 2.0
Potassium cyanate (4%) 10 1bsjM Broadcast by hand 11.75 0.03 99.8 1.0 1.0 1.0
Potassium cyanate (4%) 15 IbsIM Broadcast by hand 11.5 OvO 100.0 1.0 1.8 1.5
Milcyanate 10 1bs~1 Broadcast by hand 12.5 0.0 100.0 0.8 0.7 0.0
Milcyanate 15 IbslM Broadcast by hand 12.25 0.0 100.0 0.8 0.3 0.0
Check 10.75 35.0 - 0.0 0.0 0.0

* Discoloration index - 0 =none, 1 : slight, 2 =moderate, 3 = severe, 4 =turf injUry.
** H refers to rete per 1, 000 square feet and A refers to rate per acre, Three treatments 'Were applied at

'Weekly intervals as follows: August 13, 21 and 27 ..
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Crabgrass Control with Phenyl Mercuric Acetate on Various Strains
of Colonial BentgrassTurf at Two Levels of Fertilit yl,2

J. A. DeFrance and S. W. Hart 3
Rhode Island Agricultural Exoe rtl ment Station

Kingston, R. I ..

Introduction

Early in the summer of 1952 it was observed that crabgrass
had invaded the Colonial bentgrass comparison plots at the Rhode
Island Agricultural Expez'Lmenb Station o Since these plots were
set up to compare various strains of Colonial bentgrass fertilized
at two levels, it offered an excellent opportunity £6 deiermine
the effect of a phenyl mercUl'y herbicide for crabgrass control
under these conditions~

In 1947 phenyl mercuric acetate was reported (1) to be ef
fective as a selective treatment for crabgrass in bentgrass,turf.
Subsequent findings (2) and (3) revealed that phenyl mercurials
were very satisfactory for the control of irnmature crabgrass. The
work reported in this paper is the result of experiments conducted
during the summers of 1952 and 1953 at the Rhode Island Agricul
tural Experiment Station.

Methods and Materials

~he experimental area consisted of 4,000 square feet of
planted in 1951 in duplicate plots of 10 feet by 20 feet. The
plots were seeded at the rate of 2 pounds per 1000 square feet
with various strains of Colonial bentgrass from different sources
as follows: Astoria and Highland bent fTOm Associated Seed Growers
Iric s j Astoria, CoLori La L, and Highland bent from O. M. Scott and
Sons Co.; Astoria, Cascade and Highland bent from F. H. Woodruff
and Sons; and Rhode Island Colonial and Rhode Island 84 Colonial
bent from seed produced at the Rhode Island Agricultural Experi
ment Station.

A split plot design was used with one-l~lf of each plot
receiving Scott's 9-7-4 Turf Builder to provide 1 pound of nitrogen
per 1000 square feet in April and 1 pound of nitrogen in Sep
tember. The other half of the plot received 1 pound of nitrogen
in April, June, August and September. Thus one-half of each plot
received 2 pounds of nitrogen each year while the other half of
the plot received 4 pounds of nitrogen.

lContribution No. 834 of the R.I. Agr. Exp. Sta., Kingston, R.I.
2This work was made possible in part by the grant and materials

given by o. M. Scott and Sons Co.; and by the contribution of
materials from Associated Seed Growers, Inc. and F. H. Woodruff
and Sons.

3Agronomist and Research Assistant in Agronomy, respectively.
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The formulation used for crabgrass control was a 0.75 phenyl
mercury acetate impregnated in a dry carrier and designated as
Scutl. The center lO-foot section of each plot was treated with
Scutl, pl'oviding a treated area and a check area on both the light
and heavy fertilized section of each plote The Scutl was applied
with a 3-foot Scott's spreader at setting N~~ber 7 which delivered
the "nor-maL r-at e" or approximately 3.3 pounds per thousand square
feet.

The crabgrass population consisted mostly of smooth crabgrass,
Digi tari.~ is cha emum, combined with a small amount of hairy crab
grass, D. ~a.nguinalis. The crabgrass plants were in the early
stages of growth and were quite i~nature at the time of the treat
ments.

During the 1952 season, three applications of Scutl were made
on dew covered grass as follows: first treatment July 7, a clear
day, soil dry, temperature 900F; second treatment July 14, a clear
day, soil dry, temperature 900F; third treatment July 21, a clear
day, soil dry, temperature 86 0F.

During the 1953 season three applications of Scutl were made
on dew covered grass as follows: first treatment July 9, a clear
day, soil fairly moist, temperature 750F; second treatment July 17,
a clear day, soil dry, temperature 900F; third treatment July 27,
a clear day, soil moist, temperature 80 0F.

Crabgrass notes were taken before the first treatments and
after the last treatments were applied. Discoloration notes were
taken in 1952 following each treatment. In 1953 no discoloration
worthy of mention wes observed.

Results and Discussion

1952 Experiment

Results obtained during the 1952 season are reported in
table 1. Crabgrass control with Scutl on the various plots of
Colonial bentgrass was very satisfactory <> Control varied s ome
what among the plots ranging from 88 to 99 percent.

Discoloration of the turf was evident after the first treat
ment. The figures for discoloration are listed in table I. From
the 'data it appears that discoloration was greater on the high
fertility plots, and that Highland bent was less susceptible to
discoloration than the other strains of Colonial bentgrass.

1953 Exper,iment

Excellent crabgrass control resulted in 1953 with Scutl
(table 2) on the various strains of Colonial bentgrass turf.
Control ranged from 99.0 to 100 percent.

-2-
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Discoloration of turf from the chemt ca I was not not Lc eab Le
on any of the plots during .the 1953s€ason~

In 1953 the amount of crabgrass on the plots without Scutl
was greater on those receiving the lower level of fertilization
than on the plots receiving the higher level. This can be noted
in table 3 and is the reverse of the 1952 results. The fertility
level of the soil and consequent density of the turf had been'in
creased during the period and tmdoubtedly accounts for the de
crease in the amount of cr-abgr-a.s s on the untreated plots.

The most effective control of crabgrass was obtained by the
use of the high fertility level and the normal rate of Scutl. Low
fertility in conjunction with Scutl gave good control but not as
good as with the high rate of fertilization. In general, the
percentages of control were better during the 1953 than in 1952,
especially on those plots receiving the high rate of nitrogen fer
tilization o

Su~nafY and Conclusions

Crabgrass control experiments with phenyl mercury acetate
were conducted during the su~~ers of 1952 and 1953 at the Rhode
Island Agricultural Experiment Station, on various strains of
Colonial bentgrass turf fertilized with two levels of fertility
based on the rates of 2 and 4 pounds of nitrogen per 1000 square
feet per season. This was prOVided by a 9-7-4 turf fertilizer.
The phenyl mercury acetate formulation used was Scutl, a 0075
percent phenyl mercuric acetate impregnated in vermiculite", This
was applied on plots of Astaria, Highland, Cascade and R. I.
Colonial bentgrass turf from various sources o

Phenyl mercuric acetate in the form of Scutl was very effec
tive in the control of crabgrass in Colonial bentgrass turf. Con
trol ranged from 99 to 100 percent.

Phenyl mercuric acetate in conjunction with the higher fer
tility level was the most effective treatment and resulted in 100
percent crabgrass control.

Feeding the turf with 9-7-4 turf fertilizer in amounts suf
ficient to supply 4 pounds of nitrogen per season resulted in a
turf that was quite resistant to weed invasion o There was con
siderably less crabgrass in the untreated plots that received
high rate of fertilization than in the plots that received the
low rate.,

-3-
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TobIe 1. Control of crabgrass ~J ap~lication of Scutl on various strains of
Colonial bentgrass ~awn turf fertilized with two levels .of fertility,
Rhode Island Agricultural Experiment Station 1952.

Nitrogen a- % ....-%. Discoloration
Level Rate Crab Crab after**

Grass Ibs./lOOQ of before ,after % 1st 2nd 3rd
sgA-ft. Scutl* trt r J trt. Control trt. trt. trt.

Astoria Wf 2 Normal 3 0.3 90 1 2 2
It 4 Normal 4 o,5 88 2 2 2
II 2 None 3 9.0 0 0 0 0
II 4 None 4 12.0 0 0 0 0

Highland \'1 2 Normal 5 0.3 94 1 1 0
II 4 Normal 5 0.3 94 2 2 1
n 2 None 4 9.0 0 0 0 0
It 4 None 8 13.0 0 0 0 0

R. I. Colonial L 2 Normal 6 Trace 99 1 1 1
" 4 Normal 5 0.5 90 2 2 2
II 2 None 4 14,0 0 0 0 0
" 4 None 4 14.0 0 0 0 0

Cascade ~l 2 Normal 3 Trace 97 1 1 1
II 4 Normal 1 Trace 91 2 2 2
II 2 None 2 8.0 0 0 0 0
II 4 None 2 8.0 0 0 0 0

Astoria A 2 Normal 2 Trace 96 1 1 1
It 4 Normal 1 Trace 91 2 3 3
II 2 None 2 7,0 0 0 0 0
II 4 None 2 10.0 0 0 0 0

Astoria S 2 Normal 2 Trace 96 1 1 1
II 4 l'Jormal 3 Trace 97 2 2 2
II 2 None 3 12.0 0 0 0 0
II 4 None 3 10.0 0 0 0 0

Highland S 2 Normal 3 Trace 97 1 1 0
II 4 Normal 5 Trace 98 2 2 2
II 2 None 3 7.0 0 0 0 0
II 4 None 5 10,0 0 0 0 0

R. I, 84 L 2 Normal 2 Trace ~6 1 2 2
II 4 Normal 3 Trace 97 2 3 3
It 2 None 2 6.0 0 0 0 0
II 4 None 6 14.0 0 0 0 0

Colonial S 2 Normal 1 Trace 91 1 2 2
« 4 Normal 1 Trace 91 2 3 3
II 2 None 1 4.0 0 0 0 0
It 4 None 2 8,0 0 0 0 0

Highland A 2 Normal 3 Trace 97 1 0 0
tl 4 l~ormal 3 Trace 97 2 1 0
1I 2 None 3 10,0 0 0 0 0
It ~ None 3 9.0 0 0 0 0

*Rate of Scutl - Normal rate as amount specified by manufacturer. Approximately
3.3 poutidsper 1,000 sq. ft. as delivered by Scott's spreader at setting No.7.

**Discoloration index: 0 =none, 1 =slight, 2 =medium, 3 =severe.
tSource of seed: S ~ O. M. Scott &Sons Co.

W • F. H, Woodruff and Sons
A =Associated Seed Qrowers Inc.
L =Rhode Island Agricultural Experiment Station

Date of Treatments =July 7, 14 and 21
aNitrogen Level- Amount of nitrogen supplied by a 9-7-4 turf fertilizer.
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Table 2. Control of crabgrass by application of Scutl on various

strains of Colonial bentgrass lawn turf fertilized with
two levels of Nitrogen. Rhode Island AgriCUltural
Experiment Station 1953.

Grass
Level of
Nitrogen a
Ibs./1,OOO

sq. ft.

Rate
of

Scutl ~:.

%Crab
before

trt eo

Astoria W~H:- 2 ' Normal 1.5 Tracel 99 00

I,ll 4 Normal L.5 0,,0 100.0
rt 2 None 4.0 15.0 0.0

,_ u 4 None 4~0 6~5 0.0
Highland W 2 Normal 2.25 Trace 99.0

n 4 Normal 1.05 Trace 99.9
n 2 None 10.0 27.5 0.0
n 4 None 4.0 4 ..0 0.0

R.I. Colonial L 2 Normal 1.75 Trace 99.0
n 4 Normal 0.5 0.0 100.0
It 2 None 5 ..0 25 .0 0 .0
'" 4 None 4 "0 7 ..5 0 .0

Cascade W 2 Normal 0,,5 Trace 99.0
n 4 Normal Trace 0,,0100.0
Hi 2 None 4.0 1505 0.0
It 4 None 1.25 5.0 0.0

Astoria A 2 Normal 1.0 Trace ' 99 ..0
n 4 Normal 0 ..75 0.0 '100.0
ll, 2 None 5.5 21.0 0.0
I~ 4 None 3.5 8.5 0.0

Astoria S 2 Normal 0,,75 Trace 99.0
I~ 4 Normal 1 00 Trace 99 00

l.~ 2 None 4.5 18.0 0 00

I,~ 4 None 2 .5 6 .0 0 •0
Highland 3 2 Normal 2 uO Trace 99,,0

~ 4 Normal 0.75 0.0 100.0
~ 2 None 7.0 25 00 0.0
n 4 None 5.0 6 ..0 0.0

R.I. 84 L 2 Normal 1.0 Trace 99,,0
g 4 Normal 0.75 0.0 100.0
H. 2 None 6 ..0 22 •0 0 .0
n 4 None 3 00 8.0 O~O

Colonial 3 2 Normal 0.25 Trace 99.0
M 4 Normal 0.5 000 100.0
If. 2 None 2.0 13.0 0.0
n 4 None 2 ..0 2.5 0.0

Highland A 2 Normal 1.5 Trace 99.0
~, 4 Normal 0.75 Trace 99.5
I! 2 None 8.0 29.5 0.0
It 4 None 3 ..5 5.2 0.0

{~ate of Scutl =Norm~l rate as amount specified by manufacturer.
Approxin~tely 3.3 lbs. per 1000 sq. ft. as delivered by Scott's
spreader at setting No.7.

~<*Source of Seed: S::' o. M. Scott and Sons Co.
W '= F. H. rJoodruff and Sons
A =Associated Seed Growers, Inc.
L ::. Rhode Island Agricultural Experiment Station

Date of treatments = July 9, 17 and 27
fTrace : Less than o.i percent ..
B.Nitrogen level =Amount of nitrogen supplied by a 9-7-4 turf

fertilizer.
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_% Control
1952 1953

90.0 99.0
0.0 0.0

B8.0 100.0
0,,0 0.0

94.0 99.9
0.0 0.0

94.0 99.9
0.0 0.0

99,,0 99.0
0.0 0.0

90.0 100.0
0.0 0.0

970 0 99.0
0.0 0.0

91,0 100,0
0,0 0.0

96.0 99.0
0.0 0.0

91.0 100,0
0,0 0.0

96.0 99.0
0.0 0.0

97.0 100.0
0.0 0.0

97,0 99.0
0.0 000

98,0 100.0
0,0 0,,0

96.0 9900

0.0 0,0
97,0 100,0
0.0 0,0

91,0 99.0
0.0 0.0

91.0 100.0
0,0 0.0

97.0 99.0
0.0 0,0

97.0 99.5
o.0 .;;.0......0 _

"11

tI

n

Grass

*Source of seed:

Astoria W*
tl

II

11

Astoria S
II

II

Astoria A

"
"
"

Table 3. The effect of two levels of Nitrogen fertilization on crabgrass population
in various strains of Colonial bentgrass for the years 1952 and 1953 at
the Rhode Island Agricultyral EX~£7:ment Stati0r.!s...._

Nitrocena
Level Rate %Crab after

Ibs./lOOO of _ 1 trts g

S9« ft"l S9U~* ._<-lli~_.--:l1::..=:9.J.53",-- -=-"-,,=, __ --=~,,,-_

2 Normal 0,3 Trace f
2 None 9.0 15.0
4 Normal 0,5 000

4 None 12.0 605
2 Normal 0.3 Trace
2 None 9.0 27..5
4 Normal 0.3 Trace
4 None 13.0 4.0
2 Normal Trace Trace
2 None 14.0 25.0
4 Normal 0.5 O~O

4 None 14.0 7.5
2 Normal Trace Trace
2 None 8..0 15.5
4 Normal Trace 0,0
4 None BoO 5.0
2 Normal Trace Trace
2 None 7.0 2100
4 Normal Trace 0,0
4 None 10.0 B.,5
2 Normal Trace Trace
2 None 12.0 1800

4 Normal Trace Trace
4 None 10.0 6,0
2 Normal Trace Trace
2 None 7.0 25.0
4 Normal Trace 0,0
4 None 10.0 600

2 Normal Trace Trace
2 None 6,0 2200

4 Normal Trace 0.0
4 None 14.0 BoO
2 Normal Trace Trace
2 None 4.0 13.0
4 Normal Trace 0.0
4 None 8,0 2.5
2 Normal Trace Trace
2 None 10,0 2905
4 Normal Trace Trace
4 None 9.0 5.2

Cascade W
II

Highland H

"fI
fI

R. I. Colonial L
11

II

II

Highland A
11

II

It

A =Associated Seed Growers, Inc.
Ii =F. H. Woodruff and Sons
S =O. M. Scott and Sons Co,
L =Rhode Island Agricultural Experiment Station

**Rate of Scutl =Normal rate as amount specified by manufacturer. Approximately
3.3 Ibs. per 1,000 sq. ft. as delivered by Scottls spreader at setting No.7.

fTrace =Less than 0.1 per cent.
Date of treatments = July 7, 14 and 21, 1952

July 9, 17 and 27, 1953
~ Amountof nitrogen supplied by a 9-7-4 turf fertilizer.

Highland S

""
"R. I. 84 L
"
tI

It

Colonial S
II
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Duration of Clover Control with Endothal and with 2,4,5-T

in Turf Mowed at Lawn and Fairway Heigh~

John A. Jagschitz. and John F. Cornman!

After the end of the 1952 grcwing season we reported on a rather ex
tensive series of experiments where endothal formulations (1) and 2,4,5- T
(s , 3) were used for selective clover control in lawn and fairway tUrf.
Such conclusions as we drew from these tria.ls were tentative; our clover
counts were made during the season of application whereas the practical
meri ts of the different treatments would not be evident until the end of
the season following: We are now able to complete the record by reportil"..g
the clover control evident in these same plots in 1953. As a matter of
convenience the several experiments are enumerated here in the same order
as in the previous raper, with a repetition here of the 1952 clover counts
for compar'Lson. For details of the 1952 trials see the previous rapers
(1, 2).

Dairy Buildins Tests

Table 1. Persistence of clover control after JUly 1952 treatments
wi th endothaL

Percent clover control
(Average of 4 gallorAges)

at 6~ weeks* at ll! months
Lb. endothallA

ME-3003

~
1
l~

Ave. 'toc Lovez- in checks

76
91**
92**
49

22
55
5c
42

* Summarized from Table 1, Cornman and Jagschitz (1)
** Objectionable turf discoloration following application
Application date; July 11, 1952
Clover control estima.'t.es: August 25, 1952 and July 3, 1953

The 1953 follow-up observations tabulated in Table 1 indicate that
clover control from July 1952 applications of endothal in formulation
ME-3003 did not remain satisfa.ctory by July 1953.

Stewart Park Te eta

It was evident from superficial observations in July 1953 of the
experimental area treated in July 1952 that the results would be similar to
those of the Dairy Building Test reported above, but since the plots had
been injured severely by skunks in the fa.ll of 1952, no actual clover
counts were made.

1 Turf Research Assistant,and Associate Professor Ornamental Horti
CUlture, Cornell University, Ithaca, New York, respectively.
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Clara Dickson Tests

Table 2. Persistence of clover control after August 1952
treatn:ents of fairway turf with one and two
applications of endothal

A. One Application

Percent clover control

Formulation
Lb. endothal

per acre
(Average of 2 gallonages)

at 1 month* at lOt months

ME-3003

EC-4069

1.
1

2

l~

t
1

Ave. 'faclover in checks

94
98
98

91
97
98

15

83
92
89

85
91
90

31

* Summarized in Table 3, Cornman and Jagschitz (1)
Application date: August 18, 1952
Clover controlesbime.tes: September 19,1952 and July 3,1953

B. Two successive applications

Percent clover control
Lb. endothal (Average of 2 gallonages)

Formulation per acre at 1 month* at 10 months

~ 99 94
ME-3003 1 99 98

l~ 99 95
1. 99 95

Ec-4069 t 99 952'
1 99** 96

Ave. 'faclover in checks 23 55

* Summarized from Table 4, Cornman and Jagschitz (1)
** Objectionable turf discoloration following application
A pplication dates: August 18 and August 27, 1952
Clover control estimates: September 26, 1952 and July 3, 1953

The data in Table 2-A indicates that single applications of ME-3003
and EC-4069 produced clover control that remained satisfactory for at least
10 months, and without objectionable turf discoloration. Two successive
applications (Table 2-B) produced even better results. The complete data,
not included here, show no consistent differences between gallonages or
formulations at equtva.Lent rates. The differences in clover control between
gallonages at a specific rate of either chemical varied less than 3'fofrom
the average.

- 2 -
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Jemes Baird Perk Zxperimenta

Unreplica ted plots simile rto 'th.e replicated ones reported al\::ove
were established a t James Baird Sta te Park near Poughkeepsie, New York.
Tre~tments were made on August 19 and August 25, 1952. Data ebout the
condition of these plots on June 8, 1953, 11 months efter treatment, arE
enumeratea in Table 3NA ~nd Table 3-B.

Table 3. Persistence of clover control after August treatments
on fairw!ty turf wi th one and two applica tions of end othaJ
(Unreplicated plots at James Baird State Park)

A. One application

Lb. endo.thal Percent clover control
Formulation per acr e at 3 weeks at 9 3/4 months

i 68 14
ME-3003 I 85 38

It 95 74
2 97* 85

t 79 37
EC-4069 1 92 63

It 97* 87
2 99* 99

%cloyer in checks 55 82

*Objectionable turf discoloration following application
Applicption date: August 19, 1952
Clover estimates: September 11, 1952 and June 8, 1953

B. Two applications

Formulation
Lb. end othal

per acre
Percent clover control

at 2~ weeks at 9* months_

ME-3003

EC-4069

%clover in checks

t
1

93
99
99

98
99

55

87
91
98

86
96

82

Application date:
Clover estimates:

August 19 and August 24, 1952
September 11, 1952 and June 8, 1953

These data indicete that under these circumstances e single August
applicetion of ME-3003 or EC-4069 did not produce clover control that
wes satisfactory 11 months later except at rates which procued object
ionable initial turf discoloration. Lasting clover control without
objectionable turf discoloration was produced by two successive epp~i

cations of endothal rates that were inadequate as single applications.

-3-
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Taughannock Park Experiments

Table 4. Persistence of' clover control after October treatments of
fairway turf with various endothal formulations.

Average for
Lb. endothal Percent clover control formulation

Formulation :eer acre at 5 weeks* at 11 months 11 months·

J.. 96 64
ME-3001 l 98 89 87<2

1 100** 96**
2 100** 99**

t 96 63
ME-3001 97 88 87

in sand 1 99 98
2 100 99

1
79 29YEc-4069 2" 96 82 68

1 94 64
2 98** 96**

.!. 86 36
ME-3000 t 95 55 652

1 97 76
2 98 92

.!. 81 18
~ME-3000 2" 91 35 50

in sand 1 95 82
2 94 66

t 88 29
ME-3003 86 16 45

1 91 41
2 98 94

Ave % clover in checks 29 65

LSD 5% 8 32 17
1% 11 43 23

* Summarized from Table 5, Cormran and Jagschitz (1)
**Objectionable turf discoloration following application
Application date: October 11, 12, 1952
Clover estimates: November 16, 1952 and September 26, 1953

From these data in Table 4 it is evident that clover control readings
made 5 weeks after treatment did not provide an accurate gauge of the clover
control to be anticipated at the end of 11 months. The high initial control
provided by the lower rates of each chemical proved only temporary. With
the liquid applications of ME-3000, EC-4069 and ME-3003 only the 2 pound
rate of endothal gave good control for a period of 11 months. With formula
tion ME-3001 lasting control was produced with t, 1, and 2 pound rates in spray
or in sand, with the dry applications the more desirable because of the rela
tively minor turf discoloration after the applications were made.

- 4 -
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Relative Effectiveness of Endotha1 Formu.l~~

The degree of clover control was higher in all cases with ME-3001 as
a spray or in sand than with any of the other endothal formulations at
equivalent rates. At rates of 2 pounds endotha1 per acre these differences
are obscured. The clever control was almost identical when ME-300l was
applied as a spray and in sand, but there was significantly less turf dis
coloration following the dry application. The powder formulations of endothal
at some of the lower rates produced better control of clover than did the
comparable liqUid formulations. The inclusion of ammonium sulfate in the
powder or Lt qufd fOrmulations increased the herbicidal activity rmrkedly at
some of the low rates. Considering the degree of clover control, amount of
actual endothal required, and the intensity of turf discoloration, ME-300l
applied in sand at the 1 pound rate proved to be the most satisfactory treat
ment,

For the October 1952 applications at Taughannock Park we made clover
counts in July 1953 and can compare these with the late September counts
presented here (Table 5). In general, the July figures for the plots re
ceiving the lower rates of chemicals show much more complete clover control
in July than two months later. Unlike the Taughannock Park area, the sites
of the Clara Dickson and James Baird Park tests were not favored by ade
quate moisture during the summer drought of 1953, and by September all
vegetation was SO parched that clover counts were impossible. However,
the striking resurgence of clover at Taughannock Park during the two summer
months casts doubt upon the validity of any conclusions that might be drawn
from our June control estimates at the James Baird Park plots (Table 3) and
our JUly control estimates at the Clara Dickson trials (Table 2). This
resurgence also suggests that clover counts in other experiments should
be considered as only tentative until counts for the autumn of the follow
ing growing season are available.

Satisfactory control of clover, at least for 11 months, was obtained
with 1 pound of 2,4,5-T alone. For the low degree of control recorded
with the treatrnent of l~ pounds of 2,4,5-T plus ~ pound of 2,4-D we have no
explanation to offer.

Conclusions

From these trials it appears that the results to be anticipated from
the use of endothal formulations on lawn and fairway turf can not now be
anticipated accurately. If our single set of trials with f,4,5-T can be
considered typical, we can only conclude that on the basis of work thus far
a single autumn application of 2,4,5-T butyl ester at the rate of 1 pound
acid eqUivalent per acre will provide practical clover control in lawn
and fairway turf, and that this treatment is more desirable than any with
endothal from the standpoint of clover control, of turf injury, and of
current costs.

- 5 -
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Table 5.

A. ' 4 5-T, ,

Persistence of clover control after October 1952.
Treatments with 2,4,5-T and mixture of 2,4,S-T and 2,4-D

Percent clover control
at 5 weeks** at 11 months

2,4,5-T ester*
Ibs. per acre

~
1
l~

%clover in checks

LSD 5%
1%

&5
96
96
29

8
11

73
94
95

65

32
43

* Propylene glycol butyl ether ester
** Summarized from Table 1, Cornman and Jagschitz (2)
Application date: October 11, 1952
Clover estimates: November 16,1952 and September 26, 1953

B. 2,4,5 -T + 2,4.,D

Lbs , 2,4,5 -T ester* Percent clover control
added to ! lb. 2.4 -D** . at 5 weeks*** at 11 months

~ &5 %
1 92 90
l~ &5 62

%clover in checks 29. 65

LSD 5% 8 32
1% 11 43

* Propylene glycol butyl ether ester
*~ Triethanolamine salt

*** Summarized from Table 1, Cornman ar~ Jagschltz (2)
Application date: October 11, 1952
Clover estimates: November 16, 195~ and September 26, 1953
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Selective Clover Control in Putting Green Turf

with Endothal and 2 ,4,S-T Formulations

1
J. A. Jagschitz, J. F. Cornman, and S. N. Fertig

Endothal (disodium 3,6-endoxahexahydrophthalate) has shown some prom
ise as a selective herbicide for clover control in lawn and fairway types
of turf, as reported in a series of papers beginning in 1951 (1, 4, 5, 7).
In 1952 Daniel (3) reported good control of clover in Indiana. lawns and
putting greens with 2,4,5-T and his trials were repeated with similar re
Bults on New York lawns (2).

Since clover is one of the more serious weeds of golf course putting
greens, the effects of endothal and of 2,4,5-T on this type of turf needed
detailed investigation. We needed rpore information on the effectiveness
of the various formUlations of endothal and of formulations of 2,4,5-T,
as well as the effects of gallonage on the results from these two mate
rialS!. On putting greens we needed to know what modifications, if an;r,
could be expected from mowing practices, the time of day of application,
season of application, and the presence and absence of thatch. This J;aper
reports the results of six replicated experiments on putting green turf
in 1953.

Constants

Abbreviation

ME-300l

ME-3003

Ec-4069

in Terminology and EXperimental Conditions·

Formulation

16% endothal (disodium 3,6-endoxahexahydro-.
phthalate) and 84% ammonium sulfate (a powder)

2 pounds endothal per gallon

2/3 pound endothal and 3 1/3 pounds ammonium
sulfate per gallon

Pentyl ester
Isopropyl ester

2,4,5-T
Amine
Butyl ester

Triethylamine salt, 4 pounds acid per gallon
Propylene gtyco I butyl ether. esters,
4 pounds acid per gallon
Pentyl ester, 313 pounds acid per gallon
Isopropyl ester 32.3% and amyl ester 11.7%,
3.34 pounds acid per gallon .

A11 rates of chemicals used are expressed in pounds of endothal per
acre or pounds of 2,4,5-T acid per acre.

Turf Components'

On all greens treated there were some patches of velvet bent of vary
ing size and frequency, but most of the grass appeared to be creeping bent.

1 Turf Research Assistant,'As6ociate Professor of Ornamental Horticulture
and Associate Professor of Agronomy, Cornell University, Ithaca, New '
York, respectively,
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Method of application

Sprays were applied with a small-plot sprayer (6) with four fan-type
Tee Jet nozzles on a hand boom, Constant pressure was supplied by CO2
between r5 am 30 PSi. Nozzles were changed for different ga'l Lorage s ,
Two timed paaaes were nade over each plot for uniform coverage, ME-3001,
when applied as a dry mixture, was mixed with dry builder's sam which
paased a 64-tnesh screen amwaer spread by hand at the rate of 726 pounds
per acre.

Turf discoloration

The turf discoloration scale used was: 0 - None, 1 - Light,
2- Moderate or Objectionable, 3 - Severe and 4 - Complete Kill. Three
gradations were distinguished between each of these readings. The check
plots at the time of reading were considered as 0 (none).

Clover control

Percent clover control was estimated as the reduction in area covered
by clover leaflets from the amount in. each plot before treatment. Before
clover control was calculated in terms of percent the base figure for the
amount originally present in each plot was adjusted in proportion to the
seasonal variations observed in the check plots. A ~ foot strip just in
side each plot boundary served as a border stri P.

Experiment 1 - Gallonage and Endothal

Purpose: To determine the influence of gallonage on clover control
with endothal on putting green turf,

Materials and methods

The experiment was located o.n .the 7th green of the Dinsmore Golf
Course at Staatsburg, N, Y. T~ green as a whole contained 15%clover.
The experimental design was complete randomized blocks with three repli
cations. Six plots served .aa checks. Individual plots were 4 x 12 feet.

Each of the three endothal formulations 'Wasapplied in water at
rates of 50, 200, and Boo gallons per acre. The chemical treatments were
ME-3003 at the rate of 3/4 pound endothal per acre, Ec-4069 at 3/8 pound
pe~acre, am ME-3001 at 1/8 pound per acre, Treatments were applied on
June 15, 1953. The experimental area had been mowed a few hours prior to
the applications. The soil was slightly moist and it was a hot , clear
day. The weather follOwing 'Washot and dry, The green was watered two
days after treatme.nt lind as normally reqUired thereafter. Turf dis
coloration estimates -were made on June 25, and clover estimates on
September 28.

Results and discussion,
The data in Table l-A show that, while the degree of clover control

was not correlated with changes in gallonage, the amount of turf dis
coloration decreased significantly as gallonage increased.

At the rates used here the three endothal formulations did not differ
significantly in clover control or turf discoloration produced, nor could
the :degree of clover control in any instance be considered satisfactory.

- 2 -
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Table 1. Clover control on putting green turf with endothal
formulations applied in 3 volumes of water.

A. Clover control and turf discoloration (scale 0-4)

Clover Control Turf Discoloration
lb. endothal Gallons 'Acre Gallons7Acre

Formulation per acre ...2.Q.200 800 ~ ...2Q 200 800 ~.- - -
ME-3001 1/8 62 34 41 45 1.7 1.0 0.7 l..l
EC-4069 3/8 29 59 52 ' 47 1.8 1.1 0.4 1.1
ME-3003 3/4 47 47 72 55 2.0 1.5 0 ..5 1.3

Average 46 47 55 ~.8 1.2 0.5

LSD 5% NSD 0.6 NSD
1% NaD 1.0

B. Turf killed by endotha1 formulations

Dead

F.ormulation

ME-3001
EC-4069
ME-j003

Average

lb. endothal
-eer acre

1/8
3/8
3/4

.2Q
3.B
4.5
4.4

4.2

~tches. as %of R10t area
Gallons per Acre

gQQ 800 Average

0.6 0.0 1.5
0 ..6 0.0 1.7
2.4 0.0 2.3

1.2 0.0

Treatzr.ent date: June 15, 1953
Turf discoloration estimates: June 25, 1953
Dead patches estimated: July 24, 1953
Clover control estimates: September 28, 1953

On July 24, about 5 weeks after treatment, the scattered areas of dead
turf that had appeared were estimated, as tabulated in Table l-B.

From these data it is evident that the turf areas killed by the chemi
cal treatments decreased as gallonage increased. In the plot most seriously
injured (ME-3003) about e.3% of the treated turf was completely killed,
while in none of the 800~gallontreatments was any truf damaged in this
fashion.

In summary, in this trial of endothal formulations on putting green
turf the use of the higher gallonages resulted in significantly less turf
injury without decreasing clover control.

Experiment 2 - Mowing

Purpose: To determine the effect of mowing putting green turf prior
to the application of endothal and 2,4,5-T for clover control.

Materials and methods

The experiment was located on the 6th green of the Dinsmore Golf Course
at Staatsburg, N. Y. The green as a whole contained 6% clover. The experi
mental design was split-plot, in triplicate. In each of the 64 x 15 foot

- 3 -
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b19 Cks, the balf to be mowed just prior to the treatment -was chosen by
chanee-s and in each of the.~resQltant 6 balf-blocks the locations of the, . . .

various treatments -were 8.).90 chosen at random. Twelve plots served as
checks. Individual Plots~were 4 x 15 feet.

The complete green -was mowed on June 6, 1953. Half of each block 'Was
mowedabout one hour before the treatments were applied on June 9. The
entire green 'Was not mowedfor another 2 days, on June 11.

Five chemicals were applied in 'Water at the rate of 50 gallons per
acre; these were ME-3003 at the rate of 3/4 pound endothal per acre;
EC-4069 at f pound endotha L per acre; ME-3001 at 1/8 poum emothal per
acre; 2,4,5-T butyl ester am 2,4,5-T amine, each at the rate of ~ pound
2,4 5-T per acre. The sixth treatment 'WaSME-3001 in sand, at the rate
of ! poum endothal per acre. The day of the treatment 'WaS clear, the
temperature in the 80:'6, and the soil moist. Cloudy and cool weather
followed for the next four days, followed by drought. The green 'WaS
l/8.tered as -would nor11Rlly be required, begirmtng at least l days after
the treatments were applied.

Turf discoloration readings -were made on June 17
1

eight days after
treatment. Clover estimtes were made on September 2/:j, about 15 weeks
after treattrent.

hesults and discussion

The data in Table 2 imicate that mowing just prior to treatment made
no signifi cant difference in regard to e Lther turf discoloration or clover
control. Both 2,4,5-T formulations produced significantly less turf dis
coloration than any of the endothal formulations, and there was little to
choose between the formulations of endotha L, Except for the amine form
of 2,4,5-T, each chemical treatment produced over 9O~ clover control as
observed after 15 weeks.

Table 2. Clover control and turf discoloration on putting green
turf with emothal and 2,4,5-T, with and without
mowing prior to chemical application

! clover control Turf discoloration
lb. / . Net Not

Chemical ~ Mowed mowed Ave. Mowed mowed Ave.

ME-3001 1/8 91 98 94 1.3 0.7 1.0
ME-3001 in sand 1/4 97 95 stl 0.9 1.0 1.0
Ec-4069 1/2 99 95 97 1.2 1.2 1.2
ME-3003 3/4 93 ~ 94 0.9 1.2 1.1
?,4,5-T bu~l ester 1/2 93 89 91 0.1 0.3 0.2
2,4,5-T amine liz 76 88 82 0.2 0.1 0.2
ISD 5~ N3D 8 NSD .3

1% 11 .4

Tree. tment de.te : June 9, 1953
Turf discoloration estimates: June 17, 1953
Clover control estimates: September 28, 1953

- 4 -
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When the turf discoloration readings were made on June 17, it was noted
tha t in some of the plots there were irregular areas where the turf was
severely burned. This severe localized injury appeared predominantly on
velvet bent turf, although in each injured plot there was also velvet bent
that was not burned. , Some replications of each of these treatments con
tained no burned areas. On July 24, about 5 'weeks later, some of the burned
spots noted 'in June had recovered, while others had not. There were no dead
areas on a"ny of the plots whereME-300l had been applied in sand or where
2 ,4,5-T ester had been applied. At that time not more than a total of 3
square,-feet out of the 2500 square feet involved was dead.

From the practical standpoint we can summarize this experiment by not
ing that under our conditions (1) mowing putting green turf just prior to
treatment had no effect on clover control or turf discoloration produced
by any treatment; (2) the butyl ester form of 2,4,5-T was outstanding, pro
ducing significantly better clover control than the amine form and produc
ing significantly less turf discoloration than any of the eDdothal treat
ments.

Experiment ;3 - Time of Day

Purpose: To determine the effect of time of application during a day
on clover, control with endothal and 2,4,5 -T on putting green turf.

M3.terials and methods

The experiment was located on the 5th green of the Dinsmore Golf Course
in Staatsburg, N. Y. The green as a whole contained 2910clover. The ex
perimental design was complete randomized blocks with four replications.
Eight plots served as checks. Individual plots were 4 x 12 feet.

Four chemical treatments were applied at each of three time intervals.
The four chemical treatments were ME-3003, 2,4,5-T (amine) and 2, 4,5-T
(butyl esters) applied at ~ pound active ingredient per acre and EC-4069

1 . . ."
at ~ pound endotbal. per acre, each in water at the rate of 50 gallons per
acre. The time intervals and conditions for spraying were as follows:

June 16, 1953. 1: 30 P.m,
Soil moist, grass dry, temperature hot, day clear, clover
in diurnal position

June 16, 1953. 9 P. m,
Soil moist, grass starting to dew, clover in nocturnal
position,. temperature' warm

June 17, 1953. 6:30 a.m.
Soil motst , grass wet, clover partially recovered from nocturnal
position, day clear, temperature warm, followed by hot day

The green had been mowed on June 15 and 'Was not mowed again until June
lB. Turf discoloration estimates were made on June 26. On July 24 patches
of dead turf were observed a:nddata taken. Clover control estimates were
made on September 28, 1953. .

Results and discussion

The data in Table 3-A indicate ·that somewhat better results were achieved
from each chemical when the application was made at 1:30 p.m, than from the
same chemical applied earlier or later in the day, although the superiority
of the 1 :30 treatments d idnot attain statistical significance.

- 5 -
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Table 3. Clover control on putting green turf with endothal and
2,4,5- T formulations applied at different times of the day

A. Clover control

Average

62
76
74
85

14
20

Time of Application
9:00 p.m. 6:30 a.m.

58 58
75 74
68 70
83 82

71 71

NSD

Per cent clover control

1:30 p ..m.
71
79
84
92

81

lbe./
acre-
1/4
1/2
1/2
1/2

Chemical

EC-4069
ME-3003
2,4,5-T amine
2,4,5:-T butyl ester

Average each time

r.SD5%
l~

TI.. Turf discoloration (scale '0 ., 4)

Turf discoloration

Chemical

EC-4069
Mt-3003
2,4,5 -T amine
2,4,5-T butyl ester

Average
F values: NSD

1:30 p.m.

.7
1.0
.5
.5
.7

Tioo of Application
9:00-p.m. 6:30 a.n.

.7 .3

.6 .7

.4 .3

.3 .6

.5 .5

Average

.6

.8

.4

.5

C. Turf killed by the chemical treatments

Dead etches. as 1iof plot area

.3 .3 .3

.0 1.0 .9

.8 .3 .4
1.0 1:6 1.1

.5 .8

Chemical

EC-4069
ME-3003
2,4,5 -T amine
2,4,5-T butyl ester

Average

Time of Application
1:30 p.m. 9:00 p.m. 6:30 a.m. Average

.3
1.6

.0

.8

.7

Treatment date: June 16, 17, 1953
Turf discoloration estimates: June 26, 1953
Dead ];8tches estimated: July 24, 1953
Clover control estimates: September 28, 1953

The four materials did not differ significantly in the degree of turf
discoloration produced, nor did any produce discoloration that was considered
objectiona.ble (Table 3-B). Each material produced some dead areas of turf,
with the ester form of 2,4,5 ··T the most severe in this regard (Table 3-e) ..

The same two formulations of ~.,4,5 -T were used 1n this experiment as 1n
the previous trials concerning the effects of mowing (Table 2). The degree of
clover control obtained with each was approximately the same in both trials. In

- 6 -
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both trials the 2,4,5 -T ester was sut;:erior to the amine form so far as
clover control was concerned and both forms produced scattered areas of
dead turf.

EXI7riment 4 - Gallonage and 2.4.5 -T

Purpose: To determine the effect of gallonage on cl.over- control with
2,4,5-T amine and butyl ester formulations on putting green turf.

Materials and methods

, The ex'~riment was located on the 9th green of the Dinsmore Golf Course
at staatsburg, N. Y. The green as a whole contained 11% clover. The experi
mental design was complete randomized blocks with six replications. In
dividual plots were 4 x 20 feet. Six plots served as checks.

2,4,5-T amine and 2,4,5-T buytl ester were applied at the rate of 1
pound 2,4 ,5-T per acre in 25, 100, and 400 gallons of water per acre. The
treatments 'Were applied September 29, 1953. The soil was dry and the tem
perature was warm. A drought period was in progress. The green had not
been mowed at least three days before application of the treatrents, and two
days after treatment it was mowedand watered. Clover control estimates
and tUrf injury observations were made on November 12.

Results and discussion

The data in Table 4 indicate no significant differences in clover con
trol bet'Ween the ester am amine forms of 2,4,5 -T nor between the amounts of
water used. We have no acceptable theory as to why the amine form of 2,4 ,5-T
in 100 gallons of water produced poorer clover control than a~ of the other
trea tments.

Table 4. Clover control on putting green turf with 1 pound pe r acre
2,4,5-T in two formUlations, in 3 volumes of water.

Per cent clover control
Gallons per acre

Formulation ~ .!:QQ 400 Average

Amine 93 81 89 87
Butyl ester' 92 93 92 92

Average 92 87 91

Formulation and gallonage LSD 5% 8.5

Treatment date: September 29, 1953
Clover control estimates: November 12, 1953

Casual visitors to these plots during October have reported to us that
some treated plots were lighter green in color than others, but the specific
treatments involved have not been identified, SO it is not known whether the
differences in color were due to different amounts of water or to the dif
ferent formulations. On November 12, our first opportunity to revisit the
plots, there were no noticeable differences between the treated and the
check plots nor among the treated plots, although the spots where the clover
had been killed appeared as noticeable bare pat.cbe s ,

- 7 -
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Experiment 5 - Tmtch Removal and Gallonage

Purpose: To determine the effect of thatch removal and gallonage on
clover control with ME-3003 and 2,4,5-T amine on putting green turf.

Materials and methods

The experiment was located on the 8th green of the W1l1owbrook GoIf
Course near Cortland, N. Y. The green as a whole contained 27~ clover.
The green had developed thatch, a heavy surface layer of stolons, stems
and unde compoaed organic matter. Half of the green was heavily raked and
mowed, at two d liferent times, prior to the applications of the chemical
treatments. To each half of the green 6 treatments were raroom1zed in .,
ea ch of 4 blocks. Ina1vid ual plots were 4 x 10 feet, wi th four plots serv
ing as checks for the entire experiment.

The two chemicals used were ME-3003 at the rate of 3/4 pound endothal
per acre and 2,4,5-T (amine) at 1 pound 2,4,5-T per acre, each being applied
in 25, 50 and 400 gallons of water per acre. Treatments were nade on
September 18, 1953.

At the time of treatment the soil was moist, the temperature warm, and
there w;:!.sa slight dew on the grass. There w;:!.Sa heavy frost the night be
fore the treatments were applied and cold nights followed. There was an
all·<'iay rain two days after treatment, followed by dry weather. The green
was fertilized, composted, and spot seeded in early October. Turf dis
coloration estimates were made on October 8 am clover control estimates
on November 17.

Results and discussion

The data in Table 5-A indicate that the degree of clover control was
not affected rarticularly by varying the amount of water used in the appli
cation of a ];articular chemical nor were results rarticularly different
whether or not the thatch was removed. Superifically ME-3003 appears to
have produced greater clover control when the thatch was removed while with
2,4,5-T better control VIElS obtained when the thatch was not removed, but .
in neither case were the differences statistically significant.

In none of. the treated plots was there more than light turf discolora
tion, and va.riables in treatments had no {:articular effect on the degree
of ge nera 1 turf d is co lora ti on.

The endothal formulation ME-3003 produced significantly grea.ter clover
control than the amine form of 2,4,5-T.

In general ME-3003 produced slightly greater general turf discoloration
than the 2,4,5 -T. The a ppea.rance of complete ly .dead spots differed greatly
depending upon whether 2,4,5-T or endothal had been applied. The 2,4,5-T
produced no dead areas on the half of the green where the thatch had been
removed; on the other half only two plots contained dead spots and these
were relatively sua l.l.. The ME-3003 produced numerous dead spots as recorded
in Table 5-B. While there a.re no significant differences between the vari
ous treatnJ!!nts with ME-3003, the general trend was for increased dead spots
wi th decreased ga.llonage and for more dead spots when the thatch was removed.

- 8 -
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On the most seriously injured plot, the dead areas approaChed 5~ of the
area. Velvet bent appeared to suffer more in this regard than the creep
ing bent.

Table 5. Clover control on putting green turf with endothal ME-3003
and with 2,4,5-T (amine), with a:cd without thatCh removal
and with 3 gaLl.onage s ,

A. Clover control

Formulation
Gallons ;eer acre

Thatch removed
Tbatch not removed

Average
(F value Sig. li)

Per cent
ME-3003 074 lb./A)

£2 .2.Q 400 Average

87 91 90 89
84 86 77 82

86

clover contro 1
2,4,5 -T amine

g,z 50 400

70 68 59
72 78 65

68

(1 Ib ./A)
Average

65
72

Average

3.1
2.2
1.7

2.5
1.9
2.0

2.0

3.8
2.6
1.8
2~7

Thatch removed Thatch not removed

NSD
Average
F values:

Gallons/A

25
50

400

B. Turf killed by endothal (ME-3003) at 3/4 lb. /A

Dead p3.tches. as ~ of RIot area

Treatment date: September 18, 1953
Clover control estimates: November 17, 1953
Estimate of dead patches: October 8, 1953

Exp:riment 6 - 2.4.5-T Formulations

Purpose: To determine the relative effectiveness of 4 formula tiona of
2,4,5 -T for clover control on putting green turf.

Materials and methods

The experiment was located on the 4th green at the Willowbrook Golf
Course near Cortland, N. Y. The green as a whole contained ll%clover. The
turf was composed of creeping and velvet bent that had developed a heavy
thatch. Half of the green was raked heavily and mowed, at two different
times. prior to the application of the Chemicals.

On each half of the green, 4 treatments were randomized in each of 3
blocks. Individual plots were 4 x 20 feet. Three plots served as checks.

The four chemicals, each applied at the rate of 1 pound 2,4,5-T acid
in 25 gallons of water per acre, were the amine, butyl ester, pentyl ester,
and isopropyl ester formulations of 2,4,5-T.
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The treatments -were applied on September 18, 1953. At the time of the
treatnents the Boil "W8.S moist, the temperature was warm, and there was a
slight dew on the grass. There had been a heavy froat the Jligh,t before the
tree. tments, and cold night a followed • A heavy rain fell two days after
the treatments were applied , and dry weather followed. The green was ferti
lized, composted, and spot-seeded in early October. Turf observations were
made on October 8; clover control estimates on November 17, along with ob
serva.tions on turf conditions and growth.

Results a.nd discussion

The data in Table 6 indicate that the isopropyl and butyl ester formu
lations of 2,4,5-T produced significantly greater clover control than the
amine or penty1 ester forms. There were no significant differences in
clover control due to thatch removal.,

Table 6. 'Clover control on putting green turf with four 2,4,5-T
formulations at 1 lb. 2,4,5-T per acre with and without
thatch removal.

Per cent clover control
Thatch removed Thatch not removed

2,4,5-T
Formulation

Butyl ester
Isopropyl ester
Amine
Pentyl ester

LSD 510
1%

83
90
80
81

NSD

89
83
74
73

Average

e6
87
77
77
7

10

Treatment date: September 18, 1953
Clover control estimates: November 17,1953

None of the treatments in this experiment caused turf discoloration or
the appearance of dead patches. There were some differences in appearance
in the plots, though none of these differences could be considered as turf
discoloration. On October 8 it was noted that the plots treated with
isopropyl ester were lighter green than the others, and the velvet bent in
these plots was the more conspicuously so. On November 17, it was apparent
that growth had been somewhat retarded by the isopropyl ester formulation,
especially on the plots where the thatch had been removed. T.he plots where
the pentyl ester and amine formulations had been applied were not different
from the checks in growth or appearance.

The maximum growth took place where the butyl ester had been applied.
It appears, then, that the butyl ester formulation was the most desirable
of the four. While no real "burning" injury was caused by any of the treat
ments, the butyl ester was significantly better than the amine and pentyl
ester formulations so far as clover control was concerned and it appeared
to stimulate rather than retard the growth of the grass as did the iso
propyl ester.

- 10 -
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Considering the endothal formulations alone as used in these exper r
menta it appears that their effectiveness as to clover control and turf 'in
jury ;.;6S not modified by mowing just prior to treatment, by the time of day
when the treatments were made, or by the removal of thatch prior to treat
ment. Increased gallonage with endothal formulations decreased turf injury
without altering clover control. As anticip:Lted from previous experiments,
formulation ME-300l was the most effective per pound of endothal used,
followed by EC-4069 and then by ME-3003. It is clear that at least at
certain seasons, the results from the use of endothal formulations on
putting greens cannot be antici p:Lted accurately. Experiments l, 2, and 3
were all made in June on similar greens on the same golf course and over a
relatively short period. In Experiment 1 there "Wasrather conspicuous turf
injury with relatively poor clover control (50% 't) j in experiment 2, there
was very good clover control (94%+), with less turf injury; and in experi
ment 3 the clover control ;.;6s mediocre (7Cf{o"t), with the least injUry of
the 3 trials.

As with the endothal formulations, the effectiveness of the 2,4,5-T
as to clover control and turf injury "Wasnot modified by mowing just prior
to treatment, by the time of day when the treatments were made, or by the
removal of thatch prior to treatment and, in the case of 2,4,5-T, we found
that changes in gallonage did not alter results. Of the four formulations
of 2,4,5-T used, the butyl ester seems the most desirable, for it usually
produced the best clover control per pound of active ingredient, the turf
injury was usually about the same, and 'at least in September treatments
it appeared to stimulate growth of the grasses rather than having a neutral
or retarding effect as did the others. In general, 2,4,5-T has not pro
duced the degree of clover control we would have expected from the same
a ppli ca ti ens to fa irway and lawn turf.

After considering the results of these six experiments, we feel that
we have not demonstrated that a single application of either endothal or
of 2,4,5-T is a sure and effective measure for clover control in putting
greens. Under the best circumstances either may produced a marked reduc
tion in clover during the current season, but clover control has not been
nearly complete in any instance, and we have no way of forecasting the
durability of clover control during the next year. Whenever either
material is applied to putting greens at our rates some turf injury is
likely to follow, with the damage from endothal usually more serious than
that from:?,4,5 -T. While the risks inVOlved might be acceptable on Lavns
and fairways, they seem too grave for putting greens in active use during
the golfing season.

We have not investigated the possibilities of snall amounts of 2,4,5-T
(say *'lb. acid per acre) in several successive applications, but on the
basis of what we have seen tbus far we would suggest tbat for serious in
festations of clover in putting greens the first effort should be several
seasons of adequate maintenance, with particular emphasis on adequate turf
fertilization. Only if such measures prove inadequate would chemical treat
ments seem justified. Of these, a late fall application of 2,4,5-T butyl
ester at the rate of 1 pound 2,4,5-T per acre would seem the best choice
so far as possible clover control, minimum turf injury, and the oppon-
tuni ty for turf re pair are concerned.

- 11 -
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THE USE OF OIL SPRAY TO CONTROLvvEEDSIN CONIFEROUSSEEDBEDS

By E. J. Eliason
N. Y. S. Conservation Department

The use of a naphthalic oil to control the weeds in

coniferous seedbeds has become an established practice. The

practice stems from the use of a similar oil product in

controlling weeds in the carrot fields of California. One

channel to the present use went first from the carrot fields

to the guayule culture in California during the war years.

The Federal foresters working on this project, carried the idea

later to their own coniferous seedbeds. The writer's contact

came through an idea received directly from the use of oil in

the carrot field, when in the early post war period a problem

of weed control was critical due to conditions created during

the war period. Namely, an accumulation of billions of weed

seed in the established nursery areas caused by the abandonment

of these areas during the war. Trees eould not be grown without

This problem wasthe almost prohibitive task of hand weeding.

met and solved by the use of oil sprays.

The effectiveness of this use and practice is basically due

to the selective action of the oil. PracticallYyall trouble-

some weeds including the grasses are readily killed by the

oil, while the conifers at all ages are highly resistant. The

oil when applied correctly and lightly will not damage

germinating seedlings, but will readily kill those germinating

weed and grass seedlings. The resistance of the conifers

continues thr'oughout thelr lj_ve~. in the nursery, with the

1
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exception of some burning when the new growth is present. At

this period lighter applications become necessary.

This resistance is evident in all conifers. The larch

species, which are deciduous conifers show the least resistance

and great care must be exercised in the use of oil on them.

Where hand labor is available the oil is not used with this

species.

The oil kills most all deciduous plants, this includes the

so-called hardwood trees and shrubs. 'therefore, the oil cannot

be applied to the stems and foliage of these species. It is

used, however, as a pre-emergence spray with favorable results.

The oil used, is chemically a naphthalic aromatic hydro

carbon, which is known by such various names as Stoddart solvent,

dry cleaning solution and mineral spirits; and by such trade

names as Sovasol, Varsol, 3tanisol, Ohio ~Jeed Killer, etc. The

effectiveness of this material is that it makes rapid penetration

into the tissues of non-resistant plants, but evaporates r~pidly,

leaving little residue. It has been used now for at least eight

years without showing any accumulated effects in the soil. The

oil is applied in the pure state. Tests with water emulsion

did not prove effective and damage was noted where the materials

were carried into the soil making contact with the tree roots.

The pressure used in the application is held below 100 pounds

per sq. in. to keep at a minimum the evaporation of the material.

The variations among these products is due mainly to its

crude oil source, in that this effects the aromatic content.

This may range in the normal product from 15 to 30 percent.

2
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There has been some question as to the relation of this content

to the kill of weed species. Tests made by the writer this

past summer with two products, With three different aromatic

contents, indicate a good correlation between the percentage of

aromatics and the kill of several weed species. For instance

in practice, it would appear that it would take one half again

as much oil to obtain the same effect in using a 17% content, as

it would a 27%product.

There is evidence to the effect that thbse products

deteriorate in storage and become more toxic to coniferous seed

lings.

The rate of application would depend upon the aromatic

content, along with th8 age and growth stage of the trees. The

rate used for a 27%aromatic content product varies from 20 to

40 gallons per acre. The lower rate for germinating seedlings

and when tender new growth is evident. The high rate is used

later in the growing season in each case.

Of equal importance to the rate itself is the method of

application. The material must be applied mechanically and with

the proper adjustment of the booms of the sprayer, so that the

rate wanted is actually applied evenly.

The number of applications may vary, but during the weed

growing period from early spring to late summer ap]lication

should be made by the calendar every two weeks. This is based

upon the writer's experience. When the weed crop is evident,

it is then generally too late for effective spraying. The

greatest 1amage occurs on the weeds that are unseen or nearly so.

3



1fuen the weeds have develop~d to that stage that they are very

evident and as large as the trees themselves, the rate of spray

needed is usually too much to avoid tree injury.

Fortunately, weather conditions do not effect greatly

the application of these oils. Ther~ is a plus or minus in the

effectiveness with various weather conditions but they are not

critical, so the application can be made at most any convenient

time. The greatest handicap in weather is th~ wind, which

prevents application being made at times. A curtain protection

over the spray boom is partly effective against the wind.

This is one venture in weed control that really works,

~s attested to by its use for many years in coniferous nurseries

throughout this and other countries. Its real success comes

with its bold application, with certain fundamental practices

adherred to. Those for emphasis and summar-yare, the proper

rate regularly applied, with a controlled application of a known

product.

Nov. 1$, 195.3

(For pr~sentation at the Northeastern Weed Control
Conference, Jan. 5-7, 1954, in New York City.)
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The Use of Silvicides to Establish White Pine by Natural Reproduction
by

Cliff~rd H. Foster

Forestry began in this c~untry a little over half a century age, as
a crusade to reforest cut over, hurned over, and al;annoned a.erieultural lands.
The first foresters were trained in Eurone. They quite naturally brougnt to
this country many European ideas as well as trees. The idea of planting
trees was transplanted into the American public mind as the solution of the
ferestry problem. Furthermore, the old crusaders stressed the point that it
was the patriotic duty of all ?ood citizens to plant trees. They ~romised

that trees would grow lit~rally anywhere, With little or no care, es~eeially ~n

poor farm land. In 25 years or so, and with little effort or expense, a
substantial crop of timber would be produced at the very tiMe when wild timber
would be consumed.

For fifty years we have been r~aping the crop of ideas sown in those
early days. The nublie still thinks that tree plantiU? is the solution of
the forestry probbm. In spite of all the plantation failures. it is
difficult for foresters today to interest landowners in cultiv~.ting natural
reproduction.

White Pino is the finest conifer of Northeastern North America,and
at its best,possibly the finest, most useful and most beautiful softwood
lumber of the world. Yet, in spite of its having been planted on a great
T"lRIlythousands of acres, year aftpr yenr, over a very wide rnnge of sites fl.nd
conditions, the~e are relatively few acres of good, ~romising 20 year old
plant~tions of this fine tree today. We ~~y yet learn how t~ consist~ntly

grow \Jhite Pine by planting. Certn.inly we have Learned the hard w,,-ythat it
is both difficult and expensdvo to €'ro'Y!White Pine of fine qU~llity in plant~~tions.

Relatively little high qU!l.lity l/bite Pine has been grown in pure
st"-nds origin-1.ting from nrrt urt.L reproduction. The re~.\.son for this is thRt
very few ~lwh st~nds have been cultiv~ted. When permitted to grow in a
Wild, un{ ded condition, the l~rge coarse limbed tradS dominate and crewdout
the potenti~lly fine qWtlity, straight, small limbed individuals. Where
proper sel\3ctive cutting has been prn.cticed, fine White Pine trees cRn be
gr-;wn to l'1,.rge size in fl. rel,..~tively short time. .~vero.fe annua L gTowth of
1000 board feet per acre of the finest qW~lity White Pine can be expected ~n

good sites over a long rotation of 125 to 150 yeRrs. Such timber crops
demand serious finnnc!·'tl considern.tion. The Gross stumpage 'lralue of 1000
board feet of high quality White Pine in a good location at present prices n~y

well exceed $50.00 per acre n.nnur1.l1y. Long t arm investment s in such n. cr op
cannot long be ignored in n. timber hungry country.

Twenty-five ye"~rs experience at the Pack Forest at Wnrrensburg,N. Y.
has convinced me thst White Pine c~n be successfully grown from ne~urnl

reproduction. if seedlings cnn be estn.blished [~d be kept free from d~minntion

by ht,rdwood weeds for 10 years. The nos t COMmoncauses of deafh.,
deform~tion and poor develonment. so prev~ent in White Pine plantations. can
be Rvoided or greatly minimized in properly managed stands originating from
naturn.l reproduction.
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White Pine is a prolific seeder. Trees with good crowns bear
cones every third year. Seed are scattered several hundred feet by the
Wind, ~1ostly to the south and east. Experience shows that under reasonably
f~vorable forest conditions, a substantial proportion of these seed gorminate.
Weakened by excessive shade. root competition, and other factors, however,
most of this naturel reproduction dies out the first or second Winter.
Broad leafed seedlings and saplings on the forest floor are usually the
immediate c~use of death of the young pine reproduction. Their easy and
cheap elimination is the key to successful establishment of a dense new crop
of White Pine.

H"'.rdwoodweed destruction by mechanical methods hae been practically
impossible, except on the driest sites where growth is poorest for both pines
and b.rdwoods. Grazing hr"s been successfully t:",pplied by farmers in M9.ino
und New H&Jpshire to keep the hardwood weeds in check until the pine is
finally established. There are so many practical difficulties ent~iled

in grazing that there seems to be little hope that this means will be Widely
~pplled. Therefore, when chemicals were developed capable of completely
killing both the stems and root systens of most hnrdwoods, it beC~Me cle~~

th0.t t: new neans of cu.ltivating the forests had con, into existence.

Alth~ugh th8 Pack Forest is primnrily a denonstrntion forest, sone
expGrinsnting ~d rese~ch work is undertp~en to test new nethods, to improve
their efficiency, to learn how to do those things which c~n only be leamed
by trial and error. \le operate ri,ccording to our best understanding of .
wh:.t should be done, and how to do it. The ideo. is that others will be
cble to learn fran us whnt to do Rnd how to do it. Only those nethods
T'.re applied whioh n.re considered to be prp.ctical and economfca'l , If and
when timber rrowing becoues a feasible and desirable underta.king, which seens
ineVitable, it is our purpose to be n. nunber of years ahead of the denand
for know how. Thus our experience should facilitate the applications of
effective forestry in this country.

We st~rted experinenting with silvicides in the fnll of 1948.
The first extensive field test was ~~de in June, 1949, on an area of about
six acres of White Pine reproduction, n.vern.ging about knee high, pnrtly
suppressed by ~ light cover of the connon Northern and Central hardwood
species. A foliage spray of 24D Esterone, 4 ounces in 5 gel. of water,
WtLS applied to the point of run off, using an Indinn purrp can equipped with
a sprny nozzle. By f1'.ll, the results were definitely not enccuragfng ,
One ye0.r Inter, the genern.l aspect W8.Sbetter, and, two yenrs later, still
better. Hany of the h1'.rdwoods had been killed. Some had been stunted
while some had not been appreciably effected. No significant perFfinent
danage wes done to the pine seedlings, although it was thought at first th&t
they hnd been df\n~ged, bec~use of the tenpor~ry distortion of the ne~ growth.
The significant fact W(~s thrLt nfter treo.tnant the growth of the ilhite Pine
reproduction quickly n.cceler~~ted--while that of the hrtrdwoods declined.
The spraying had turned the tide, rmd nade the situr ..tion r.1n.nfJ.gel1ble.

In the fall of 1950, "ri th 1. ripe crop of cones on the trees, another
study n.rea of some 15 acree was selected for testing the use of cherucr.La
in securing White Pine reproduction. This ~ren. W8.Stypicl1l of many
thousands of acres of poorly stocked nixed second growth in the Northen.et •

.,
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There were, in fact, so few trees of ~ood species, of good forn and in Q

healthy condition, th~t, literally, no kind of silvicultural practice or
conservative r.lD,n~enent could convei,r[~bly have resulted in the production of
nore than a negligible ,~ount of reasonably good lumber on this area in nora
than 5e ye~s. ~re were, however, enough White Pine seed trees, eyen
though of poor fom Dnd q~~lity, to seed the area. It was decided to
proceed to trent half the nrea., and to retain the other hnlf for a later test,
using different tininf" in the next seed yenr to cone.

The first step was a basnl sten trentment of all hardwoods from
s~all seedlings to pulpwood siza, using n nixture of 1 part 245T, and 38
p-'rts of fuel oil, r;.pplied in October. All s~w tinber trees, other than
those desired for shade and protection, were cut during the winter of 1950
and spring of 1951. Early'in June of 1951, the sT'lnller hrirdwood pulpwood
was girdled rind traG-ted with Sodium Arsenite as n test of chenf ord, debrvrkt ng,

The White Pine seedlings germinated in JUlle in sufficient abundance
to stock the entire area. These developed very well during the sunner of
1951. By August, certain groups were being overto~ped and doninated by
r~spberry, blackberry, fire cherry, and Many of the lieht loving species
which follow heavy cutting. .By the latter part of June 1952, this over
topping ve€etation was cnusing alarming suppression of the pine seedlings in
groups representinf. perhaps hnlf of the nrea. It wns docided to apply r>

foliage spray of 245T in water ( 1 p~rt to 200 ) at ance. This was done
with ~ Indian punp can, spraying lightly those groups where the ~ine seedlings
were completely buried,

This onert.tion was acc onpLtahed quickly and inexpensively, at c.
cost of less than $2.00 per ~cre. Within 2 weeks practically all the
bror.dleaf fa lir...ge--woody , annual'1.ud perennial, was curling up and dying.
The White Pine seedlings stood out where they could be seen once nore.
The spraying had no appreciable adverse effect on these 2 year seedlings,
then 4" - 6" in height. By fl'l.11 these re Leaaed seedlings had had a chance
to hnrden, to better resist the freezing Winter. The unsprayed portions
had thickened up with vegetation by f[,l1.

During the fall the Arsenite treated pulpwood was cut and renoved.
~he tops of these trees were nostly dead, but the stunps had sprouted. Tho
re:,ov[~l of the pulpwood caused sene dnnage, sone reprortuction was buried up
with brush, ad:', Lat er , nor-e weecls gerninnted where the soil had been
disturbed. It w~s therefore decided that on the other half of the study
are,:)., to renove all !!1erchantn,ble MFl.teri!4.1before germination took p Lace ,

During the su~er of 1953, the nren again became heaVily covered
with \'1eec1,s--tree, shrub and harbcceous , The unsprayed portions of the !1rea
were supporting 3.year old woouy weeds as well as White Pine seedlings, On
SOMe of the very lightly sprayert spots, raspberry and blackberry had sprouted
from the roots, and were becomin~ quite large, It W!1Sth~refore decided
to give the are£" n general spraying in early .d.1.1gUSt,and retain an unspr-ayed
area as a check. This was done, using a hone mnde gasoline powered sprnying
unit nount ed on a Joep puck-up truck. The spray was applied in this case
at the rate of 50-75 gal.( 1 pnrt 245T in 200 Purts of water) per acre, in
the belief t~~t the pine could take it. The result as viewed in the fall
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~ppe[,red to be very sr~tisfn,ctory. The pine seedlings shoved very little
effect fron the 245T. The hardwoods had been killed or severely r.ln.n'1.f.e0.•
It shaull: here be noted that as the result of this and other experiMents, the
~icldle of August ~ppears to be tho nost favorable tine for selective killing
of harc.wood weeds, with the Leaat danage to White Pine. I t is not yet
known how soon another trentnent '\Ilill be nece8s~ry.

It can be said. with confidence that without cherucal, tre~.tT1ent,

there waul? be few pine seedlings relive t"mdthrifty on the area todny. It
seODS quite likely at this tir~ t~~t these two selective sprayings will be
sufficient to per ,it the pine seedlings to reach n. height of two or three feet
in the next three years. The next weeding wili probably be a basal sten
tre~tnent, exactly when, is not yet predictable.

This experioent covers but one typical case of the use of silvicides
in securing White Pine reproduction. Every site class. soil type nnd
forest type presents a sonewhat different problen, calling for different
tining awl a clifferent sequence of treatMents. The tre~1.ti.n.e of noist sites
will be different fron that of dry sites, since the woo~y weed species anQ
their aggressiveness will niffer. ~ttwh experinenting oust be done to
deternine the nost effective and econooicnl applications to cover the
conditions likely to be net With on one forest. Throughout the rnn~e of
~ species like White Pine, ~ grent ne~l of experinenting is indicnted.

There are severnl rel~ted studies in progress, or in prospect, nt
the Pnck Forest. enploying the use of silvicicles in connection with the
estnblishnent of nn-turn.l 'fbi te Pine reproduction, all of which have br-oad
~~plication. On certain lots, cut in seed yenrs, there are often groups
of ono to D[~ny o~res of ovor topped. pine seedlings, which coul~ be saven if
relensed in tine. Especially where suppression has been severe, and where
nechant co.L weecUng would be futile, the use of cheoic"1,ls seens highly
pro"'1ising. We have severnl such nreas uncler treat!'lont. In these
s1 tuations, nechnnicn,l r-eLensLng '\I'ould give only one gro\'ling sen.son of pf'.rti~tl

relief, followed by even noro severe suppression than if no cutting were done.
Baaa.L trer,tnent with chenf.c-xl.s, by reason of complete killing of the root
systens, as well as the tops of the hnrdwood weeds. ~rn.dually ane conpletely
releases the \ihite Pine.

~nother study is in prorress, nined ~t deternining the best oethod
of securing nn.turr.l reproduction undar White Pine stcnds which have been
intensively oRn'1ged for twenty yenrs or nore. Previous selective cuttings
'lnd thinnings have intensified the developnent of n.dvanco growth hn.rdwooc1.s.
The dense understory of snall hardwoods is effective in preventing the
developnent of White Pine repro~uction. especially on the henvier soils and
,oiet sites. It appears to bathe low s~~e nud root conpetition of the

hardwoocl understory, rf'.ther th~~l the high shade of the overwoocl, which
discourages or prevents the estnblishnent of White Pine reproduction.
White Pine seedlings are known to be quite shn.de tolerant during the first
ye::,rs. This series ot experinents is to detern1ne the effects of
chenical eliolnntion of the advance erowth h~dwoo~t testing the use of 245T,
both as a folinge spray in water, ~d basal r~pplication in fuel oil. In
these experinents it is planned to retr.in the overwood RS it is, with varying
clegrees of densl ty, in order to fincl out the effect of the overwood alone

- 4 -
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upon the establis~~ent and development of the reproduction. There is
puch evidence at hand to indicate that, in spots where hardwoods are not
present, White Pine reproduction develops well under a fairly heavy overwood.
These experiments will furnish a cOMParison with the conventional shelter-
wood nethods. The nore €Tadual treatnent will not excite the gernination
of the light loving species Which are so aggressive when 50%or nore of the
overwood is suddenly renovea. It is quite possible that this flethod may
be especially desirable where the overwood is nade up of a suhstnntial
nunber of good trees.

Only by intensive cultivation can we produce for future use
relatively cheap, high q~~lity tinber--especially White Pine. Long
experience discloses narked advantages of growing this tree fron naturnl
reproduction, rather th~n in ~lnntations, especially where fine quality
tinber is desired. The success of groWing White Pine fron natural
reproduction is fundanentnlly dependent upon the effective elimination of
hrLrdwoodweeds which develop in large numbers under nearly 11.11stn.nds
where White Pine grows. Until chenicn.ls were developed, which hnve
l~tely proved to be highly effective in completely killing nearly all
h'lrdwQod weeds, there was literally no practicnl nethod of destroying then.
Now it nppe~rs possible to secure nnturn.l reproduction in most situ'ltions
where White Pine seed trees are growing on favorable sites: Silvicides
seen destined to play n critical pnrt in converting vast arens of forest
land fron n. wild to a cultivated condition. How soon this nny happen,
only tine will tell. Much will depend upon the inaginntion, skill [end
perseverance of our silviculturists cilld chemists, nnd the success of
their efforts.

- 5 -
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PROGRESSREPORTONTHECHEI-HCALCOlifTROLOF HAlUHOODSAT THEBARVARDFOBEST11

Mechanical weeding or cleaning to favor selected trees by cutting back
others has been used for many years to regulate the composition. form, and

,growth of young forest stands. The results of this silvicultural technique
-en hardwoods, however, have been discouraging. The natural sprouting capacity
of most of our hardwood trees lowers the feasibility of mechanical weeding
because SUch weeding is costly and must be done repeatedly.

In 1950, as a part of a cooperative research program within the Department
of Biology of Harvard University, David P. Hackett ~ began some chemical
weeding experiments at the Harvard Forest. These experiments were designed
primarily to investigate the following; the effectiveness of hormone-like
chemical compounds for inhibiting the growth of specific local hardwood trees;
the effectiveness of different carriers for the compounds; the amount and
concentrations of the chemical required; and the method of application.

The information derived from the experiments indicated that it was pos
sible to kill the stems of the commonhardwoods of this region with basal
sprays of either 2,4.5-T or a mixture of 2,4,5-T and 2,4,-D in solution with
kerosene. Furthermore, effective kill could be attained with concentrations
as low as 1 and 2 percent JI if the basal spray were applied properly.

When Dr. Hackett made his report to the Weed Control Conference in
December, 1951, he had Been his eXperiments through two growing seasons after
treatment. Single stems and clumps of sprouts sprayed in the early spring of
1950 had not put out new shoots. Dr. Hackett again checked his original plots
in the late swmmerof 1952. after a third growing season. His figures for
kill remained essentially the same as those of his report to the Conference.
At the present writing, after a fourth growing season. the percentages are
still unchanged, and the sprout clumps sprayed early in the 1950 season still
have not resprouted.

With this information at hand or accumulating, further investigations were
undertaken at the Harvard Forest in 1952 to determine the feasibility of using
a basal spray of 2,4,5-T more extensively and under a variety of forest condi
tions. These experiments were designed to compare the costs and effectivenesS

1/ The present paper was prepared by those members of the staff of the Harvard
Forest who were most concerned with follow-up experiments begun in 1952.
The layout and conduct of the work were in charge of }'r. Earl P. Stephens,
Research Associate, and Dr. Ernest H. Gould, Jr., Forest Economist and
Lecturer on Economics. Mr. Hersohel G. Abbott assisted with the field
work.

gj Hackett, David P. Experiments on Chemical Control of Hardwoods in
Northeastern Forests. (Proceedings of Northeastern Weed Control Conference,
New York, N. Y. 1951.)

JI Total acid equivalent (TAE) by weight.
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of mechanical and chemical weedlngs when both were 8pp1ie4 DV ~A~11ar woods
workers to similar areas under comparable condi ti.ona and with the samt; ...""........
tives. The present paper is a prog!ess report on these exper.iments.

Equipment

The chemical weedings were done with commercia.l spraying equipment which
consisted of the Myers New Idea Sprayer fJ:J,ca.pacity 4 gallons, fitted with
neoprene spray-resistant washers and hoses. Straight brass extension pipes or
wands 34 inches long were attached to the pump hose. Graduating-type spray
nozzles, Myers No. 6690A. were used. A 2.0S percent solution of Esteron 245 jJ
and kerosene was the spray applied. This was trucked to the job in a 55-gallon
drum and put in a convenient place for refilling the backpack pumps. Three
pound single-bitted axes were used for the mechanical weedings.

Labor

The weedtngs were applied by three members of the Harvard Forest woods crew.
The oldest of these, 62 years of age. had had many years of woods experience.
Each of the younger men, age 30, had worked in the woods for three years. All
had .had experience in mechanical weeding. but none of them had done any chemical
weeding. The experiments were explained to the men who then did one day's
practice work under supervision. During this time they became familiar with
the eqUipment and learned what was expected of them.

Weeding Procedure

The weedings were conducted from l4ay 5 through May 29, 1952. At the
beginning the ~rdwoods were bare of foliage. the leaf buds just starting to
elongate; toward the end, the trees were in full leaf. The chemical weedings
were done. by basal spraying. The men were instructed to wet thoroughly the
entire surface of the lower 8 to 10 inches of each bole so that the spray
would run down around the root collar. In the mechanical weeding the trees
were cut off completely at a convenient height. usually 2 feet or less above
the ground.

Simple instructions. requiring a minimum of interpretation, as to the kinds
:of trees to be treated were issued for each area. In general. the men moved
across the areas three abreast. working at intervals that would give complete
coverage. Since there was not available a method for marking the multitude
of small trees as they were sprayed. the men used any physical features of the
land that would serve for orientation: stone walls. roads, topography, and
transect lines which had been established for the purpose of sampling.

lJ./The F. E. Myers and Bros. Co•• Ashland. Ohio. New Idea Knapsack Sprayer
(No. l330AX). Cost in Worcester. Mass. -- $32.45.

sJ Esteron 245. DowChemical Co•• Midland, Mich. Solution was prepared by
mixing 2-1/2 gallons of 2,4,5-T in 50 gallons of kerosene.

2.
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In~t and Cost Factors

The labor input recorded for each area treated is the number of man-hours
actually spent working on each lot. Travel time to and from the area, lunch
stops. and work losses due to accidents are not included because these factors
will be different for each crew and locality operated. These factors should
be allowed for in converting man-hour labor figures to equivalent man-days of
work.

The amounts of spray used on each area were measured in two ways. A record
was kept of the quantity taken to the job each day and the amount brought back
at the end of the day. A running record of the amounts drawn off by each man
was also kept as a check against total conmxmptlon.

Labor and spray inputs were converted to costs by multiplying these quanti
ties by the current wage rate or the prices paid for spraY materials. Labor
cost $1.20 per man-hour. Esteron 245 cost $12.90 per gallon, and kerosene 15.3
cents per gallon. eo that the spraY mixture put on the trees cost 76 cents per
gallon.

Treatment of the Stands

Three wooded areas including about 33 acres were weeded, 21 chemically and
12 mechanically. One area consisted of a 14-year-old plantation· of white pine
competing with hardwoods. Another area. supported a 9-year-old stand of seed
ling and sprout hard~oods. The third area was characterized by a l4-year-old
mixed stand of natural white pine and hardwood seedlings and sprouts.

Each of the stands was divided into two parts as similar as possible in
every respect except acreage. Both parts of each stand were weeded. one chem
ically and the other mechanically. .The silvicultural objectives of the treat
ments. and the instructions for them, were the same within each stand but dif
ferent for each of the three stands. ,.. ,

14-year-old White Pine Plantation

On this area of about '7 acres. a 50- to 60-year-old stand of old-field white
pine and hardwoods had been clear-cut in 1935. The area was planted in 1938
with white pine at a spacing of 4 x S feet. Immediately before planting the
most vigorous hardwoods were cut back. By 1944 the pines were being sup
pressed severely by har~woods. A mechanical weeding was applied which
released all of the pines from overtopping hardwoods.

By 1952, the hardwoods were competing again with the pines and in many
instances overtopping them. The principal hardwood species were red maple,
black oak. and gray birch. There were approximately 5.700 stems per acre
1/2 inch and larger in diameter at breast height, about 2.000 of which were
white pine. About 1,200 of the hardwoods were in sprout clumps, each con
sisting of three or more stems. There were approximately 280 such clumps per
acre. The hardwoods ranged in d.b.h. from 1/2 to 5 inches, the majority being
in the 1/2 and 1 inch classes. Their heights were from 5 to 15 feet. with an
average of about 8 feet. The pines ranged in d.b.h. from 1/2 to 5 inches. the
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2-4 inoh olasses being the most numerous. Their heights were from 5 to 15 feet.
with an average of about 12 feet. The plantation was densely stocked and had
never been pruned. As a result. it was very diffioult to move about in the
area, especially with a knapsack pump.

The silvicultural objeotive on this area was to release the crowns of the
pines from the compeUtion of the hardwoods. The men were told to cut or spray
all hardwoods 1/2 inch d.b.h. and larger.

The inputs and costs of the weedings per acre were as follows:

Mechanical weeding:

14.32 man-bours input @ $1.20

Chemical weeding:

4.88 man-hours input @ $1.20
8.3 gals. solution input @ $0.76

$5.86
6.31

$17.18.

14-year-old Mixed Stand of Natural White Pine and Hardwoods

This stand of about 9 acres had followed the clear-cutting of an ao-year
old mixed stand of old-field white pine and hardwoods that had been severely
damaged by the hurricane of 1938. In 1952 the stand had about 2,800 stems per
acre of which approximately 800 were white pine. The most commonspecies of
hardwoods were red maple. gray birch, red oak. white oak, and fire cherry.
The pines were generally distributed over the area with a small group occurring
occasionally. Many of them were being overtopped by hardwoods. The hardwoods
were from 1 to 6 inches d.b.h •• the 1 and 2 inch trees being the most numerous;
their heights ranged from 5 to 20 feet. averaging about 10 feet. The ",hlte
pines 'ilere mostly 1 and 2 inches d.b.h. but ranged up to 5 inches. while their
heights ran from 5 to 20 feet. with an average of about 8 feet. The stand was
open .enough to permit the men to move about easily as they chopped or spra;yed.

The objective was to release the crowns of the white pines from hardwood
compet1on. The men were instructed to cut or spray those hardwoods that were
overtopping the pines and aleo those that were at least as tall as the pines
and in immediate contact with the crowns of the latter. The hardwoods in this
class numbered about 860 stems per acre. About three acres were mechanically
weeded and almost six acres chemically weeded.

The inputs and coste of' the weedings on an acre basis were as follows:

Mechanical weeding:

4.27 man-hours input.@ $1.20

Chemica.l weeding:

.2.21 man-houre input @ $1.20
3.36 gals. solution ,input @ $0.76

4.

$5.12

$5·20
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9-year-old Stand of Seedling and Sprout Hardwoods

This area of about 17.5 acres had a stand of seedling and sprout hardwoods
which followed the clear-cutting in 1943-44 of a 40- to 50-year-old mixed stand
of hardwoods and white pine. This stand had been severely damaged by the
hurricane of 1938. The principal species were red maple, red oak, gray birch,
and pa~er birch. There were a~proximately 5,700 stems ~er acre ranging in
size from 1/2 to 5 inches d.b.h. and 5 to 20 feet tall. Most of the trees were
2 inches and less in d.b.h. Half of the stems were members of sprout clumps
of three or more stems each. There were about 500 such clumps per acre. The
trees of seedling origin were generally smaller than those of sprout origin.
The large number of sprouts in some of the clumps made the latter difficult to
treat.

The objective was to u1;l-grade the quality of the stand by eliminating the
coarse sprout clumps. The men were told to cut or spray every sprout clump
that had three or more stems. Mechanical weeding was applied to about 5.5 acres.
and the remainder of the stand, about 12 acres, was weeded chemically.

The inputs and costs of the weedings per acre were as follows:

Mechanical weeding:

4.96 man-hours input @ $1.20

Chemical weeding:

2.01 man-hours input @ $1.20
5.49 gals. solution input @ $0.76

$2•.41
4.17

Table 1. Oharacteristic s of the Stands Treated

~asal Ares per Acre Area Weeded
No. of Stems per Acre I sq. ft. acres

Area ' White ' Hard- t I White I Hard- I I Mechan-' Ohemir
Stand acres I Pine I woods ' Total I Pine ' woods 1 Total ' ically I cally-=,

l4-yr.-old
white pine 6.74 2,016 :,.679 5,695 50 21 71 3.31 3.4:3
plantation

14-yr.-old
mixed stand
of natural 9.12 815 I 1.991 I 2.806 9 25 34 3.16 5.96
white pine
& hardwoods 1

9-yr.-old
etand of
eeedling & 17.42 '5,689 5.689 37 37 5.59 11.83
sprout
hardwoods

s·
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Discussion of Inputs and Oosts

With these three cases in mind. what can we say about how the inputs and
costs of basal spraying compare with those of mechanical axe weeding? Wemust
agree that theBe three cases alone do not provide any solid final measures of
relative cost. However. we can draw some tentative conclusions or working
hypotheses that will serve as a basis for further work.

First, let it be said that the axe weeding, serving here as a datum plane for
comparison. was done with somewhat better than average efficiency and dispatch.
In our experience it would be very difficult greatly to reduce the amount of labor
used per acre. This is not necessarily true of the chemical weeding. It seems
likely that fairly substantial savings could be made by imprOVing spray tech
niques. or greater efficiency could be achieved with about the same input of
labor and materials per acre.

With the techniques used, basal spray weeding took about one-third to one
half as much labor per acre as axe weeding. Working time per acre spraying
varied from 2 to 5 man-hours. The fact that spraying requires less work may be
significant in areas with relatively high wage rates or on lands with a limited
amount of labor. It should be possible for the same crew to cover more ground
spray weeding than they could in the same time with axe weeding.

From about 3 to 5 gallons of spraY mixture were used to weed an acre of the
natural stands. About 8 gallons per acre were used in the plantation. At the
price paid for Esterone 24,5, kerosene. and labor. spraying materials made up
about half the cost of chemical weeding.

L_, ,",

In general. the total dollar cost per acre of che~ical weeding was about
the same as that of axe weeding. This fact, of course. could be changed through
the reduction of inputs by developing a faster spray technique, or lowering the
percentage of Esterone 245 used in the spray mixture. or by reducing unit costs
with a cheaper carrier, or by less expensive labor or chemicals

Finally. we must qualify the relative costs per acre of chemical and axe
weeding by the effectiveness of each method in reaching the silvicultural
objectives.

Discussion of Silvicultural Effectiveness

The extent to which the mechanical and chemical weedings achieved the stated
silvicultural objectives can be only partially assessed at this time. The two
methods were applied with approximately the same efficiency of coverage. The
mechanical weedings on the three areas resulted in 100 percent, 63 percent. and
100 percent coverages. while the chemical counterparts resulted in coverages of
96 percent. 73 percent, and 96 percent.

On the other hand, the effects of the treatments varied greatly. The
mechanical weedings brought the immediate release of the crowns of the trees
favored. In contrast. the chemical weedings caused a gradual release of the
favored trees. This release appeared to be slight during the first growing
season. However, many of the smaller trees favored by the mechanical weedings
were overtopped by new sprouts during the first and second growing seasons

6.



following treatment. This was especially true on the areas of the 14-year-old
natural stand and the 9-year-old hardwood stand. Thus the results of the chem
ical weedings could not be assessed after the first growing season. After the
second season, on the other hand. the crowns of 40 to 60 percent of the trees
sprayed were apparently dead, while 8 or 9 percent had one-third live crown
remaining. and 30 to 50 percent two-thirds. Even though about 29 percent of
these trees had sprouted since being sprayed, the sprouts were extremely low in

.vigor and did not seem capable of competing seriously for crown space with the
.selected trees.

In spite of lower percentages of kill than those attainsd in Dr. Hackettls
experiments, our more recent and extensive treatments show results that are very
promising indeed. The effectiveness of mechanical weeding, though immediately
pronounced, disappears quickly as it has long been known to do in our region.
The basal spray treatments, on the other hand, in light of Dr. Hackett's and our
more recent work. though a little slower to take effect, bid fair to remain
effective for several yeare - long enough for the favored trees to get ahead
of their undesirable neighbors. Weare inclined to credit the lower percentages
of kill in our recent experiments not so much to lack of effectiveness in the
chemical ~s to lack of efficiency in its apPlication.

Sugg~stionB for ~iher Development

One fact seems clear from this second set of experiments with basal sprays
at the Harvard Forest. The greatest opportunity for improvement in chemical
weeding efficiency and cost seems to be by insuring that each stem is treated
properly and completely. This should greatly increase the silvicultural effec
tiveness of chemical sprays as a tool for weeding. Using the present tech
niques, we got about ae good coverage with spra,.vs as ",i th axes. but only about
half of the sprayed stems were completely killed. It eeems likely that this
kill could be increased by a series of coordinated developments.

Something can be accomplished by better training and instruction for the
men, but before this can be effective better spraying equipment and techniques
for applying the spray should be developed. The men ran into several problems
and difficulties in the field that could be eliminated to make basal spraying
easier and more effective. Several improvements could be made in the equipment:

1. Four gallons make too heavy a load for all-day work.
A two- or three-gallon load is probably better.

2. The back-pack pump should be tight so that it will
not 8pill~ over the top when the men duck around
through the brush.

3. A more comfortable back-pack carrier would be a great
help. The tank could be mounted on a canvas-covered
pack board or on an aluminum rueksac frame to prevent
its digging into the back.

4. There should be a minimumof protrusions from the tank:
that can catch on brush and limbs. 'rhe pump mechanism
was particularly troublesome. A tank: that did not
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require constant pumping would be desira9le. One
that could be completely emptied after one charge of
compressed air would perhaps be best.

5. A trigger release mechanism that did not clog ea8il~

would lead to less dribbling, better ~atntenance, and
a greater economy of spray •

. 6.. A spray nozzle attached to the brass extension pipe at
a 900 angle wOIlld make it easier to wet the stem all
the way around.

With the above equ,ipment changes, a means of cOlo,ring the spray so that it
would stain the bark some bright color would speed up the work. This would
serve several purposes; it would make it easier to tell what had been treated,
how thoroughly it had been covered, and would give the men a feeling of accom
plishment that is lacking with a simple kerosene spray. After a hard day's
work a man cannot see that he has done anything because there is not a mark to
show what he has sprayed. If the color lasted, it would also help later in
assessing the efficiency of coverage ~nd the thoroughness of the treatment of
individual trees.

A closely'related need is to find efficient methods for laying out an area
for treatment. Strings or painted lines might be used to divide it into con
venient work units for individual men or for the crew. This would save time,
provide a feeling of accomplishment, and promote better coverage.

The men should be thoroughly trained in the use of these improvements in
equipment and technique. It would also help to explain how the sprays work.
If woods workers think of these chemicals as "poisons," they are likely to over
rate their effectiveness. They may feel that even a little bit is enough to
kill a tree.

With the above developments' it seems reasonable to anticipate about as good
a coverage by basal spraying as with axe weeding. and a very high percentage of
spraying kill. It also seems likely that comparable weeding could be done with
about three-fourths as much labor as we experienced in these experiments. How
ever, this saVing may be offset by using more spray 'to get proper treatment, so
that the relative costs of chemical and axe weeding would remain unchanged.
With a technique that insured proper treatment of each stem, however. it might
be feasible to reduce the percentage of Esterone 245 to 1 percent. At present
prices this might lead to savings of about 20 percent in the cost of chemical
weeding.

The two sets of experiments carried out at the Harvard Forest seem to indi
cate that basal sprays wtth 2,4,5,-T or mixtures of this with 2.4,-D in oil form
an exceedingly promising silvicultural tool. Wehave only begun to explore
the ways in which this tool can be incorporated into our thinking about forest
production. It is difficult to assess the importance of the innovation, but
the preliminary results seem well worth following up Vigorously.

8.
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A PROGRESSRbPORTON THE CONTROLOF HAWTHORN

C. G. Vlaywell
Department of Botany

Ontario Agricultural College, Guelph

A practical method for the control of hawthorn (Crataegus
spp,) would be of great value in many areas of Ontario. The
results attained by the use of certain hormone-like chemicals
suggest that a chemical method of eradication would often assure
worthwhile savings in capital investment and greater efficiency
in the use of labour. Investigations have therefore been conducted
each year since 1946 by members of the department to devise more
efficient methods pf chemical control.

Previous reports have described work on stage of grov~h

and its influence on the success of foliage applications, (l) &
(2) and also on basal bark treatments applied during the growing
season, on the relative value of oil and water as carriers for
basal bark and stump treatments, and on a series of rates ranging
from 1 percent to 10 percent acid using 2,4-D esters, 2,4-D/2,4,5-T
ester mixtures, and 2,4,5-T esters (3). These earlier studies did
not consider the effectiveness of applications made during the fall,
winter, and early spring and included relatively few trees per
treatment. A more comprehensive study was started in the spring
of 1952 which included applications at monthly intervals through
one year and used a larger number of trees for each treatment.

The area used for the main part of the experiment consisted
of an alluvial flat along the Nith River south of Haysville (near
Kitchener, Ontario). The open areas were used by the farmer as
npermanent if pasture. The hawthorn cover was comparatively uniform
and a sufficiently large number of trees was available. The treat
ments consisted of (l) fuel oil alone, (2) 2,4-D butyl ester at
both 2 and 4 percent, (3) 2,4-D/2,4,5-T butyl esters at 2 percent,
and (4) 2,4,5-T propylene glycol esters at 2 percent in fuel oil.
Treatments were applied as basal bark sprays to the lower 12 inches
of each trunk to the point of "r-un-of'f ", This required 2 Imperial
gallons (2.4 U.S. gallons) of oil or mixture for each group of fifty
trees. At each date fifty trees were treated and tagged for each
treatment. The treatments were made during the last few days in
each month.

At the end of September 1953 all the trees were examined
and the data recorded. The results are shown in Table I. On the
trees listed as ,dead there were no buds and no green cambium layer
could be found. A large number of trees had from 2 to 7 trunks
which appeared to come from a commonroot. Each of these clumps
was considered as one tree. The diameter of the largest trunk in
each of these clusters was measured at the ground line and the
number of trunks was recorded. Where the tree had only one trunk
its diameter at the ground line was recorded.

-1-
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Table I. Results of basal bark treatments of hawthorn, Haysville,
1952-53.

Time Chemical

B.E. 4 B.E. 2 B.K. 2 2,4 t5- T F.O. Ave.
Size* % Size* % 'Size* % Siz.e % % %
in. kill in. kill in. kill in. kill kill kill

1JIay 1.98 66 1.84 52 2.36 49 2.29 39 0 51.5
June 2.49 '84 2.45 78 2.52 71 2.61 57 a 72.$
July 2.53 94 2.00 76 2.50 62 2.16 40 1 68.0
Aug. 1~45 100 2.16 58 2.16 54 1.87

l~
0 66.7

Sept. 2.18 98 '2.06 41 2.29 54 2.36 0 59.2
Oct. 2.39 98 1.77 94 1.92 86 2.12 80 0 89.5
Nov. 2.18 100 1.90 94 2.10 84 2.24 $0' 2 $9.•5
Dec.-

Jan. 2.0$ 9$ 2.26 58 2.17 96 2.07 70 0 80.5
Feb. 2.17 90 1.97 86 1.66 86 2.30 48 0 77.5
Mar. 1.89 100 2.06 96 2.02 90 2.01 82 0 92.0
Apr. 2.40 78 1.89 82 2.09 60 1.95 52 0 68.0
Ave. 2.14 91.4 2.03 74.3 2.07 72.1 2.09 59.0. -1

* Each figure represents average of 50 trees.
Ave. - average
B.E. 4 • 2,4-D butyl ester 4 pereent, B.E. 2 = 2,4-D butyl ester 2

percent, B.K. 2 = 2,4-D/2,4,5-T butyl esters, 2,4,5-T = 2,4,5-T
propylene glycol ester, F.O. = fuel oil

The results on approximately 2750 trees treated and tagged
show that 2,4-D butyl ester was as effective as the 2,4-D/2,4,5-T
butyl ester mixture at 2 percent. Both were more effective than
the 2,4,5-T propylene glycol esters applied at the same rate.
2,4-D butyl ester at 4 percent was the most successful treatment
with better than a 90 percent kill. Less than 1 percentcf th~'
trees treated with fuel oil were dead. The size of the'tree$ did'
not influence the results as the average diameter was nearly 'the
same for all treatment groups with a range of from 2.03 to. 2.,14
inches.

Almost half of the trees were from 1 to 2 inches in diameter.
The data concerning these was tabulated separately. . The percent
kill was higher for all treatments but the order was,not changed.
The results were as follows:

4% 2,4-D butyl ester
2% 2,4-D butyl ester
2%.2,4-D/2,4,5-T butyl ester
2% 2,4,5-T·propylene glycol ester

- 95.1
- 83.7
- 82.1
- 71.6

Satisfactory results were obtained in every month of the
year. The most successful results were those from the treatments
applied from October through to March.
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The treatments were repeated in July 1952 at a location
near Guelph where the previous work had been carried out, and also
at Arkona (near Sarnia) where the hawthorn stand consists of a
greater variety of species. The most cownon species at Guelph and
Haysville is ~ £unctata but many of the trees at Arkona closely
resemble the description of ~ crus-galli. In mid-November 1953
the results at each of the three locations were recorded. These
are shown in Table II.

Guelph x Haysville
Size* ~h Size* %
in. kill in. kill

2.04 96 2.53 97
2.59 75 2.00 78
2.24 36 2.50 66
2.82 20 2.16 46
sim. 8 sim. 2

figure is the average for 50 trees

100
100+

92
98
6

2.08+
2.17
2.09
1.99
sim.

2,4-D B.E. 4%
2,4-D B.E. 2%
B K 0"

• • 2;'0

2,4,5-T 2%
Fuel oil

* Recorded November 1953. Each
unless otherwise indicated.

x Average 25 trees
+ Average 31 trees
sim. - trunks not measured but average size would have been within

the range recorded for other treatments.

Table II. Results of basal bark treatments of hawthorn at three
locations, July, 1952.

Treatment Location
Arkona

Size* %
in. kill

Summaa

1. In a test involving approximately 3100 hawthorn trees basal bark
applications of 2,4-D butyl ester in fuel oil proved to be as
effective as the 2,4-D/2,4,5-T mixture and more effective than
2,4,5-T propylene glycol ester when used at the same concentration.

2. Using complete kill as the criteria 4 percent 2,4-D butyl ester
in oil applied at the rate of 2 gallons for 50 trees was the
most successful treatment and gave a kill of over 90 percent at
all locations. (2 Imperial gallons. 2.4 U.S. gallons)

3. While satisfactory kills were obtained for all treatment periods,
the treatments made from October through to March were most
satisfactory.

Referenc~s

(1) Gammon, \'{. M., The eradication of hawthorn shrubs in permanent
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2,4-D. Proc. Third Meeting, Eastern Section, National
Weed Committee, Ottawa, Canada. 52-53, 1950.
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RELATIONSHIPBETWEENCONCE~TTRl\TION OF BASALSPRAYSANDMORTALITY

OFRF.DMAPLESPROUTrjLUMPS

David M. Smith, Russell J. Hutnik, anc' Harold A. Paulsen, Jr. l

One of the most difficult problems involved in the use of 2,4,5-T and
related compounds is the determination of appropriate concentrations. The
chemicals are sufficiently expensive that it is desirable to use them in the
lowest concentrations which will give satisfactory results. This objective
could be achieved more expeditiously if a well-defined mathematical relation
ship could be established between the percentage of mortality and the concentra
tion of silvicidal sprays_

In research with medicinal drugs, insecticides, and fungicides, it has been
found that the probit of an all-or-none response like death is very often a
straight-line function of ths logarithm of dosage (Bliss, 1935). The transfor
mation of percentages to probits is a mathematical device for converting the
normal, bell-shaped distribution curve to a straight line. Tables for making
this transformation may be found in Fisher and Yates (1948) and some of the more
recent textbooks on statistical methods.

The main objective of this investigation was te determine whether the
mortality of red maple sprout clumps resulting from basal spraying With differ
ent concentrations of 2,4,5-T in oil would follow this kind of straight-line
relationship.

The study was conducted in an II-year old stand of sprout hardwoods in the
Cockaponset State Forest, 14 miles east of NewHaven, Connecticut. The stand
had originated in 1940 following the clear cutting of a st~nd of sprout hardwoods
about 60 years old. The soil W8S derived from a coarse glacial till and was
capable of supporting only a mediocre stand of hardwoods. The state acquired
the land shortly after the clear cutting and planted a number of different conifers
over tho area as an experiment in the rehabilitation of such areas. However,
the investigation of basal spraying rras conducted without particular reference
to the release of any of the planted trees.

The scattered sprout clumps of red maple (Acer rubrum L.) were chosen for
the test largely because they constitute the most aggressive type of undesirable
vegetation in the forests of the locality. This choice was a poor one from the

lrhis study was initiated as a student research project by Mr. Paulsen" now of
the Southwestern Forest & Range Experiment Station. Mr. Hutnik, now of the
Northeastern Forest Experiment Station, continued the study and, under the
guidance of Prof. Chester I. Bliss, developed the methods of statistical analysis.
The project was directed and carried to completion by Prof. Smith. The 2,4,5-T
was donated by the American Chemical Paint Company.
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standpoint of the experiment because each clump was a heterogeneous collection
of connected stems of different sizes. Closer insight into the relationship
between mortality and concentration of 2,4,5-T would have been gained if single
stc~ned, straight trec~ had been treated.

The total heights of the clumps varied from 10 to 35 feet; the majority
were about 20 feet tall. The numbGr of stems per clump varied from one to 22,
although the average number was about 6 stems »er clump. The D. B. H. of
individual stems ranged from 0 03 to 6.0 inches, but only a small number of
clumps included stems larger than 2.5 inches D. B. H.

The treatments were carried out latG in March 1951, shortly before the red
maple buds broke dormancy. No. 2 fuel oil was used as a carrier for the butoxy
ethanol estor of 2,4,5-trichlorophcnoxyacetic acid used in the experiment. Six
different ~oncentrations, ranging from 0.25 to 3%by weight, were tested; one
treatment consisted of basal spraying with No. 2 fuel oil only. The materials
were applied under presJure from a knapsack sprayer equipped with a nozzle which
delivered a cone-shaped spray. Each stem was encircled with spray from the
ground-line up to a height of 8 inches; treatment was continued until the solution
started to run off onto the ground. Each concentration was tested on 45 sprout
clumps. The final results were assessed in July 1953, two and one-half grOWing
seasons after treatment.

In testing the hypothesis that the probit of mortality would bear a straight
line relationship to the logarithm of concentration, the following steps were
necessary. The various.concentr~tions of 2,4,5-T were converted to ?ounds of
acid equivalent per gallon of spray. Theso values wore then transformed to log
arithms; the characteristics of the logarithmic values were increased ')y 2 in
order to make them all positive. Results for the treatment vvith pure fuel oil
were omitted from tho test because no logarthmic value could be assignod to a
concentration of zero. fffortality was evn1uated in terms of the percentage of the
45 clumps in each treatment which were completely killed above ground and also
failed to sprout. These percentages wore converted to probits and plotted over
the log + 2 of concentration, as shown in Figure 1.

derived by the
method of curv3-fitting appropriate to such data. Testing with chi-square, it
was found that the data fitted tho straight line with a probability of about
0.85 •.

Visual inspection of Figure 1 is sufficient to demonstrClte good agreement
with the hypothesis. This impression is supported ;)y the special methods of
statistical ~nalysis, outlined by Fisher ane Yates (1948), which must be applied
to. data ymich has beon trans£ormed to probits. The straight line shown in the
graph is based on the equation:

Probit of mortality = ,.16 + 2.189 (log of conc. + 2)

It must be noted that the probit transfo~mation has characteristics such
that ordinary methods of curvo-fitting are invalid. In other words, one cannot
balance a straight line through such an array of points by eye or by the method
of least squares without risk of error. The simpler"methods would be reliable
only if the points happened to fit a straight line ~lmost exactly.
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Figure 1. Log-probit transformation of relationship beween concentration
of 2,4.5-T in basal st>ray and mortality of red maple sprout clumps.
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Figure 2. The straight-line relationshi'O shown in Figure 1 extended and
and replotted on arithmetical axes. The dashed portion of the curve
is the part which represents an extension of the straight line.
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If the log-probit transformation will conv0rt the relationship betwoen
concentration of 2..4..5-T anti mortality to a straight line in one case, it is
not illogical to suppose th-t it might 00 so in other situations. Thereforo, it
is desirable to examine the implic~tions of this relp.tionship.

In the first place, if one extends the straight line shownin Figure 1 to
hiGher dcsagcs .. it becomas apparent that one would r'e ....ch the point of diminishing
returns, as far as cost is concorned, long ~efore a complete kill was achieved.
If tho str~ight line shown in Figure 1 is extended and replotted on arithmetical
axcs , as shown in Figure 2, it appears that one wOlld have to increase the concon
tration 6.5 times te increase the theoretical mortality from 90 to 99.9%. This
indic~tes th~t it may be wiser, as a general practice .. to select concentrations
which wiD. give a kill of 90-95%than to attempt a complete kill.

Tho log-probit transformation is ~t least potentially capable of providing
a precise means of determining the concentration of spray necessary to give a
certain percentage of mortality, By determining the mortality resulting from
application of a few different concentrations, tho effects of the whole range of
possible concentrations can be evaluated. ' For example, from the equatd.on de
fining the straight line shown in Figure 1, it can be predicted that a concentra
tion of 0.269 pounds of 2,4,5-T acid equivalent per gallon would give a kill of
90%. A concentration of 0.389 90unds per gallon would give a theoretical kill of
95%. However, the relationship derived in this p3rticular case can apply at best
only to red maple sprout clumps consisting of individual stoms yrith the same
distribution of di~metGrs as those tested. Precise determination of concentra.
tions requirod to achieve stated objectives under nll conditionsc~n be made only
if trials aro nrranged in such mannur as to allow for the effects of variation in
di::1motor, time of year, species J age of stand, and simil"'r factors.

'''hon tho results of tho trial were considered on the basis of mortality of
individual stems, it became very obvious that the concentration of 2,4,5-T
roquired to giV0 a satisfactory kill tncre-sod very rapidly with diameter. The
values given in Table 1 illustrate this variation, which is probabJy the result
of tho close correlation '1etweon D. B. H. and ~~rk thickness at the point of
application. The desirnbility of confining "basal sprays to s1Dl1l1stems nnd treat
ing stnnds while they are still young oro clearly indicated. It is ~lso apparent
that muchmoney can be w,,:,stodb: using concentr~tions of 2,4,5-T which are high
enough to ldll the largest sprouts in a st~nd 'but unnecessarily high as far as
tho smaller stems arc concerned.

An attempt was made to use these data to determine the precise concentrations
neeessary to ~ive stpted nereentages of mortality in the different diameter
classes. However, the hetero~eneity of die!1oters pnd the intet-rel8,tlonships
between stems within clumps oaused somewhat too muohvariation to allow straigilt
lines to be fitted to the data readily. It is probable that muchmore"satis
faotory computations -eould have been made if single stems .,riginating from
seedlings or seedling-sprouts had been used as test material.
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Table 1. Mortality among different diameter classes of individual stems 2 112
growing seasons after application of basal sprays consisting of various
concentrations of 2,h,5-T in No.2 fuel oil.

Concentration of
2,4,5-T acid Percentage of mortality by 1/2-inch D.B.H. classes
oquivc..lent

Lb./g<:!.l. % (by m.) <1.011 1.0-1.49 1.5-1.99 2.0-2.49 <2.49t1

0.21h2 3.0 100 100 100 100 100
0.1428 2.0 100 100 97.6 96.3 78.7
0.0714 1.0 100 100 97.7 94.5 8809

0.0536 0.75 98.2 97.6 91..1 57.1 55.5
0.0357 0.5 100 89.0 85.0 53.9 40.0
0.0179 0.25 81.3 60.2 44.,7 23~0 29.4
Uo. 2 fuel oil only 83.9 45.7 35.0 28.6 19.4

Conclusions

1. It has been demonstrated that, ~t least in one caso, the probit of
mortality resulting from basal spraying I'd th 2,4,5-T bears a straisht-lino re
lationship to tho logarithm of tho concentration of the spray. If it can be
established that this relationship has wide application, systematic tests of
different concentrations could be VQstly expedited.

2. VIlhorea relationship of this kind ap')lies, the economic w'isdon of
seeking kills greater th~n 90 or 95%is open to serious question.

3. The concerrtr-atd.on of 2,4,5-T required for a satisfactory kill, when
ap?licd in basal spr~ys, increases very rapidly with stem diameter. Costs for
material can be held to a minimumonly if undesirable woody vegetation is treated
when it is young and smll.
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USEOF 245T TOCONTROLHARDWOODSIN CUT-OVERPINE FORESTS

J. Richard Burbage
Del-Mar-Va' Forest Improvements Inc.

In January 1951, while attending the N.E.vl.C.C., the author had the
pleasure of hearing a report by L.E.Chaiken on "The Chemical Control of
Brush In Forest Management". A subsequent talk with him on the use of 245T
to control inferior species in loblolly pine and later, his Station
Paper No.IO further stimulated interest in applying.:this silvicide on the
Del-Mar-Va Peninsula. ~ "~

Through the years, logging operations here on the shore have 'left a
vast amount of unproductive land in their wake. These areas are dpm;i.nated
by unmarketable hardwoods which have completely taken over or suppressed
the'development of new pine. Little has been done to rectify the situation.
Mechanical means for reclaiming the cut-over areas have proved costly and
limi ted. It appears that 245T might be an inexpensive chemical tool to
help restore loblolly pine. Our chief concern with'this chemical has been
in determining its practical value for large scale conservation. Investi
gation of its use has been conducted in two phases; basal bark spraying
and the frill method of application. .

With the cooperation of the Maryland Department of Forests and Parks,
a basal spr~ project for this region was undertaken. On March 16,1951, the
Fo~estry department established four plots in three Maryland counties to
stUdy the effects of this control method on hardwoods. The plots were
one-half a~re each and typic aT of our'commercially logged forests. Data
were compiled on d.b.h. and species and inspe~tion ~~ports were made on the
resul ting k·fll. .'

Since the labor cost was considered to be of prime importance, it was
decided to ~reat the areas as 'quickly as possible. In following this pro
cedure, we regret tos~,.the volume ~f solution per tree was sacrificed'for
the time element.

Materials

5 gal. Knap-sack Pressure Sprayer-diaphram type, 30 1t play pipe attached.
A solid cone nozzle for directing spray.
Esteron 245,(propylene glycol butyl ether esters of trichloro-'.'
phenoxyacetic acid) - 4 lbs. 245T acid per gallon.
No.1 Fuel Oil.

Procedure and Results

A 4%solution by volume or 1 pint Esteron 245T in 3 gallons fuel oil
was sprayed on the base of stems from the root collar up about 18",
completely encirc ling same. As mentioned above, in an attempt to reduce
spray time to the minimum, we chose not to wet the bark to the point of·
run-off. There were four one-half,~:e plots; each, a one-man operation.
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Plot No. No. Hardwoods D.B.H. Spr& Time Solution Used

1 179 3"-12" Ihr.20 min. 8t gal.
2 146 3"-22" lhr- 6 gal.
.3 43 3"-13" 20 min • ~ gal.
4 137 )0-14- 16min. 5 gal.

Basal Sp!"ar Plots 1 to 4· (Consolidated)

Hardwood stocJB.ng.. March 19$1

D.B.R. 'White ' Red Red. Red' Hickol'{ Black Rolll' Beech Tot.
Oak Oak QwIl Maple . Gum - ,-- -

3" ;1 12 14 )7 10 5 10 12 1)1
4" 22 21 9 26 6 1· 7 6 98
5" 16 IS 5 14 4 1 5 1 63
6" 1; !5 7 12 6 1 2 66
7" 16 11 6 8 5 2 1 .3 54
8" 9 7 2 2 1 4 2 27
9" . 10 7 2 6 2 27

10" 5 6 2 4 - 1 21
lIlt ·1 4 2 1 8
12ft - 2 1 J
1)" 1 2 .- J
14" .3 1 ... 1 5
15° ... ...
16" 1 - ... - 1

22" ... ... 1 1

Total 129 115 48 111 IS 27 28 507

Dead Trees .. July 1952

3" 12 5 .3 27 9 1 .3 60
4" 8 11 2 14 .3 1 .3 42
5" 4 2 1 2 1 10
6" 2 6 2 .3 5 18
7" 1 2 ... 1 4
8" ... 1 1 ... 2
9ft 1 1 1 ... .3

10" 1 1 1 ... 4---
12" 1 ... 1---
16ft 1 - 1

Total 29 29 8 1.£7 21 1 .3 7 145
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3 10
2 19
1 14

18
1 11

5
1 9

1

1

DyingTrees - JU~ 19,2

D.B. H. White Red Red Red Hickory Black
oak Oak Gum Maple Gum-

3" s 1 1
4n 6 6 1 3 1
5" 2 5 4 2
6ft 2 12 3 1
7" 2 1 5 2
8" 2 1 1 1
9" 3 1 4

io» 1 -
12" 1

Holll Beech Tot.

443

Total 19 30 2 21 6 2 - 8 BB

SummaryJuly 1952 I~spection

46%stems treated were dead or dying;
Hickory 79%
Red maple 61%
Beech 51$
Red oak 51%
White oak 37%
Red gum 21%
Black gum 20%
Holly 11%

The smooth bark trees such as: hickory, red maple, and beech were most
susceptible. Among the thick bark trees, gums were most resistant. Most
of the trees killed were in the 3ft-6 1l d.b.h. group.

Inspection Aug. 1953

Approximately 75% of the trees considered in a dying condition in 1952
appeared to be dead. Resprouting from the trees partially dead was low in
vigor and number. Most of the large thick bark species remained unaffected.
Generally', the overstory on these plots was opened up but not sufficiently
to provide a healthy pine environment.

Discussion

Failure to wet stems thoroughly to the point of ron-off produced
erratic results. This was evidenced by the fact that all of the trees of
the same species and d.b.h. were not killed. Although basal spraying is not
the complete answer to our forestry problems on the shore, it should prove
invaluable in eliminating stems ill' the 'In to 3" group when applied in
adequate volume. .
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Additional Basal Spr~ Test Sept.1952

The author selected a two acre pine-hardwood stand to test the effec
tiveness of basal control with greater volumes of solution per tree and
lower concentration of 245T. The area had a hardwood reproduction of ninety
three stems per acre and was stocked wi.th red oak, white oak, red maple,
:plack gum, wild cherry, laurel, and dogwood. Stem size varied from 2"-7"
d.b.h., with an average d.b.h. of 3".

A 2%by volume solution, or 1 pint Esteron 245T in 6 gallons of fuel oil
was sprayed with knap-sack equipment on basal stems from root collar upward
about 18", complet~ly encirclingthes'tems. A sufficient volume of solution
was used to thoroughly wet the bark to the point ..at ru.n-off.

I inspected the plot in May 1953 and found that 58% of the treated
stems had not developed buds. Examination of the cambium layer above ~e

sprayed area and below to the root crown revealed them dead. The remaiping
42% had produced buds.

In July 1953, the 42% remaining trees had put out full or partial
foliage and were dead or dying.

The area was again inspected in Sept. 1953; all the trees were dead
with the exception of 2%- black gum. On these, there was bark proliferation
to such an extent that recovery seemed unlikely. There was no evidence of
sprouting 'on the trees 'presumed to be dead but there was some on the gum.

The 2%solution and high volume application proved more effective than
the 4% solution and low volume. Excellent conbro), of overstory was observed
but it will remain to be seen if sprouting will appeal' in future growing
seasons.

The results obtained with this basal bark treatment are in agreement with
the authorities that volume is more important than high per cent solutions.

Commercial Application of 245T by Del-Mar-Va Forest Improvements J Inc.

In January 1953, the D.M.V. Forest Improvements, Inc. began commercial use
of 245T to control hardwoods on cut-over land. A four man crew was trained
on fifty-eight acres in basal spraying and frill girdling techniques in _
accordance with Chaiken. By volume a 2%solution of Esteron 245- in fuel oil
was chosen as a standard mixture for both operations. The Maryland Department
of Forests and Parks surveyed and supervised the selection of the areas
contracted for with owners of cut-over land. Since the land owners received
Federal assistance under the U.S. Dept. of Agriculture Production and
Marketing Administration 1953 Conservation Program, the Forestry Dept.
inspected our work.at the completion of each contract to 'determine whether
or not proper methods had been employed. '

The following have been selected as typical examples of contracts
engaged in by the company in 1953.
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Contract A. - Basal Spray, May 195~

The area consisted of eight acres, dense with, h",rdwood reproduction.
A three man crew with knap-sack equipment applied a sufficient amount of 2%
solution by volume to the stems from lit to 3 ft d.b.h. to wet them to the point
of run-off. Stocking by species included red and black gum, red and white oak,
red maple, hickory, beech, and holly. The job required seven and three
quarters man-hours per acre and twenty eight and one-fourth gallons of 2%
solution per acre.

By the end of the summer, 9o,Cof all the stems were dead. No sprouting
was observed'.

Contracts B,C,D ... Frill Method, 1953

A four man crew worked all the contracts; three men used overlapping
ax cuts to frill trees approximately waist high; one man poured the chemical
solution in frills trom a knap-sack sprayer. One pound National Oil
Red 0 dye was mixed in all trill solutions to identify poured trees. Most
all areas under contract were mixed hardwood stands with 11ttle pine
reproduction lett atter logging. On contracts B and C, all hardwoods from
511 d.b.h. up were frill, treated. Contract B was a mixed hardwood-pine
stand easily worked. Contract C was a total hardwood stand dominated by
beech and oaks ranging in size trom 511 to 44" d.b.h. This area was difficult
to supply with chemical due to inaccessibility. Contract D was mixed
hardwood-pine and all stems from 3" d.b.h. up were frilled. (Note increase
in man-hours and chemical used tor Contracts C and D.)

Contract Date No.Acres No.Trees Av. D.B.H. Median Man Hra, Solution
D.B.H. Per Acre Per Acre-- ,

B Mar. J8 130 6.53" 6" 2., 3.5 gal.
C May 18 62 15.29" 1611 5.5 4.3 gal.
D Nov. 9 450 6.07" 5" 5.0 5.5 gal.

Observations on Commercial Contracts

To use the basal spray method for general elimination of larger trees
would not be feasible because at relatively high cost ... even with lower
concentrations of 24,T solution. It is of value in removing scattered
clumps at hardwoods on cut-over pine lando

In Sept.1953, top kill was noticed on 40%of the trees frilled in the
spring. From an examtnation of the bark on the remaining 60%that retained
foliage throughout the summer, it is apparent that the tops will also die.
Approximately 50%of the red oaks have sprouted. Approximately 75% of the
red maples have also sprouted at the root crown. Some sprouting has been
observed on other species but all sprouts are low in number and vigor as
compared to a cut stump.

Having completed 386 acres of frill contracts, we believe that this
type of work can be attractive to all owners of cut-over woodland here on
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the Shore. Removal of hardsood overstory in cut-over pine land is economi
cal for this region. Our contract prices for the frill method ranged from
$12-$20 per acre •. Dormant season treatment is preferred for ease of operation.
An adequate amount of salary on a per acre basis par man insteaq. of hourly
rates lends to a minimumof field supervision and keeps cost down. This is
accomplished with small crews. On man can frill and pour two.acres per
day on difficult woods and three acres per day' on an ave1.'agewoods.·

ACknoWle~ements
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EFFECT OF SEASONALBASALSPRAYSON ROOTSUCKERINGOF ASPEN

D.. P~ Worley, W. C. Bramble, and W" R. Byrnes
The Penns,ylvania state University

INTRODUCTION

Aspen is a short-lived tree widely distributed on this continent. It
is characterized in early life by vigorous root suckering, resulting in dense
pure stands of from 3000 to 11000 s tems per acre. At age 20 to 30 years,
excessive competition between plants greatly reduces this number and the aspen
gradually die and are replaced by other species till by age 60 to 70 years
most of th~ aspen has passed out of the stand. It is considered a pioneer
tree species in plant succession, invading abandoned fields or forest areas
which have been denuded by cutting and fire, and spreads rapidly by root
suckering. It is because of this root suckering habit that it is extremely
hard to control by chemical sprays during it's youth,

BASALSPRAYTESTSIN THEDOR!JiANTSEASON, 1950-52

In 1950 it was decided to attempt aspen control through a series of
consecutive dormant basal sprays , The area chosen for these tests had been
burned severaltimos in the past 15 years, the last fire being in 1946. It
was covered with a dense stand of aspen of which 95 to 100% were under 2 inches
in basal diameter and 10 to 15 feet tall. Vihite and red pine ha4 been plant
ed irr~ediate~ after the fire and these were severely suppressed u.r the aspen.
The dormant season was selected as being the time when injury to planted
conifers was least apt to occur.

The pr-ogress of these dormant treatments was reported in 1952(2). Some
of these plots have now been treated three times. The four year ~esults

shown in Table 1 and in Figure 1 are intended to supplement the original
report and as a background for spray tests made at various seasons of the
year. All sprays were applied to the basal 12 inches of the stems.

TABIE 1

Effect of 2,4,5-T Dormant Basal Spray on Aspen. The.
Formulation Used Contained 4 Lbs , of Acid Per Gallon

* "'Ially for 0.1 Acre plot. 1i
4837

None 386 422

Original Stems not

killed - Discontinued

Feb. 152 153 268

Feb. 152

467
431

133Jan I 51

Jan. 151
None

Jan. t 51
None

-1-

639
307

155

M9.rch

ruarch

1950

·1950503

680
1104

3 10%Weedone
2,4,5-T in

5 Water
2 lOJl1eedone

2,4,5-T in
4 Kerosene 393 1950
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FIGURE1

,Effect of'Dormant Bas?l Treatments on Aspen
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As shown in Table 1 none of the dormant treatments were successful in
eradicating aspen. Certain conclusions can be drawn from the data however:

1. '~~inter is not the season to basal spray young aspen for
complete ~radication.

2. In basal treatments the sprayed solution (10% kieedone 2,4,5-T
in kerosene on plots 2 and 4) is consistently superior to pure
"eedone 2,4,5-T (plots 1 and 6) painted on the basal stems.

3. Repeated treatments (plot 4) are necessary to effect a reasonable
control.

4. The retreatmentin the second winter does not seem effective
probably because many root suckers do not appear till the
second growing season.

SEASONALBASALSPRAYTESTS, 1952-53

The area chosen for the so tests was adjacent to the dormant spray test
area and had a similar fire history. The purpose in treating was to release
white pine, planted in 1946, a practical problem often encountered ip
Christmas treo product.Lon and in other situations where 'conifers are in
competition with aspen.

-2-
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Six plots were laid out in March of 1952 and another added in July of
1953 so as to fall in different seasons identified by various phenological
characteristics as follows:

Season

Spring

Early Summer

Late Summer
Fall
Early i,inter
Late .Jinter

Months

April-May

June-July

August-Sept.
Oct-Nov.
Dec.-Jan.
Feb.-:March

Phenological
Chara cteristic

Beginning of growth

Active growth

Growth terminating
Beginning of Dormancy
Dormancy
Be!?,inning of Activity

Date of
A lication

NJay10, 19 2
June 16, 1952
July 31, 1953
Sept. 8, 1952
Oct. 31, 1952
Jan. 1, 1953
iJ1arch 30, 1952

The July 31, 1953 plot was added as an additional comparison with results
obtained by Arend (1), who worked with Lar'ger' aspen and reported no sprouting
after spraying during the pericd of full leaf development.

The basal spray technique used consisted of spraying the bottom 12 inches
of each stem till ample rundown was obtained. 'i~eedone S)+.,5-T butoxy ethanol
ester, was used in a 4% solution by volume in kerosene giVing 16 pounds of
active acid equivalent per 100 gallons .of solution. The 1/40 acre plots were
staked out; the original stems were counted and measured. During the spraying
procoss a careful record was kept as to the time required and volume of
s o'Lutd.on used. In subsequent retallys the original stems and suckers were
kept separate. Tabular results are found in Table 2 and figure 2.

TABLE2

on Young As n
o n , Tota orig. Dec. 19 Retal y July 19 3 Retally

per stem stems on %orig. 1952 %orig. 1952 and
oz. 1/40 Acre Stems Suckers Stems 1953

killed No. killed Suckers
No.

3/21152 0.89 63.36 229 97.1 16 100 28
5/10/52 1.58 58.08 118 100.0 6 100 11
6/16 52 0.83 52.80 204 94.2 ·3 100 9
9/8 52 1.32 79.20 192 100 42
10· 31/52 1.43 142.56 319 99.7 55
1 8/52 1.70 155.76 294 93.5 84
7/31/53 4.62 168.96 117

-3-



FIGURE 2

Number of Suckers Obtained per 100 StelliS Treated
with 2,4,,5-T Solution in Different Seascns
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The effects of the spray in different seasons on the first year suckering
vf aspen are distinct. Three to six times more suckers were fotmd after
dormant season spray than after sprays in the seasons of active growth. It
remains to be seen if suckering can be entirely eliminated by, a basal spray
later in the growing, seaaon, from bhe ' evidence in the preliminary tests, we
can conclude that suck~rs will continue to increase in the dormant plots;
whether 'this will be the case with the growing seas on plots arnot will require
retallyin~ for another year at least.

The response of white pine to release "from aspen was marked. Before
t.reatzsent, the pine were 2 to 6 feet high gr;)wing at the average -rate of 0.7
feet in height per year. The first season after release the height growth was
0.8 feet and the second season they grew at the average of 1.2 feet per year.
Similar white pines not released grew 0.7 feet per year for the same periods.
All seasons gave effective release of the pine so that for this purpose any
season of application will yield effective results. Th0se pines on plots
sprayed in tiiay and June showed slibht twisting in the current years growth
pointing up the need for particularly careful spraying at that t~ to avoid
serious effects from the spray.

EFFECT OF BASALSPRAYSON ROarS

In order to determine the origin of suckeB arising in the spray plots,
rovt excavations were carried out in July and September, 1953. The first
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plot examined was that sprayed on May 10, 1952. Of the 13 rvot suckers
arising on the pl,)t, 2 were frum trees off the plot while 11 were from sprayed
aspen on the plot with dead stems and tops. A second plot, sprayed on June
16, 1952, was excavated and of the 19 root suckera on the pL1t, 9 were from
sprayed aspen with dead stems on the plot, 10 suckers were fr"m trees off the
plvt.

These rvot excavations revealed some interesting facts regarding the effect
of basal spraying on ro;.;ts. First, abcve--ground p::>rti:Jns, inc1ucling the ro)t
cullar area of aspen may be readily killed by basal sprays and not kill the
roots which then proceed to produce root suckers. In these tests" portions of
r;:Jts have been killed extending from the rcob c",llar as far as 4..3 feet" and
these same r,) )ts have still produced Suckers 7 feet farther out alrmg the rod.
This killing of the stem and partial killing of the roots has,ccurred in all
seasons. under test" althvugh most effective suppressi.:Jn ;;>fr~:Jt sucker-Ing was
obtained in the active growing season (Table !).

DISCUSSION

Arend (1) finds that using a 3%(12 Ib.flOO gals.) solution of 2,,4,5t;T
ester in diesel oil curing full leaf development offers promise cf controlling
aspen without SUbsequent sprouting for at least three years. l~rrow (3) in
dealing with aspen and beech reports that none of the aspen receiving treatments
(most of them were dormant treatments) sprouted. These two investigators
worked with large aspen', Arend's treatments were apparently made on 4-5 inch
basal diameter trees while Morr()w's tree sizes ranged from 4-12 inches d .b.h.

Our results (obtained on 1-2 inch basal diameter aspen, 10-15 feet tall)
parallel the ccnckus Lons clrawn by Arend. The small aspen, respond better to
the browing seas on treatments than to dormant treatments, though complete
elimination of rout suokerdru, was not had ..

The practical conclusion seems to be" where possible, to let aspen grow
tv at least 3-4 inches d.b.h. bef or-e treatint,. At maturity sprout in€; can be
elinlinated by treatment with 2,4,5-T in oil at any season; while at middle
age sucker-Ing can be c,;ntr;.>lled by summer basal treatments; and if aspen must
be treated while very young" summer basal treatment will yield the least
root suckering.

SUIl'iAARYOF RESULTS

A study of basal spraydng of young aspen ,JVer-t.;ppin& pine has been made
over the past 4 years in central Pennsylvania. Basal spraying the b:;tt,Jm 12
inches of stems at any season ~f the year effected a release of 6 to 7 year
old pines planted under an aspen canopy. The most effective season to reduce
root sucker-Ing of sprayed aspen pr-oved tc be the €,r'JWin[, season (June-Aui:,ust).
\~hen winter basal spraying was used, it was necessary t"" repeat the spray in
3 consecutdve years too)get adequate control of rovt suckers. Extremely high
concentrati~n Jf 2,4,,5-T up to 400 lb. per 100 gal. of solution was not as
effective as 16-40 lb. per 100 gal. s.::lutions.. Finally" it was possible to

-5-



kill aspen tops in a~'season and still not kill the rJuts of all trees, S0

that a drastic 100% eradication by one spray does n.rt seem likely to occur when
young vigorous aspen are treated.
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REPORTON TWOYEARSRESULTSOF DORMANTBASALSPRAYSONMIXEDBRUSH

1W. A. Meyers, R. H. Beatty and W. W, Allen

Basal sprays using oil as the carrier are now standard pro
cedure in controlling many species of woody plants and successful appli
cation haa been reported by numerous workers in the field. (1)

Since the esters of the 2,4,5-T formulation are soluble in oil
you can study the effectiveness of 2,4,5-T esters in oil versus oil plus
water emulsion. The oil portion of each hundre~ gallons of spray material
would contain the 2,4,5-T. It is obvious that the concentration of ester
in oil would vary greatly from the material containing ten gallons of
oil per hundred gallons to the one containing all oil and no water. per
haps it would be of value to note just what the percent by weight .would
be of the 2,4,5-T in each mixture. Keeping the 2,4:,5.:.t constant at 12
pounds per hundred gallons of mixture, the following percentages are
obtained in the oil phase:

10 gQ.llons of oil· plus 90 gallons of water - 16.7%
20 gallons of oil plus 80 gallons of water - 8.4%
30 gallons of oil plus 70 gallons of water - 5.6%
40 gallons of oil plus 60 gallons of water - 4.2%

100 gallons of oil > ... 1.7%

The substitution of water for a portion of the oil would
reduce the cost of the carrier. Previous results using all water as a
carrier for dormant basal sprays have not proven satisfactory.

The purpose of the work was to determine the minimum amount of
oil in an oil"water mixture which can be used effectively for dormant
basal sprays on mixed brush. Since no published data was available on
oil-water basal sprays, the project was set up with the idea of varying
both the concentrations of the spray material and the oil-water ratio.

Root suckering species have been very difficult to control with
basal sprays because of their tendency to resprout from dormant buds
occuring along the 'Vlidespread laterals. (2) These dormant buds on the
lateral rhizomes are induced to sprout when the parent stem is cut or
ohemically killed. It was thought that perhaps by varying the concen
tration of the oil-water ratio, some clue might be brought to light as
to the best type of basal treatment to use where these plants occur in
mixed brush. .Inma.n;y cases, locust has responded to chemical treatment
by sending up enough of these root suckers to actually increase the
number of living stems present on the treated area a year following the
initial spray. (3)

1 American Chemical Paint Company, Ambler, Pennsylvania

1



Procedure:

Xhe area selected for the test was ohosen because of the uni
formity of the major species occuring on the plots. It is a typical
area in that several species of oaks are present along with red maple
and the root suckering species, locust and sassafras. It was decided
that the area should have both the root suckering plants and those that
sprout at the root collar in order that the test plots would satisfac
torily represent a typioal right-of-way. The location of the plots was
on the American Telephone and Telegraph Harrisburg-Lewistown Cable Line
near Miffiintown, pennsylvania"

The plots measured one tenth acre in size and were formed by
dividing the right-.of-way in half parallel to the wires in order to make
a pair of adjacent test areas. There were eight treatments in the series.
sample areas one fiftieth of an aore in size were laid out in each test
area. It was on these sample areas that the st'em coUnts were made over
the two year study period.

Weather conditions at the time of application, March 24,2"
and 26, 19,2 were cloudy anaremained below freezing while the material
was applied. A pressure of 80 pounds per square inch was used and
enough material was applied to cause considerable run downto ground
line. Rate of application varied from 80 to 100 gallons of spray
material per acre, Brush density on the areaayeraged about 10,000
stems per.acre. 2,4,,-T ester formulation was the herbicide used in
each of the spray plots. .

By the evaluation of "kill" in the following tables, we mean
that the plant is complete~ defoliated and shows no resprouting. The
term lIkilltl as referred to in .the paper may not be the best word to use,
but it must suffioe until a term is agreed upon by everyone in the brush .
field covering this problem. .i : '

Regrowth, as used in this paper, means resprouting either from
canes not completely killed, root crown sprouts, or in the case of root
suckering species, sprouts occuring from buds along the lateral rhizomes.
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Table 1 'Effects of Various oil and oi14vater Basal Sprays on Dormant
MixedBrush

First year Results second Year Results
Plot on sample plots* ,. on sample plots*
No. Treatment species RegroWtHKill %K111RegroWthKiII %ki11

1 12 1bs. acid White oak 7 53 90 11 48 81
equiv. 2,4,5-T Black oak - 6 100 2 5 71
in oil Red Maple 1 14 93 '5 13 :72

Locust 17 7 29 21 3 12
Sassafras 12' 10 45 16 8 33

,..

2 12 Ibs. acid, rlhite Oak 2 2 50 5 1 17
equiv. 2,4,5-T

' ~

Black Oak 6 11 65 8 9 53
in 10 gal. oil Red Maple 1 19 95 6 12 66
plus 90 gal. Locust 4' 6 60 4 7 63
water Sassafras .- 6 100 3 5 62

3 12 Ibs. acid White oak ~ ... - ...
equiv. 2,4,5 ..T Black ,Oak 1 19 95 3 15 83
:Ln 20 gal. oil Red Maple 9 100 3 5 62
plus 80 gal. Locust 2 2 50 4 2 33
water sassafras 3 8 73 22 9 29

4 12 Ibs. acid white Oak 1 11 92 4 7 64
equiv. 2j4,5-T Black Oak 1 5 83 2 5 71
in 30 gal. ,oil Red Maple 1 12 93 3 7 70
plus 70 gal. Locust 1 4 80 4· 2 33
water Sassafras 14 30 66 : 6 28 31

12 Ibs. acid White Oak 13 .61 82 15 54 78
equiv. 2,4,5-T Balck oak 5 14 74 6 11 65
in 40 gal. oil Red Maple 1 15 94 ... 12 100
plus 60 gal. Locust 2 12 81 9 8 47
water Sassafras 1 21 95 11 19 63

6 16 Ibs. acid White Oak 26 70 73 ji . . 52 63
equiv. 2,4,5-T Black Oak 4 7 63 7 4 36
in 20 gal. oil Red Maple 2 13 86 6 6 50
plus 80 gal. Locust 27 19 41 21 18 46
water Sassafras 4 8 66 14 9 39



Table 1 (Continued) ... Effect of various Oil and oil-W'ater Basal Sprays
on Dormant Mixed Brush.

First Year Results Second year Results
Plot on sample plots* on sample plots*
No. Treatment Species Regrowth Kill %Kill Regrowth Kill %Kill

1 8 lba. acid White Oak 28 64 70 .36 52 59
equiv. 2,4,5-T Black Oak 1 13 9.3 8 4 33
in 20 gal. oil Red Maple 1 1.3 9.3 4 6 60
plus 80 gal, Locust 14 10 42 21 9 .30
water Sassafras 6 18 75 17 15 47

8 24 lbs. acid White Oak 18 52 71 21 42 66
equiv. 2,4,5-T Black Oak 1 18 ,95 5 9 65
in 20 gal. oU Red Maple 11 100 3 14 82
plus 80 gal, Locust 15 1 .32 22 5 19
water sassafras 2 29 94 58 24 29

" i .,
iEStemscounted on an area 1/50 acre in size located in each test plot,

Discussion: The effects of the various treatments in the test series
sHowa well established pattern. First year resultsahow a trend of
increasing degree of kill on oak and red maple as the concentration of
oil per hundred gallons of material was varied from 10 to, 40 to 100
gallons. This is shown to a more marked degree in the second year results
on oaks and red "maple. However, both first and second Year results on
sassafras and locust show the best kUls to be on the plot having the
lowest amount of oil per 100 gallons and the poorest kill on the plot using
all oil as the carrier. "

Table II ... Comparison of Twoyear Results Using All Oil as a Carrier
Versus Ten Gallons of Oil Plus Ninety Gallons of water.

Plot
No,
1

Treatment
. 12 .Ibs , acid

equiv. 2,4,5-T
in oil,

"""White Oak
Black Oak
Red Maple
Locust
sassafras

%Kill
]at !ear; Resu] ts

90
.i 100

'93
29
45

4:

%Kill
2nd year ResllJts

81
71
72
12
33



plot
No. Treatment

2 l2.lbs. acid
equiv. 2,,4,,5-T
in 10 gal. oil
plus 90 gal.
water

Species

white Oak
Black Oak
Red Maple
r,ocust
Sassafras

%Kill
2nd Year Results

17
53
66
63
62

Increasing the concentration of 2,,4,5-T to 24 pounds per 100
gallons had the same effect as increasing the concentration of oil. Kill
~ increased on oak and red maple but was decreased on locust and sassa
fras. (see table III.)

Table III - comparison of Second year Results Using Varying Amounts of
2,,4,5-1' in'.20 gallons of oil plus 80 gallons of vlater

Plot No. Treatment species Result %Kill

7 8 Lbs, acid equiv, White oak 59
2,,4,5-T in 20 gal. Black Oak 33

oil plus 80 gal. water Red Maple 60
Locust 30
Sassafras 47

8 24 Ibs. acid equiv. White Oak 66
2,4,5-T in 20 gal. Black Oak 65

oil plus 80 gal. water Red Maple 82
Locust 19'
Sassafras 29

Therefore, we can see that by increasing either the oil to
water ratio or increasing the acid content increases the effectiveness
of the material on oaks and red maple but decreases its effect on locust
and sassafras.

It is interesting to note the number of plants which showed
no resprouting the first year but which put out new growth the second
year following treatment. This should po:Lnt otitto us the advisability
of waiting two o~ perhaps three years followiilg treatment before stating
that a plant 'will not'resprout.



summary:

A basal spray was applied during the dormant season on mixed
brush. Both the concentration of the material and the oil-water ratio
was varied. APproximately the same amount of spray material was applied
in each treatment, ranging trom 80 to 100 gallons per acre. 2,4,5-T was
the material used in each case. The right-ot-way consisted principally
of oak and red maple with sassafras and locust occuring abundantly on
all plots.

Results'-have indicated that on'species such as oak and red
maple which sprout from the root collar, best kills were obtained where
high rates of oil and high concentrations of 2,4,5-T were applied. For
the root suckering species, just the opposite held true, best kills re
sulting from the treatments where lowered concentrations of 2,4,5-T and
lower ratio of oil to water 't'lere used. These facts would tend to point
out to us the possibility of fitting the concentration and treatment to
the areas to be treated. This trend of thought is justified by the fact
that although a good kill of the parent stem of locust and sassafras re
sulted from the high concentration and high oil to water ratio, subsequent
resprouting from lateral rhizomes resulted in an increase in number of
stems over the original count.

1. Research committee of the Na~CC. 1951. Project VI•. control of
Woody Plants. Research Report of the Eighth Annual NCWCC.p, 147-164.

2. NEWCCProceedings. 1952. Control of Scrub Oak (Quercus ilicifolia)
and Assooiated Woody Speoies with Foliage and Basal Sprays. W. C.
Bramble, D. P. 'vorley, and H. H. Chisman. p. 303-310.

3. Progress Report Number 72. May 1952. Penna. State College. Control
of Ba'Ick Looust with Chemical Spray. W. C. Bramble and D. P.
Worley.
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THE BAlli EAGLEST.~TE FORESTRIGIITOFT:JAY,EImrSYLVJUIIA:
PL.:JTTST..'JiE OVEl?FUTUREDRUSHCOlrmOL

Fr ank E. :Sgler l

.imor'Lcen Huseurn of N.::.tural History, i.-!ewYork 24.

The bot~ic.::.l rosearch described herein W2S initicted ll1 1951 under u
coopcr-atd, vo cgrcomcnt, bctxrecn the Pennsyl V"~i.::. Pow<..rend Ligi.lt Compcny, tho
.l.)o11nsylvcrri,c Department of Fori.:sts end 1lo..ters, and thw .<l1ilC,;ri<I'.l1llusoum of
H.::.tur.::.l History. Tili.: studies arc part of .::.200-.::.cro tre~ti.1Cnt which was the
first fullscc..le commercial o.pplicc..tion of the Jl11eric.::.n l ..usoum Syst~m of
RightoftTuy Vecctc..tion Im.::.gemcnt, and 't-rhich has nov completed its third
grojzlng season,

Locataon , Thc..t par-t of the Dcld ~glo st.::.te Forest i11vol ved li0s in
Clinton County (Green Township), Centre County (l;1les T01'1l1ship), and Union
County (IIartley and Levlis Townships) in centrc..l Ponnsyl.vani.a, ?hysio6raphico.11y
the region is part of the Folded Appc..l:-,chic.ns.

Uo.tUl~e of the Jj.J~. The righto.ftlc.y is pc.rt of the Sunbury-LockHc..von
66 KV trc..nsmission line o)erc ted by the Ponnsyl venia POi'ler and Light Co. It
is 100 ft. 'i'lido, end extends 44,900 foot through the Stc..te Forest.

History of tho Line. Brush ha.d origin.::.lly been hand-cut, and in the :e.ll
of 19W.::.ve·r.::.c;ed 6...10 foot in height. Al though it vc.riLd crUctL.ly in quantity
and abundcnco , tho ovor al.L si tuc..tion lTc..sone of ilc..v\,,;r..igo dcnsf tyii.

In Febru~-March·195l, tho vegctc..tion w~s treated for tho elimino.tion of
unwonted 'Hoody plo.nts accordmr; to the Americo.n Huseuril System of Leaving thc.t
pcniussible vegetc.tion which most successful~ resists re-inva.sion in subsequent
yc:;.rs. By D. st:md~rd comr.lOrcial contz-act, with the Rjlf 11::'.intwno.nce Corp.,
undesired spccfcs uure selelbt1vely basal, ..spr-ayed, using knapsack sprc.yors end
c..mixture of 2,h..D and 2,4,5-T in oil. A follow ..up sprc.y (part of the origina.!
contract) NOS c.ppliod-cftcr U,O growing soc..sons, in Octob0r-Doc~mber, 1952.
(Such second sprn"s c..re now boing deferred to a. lc..ter yoc.r.)

It is not the pur-poso of this report to cvc.Iuato the effocts of th:tt
bota.niccl Conversion. Th0 costs llere all n competitive bcsf,s vlith other
ty-)CS of herbicide trec.t:r,lont, and baae.L sprny1n[; is nOVI on cstc.blished
commcr'cd.al, procedure. Tho field c.pplications requiro care ::11(1precision. They
con be interrupted by 'Hcc..th;,.;rirr0gu1c.ri ties, and thore ar-c sometimes un ..
prodi.ctab'lc end local infl;rior rcsul, te , JUmost th0 entire line 'tV'nsinv,-stiga.ted
this sU111mer,and rootleill throughout appear-s to have been obt.aincd on over
95~~ of the pl.:mts trec..ted. Other sections of the Line trcrc expectably rc ...
por-ted to have Lf,vine sprouts, since it 't'1.:'.S too e.::rly for the second spr~y1ng

lChc.irmon, Co~ittec for Ch0miCc..l Drush Jontrol TIeco~al;ndc.tions for
ldghtofu.::.ys, Amc.riron lfu.soum of Natural History.

1
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to have tDkun uffcct. 'i'h\,; cxtcnsaon northH::rd of t.lds tr-aL.sm.1.SSiOlllino
has rcccavcd a first tr"',:l.'trne;nt, and is now o.t th0 ond of its second growing
sccscn, Brush wo.s origincl1y vory dense in some par-ts , yet appnrently
ov....r 90% of th0 'Ul1W.:mted growth in l.l.:myparts ~~s been rootld11L:d by this
single tre~~tm(;nt. Rootsuck0ring species (as opposed to stump-sprouting
spcctcs) continuo to be a prohl.on with ill types 0':: hvrbicidal truntn1l.::nt.

D::ta Obtzdncd , Five v;l,."'PCril:lCnt,clplots have b....en l..;stablishc:d by the
?an~lsylv.:'.l1ic. D0pt. of Forests and ~lc.tcrs. These.xre each 1/15 acre in
cxtcnb, Complete floristic inventories have boon made, and tro ...s have boon
t::11i"d end d:ltc. tabulated. 1''10 such summer studies have been made, in 1951
and 1953. ~Uthouc:h these d:ltc. have infiuencod the; vlI'iting of this report,
they nrc no t here included.

The cu'thoz- h::'.,8spent about, 8 dcys on th0 ar-ea in obsdrvatdon and study.
One;of those days was mainly in the valley of ~Jhi to :Wer CrC(;k, llilos Tmm
ship, the results of which support tho interpret.::-.tions vrl1ich follow.

1. Site Types

Locilly the strea,ms and rd.dgcs c.:~:t0nd appr-oxlra;....tcly ccs t end nest, so
th::-.t the slo~x;s tend to be north ...fncing and south-ractng , thus providing
maximim si tc-c..;iff ...ronccs for the vcget:.::.tion. Tho power lin" cnosscs thu creek
af an el(;vction of 1440fOl.-t, end thu ridges on ccch sid\.; rise to about,
1900 feet, providing D. relief of over- 600 fwet. Elsuuhcm in the St::te
Forust, the. relief is c.s grec.t c.s 1200 feet. Incroc.se in oluvation is here
such as to f::..vcr thu do'"'£)lopmcnt of more :xeric "southern" types of vegetation,
end not c. nore llnorthern ll vogc tataon ,

The Local, conf'crmatdon of the Villey and .i.u<:l.e ..."rovinol.; is such that
. taro. tYl.)'wSo.f to.Jogr.::-.phic cross-ooetions can be idc:tiizcd. ThQ first is c.
smi-tooth tY}J....., composed of deep cove-like vc.lleys and sharp orosts, . .forming
::..sequence of crost~mids10pe-cove sitos. The second includes broad flc.t~

bottomed valleys, .and re1c.ti '\0 1y fl.::.t high-love1 pl::..tvaus.

The pcrcnf l~ntcric.l of the soils w.rics consi~rably in ru1c.tion to
to~)Oer:;0J:w, C'J1dis o.f great, significcmcw for vcgo tctaon , Tho high pl.cbocus
arc thin-soi1od, llith frequent oxposuroa of bedrock. The broad v::..lluys
aro dccp-eof.Lod; and of vnrious textures. Lolier s10:?.....s ere gencrclly stony
or rocky. The:' gr-ade grc.du::.l1y Lnbo 13tccp upper 1310:)(,:13l1hich can be Ii tt1e
r,lOrv then 13tone piles. .

The va rd.ous cOj,lbin::tions of topoCr.:>..).hy,soil, and dirccti<lll .:U.exposure
produce c. dclicc.tely ::..c,justod mos::ic of si:tc-t'l.!pcs, ccch of l'Thich has its
otm vegotc.tiona.l potenticlitios, end trhi.ch must be rcco::;nizlJd in OIly rEl,tionc.l
Vogutc.tion Hr.nc.gcmi.;ntprogrem,

Cert.::-.in oth(;r't'lise ...anomal.oua irrogu1nriti ....s in tho diGt.ribu.tions of
scvere.! spocios ::..ndp1ont-COror.UUlitics c.rc not to b~ QJ~lc.ined in terns of
thu fc.ctors i:,k;ntim od abcvo , .l.t the present, 'c,il;le ... and for rccsons beyond
t.he scope of this pcpoz- for discussion _ the Local, si tuatd.on bocomos com
pr'ohcnafbl,o on th ... J:vpothesis "chat tht.ri.. ncrt. ....xtcnsavc end repeated fir0s
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in Incli.::m c:1.:'.ys(s k'.r "tod by tho Indi.::ms th0t1swl vcs andor' 1J'f light.n.il1g),
1'fhich r.t.....rkcdly .:l.ffuct.ccl th ... original so-ca.l.Lcd virgin co~1ditiQtlD. Tht.:su
light and frequent fir..,s would tend. to be restrict(,;d to th~ fl~t-l~ds,

ci thor on tho pl.ctccus or th(; val.Lcys , In thL; dccp-ecd.Lcd val.Lcys , thc.y
uoul,d tend to f.:.vor gr asal.cnd, nnd c..1l 5i tea might shotr an Incr-ease of such
xeric spccd.cs o.S pitch pine and scrub oak.

2. Forest Types

Thu existing forest tY:JOS Qre ~ reflection of this complLc~tod pc..st
history, in rolc.tion to thl; contempor-ary cnvf.ronmcnto , end as 1710dified by
rQc~nt lumburing oper~tions. In its simpler expressions, c. V~~chpine-~~b?c.k
type occupies the high rocky pf.atccus , and the aharp crcs ts , In tho lc..ttr..;r
ccso it extends ovor th ... soutn-ractng side, bu t not onto the.: nor-th-f'acfng
side. ,,\. chestnut ook tyPO occurs on much of the upper tlvo-thirds of the
soirth-Eacdng slope. .A blo.ckoc.k-uhiiteoct<: typo is on the Lover- third of the
south-f.icfng slope. Thoro is a homl.ock-b ...,H.)ch-yulloubirch-sug.:.rlilc..plu t:tpe
in tho coves, with tulip-trc)(; c..n'cr-';llhododc)n-dron 1.ll1de·iiito"ri-; whTch extends
U:J the nor-th-f'acdng al.opcs of th" sn:vmdgc topogruphy, In th", br-oad vaLl.oys
howcvcr , 0. rod mo.plw sump oCCUpi08 the VlottcSt sites, and tho potenticl
bocch-birch~~ple-hcmlock forest, presumo.bly beco.usc of its firo histor.1, is
mixed ui th c'L.nst 0..11 tree species of tho rogion. Only on tho high(,;st
rockiest, north-fe.cing slopos (uhcro tho cffects of the light firos . uould
have "boon c.t c. minir.n.un) doos the. northern t;~rpc emerge cs c. hcmlock-papor'bi.z'ch
forest •

.~l these forest tYlJOS hc.va th~ir respectivu cor~lo:~s of lli1dorstorios
"Thich mst be soparct.c'ly oonsidored in tho hcndl.Lng of non ..for0st
rightonJc.y vogot~tion.

3. Rightoi\lo.y Vogetc..tion 'lYPcs

Tho nunb..r of vcgot:ltionclly iriJport.:mt herbs and shrubs in tIllS arcc
is about; forty. Of those, only about, ten become importc.nt vlJgotatim aJ.
dominerrta , This paucf ty is fortunate in simplifying tho rough picture of
rightofw:lY vogctc.tion to 0..s tzrto loss conplicc.tcd t!ul.:.1th<:l.t of their
cor'r-ospondfng forest types. Thli follovrinC summar'Lcs only deal, with the more
abundant, pl.cnt, cozm-.IUl1iti",s.

~. Tho Scirpus cyporinus typo is 0. rol:ltivoly pure co~~nulity of 0.

srramp aedge , grouine in patches up to fif'ty .feet across. The site is under
shal.Low vlater at certo.in seasons. There is no evidence of invasion by
tree seedlings.

B. The Panicum clandestinum and P. la tifoliUlll graaal.and occurs on the
10vIer soils, but small patches may be found high up on the rubble slopes.
This rank grassland is knee-dri.gh, is not ~asy to trafk through, and the
accumul.vtdo» of a :.l:'..tof mulch is apparent-Yo. strong deterrent to invasion by
other )lants.

c. The Danthonia spd.cata (poverty grass) tYl)e is a dry tldn open grass ..
Land, the I.lOSt uidespread and abundant of' the grasslands in the region, but
of local occurrence on the richtof1Tay. As vd th all grassla:lds, it needs
deep soil, and does not occur on stony lands or rubble sIopes , It is t;y-pical
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of so -cnlle(~ ;;~lOl"tl...vUt it soils ii.l I:Lc[.J..J..itbyuGl'icJ. }."tt,:.rL'.l ':'-;.1'C"'~~S ) J~'l tl ...e c~~ :';:~ ~

that there is a sui table source of tree-seed, this brassl.:.md is open to
invasion, especially by pines.

:u.A Pteridium la"tiusculum (bracken fern) ty)e i::; co.aion on deep soils,
trhei e it may form an over-story above poverty (,rass, or even over low blue ..
berries and huckleberries. The t7..,Je is widely knoun to foresters as being
detrimental to reforestation, and thus trher'e it occurs, it should be con
sidered relatively stable.

:.::. ;.~ Dennstaedtia punctilobula (hay ..scented fern) type is sporadic in
it~3 occurrence, replacing Danthonia on deep soils, or existing hig:1 up on the
rubble slo)es. At least the denser grorrth on the 101'ler slopes appears to be
a deterrent to the development of new tree seedlin.::,s.

F. The lou-blueberry-huck1eberry type, of VacciniuJil angustifolium, V.
vacillans, and Ga:Jrlussacia baccata mainly, is tile most abundant single type,
one of the easiest to walle through, one of the most valuable for wildlife, one

. of the most, easily destroyed by indiscriminate spraying, and one of the most
resistant to forest re-dnvasdon, It is found on al.most all sites, from the
hiGh rocl~ plateaus and rubble slopes, to the ~eep-soiled 10uer slopes. On
these deepsoiled arena however-, it often appears to have been replaced by
grassland ty~es.

G. Kalmia 1atifo1ia (mountaih laurel) as a t;T)C is sporadically distributed,
very locally forming a 4..6 foot higll communit3', but usually scattered among
the blueberries and huckleberries .~.!hc:e it occurs solidly, it is probably
an all but perfect seal aaainst reforestation.

The territories occupied by all these cOJ:ilmunitic:3appear to be stabilized.
There is no evidence at this time of any marked peripheral adsa nce or re ..
cession in any instance. This phenomenon is of very considerable importance
in a program of Vec;etL:.tion l:anagement, for it means that the mosaic of these
non-forest t~)es can be predicted i~ advance of chemical treatment, even
trhen the land is relatively densely cover-ed td.tn tree sprouts.

II. The Comptonia peregrina (sueetfcrn) t;ype is all but non-existent
in the adjacent forest. It has become abundant itl. certain parts of the
rightoftray, and gives evidence of still increasing in abundance. It is found
in conjunction with blueberries and huckleberries, with poverty grass, and
uith hay-scented fern, althOUGh it is absent frail the steep rubble slo~)es. Its
ultimate destination is still unknoun ,

The Jeep lioad Cross-section. A Jeep road has been bulldozed along
the cntire rightoftlay. ;';;specially on tho steep upper' al.opcs , tIns bulldozing
has Given rise to a series of linear sites that are saolring Lnterestdng and
indicative vegetational relationships. Four "belts tl are readil~1' r ecogni.zed
in terms of the dominant plants upon them. 1. The hay-scented fern belt is
restricted to thci1cut"marGins of tho trail edge, of exposed but in sd tu rock
and soil. 2. The "cut," half of the road bed has no dominant vegetation as
yet, but there are large numbers of black birch seedldngs , 3. The IIfill ll

half of the road bed is covcredlTith Agrostis alba, and occasional tree
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seew_ines. The entire r oad bed is subject to tramplinG, and on steep slopes
it funnels the .iovemont.s of deer upon it. 4. The IIfill il maz-gin of tho trail
edge is distinGUished by sueetfern, '\<Th1chdoes not seem to invade belt 3.

;tole 0; Jeer in ~ru.sh Control. The deer popul.ald on is heavy on the
I'al.d Ear;le 8t~1i'orcst, and n0\'7 has a vi tul and im)ort.:mt role in tho
browsfng of tree sprouts ","hioh troul.d othenTise grow up. There is a fairly
large popul.atdon of "young" oaks 0;,1 some sites, especially 011 the high plat
eaus. These plants, rarely over 12 inches hiGh, have root systems that may
be 20, 40, or n~re years old, and thus are not Ifseedlin[,Sii even though the
above-ground parts are but 1 ...6 years old. '.1.'hcyare plants that have been kept
dorm byilanimal pressure", by mice in their younger s tages , and 'by deer "Then
larger. i.s long as the animal presouro remains fairly s trong , these plants
uill f;i ve no t,:couble. If for some reason in the future the animal populatim s
decline, these pl.ant.s may naturc , The mistake must not be made to assume that
such brush is then "Lnvadfng II the site. Such brush was p':1rt of the initial
floristic compcsf tion, and had invaded tho land at a time antecedent to the
present chemical treatment.

now OE PLAlITSIi: mUSHcanTHaL. The most inrlJortant phase of this entire
study'l7:lS in field obeervatd.oae and data upon tho stubility of tho various
non-forest types. Dy stability is meant the rcsistw1ce of the comminaty to
Lrvasf.on by trees, as by germination of tree seeds and do'\[)lopment of the
scedl.Ings , In tho areas Lnvos td.gatod , all conram.i tics except. tho grassl<::.nds
appear to bo lIclosedll to tree mvasaon except for such sporadic individuals
as arc not of econorrlc importance. Dirch sccdl.tngs were abundant on
bare soil, but such bare soil occurred only on the jeep trail, and since the
trail concentrated lTildlife trampling and browsing (an important factor in
trail-maintenance on richtof'vrays), it is no t thOUg:lt that they vrill cause
futur:o trouble. The t1'lO grassland types however-, .~grostis alba (redtop) and
Danthonia spi.cat.a (povorty grass), although more stable than bare soil, are
shovring themselves incapable of resisting an Lnvcad.on by t,racs. These two
t~~es (cor.mmnly produced by indiscriminate spraying in un~lm1l1ed brush
control) are prosent on tho Bald .sagle line only Ln small quantities, whore
ocher ;:)lants arc coincidentally absent. ".side fro;.1 th,,)se grasslands hoscvcr-,
the post-selective-spraYinG vegotation of the Bald ~~ble rightof'vIay - itself
largely spray-sensitive - givos overy evidence of bo Lng .iclosed" to invasion
by additional tri..-O scedl.Ings , In other ",;cru.s, the p.Lantis that have been
saved by selective spraying are nov thoso wh:;_charc acting as the most
important sinlSlo factor in future brush control.
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PROORESSREPORTON THEEFFECTOF CERTAINCOMMONBRUSHCONTROLTECHNIQUESAND

AlATERIALSONGAMEFOODANDCOVERONA POWERLINE RIGHT-oF-wAY*

By
VI. C. Bramble and W. R. Bymes

The Pennsy~vania State University

In the spring of 1953, a large-ecale test of commonly-used spray
techniques and chemicals 1mS set up on a three"'illile section of a new power
line right-of-way of the Pennsylvania Electric Company. This section of
line lies on state Game Lands between Philipsburg and Port Matilda in Centre
County, Penneyl vania, and is located on the eastern edge of the Allegheny
escarpment at an elevation of 2,000 to 2,100 feet. The forest cover is .
dominated by mixed oaks, commonly referred to as the oak-hickory forest type
in Pennsylvania, which had been cleared in the winter of 1951-52 so that one
growing season had elapsed between cutting and initiation of the test.

The major objective of this five""i"ear study is to compare the
effects of several commoncommercial spray techniques andma.terials on game
food and cover produced on the right-of-way. A distinctive feature of this
particular study is the use of large replicated treatment areas for the
comparison of spray techniques which have been applied under commercial
conditions. A second objective of this study is to follow the ecological
changes in the plant community present on the right-of-:way as a result of
spraying, with a view towards comparing the types of stable oovers developed.
Other valuable information such as a comparison of effectiveness of sprays
on various species of plants 1 the aesthetic desirability of the cover types
developed, and the cost of maintaining the right-of-:way in an aoceptable
vegetative cover by the various techniques and chemicals, will be obtadned,

While the results of these tests will apply specifically to the
extensive upland oak-hickory forests of central Pennsylvania, there are
many similar forest types in the oak-chestnut regions of the eastem United
States to which the results will apply in a general way& Moreover, as most
of the commonspecies present on the test area are found throughout the
eastern oak forest, application of species reactions to the sprays may be
made to a much wider range than the forest type involved.

'*This project is sponsored by the Asplundh Tree Expert Company" the American
Chemical Paint Company, and the DuPont Chemical Company and has been carried
out with the approval of the Pennsylvania Electric Company on a section of
their right-of..oway. Cooperating in research on the project are the
Pennsylvania Game Commission and the Pennsylvania Cooperative Wildlife
Research Unit.
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'IREATMENTSANDDESIGNOF THETEST

,Th~ six treatments used in the study may be desoribed as follows:

A - No sprq. To be oompared as a oontrol to sprayed areas and not
to be treated in any way until in need of cutting to maintain the right-of
way. Original clearanoe of the right-of.....-ay was completed in the winter of
1951-52.

B - Broadcast foliage spray (D +T) in water carrier. In this
treatment Weedone Industrial Brush Killer, four pounds per gallon of the
butoxy ethanol esters of 2,4D and 2,4,5T, half and hall:l was mixed at the
rate of one gallon per 100 gallons of water. The spray was applied at 300
pounds pressure using a number eight nOJzle tip. This tip size and the high
spraying pressure are neoessary to secure thorough coverage of all stems and
foliage, especially the dense brush clumps. Spray was also broadcast on all
existing ground cover.

C - Summerbasal spray (D +T), oil and water carrier. For this
trea tment formula. L-182A of the American Chemical Paint Companywas used
containing two pounds per gallon of the emulsifiable aoid of 2,4D and 2,4,5T J

half and half. Three gallons of L-128A, 10 gallons of number two household
fuel oil and 87 gallons of water were mixed to obtain 100 gallons of spray
material. This spray was also applied at 300 pounds pressure using a number
eight nozzle tip for good penetration. The spray was applied at the stumps,
bases J and lower two-thirds of stems and foliage of woody brush. Complete
encirolement of each stem and rundown to the root crown was secured. Only
woody brush was sprayed.

D - General summer basal spray (D +T) J in an oil carrier. For
this treatment 6 gallons of L-182A was mixed wi.th number tvo household fuel
oil at the rate of six gallons to 94 gallons of oil to obtain a hundred
gallons of spray material. The application was a combination.stump and basal
treatment. Number five nozzle tips were used and the spray was applied with
approximately 50 pounds of pressure to the basal twelve inches of each stem
and to the exposed bark area of each stump. Sufficient material was applied
to completely encircle the base of each stem am to run down to the root
crown. All the brush species which attain a mature height of over six feet
were sprayed. The low shrub and herbaceous ground cover was not sprayed.

E - Selective winter basal spray (T) in oil carrier. This treat
ment is to follow the reoommendations of Dr. Frank E. Egler as a selective
type of spray designed to remove only trees and shrubs that threaten to
interfere wi til line mintenanoe a.nd to "breate a stable oover of which shrubs
will form a prominent Part. The sPray will be applied in February to March
of 1954. Further details on this technique will be given in a later report
after application has been made.

F - Broadcast foliage spray (Ammate) in a water carrier. For this
til"eatment SO per cent of ammoniumsulphamate was mixed with water at the rate
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of three-quarters pounds per gallon. DuPont sticker spreader was added to
this mixture, 4 oz. per 100 gallon. The AmInate spray was applied with 300
pounds pressure using number eight nozzle tips to insure thorough coverage
of all stems and foli;J.ge of the existing brush.

The treatments described above were applied commercially between
June 9 and July 1" 1953, by the Asp1undh Tree Expert Company, with the exception
of Treatment E which as noted will be applied later by the Rta Maintenance
Corporation.

Although cost comparisons of spray techniques using ma.terials and
labor, only, do not give the entire picture of the cost of a spray operation, .
they are given here far comparative purposes so that some relative evaluation
of the treatments may be nade (Table 1).

TABLE1. Summary of treatments applied June 9 to Ju.J¥1, 1953
on the Penelec R/W,

Total Average Average Average spray
Number acreage gallons man hours truck hours

Treatment replications treated per acre per acre per aore

A ....No spray 4 8.6

B ....Broadcast 4 8.43 460 7~23 2.41
foliage spray
(D +T), water

C ....Summerbasal 4 10.08 345 7.11 2.37
spray (D +T),
oil and water

D ....General sunnner 4 9.82 140 llG6l 3.87
basal spray
(D +T), oil

E ....Selective winter 4 10..50
basal spray
(T)" oil

F ....Broadcast 4 12.65 415 7.05 2.35
foliage spray,
Ammate

The general design of the tests was kept as simple as possible.
Each treatment was repeated in each of four randomized blocks" thus giving
four replications per treatment. The blocks were selected so as to include
a uniform plant community within each block, while blocks were allowed to
vary somewhat from each other in plant comrmmity composition. The treatment
areas varied from 1.9 acres to 309 acres in area, covering from 460 to 940
feet of a 180 foot-wide right-of-way.
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Within each treatment area, two types of sample plots were taken
for detailed analysis of the vegetation. One type of sample plot consisted of
one randomly-located plot per treatment area, each plot being 33 feet wide
by 165 feet long exteIlding perpendicular to the right-of-way and subdivided
into five, 33 foot by 33 foot subplots. The entire plot is a transverse belt
transect while the subplots were taken in case it becomes desirable later to
analyze edges am centers separately. Data were taken on the belt transect
using the combined estimate of Braun-Blanquet (1) for conmunity analysis.
In addition, counts were made of all stumps and stump sprouts on the plots
for purpose of determining the effect of sprays on tree and shrub species.

An additional set of 33 foot by 165 foot belt transects were placed
in the forest adjacent to the right-of.....way at several points to get information
on the species composition of the various layers of the uncut forest in the
area.

The second type of plot in each treatment area were five, lOo-foot
line transects mechanically spaced to divide the treatment area in equal
parts, each extending from the edge of the right-of-way past the center.
The method of Canfield (2) was followed in taking data on the cover value
of species by layers on these line transects and consisted essentially of
measuring the ground space occupied by each plant on the line.

ANALYSIS OF THEPLANT COMMUNITYON TREATMENTAREASBEFORESPRAYING

The plant community present on the area studied was a typical
sample of upland oak-hickory forest commonto a large section of the oak
chestnut forest region. It has been separated for analysis into three layers"
a tree layer (above s), a shrub layer (2 t - 8 t ) , and a ground layer
(below 2 t ) .

In the forest before the right-of-way was cleared, the tree layer
was dominated by white oak, red oak, black oak" and chestnut oak. ~d maple
and sassafras were abundant. Hickory" black gum, black cherry, Juneberry,
flowering dogwood, aspen, and scarlet oak were constantly present but sparse.

The shrub layer was dominated by witch hazel and sassafras. Bear
oak, mountain laurel, ma.ple leaf viburnum, and chestnut sprouts were
characteristically present, along with saplings of the species in the tree
layer.

The sparse ground layer was composed of numerous tree seedlings,
shrubs, herbs, sedges and grasses. The commonshrubs were blueberries,
huckleberry, deerberry, and wintergreen. Blackberry, dewberry, azalea were
also constantly present along with seedlings of species canmon in the shrub
and tree layers. Commonherbaceous and grasslike plants present were
bracken fern, vernal sedge, wild sarsaparilla, loosestrife, and panic
grasses. ..
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The right-of-way, in the second growing season after its original
cutting, possessed the same species as the former forest, with a few new
additions representing plants that invade forest openings and clearings such
as sweetfern and fireweed. The commonplants, which dominated the shrub
and ground layers on the right-of-way at the time of spraying, formed a plant
community that was highly constant in species composition on all treatment
areas.

The shrub layer on the right-of-way was dominated by the clumps of
tree sprouts that arose following cutting. Five oaks (white, red, black,
chestnut and bear oaks) were present on all treatment areas. Also present
wer-e red maple, sassafras , witch hazel and chestnut. Certain other species
such as Juneberry, aspen, wild cherry,blackberry, hickory, flowering
dogwood, scrub chestnut oak, black gum, scarlet oak, mountain laurel, choke
berry while not present on all plots were found in at least one replication
of each treatment.

The ground layer on the right-of-way was dominated by vernal' sedge
and bracken fern along wi.th the low shrubs; blueberries, huckleberries,
deerberry and wintergreen. This dense layer covered 80 to 100 per cent of
the ground area. Panic grasses, loosestrife and wild sarsaparilla were
abundant but .of small cover value on all trea tment areas. Tree seedlings
of red maple, sassafras and witch hazel were common, while the various oaks
vrere sparse but constantly present in ground layers on all treatment areas.

EARLYEFFECTSOF SPRAYSONTHEPLANTCOVER

All sprays caused an 80 to 100 per cent foliage kill of all species
combined (Table 2). In fact, only three out of seventeen commonspecies had
less than 90 per cent kill; the most resistant being mountain laurel with an
80 to 90 per cent kill.

stemTreatment

Per

TABLE2. Summary of the early effect of sprays on commontrees and
arborescent shrubs; spray applied in June, 1953, and data
taken in September, 1953.

A - No spray
B - Foliage (D +T)

water 98
C - Summer basal

(D +T)oi1 and
water 98

D - General summer basal
(D +T) oil 97

E - Selective Basal
(T) oil

F - Foliage (Ammate)
water 98

80-100

80-100

80-100

80-100

36

14

3

24

8

13

1

11

19

5

12

45

54

91

33
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Although there was little difference between sprays in r-especf to
their effect on the foliage of sprout clumps, when stem kill was considered
a marked difference between sprays showed up. Observations on stem kill
were obtained by exa.m:1Jlingthe stem of each species and taking brown
discoloration of the inner bark as II kill II • In Table 2, 1/4 stem kill
indicates that 1/4 of the total stem at the top was killed, 4/4 means the
entire stem was dead. It my be noted that Treatment D, summer basal with
oil as a carrier, caused the most complete stem kill of all species combined.
However, it is expected that there r.ray be some further stem kill over the
next year as a delayed effect of the sprays.

SUYMARY

A replicated series of treatments have been set up on a three-mile
section of a power line righ t-of-wa.y designed to compare the effects of the
spray application on game food and cover of an upland oak-hickory forest . .
cover type. These treatment. include a summer foliage spray with 2,4D +2,4,5T,
a foliage spray with Ammate, a summer basal spray with D +T in oil and in
oi1-water carriers, and a selective winter basal spray. A uniform plant
community has been described covering the right-of-way at the time of spraying.
All sprays caused a foliage kill of .rrom80 to 100 per cent, but stem kill
varied. The highest per cent of stem kill was obtained from the general
summer basal spray of D +T in an oil carrier.
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i"ranlc E. Eglerl

American liuseum of i~atural History, 1;e';1York 24.

The Problem. Determination of the most suitable vegccatd.on cover for
rishtoI"Ways in eastern forested regions is an item of considerable Lmpor-tance
to the land owner and the land manager. Although secondary values, such as
those of vrilcUife, ornamental plants, and fire hazal"'ds, are often significant,

consideration in this paper nill be restricted to the primary needs of the
utility corporation .. those of physical suitability, and actual costs,

As ~1 all operational procedures, materials and methods determine the
choice of results. ;li bh the chemicals nov available, and vIith the opposing
techniques of (a) b'Lanke't spraying, \-[hether or not followed by selective
spr-aytng , and ('0) selective sprayang alone, tlvo contrasting vegetation types
are obtainable by standard commercial procedures: the so-called ilgrassland ll ,

and the so-called "shr-ubl.and", Eatural and semlnatur-al, veget.atd.on varies tre
mendously from region to region and from site to site, and consequently gen
eralizations tmst be accepted with their limitations. The grassland (of
grasses or grass-like plants) is generally a sod one to two feet high, but
it m~ vary from dense masses seven feet high and more, to low swards less
than tl10 inches in height. In some instances, as on certain steep and acid
slopes, no grasses at all vTill grow, and the land vrou'Ldbe bared by the
treatment elsewhere producing grassland. The shrubland is con~osed not
only of shrubs of varying height down to two feet and less, but with varying
admi.xbures of broad-leaved herbs, and patches of grasses vlherever other
pl.arrte do not occur. Obviously, many shrubs nre too tall and rank to be
permitted in the centr91 part of the rightofw~, and consequently the de
signing of such a shrubkand includes their removal "here necessary, and the
cre3tion of a practicable foot- or truck-trail.

l~e majority of recomruendations from manufacturers and contractors have
favored the side-to-side grassland. This is understandable because of its
photOGenic advantages, and for the operational facility of using relatively
unskilled labor already available. To my knowledge, these recommendations
have not been based on the advice of botanists, the botanical literature
has not been consulted, their botanical observations have been restricted to
the few years of such commercial treatment, and no botanical analysf.s has ever
been made and published of such an herbicide-induced grassland,

In vien of the f~ct that the problem is a botanical one, this paper has
been prepared as a summary of certain botanical data. 'fhese data have not
been accumulated to supJ?ort one side of a 3u,tJposed controversy. They have
been gathered to boar ili1.;?artially upon the orobl.em of hhethcr grasslands or
shruhl.ands (VIi thin the physical needs of th~ rightof'llays) most successfully

lChairman, Committee for Chemical Brush Control .i.tecommendations for
lti.ghtof'tJays, .LiDlcrican li'useulil of l\latural History.
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retard reinvasion by tree seedli,.gs, and thus are cheapes t to maintain.

Sources of Data. It is im..?ossible to acknowledge all the sources of
information uhicl~ide me in certain generalizations. Those generalizations
are related to the backgrounds developed in preparing for a textbook in
vegetation science, and for a map of Horth .ill1erican ve(;et,ation tY"J?es. In
addition there have been the activities of the Vecetation Bibliography of
the ~:unericas, §S well as field experience in the other continents and in all
48 states. M:>respecifically, there has been contdnuing field experience at
an area in northwestern Connecticut since 1927. illl botanical details men
tioned below however stem from studies at 22 research areas in 11 states,
extending from Vermont to Florida, all including chemically-induced vegetation
types. These studies are being run With the cooperation of other organizations,
including: a utility corporation, a spraying contractor, a radio station
(oldest public demonstration pro ject), a sand and gravel company( a state
forest, a boy scout camp (with a low shrubland stable since 1936), a nature
education center, an experimental vlatershed, and federal experimental forests.

. Data. The following tree species have been investigated sufficiently
to periiiI't an estimate of their vegetational status: Pinus strobus (white pine),
£linus palustris (long,leaf pine), Pinus caribaea (slash pine), Pinus taeda
(loblolly pine), Pinus rigida ()i tch pino), Pinus echinata (sL-lortleaf pine),
iinus virginian a (scrub pine), .i:.arix 1ari cine; (talnarack), Picoa mar-Lana (black
StJruce),ncea rubens (red spruce), Tsuga canadensis (honllock), .abios bal.samea
(oalsam fir), Taxodium distichum (bald cvpross}, Taxodium ascendens (pond
cypress), Th~a occidentalis (vlhi te-cedar), Juniperus virginian a (rod ...cedar),
Populus tremuloides (quaking aspen), Populus grandidentata (bigtooth aspen),
Populus tacamahacca (balsam poplar), Populus deltoides (eastern cottonwood),
Salix nigra (black willow), Juglans cinerea (butternut), Juglans nigra (black
walnut), Carya cordiformis (bitternut), Carya ovata (shagbark hickory), Carya
glabra (pignut hickory), Carpinus caroliniana (blue-beech), Ostrya virginiana
(hop hornbeam}, Betula lenta (black birch), Botula lutea (yellovT birch),
Betula nigra (river birch), Betula populifolia (gray birch), Betula papyrifora
(paper- birch), :J'agus grandifolia (beech}, Quercus borc1llis (northern rod oak),
QuOl'CUScoccinea (scarlet oak), ~uercus velutina (black oak), Quercus cates ..
baed, (turkey oak}, Quercus f'al.caba (southern red oak), Quercus marilandica
blackjack oak), Quercus nigra (uatur oak), Quercus phcllos (willow oak),
Quercus cinerea (bluejack oak), c";uercus virginiana (live oak), Quercus s.tollata
post oak), .uor-cus alba (vlhito oak), l,;llorcus montana (chestnut oak), Db1US
americana (American elm), lJlmus D.lata (vlinged elm), Ulms fulva (slippery
elm), Celtis occidentalis (hackberry), }.orus rubr a (red nnlberry), liagnolia
acuminata (cucumber' ...tree), lia[;I101ia virginian a (S'tlcet bay), l-ilgnolia tripctala
(umbrella trow» Liriotlendron tulipifora (tulip-tree), Por'soa palustris (avlamp
bay), Sassafras officinale (sassafras), Liquidambar styraciflua (red gum), 
Platanus occidentalis (sycrimore), H..;.lus pumila (apple), Jimolnnchier spp. (tree
service-berries), c,'Z'atacgus SPi). (hulTthorns), 2runus }?cnsylvanica (pin cherry),
~~us serotina (black cherry), &loaitsia triacanthos (honey locust), .d.obinia
peoudoacacf,a (black locust), Lilanthus altissima (af.Lanthus}, Acer saccharum
(sugar mapl,o}, Accr sacchardnum (silver maple), Acar rubrum (red maple), Acar
nogundo (box-elder), Tilia glabrD. (basswood}, NyssD. sylvatica (black gum),
jJyssa aquatd.ca (tupelo gum), CDo/dendrumcrbcroum (sourwood), Diospyros virgin
ianci (persimmon), Fraxinus amcrd.cana (vlhi te ash), Fraxinus pennsyl vanaca
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(rod and green ashes), .;.;'r~\:dnus 11:1.[;1"11(black .::.s11).

Tho £01lo-.;in[; OO':111onchrub species have been sir.Jilarly illVQstigatc;d:
Juni)Ul'Us communi.s (Low jUi1i.,Qr), Serenoa rcpcns (saw palmetto), Smilax
rotundifolia (greenbrier), S.1ulax. Glauca (groonbz-roi-}, Salix cordata (willoll),
Salix discolor (pussy vrillovl), Salix hur.dlis (prairie uillow), Salix bcbtd.ana
(Bcbb1s vrillow), Salix sericea (sillr,y wi+low), Coft~tonia peregrina (mvoetfern),
l.wrica oerifera (unxmyrtle), Co17lus amcr'Lcanu (amcracan haze.L}, Corylus
cormrta (bockod hazel), ALl1US rugosa (northern alder), .Alnus serrulntn
(southern cl.der), Castanea pumi.La (chinquapin), Quercus ilici1'olin (scrub
oak}, lJllOrcus prinoicles (chinquapin-oak), Berberis cancdenaf.s (.JUCricnn
bcrbcr'ry ) , j}wrbt;ris vul.gcr'Ls (common barber-ry}, ..a.sir.dno:::.trilo ba (pa.vlpUVl),
Lindcra bonzoin(spice bush), HYdrangoa arboroscons (Vlild hydrW!gea), Hamam
elis virginil,;l;l1a (Hitch-hazel), SlJir.::tca lntifolia (moadowswcot.}, Spiraea
tomcrrtosa (stoeple bush), 1J>onia c.rbutifolia (rod chokeber-ry}, •...ronin mcl.ano...
carpa (blo.ck chokeberry}, Amelanchier spp , (low shadbushcs }, Rubus alleghon
ionsis (1Jl,<-ckbcrrJ) Rubus occidentnlis (bl:lck r.:'.spborry), .d.ubus Ldaous
(r.:;.spberry), ii-ubus 6dorCl.tus (flol1ering raspberry), Hoso. SP1J. (i'lild roses},
Prunus o.lloghoniunsis (Allegheny plum), Prunus amcr-Lcana (vlild pl.um}, I'runus
virgini:ma (choke cherry), Cro.taegus spp. (hc.l\Tthorns), Corcis canadcnsd,s
(rodbud), Mus copal.Hna (uinged sumach}, Hhus typhina (s tcghorn sumach), Mus
glabrCl. (smooth sumach), Ucx opaea (A...merLeana holly), Uex vlJrticillata (uinter
berry), Tl.ox glabra (gallberry), Buonynms o...'1leric.:ma(uehoo}, Cc..lastrus scandons
(bi tterm'1Cot), Staphylea trifolio. (bladdornut), Ccanot.hus amord oanus (Hel1
Jcr soy tea), Vitis spp, (grapes), Po.rthcnocissus quinquefolia (Virginia
creeper), I~Jericum spp. (shl'UbQy hypcricums), Cornus florida. (flowering
dO~jood), Comus stolonifera (red osior), Cornus rugosa (round-lc;c.ved dog
't-lood)" Cornus amomum (sillr,y dogwood}, Cornus r-acemose (pcru cl.ed dogwood},
Comus :llternifolia (altornatG-lc;~ved dOGwood), Clethro. alnifolia (pepporbush),
Clethra tomontosa (vlhito-alder), Rhododondr'cn maximum (rhododendron), Modo ..
dendron nucliflorum (pink azalea), Rhododendron roseum (pink azclea), Rhodo-,
dendron viscosum (l-Ihite S'Vw..mp a~aloa), Kalmia. la.tifolia (mountain laurel),
ICclmia .:mgustifolia (sheep Laurxil.}, liyonia ligustrina (mal.o-bcr'ry}, G4JYlussacia
baccatCl. (huckleberry), Gnylussacin frondosa (dangleberry), v~ccinium st~cum

(docrbcr-ry}, Vacc:i..niwll vacd.Llzms (lovl blu\.lberr.r), VCl.cciniwn .:mgustifolium
(low blueberry), Vaccinium corymbosum .(tall blueberry), Symplocos tlllctoria
(sweotlwo.f), Gclsemiu:rn sempervirens (yellow jcss~rlne), Callicarpa nmoricana
(Frcnch-:rnulburry), Co...~sis radic~~s (trumpet-creeper), Bignonia capruolata
(cross-vine) "Cophal.:mthus occidentclis (but tonbush}, Sambucus cangdcnsf.s
(elder), Sambucus pubons (elder), Viburnum alnifoliu:rn (hobblebush), Viburnum
cassinoides (vIild-raisin), Viburnum Lorrtago (nannybor-ry}, Viburnum rafines
qui.anum (downy arroswcod}, Viburnum nudum ()ossu:rn-hau), Viburnum dorrtatum
(arrOl-Mood), lonicora jc..ponicn (Jap.:mese honeysuckle), S".;rrnphoricnrpus orbic
u.Latus (coralberry)" Diervilla lonicera (bush honeysuckle).

l(Lthough the number of Grasses identified is l~go, the number of grass
land commmf.td.cs has so far proven unexpectedly fut:. In the .Ior thcas t and
Cl-l1tro.1 East \ the species vrhich most frequently domiricto (oxccptdrig those of
swronpy areas) arc: Agrostis albo. (redtop), Festuca rubrr> (red foscue),
.intncxcn thum odor-atum (June grass) Andropogon scopcrtlus .(bunch gr-ass},
.il.l1dropogon virginicus (broom Sadgo), Pand.cum cl.endcatdnum cnd P. latifolium
(panics), Larrthonaa spt caba (pover-ty grass), and Carox lx,nsyl vcnf.ca (0.
sedge) •
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In the f~U' Sout-ih, tho folIo-rinG gun IJ rc. , r cprcscrrtec b)~ sovor-al species

each, are most ebundant r .li.ristidD. spp , (wiro Gro.ss), Sporobolus spp, (¥lire
gruss ), sndropogon spp , {brool.1 s QdE;eS), Pasp~um spp., panicum spp , (panics),
Sorghnstrum spp.

Of th,- vory Lar-go nuabcr of forbs (i.o., herbs not c;rn.sses) encountered
in those arcc.s, only the folloVling goldenrods hc..ve been obsorvod to form
dense relatively pur ... stands: Solidago q,ltissima., S. a.spura, S. canadonsfs ,
3. gra.minifoli:l, S. juneea, and d. rugosa. Tho following forns do like
vlise: Onoelen sensibilis (sensitive fOl"ll), Dcnnstaedtd.a punctd.Lobul.a (hay ..
scented fern), PtozLddum aquilinum (bracken}, and Aspidium novoboro.consc
(trOll York fern).

The; relativo st::bility of shrubl.ends , 'fo datc , no shrub type has been
observed to act as 0. nurse crop lor an invo.ding forest generation in tho
ccs tern s tc.tes (thou£,h they are knoun elscwh(.;r0) • Although mixtures of trees
and shrubs are constantly found, it would appear that most such trees originc.ted
codricadcrrt 11ith, or previous to, the shrubs. Tins situation has long been
recoenizcd by foresters, who consider ovcn a low ..shrub stage a deterrent to
roforestc.tion in the coas t.al, pl.cdn , In the southern AppalD.chichs, tho Rhodo
dendron thiekets arc a mD.jor silvicultural problem; lihilc on certnin summits,
the i1slicll:'sll of lc.urels and rhododendrons have survived since Indian days , One
might add that the Bust .Anglian hcaths , uhere the for;..;sts Here destroyed in
llomc.n times, ere still hca ths ,

Tho rob.tiva stQ.bility of gr.:'.Sslands. Of ill t~l"" shrubs listed above,
and seed of w'1licn is constc.nuy being shOllOred on grasal.ands , the only shrub
species uhieh has been observed to be capabl,c of maaa invnsion of o.ny gr.:.':.ssland
is Comptonic. peregr-Ina, the SllOotfern, and its invc..sion is possibly by under
ground parts. Ccrto.in other spocacs can invnde moxgino.lly by such underground
parts, but there ~e nlr.Xlst no dat.a 011 tho rupidi ty of such invasions, and
the present indicc.tioLl is th.::.t it is not rapid.

In the consid~re.tion of trees the.t cnn invc.do brc.ssl~~d, we have n
1il::l.rl~edly different picture. In the first place, mnny of tho hardwoods (as
ocks QUdhickories) commonly thought to be ilinVc.ding ll gruss Land and pinol:'Jld
are found to be not seedlings, but smal.L sprouts frOl;l old root systems. Tho
root systems date from long-p::l.st disturbo.nces, and in SOr.1O instcnces are be
lieved to be even pre ..ngricultural in origin.

Most of th(.; tree species listed nbove have not been observed cs seedlings
in gr-asa , ..von bhough thoy ro::.ybe abundcrrt in tho adjcccrrt Lcndseapo , The
follouing, and only tho follovTing, trL;us CQUdnvcdo grc.sslo.nd: Pinus strobus
(whi te pine), Pinus palustris (longloc.f pine), Pinus c:'..rib~§. (slc.sh pine),
Pinus taedn. (loblolly pine), Pinus rigidn ()itch Pinu), ?inus ochino.ta
(shortled pine), :'inus virginian a. (scrub pdno}, Bc'tul.a populifolin (gr<:,¥
birch), Ulmus o.rncric::l..tla (.Ar.tarico.n elm), Ulmus fulvc. (slippery l'.Jlm), Lirio
dendron tulipiferc. (tulip-tree), Acor succharum (sugar' mapl.o}, Acer rubrum
(rod maple), Frc.x:inus americana (white ash}, Of th",:J"" fourteen trees,
tho pinos are by fa.r the most :.:.ctive. In~sion by elms, map'Lcs, ashca,
birches, and tulip-troe is more sporadic, though it roy bl..:.lam lly abundanti,
To some extent, tIns inv,:,sion depends on tho apparent; density of the grassy
voget.::.tion. Such density is directly corrol,:>.ted ld tIl t:ll.,; fneili ty with which
one can vT.::.1kthrouGh it. The more dusirablu for ll.::'lking, the morc i10penll
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for tr0" sccdl.Lngs , All such trol..: Lnvasd.on is dependent. 0:'1 tho presence
of nearby parent, seed tr00s, and it is only rela.tho ly r.:-.rcly th::::.t no L"1civid ..
ual.s of such species crx, in tho vicinity. TIns si tU~'.tion has long been
recognized CJl10ngbotanists. Evon in cor:unercicl brush control, the Lnvasf.on
is well ost::::.blishod. In Jirginia, for exnm:ple, a rightoftmy program includes
a resprc..ying once evury fi vc yca.rs for dnvasf.ordnto a chcmi cal.Iy ..induced
broom ..s"dge cover of scrub pine (unfortunc..toly rcsist.::J.nt itself to these
spr::::.ys).

CONCLUSIOnS. It is impossible to comp.::J.reon a stntistic::::.l basis the
rwl::::.tivc st,~.bilitios of bl.anko t-sspr'cyod grc..ssl~d end sQlectively sprc:yed
shrubl.ond, sinco many such shrubkanda (comparub'lo to c'hr.t can bl,.;produced
by chcnrl cal,s ) have lc.stod 15, SO, 250, 2000 years, end nrc still continuing.
Cortainly thl..:re arc othor shrubl.anda vThich ore not thot st::.ble, and cor-t aln
tropical ones arc idc::::.l nurse crops for roforcsta.tion. To the contr~J,

many grc.sslands on the uplands of tho l!:ast Qvcryvlh""re shotr ovi.dcncc of being
sh0a!:-:.ei ved. .tI.S with :my VQLck.tional phenomena, one m nnot make exact,
pre c ~ons, for rci'orl..:stc..tion is dependent on many vc.riables induding seed

production and rnigrc.tion, gcrnrinatd.on and soedlinc success.

Sinco commorci.J.1 procedure-s for prcducdng gr-ass.Iand and shrub'Land arc
on a cost-competitive basis, thl..: field evidence points conclusively towc.rds
the dcsirw.bility of the Low shrublc.nd type of veG"tc.tion. l'urthermorv, since
trees rc.th0r thc.n shrubs roturn into the grasslc.nd, unjustified rocommendc.tions
to pr-oduce thc.t gr-asal.cnd my result in tho relc.ti vely pcrmcncrrt destruction
of <l:vc.lu::::.blc asset, for the Land ot-mer, and in an unbrcakcbf,c cycle of
undosir::::.ble circumstances th::::.t otherwise would not havc occurred.
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!,.XPFi::IEUdS 'ITH D/'.!JAPON I)J COl\i'l'H01,LIi(G [T~PH;"'L G~i,~;S P:-\OBL~Iv.~

OF ?f.ILEOi'.DE

133
t. L. Coultcr}

Vegcta tion cor t ro ; ir. :railroad be llast and berm ar-eas 1s one of
uhe maJor pr ob'l c..ms confronting maintenance engineers. Thel':1E men
arc continuoucll~ cornbattir.g roadbed vegetation in an attempt to
improve the drainage of ballaBt, reouce safety hazar6s, facilitate
maintenancE and ca~ inBpect10n as well as improve cmnloyet rela
tions by giving trein crewe a dr) place to walk and one relatively
free of 2rakes, sandbuPB and greasy weeds. A buccessful ~eed con
trol nrOKram also is valuable in rega:rd to Dub:lc relat10cs
throu~~ Improvement of appearance a;d contr~l of noxious weeds.
"'hi Le 'nany INeed control pr-ogr-ams have been ccv« loped for control
of dpec1fic problem~ ir. a~rlc~ltural area~ thesc technicucs have
not been comoLet.e t y auc ces af'u I in cont r-o Lt f ng the age;re~:H~i'Je mecs
of heterogeneou6 veBctation that invades the ral1roa~ roadbed. In
recent yeari 2,4-D has given the maintenance en6incer a valunb1c
tool for economically killing broad leaved ~eed9 which invade the
roadbed ar.d TeA has bee~ moderately Buccebcful in controlling
gra5ses. The recent development or DhlAPON2a~ a chemical control
agent for grasses has prov1ded the railroad industry ~ith e poten
tiall~ nc~ ~ool for attacking this problem of roa6bcc maintenance.
rerly test.::;,:) tt~lth thl~ compound In small-scale field plots indi
cated It~ promise and 1n order to properly eval~atc its u~efulne~s

1n the railroad f1clcj, limited tests were conducted on railroad
roadbeds in 1952. l'he ::.:c t-:crc followed by more exuerre fve appllce
t10ns in a number of areas dur1np;; 1953.

Test f4u1pmcnt and ~cthodH

1953 te~ts have been conducted 1n eastern and southern states ir-
eluding ~cw York, Virginia, Michigan, ~1nnesota, Florida, Georgia
and Louisiana. A special test sprayer t"R S cesl?;l:eo and b'.1il t for
thid tc~,t ',!ork. The cpray unt t 1s esscntia.lly a ~mal1-scale road
bed sprayer with a Hlxteer. and one-ha1f foot boom. It 1s mounted
on 8tandard flange whee~H and has e pipe framc·whlc~ can be tele
scoped in order to save space on the one-ton truck wh1ch carried

It\f5rIcultural cnomt.ca ; Development, The DO"l Chemical Company,
~idland, Michigan.

~DA~APON Ie the common name for n,Q-dlchloroproplonic ecid.

3U.~. Patent No. 2,642,354.
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it to the variou~ experi~e~tal areas. In applicatlo~ ~ork the
speed of this unit is mea~u~cd by a largE a~tomobile speedometer
'o!';nich1.;; dr-I vcn by a bel t connection off the ax l c , Other features
incluQe fl :~atcr me~cr, Jet a~itation, &w1vel Joint connections 1n
the boom Elnd a !1.i~h capacitJ 1 pump. 'I-he unit 1::. not ~;Elf-pI'opcl1ed,

however, it 1s light enouen to be easily dra~n by a small scctlo~

car'. Standard application 1n thc;;€ tp.~ts '1:&:::320 ga I l one per tvo
a~re mi!c at til~ miles per hour and 30 pound] pressure. The out
put of thE: c€:ntr1f\;.~al oump for' thet type of applicat1o:i is 32
Gallon~ per min~tc.

Most of the tests reported in this paper ~er£ ~et un 1~ ~uch a ~ay

that each plot cons t t tuted an area In l/~ I'ee t \'ide and 312 feet
lonfi (e1ght 39 foot r-ails). A length of' one to two rail:.;, depend
Ing on vC6ctation, was left between plots for a check arca. Fach
tr~atment was repc2ted after skipplng t~o to th~ee plots. In thl~

~anner, for example, treatments n , B, C and D might have bce~ ap
plied consccatively down the track, then the ~er1eB would be re
peated to give a more r-epr-esencat Ive 8ampling or the ve~€tation.

fhe reduLts of an experiment nEar Bavenrtah, Georgia are typical of
thosE' obtained In other areas of the eoun~Jt. In thlJ Instance a
t~$t of DALAPON ano. DAL~PON in combination ·....;i th other herbicides
~as applied with the Qmail test unit on April 2o, 1953. Tr.ls tCBt
~au applied in an area of Seaboard Airline roadbed where the pre
domihamt v€~Etatlon ~~a5 Bermuda grass. Data were t akcr: on these
plot~on July 29 and aBeln on October 22. Thc data on th15 ex
periment are prcsented in Table 1. The figures inthl~ table rep
re aent mean €;;;timateti of kill by tlliO people and include mean va l uc s
for both replicates of the pIotr,.

Table .::: per'ccnt Kill of Bermuda Grass 1n savannab , Georgia
'l'ests Three j\:onth$ and Six Montha Aft€'":,, Tree tment .

l·iaterial

-----',-----------
Lbs. acid
20 40 60

93

87
12

7050

80

85

35

10

35

Ib89
.. ·46

95

88
l5

t8

L8

09

69

55

40

30

74
DALAPON
(~,al t)

D':::'L;\.PO:~ +
2,4-D* +
penta** +
oil

Dl~L.APO.t\ +
2 4-D, I

TC;',
Tel"-+ pen t.a +

oil + c:::,4-D 'dO - ~ ?:(~

* ;;'.here IndIcated the amine sa1.t of .2,~-D was applleo at 8 poun6s
aci6 6qu1valent per two-acre mile

** her-e 1nd1c;ated pont.acn lor-opneno I applied at 16 pounda per: t~!O
acre mile and 40 gallons of' fuel oil per t','!0-8cre mile.
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l'hc,;;c da ta 1ndica t c that Di\LAPOt~ Ls an effective ap:ent for the con
t.rol:· or Bermuda grt.li3s in ra1lroad ba l Las t and be:,m areas. One ap
plication of the higher rate:;; has g1ver. a hi~h degree of actual
kill and ~upprc~~10n throug~out the growing period. It is evident
t ha t euppr-e se Lon may be obtained for a ahort time \1:1th 10;:, dOga~e5

(40 poundb per two-mere rn11e) I however, this effect may be d1sb1
patcd ~oon with li~tJ.e actual kill resultinR' The opt1mum do~age

under these conditions appears to be 60 to to pounds per two-acre
mile. The la~ter rate ~ave ~ond contro: through October, ~o~ever,

it iH Quite possible that a 8ceona applicat10n might be recu1red
to keep the roadbed completely bare of greAses, part1cularly in
areas of heavy rainfall.

The data further indicate that the combInation cor;tainina ocnta
chlorophenol ,\'hich produced a very rapid "bur-n" of the folia~e re
duced the amount of grass kill 't'lhere the lO'fler rates of DALAPON
~€re used. This reduced action wau not evident ~hcre the highc:'
Dii.LAPONra t e s wer-e used. It ha~ been established that D~\LA rOl\ does
not t ranat oca t;e t.hrough dead tiSSUE-: and it 1;;; ouite eviden.t that
contact agents which kill tissue quickly prevent the movement of
DA...AFOK in the plant. 1'1'116 obaervat ton has been. sub s tant.Laucc by
r€sults of tests in other rallroad nnd a~ricultural aread ~hcre

Dj\LAPOl~ has been used 1n combination \:i ttl contact agent s , On the
other hand, the apparent reduction in act1vlty of low D~LAPOK

dosages by 2,J~-D alone thoueh present In one otr.cr f1eld test, has
not been adequately substantiated by field or laboratory experi
ment~. It does not appear to be important ~here recommended d06
a~e~ of DALAPO~ arc used •.

A simller test was applied on the che sapeekc and Ohio Railroad
near Lansing, ~ichlga.n on ~ay 25, 1953. Graases infesting the
roadbed were primarily quack and bluegrass. These plots were rated
on August 1, 1953 and October 12, 1953 and the ratings arc pre
sented lr. ~eb1~ 2.

~able 2: Percent Kill of Bluegrass and~uackgra9s in Mic~1gDn

~csts TwO and Four and Onc-Eelf Yonths After T~€~tmcnt

* the r-e indicated the amine salt of 2,4-0
acid ecuivalent per two-acre mile.

**PE'nt.achlol·ophcnol applied at 16 pounds
011 at 40 gallons per t~o-acr€ mile.

(:.:;&It) +
+ penta**

38 5E

Kater-ial

DALAPON
2,4-D*
+ oil

DALi,POi\ +
~,4-D

Augue t 1
Lbs. acid

20 itO

70

87· 90

71 80

A.mlle
0ctobcr 12, 1953 4.5 months
Lb~. acid ecuiv. 2 ~. mile

20 lio' 60

20 40 /5 95

20 30 45 80

~'ras applied at b pounds

per two-ucr-e mile and
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I~ this teHt as in tne savannah teet, sixty and even forty Dounds
of DALi'lPONeave a fair degree of contz-o I during the ea!"ly part of
th~ 3ummer ~hl1e the r.ister Qosa~cs eave satisfactory control of
~ratises throU8hout the season. Bluegrass appeared ~o be more
eas11y controlle6 than quack. It 1~ important to note that the
early ccrrt r-oI of thetle gr-ae aoe wes obtained even though tte local
area underwent a (-ather severe early 3U!!lmCr tix'ought ld'th Les s then.
three Incheu of ra1n during June and July. Similar results were
obtained on, Bermuda ~r~ss near Vicker, VIrginia in 1952 where
oo~aBes of ~O, 60 nnd eO pou~ds of DALAPONper two-acre mile gave
efl'(~ct1ve ccn cr-o1 though 11tt t e more than a cracc of raln fell over
e three month oer-Loo fo llo~:in~ app l Lca t1on. ThetJe cb sor va t Lonu ,
when ccns fder-ed \';i th tho~e of aE~icul cur-a 1 ~:o~kcr3, J er.6 support
to the hypothes1s that wh1le DALAPONaction may be irflucnccd by
~catter condltiona it 1~ ~ot wholly denendent upon ideal conditions.

Results O~ Oth~r Spec1es

John~on Grass:

DALAPOX(~odlum salt) has be£o applied to Johntion ~rass in fIve
lO-rr.l1e tests us1n~ standard commercial sprayers. These tests
~erc spolied in cooperation with the Louisville and Ka~hville

Ha11road and Spray ServiCES, Incorporated. In this 1nstance
Dill.APON at 40 pouno s pCI' two-acr-e m1le r-1t#i.)2,4-D gave acme kill
of Johnson graJs, good Buppre~glon of rC3rowth, ard the 8urv1vin~

plants were euunt.ec , dEformed and showed the typical gro'/ith ab
normalit1e:.:: associated \-;i th DALiiPON. At 80 pounds per two-acre
mile similEH' r-esu l ts v:(:re ob~aincd, hoeever-, mer-e Jotnson grA 138
was actually killed and suppression 't,as more complete. ~"hile

ti''1€SC app.l Lcatd on s wer-e made durir.e m1d-;;,;ummcrand restricted rc
3rowth the remainder of the year, it is probable that it would br.
necessary to make two applications a year if the f1rs~ one ~as

made earlier Ie ttc ~easo~. ~ test of DALAPOKat 40 pounds per
t',:o-acrc mile 1n combInat1on ·.....i th i6ufficicnt oentachlo:ronh,€nol to
~1ve 5cvcre contact k1l1 ~as ineffec~ive 1n controlling johnson
bra~s.

Phragml tc~; £?mmU(ii;;3(£Slant reed):

~n early ~ummer appllcation of DALAPONon phr~~ites gro~i~g along
the Dela',\'are, Lackawanna and "Cfltcrn .....a11road 1n Nc'" JersEy sho~!ed

considerable promise 1n controlling this ~pec1e. Gooc top-kill
and ~upprcs~ion of rcgro~th ~crc obtained) however, final evalua
tIon of root-kill mu~t be made during 1953.

.. 4 •
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General

It 13 not ~",1 tr.t n the ecooe of' thi$ paper to prE':~..ent the re~;ul t~) of
r.ll ;::;r::all-::.:calc or semi-commerclal railroad t e s t e ',-lith DAl,i~PO~;.

HO~cvc~, the ob~ervat1on& presented here are in Beneral agreement
~ltn r€5ult~ of other tests and ~ll have e~tabl16hed the merit of
DAL~POX as a control agent for grasses. 81~ce 11..usu~lly 1s ef
fectivE on grasses only, dprays for general vegetation control
snou lc contain another component for br-oao l eaf' t,:cea control.
~,4-il te~ been u~cd successfully for this purpo~e. The mo~t ef
fective comblration appear~ to oc eOpound3 of DALAPONand €i~ht

pounds of 2,4-D. Lo~cr douag€s of DALAFONmay be useful ln some
areas depe nd Lng upon the degr-ee of contro l ceslreo. In mos t;
sout.he r'n areas t~'JO app l Lea t Lons of t:'lC DA1AFON - ? ,4-D combination
may be nec€:twary I nowover , in the northern area;' one application
per year has been promIsing.

'J.C~; ts he.ve ir.61catcd that t t 1s Lmpor-t ant to avoid sprayi~g grD.5E-C S
too early: that is # bef'or-e all new gr'O':Jth has emer-ged ano ha e de
veloped conGldcrably. An e~amplc of thi~ was noted in ar. experi
ment or: the t\orfoH:: and e s t c r-n n.allroad ncar Crewe, Virelnia.
Here D~L~?ON ~a~ applied earlyln the spring. At this time only
a fe~ ~hoot~ of Bcrm~dn g~a~s had emergeo. Tho~c that had emerged
.:ere killed ana HOMe kill of the rhizomes from ~hich they originatEd
~a~ obtained. HovevcI', ~olsture condltlonu apparently ~erc not
.:>ultable for DJ\':"'f.PO~~ t.o act through root absorpt1on and "'~lth in
adequate top-Bro~th for leaf absorption control in all treatments
v.as poor.

;.'::llc n......,:\?OKnow Ls a grass control agent of proved merit ,it
enouro be pointed out that gr-as se s are very aggr-os s f ve forma of
vegetation. Complete eradication is ~o~ a matter of one or two
t z-eatmcrrt s In mos t instances and in this re",ipect grass contro I 1s
similar to brush control. P..Ot-.:ever, DALl~POI\ appears to be the mos t,
efficient chenu ca l available for this problem. Limited quar.titie~~

of Df~l.;,PON (~Od ium Galt) ld 11 be avallable foI' industr1a 1 gr-as s
control in 19~4.

In addition to t ho railroad companies mentioned in the text t hf.s
f;;::perlmental work bas been made ooe s t ol e t hr-ouah the cooneratlon
of Lhc Atlantic Coast Line Ral1r6ad, the South~rr Ral1ro~d and
cne N:)I'thern Pacific Eal1ro£lo and the ':.i. P-. :3og1e Company. Sincere
appreciation 1~ expressed to theSE companied for their cooperation
in thi3 te~t pro~ram.
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Public Health Significance of Ragweed Control

Miriam Sachs, M.D., HeP.H.lt

At these annual conferences, t her-e is generally a speaker to em
phasize the public health significance of ragweed control. I hope this does
not mean that there is some doubt in your minds as to the importance of weed
control programs. If it is justification of public health import that is
needed, the case is so right and so clear-cut that no vestige of doubt
should remain that the control of pollen is a problem of considerable
stature in public health activities.

It is generally accepted today, that a health problem becomes a
public health problem when, due to its characteristics or methods for
control, it may be solved only by systematic community or social action.
OUr concepts of control of public water supp Li.es , sewerage systems, com
municable diseases such as tuberculosis, smallpox and syphilis fit readily
into this definition; modern public health is just beginning to include
other health problems into the category of official agency action.

From the many biological and sociological forces contributing to
our relative feelings of wellness and illness, some selection must be made
as to which is of sufficient seriousness to merit specialized attention
and concerted action. Doctor Harry Mustard, in his excellent monograph
Government in Public Health(l) has outlined the factors that express the
seriousness of a public health problem and the factors that should deter
mine the make-up of a public health program. Annual mortality and morbidity
rates serve as a rough measure of the severity and extent of a disease
problem. The mortality rate from hay-fever alone is probably not one of
our leading causes of death -- in fact the mortality figures are likely to
be ver.y low but when asthma develops as a sequelae, as it has been reported
to occur in 30-40% of hay-fever sufferersJ> (2), (3) mortality is greatly in
creased. Mortality among men with asthma has been found to be about 64%
in excess of the Basic Mortality Table(4).

Since hay-fever is not among our reportable diseases, our morbid
ity figures are scant and those we have are not too recent. However, as a
result of the National Health Survey conducted by the United States Public
Health Service in 1935 and 1936, hay-fever and asthma were listed as fourth
in prevalence among chronic diseases(5). The most recent figures of which
I have any knowledge were collected by the New Jersey State Department of
Health I s Air Sanitation unit in October 1952 during a small survey to deter
mine the possible health effects of industrial air pollution. In a group
of 50 families living in an area adjacent to several large industrial plants
and in a control group in a far-distant community data were collected con
cerning hay-fever occurrence to obtain a crude differential diagnosis on
symptoms of eye and nose irritation. In the two groups of approximately
180 persons each, of all ages, hay-fever was reported to occur twice in the
target group, and 10 times in the control group, 1.1% and 5.5%, respectively.
These figures are not very different from the ranges of prevalence reported

/1 Chief, Bureau of i.dult and Industrial Health, State of New Jersey,
Dept. of Health, Trenton 8, New Jersey.
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in other papers (2%,3%,5%,10%, etc.)(6)o. There seems to be little doubt
that a substantial segment of 'our population suffers each year, with ter
rifying regularity, from a disease complex which causes severo and incap
acitating symptoms, and an immeasurable amount of loss of time and efficiency_

Having established that our problem is serious, it still behooves
us to define the criteria by which we shall determine whether or not this
problem is to be included in the program of a Public Health Agency.. Perhaps
the two most important considerations here are:

1. The scientific knowledge available for prevention or
control of the disease, and

2. the ~pp1icabi~ity of scientific knowledge ..

The availability of knowledge is an essential characteristic of
a successful, well-balanced public health program. Failure to consider
this factor has often caused many brave and worthy efforts to limp and
falter and finally fade away into distasteful oblivion. Certainly, we all
are ready to admit th~t, for example, arthritis and certain of the mental
diseases are more serious than hay-fever, but actually what can we do about
them? Despite a few gaps in our knowledge of hay-fever occurrence and its
control, no one can deny that we know the cause or agent, we know how the
agent reaches the human host, and we know how to interpose the barriers
that will intercept or dissipate the effects of the offending agent. In
the literal medico-legal sense, a public health administrator might be
termed llneg1igent ll who did not put this wealth of knowledge to work.

In the ability and practicability of applying our available
knowledge, we are again very fortunate. If we do our jobs properly, none
of the factors that might mitigate against the application of available
information, should hinder the team efforts in ragweed pollen control.
These possible factors would be:

1. The offending agent might be so disseminated or masked
that· it would be difficult to discover foci of in
fection.

This situation is true in the attempts to eradicate
infected ticks in Rocky Mountain Spotted Fever, in
fected ground squirrels in sy1vatic plague, and
isolate appar'errt Iy well carriers in poliomyelitis.
The recognition of giant and dwarf ragweed, and
the identification of ragweed pollen is in a dif
ferent category. Other members of the New Jersey
State Department .of Health weed control unit will
tell: you in later papers, about this part of the
problem.

- 2 -
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2. Control might involve procedures that would infringe
upon the legal rights of individuals. In the present
state of our ability to quarantine or impose regula
tions, we cannot force a mild case of influenza to
stay home, or a housewife to keep custards and mayon
naise in the refrigerator. Weed spraying can be ap
proached with a different philosophy. Of this too,
more later. ~

3. The cost of the investigation and control activities:

Cost and operating budgets are very real factors in the
success or failure of health department programs. Lack
of hospitals and nursing personnel seriously impain3 the
effectiveness of control programs in tuberculosis and
mental iJ,.lness. The almost prohibitive cost of ana
lytical field and laboratory equipment in air pollution
work limits the number and extent of areas covered.
Weed spraying operations may be fitted comfortably into
health department programs non a limited budget". The
actual costs and estimates for sprayers, spraying
equipment and weed-killers will be discussed by Mr•

.Zemlansky and other speakers as this conference moves
along.

4. Indifference or opposition by the public:

Indifference, rather than real opposition, has probably
slowed the application of ragweed control activities
more than any other factor. This indifference is the
responsibility of all of us here today. We have not
translated our interest and information into the simple
terms necessary to arouse public action. If we do a
good job of health education and reach those persons
in the community who will assume local responsibility
for action, we can put into active demonstration the
beneficial results of controlling unwanted vegetation.
The methods used to stimulate local interest and ac
tion need expert guidance which I am sure .Mr. Benson,
the next speaker, will give you.

There is one more item of tremendous importance which should be
discussed when considering the public health significance of a ragweed
control program. In addition to the specific benefits to the allergic
segment of our population, a successful ragweed control program can im
prove all public health benefits in a community because it becomes a
valuable tool for teaching public health methods and organization for

- 3 -
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action. Each step in the investigation is so simple and logical, each
person's share in the activity is 'so well correlated with the actions of
others, that a pattern for community action can be crystallized and used
for other needs and problems. Doctor MayhewDerryberry once said that no
matter what critical war problem he wished to handle with community groups,
he first had to help them organize for garbage disposal. After the gar
bage question had 'been answered, he was then able to divert and use the
community teams for promotion'of maternal-child health, tuberculosis con
trol, nutrition or whatever else was a high priority need.

Professors Gordon and Leavell of the Harvard School of Public
Health, in a recent paper entitled Solving a Community Health Problem(7)
have developed a schema which outlines the forces at work which make the
problem, and the procedures necessary to investigate and establish ade
quate control measures. With some slight liberty, I have adapted this
schema to ragweed pollen control.

There seems to be no necessity to belabor the point -- control
of ragweed by a weed-spraying operation is the only feasible and practical
method we have, at the present time to alleviate the suffering of the hay
fever and asthma victim. No one really believes that persons with al
lergy would defer marriage because of the possibility of having an al
lergic child. Injections are uncertain, temporary, painful and costly ..
The antihistamines have unpleasant side-reactions. It becomes then, a
public health duty to control hay-fever at the source -- by the eradication
of the offending pollen-bearing plant.

- 4 -
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Solving the Problem of Hay-Fever Due to Ragweed Pollen
Epidemiology Public Health Practice

123
I. Determination of Natural History Planning the Strategy of Control The Tactical Control Program

Vfuo gets hay-fever?
What causes it? Strategic Points to Protect Host The Health Department
How does the cause produce its

effect? 1. Discourage marriage of al-
A. Host Factors lergic persons

1. Age, race, sex - both sexes, 2. Vase-constrictors for nasal Community Approval and Cocoera-
all races, all ages, infants mucosa tion
to persons over 60 may get 3. Antihistamines
hay-fever 4. Aequired immunity through

2. Na1;.u:ral resistance or injections of aqueous Public Official Other in-
suscept.ibility. pollen extract Support Surroor-t terested
Inherited te~dency to sen- annrorriate agencies
sitization. necessary funds

B. Agent Patterns Strategic Points to Attack Agent
·1. Plant pollen-giant and dwarf

ragweed 1. Eradicate ragweed plant
2. Dose necessary - unknown a. Cutting

C. Environmental Patterns b. 2, 4-D Organization and
1. Physical Administration of· the Program

Weather Methods of Changing Environment
C]imate 1. Define job to be done --
Season 1. Move to pollen-free area snray weeds on progressive

2. Social 2. Air-conditioning plan
Vacant lots
Hi~hways 2. Determine work units
Gardens
Farms

II. Extent of the Problem Health
1. Proportion of peonle af- Education

fected - 5-10%
2. Seriousness of effects -

increased mortality when Estimate of the practicability
asthma supervenes. and desirability of arnlying

3. Community effects - loss of available control measures
time, wages, efficiency Evaluation of Results

III. Research
~ 1. To learn more of natural history
4" 2. To find new control measures
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PUBLICHEALTHSIGNIFICANCEOFRAGWEEDCONTROLDEMONSTRATEDIN DETROIT

by: John H. Ruskin *

In 1950 the City of Detroit began a long-term program to eradicate ragweed,
poison iVy, and other noxious weeds. Since tbat time over 11,000 acres of
vacant or unma1ntained land have been sprayed and millions of ragweed plants
have been destroyed. Every known plot of poison ivy bas been eradicated.

Mr. Alfred. Fletcher and Mr. Clarence Velz are responsible for inspiring
Detroit's attempt to duplicate the results obtained. inNewYork City. Their
paper (1) presented at a Continued Education Course in Air Pollution at the
School of Public Health, University of Michigan, in February, 1950, was covered
by a Detroit columnist. He pressed certain members of the CommonCouncil into
requesting that the feasibility of a ragweed control program be investigated.
Mr. Fletcher was invited to Detroit to consult with a special committee repre
senting interested departments, and. advice was obtained from local members of
the Michigan Association of Allergists. By June, 1950, four crews of three men
each had been assigned. by Mr. John J. Considine, Superintendent of the Depa.:.lt
ment of Parks and Recreation, to the ragweed control p~ogram. Dr. Joseph G.
Molner, Commissioner of Health, was made responsible for coordination and
evaluation of the program.

The program was started in the southwest section of the city .. in a narrow
strip lying between the suburban communities of Dearborn, Melvinda.::J.e,Lincoln
Park, and River Rouge across the river from the famous Rouge plant of the Ford
Motor Company. This area was found to be heavily infested with both giant and
commonragweed (Ambrosia trifida. and!. elatior). With the experience gained
in this relatively small area, the crews worked. their way around the southern,
western and eastern edges of the city. Most of the vacant land and most of the
ragweed was found in the periphery of the city. Since prevailing winds in the
summer range from south to west, it was decided that efforts concentrated on
t~ese sections would be most beneficial to Detroit residents.

Tracts, lots, streets and. parks totaling 11,084 acres, scattered over a
gross area of about 64 square miles or 45 per cent of the city's area, have
been sprayed for ragweed control in the first four seasons. The four crews
operated in 1953 at a cost per acre of $1.87 for materials, $4.38 for labor,
and an assumed. $0.40 for eqUipment, totaling $6.65 (2). A small part of this
acreage includes repeat spraying. Administrative, superVisory and equipment
maintenance costs are not included because they cannot be readily determined.
A cost breakdown by seasons is included in the appendiX.

Detroit includes about 140 square miles of WayneCounty's 607 square mile
area. The Wayne County Road Commission (3) in 1951 inaugurated a program for
spraying its roads and parks. In 1952 and again in 1953 they sprayed
7,460 acres of right-of-away along their system of roads and subdivision.
streets, and 676 acres of parks and golf courses. Their average cost per acre

* Sr. Asst. Sanitary Engineer, Bureau of Sanita.ry Engineering, Department
of Health, Detroit, Michigan
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in 1952 was $4.73, including direct labor, material and equipment rental.
Their experience indicated that spraying cost only half as much as mowing,
and saved at least one mowing per season. They are staying 'in the spray
ing business to save money as much as to control ragweed; they are doing
much to beautify the roadsides.

Equipment I Methods I and Policies

In the city program, the crews have used two converted hydraulic tree
sprayers, 500 and 600 gallon sizes respectively, and two laO-gallon weed
sprayers. When three additional crews are outfitted, as planned for next
season, they will be equipped with the lOO-gallon type. All are trailer
mounted and pulled by four-wheel drive open Jeeps. At times a pickup trUck
has been used to pull one of the large sprayers. No. 800-1 "Tee-Jets" (1/4
inch pipe size) were used on the sprayer booms, and 3/16-inch round nozzle
orifices were used in the portable spray guns. The county has used twenty
sprayers of a variety of types, from a 100-gallon sprayer mounted on the rear
seat of a Jeep and operated by the driver, to 300-gallon and 500-gallon
trailer or truck mounted types. Because of excessive distances from sources
of water in certain sections of the county, they prefer a 300-gallon tank
with l5-horse-power compressor engine.

< Solution for spraying was made in DetrOit's program by diluting 6 gallons
of 2,4-D concentrate with water to make 100 gallons. The concentrate used
contained 1.5 pounds of SOper cent acid-equivalent amine salt of 2,4-dichloto
phenoxyacetic ac td , From 8 to 10 acres can be sprayed with this quantity of
solution, which contains about 88.0 ppm, giving an application rate of about
0.·1pounds acid-equivalent per acre. The county crews applied about 0.5 gallons
of concentrate per acre.

The city crews, recruited from the Forestry Division of the Department
of Parks and. Recreation, consi.sted of one tree art;l:san and two forestly helpers,
paid: <$2.03 and $1.98 per hour respectively. When breakdown of equipment,
absenteeism or rain interferedwith ragweed spraying, crews were dispatched to
spray poison ivy. Ammoniumsulfamate and a double-strength solution of 2,4-D
proved about equally effective in destroying every plant which was actually
drenched; the latter was preferred by the crews.

A preliminary survey of a number of v~cant tracts prompted us to assume
at the outset that nearly every such tract, had ragweed growing in it, unless
it was well maintained; had been sprayed within the last few years; was com
pletely covered with trees and brush vegetation; or was being actively disturbed
by current construction, cultivation, or other uses. In the case of disturbed
land, it will almost certainly become infested with ragweed as soon as time is
allowed for germination. As ragweed 1s a pioneer plant (4), it is one of the
first to appear in disturbed soil, fill, abandoned gardens, playgrounds, parking
lots, roadside ditches, stream banks, dikes, freshly graded backfill after con
struction of pipe lines, street paVing, etc. Each plant is capable of producing
s~Yeral thousand seeds (5), and each seed is capable of producing a source of
pollen sometime Within the next forty years or so. Continuously maintained
vegetative cover is essential in preventing growth of ragweed, whether or not a
spray program is successful. Maintenance of "desirable weeds" such as grasses
on unimproved land is considerably enhanced by destruction of ragweed early
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enough in the season for grass seeds to germinate and create successful compe
tition with the ragweed growths.

Our programs have commenced annually about the first week of June (in
1953 the starting date was May 25). Each year spraying has been continued
into October, because of the benefit derived from aborting the seeds before
they are fully developed. There is some indication, however, that the con
centration of solution used late in the season should be increased in order to
effect a quicker "knock-down" of the plants. The toxic hormone in 2,4-D is
effective only after it has been absorbed through the leaves and translocated
to the root system (6). Late in the season, after the peak of pollination has
passed, the reduced metabolic rate slows down this translocation.

our costs of about $6.65 per acre would have been much higher except for
a feature of our policy, established at the outset, that the work would pro
gress on a cyclic basis according to an overall plan, regardless of complaints,
requests and pressure. Late in 1953, at the request of the CommonCouncil, two
additional crews were activated to respond to complaints. Operating costs.of
these crews were about triple those of the cyclic crews, because of increased
travel distances and less efficient scheduling of spraying.

At the close or the season, the CommonCouncil passed a new "Noxious Weed"
Ordinance, repealing the one which had given the crews the right to enter on
private property and destroy noxious weeds as a public service. The new ordi
nance will requf.re notification of the owner, remspection, and billing the
owner for the costs of spraying. Many ramifications of this procedure remain
to be worked out; meanWhile, a proposed substitute is being drafted which may
succeed in eliminating much of the "red tape."

Evaluations

During the surveys of the city to determine where the crews should spray,
a number of test lots were selected. An evaluation was made of the vegetation
on the lot before spraying and again at intervals after spraying. These
evaluations measured SUbjectively the effectiveness of the program.

Neighbors of the test lots, and of other tracts where heavy growths of
ragweed were destroyed, volunteered to our inspectors that they had received
relief from severe reactions to pollen allergy after the infestations.had been
destroyed. In some cases, the suspected "cause and effect" association could
be ruled out, as in the case where a womanrelated in a club meeting that she
did not have sneezing fit after walking to church that week, whereas she always
had before (When ragweed was in bloom). Another member of the club, who knew
that the field of ragweed which lay along her route to the church had been
sprayed,described the discussion to the writer. This incident is one of
several which indicate the unmeasurable benefits of spraying.

Since "testimonials" are unreliably SUbjective, a sounder basis of evalu
ation was desired. Twenty standard stations for the exposure of microscope
slides were established, mostly at fire stations. Where.possible these slides
were exposed in holders located above a roof; at several stations they were
exposed at five feet above the ground, which is the level of the average
person's respiratory intake. No consistent difference has been found between
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counts from "roof stations" and counts from "ground stations." In general,
the exposure and counting techniques conformed to the recommendations of the
American Academy of Allergy (7). In addition, special studies were conducted
by exposing three slides per day for eight-hours each in the same slide
holder with a 24-hour slide; exposing slides for an hour ata time on the.
suction side of a small centrifugal blower; exposing slides for two minutes
while being whipped through the air at 100 rpm at the end of a 36-inch rod
(ltDurhamWhip") (1).

Most startling of the effects on the pollen counts caused by spraying has
been the reductions at nearby stations after a sizable tract of ragweed had
been sprayed. In one case (Station C, 1950-51) the only spraying done within
10 miles was a playground tract Just south of the etation, which was heavily
infested with commonragweed. Prior to spraying, this tract contributed enough
pollen to the slide to make Station C one of the highest in the city. After
this one tract had been sprayed, counts there were among the lowest.

Similar effects can be seen in data from Stations Q and R, located in the
northwest part of the city and fairly close to the Rouge River where it flows
through Rouge Park and Howell Park respectively. Both parks contained many
acres of river banks and flood plains covered with dense growths of giant
ragweed. These areas were partially sprayed at the beginning of the 1952
season and sprayed again in June 1953. Counts at stations Q and R were de
cidedly reduced from 1951 to 1952. In 1953 there was some increase in their
counts, but not to the extent that counts in untreated areas increased during
the same period.

Reduced Counts Following Sprayings

Similar results could be shown for other stations in the sprayed areas.
Maximumcounts. at Station E, far northeast area, where no spraying has been
done, are tabulated for each year for comparison with the other stations:

TABLEI MAXIMUM24-HOURPOLLENCOUNTS

Station and Location 122Q m ~ ~

E - far northeast 75 104 124 212
F - far east 117 136 *' 117 137
H - near east 134 158 *' 85 143
J - downtown 135 146 * 120 * 108
M - southwest 132 *' 71 141 198
Q - far west 161 227 *' 102 *' 181
R - far northwest 79 297 *' 127 *' 183

*' Indicates when surrounding area was sprayed. (Note recovery due
to regrowth around Station M, where program was inaugurated in
1950. Repeat spraying was done in 1953, but too late to prevent
pollination. )

About one-half mile south of Station M, in an abandoned garden where
luxuriant growths of giant ragweed had persisted for several seasons, a
special experiment was performed in August, 1951 (8). The fH:1d was de-
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liberately omitted from the spray program until the plants were in full bloom.
Tests were made with a "Durham Whip", whirling a coated slide in a 6-foot
horizontal circle for 200 revolutions above the tops of the plants. (The
writer had to stand on top of his car in order to clear the flower heads , ]
Tests were made about 9:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. on August 19 and August 30.
The field was sprayed August 27•

. TABLElI--REDUCTION ON CONCENTRATIONAFTER SPRAYINGGIANr RAGWEED

Description Before Spraying After Spraying

Date of Sampling 8/19/51 8/3 0/51

Count on· Whip Slide #1 (am) 4400 ·309
Count on Whip Slide #2 (am) 629 201

Count on Whip Slide #3 (pm) 191 81
Count on Whip Slide #4 (pm) 255 177

Count a.t station "Til (24-hr.) 14 54
Count a.t Station "M" (24-hr) 24 62

Heavy rain on August 31st ruined plans to repeat the test at intervals and
plot the decline in pollen concentrations as the spray took effect. It is im
portant to note that standard counts at Station Mwere increasing steadily
24 on August 19th to 62 on August 30th, and reached a maximumof 71 on Septem-
ber 1. Standard counts at other stations were also increasing during this
period, reaching their peaks between August 29th and September 1.•

At the time of the after-spraying tests on August 30th, the blossoms were
typically curled and enlarged. Some of the flowers appeared to have acceler
ated the production of pollen, but it was released only on violent agitation
the flower. Since 2,4-D requires about 10 days to take full effect, the re
d~ctionB in atmospheric pollen concentrations in only three days were all the
more significant. It is reasonable to infer that had measurements heen made a
week or so later as hoped, the proportion of reductions would have been even
greater. In the morning hours, the reductions were moat beneficial, because
this was the time that the neighboring housewife formerly walked out of the
house into a blast of freshly released pollen.

Jones (9) found that about 90 per cent of all giant ragweed pollen pro
dueed dur ing a day is re lea.sed between 8: 00 and 11: 00 a. m. To determine this,
he changed slides every 30 minutes for several days.

Pollen from Local Sources is Most Significant

Our experiments with changing slides hourly, with the help of Weather
Bureau observers, showed a definite pattern of high counts d~ing the late
morning and low or zero counts in the evening and night. If the usual concept
of long-range uniformity of pollen concentrations were accepted, there could
be no periods of zero concentrations at any time during the pollen season.
Pallen released in OhiO or Indiana would have reached Detroit in:t~me to main
tain the concentrations during the evening. Since this was not the case, the
conclusion is made that nearly all of the pollen found on the slides was



produced in the immediate vicinity.

This conclusion 1s a vitally important one to anyone attempting to evalu
ate a ragweed control program. It contradicts the theories now widely accepted
and publicized (10), that pollen is dispersed and transported in significant
concentrations for hundreds of miles (ia). It nevertheless explains why there
are successful resorts where one may obtain relief from hay fever, Within a
comparatively short distance from areas where ragweed flourishes {12}. It
also explains why day-to-day variations in the pollen count at the doctor's
laboratory do not correlate well with the variations in severity of symptoms
experienced by patients living in another part of the same city. Most iD1l'ortant
to us, it explains why a public health benefit is derived from the destruction
of a nearby infestation of ragweedj why we should continue to promote and sup
port local programs for the eradication of ragweed. It demonstrates the public
health significance of a ragweed control program.

There is reason to believe that a susceptible person suffers noticeable
symptoms only after intake of a massive dose of pollen grains. Such concen
trations .C.9u1dcome only from local sources, since pollen from distant sources
would be dispersed into a nearly uniform distribution of low density. If
exposed to a uniform concentration of pollen grains of a density of 25 grains
per cubic yard, the suggested threshold of significant counts, most ot the
allergic persom would probably experience no reaction. ReSardless of the
general level of pollen concentration in the atmosphere, that same person when
walking through or close to a field of pollenating ragweed would be subjected
to a large dose ot pollen and would then experience not iceable symptoms. It
obViously follows that destruction of this field of ragweed before it pollinated
would have prevented these symptoms. In the long view, successful eradication
of ragweed might have even prevented the sensitization of this or some other
person.

The fact that prevalence of ragweed has an effect on the numbers of
sensitized persons was demonstrated bY'a sample survey of Washtenaw County,
Michigan (Ann Arbor and vicinity) in August, 1951. Cases were reported at
the rate of one in 12 persons in urban areas, whereas there was only one in
2'1 persons suffering from hay fever in rural areas. Ragweed is an urban plant.

Need for Better Sampling Methods

The evaluation of a ragweed control program must he based on sound data.
When better methods of pollen sampling have been perfected, they will be
valuable (13). The present methods leave much to be desired, since the lf24....
hour graVity counts" cannot be correlated with the amount of pollen inhaled
(14) • The use of season indexes, averages or total counts 1s extremely
fraught with error, since rain or other loss of data. on a few critical days,
such as Labor Day weekend, could tremendously influence such computations.

By analytical methods (15) we showed in our 1950-51 report (8) that there
were statistically significant differences, even on the same day, among
stations throughout the cl'\;y. Use ofa single station to represent a large
region is therefore not proper. It is generally accepted that the "24-hour
gravity count" 1s affected by hourly and instantaneous variations in concen
trations, by Wind and other weather conditions, and by geographic and envf.-
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ronmental factors (16). Not so well understood is the influence of the lapse
of time between deposit of pollen and examination of the slide. This variable
was discovered during 'the analysis of data (1'7) from the stations at the
Weather Bureau (D, exposed 24 hours, and X, Y, and Z, exposed for 8 hours each
in the same holder.) Almost invariably the sum of the three 8-hour counts
exceeded the corresponding 24-hour count. Frequently one or more of the 8
hour counts on a given day actually exceeded the 24-hour count. Apparently
the pollen grains were not perfectly retained on the slide during exposure.
Similar results at Stations I and II with 24-hour and 72-hour slides established
the invalidity of data from slides exposed more than one day. The reliability
and reproducibility of present pollen data are less than complete. Although
average and total counts are not considered Wholly sound, such computations
are included in the appendiX for references. Until sampling methods are im
proved, we must continue to rely on the best, available technique.

Summary and Conclusions

Detroit began in 1950 and is continuing a long-term program for the con
trol of ragweed, poison ivy and other noxious weeds. Control methods, eqUipment
and costs are described. The effectiveness of spraying With 2,4-D has been
demonstrated by field studies, personal interviews and measurements of pollen
concentration. Primary influence of local ragweed growths on both measured and
breathed concentrations of pollen is emphasized. Various factors which tend
to reduce the reliability of present pollen sampling methods are described.
In conclusion:

1. Eradication of ragweed and poison ivy is economically feasible with
available equipment and herbicides.

2. Eradication of ragweed and poison iVy is a justifiable use of public funds
because it benefits the citizens of the community where the work is done.
Local benefits accrue from destruction of pollinating or poisonous plants
in the same way that local damage 1s sUffered from failure to destroy
those plants.

3. Many factors influence the overall long-range planning of a weed control
program, even when seemingly remotely related like playground development,
slum clearance, flood control, subdivision development, utility con
struction, or traffic engineering.

4. In spite of their lack of complete reliability, the graVity-slide pollen
counts prOVide data which justify continuation of Detroit's ragweed con
trol program. Spraying of significant sources close to a sampling
station reduces the pollen concentrations and to some extent the pollen
counts.

5. Reduction of exposure of susceptibles to allergenic pollen is ample justi
fication for including ragweed control as an objective of public health
agencies.
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BREAKDOWNOF COSTOF WEEDCONTROLOPERATIONS

1953 1952 1951 1950
Item Total Unit Total Unit Total Unit Total Unit

Ragweed Control (2925 acres) (2575 acres) (2192 acres)
Materials $ 5467.20 $ 1.868 $ 5564.34 $ 2.161 $ 4103.20 $1.872
Labor 1280~.3~ ~

10082.55 3.916 7357.33
~Total $1827 2~9 .250 $1564~.81 $ 6.07~ $11460.53 5.22

Man-hours 2.1 . 79 1.
Poison Ivy Control (201 plots, 241.7) (200 plots, 157.1) (141 plots, 289.7)

Materials $ 241.25 $ 1.000 $ 166.33 $ 1.059 $ 202.40 $0.698
Labor 167~.26 6.934 1760.08 11.211 1493.36

~Total ; l 191 ·51 '$ 7.934 $.1926•41 l12.270 l 1695.76 5.8 9
Man-hours 853 3·5 921 5·9

General Weed Control (350 acres) (386 acres) (530 acres) (386 acres)
Materials $ 1026.54 $ 2·933 $ 684.85 $ 918.16 $1.732 $ 471.75 $1.222 I
Labor 2814.83 ~ 840.36 1459.52 ~ 770.~2 1·997 0\

I
Total $ 3841.37 10.969 $ 1525.21 $ 2377.68 . 86 '$ 1242. 7 $3.219
Man-hours 1400 4.0 446

Summary (3178*acres) (2961*acres) (2722*acres) (2126*acres)
Materials: 2,4-D 1790 gal. 0.54* 1919 gal. 0.64*

Ammate 37 Lb. -- 495 lb.
Cost $ 6255.95 $ 1.970 $ 6415.52 $ 2.162 $1.916 $ 3764.20 $1.770

Labor 17299.47 5.430 12682.99 4.284 3.780 10767.14 5·055
EqUipment 1198.15

~
1198.15 0.404 0.437 1198.15

~Total $24753.57 7.777 $20296.66 $ 6.850 $6.133 $15729.49 $7.3
Man-hours 8512 2.7 6158 2.1

NOTE: Asterisks (*) indicate that data pertaining to poison ivy control operations have been omitted
from the computations marked. Unit costs: Poison ivy area figures listed in thousands of
square feet. Unit costs computed on that basis. All other items based on acres. Eguiprp.ent:
First cost of equipment purchased in 1950 totaled $5900.75. It is arbitrarily assumed that 20
per cent of this cost should be charged each year in computing unit costs. General Weed Control
acreage in 1953 included 97 acres sprayed as a result of citizens' complaints, at an average
cost of $24.80 per acre, or $8.58 per plot.
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DETROITDEPARTMENTOF HEALTH
SUMMARYOF SEASONDATABYSTATIONS---1953

§1!. No. of Daily Counts 70 & Over Daily Counts 7 &Over Season
Daily No. Total Max. Count No. Med. Avg. Total Total
Counts Days Count and date Days Count Count Count Count

A 49 4 386 130 8/30- 31 31 37.9 1177 1209
B 47 -5 468 126 8/27 33 14 32.3 1064 1087
C *63 5 538 176' 8/25 33 29 36.9 1221 1231
D *65 10 1214 162 8/30 35 32 49.9 1749 1777
E 49 9 1076 212 8/31 34 25 47.1 1601 1625

F 48 9 829 137 8/28 27 34 47.7 1289 1322
H 47 4 403 143 8/29 32 23 34.4 1101 1128
I *58 12 1467 183 8/28 33 49 64.1 2113 2141
J 47 10 855 108 8/28 29 37 42.2 1223 1260
K 49 8 1149 313 8/29 28 35 60.4 1690 1747

L 49 4 409 126 8/27 31 26 37.7 1177 1207
M *63 8 943 198-- 8/25 29 32 52.0 1507 1555
N **27 6 716 174 8/25 21 28 52.0 1092 1101
P 46 11 1215 212 8/30 33 35 56.2 1853 1883
Q 48 11 1354 188 8/29 32 25 55·7 1782 1807

R 46 8 991 183 8/27 32 34 52.1 1667 1693
S 48 10 933 122 8/29 32 37 47.0 1503 1548
T 45 9 1077 167 8/28 31 24 51.6 1598 1619
V **28 6 719 166 8/25 19 61 63.8 1212 1236
w 29 10 1192 140 9/5 28 48 60.8 1701, 1702

X **49. 1 90 90 ~ 8/30 22 27 26.6 585 627
Y **49 3 269 106 8/30 28 25 34.5 '953 965
z **49 1 88 88 8/26 13 22 32.1 417 447

Med. 49 8 799 125 8/28 34 25 43.0 1467 1496
Mean 49 7 738 123 8/28 '34 28 44.9 15~2 1563

NOTES: Counts of 70 and over omitted from ColUIIJ[S4, 5, and 6 whenever slide
was eXJlosed 27 hours or longer. Such counts were included in other
colUIIDSunless the exposure was so long as to suggest overlap with the
next day.

*Pilot Stations: Station I commenced6/23, discontinued 9/14; total
count through 8/3: 11. Stations C. D. M. commenced7/19, total count
through 8/3, 0, 1, 0, respectively. Other stations ** commenced8/4.
Last slides exposed 8 AM 9/21 to 8 AM 9/22. Daily counts prior to
8/10 ranged 0 to 10. ~11 data in pollen grains per square centimeter
of slide in standard helder.

, ,
. . : .

**Stations N and V were started 8/25, with first counts 174 and 166 re-
spectively. Stations X, Y, Z exposed at airport for eight hours each
in same holder as Station D, and excluded from medians, means and
other computations.
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DETROITDEPARTMENTOFHEALTH
SUMMARYOF SEASONDATABYSTATIONS---1952

~. No. of Daily Counts 70 & Over Daily Counts 7 &Over Season
Daily No. Total Max. Count No. Med. Avg. Total Total
Counts Days Count and date Days Count -Count Count Count

A 46 5 468 105 8/25 32 30 38.7 1238 1263
B 47 4 374 121 8/30 29 30 40.1 794 1164
C *65 9 967 159 8/31 28 34 53.5 1496 1531
D *66 6 629 125 8/31 38 26 42.2 1602 1606
E 47 10 915 124 8/30 32 45 51.5 1645 1671

F 45 3 262 117 9/1 34 29 35.1 1193 1209
H 44 2 161 85 8/31 29 28 31.4 912 932
I *93 14 1594 220 9/1 38 49 62.0 2356 2411
J 43 2 231 120 8/31 29 22 38.2 1108 1127
K **32 6 677 168 8/31 27 37 48.4 1306 1311

L 43 3 276 133 9/1 28 36 41.4 1159 1180
M *58 6 620 141 8/21 26 41 50.7 1318 1365
N **31 1 95 95 8/21 24 37 36.9 888 892
P 41 7 673 129 9/1 31 28 42.4 1317 1331
Q 46 7 532 102 9/1 35 35 43.3 1515 1536

R 46 6 568 127 9/1 32 41 45.4 1451 1471
S 42 6 596 150 8/25 28 43 44.9 1258 1287
T 46 4 325 98 9/1 32 33 38.1 1219 1248
V **18 1 74 74 9/5 13 25 28.2 366 380
w 39 4 403 124 8/30 33 31 38.9 1283 1307

X 43 0 90 64 8/26 21 20 24.0 505 540
Y 43 4 387 121 8/22 32 27 33.9 1082 1099
Z 45 0 00 55 8/30 23 14 18.9 434 468

Sum **34 8 1025 194 8/25 31 49 60.9 1884 1896
II **9 6 850 192 8/28 9 110 99·9 899 899

Med. 40 4 371 115 9/1 34 30 36.8 1250 1265
Mean 40 5 462 114 9/1 35 31 40.0 1398 1417

NOTES: *Pilot Stations: Stat I commenced6/24, continued through 9/26; total
count prior to 8/10 was 32. Stat C, D, &Mcommenced7/15, all others
about 8/4 or 8/5, continued through 9/18; total counts prior to 8/10
ranged from 0 to 9.

**Station K was started on b/21, when count was 104. 'Station N was ser-
viced irregularly so results are probably not representative of condi-
tions. Station V counts (29 in all) prior to 9/3 discarded because of
damage to exposed slides during transportation to laboratory. Stations
X, Y, Z exposed at airport in same holder as Station D. "Sum" is
computed total of' X, Y, Z counts for each day. Station "II" exposed
72 hours at Station I.
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DETROITDEPARTMENTOFHEALTH
SUMMARYOFSEASONDATABYSTATIONS---1950

,-, '. _.....

~. No. of Daily Counts 10 & Over Daily Counts 7 & Over Season
Daily No. Total Max. Count No. Med. Avg. Total Total
Counts Days Count and date Days Count Count Count Count

A 40 3 223 77 8/24 20 24 31.1 623 660
C 39' 7 766 197 8/22 20 37 57.2 1143 1394
D 45 3 324 93 8/28 25 29 35·7 894 930
E 41 3 223 75 8/28 24 19 27.1 677 707
F 32 1 117 117 8/29 14 45 39.8 558 590
H 39 1 134 134 8/27 19 24 30.5 578 615

I 45 4 558 162 8/27 21 31 48.5 1020' 1073
II 36 7 748 170 8/27 24 30 47.7 1145 1176
J 25 3 458 135 8/29 13 32 48.4 628 665
L 40 4 252 103 8/28 22 21 31.0 682 790
M 35 5 522 121 8/26 24 23 40.9 981 1019
N 25 5 688 171 8/23 20 36 59.6 1191 1209

Q, 39 7 680 161 8/23 24 27 46.6 1119 1149
R 42 2 233 81 9/1 24 27 34.8 835 861
S 36 2 214 128 8/27 25 28 36.9 623 658
u 31 4 557 125 8/24 19 29 48.4 920 945
V 37 6 568 164 8/22 23 23 44.5 972 1008

Mean 49 4 100 8/27 28 24 36.0 1008 1077

SUMMARYOFSEASONDATABYSTATIONS---1951

A 55 ° 0 68 8/29 20 21 23.4 468 575
B 50 1 132 132 8/31 22 15 27.1 596 616
C 68 5 407 95 8/31 24 22 33.7 809 867
D 53 5 533 131 8/29 28 31 43.0 1205 1241
E 52 1 104 104 9/1 27 17 '25.6 691 744

F 49 2 217 136 8/31 23 24 33.2 764 821
H 46 3 314 158 8/30 23 20 31.4 722 752
I 70 7 1009 289 8/21 28 33 57.8 1618 1644
J 63 1 146 146 8/31 23 15 27.7 636 715
L 57 3 188 103 9/1 25 16 25.6 640 711

M 68 1 71 71 9/1 24 25 26.7 640 797
N 33 6 497 195 8/29 21 30 39.7 834 848
P 46 4 282 133 8/31 23 18 28.3 651 691
Q, 50 4 631 227 8/30 25 24 48.1 1204 1251
R 55 4 644 297 9/1 26 25 46.0 1196 1238

S 33 4 407 137 8/31 ' 18 26 40.1 722 738
T 53 3 348 125 8/31' 26 . 20 32.7 851 913

Mean 50 4 loB.8 8/31 31 24 30.6 950 995
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PROMOTIONALACTIVITIESIN NOXIOUSWEEDCONTROL
DURING1953 IN THESTATEOF CONNECTICUT

R. K. Sprague, B. S., M. P. H.
Public Health Engineer, Greenwich, Connecticut

A personal investigation revealed that in the state of Connecticut during 1953
the promotional activities directed toward the control of noxious weeds dele
terious to the public health were limited in soope and extent. No official
agency actively sponsored a state wide program per set In general, the only
activities which approached a planned program basis were those routinely and
seasonally sponsored by a few of the larger urban fulltime local health de
partments such as the City of Hartford. Here attractive posters were placed
in public places, such as store windows, and on office and industrial bulletin
boards; the daily pollen count was published; and well composed literature
supplied by the state Department of Health was distributed. This was coupled
with enforcement work which consisted of spraying ;if and when the owner of an
infested property failed to abate the nuisance after due notification. B.rand
large these activities were reportedly effective within their immediate areas.

However, there was one outstanding piece of promotional work carried out in
Connecticut during 19,3. Regrettably, it must be reported that this accomplish
ment can not be chalked up to the credit of a local health department, but
rather to that of a local grange, the Southington Union Grange. And, from the
procedure followed and its success, we as public health people may learn some.-

. thing. It is therefore being brought to your attention ..

Southington, Connecticut, a small rural community (population about 13,000)
located approximately halfw~ between Hartford and NewHaven has a local grange,
the Southington Union Grange; and the membership Was confronted again with the
task of selecting a project for the coming year, 1953.

Almost every member or his family has a piece of ground set aside for a vege
table or a flower garden or both. And, therefore, almost every one was conscious
either directly or indirectly of the gardener's eternal IIbattle of the weedsn •
Mr. H. J. Parlin was no exception, except that he might have been a little more
conscious of that battle because of his wifers being affected by the poison
ivy in her flower bed, because of his own susceptibility to hay fever, as well
~s because of his not too successful skirmishes to liberate the rear of his
lot from an established invader, namely sumach. Accordingly, it was not too
strange that his suggestion was adopted when he proposed that the projeot be a
practical study of the chemical eradication and control ef weeds.

An eighteen member committee was appointed and the project got under way.
First, a card party and "silent auctd.on" were held to raise funds to buy vari
ous herbicides and knapsack sprayers to apply them for test purposes. These
doings, like those of any other local association, were reported in the local
papers. Next, as members wrote to various sources and obtained infonnation
about the types and use of herbicides, articles based thereon began to appear
in the garden section of the local papers from late spring to summer. In the
meantime members had been trYing the various herbicides in various personal.
situations to gain first hand knowledge and conviotion as to the efficaer and
limitation of the formulations.
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Then, nth appropriate announcement by the press, a public demonstration was
held at the local bathing beach and recreation field. . Individual signl:l pointed
out and identified the growths ~eated and the formulations used. Moreover,
as was announced, members were on the spot to g~ve pr-actd.cal; instruction in
the use of the sprays and answer questions by those who desired to borrow the
equipment to try it on their garden problems.

Fran then on the instruction and loaning process went on throughout the summer.
And concomitantly'with these fieldaotivities, weekly articles on ivy poison,
hay fever and health, pollen counts, and weed control (together with some
antedotes as to personal experiences) were carried by the Hartford, Meridan
and New Haven papers.

As a result it is estimated that about one hundred direct personal contacts
were made through the loaning of the equipment and that about five thousand
people were made oonscious of the project through the articles in the papers.
As a matter of fact, the press is said to have inquired weekly for news on
the general subject and the local progress being made.

In recognition of the sucoess of the project the southington Union Grange ra
cei ved in October a plaque and defense bonds fran the state grange for its
accomplishmants~ .

The foregoing Usuccess story" was not related with a view to suggesting that
local health departments duplicate this direct andpersonal approach; nor was
it related to illustrate the several apparent 'elements of health education
technic. Rather, it was related to point out a broader principle, namely,
the oblique approach.' Thereby one t s preliminary efforts are directed entirely
toward helping people to solve personal problems not related to public health
by aiding them to develop interests and technics which later can be expanded
and directed toward solving personal, as well as community, health problems.
Let us keep in mind that in all probability there are more "gardeners tt in the
community than allergies!

....
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WEEDCONTROLDURING1953 IN OHIO

Mrs. J. J. Bowman
Hay Fever and Weed Control Committee, Inc.

Cincinnati, Ohio

During the 1953 herbicide weed control operations in Ohio,
the State Highway Department sprayed 2, 362.69 miles of highways
one or more times. Twenty-four cities in Ohio, that answered a
questionnaire sent out in October by the Hay Fever and Weed Con
trol Committee of Cincinnati, have a weed control program. There
are many smaller communities where the State Weed law is enforced.
The Ohio Code permits officials to cut weeds and bill the violator
on his next tax bill for the cost.

On September 2, 1953 Cincinnati Council unanimously amended
its 1942 weed ordinance incorporating the State law provision,
under which the city may destroy noxious weeds on private property
and add the cost of this work to the weed violator's tax bill.
Among other cities using this feature of the State law are 
Alliance, Cleveland, Cuyahoga Falls, Elyria, Euclid, Hamilton,
Lakewood, Lorain, Mansfield, Marion, Toledo and Van Wert.

Sandusky is one of the few cities in Ohio that has weed con
trol only on city owned property. Springfield enforces its weed
law "generally upon specific complaint II. Ashtabula has no weed
control "other than trying to keep weeds on vacant lots mowed and
clean in general". A letter received from Dr. D. G. Caudy, Health
Commissioner of Zanesville, stated, "we have no satisfactory regu
lation but would be interested in sample ordinances concerning
this matter" (weed control). Letters from other Ohio cities in
dicate a desire for help in improving the manner in Which they
have been combating the ragweed menace. On August 5, 1953 Hamilton
adopted a new weed ordinance authorizing the Health Commissioner to
"cut" overgrown areas and charge the expense to the owner. Failure
to pay within 30 days is subject to a 25% penalty. The cost of
cutting plus the penalty charge is added to the property owner's
tax bill. Offenders may be fined up to $100.

Hamilton uses its Health Department inspectors plus the radio
and newspaper for educational purposes. The newspaper is the medium
used by Euclid for its ragweed control publicity. Newspaper arti
cles and radio announcements are used by Mansfield, Middletown and
Youngstown. The latter city is making a study looking to more ade
quate enforcement of its weed ordinance on vacant lots or where the
owner is out of the city. Cleveland uses radio, newspapers and re
leases given out by the Health Department. The Cleveland Health
Museum furnishes the newspapers With the daily ragweed pollen count.
In Cincinnati the pollen count is given the newspapers by the Health
Department. The latter also issues releases to the three metropoli
tan dailies and the thirty-three suburban newspapers. Columbus and
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Cincinnati utilize television besides radio and the press.'

Of the 350 weed violation orders issued this year by Dayton
- 250 were abated. Cleveland had apprOXimately l,OOOhear.ings on
weed violation summons. The Cincinnati Police Department sent
1,299 post card notices to weed ordinance violators. In 16 cases
arrests were necessary. Middletown has been notifying owners of
weeded areas by registered mail. Five days later, ff weeds 'have
not been cut, they are mowed by the city and the cost assessed on
the owner's tax bill. Middletown hopes to simplify this proceed
ure by menas of new legislation.

In Toledo, a committee of five doctors, appointed in Septem
ber 1953 by the Academy of Medicine, recommended to City Council
the necessity for a Municipal weed spraying program. The Council
ordered the City Manager to send a representative to Detroit in
order to learn first hand how the Detroit Department of Health is
handling its program of ragweed control. Dr. Karl D. Figley, a
well known allergist and ragweed control enthusiast, is chairman
of the Toledo Academy of Medicine Committee.

In Cincinnati weed eradication is accomplished about 50% by
chemical control methods and 50% by cutting. Service Director
Robert Sarvis estimates that the city spent $103,600 on weed eradi
cation in 1953. This included $50,000 as the estimated cost of
police work on weed law enforcement. City Manager Wilbur R.Kellogg
reports that the Board of Health developed spot announcements on
ragweed control for 5 radio stations and scheduled a panel discus
sion in which City officials participated. Mr. Kellogg writes "in
those areas where spraying has been practical the use of 2,4-D weed
control chemical has Virtually eliminated the stands of weeds along
roadways and on sizeable tracts of land a rather luxuriant growth
of native grasses has taken over these areasl!.

The passage of Cincinnati's amended weed ordinance in Septem
ber 1953 was the culmination of a good deal of work on the part of
the Hay Fever and Weed Control Committee, Inc. This organization
was founded in 1941 by civic minded citizens who, together with
its membership, provide its only financial support. The Committee
is responsible for the listing of June as National Ragweed Control
Month in the U. S. Chamber of Commerce booklet "Special Days, WeekS
and Months". For the past few years the Committee has brought to
the attention of the Governors of the 48 States the importance of
ragweed control. For June 1953, in answer to the Committee's re
quests, proclamations and/or news releases urging ragweed control
during June, were issued by the Governors of Arkansas, Florida,
Illinois, Kansas, Maryland, Mississippi, Missouri, Montana, New
Jersey, New York, Ohio, Oklahoma~ Pennsylvania and West Virginia.
As usual the Committee secured a proclamation from Mayor Carl Rich.

Postage meter slugs lIDestroy Ragweed Protect Health ll were
supplied by the Committee to mail order houses and department stores
for use during June and July in 1953. The Committee set up educa-
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tional eXhibits during June in downtown Cincinnati using both
varieties of ragweed, potted for this purpose by the Park Board
which does this for the Committee each year. Many civic groups,
including garden clubs and the Consumer Conference of Greater
Cincinnati cooperate with the Committee. The Public Library, the
Board of Education, the Public Health Federation and the Smoke
Abatement League are valuable allies in the Committee's ragweed
control educational work. The Committee secured the cooperation
of all the railroads in destroying ragweed on their properties
and rights of way in the city in 1953. These railroads included
B & 0, Penns., N. Y. C., C & 0 and N & W. The Greater Cincinnati
Cemetery Superintendents cooperated with the Committee by destroy
ing the ragweed on their properties.

The
mittee to
riculum.
circulars

Board of Education needed but little urging by the Com
include a weed study unit in the 4th grade science cur
The elementary school systems distributed educational
on ragweed control - supplied by the Committee.

The Committee sent articles and slogans on ragweed control
to the newspapers. Among the many inquiries, answered in 1953,
was one from Broadcast Music Inc., 580 Fifth Ave.} New York re
garding Ragweed Control Month. The writer stated that he would
apprise all U. S. radio stations concerning Ragweed Control Month
through his Newsletter.

Dr. Louis Kreindler, allergist and member of the Hay Fever
and Weed Control Committee gave three talks on Ragweed Control in
June 1953, one of which was given on T. V. and one on radio.

In answer to a request from National Camp Fire Girls head
quarters, I, for the Committee, prepared an article which appeared
in the April 1953 issue of the National Camp Fire Girls monthly
publication. In it Leaders of Camp Fire Girl groups were informed
how to work Ragweed Control Projects into the Camp Fire Girls' pro
gram.





Public Relations in Ragweed Control

Donald S~ Benson
Di~ector of Public Relations

New Jersey State Department of Health

The objectives of publicity in weed control, it seems to
me, are two:

1. To persuade our citizens that weed control is desirable,
possible, and economically practical.

2. To motivate people to take action that will achieve weed
control.

We who have some familiarity with weed control think
it is desirable from several points of view.

1. It is desirable from the point of view of health. Effec
tive control of ragweed can bring about a substantial
reduction in the suffering of persons who are allergic
to ragweed pollen. Effective control of sumac, poison
oak, and poison iVy can reduce the suffering which is now
yearly visited upon both children and adults. In control
ling these types of weeds, we would find that we are
simultaneously helping to control the wild growth of
marijuana. Its control similarly confers a health and
social benefit.

2. It is desirable from the point of view of economics.
Evidence now available indicates that spraying and mowing
in combination constitute a cheaper and more effective
method of weed control along our highways than mowing
alone.

Effective control programs over a widespread area,
by reducing the incidence of hay fever and rashes from
poison weeds, can lessen in some degree the family costs
for medical care to secure relief from these irritants.

There are other economic benefits which may well
appear on an individual basis. A real estate salesman
who has a hay fever sufferer for a client may be able
to effect a sale if he can assure that client that the
house in which he is interested is in an area in which
there is an effective ragweed control program.

3. It is desirable from an esthetic point of view. Surely,
trim and well kept highways and streets make a better
impression than those on which weeds have gained the
ascendency.
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All these things are interrelated. The attrac
tively kept and healthful community will enjoy at the
same time higher property values than the community
in which the residents are indifferent to weed control
and the products which stem from that indifference.

These considerations give us a clue as to how to
direct our publicity efforts. It is a basic principle in
publicity that we deal not with one public but with several
publics. People become members of groups on the basis of
common interests.

For example, in New Jersey and in other states, the
care of retarded persons and research efforts to determine
causes of mental deficiency have been favorably and signifi
cantly affected in recent years by the formation of associa
tions of parents of retarded children. These parents have a
vital, mutual interest. By pooling their strength, they have
accelerated a movement which is helpful to them and to their
children.

To achieve weed control, we must bring together
those persons who have a mutual interest.

Those Who Suffer ~ Ha~ Fever

In the control of obnoxious weeds, we might well
consider the feasibility of associations of persons allergic
to ragweed pollen. Where the community is too small to make
this practical on a community basis, it could be approached
on a multi-community or county basis. Associations which are
articulate and which know what they want, get listened to.
Certainly,. they are more likely to get results than suffer
ing individuals who seek remedial action as individuals.

Another group that we should bring into the effort
includes

Those ~ Are Concerned ~ Street ~ Highway Maintenance

There are already in existence associations of
governmental officials. They are subdivided to some extent
by function. It should not be difficult to bring together
those persons who have responsibility for highway and street
maintenance in municipality, county, and state. Generally
speaking, they are interested in doing a good job and doing
it as economically as possible. Here the challenge lies with
our public health engineers. If they can persuade the
responsible governing officials that spraying will achieve
more weed control per dollar expended, they will be contributing
to the over-all objective. They will simultaneously be acting
in behalf of governmental economy and in the interest of the
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public health. In addition, they will have introduced the
concept of weed control to at least some of the governmental
officials who determine in the final analysis how effective
and widespread the program is to be.

Garden Clubs

Gardening enthusiasts know something of the unyield
ing battle which must be waged with weeds if a garden is to
be a thing of beauty. They do not need to be sold on weed
control. They need only to be persuaded of the public health
benefits which will accrue from the control of weeds not only
in well kept gardens but along our highways and on vacant
city lots. The garden club is an already organized group.
It is interested in beautification. That interest can be the
point of orientation for the development of an interest in
the control of obnoxious weeds wherever they may be found.

~ ~unty Medical Society

The conscientious physician will admit that he feels
frustrated by his inability to do more than provide temporary
relief to the patient who suffers severely from hay fever.
While there are treatments which give temporary relief, these
measures treat the sYmptoms and not the basic cause -- the
offending substance. The surest way to eliminate the expres
sion of an evil -- in this case hay fever -- is to eliminate
the source of that evil, which in this case is ragweed.

Collectively, physicians can give articulateness
to the scope of the problem. It would be worth a trial to
ask doctors who treat hay fever sufferers to report to a
community agency a weekly summary of the number of patients
they see during the summer months for hay fever, asthma, or
because of skin poisoning from some plant. This informal
reporting system, for a temporary period, if performed consci
entiously, would give us new evidence about the incidence of
the problem of hay fever in a specific community and it might
well indicate those areas in the community in which the .
problem was the worst. These weekly reports would provide
excellent opportunities for radio and newspaper stories and
editorial comment as to the desirability of weed control.
In no way would it be necessary for the doctor to depart
from confidentiality, since all that would be desired would
be numerical summaries. The approach to achieve such effort
should be through the county medical society.

The opportunity to have instruction on weed control
and its benefits incorporated into the program of the school
system should not be overlooked. The whole control effort
embodies teaching and education. Those who are trained to
teach. should be given an opportunity to incorporate this
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information in those areas of instruction in which it is most
appropriate and where it will make the greatest impression.

There are other organizations whose support can
be enliste4, depending upon local factors. Often a service
club -- such as the Kiwanis or Rotary -- will adopt an effort
of this kind as a part of its program. If the employees
of a particular factory are significantly affected by hay
fever, it is possible that both management and the union can
be interested in efforts to overcome the cause. A good deal
of missionary work must be done among the natural leaders of
the community. They must be sold on the necessity for a
control program if the organizations they lead are to function
effectively.

"Well," you may say, "what has all this organiza
tional work to do with publicity?"

In reply, we would say that publicity is the product
of action. The publicist, with appropriate professional
gUidance, must often initiate and encourage the action which
produces the publicity. Any action to bring about better
community understanding of a problem and to prompt community
action to overcome that problem is sound publicity effort in
its broadest and best sense. It is information with a
mission.

This may sound like heresy coming from an ex
newspaper man, but I am convinced that an interested,
enthusiastic, dedicated committee will achieve more results
than a front page story in the paper every week without such
organizational effort. The front page story is ephemeral.
It is read today and forgotten tomorrow or the next day.
But the dedicated committee makes its impact felt every day
in some way. It gets people to thinking and it gets them
to act. It wontt allow them to forget. The media of
information take their place as tools to supplement, from an
informational standpoint, the organizational work of such
groups.

In securing the active participation of groups and
media, it is helpful if you can find among them persons
who are personally SUbject to hay fever. We can have all the
time we want to promote ragweed control on a certain radio
station in New Jersey because the owner suffers from hay fever.
After trying to promote some control efforts on his own
initiative, he was happy to welcome and support the approach
of public health agencies into control efforts. While his
interest stemmed in the first instance from personal misery,
he now looks upon it as a challenge to the community's
ability to organize to overcome a public health problem. His
interest has been extended to other public health problems
from which he does not suffer as an individual •
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The chief executive of one of our states became
more than nominally interested in ragweed control when he
saw the harassing effects of hay fever upon his wife and the
relief she enjoyed in areas in which ragweed had been
substantially eradicated~

These examples point up the desirability of
identifying prominent persons who are personally affected
by hay fever because they are receptive to efforts to
eradicate ragweed.

Publicity opportunities are inherent in the organi
zational activity outlined above. The formation of commit
tees, the local health officer speaking before groups,
control activities undertaken by the street or highway
departments, views of physicians on control efforts, the
amount of hay fever which prevails -- all these are news
items which the newspaper and the radio will use.

I have found it productive to send news stories
directed to the attention of the chief editorial writer
of the paper as well as to the editor. For reasons of space
or personal predilection, the copy desk may on occasion
leave out the paragraphs you would particularly like the
editorial writer to see. We have seen helpful editorials
result from sending occasional news stories directly to the
editorial writer.

If the organizational effort has been well planned,
it should be followed up with requests for proclamations to
mayors and to the governor. All such requests should be
submitted at least a month before the period for which they
are desired and they should be accompanied by a suggested
proclamation. Many such requests are turned down in
executive offices because they are received at the last
minute and there is not time to consider them in relation
to other requests for the same period of time. Governors
and mayors receive as many as ten different requests to
observe the same week for different purposes -- including
such things as Anti-Depression Week and Expectant Fathers 9

Week. Other things being equal, the only fair policy the
executive can follow is to consider the meritorious requests
on the basis of first come, first served. Be sure your
request is submitted well in advance, that its purposes are
clearly stated, and, if possible, indicate that a substantial
number of citizens i6 asking for it.

Timing is an important consideration in other ways.
In 1947, a large agency of the Federal government received

-5-
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very unfavorable publi~ity when it laid off 400 disabled
veterans during Employ the Physically Handicapped Wee~.

" ,

Usually you have no choice, but if you do have a
choice in the matter of radio time, try not to have it
coincide with a period when a popular program is on.

At the risk of seeming to belabor the obvious, it
is advisable to get down to earth in all publicity material.
Simplicity and clarity are indispensable characteristics of
good publicity. It is easy to overestimate the information
which people have on any subject. A few examples may help
to illustrate this:

When Franklin D. Roosevelt was first elected
President of the United States, the widow of Theodore
Roosevelt received many congratulatory telegrams.

After Alfred E. Driscoll had been Governor of New
Jersey for three years -- a period in which he successfully
led a movement for a new state constitution -- eighteen per
cent of ~he voters in a New Jersey poll said they had
never heard of him.

After Dr. Kinsey and his associated published their
book on "Sexual Behavior in the HumanMale," the Kinsey
Distilling Corporation of Philadelphia ran a large advertise
ment in metropolitan papers in which it asked that persons
not write to the corporation for copies of the book. It had
been deluged with requests.

I suppose the moral of this is that it is easy to
assume that people have basic information when in fact they
don't, and secondly that it is easy to cause confusion.
Tell a publicity man that his presentation to the general
reader must be simple and he will say, "Of course," implying
that he knows it. Some do, but the material which comes
across an editor's desk proves that many do not.

The studies of Rudolph Flesch confirm that under
standing varies inversely with the length of words and
sentence. The longer the sentence, the less understood it
is.

Another suggestion is not to ignore foreign
language publications in placing publicity material. A
considerable segment of our population reads the foreign
language press. In his book, "Essentials of Public Health,"
Dr. William P. Shepard tells of the Italian immigrant who
went to an out-patient clinic. He was diagnosed as haVing
diabetes and was" given a list of foods to which his diet
should be restricted. The list and the verbal instructions



were both in English. He went home, ate some spaghetti for
several days, and was returned to the hospital in a coma.
He had received sound, correct information but he received
it in a form which was not understandable to him. It was
therefore useless to him.

Publicity is not an end in itselfo It is a means
to an end. In an administrative organizatioIl. the only way
its effectiveness can be measured is by the contribution it
makes to the attainment of over-all administrative objectives.

In the objective which we are presently
considering -- weed control -- the publicity will be based
on and flow from, while at the same time it contributes
to, the control effort. If the control effort is sound and
sustained, there will be ample opportunity to secure help
ful publicity. The degree to which the opportunity is
seized and utilized is a measure of the resourcefulness of
the informational specialist.
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PREVENTIVEh'EEDCONTROLALONG
NElt/JERSEYHIGHTJiAYSANDPARKWAYS

Oli ver A. DeakuL!

Nineteen fifty-three completed our largest new highway
contruction year on record. Approximately 150 million dollars
more was spent in roads of all classes than in 1952. All this
means an increase of about 5 per cent, or a total expenditure
of about three billion dollars. The government allotted $575
million for 195:3 Federal Aid, an increase of 15 per cent over
last year.

Toll road developments are under way in thirty or more
states which indicates the tremendous need for new expressways
and parkways to handle the ever increasing traffic load.
Preliminary estimate of 1953 Motor-Vehicle Registration, Bureau
Of Public Roads indicates there are over forty-five million
automobiles and nine million six hundred seventy four thousand
trucks and buses using our highways. The total number of auto
-mobiles, trucks and buses is 54,709,000 an increase of 2.7 per
cent or nearly 3 per cent over 1952.

All these statistics should make not only the highway main
-tenance engineer but our governing officials, and the public
aware of the magnitude of the ever-increasing maintenance cost
and continuing problems it presents. Whenone realizes that
Federal aid for highways is solely for construction and right
of-way acquisition and can not be used for maintenance or admin
-istrative expenses of the state. Federal Aid funds must be
matched by state funds on a 50-50 basis.
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Every day maintenance of our highway roadsides is a contin
-uing part of the overall highway maintenance expense. Due to
the ever increasing shortage of hand. labor and its high cost
every avenue of possible saving should be explored to the fullest
degree. Intelligent use of chemicals for weed and brush control
offers many possibilities. Many State 'Highway Departments, more
t.han in NewJersey, have been using chemicals to an advantage in
helping to control and reduce the cost. of its weed and brush main
-tenance problem. Our situation to dat.e is a little different in
that most of our State Highways have been completely graded and
seeded. In many cases the entire right of way has been seeded to
highly desirable permanent grasses, resulting in a good turf cover.
Frequent mowings reduce unsightly and undesirable weeds to a
minimum.

The use of new chemicals sprays as a highw~ maintenance tool
has had a steady growth, beginning shortly after vJorld War II in
1945, when the North Central States Weed Control Conference, on
November 27, 1945 gave a list of annual weeds, winter annual weeds,
and a few perennial lawn weeds classified as, "generally susceptible ll

,

intermediate, or resistant to 2, 4-D.

We can think of weed and brush control as a matter of replace
-ment of undesirable species with desirable plant growth. Some

11Eng" .r- J,.neer 0.1. Parkway Design, NewJersey Highway Authority, Trenton,
NewJersey.
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of the noxious weeds and plants along our roadsides are giant rag
weed, dwarf ragweed, and poison ivy.· These plants are a definite
hazard both to the abutting property owners' and the highway mainten
-ance workers. Many hours of lost time, and human suffering is
caused by these weeds. The presence of poison ivy and giant rag
-weed in roadside picnic areas is ver:f undesirable and should be
eliJni..nated for the protection of the public.

On many of our Township and County roads, where weed and
brush control is an ever present problem, the' use of 2, 4-D and
·2, 4, 5T could be utilized to a good financial advantage instead
o£mowing and cutting much of the roadside brush growth by hand
methods. Where this old method of brush removal is practiced 
where one small woody plant eXisted, two or three new sprouts
appear in its place within a very short period of time. Removal
of brush by hand cutting is slow, tedious, hazardous, and an expens
-ive operation.

Estimates for hand cutting are $200 to $400 per mile, once
every second or third year. By using the chemical spray method,
it would cost approximately $)5.00 to $40.00 per mile for the first
year. The second year would be about $25.00 for the re-spraying of
the same mile. The third year would be about $10.00 per mile.

Roadside spraYing with 2, 4-D and 2, 4, 5-T is much easier and
faster than mowing and especially on roadsides that have never been
completely graded 'and seeded to grass.

Where cut slopes and high embankments are too steep for the
establishment of grass, the NewJersey State Highway Department
has used Hall's Honeysuckle very effect! vely as a woody ground
cover vine to reduce soil erosion. The use of honeysuckle 111
many locations has been limited because of its spreading habit,
especially adjacent to farm or woodland where it may become a
nuisance. However, with 2, 4-D, that objection to honeysuckle
does not exist. Honeysuckle is very sensitive to 2,4-D and can
be kept from spreading by this method.

The selective weed killers, such as 2, 4-D have been used
rather extensively by many state highway departments for control
of susceptible, perennial, noxious weeds, broad-leaved weeds, and
some woody plants. The use of 2, 4, 5-T is superior to 2, 4-D
for control of brambles such as blackberr:f and raspberry, and osage
orange combinations ot 2, 4-D and 2, 4, 5-T are used where species
susceptible to both products occur in the same area.

The maintenance of large informal bay areas free of sprout
growth along the edge of wooded areas on the Garden State Parkway,
Palisades Interstate Parkway, and Rockefeller Memorial Highway
could be done rapidly and economically by use of chemical spray
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mixture of 2, 4-D and 2, 4,5-T or "Arnmate" weed killer.
"Ammate" weed killer gives 95%to 10cr,6control within 10 days or
2 weeks. The use of 2, 4, 5-T in fuel oil as a basal bark 5el
-ective spray produces ver,y good results. Most effective when
done during the dormant season.

In the maintenance of the roadside, highway safety is always
kept in mind. Brush and weed growth on curves and approaches to
inter-secting roads rna.ybe controlled by chemical sprays. Proper
sight distance must always be provided for the safety of the motor
-ing public.

Roadside fire hazard may be greatly reduced by the eradication
of tall growing weeds and brush, especially close to the shoulders
of the roadway where a discarded cigarette may easily start a fire
during the dr,y spring and fall months of the year. Soil steril
-ants ma.ybe used economically to advantage in maintaining miles
of fire lanes, parking areas, bridle and footpaths along highways
and parkways where no vegetation is wanted.

The use of chemicals to control weeds and brush along our
highways requa.res an understanding of the problem and what we
expect to accomplish. Promiscuous and indiscriminate spraying
of herbicides along our roadsides will bring public criticism.
Maintenance crews must be thoroughly trained so they understand
the proper and safe use of chemical sprays for weed and brush
control as they concern highway maintenance problems.

Careful use of herbicides during the proper season ma.ybe
an inval,uable tool for reducing highway maietmance cost,
ieemasing highwaY safety, as well as making our highways more
enjoyable to travel during all seasons of the year.

...* ...
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ROi\.DSIDE~ S:?RA YING FOR Y!Z:I;D CONTROL

ROBERT J. McIVLAHON
SALZS MANAGER

McMAHON BROTHERS
BINGHAMTON, :NZ',7 YORK

:-'RESENTED AT THE ANNUAL M..r.::S';['INGOF THE NORTHgASTZRN
WEED CONTROL CONFERENCE HELD IN xz w YORK CITY ON

JANUARY 6, 1954

The Iatc ~;Iill Rogers said, liThe only thing I know is what I r-ead in
the papc r s!", May I borrow this premise? Howevc r , the papers th<:lt
I refer to arc the pape r s thnt have been presented on weed and brush
control. As a basis for informntion, I am selecting papc r s from the
State of New Jersey because aftc r reading them, it becomes quite ob··
vious fhat they have left no stone unturned and have presented the
picture as c Ie a r Iy , or more so, as any State in the Union.

In dcn.ling with the highway problem, therefore, we will take as an
hwothesis to it the conclusions that they have reached. The four basic
reasons for controlling weeds arc:

1. Economy
2. Health
3. Safety
4. Beauty

The difficulty that now exists in roadside weed control would appear
to be educating the highway engineer and his boss, ~,~ the people. We
must bear in mind that when we sct out to discuss we e d control with high··
wa y pc ople , that this is an incidental item in their budgets. It is ve ry
difficult to have them run a cost n.nalysis on a "trivial" item when there
arc so many pressing, major matters at hand.

If a highway engineer were to look at a pavement carefully that was
on the verge of crumbling, he would readily tell youwhe thc r it would
be wiser to patch the road or rebuild it. He is alert in this respect.
However, if we look at the roadside right~,of-way which has beerie s «

tablished by grading and seeding at cons ide r ab le expense, we might ask
him what thoughts were in his mind when he originally made these
expenditure s and what plan he had for pr ote eting his inve stment.

He might say, as they do say in New Jersey, that the Iands capc
forces employ 150 men, 25 trucks, 10 ptck-vups , 23 tractors, and 70
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power mowers for approximately 3,000 ac re s-v-ove r more than 1750
miles of State highway. He intends to use these tools to mow to protect
his roadside. This mowing amounts to a considerable SUIn of money.
Now, let us ask the highway person why he mows. Vfhy not just let it
grow? Out of several dozen (not in New Jersey) that we have asked this
question, it broke down to three basic reasons. We mow for safety
primarily; the second, beauty; and the third reason is compliance with
various laws or customs. Having established these reasons for mowing
and cutting, we then ask what do you mow for? And here again, it being
such an ,incidental item, there are very, very few who realize just what
they mow for or ever stopped to analyze it. We might sum it up by say~·

ing that the greatest single answer is just plain vegetation. Very few
will hazard a guess as to what percentage of grass they are mowing for,
or what is the mien on the grass, or would it be necessary to mow for
safety if the heavy bodied, tall growing weeds and brush were eliminated.

Safety:

Thus, considering our highways, mowing for safety only, can barely
justify the use of a single mowing machine in the State of New York. We
say this on the basis that we are told by New York competent agronomists
that the height of the average grass employed in roadside cover in the
State of New York would be about 18 inches and there is no highway per
son who would cons idc r 18 inches a serious factor , or would warrant
mowing from the safety angle, as your guide rails are visible, signs
are visible and sight distance is not impaired to any serious degree.

Many weeds have a height of 3 to 8 feet and arc usually heavier
bodied', and completely block out guide rails, signs and sight distance.
(Show slides).

It has also been pointed out that spraying is much faster than mow
ing, which is safety in itself, and is done with a vehicle which is more
conducive to protecting life. than the conventional mowing machine. Now
then, spraying is cheaper than mowing, and if spraying is done properly,
there is no requirement to make a pick ..up since there is no great
volume left on the roadside. The top maintenance men in two States
have told us that it cost approximately twice as much to pick up as it
docs to mow. Therefore, if spraying were twice as expensive in its
own operation, it could be cheaper by one ..third in the long run if it
just eliminated the picking-up operation. If 150 men maintain 1800
miles, that would average one man plus equipment patrolling every
twelve miles of highway all summer or a period of four or five months.
Compare this with a total cost of $344 for three sprayings per season
on the same twelve miles. It would be reasonably safe to sa.y that the
tota.l payroll alone would run $150,000 compared with a maximum
$60,000 total cost for spraying the same 1800 miles &
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The only logical conclusion, if we can convince highway people of
this, is that there should be no delay whatsoever in spraying all highways,
as there is no question about where to get the money. If they believe
what you have proven, they already have the money in their mowing
budget.

Bcaut.y.· .. ....
But now let us look at those who mow for beauty. At what point docs

vegetative growth become an eyesore? \Trell that's a matter of opinion,
but safety demands logically that it must be mowed before it obscures
guide rails, signs, and impairs sight distance. This is the maximum
point that they can allow it to grow. In the roads that we have observed,
if mowing were effected at this point, it would be safe to say that 0.

minimum of three mowings per year would be necessary on the average
rural road. This also would be required because of the different species
of weeds J such as sweet clover that comes up in May; ragweed which
comes up from J'une on, and Queen Anne's lace which comes up in the
Fall even though the grasses grow very slowly. This is one of the rca-·
sons why roads should be sprayed three times during the summer, for it
is impossible to mow for weeds which arc not yet growing. It is like,·
wise impossible to spray for them.

Beauty has been defined as lithe absence of the ugly", so here too
by timely spraying "ve have let the grasses have all the moisture that
nature has provided, and there is not the tendency of brownout in them.
There is nothing prettier than a nice green lawn on our roadsides, and if
we mow for beauty, then we must continue to mow to keep the grass
trimmed, but by spraying, we have eliminated the ugly, and have achieved
something to behold.

For those who mow to comply with the Iaws of certain states that
require the removal of noxious weeds, there is no easier way to do this
than eliminate the problem whtch would make the law superfluous.

Now it sounds easy when \ve look at it and tnko it apart, and we might
say highway departments will grnb it, and there is no problem whatso
ever in getting high'\vay people to employ this system, but strange as it
m<:ty seem, we seriously question if 2% of the r oads in the Nor thcaat
are t re atc d in the manner we wo uld like them treated, namely sprayed
three times each season for three yenrs. It is not that they don't agree
with you or that they don't believe you, but most highway people just arc
not interested in weed control and do not understand it. For the main
part, their problem is brush and poison ivy. To the safety people it
is sight distance; to the health people, rugwced, to the agricultural
people, their problem will vary with the crops they have in their fields,
but it is usually limited to one. or two species of weeds. Wherein lies
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the. solution? nuit~ frankly, we feel that too rnany ar e wai ting for per
fection in this field. The:.rest arc unaware of it. G. K. Chesterton
once said, "Anything that is worth doing, is worth doing poorly. II We
sincerely agree with this line of thought, but in this particular field
we feel that it would not be done poorly, but almost perfectly, and there
is no point in waiting furthe r •

The health people want to spray primarily for ragweed and poison
ivy, but it is very difficult to interest the highway person with this
appr oacb., :'ublic health is defined as that group which bridge the gap
between scientific research and practical application. How might they
best achieve their goal of bridging this gap ? The situation seems to com··
pare favorably to that of the open garbage dump ... where one group would
be complaining about flies; another rats or odors, smoke, ugliness,
preservation of rmirno Is , hazardouspln.ygrounds for children, etc. To
the person that came in about rats, we would not say, "Now we arc con··
cerned about flies", and try to get them interested in fly control on the
dump, but we would quickly point out that the logical answer to "their II

problem would be an incinerator or aarrita r y land fill, and not say a
word about why we personally wanted the incinerntor -- just say, "Yes,
we agree with you", and enlist anotbe r group to help us build an incincr··
ator.

In r oads ide , each individual problem and the solution to it, is not
the elimina.tion of just the given weed, but rather the o s tab Hs hrne nt of a
good turf easy to maintain, which in itself eliminates or reduces the
possibility of rank or noxious weed growth. It is not our purpose to sec
bow many weeds we can kill at a given time, but rather to protect the
desirable growth that is there from scavengers encroaching upon their
food supply and making it difficult for them to survive.

Y!hy a r e highways so important to public health people? ::':'ublic
hca.lth people cognizant of :::.11the individual problems, would go to the
engineer and say , "Look, Mr. Smith, he a r- me out. At least 5% of the
people in New Jersey and New York suffer from hayfe ve r , Hayfe ve r is
caused prim<:.rily by rOogweed. A primary source of r-agwce d is the
r oads idc , ~7e, as health officials, cannot cxpc ct private citizens to
heed our recommendations unless we in Government do so. NOVI you
need more money in your budgets to build better highways and you need it
badly. You need people who '."/ill vote for more money in your budget and
the strange par-t of it is that it is pretty hard to get people to listen to
your highway problem, especially when their noses nrc running and
when their eyes are sore, and in gcnc r aL, they just don't feel good. Now
there are a lot of these people. In New Jersey, it is in excess of
ZOO,OOO; New York, well over ha.lf a million. It would be nice to have
these people thinking that you people in highway are pretty wonderful.
Now here is the way, if you will listen. VIe can show you where you can
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enlist a Iar-gc group of citizens on your side. You s ay to these people
who suffer from hayfcvc r , l"iJc a r e going to spray r oads ide s to sec if
we cnrr'f ;Alleviate your suffering, as if we spr~y a Il State roads, we can
do it for $.11 per person; and while this may come to quite a sizeable
bill, "...,ethink your health is more important, and we arc going to do our
utmost to spr~\y roa-ds to help municipalities further their progrnm, and
in general, to be a classroom for the public. III Then you proceed to
show him how in helping the hayfove r sufferer it actua Ily ha s not cost him
a penny, but has rather left money in his funds to go ahe ad and build
his highways.

You a.ls o point out that he might go to the gar-den clubs and S<lY,

IIYle a re doing this for bcauty , as we think benuty is n major factor; that
the northenst is the beauty spot of the 'World by its natur e ; that we have
the most benutiful rO::J.ds, and that we like to frnrne them with a nice
border of green grnss which will not give cove r to the person that they like
to call the "litterbug".

You go to the utility companies and say, "V.Tcunderstand thct one"
third of your dollar has been going to taxe s , and on top of this you 'havo
been expending moneys to fight poison ivy and many things which wc
find will no longer be necessary for you to fight. Go therefore, if you
wifl vote for more money for better rands, I'll get rid of this brush in
your lines and also reduce considerably your poison ivy problem, and
ren.lly give you something for your taxes."

You go to the hotel groups and say, lIyre understand that there a re a
lot of people who can tt come to your area because your pollen count is
high. 7!e want to help you reduce that count and stimulate interest in
ragweed control Whereby you might increase iznme as ucab ly your business,
but just remember when I am looking for more money in my budget to
build better r oads , what I am doing for you; and then point out tMt he
might go to the va r ious Chambers of Commerce arid tell about the people
who suffer from hayfever that might want to e s tab Ii s h a pbnt in the c rea ,
but not in an a ro a where he he.s to stay away from his business for six
weeks of the year."

He say s fo the farmer, "I have been wntching you br cak your back
c ul't'ivat irrg those fields for sorne time. The Health Depar-tment tells me
about a new wny to help you. '"l!hUe I need money to build r oa ds I I am
going to spend money to help cut down on your work, but I might not s avc
you any money, as I might ask you to take the savings and put it back in
to taxes for better roads because eve ntua.Ily I want you out of the mud. II
If the highway engineer does not buy on this, then he just is not interested
in bui.ldmg any more roads.
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This sounds like double talk, but actually the rc is no double talk
t o it, because each single item in itself is enough to warrant the ex
penditures ne ce s aa r y, We could go on and on with other benefits {;:tr
too numerous to cover at anyone time. :~'ublic health people acclaimed
2,4 ..D and 2,4,5' Q T , and said, "We now have a tool ".- there is hopc l"
rle say to you, "V{e have now the mechanics and the know-how to usc
that tool. "
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Pollen Study

Richard J. Sullivan
Industrial Hygiene Engineer

Bureau of Adult and Industrial Health

'When one enters the movitiate of noxious weed control it is pos
sible to believe, qy a strenuous stretch of a pliable imagination, that by
the fresh, new perspective achieved, one.may glean a few facts and impres
sions not before discussed at these conferences. It is upon such a highly
tenuous assumption that I have accepted this gracious invitation to speak
to weed control experts.

The usual concern of our particular program in the New Jersey
State Health Department is with air pollution -- With the determination of
its nature, its quantity, i~s sources, its effects, and its correctibility.

This year our program undertook the consideration of ragweed
pollen. At first the existence of such an allergy seemed very unreason
able. Apparently a large number of people, through no conscious deficiency,
is uncomfortably affected -- even disabled -- by a natural phenomencn ,
Contrasted with air pollution, where man justly stews in his own refuse,
ragweed allergy appeared illogical. If the survival of the ragweed plant
were dependent upon its pollen being breathed and everyone becoming miser
able as a consequence, then Darwin's notion of survival of the fittest
would explain it. Such is, of course, not the case. It was with a great
deal tf philosophical satisfaction that I learned that man is again
responsible; where he disturbs the earth ragweed will grow, that where
there is no man, soon there is no ragweed, and that pollinosis is nature's
retaliation against our reckless disruption of the natural sequence of
plant growth. So ragweed pollen, like all the rest, is a man-made air pol
lutant: it is foreign, undesirable matter, partially destructive of the
value of its host medium, air.

The methods for possible solution of the public health problem
created by the presence of ragweed pollen in the atmosphere can be simply
classified:

(1) the allergy can be eliminated
(2) susceptible people and pollen can be separated.

The first, as indicated by Doctor Sachs, is unpleasant, un
economical and unsatisfactory.

'Ihe second can be subdivided:

a) susceptible people can migrate;
b) they can breathe filtered air;
c) offensive pollen can be eliminated.
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All of these are currently employed, but mass migration ann
universal air filtration are not likely solutions. It appears that elim
ination of the environmental causative agent is the only feasible method.

In employing the conventional means for mgweed elimination,
there, is a definite need for an evaluation of the before and after of our

. cOImnunity programs. The ultimate criterion of the need for, and success
'of, a ragweed elimination effort is of course the prevalence of ragweed
pollinosis. If by epidemiology we could determine the extensity and in
tensity of pOllinosis, b.Yarea survey the total acreage of ragweed, and
by sampling, the seasonal pollen count, of a subject community prior and
sUQsequent to a strenuous eradication effort, we should have acquired
Cl:cademically beautiful comparative data. As usual the price of public
health purism is prohibitive, so it becomes necessary to measure need and
progress by area survey and pollen counting -- in some caseS by pollen
counting alone. For this purpose our ,Department arranged this summer'to
collect pollen count data from 23 sampling locations in the State. It was
our intention to gather this information in order to indicate those areas
which are most in need of planned elimination programs, and assist in
future evaluations of the effectiveness of eradication measures ..

Standard shelters as described by the American Acadenw of Allergy
were employed and counting was done in accordance with its recommendations.
Several local organizations had maintained sampling stations in previous
years but in most of the locations listed on the accompanying data sheet,
pollen determinations ha4 never been made to augment the meager supply of
pollen. shelters, we got out our hammers and saws and built samplers of
wood, and chrome-plated steel, at a cost of $.90 for material and $1.90
for labor for each device. The products will never win an award in
competitive fine arts but are durable, and are productive of elegant data ..
'Ihe brazen simplicity of both the samplers and the method, was attested by
a number of pairs of raised eyebrow's encountered in the course of our
field experience. In general, we had no difficulty in inducing local
health departments to operate samplers; this was especially true where we
had the good fortune to contact passionately interested hay-fever victims ..
Several resort communities were reluctant to establish stations since they
presumptively advertise freedom from pollen and were fearful that objective
pollen data might confute their public relations. Slides from seven sta
tions were counted by our Department, the balance by local agencies.
After the study was in progress, we received enough requests from additional
local agencies to lead us to believe that 40stations could be operated
locally without further salesmanship on our part. Since sampling frequently
is accompanied by some attempts at weed eradication, this response was very
encouraging.

The data is summarized on the attached sheet,. all counts reported
in grains per sq. em. In counting a slide I felt that I could entertain
no metaphysical certitude Whatever; all I know is how many grains are
present on the slide and that someplace in the area of the sampler there

- 2 -
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is at least one ragweed plant growing. All else is informed speculation
the conversion into grains per cu. yd. and the establishment of counts

representing the threshold of susceptibility seem to me to be extravagant
extrapolations of our simple data.

It appear-s to me that the comparable figure most indicative of
the pollen status of a sampling location is the median count. This value
has been computed for each station for a one month period, rather than for
the entire study so as to eliminate the misleading zero counts before and
after pollination. Wemight consider a median of five or less to be low,
of 6 to 15 moderate, and above 15 to be high. Such a quantitative expres
sion is not standardized but we feel that if in subsequent seasons the
median count is brought from the midst of one statistical area to the
midst of the lesser area, progress will be demonstrated. Actually, we can
not boast of o~ ragweed program until such data is collected.

I have heard and read many conflicting opinions of the value of
the standard pollen sampler. Based on this season's experience, I think
that the shelter,is the most wonderful, inexpensive, convenient, definitive,
delightful air pollution sampling device that I have ever had the pleasure
of operating. I had two volumetric samplers available to me throughout
the study; I never used them because I think that they cannot provide any
data useful to our program which is not obtainable by simpler standard means ..
It may be that the seasonal median pollen count, in a given locati:on, is
directlY-proportional to the amount of ragweed whose pollen travels far
enough to reach the sampling station. This assumption is our justification.
If it be invalid then grave doubt would be cast upon the value of any type
of pollen sampler, if it is valid, then no improvement in sampling is re
quired. It seems to me that no research in air-borne ragweed pollen in
strumentation is required. I only wish that such successful selective
samplers were available for the determination of all the other air contam
Lnant s that beset us.

There are of course an infinite number of possibilities for ex
perimentation in sampling method,; e.g., strictly speaking, pollen counts
should be related to:

wind direction and velocity;
humidity,;
time of day;
temperature,;
degree of inversion.

These are the problems that face us in the achievement of general
air sanitation, but to attempt to solve them in the field of ragweed elimina
tion is to make a fetish of sampling. It's also true that some attempt
should be made to appraise the relative contribution, at a given location,
of pollen from distant rural growth and local urban growth. But it is not
true that the absence of such knowledge should obstruct any community
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ragweed elimination program at pr-esent , 'lhere are those who think other
wise in the whole field of air sanitation -- who offer the pure, objective,
scientific approach that all of the variables must be exactly appraised
before ~ control is undertaken. I canlt help but consider that if
scientil'IC purism were applied to the hay-fever problem, the disinterested
logic of mathematics would indicate that since there are so very many more
ragweed plants than there are allergic persons, would it not be so simple
to eradicate the relatively few people and allow the multitude. of ragweed
plants to grow?

But selective euthanasia would be defeatism when pollen elimina
tion is such a desirable and feasible public health program.

Contrasted with the general air pollution problem that obstacles
to an effective ragweed program are negligible; the nature, quantity,
source, effect and correctibility of air pollution are frequently unknowns
- possibly indeterminate quantities in many cases. In ragweed study they
are all knowable variables • Air pollution must be controlled -- we must
abate the public health nuisance but retain its source; hay-rever can be
eliminated by the unique and direct method of complete eradication of the
source. The work that remains for us is basically a public relations
activity, to sell the virtues of eradicating an eraaicable quantity ..

If things get a little hard to handle, as they seem to at times,
as an inexpensive, direct, alternative, we might pray to God for the sudden
demise of all ragweed ..

-4-



Pollen Counts in gr. per sq.cm. for One Month Period

August 24 - September 23, 1953
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Location

New Brunswick*
East Brunswick
Jersey City W..
Summit*
East or-ange»
Fort Dix N.
Fort Dix S.
Newark*'
Asbury Park
Trenton*
Seabrook 1
Seabrook 2
Seabrook 3
Flemington
Teaneck
Hightstown
:Jover*
Linden
Red Bank
Haddonfield

Highest Count

126
44
16
63
45
90
48

111
32

131
79
31
72

368
.39

396
41

126

Median Count

15
9.5
2

17
3.5

13
14
9

16
71
5
6

15
46
5.5

122
7

14

%Days Over 10

65
45
12
74
30
58
55
43
56
87
35
32
72
88
40
83
47
69

*counts made in previous years.
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POISON IVY DERMATITISCONTROLPROCEDURES

Dr. John F. Kilgus, Chief
Health Services for State Employees

Connectiout State Department or Health

Few of us think of poison ivy dermatitis as an occupational condition.
In faot, fe" of us think seriously of poison ivy unless we have been so
unfortunate as to slice our golf balls into a patch of this "eed or sit in
the wrong place at the company outing. However, if you even so much as men
tion poison iVY to a Highway Department offioial, he turns pale and shudders.
To Highway departments, public utility companies, tree surgeons--to mention
only a few--poison ivy dermatitis 1s a real problem in lost time and lost
efficiency.

The Connecticut State HighwaYDepartment has long been plagued with the
problem. Several vears ago, the 'ieparbaent'p; safety engineer, A'l M. (Scotty)
Addison, found that lost time in th.at department due to this tvpe of dermati
tis could be reduced 70%by an educational program and the use of a protective
preparation (Ply 9 - Milburn Company).

In 1950, when the Connecticut State Health Department's Division of
Health Services for State Employees was still in its infancy, the Highway
Department sought its help in solving the poison ivy problem. After consid
erable research, it was decided to offer prop~lactic injections of poison
ivy extract to the Highway workers as an added precaution. There are innumer
able extracts on the m&rkat- ..some good, bad, and indifferent. Doctor Robert
t. Quimby, then head at R.S.S.E •• decided upon the use of an .extract marketed
by the Arlington Chellical COlllPany(now sold by Hollister-Stier Laboratories).
This extract is made in aceordanee with the work of Sharll t and Newman(l).
The stock solution is macieby extracting 10 grame of freshly gatbared poison
ivy leaves with lOOce of aosolute alcohol. The extract used is a 1,1000 dilu
tion or 1%of the stock solution in abaolute alcohol. The dosage is O.lcc
subcut&neously_ The favorable e*perience of physicians who had used this
prepara~ion and the small oosage influenced its choice over numerous other
good products in the market.

This was the beginning of the Connecticut State HighwaY'Department' 8

program to reduce lost ti~ and lowered effioiency of its workers insofar as
poison ivy dermatitis was concerned. None ot us were so cocky or narrow
minded as to think for one instant t1-tat we had iille problem licked or tltat any
one a,?proach was sufficient. The program, as it has developed, has many
integral parts. I will discuss each of these--rlot in the order of its impor
tance as I do not believe that it is possible to give a top prierity to any
ene part of the program. It 1s a 11ttle 11ke the colored gentleman who backed
into the buzz saw--he was a little uncertain as to which toeth cut him.

As the program has developed, \lOre and more attention bas been directed
toward eradication of the plant. This seems logical as certainly the workers
can't get a poison ivy dermatiMs if the plants are not present in their work
area. This" however, is no small task even in a small state like Connecticut.
The Highway Department·s engineering statr estimates that 8,000 acres along

- 1 -
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its highways are kept under vegetative control. It is further estimated that
about 10% of this, or 800 acres, is heavily infested with poison ivy. The
preparation used for spraying is a mixture of 24-D and 245-T--2 par-ts of 24-D
and 1 part of 245-T in an amine salt formula. Three quarts of this formula
are used in 100 gallons of water. It is estimated that about an 80% kill is
effected with the first application. Of course, this has its problems as the
preparation effects all broad1ea£' plants and ia best applied in early spring
under satisfactory weather conditions with a well controlled hand spray
method. An all-out attempt at 1estruction of the plant is planned for 1954
at an estimated cost of 125,000.00.

Education has proved a very valuable asset in the fight. Each summer,
the Highway Department employs about 500 men as temporary help. For the most
part, these are college boys, many of them from urban areas where poison ivy
is infrequently seen. These temporary employees must be taught to recognize
the plant and respect it. For far too many of them, this knowledge is gained
through painful experience. They must be taught how to take care of them
selves and their clothes. For a number of years, protective solutions or
creams have been furnished. The preparations first used were Ply-9 and
P1yotho1 made by the Milburn Company. During the last suemer , several other
preparations were used experimentally--Rhus-Lo Croam (D.R.S. Pharmacal Company,
Worcester, Massachusetts) and Pro-Dorna (Westwood Pharmaceuticals, BUffalo,
New York). Sufficient work has not been done to evaluate these preparations,
but they show promise.

Lastly, the phase of the program with which I have been most closely
associated is the use of prophylactic injections of Poison Ivy Extract. Ii
one f!Pes through the medical literature, He is discouraged in finding mny
more unfavorable reports concerning the use of these extracts than favorable
ones. However, almost all of these reports have to do wi th the use of Poison
Ivy Extract as a treatment and not as preventative. In fact, some of the more
recent articles (2) (3) (4) make its use as a means of treatment in acute
Rhus dermatitis appear definitely dangerous. We can say with aeaurance that
in our experience in giving more than 5,000 prophylactic inoculations of
O.lcc Poison Ivy Extract (Arlin~ton) we have encountered no untoward reactions.

As I go over our figures for these four years in an attempt to honestly
evaluate the use of the extract, I am constantly reminded of tl-te old adage-
"Figures don't lie, but liars can figure." There are so many factors that
defy contro1--so many v~iables that it is practically impossible to arrive
at any definite conclusions. In the first place, our program is a voluntary
one. No man is told he must h~ve the inoculations. It follows then that the
men who avail themselves of the inoculations are for the most part men who
mOllO,themselves to be in some degree susceptible to this type of dermatitis.
Conversely, the men who do not bothClr to get the inoculations are for the most
part permanent employees who have developed an immunity from years of contact.
This is brought out quite Vividly in our 19$2 figures which show that among
our permanent employees only a.2%contracted poison ivy whether or not they
were inoculated While under the same circumstances; 22. 2~ of our te1JlPorary
employees developed a dermatitis in varying degrees. To be perfectly honest,
the figures, as shown in the following table, were so baffling to us that we
decided to see how the men in the field felt about the program and so sub-
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mitted to them a questionnaire which was returned to us unsigned.

Year
1951

1952

1953

SrrM~~Y POISONIVY CONTROLPROGRAM
FORCONNECTICUTHIGHWAYv;ORKERS

Years 1951-1952-1953

No. No. No.
Em- Losing Days

Ployees Time Lost
Total Employees Inoculated h69 6 25
Total Employees Not inoculated 1407 11 86
Permanent Employees Inoculated 387 1 1
Temporary Employees Inoculated 82 5 24
Permanent Employees Not Inoculated 1312 2 23
Temporary Employees Not Inoculated 95 9 63

Total Employees Inoculated 711 24 71
Total Employees Not Inoculated 1372 15 47
Permanent Employees Inoculated 471 2 20
Temporary Employees Inoculated 240 22* 51
Permanent Employees Not Inoculated 1257 3 5.
Temporary Employees Not Inoculated 115 12 42

Total Employees Inoculated 1040 27 124
Total Employees Not Inoculated 1741 20 57
Permanent Employees Inoculated 670 6 31
Temporary Employees Inoculated 370 21 93 .
Permanent Employees Not Inoculated 1586 6 11
Temporary Employees Not Inoculated 115 14 46

*Only 4 cases developed dermatitis after sufficient
time had been allowed for immunity to develop.

Questionnaire

We are trying to obtain the opinion of our employee's concerning the poison
ivy program, particularly the part pertaining to the prophylactic inoculation
and the use of Ply #9 or other protective preparations supplied by the
Department.. Will you, therefore, p'l ease answer the following questions with
a check mark ( ) and return this form to your District Office, On or before
August 15th. No signatures are required on this form.

1. District # Employment?
':;::P-er-ma-n-e-n-;-t-E~mp--=l:-o-y-p-e Temporary Employee

2. Are you susceptible to poison ivy?
YeS No

3. Were you working in areas where poison ivy was ?
Heavy Light None

4. Did you have a case of poison ivy this season?
'YeS No

- 3 -



TeSTa
15. Do you think these protective preparations cut down the severity

of the case?
Yes No

16. Are you in favor of continuing the use of these protective
preparations?

Yes No
17. COMMENTS,(Please feel free to express yourself with any comments

you may wish to make). _

536

5. Was your case of poison ivy?
First Aid Medical Lost Time

6. Were you inoculated by State Doctor or Nurse •
Yes No

7. Were you inoculated by a private physician?
Yes No

8. Howmany inoculations did you have? •
TTTTT

9. When did the poison ivy first appear?

Before Inoculation lithin two weeKs More than tWo weeks
10. Do you think these inoculations aid in preventing poison ivy?

Yes N"
11. Do you think these inoculations cut down the severity of the

case?
Yes No

12. Are you in favor of continuing the poison ivy inoculations?
Ye'SNo

13. Did you use Ply #9 or other protoctive preparations supplied by
State?

res No
14. Do you think these protective pr-eparatdons help to prevent poison

ivy?

I think the prize comment, however, made by one of' the men was tIl am not
acceptable to poison ivy."

From the 1,125 questionnaires returned, I tabul.o.ted the results of the
following four questions:

1. Are you susceptible to poison Ivy?
2. Do you think that these inoC'llations aid in preventing poison ivy?
3. Do you think that these inoculations cut down the severity of the

case? .
4. Are you in favor of continuing the pod.son ivy inoculations~

To the first question--Are you susceptible to poison ivy? The answers were
Yes - 563; No - 552. This surprised me as I had been led to believe from the
low percentage (0.2%) of permanent employees who developed a dermatitis in
1952 that the percentage of relatively immune persons was considerably higher.
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To the second question in regard to whether or not the Lnocutatd one aid in
prevention, the answers were Yes - 718; No - 170; No opinion - 236.

To the third question relative to reduction of severity, the answers were
Yes - 747; No - 94; No opinion - 284.

To the fourth question - Are you in favor of continuing the inoculations?
The answers were very decisive: Yes - 853; No - 100; No opinion - 172.

The manner in which any program is received by the employees largely
determines its success or failure. Even though we are unable to show
striking figures to prove the success of the prophylactic use of Poison Ivy
Extract, the program has a very definite psychological benefit. It appears
that a great many men e~osed daily to poison ivy will develop some degree
of dermatitis. Our figures are based only on the lost time cases. These
one would expect would be the severe cases. There is a joker in this, how
ever. A couple of years ago our State Legislature, in a moment of extreme
generosity, voted to allow any state employee disabled in the line of duty
his full salary for the first week of his disability. Of our total number
of lost time cases, only 6 lost more than 5 days. Of these 6, there were
3 truly severe cases, one losing 16 days, one 13 days, and 1 losing 9
days.

In conclusion, our Connecticut State Highway Poison Ivy Program consists
of

1. Eradication - Destruction of the plant with 24-D and
245-T spray.

2. Education of the Employee
a. Recognition of the plant.
b. Ways and means of self-protection.

3. Skin Protection
a. Use of protective preparations.
b. Proper skin cleansing.

4. Use of Prophylactic Inoculations of Poison Ivy Extract.

Webelieve that all four of th:;se phases of the program are necessary
for good results.

Weare far from smug and satisfied as to our results, but feel that we
are traveling in the right direction and making progress.
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NOETHEASTER.N;vEEDCONTROLCONFERENCE

MINUTESOF THE BUSINESS~~TING

January 6, 1954

The meeting was c~lled to order by President Eee.tty who then
introduced: guests a t the head table, nameLy , Mr. L. I. Jones, U. S.
Department of A0riculture Extension Service; l~. E. P. Sylwester,
Extension Specialist in Weed Control, Iowa State Oollege; and Mr.
C. J. Willard, Agronomy Department, Ohio State University.

The report of the Secretary-Treasurer was given in brief form
and it will be found in complete form in the Supplement.

A discussion was held concerning the desirebility of forming a
National ~eed Control Society and a motion was made thet the North
eastern Weed Control Oonference go on record 8S favoring a National
Membership Society for weed control. Motion made by Fertig, seconded
by Phillips and carried unenimously by the group.

The report of the Awards Committee was made at which time the
following awards were presented, One hundred dollars each for out
standing papers at the meetings. The following five papers received
awards:

1. Studies on Entry of 2,4-D Into Leaves R. L. Weintraub,
J. N. Yeatman, J. 11. Brown, J. A. Thorne, and J. R. Conover,
Camp Detrick, Frederick, Maryland,

2. The Effect of Soil Organic .Matter Levels on Several Herbicides
S. L. Dallyn, L. I. Vegetaple Research Farm, Riverhead, New
York.

3. Experimental Use of Herbicides Impregnated on Clay Granules
for Control of Weeds in Certain Vegetable Crops - L. L.
Danielson,Virginia Truck Exp. Station, Norfolk, Virginia.

4. Cultural vs , Chemical ;veed Control in Soybee.ns - vl. E.
Chappell, Virginia Agr. Exp. Station, B1ecksburg, Virginia.

5. Public Hea.l th Significance of Re.gwe6d Control Demonstra ted
in Detroit - John H. huskin, Sanitary Engineer, Dept. of
Health, Detroit, Michigan,

Following this report the nominating committee was called on for
its report. The nominating committee consisted of G. H. Ahlgren,
Chairman, E. R. ~~rshall and L. L. Danielson. The committee presented
as their s~ate of officers; for President, A. o. Kuhn; Vice-President,
J .. D, Van Geluwe; Secreta.r7t-Treasurer, 1'l. C. JE1cob; Repr esen ta ti ve on
Editorial Board for "1'leeds I, R. D. Sweet. Each office was taken up
in turn by the President end nomine tions asked for and in no ca se were
any nominations mede from the floor, so the Secretary cast a unani
mous ballot in each case for the nominations committee nominee for
the offioe ..



The meeting was then turned over to Dr. Kuhn after Dr. Beatty
had thanked everyone for helping him during the pa.st year. Dr. Kuhn
indicated that he would appoint committees at a later date during the
meeting ..

On Thursday the fpllowing committee chairmen were announced by
the President:

Program Committee Chairman - W. W. Smith

Coordinating Committee Chairman - L. L. Dani~lson

Publications Committee Chairman R. J .. Aldrich.
Sustaining Membership Chairman - C. L. Hovey

Public Relations Chairman - R. Ao Peters

Awards .Oommittee Chairman - R. H. Beatty

\'1a,1tel' CII&Jacob, Secrete.ry
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Treasurer's Report

February 1, 1954
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Receipts

C~sh on hand 1/15/53
Sale of Proceedings and Reprints
Sustaining Membership
Sele of 1954 Proceedings
Registration at 1954 Meeting
Luncheon Tickets

Total receipts
Expenses

$4126.18
818.45

1475.00
945.00
709050
640.00

$8714.13

General
Postage & Communications
Supplies
Travel of Executive Committee
Stenographic help
Awards
Secretary's honorarium
Miscellaneous

Total

Publications
--r953 Supplement

1954 Proceedings
1954 Supplement
Mimeograph Supplies
Newsletters

Total

Meeting
Old bill
Pr ogr'ame
Badges
Registration Clerks
Pictures for pUblicity
Travel
Mixer
Miscellaneous Expenses
Luncheon

Total

$378.22
150.98
633.05
264.38
613 ..57
300 ..00
93.30

$203.38
986.85

32,,25
199 ..23
131.96

$ 8.40
175.00
23.99
60,,00
70.00

388.09
99.12

16'4.26
656.59

~1645.45

Total Expenditures
Cash on hand February 1, 1954

$5632.62
_~08*.51

Tota.1< lB'71 .13
,'1 /' //" .~,,<' / ;'

/1// /. ,/,' I
/~ ,../#' .(, ': -1";~~_' f ,~~/">// .-.-),'- -,- .~(//~

--/L ---'{a1ter C. Ja , Treasurer
~ve have examined the foregoing financial statement of e Northeastern
Weed Control Conference and find it correct as submitted.

-&Vea..-~ ....~ J.. Vari Geluwe So No
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NORTHFASTERN\'1E~D CONTROLCONFERENCE

Secretary's Report of the Annual Meeting

The healthy increase in registration at the meeting was a reflect
ion of the increased interest in weed control. A total of 494 persons
were registered this year.

It is interesting to note the changes in attendance over the
years and the table below gives some idea of the composition of the
last four meetings.

Source of '"AT1rENDANDE
Persons 1951 1952 1953 ' 1954

Exp. Stft tion &
Non-Comm. Res. 85 103 110 110

-
Suppliers of
Oherm ca Ls or
Equipment 143 122 181 197

Users-Public
Heal th, Public
utilities,
Farmers, etc. 112 158 134 173

Press - 12 7 14

TOTAL 340 395 432 494

The sustaining ffiembership list continues to grow~ This year
there were 41 companies who contributed to the financial support
of the Conference.

The luncheon-business meeting was well attended, a record 159
were served, and the presentation of awards was the high spot of the
meeting.

The new extension section was launched with a good send-off and
the future looks good" A group gathered to tE\ll{ informally about
aquatic weeds and a program is planned for next year on this SUbject.

In connection with the extension section a.n award was presented
to Norman J. Smith, Assistant County Agent of Madison County, New York,
for doing the outstanding county agent work in weed control 1n the
Northee.st. This award consisted of a sui table certificate and an all
expense paid trip to the Meeting to present a report of his program
to the extension section.

The next meeting will be held at the Hotel New Yorker, New York
City on January 5,6,7, 1955.

~val tel' a./Jacob, Secretary
~
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INFURMALAQUATIC 1VEEDMEETING

8 P.M. Tues. Jan. 5,1954

SUMNfARY

,
This Lnf or meL meeting was attended by twenty-nine interested

members. Discussion centered around the aquatic weed problem, the
difficulties encountered by those fecEd with this problem, and the
need for some sort of research program.

Basically the aquatic weed problem is this: aquatic weeds,
principally submerged, frequently infest lakes, ponds, irrigation
ditches, etc., to the degree that they materially interfere with the
primary use of the water. The problem is to find a method of control
that is inexpensive, quick, harmless to fish, other aquatic life, and
mammals. Meche.nicel and biological control methods appear to be of
limited value, hence the interest in chemical control.

However, chemical control of aquatic weeds presents several
problems. Most of the chemicals used to date are toxic to fish and
other forms of aquatic life. Some compounds are toxic to mammals.
Also of major importance is the fagt that some of the substances now
under test are very expensive.

In discussing the extent of this problem, it ~as apparent that,
to date, no one has attempted to assess, on a Nation-wide beais, the
annual loss, caused by aquatics, to the fermer, resort operator, or
sportsman. The United States Fish and ~i1dlife Service conducted a
survey in Florida and Louisiana on the effects of alligator weed and
water hyacinth end estimates the annuel loss to fish and wildlife in
these two states at 20 million dollars. A similar survey by the
Fish and Wildlife Service on the effect of water chestnut on the
Mohawk~Hudson River System, estimates an annual loss of $51,600.

In discussing the need for a research program three points of
view were adva.nced t

1. The trial and error system. Under this system any material
known to kill weeds is given a trial run.

2. The so-celled academic approach in which the first step would
be extensive study of the aquatic plant and its physiology. The idea
being that if the functions of the plant are understood it may be
easier to choose or develop a control substance.

3. Another suggestion is in effect a compromise between 1 and 2
i.e., it was sUGgested that some screening of present terrestrial
herbicides be done and those showing promise be tested. In conjunction
with this plan a program of ~sic research might be underteken by
competent botanists.

It is also felt the t more information is needed on the toxici ty
of herbicides to fish end other forms of aquatic life.



E. S. Hagood
Helen Rigg
William A. Nieung
Philip Gorlin
~'1illiam ~v. Doyle
Edward ? Brady
BarbBra H. Davis
John H. Steenis
S. S. Sharp
Robert K. Huckins
Cole ,,,. W'llde
Grant F. 1'ls.lton
Leslie R. Reed
Laurence VenGordcn

8

One thing was very apparent, there is ~ct1ve interest in the
aquatic weed problem. A section on aquatic weeds is planned for the
1955 conference. It is hoped that the interest evidenced at this
meeting will multiPly and produce a greater exchange of information
on the subject of aquatic weed control.

John D. Gould
Aquatic Biologist
Southern Fisheries Diet.

The following attended this meeting:

John D. Gould
Douglas Moss
Tom Eastwood
Margaret Greenwe.ld
Ralph E. Patterson
Charles J. ~1e.ll

E. H. Huber
Jonas Vengris
:'f. r-1.Bejulri .
LeRoy G. Irving
Ralph H. Smith
Arthur H. Cook
Devid B. Coole
Thomas J. Page
Ray R. Kriner

The addresses of the above may be obtained from the registra tion list
which will appear in the supplement to the Proceedings of the Eighth
Annual Meeting of the Northeastern Weed Control Conference.



REPORTOF THERESEARCHCOOF~INATING COMMITTEE 9

OF THE

NORTHEASTERN',tEED CONTROLCONFEF-ENCEFOR 1954

This report presents the results of a canvass of the general
conference membership by the members of this committee. It is
intended to give a general coverage of weed control methods in use,
those which are rerdy for field trial, end those which are still in
the strictly experimental category. In addition, the needs of future
research in connection with the various weed control problems are
indica ted ..

The materials, rates, and methods indicated are not recommenda
tions for general local use and shall not be construed as such. These
reports are presented with the understanding that all materials sug
gested for general use are SUbject to prior label approval by the
U. S. Food and Drug Administration before such use.

No part of this report is to be reprinted without permission of
the Executive Committee of the Northeastern Weed Control Conference.

L.L. Danielson
WEEDCONTROLAPPLICATIONEIq,UIPIBNT

C. -s, Terry

Agr. Engl'. Dept.
Cornell Univ.

CONCERNINGtmWAPPLICATIONE~UIPMENT:

The V]JU~ONT Agricultural Experiment Station has built a Spot
Weeder, designed to facilitate destruction of individual weed plants
without damegin~ adjacent vegetation. It is described in an experi
ment station publication, "Vermont Spot Weeder", by A. R. Midgley,
pamphlet No. 29.

'fEST VIRGINIA University Agronomy & Genetics Department has
developed a spray outfit for applying spray to experimental corn plots.
It consists primarily of a 3 gallon spray tank and air compressor
mounted on a Planet Jr. Garden tre.ctor with e. dete.chable boom mounted
in front. It is equipped with pressure regulators and a speedometer.
This outfit can readily be loaded into a pickup truck and transported
to the field and it can be operated satisfactorily by one man.

DI?FICULTIES ;vITH EXISTING APPLICATIONE~UIPMENT ~lERE EXPRESSEDAS
FOLLO':lS:

University of DELAi'1AP..Esay, "Reguier weed sprayer pumps usually
don't have enough capacity to a.pply 30-50 gallons per acre and a t the
same time have sufficient overflow to cause agitation in the tank.
(The latter is a problem with wettable powders and emulsions)."
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NE;{ JERSEY Agricultural :Sxperiment Station se,y, "1. TCA has

resulted in considerarle corroRion, and 2~ Selector valve accompanying
Century Spray unit hes given us some difficulty in regulating pressure;
valve s t Lck s (2 different units)."

GEN1:VA(N?:T YOEK). Experiment Ste. tion como'la Lna of C "Wee.r, and
consequent reduced performance of gea.r pumps. rl

PENNSYLVAJIA Experiment Stetion workers have had trouble with
pumps~ln5 ru~ber impellers when spraying mineral oils.

W'ESTVIRGINIA has "a Hansen Bred jet spreying outfit on trial but
have not been able to adjust or regulate it so that it gives satis
factory application. Such e boom has many advantages and conveniences
if it could be developed so the tit would 3i ve even coverage in spi te
of wind and uneven gt"ound. tI

Few special tests with NE~ OR DIFFEP~NT APPLICATION E~UIPMENT

have been reported •.. The GENEVA(NE;v YORIO Sta tion has done some work
wi th "directed control spray in vineyards", and the PENNSYLVANIA
Station has been "applying 2,4-D while cultivating."

Apparently several stetions feel the need for ~E.f E~UIPMENT OR
MODIFICATION OF EXISTIKG MODELS:

STORJtS, OONNECTICUTExperiment Sta tion want: "Equipment for
applying herbicides on r ocky pastures. Uneven distribution usua·lly
results if a standard boom is used because of frequent tipping as the
boom travels across the field."

, Universi ty of MARYLANDwent: "Equipment that will apply both dusts
and sprays in narrow bands between new seedlinGS of alfalfa. In this
work they are attempting to apply weed control chemicals in a 5-inch
band between rOi'1S of e lfalfa that are seeded 7 inches apart. So far
as they have been able to determine, no satisfactory equipment for
applying dusts or granular material in this manner is available. Also,
it is difficult to find a nozzle with SUfficiently narrow angle to
apply this spray yet be far enough off the soil to avoid damage from
rocks and from roughly pre,ared soil. II .

MASSAOHUSETTSExperiment Sta tion wor-ker-s think there is "Need for
more work on equipment siroiler to the stem sprayer you devised e.t the
l'·nSSISSIPPI Experiment Ste tion and at ITHACA.n They believe tha t
original thinking toward; development of new devices is in order.

NE.i JERSEY sees need tor "add i tional work on a ttechment of
sprayer to planter for several field, and vegetcble crops. II

GZNEVA, (Ns:; YORK) wants ":Sa s i l y replaceable pa.rts for worn
members of gee_rpumps.lt .

PENN STATE wor!{ers say that. "Many farmers have been spre.ying
weeds too late." This cells for further educe.tional programs rather
then new equipment

2
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KHO~JS 131..4.FDwan t s something new 1n dust applieS' tors, and VIRGINIA

Polytechnic .Ina t Ltute see the need for further developmet. i; of "Equip
ment for epp1ying heynd sprays behind planters 0) It

There is still need for stressing the importance of accuracy 1n
app1icetion of weed control ohemica1s. No equipment can do a good
job unless it he.s been properly designed and servi cec , Close regula
tion of nozzle pressure and forward speed of the rig are essential.
Moat workers now realize the importance of having gaod nozzles, and
the need for )-rseping them clean; also that periodic calibration is
necessary for consistent results.

Booms have not been replaced by the nozzles that spray a wide
swath for two important reasons:

(1) ~ind is a very disturbing fector.
(2) Variable droplet size is required for wide coveraGe with

a single nozzle, and e few large drops may not necessarily
be as effective as many small drops pf the same material.

It is ooing to be difficult to get any machine that will give
uniform distribution over uneven ground. Perhaps the results will
not justify the additional expense of obteininG such a machine.

Pumps present an economic problem. The ones that are less expen
sive initially are apt to result in greater overall cost when repairs,
maintenance and passable lost time or reduced capacity are considered.

PUBLICHEALTH

A. H. Fletcher

N. J. Dept. of Health
Trenton, N. J.

Ragweed

Agreements

1. Approxi~at:ly 5% of the persons liv1ne in the Northeast have
pollen hayfever. It is estimated thet 70-80% of these are
sensi ti ve to the ragw€6d pollen and a large percentage of
these develop asthma eftGr repeated attacks of hayfever.

The effective oontrol of rS3weed depends primarily on the
prevention of pollination.

The, low pressure aqueous foliage spray applica tion of 500
1000 parts per million or about 1/2 to 1 pound per 100 gallons
of water of acid equivalent of 2,4-D of non volatile formu-
Lat Lons such as the sodium or amine Belts of 2,4-n have been
shown to be effective, praotical pnd sefe when applied as
coarse folia~e drenching spr-eya at the rete of 100 to 300
38llons per acre depending on size of plents. Eater formu
lations should not be used. Spraying should not be done on
Windy drys because of drift.
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4. Spre ying :·r.ag1tleed not only orevents pollen eno seed prod uc tion,

but hes a cumulative effect. Future raaweed growth is
discoure.8€d through the sti~ulation of competing vegetation
especially grasses.

5. The control of reOleed plents in urban areas has proven effect
ive and economically feasible, as well as benefici~l to hay
fever sUfferers in the vicinity, when c~rried out as e cen
trally directed and administered spraying program using Z,4-n.

6. The time geriod for spre ying 1n any community depend s on equip
ment end manpower available in relation to extent of weed
zrowth to be sprayed. 1fuen spraying can be completed in a
few weeks it should be done as late as possible during the
grOWing seeson and still be completed by the first week in
August.

7. Most cities find it desireble to conduct weed control programs
with sever~l depertments cooperating. Such departments gen
er~lly include one or more of the following: health, public
't1or!rs and par-ks ,

8. Two br oad types of pr ogr'ama the t ;1Tovide the maximum of relief
Etre:

First, the control of the extensive and concentrated
raGWeed growth in urban areas where the largest number
of people will benefit with the least ger capita cost,
and

Second, the control of ragweed along highways and rail
ro~ds where people trev~l, especially those highways
without plent cover along banks, shoulders and right-of
way s , and those SUbject to er os t on ,

Problems Ne6din~ More Work

1. The cooperation of specialists, including aerobiologists,
botanists, statisticians, public works engineers, sanitarians,
agriculturists and public health administrptors, is essential
in sol vine; the problems of control end in eva Lus ting control
programs.

'2. Research to determine the concentration and d ynem ce of pollen
in the atmosphere necessary to bring about allergic reactions.

3. The bo ten i ceL end me t eor okog i.ca 1 fe at or s influencing the dis
tribution of pollen 1n the air from the ragweed grOWing areas.

4. Mepsuring devices to quantitatively sa~ple pollen in air.
This is necessary to determine where pollen is coming from
and to meaaur e the reduction in pollen concentra tiona in the
air following theelimination·or reduction of ragweed growing
areas.

5. Field surveys of States or regional areas to d e tezmfne the
locetion, the extent and the intensity of infostations of
re gweed.
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6. Research is needed in plant ecology. Such research should in
clude the effect of weed killers on plants and on the use of
competitive plants to compete with or suppress ragweed growth
in places where competitive plants are now discoureged by an
unfavorable environment.

7. Research in the development of wetting and spreading agents
for use with 2,4-D.

8. The development of practical measures for the control of rag
weed in connection with the growing of crops such as potatoes,
corn, tomatoes, grain, etc.

9. The encouragement of private orgeniza~ions, financed by public
contributions, which are dedicated to the relief of hayfever
sufferers.

Poison Ivy

Agreements

1. A substantial percent (as high as 20% to 25%) of the population
in many suburban-type communities, where ?oison ivy has been
allowed to 3row unchecked, are poisoned each season.

2. Poison iVy is found in wood lots, along fence rows, parks,
playgrounds end other recreetional areas, as well as on trees,
poles end in orchards.

3. Poison iVy can be effectively controlled using ammonium sulf
amate, 2,4,S-T, combinations of 2,4-n end 2,4,S-T ester formu
lations. Higher concentrations of the chemical ere hecessery
to kill poison ivy growing in the shade than in the sun.

4. Borax has been successfully used at rates of 4 Ibs. per 100
sq. ft.

Problems Needing More Work

1. Stud t ea of penetra tion, ebaor p t t on enc transloca tion of herbi
cides in the poison ivy plant and the influence of time of
application on the effectiveness of control.

2. Reaear-ch is need ed to determine uniform ap1Jlice t Lons of lethal
amounts of herbicide to control poison iVy.

3. The cooperation of several specialists, including botanists,
public works engineers, sanit8ri~ns, agriculturists and public
health administrators, is ees€nt1~1 to developing good control
programs.

5
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R. D. Sweet
V€g. Crops Dept.

Cornell Univ.

Asparagus - Established Be~ (7 reports)

For Extensive Use

1 •. Cyane.mid Granular - 300-400 Lbs . - concentrated over row
when weeds ar e small (4 reports). Precutting only (Lr spor t }.

2. Cyanamid Defoliant grade - 75-100 Ibs. during cutting
season (2 reports).

3. Crag 1 - 2 Lbs . Anytime during seeson before weeds have
emerged (1 report).

4. DNOSBP- 6 lbs. pre-emercence ( 2 reports).

5. 2,4-D - 1 lb. before and efter cutting on other than sandy
80ils (1 report).

6. CMU... 1/2 lb. (1 report); I-Ii Lbs , (1 report); 2-4 Lbs ,
(2 reports).

T. NaPCP - 20 Ibs. before cutting (1 report).

For Trial

1. Alanep 1 - 4 lbs. (1 report) before speers emerge.

2. CIPC - 8 Ibs (1 report) preharvest for chiclilieed.

rroblems N§.§.dinr: More '''''ork

1. Oontrol of perennial gresses end broadlel?vcs.

2. Value of cultivation other than for weed control.

3. Chickwe~d control in eeteblished ?lentings.

As~aragus - Seedling (3 reports)

1. PCP - 6 Ibs. (1 Teport) pre-emergence.

2. NePCP - 10-12 lbs. (2 reports) pre-emergence.

3. DNOSBP- 3 lbs. (1 report) prc-e~ersence.

4. CMU- Ii lbs. triel only (1 report) pre-emerc ence•

6
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Lima and Snap Beans - (5 reports)

For Extensive Use

1. Dinitro (water soluble) - 6-9 lbs. et planting 12 reports).

2. Dinitro (we.ter soluble) - 3 lbs. at emerGence (3 reports)

3. Ne.PCP ... 20 lbs.s t planting (1 report).

For Triel

1. Chloro IPC - 6 lbs. at planting (1 report)

Problems Needing More Work

1. Control of perennial end annual grasses (I report)

Beets (3 reports)

For Extensive Use

1. NaCl 2 lbs./gal. at 4 or 5 true leaved staGe (3 reports)

For Trial

1. Endothal - 6 lbs. and/or/TCA - 8-12 lbs. for grass control
(3 reports).

Problems Needing More Work

1. Better herbicide for broedleaved weed control.

2. Evaluation of P.D.U. and C.M.U.

Carrots (4 reports)

For Extensive Use

1. Stoddard Solvent ... 75-125 gaLe , per ecr e (4 reports)

Persnips, Parsley, Dill

Same as for Carrots.

Celery

For"Extensive Usa

1. Stoddard 30lvent - seed beds only.

Problems Needing More Work

1. Herbicide for celery after it has been transplanted to
field.

7
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Cole Crops (2 reports)

For Trial Use

1. Chloro IPC - 2 Lbs , 1n warm '\'lee ther t 1 lb. .coo'l wee.ther
immediately after seeding. (1 report}.

Natrin 3-6 lbsh on trensplants.

3. TCA 25-40 lbs. 60-90 d~ys before transplanting.

Problems Needing More ''lork

1. Selective herbicide for a wider range of weeds in cole crops.

2. Selective herbicide for transplen~ed as woll as direct
seeded cole crops.

Lettuce (2 reports}

For Trial Use

1. Chloro IPO - 1-3 lbs. pre-e~ergence (2 reports).

Onions (6 reports)

For Extensive Use

1. KOON- 1-2 per cent spray after flag stege (5 reports).

2. Oyanamid Defoliant - 75 lbe. pre-emergence (2 reports).

For Triel

1. Ohloro IPC - 4-8 lbs. muck soil pre and/or/post-emer3cnce
(1 report)

2. Oh10ro IPC - 4-6 1bs. miner?l soil post-emergence (1 report)
4 lbe. pre-emergenne (1 report)

3. mID- 1 lb. pre-emergence muck and mineral soil (2 reports).

Problems Needln~ More W£rk

'1. PlaCE of "her-bt ssn" and simile.r pr oduc ts in onscn weed
control.

2. Persistency of Ohloro IPC and CrIDin soils.

Peas (3 reports)

For ~xtensive Use

1. Dinitro (water soluble) I-Ii lb. maximum. Rates of chemi
cal and water volume veriebla depending on temperatures,
crop stage, and form of DNwhen used post-emergence.
(See state authorities for detaila).

8
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2. Dinitro (water soluble) 3-4 lbs. pre-emerGence (1 state).

Problems Needing More Work

1. Evalu C',tion of MCP, NaPCP e.nd CMUEtS pea herbicides.

2. Interrelationship of spray volume, Dinitro form and formu
lation, and environment with crop response.

Spinach (3 reports)

For Trial Use

1. Chloro IPC - 2 lbs. warm weather, 1 lb. cool weather
immediately after planting (2 reports).

2. Trial only same as above (1 report)

Problems Needing More l~9.rk

1. Selective herbicide for control of henbit and lambs
quarters.

2. Effect of Chloro IPC on spinach me.turity.

Tomatoes (4 reports) Eggplant, Peppers, Okra (No reports)

For Extensive Use

1. No suggestions.

Problems Needing More ~ork

1. Oriticel evaluation of 2,4-D ethyl sulfe.te types of
meteriels (3 reports).

2. Continued search for a safe selective herbicide.

Vine OroDs (6 reports)

For Extensive Use

1. Ale.nap 1 - 2-4 Lbs , pre-emergence on cucumbers end musk
melons or cantaloupes and watermelons (2 reports); 6 l~a.
on cucumbers (1 reDort).

Problems Needing More Work

1. Effect of Alanap on yields and earliness of vine crops
when applied post-emergence. ~ffect of rates, frequency,
and stege of crop, need to be included.

9
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2. Effect of soil type end soil moisture on results with
Alanap.

3. Response of squashes (both species and varieties) to
Alanap.

Sweet Corn (8 reports)

Pre-emergence

For Extensive Use

1. 2, 4-D Amine - Ii - Ii- Ibs, on other then sendy aod La ,
(3 reports)

.
2. 2,4-D Ester - 1/2 - 3/4 lb. (3 reports)

3. DNOSBPeither 011 or water soluble forms -3-6 Ibs.(5 reports)

4. NaPOP - 15-25 lbs. (2 reports).

For Trial

1. C!~ - 3/4 - lIb. et planting (2 reports)

Post-emergence

For Extensive Use

1. 2,4-D Amino - i - t lb. (7 reports).

2. Not efter 6" high (5 repo:rts) except with drop pipes, Use
drop pipes as soon as corn is tall enough to require e
directed spray (2 reports)

.E.QL..Tr iB.l

1. DNOSBP(we.tar soluble) - l~- - 3 Ibs. when corn 1s below 3"
t~ll (2 reports).

Problems Needin~ More Work

1. Evaluation of newer chemicals such ~s ClfJ, P.D.U.,TeB, etc.

2. Re-evaluetion of DNOSBP,NaPCP, PCP.

3. Selectives to control grasses, both annuals end perennials.

Potatoes (6" reports)

E2!-Extensive Use

1. DNOSBPeither water or oil - 3-5 Ibs. pre- or at emergence
( 5 reports).

10
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Problema Needing More Work

1. Evaluetion of 2,4-D ethyl sulfpte, OMU,pnd PCP for both
early and lete epplicption.

2. An effective spfe herbicide for controlling gr~s8c8 Bnd
espccielly for controlling gr8ssc8 and other weeds thet
are troublesome late in the season.

3. Continued evaluation of cultivetion for purposes other
than weed control.

RASPBERRIES, BLACKBERRI3::.$A.NDJ2LUEBEB£11~~

J. S. Bailey
Cranberry Experiment Station

East ~1'areham, MaS89

Each of the recommendations which follow came from one state
only. Otherawere not ree.dy to make r ecommenda tions.

Red Raspberries

Recommended

~steblishe1 fields - 2,4-D at 1 lb. per acre in spring before
new canes start.

Grass control -

New Plantings -

No.2 fuel oil at the base of plants.
Repeat as needed.

Orag Herbicide No.1 at 3 Ibs. per acre
before weeds emerge.

Black Rasnberrles and Blackberries

Recommended

Crag Herbicide No.1 at 3 Ibs. per acre before weeds emerge.

Needed

More information ebout ChIaro IPC and Dalapon for grass
control.

Cultivated Blueberries

Recominended--.------
Dinitro Generel at Ii - 2 qts. per ecre. (One state reported
suppression of new shoot growth from DN apPlication).

Sodium arsenite at 10 Lbs , per acre. Material ahou'Id be used
wi th understanding tha tit is extremely hazara ous to wildlife.

11
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Needed

More information about GMU,(1) its tolerence limits, (2)
initial symptoms of toxicity, (3) effects of soil type on
toxicity, (4') br eakdown a nd end products; long time effects of
cultivation or no cultivation (chern. weed control), phenyldi
methyl ur ea Dals"pon, new car-bama nes ,

DNs, DN-oil combinations.

Wild Lowbush Blueberries

Rc commendationl!

No change.

Needed

More information about mID, polyborchlora t e , control for
brekes, selective chemicals.

arnA\'/BERR!ES

R. F. Cer 1 s on
Hor t , Dept.

Mich. State College

Summary report from 26 research workers from :g:xperiment ate, tiona and
commercial concerns. These reports ere general and since the annual
growing cycle of the straWberry will differ from Maine to Virginia,
local recommendations may vary from state to state.

General Agreement

Recommendations for the new straWberry planting during spring
and summer:

Crag Herbicide 1 at 2 to 4 pounds in 30 to 50 eellons of
. water per acre, depending on soil type. The first spray

to be applied 7 to 12 days afttr the plants are set end
before the WEeds emerge. Subsequent e.pplice.tions of Crag
Herbicide 1 as needed after cultivations during the summer.

2,4-D at t pound 1n 10 to 20 gallons of water to kill broad
leaved weeds that have emerged before Crag 1s applied.

Preceu:t.ions - (1) Apply Oreg Her bd ctd e before weed a emerge,
(2) Avoid having chemical on soil surface when runners are
becoming established, (3) Avoid spraying during fruit bud
ini tietion end floweriog, (4) Soil should be well prepared
and in moist condition. (5) Avoid use of Crag for a 4-6
week period after stert of runner rooting.

12
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Recommendations for established strawberry plantings:

Crag Herbicide 1 at 2 to 4 pounds in 30 to 50 gallons of
water per ecre applied as needed prior to weed emergence
before flowering and after pickingo

Precautions - (1) Apply only before flowering and after
harvesting, (2) Avoid periods of runner-set and bud-differ
entiation, (3) Apply when soil moisture and temperatures
are suitable. Crag is more effective at temperatures of
65 0 to 80° F. and with ample soil moisture.

. ! t •

Reco~mendations for fall and winter annual weeds in strawberry
plantings:

1. Before strawberry plants oeoomG~.dormant: ,

a. Crag Herbicide 1 used as previously mentioned.

b. 2,4-D at t to 1 pound per acre to control emerged
br oad lea vcd weed s •

Precautions - Avoid using 2,4-D during flower-bud
formation.

2. Dormant straWberry plants:

a. "Dinitro ll weedkillers: Dow Premerge or Sinox PE 3
to 6 pounds in 50 to 100 gallons of we.ter per acre.

Precautions - (1) Spray when weeds are small, (2)
Spray when temperatures ere warm, preferably 650

to 80 0 F, (3) Do not spray on actively grOWing
straWberry plants.

b. "Dini tro" (Dow Select1 ve or Sinox :.1) 1 to 2 pounds
in 50 to 100 gallons of water per ecre. (Two co
operators suggested 10 to 15 gallons of fuel oil be
edded to this mixture for control of "he.rd-to-kill l1

weeds). Treat when temperature is 650 - 80 0 •

Precautions - (1) These matErials to be used only
on dormant strawberry ~lents, (2) Use pressure high
enough (75 to 100 lbs.) to force some of the spray
beneath straWberry foliage, (3) This spray will
burn straWberry foliage and may even kill an
occasionsl plant.

Problems Needing ~urther Research

1. Chemical Herbicides:

a. Oombination spray of 3-CIPC and Crag Herbicide 1. Sug
~ested mixture; 2 pounds of Cre.g Herbicide 1 and 2 quar t s
\1.7 lbs.) 3-CIPC in 50 ga,llons of water per ecr e on new

13



and astablishedplantings during tho growing season.
Oombination of Crag and DN' a during dormant season.

b. De.Lapon for annue L grass control and for control of
queck grass the year prior to ple.nting strawberries.

c. Two pounds per acr e of2,4-n (amf nc and ester forms)
after picking when the strawberry plants are quite
dormant end before the weeds are too large and diffi
cult to·kill.

d. Sesin, Ne.trin and Crag Herbicide 1 at all aeeaons in
cluding floworing end fruiting periods.

c. Combinations of Sodium TeA and DN'IS as a pos t-harvee t
spray between the rows to reduce Brasses and broad
Leaved weeds.

2~ Otbsr Technical ~nd Oultural Problems:

a. Oh€mic~l renewel of established plantings.

~. Spray timing end effect on yield and runners.

c. Chemical spray for blossom removal the first seeson.

d. Tolerance level of strewberry plents to various herbi
cides as post-h~rvcst sprays.

e. Chlorosis produced ~y 3-0IPC -- usc of other solvent
mey broaden usc of the chemical.

f. Screening of new herbicides for strawberries.

g. Usc of sawdust mulch for smothering of weeds.

h. Test ell availablo chemicals for control of field
sorrel (Rumex acetos€ll~) in straWberry plantings.

i. Educational work on suita~le pnd inexpensive spray
equipment.

FIELD OOENAND SOYBEANS

. Ernest R. Marshell .
G. L. F. Soil Building Service

Ithaca, N. Y.

Field Oorn

General Agreement ... Prc-emergence

1. .Usc 2 ,4-D, t ...It pounds eo id oqui ve Len t per acre.
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Rcm~rks - In gencr~l, csters were preferred over pmincs for
pre-omergence treatments. Low vole tile csters were preferred
over the more vole tile esters bec~use of spfety fectors prim~

prily. 2,4-n wns not strongly suggested on light s2ndy soils.
He~vy rains following 2,4-n amine troAtment often gives in
jury.

2. Use pmino dinitros, 3-6 pounds per pcrc.

Remarks - One report preferred this over 2,4-n as a pre
emergence treatment, Preferred on light soils where 2,4-n
injury common and where corn is grown near 2,4~D sensitive
crops. Has sometimes given better annual graes control than
2,4-n and often suppresses perennial grasses.

General Agreement - Post-emer~ence

1. Use i ~ t pound 2,4-n acid equivalent per acre post-emer
gence. Use drop pipes as soon as corn is tell enough to
require a direoted spray.

Remarks - Some reports prefer amine only others Bey either
amines or esters. One report suggest low volatile esters
at i pound per acre equivalent to amine at t pound per acre.
There were objeotions to spraying 15ft corn post-emergenoe
without drop pipes as this may cause servere injury and
yield reduction.

For 'lr ial Use

At Ple.n tinp:

1. Amine dinitro, 6-9 pounds as a band treatment simul-
taneous with planting. -

Remarks - Heavy rains following dinitro applications
reduced effectiveness. Has resulted in excellent con
trol of annual grasses and suppression of perennial
grasses.

Pre-emerp;ence

1. mmat i - 2 pounds per acre applied e.t planting or
before emergence.

Remarka - Some stunting has been found following CMrr
trea tment but this usually ha s not resulted 1n a de
crease in yield. More research needed.

2. Calcium Cyanamid, 500 pounds per acre.

Remarks - Moisture essential for good results.
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For Trial Use

Post-emerp;~

1. Amine cini tr o , 3-41 pound s , up until corn is 3-4 inches
tall.

Remarks - Some reports indicate serious burning of corn
foliage. More work needed on effects of temperature
and humidity on injury_

2. Use of a lay by spray of 1 - li lbs. 2,4-D at last
cultivation.

REMARKS----
1. Some cultivation in addition to chemical treetment appears

necessary for maximum yields. This may be only 1 cultivation.

2. One of the principal problems with 2,4-D treatments is making
applications too lete. Symptoms: Stunted plants, reduced
leaf area, unthrifty appearance, yield reduction.

3- The most serious weed problems mentioned in order of import
ance were: Annual grasses, quackgrass, nutgrass, annual weeds,
perennial weeds.

:MATER!ALS U:':IDER TSST TH!rS :YE.AR

1. CMU- effective before and after irriGation. Some stunting
of corn. More work needed.

Control beter when applied befor~ irrigation.
Control sometimes GOod but often erratic.~~:~n ~

Cre.g OxaLate)

2,4-D Acids )
2,4-D Amines)
2,4-D Esters)

2.

Effective control before and after irrigation.
Good control, little injury. Esters more
effective than amines. One-half pound low
volatile ester post-emergence in dry weather
is rou3h on corn. Pre-emergence treatments
on light soils may reduce yields,

4. Amine dinitro - Much better control after irrigation. Good
control, little injury. Good in areas where crops susceptible
to 2,4-D injury are grown. Six to 9 pounds per acre sUPPres
s e s quack vgra s s •

5. FCP - Good weed control, no injury.

6. PCP plus Crag - Excellent weed control. No injury.
Herbicide #1

7. Calcium Cyanamid - Good control if moisture present.
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8. Alanap 3 - Fair to good weed control. Slight to moderate
injury.

9. Dalapon - As directed spray, killed crabgrass in corn.

10. Trichloro- No comment given.
benzoatE's

11. 2,4,5-T - No comment given.

Problems ~eed ing More ifork

1. Control of quackgrass and nutgrass.

2. Control of annual grasses.

3. Better control of perennial weeds and problem weeds such as
smartweed.

4. Value of cultivation where weeds are chemically controlled
and timing of cultivation and chemical treatments.

5- Other chemicals for pre- and post-emergence control in areas
growing crops susceptible to 2,4-D and on light soils.

o. Mechanics and economics of band treating at planting in a
single operation.

7- Lay by treatments whiOh might control late germinating weeds
and grasses. Investigate rate and method of application.

8. Effect of stage of growth end condition of crop upon reactiotT
to herbicide treatments.

9. Effect of temperature and humidity on plant injury with amine
DN.

10. More work on soil properties end the effects these have on
chemicals used for weed control.

11. Use of Cra3 Herbicide 1 or other chemicals post-emergence
after cultivation, rotary hoe, or weeder.

12. Pre-planting applications of Maleic Hydrazide, TGAor Amino
Triazole to suppress quackgrass growth durinE season.

SOYBEANS

Note: The following summary is from a rather limited number of
reports. Severa.l a tat e e reported soybean weed control to be a
negligible problem with them.
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G~nera1 Asreem~rtt- Pre-emerGence

1. Amine Dinitro - 4t - 6 pounds per ~cre applied at planting
or prior to come-up.

Remarks- Results may be erratic, particule.rly following heavy
rains. Cultivation should be started as soon as weeds begin
t o appear ,

2. NaPCP - 20 pounds per acre, 1 - 4 days after planting.

Other MaterialsSuBsested

1. Ohloro IPO - 3-8 pounds per acre on early planted soybeans.

Remarks: Rather selective on weeds controlled. Does well on
sm~rtweed. Such weeds as lambsquarter and pigweed more dif
ficult to control.

2. N-l Naphthyl phthalemic acid - 2-6-pounds. Use low dosage on
light soils.

3. Other materials tested e'S pre-emergence treetments showing
promise~ were: 4-chlorophenoxyacetic acid, Crag Herbicide 1,
Sesin, 2,4-D and MCP.

4. 8- 16 Lbs. emulsifiable PCP~

froblems Needing More Work

1. A chemical for selective post-emergence spraying to control
weeds such as Morning Glory and Cocklebur, that come in after
the l~st CUltivation.

2. ,A more residual and fool-proof pre-emergence spray •

. l'lEED CONTROL IN S}fALL_QF.AINS

Gilbert H. Ahlgren
Farm Crops Dept ...
Rutgers Univ.

New Brunswick, N. ~.

There e.re nearly 3t million acres of small grains grown annually
in the Northeastern States. Severe weed problems are frequently en
countered. Much of the small grain acreage is under-seeded to grasses
and legumes for foraGe purposes.

In view of the chemicals used Bnd the climatic variability of the
Northeast region there is surprisingly good agreement among the various
experiment stetion workers.
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A8re6men~

1. Spring cereals nut seeded.

a. Use of 2,4-D at ! to t pound per acre after stooling but
before jointing.

b. Use of MCP~t *to t pound per acre after stooling but
before jointing.

2. Spring cereals under-seeded to grasses end legumes.

a. Use of dini tros after stooling but before jointing. :ieeds
must be small.

b. Use MCPor 2,4-n when canopy of 5 to 15 inches of grains
exist and then only if weed problem is severe.

3. Winter ceareals not seeded.

a. Fall treetment with aatne 2,4-D or MOPa t ! to i pound
per acre respectively.

bo Spring treatment with amine 2,4-D at i to t pound or MCP
t pound per acre respectively_

4. Winter cereals under-seed£d.

a. Dinitros applied when weeds are small (6 stations)

b. 2,4-D amine and MOPat ~ to t ~ound per acre if heavy
crnopy of wGeds is present.

5. Never completely safe to spray 2,4-D or l~CP on small grains
that are under-seeded to legumes_ Only a very severe weed
problem can justify chemical control practices. The operator
must be willinG to risk the loss or partie.l loss of his legumes.
Alfalfa and birdsfoot trefoil more sensitive to injury than
are the clovers.

6. Spot tree tment of Canada thistle may be made e t rate of ,. - 1.
pound of 2,4-D per acre several times to secure effective
control. Spot treatments are suggested to reduce injury to
small grains.

Problems Needing More Work

1. Control of garlic by ester forms of 2,4-n or other chemicals.

2. The influence of tempera~ure on rate and effectiveness of the
dinitro' chemic~ls.

3. The most favorable staSe of growth of the cereal for appli
cation of dinitDos.
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4. Relative value of MCP compared to 2,4-D for weed control and
legume injury.

5. Greater specificity for crop, weed and chemical.

o. A generel study of the use of low volatile esters of 2,4-D~

General Observations

In the past 5 years good progress in weed control in soall grains
has been atteined. Rates of i to ! pound per acre of 2,4-D applied as
a low,-gallonage" low-pressure spray have become standard for those
cereals not under-seeded to legumes.

The dinltros have proved valuable for weed control in the cereals
that are undersown. Their usefulness is expanding. MCPis generally
being compared to 2,4-n but does not appear superior either in weEd
control or in lessened injury to underaeeded legumes.

PASTURE(Including Hay Crops)

1'/(> E. Chappell

Plant Path. and Physiol Dept.
Va. Polytechnic Insto

Blacksburg, Va..

A. Permanent pastures

Problem 1. Summer annual broadleaf weeds.

Control - One pound of 2,4-n amine or MCPper acre in early
spring. Repeat if new weeds appear.

Problem 2. Brambles and woody pIenta.

Control - Spot treat with 2,4,5-T ester or a combination of the
2,4-D and 2,4,5-T esters in early summer or 1n the
dormant season.

Problem 3. ~Vild garlic

Control - 2,4-D ester at I to 1.5 pounds in early spring.
Repeat yearly until control 1s effective.

Problem 4. Horse nettle

Control - 2,4-n, 2,4,5-T ester mixture at 1.5 to 2.0 pounds
applied about blossoming time. Clovers will probably
need reseeding after the treatm~nt. A single treat
ment may not give complete control end it should be
r spea ted.
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Problem 5. Perennial end winter annual broedleef weeds.

Control"" Frequent mowing and adequate fertilization will
greatly reduce weed population. Use of 2,4-D or MOP
at 05 to lQ5 pounds depending on susceptibility of
weed species present.

B. Semi-perma,nent pastures, legume or grass legume mixtures.

Problem 1. General weeds.

Control - Rotational grazing, fertilization and mowing, are
of primary importance~

C. Alfalfa and clover, seedling stage.

Problem 1. Chickweed

Control -- Water soluble dinitro 1 - 1.5 pounds.
Chloro IPC at 1-2 pounds in the absence of grass
seeding.

D. Alfalfa, established stands

Problem 1. Ohickweed

Control - Chloro IPC at 1-3 pounds in late fall or early winter
in warmer areas in the absence of grass seeding.
DN at 1-3 pounds.

Problems Needin5 Further Study

1. Use of Dalapon for controlling grasses in legumes.

2. Preplanting treatments of cyanamide or dinitro for legumes.

3. More effective control of weeds in birdsfoot trefoil.
4 Chloro phenoxy a ce t i c acid amine Looks promising.

4. Pre ....emergence treatments for legumes.

~. Control of nimeblewill (MuhlenberGii) in per manerrt pae tur e ,

6~ Control of conifers.

7. Pasture renovation.

HERBACEOUSPERENNIAL';fEEDS

R.. A. Peters

Dept. of Botany
Univ ; of Conn.

, While several chemical control measures are available, it is
generally conceded that we still n~ not have economical chemical

2"1.
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control methode for the more important perennial weeds. Cultural
methods remain the most economical for large scale infestations.

No major changes from the 1953 recommendations are listed below.
Dalapon and amino-triazole salt of 2,4-rr are the only new chemicals
mentioned among the replies received.

Quack Grass

(Agropyron repens)

Agreement

Cultural control: Fall plowing followed by frequent cultivation
in the fall and the next spring and preferably
throughout the sumaer ,

Chemical control: 1. Sodium T~ at 25-75 pounds acid equivalent
per acre eP91ied on soil plowed prior to appl~

cation. One report suggests disking chemical
into soil. No particular time of application
consistently gives the beat results. Because
of the high solubility of sodium TCA, its
effectiveness is markedly reduced by heevy
rainfall after treatment. Repeat applicat~ons

are needed in such cases.

2. CMU. Ten to twenty pounds during growing
aeason. Residual effects will be evident two
or more years.

Further Work Needed

1. Use of Dalapon. Comparison of foliar va. soil applicetion.
Best s te.ge of growth to apply Da.Lapon , Dura tion of residual
effects of Dalapon.

2. Use of co:nbined herbicides, e.g., sodium TCAand maleic
hydrazide.

3. Maleic hydraZide (MH)~ MHhas shown promise for controlling
quack grass in cropland without loss of all or a part of a
growing see. son as 1s the ca ae wi th sodium TCA.. Five to ten
pounds active material per ecre in 20-100 gallons of water
to be applied in spring afte~ grass is 4-10 inches tall.
Plow the soil 4-8 days after application and plant crops as
usual. Suppression rather than eradication is obtained.

Nut Grass

(Cyperus esculentus)

~gre6ment (Most se.tisfactory treatment available to date)

Sodium TCAat rates of 50-75 pounds acid equivalent per acre.
Apply when nut grass shoots are 2-4 inches tall followed by plowing
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or disking after spraying. TCAin oil suggested in one report.

Further Work Needed

1. Use of Dalapon.

2. Application of MCP, 2,4-D or CMUmixed with soil at time of
tuber sprouting in spring.

3. Evaluation of combination of low dosage levels of herbicides
with- tillage.

40 Cultural control methods~

5. Evaluation of pre-emergence application of CMUin corn at
low rates_ Combine with one or two CUltivations prior to
lay-by_

6. Testing of TCAin conjucnction with harrowing prior ,to late
setting of cabbage or cauliflower.

Canede,_Thistle

(Cirslum arvense)

Agreement

1. 2,4-D a.t rate of i - 2 pounds acid equivalent per acre in
early bud stage and when regrowth reaches 4 to 6 inches.
Treatment for severel seasons needed for eradication. One
report indicates that MOPis more effective ~han 2,4-D or
2,4,5-To

Further Work Needed

1. Continued €veluation of several light applications of 2,4-D
(1 pound per Rcre) during growing season. One report indi
cated best control from this methodo

2. Continued evaluation of MOP, alone end in mixture.

3. Evaluation of 4-chlorophenoxyacetic acid and of 3,4-dichloro
phenoxyacetic a cLd compounds.

Horse Nettle

(Solanum carolinense)

Agreement

1. 2,4,5-T or 2,4-D and 2,4,5,-T mixture at 2 pounds acid equiva
lent per acre in near-bloom stage. Retreatment the same year
and/or the next will probably be needed.
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Further Work Needed

1. Most effective time of herbicide ap1Jlic~.tion.

2. Selective control in row crops.

~1ild Garlic or Onion

(Allium sppv )

Agreement

1. Cultural control: 61ean cultivation in row crops.

2. Chemical control: 2,4-D ester at I to Ii pounds a cId equiva
lent per acre in sprinG and fall. Retreat
ment for several seasons needed for eradi
cation. This chemical method primarily
applicable to p~stures.

Further ~ork Needed

1. Use of maleic hydre.zide

2. Hethod of control in wheat.

Milk ~feed

(Asclepias syriaca)

Agreement

1. Cultural control: Clean cultivation in row crops.

2. Chemical control: None recomQended.

Fur theT ~lork Needad

1. Use of emino-triazole salt of 2,4,5-T.

2. Prevention of pod formation by use of 2,4-D and 2,4,5-T
mixture or 2,4,5-T.

Chicory

(Cichorium Intybus)

One report sugeests use of i pound pcid equivalent of 2,4-D per
acre epplied in fall or spring. ona-f'our tb pound of MCl' in the fall
also. promising ..
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Bedst~

(Galium mollogo)

Bedstraw is a problem in birdsfoot trefoil. One report suggests
trials with water soluble dinitros.

Bermuda. Grass

(Cynodon dsctylon)

One repor t recommends sod ium TeA at 75 pounds per a cre applied in
late spring or early summer. Limited work with CMUhas indicated good
control with 40 pounds of CMUapplied in late ~pring or early summer.
Frequent shallow cultivation throughout the grOWing season reported-to
reasonably eliminate Bermuda grass. Cultivation until late May fol
lowed ~ a smother crop of soybeans suggested as being more practical.

Further Work Needed

1. Use of Dalapon.

Johnson Grass

(Sorghum helepense)

Agreement

For spot treatment, apply sodium TeA at a rate of 50-75 pounds
acid equivalent per acre during grOWing season. Application just
before or at time of emergence advised.

Further Work Needeg

1. Use of Dalapon.

2. Control of japenese bamboo (Polygonum japonica) and P.cuspi
data. Clipping fcllowed by treatment with sodium chlorate
at 160 Ibs. per acre suggested.

l~ED OONTR.QLIN COMMEEC!AL.__NlmSERYANDORNAME~TAL PLANTINGS

R. J. Zedler

Agr. Chems. Dept.
Carbid e and Carbon cnems , Co.

New York, N. Y.

This compil~tion has been prepared from completed questionnaires
received from research workers associated with state and federal insti
tutions, and the chemical industry. Oommercial nurserymen and park
or arboretum mena~ers were also included. The origin of the responses
used appears below.
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* Reports received from manufacturers ofherbicidss were given no
state designation.

Areas of General Asreement

I. Woody Nursery Crops (2 or more reports)

1. Soil fumigation of seed bEds with methyl bromide (4
reports from 3 states) or chloropicrin (2 reports,
2 states).

2. Calcium cyanamid (Aero Cyanamid) at 1000 to 2000 pounds
per acre before weed emergence. Species to be planted
should De lime tolerant. Soil should be moist. (3
reports, 2 states)

3. Approximately 50 pound~ per acre of Na T.C.A. for
control of Agro~yron repens (quack grass). Material
should oeapplied at least six months prior to planting.
(2 reports, 2 states)

b. Pre-emergence to crop:
,

Applica tionsof contact herbicides such as Good-rite NIX,
KOeN(Aero Cyanate) end mineral spirits have 'been used on
established weeds with some success (3 reports, 1 state).
Same procedure may be used before planting.

c. Emerged Seedlings:

Mineral spirits at 20 to 30 gallons per acre for weed con
trol in all species of conifers with the exception of larch
and spruce, which exhibit sensitivity. (3 reports, 3 states)
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d. Liners:

1. SES (crAG Herbicide 1) at 2 to 4 pounds per acre.
Area to be treated must be free of established weeds
and scil should be ~oist. Spray need not be directed.
Species of Juniperus, Thuja, Taxust Syringa, Me.lus,
Prunus e-nd Rubus are reported as tolerant. (ll reports,
3 ste<tes).

2. The dinitros (Premerge) at 3 to 4 pounds per acre in
50 gallons of water. Sprey must be directed. Stock
should be dormant. (2 reports, 2 states). .

3- Good-rite NIX at 9 pounds per acre in 80 gallons of
water. Spray must be directed. (2 reports, 2 states).

e. Established Stock:

1. SES (CRAGHerbicide 1) at 2 to 4 pounds per acre on most
species. Area to be treated must be free of established
weeds and soil should be moist. Spray need not be di
rected. (8 reports, 6 states).

2. OIPC at 4 to 8 pounds per acre in 50 gallons of water
in most species as a directed spray. (6 reports, 3
s ta tres ) •

30 The dinitros (Premerge) at 3 to 4 pounds per acre in 50
gallons of water in most species as a directed spray.
(5 reports, 3 states).

4. Good-rite NIX at 8 pounds per acre in 80 gallons of
water in most species as a direoted spray. (2 reports,
1 a ta te },

5. Oalcium cyanemid (Aero Cyanamid) at 600 to 800 pounds
per acre in moiet eoil applied to row middles. (2
reports, 1 stete).

II. Gladioli and other C2rm~ulb, Etc. Crops

(Reports pertain primarily to gladioli, 3 or more reports)

a. Pre-plantlnp: or seed bed trea,tments with methyl bromide
or other ~um1gants.

b. Pre-emergence to crop:

l~ SES (CRAGHerbicide 1 ) at 2 to 4 pounds per Bcre.
Some veriablility Be to successful weed control reported.
Soil should be moist. (9 reports, 7 states)

2. The dinitros (Preme73e) at 6 to 8 pounds per acre in
50 gallons of water. (5 re90rts, 4 states).
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3. 2,4-D* at 2 pounds per Bcre (4 reports, 4 stptes)

4. CIPC at 4 to 8 pounds ~er acre in 40 gallons of wRter.
(4 reports, 2 states) .

* Type of 2,4-D not given in reports received.

c. Post-emergence to crop:

1. SES (CRAGHerbicide-I) 2 to 4 pounds per acre before
weed emergence. Spray need not pe directed. (3 reports
3 states).

2. crpc at 4 to 8 pounds per acre in 40 gallons of water
as a directed spray before weed emergence. (3 reports,
3 sta tea).

III. Other Herbaceous Ornamentals

a. Scattered reports indic~te that there is a need for con
tinued reseerch in herbaceous ornamentals. Success with
contact herbicides such a a the dinitros (Premerge) is
reported if carefully directed. SES (CRAGHerblcide~l)
e.t 2 to 4 pounds per acre exhibt ts )romise in chrysanthe
mums and carnations. (2 reports, 1 state).

Problems Needing FurtherConsldere.tion

1. AgroPlron repens (quack grass) is the weed which is reported
as most troublesome. Additional research with NaTCAis
essential. Material and methods for the eradication of other
perennials such as Artemisia vulf)prls (chrysanthemum weed)
should be developed.

2. Scattered reoorts not included in the compilation mentioned
the successful use of herbicides such as POP, Alanap, OMU,
phenyldimethyl urea, IPO, Oktone, SESIN,f NAmrN, and Endothal.
These materials should be fur ther evalue ted to determine
their place in nursery crops. Addltion~l testing of materials
mentioned in this report is Edvisetle aleo, especially to
determine the tolerance of particular nursery crops to them.

3. Selective herbicides for use in seed beds, transplant beds
and herbaceous cr namente Is ahou Ld be eve Luated, since weed ing
of crops in these stages is very costly.

4. Further research is necessary to determine the best materials
and method s for winter weed control.

5. Species tolerance of bulb and corm crops other than 6l~dioli
to the various pre-emergence herbicides should ~e determined.
Poat-emergence'herbicides of the KOCNtype should be evaluated
in estebliahed gladioli. '
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lV'OODYPLANTS

C. H. Foster

Pack rremonstration Foresu
Syracuse Univ.

~arrensburg, N. Y.

The report of Dr. F. A. Ashbaugh, published in the Supplement of
the Proceedings of the 1953 Conference, very thoroughly covers the
most significant points of agreement (and disagreement) in the field
of ~'{oody ''leed Control. There seemed to me no good reason to rework
this same grou.nd again this year. It is my recommendation the. t the
Ashbaugh Report be made the basis for a series of reports for the
1955 Conference -by those individuels who are interested and quali
fied.

If it meets with the approval of all concerned this report shoulc
pe dicussed at the meeting in January_ Ne can then determine who
these qualified and interested people ere and induce them to prepare
the reports desired.

It also seems to me that en a t t smpt should be made to secure a
directory of the names of all persorrs and organizations interested in
the control of woody weeds, indicating where they are, what they are
doing and what their specific i'lterests are. This l;,tst should include
many who have not participated in any of the weed control conferences.

O. Jr. Curtis

N. Y. Agr. Exp. Station
Geneva, N. Yo

Chemicel methods are speciel-problem tools in orchards of the
Northeast. Less costly mechanical means are stendard. r10wing serves
in apples, which tolerate some competition. Cultivation is employed
in peaches which suffer severely from early or mid-seeson competition
from sod or weeds, and is com~only employed in cherries.

Suggested Prastices

1. Poison Ivy

(a) 2,4,5-T (or 2,~,5-T - 2,~-D mixture) at 2 pounds of low
volatile ester per 100 gallons. Apply at low pressure
(less than 50 psi) avoiding any s,ray or drift on trees.
Dormant basal tree tment (see 1ioody Ple.nta) is uaerur if
ivy sprouts cen be avoided. Do not use orchard sprayer.
It should be kept in mind that apple varieties differ in
susceptibility to injury by 2,~-D. Do not use on winesap
variety or in peer orchards. Injury may re~ult to stone
fruit.
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(b) Ammonium sulfempte at 75 to 100 pounds per 100 gellons.
Apply to wet iVy foliage thoroughly. Avoid tree foliage
and apply only to the ivy infested portion of cover
under the trees. Usable in orchard sprayer. Do not
use undor trees less than 5 years old.

2. Bindweed

(8) Dinitro-fortified oil emulsions for temporary reli~f
(see 3 below). Affords complete top kill, but resprout
ing restores the stand; repeat treatment necessary.

(b) 2,4-D, amine salt, at 1 pound per acre. Use all cere to
keep spray off the trees; high gallonage spray of 1
pound per 100 gallons desirable to this end. Chances of
damage ar e at a minimum a.fter harvest.

3.' Other weeds

Dilute oil emulsions (10% oil) fortified with oil sol
uble dinitro (2 to 3 pints of "General" per 100 gallons)
are safe on tree trunks and usable in orchard sprayers.
They provide temporary set back of grasses and perenn
ials, kill of annuals.

4. Virus carriers and hedgerow hosts of other orchard pests.

Needing Much Further Work

1. Practical methods for controlling weeds close to trees, to
aid estEtblishment of new plantings and maintainance of old
ones. Oils with toxiCity as great as diesel oil are effective,
but require cautious application to avoid wetting of tree
bark, particularly in the case of stone fruits.

2. Economical suppression of vegetation on orchard floors.
Particularly desirable for peaches. Suppression lasting
from spring until mid summer is desired.

i'lATER WEEDELIMINATION AND CONTROL

C. H. Curran

Entomology Section
Amer. Museum of Natural History

New York, N. Y.

The chem~cal control of water weeds 1s very much more complicated
than the control of unwanted terrestial plantso On;dry land it 1s
relatively easy to control the selectivity of the killing agent. In
our work at Eear Mountain we heve found many examples of this, but it
is only necessary to mention one or two, since this phase of weed con
trol is covered in reports of experiments recorded by others engaged
1n plant control research. 1"1ehave found that 2,Lt~D applied at the
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rate of one ounce of powder or salts, to two gallons of water will kill'
bent grasses on our soil, and if heavily applied will top-kill most
other grasses. However, if applied at the rate of one ounce to four
gallons of water, plantain, dandelions and chickweed are killed and
while bent gr eaa is top-killed, other grasses have not suffered any
apparent injury. There is no doubt that the fact that certain plants
can be very easily killed, While other are very resistant to both 2,4-D
and 2,4,5-T, or combinations of the two, must play avery important
role in land-weed control because there is always the danger of killing
desired vegetation.

In the control of most water weeds we do not have this critical
situation - at least not where water weeds themselves are concerned.
However, we do have ver~ serious problems. The first and perhaps most
important of t~ese has to do with air drift of the chemicels. In our
experiments for the control of surface weeds we have found that shore
foliage 200 to 300 yards away may be partly or wholly killed. In some
cases this is not a very serious loss because plants that always have
their roots in the water usually have a rapid regrowth. But we have
found thet both birches and willows can be killed back almost to extinc
tion- with a very light drift spray. In our case it does not mean too
much if an occasional tree is killed, but when we deal with a .private
lake or large pond the results can be catastrophic and n~ one should
undertake water weed control in such a place without thorough study of
the borde~ vegetation and wind currents.

Oddly enough we depend upon these same wind currents and gentle
winds - up to ten miles an hour, to aid us in weed control in larger
lakes. We find that the area covered in a sweep across a lake can be
extended to 40 to 60 yards if we take advantage of the wind and use a
heavier droplet. On a still day - this is the only time When ponds and
small lakes should be sprayed - from 40 to 60 feet can be covered in
cross-lake sweeps, even when a fine droplet is uoed. Everything depends
upon conditions and the acumen of the sprayer, and, this is very import
ant, -bhe a~bili ty of the oarsman to keep a straight. line ..

Surface weeds

The chief surfa ce weeds we he.ve trea ted have been white we.ter
lilies, yellow or cow lilies, ar r ow nead , pickerel weed and floa ting
and flowering bladderwort, and the emergent miriofilum. The success

, against these surface plants can best be summed up under separate head
1'nglll" But first let me say thet vther e are two main attacks against
emergents. 1. Use of kerosene as a carrier. In many cases this has
an advantage, since it often takes only a few hours in order to cause
browning and delimit sprayed areas. ~ith some weeds it kills quickly
but with others there is only a surface kill and annual regrowth is
liable to occur. In other cases it does not kill at all, but merely
causes a slight browning and growth of new stems and leaves is stimu
lated •. 2. Use of an emulsion whiCh has the advantage of penetrating
into under-surfece areas.

1'1hite water lilies

These are the easiest of the water lilies to kill under 'most
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conditions. In some of our Bear Mountain lakes they were teking over
a width of 15 to 20 feet each year, of the water surfece. In most of
the treated lakes we have been able to eliminate them, but in one lake
seedlings have developed so ra.pidly the. t there is a continuous fight
to prevent their reinf~station .. ' There 1s .eLso the problem of dead roots

.filling with gases and rising to the surface in such hUge. masses that
they form incipient "floating islands lt

• '

Yellow or Cow Lilies

'On.·~f the most difficult plants to kill because a single'root
system may cover more than 100 square yards and the roots themselves
may be over five inches in diameter. They are edible but almost any
foot or two will develop a new plant if not killed. Drainage and root
spraying is effective but difficult because weather conditions must
permit drying of lake bottom in order to permit spraying. Control
requires several yescrs end frequent spraying since the seeds develop
into young plants within a year after the leaves are killed off •

..§.glal.Lwet2L lilL..Q.r De§rfood, etc. (Bra senia )

This is not too difficult to kill but ell new leaves must be
destroyed end it can be elimin.ated wi thin two yef'rs only by perfect
spray coverPE€ end three or four applications a year.

:r.firiophylum(Pondweed, coon ts iI, parrots fee thers)

As an emergent these plants can be thoroughly destroyed by a
single, thorough application. However, as e general rule only a small
percentage of the plants ere emergents. In order to bring them to the
surface a heavy surface spray is necesser.y in order to stimulate growth.
Na turally an emulsion 1s required. At the proper time e. second spray
is required.

Bladderwort

This is chiefly sub-: emergent. Emergent and floating plants die
slowly as a result of spraying, but fe il to produce viable seed s.
~here it occurs it is frequently beneath water lilies and comes into
full growth after these have been destro:"ed. TreE'tment must consist
of both surface and submergent spraying_

Arrowhead

Very difficult to kill since it grows rapidly from seed in shallow
water. Oil sprays are far from effective but emulsions of brush killer
produce excellent results. 2,4-D emulsions are not effective.

Control of sUb-mergentvegetetion

OUr experiments are too new tom~ke eny definite statement about
this method of control and two or three more yeers will be required .
before the best method has been perfected. HowGver, several years of
experimentation indicete that control is possible over a period of time.
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1'le are still experimenting wi th various types of nozzles end various
formulations. We do know that Coontail has been almost or completely
eliminated by e combination of surface and sUb-emergent spraying,
and within the past two years bladderwort (our worst pest in one lake)
has been very greatly reduced.

Dangers of SBraying

Water weed control is not without grave dangers. From our work
we are able to show that there is no danger to insect or other aquatic
life, and fishing is greatly improved. The greatest dangers lie in
the d.evelopment of weeds in downstreem lakes and pond s , The stimula
tion provided by small hormonal quantities in drainage water may, and
does, prOVide weed growth in lakes and ponds which have had no previous
problem - or if there has been a slight problem it is likely to be
comE!seriouso As a result a program that seems relatively small at
its inception may grow enormously and instead of encompassing only
two or three emall Lake s may spread to a dozen large ones. A si tua
tiorr of this kind might easilT lead to legal complications.

TURF

C. K. Hallowell

County Agent - Philadelphia County
Philadelphia, Pa.

The report made lest year is still the recommendations of the
different states, with a few varietions.

1. All agreed that proper mana~ement was primary in controlling weeds
and turf grasses. The different workers pointed outthe importanoe
of improving the soil, selecting adapted grasses, and the carrying-out
of a sound maintenance program. ;fl!en the public is given chemical
weed control, it is always important that they be informed where they
cen get information on a sound turf mane-gement program. It 1s e~pected

that each Agricultural Experiment Station will keep literature on turf
grass management up-to-date9

2. The chemical 2,4-n was recommended for control of broadleaved weeds
by 5 of 6' states reporting. All five reports recommended amine formu
lations. Two recommended salts of 2,4-D, and two recommended esters
under certain conditions. The rates of applicetion ranged from i to
It pounds of actual 2,4-D per acre. Three of the five reports recom~.
mended both spring and fall treatment. The ester form of 2,4-D was
recommended for control of garlic in turf grassE:s. 'It is important
to make applications when garlic first appear$. Clover in turf grasses
is readily controlled by applications of 2,4,5-T, the recommended
amount being one pound per acre in split applications, two to three
weeks apart. Host recommende.tions call for October End November
applies tiona. One report spolre of an effective result from an April
treatment.
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3. Three repor ts recommended phenyl mercury a~etf' te for controlling
crebgra as , Ra tea of applice tion varied from 12' to 2t ounces of 10%
active material /1000 square feet for lawn type turf. A range of
l-l~ ounces per 1000 square feet was recommended for putting green
turf. Two to six tro€ tments at 7-10 day -in tervals were considered
necessary eccording to Oonditions. One report rocom~ended dry appll~

c~tion of phenyl mercury acetate.

4. On~ report was received showing that goose or silver crabgrass was
controlled by spraying with half the recommended amounts of 2,4-D and
phenyl mercury, two or three applications being necessary to get
effective results. .

5. Potassium cyanate was recom~ended at e rate 8-16 pounds per acre
by three reports. Two to three treat~ents were considered necessary.
All reports su~ge8ted a minimum gallonage of water that ranged from
86-200 gallons/acre. All three reports recommended potassium cyanate
for lawn or Kentucky bluegrass type of turf onlyo

6. Sodium·arsenite is still the most efficient chemical to use when a
major turf renov~tion program is beinG carried out. This chemical
will control chickweed, Poa annua end knotweed. When using sodium
arsenite, it is imoortent that there be ~ liberel amount of 80il
moisture and the temperature be bElow 80°.

Problems Requiring Further Study

1. Methods to control goosegrass, Poa annua, pnd MuhlEnbergii.
2. Eveluating the eff€ct of new herbicides for crabgrass contrale
3. prc-seeding soil steriliZation.

ORANBEREIEB

CoE. Cross

Cranberry Experiment Sta~ion

. East Wareham, Masso

The cranberry weed control recommendations of the Oran~erry
Experiment Ste tion, East tvs.rehem, Mesa. ere 8i ven below as repre"senta
tive of the methods being used in this industry.

A. IRON SULFATE(Ferrous Sulfate):

Growers should know thet this chemf cs L -t s one of their most use
ful weed-killerso g~i~-IDY~!_fgllQ~_it§_~Q211cet!QTI_~ithlrr-1Q~~I§,
or the bog must be sprinkled with weter!o make it_effective. Cran
berry vines will not suffer preceptib],e injury from applications of
40 or even 50 lbs •. per square rod if the chemical is scettered evenly,
and if the bog has not been sanded within 18 months. Broadcast treat
ments in excess of 20 Lba , per sque r e rod are not reoommended om new
bogs. If iron sulfate is mixed with common salt 9 to 1, the necessity
of rEtin or sprinkling is eliminated. CAUTION: The addition of salt
makes the iron sulfate more toxic and abou~half as much of the



mixture is needed. If oramberry vines are wet when iron sulfate is
used, there may be some injury.

1. Hair Cap Moss ... 20 1bs. per sq. rod, preferably in April on
dry bogs, and after the harvest on bogs with frost flow.

2. Sensitive Fern ... 30 1bs. per sq. rod, or small amount to each
plant w June through September.

3. Feather'Fe~n'" 351bs. per sq. rod, or small amount to eaoh
plant ... June through September.

4. Royal Fern'" Mix iron sulfate and salt 9 to 1 and apply in
small handfuls to eaoh plant - 1~y through October.

5. Cinnamon Fern - Mix iron sulfate and salt 9 to 1 and apply in
small handfuls to eaoh plant ... May thru Sept.

6. Sand Spurrey ... 15 Lbs , per sq. rod, Ie te June. Sefe on young
bogs.

7. Tear-Thumb ... 15-20 Ibs. per sq. rod, late in June when the
weed seedlings are just above the oranberry vines.

8. Long Leaf Asters ~ 35-50 Ibs. per sq. Rod~ June - Note
oautions above on newly sanded bogs. Hand weeding after pick
in8 is helpful.

9. Cotton Grass'" Small handfuls at base of each plant ... June
through September.

10. Needle Grass ... 35-40 1bs. per sq. rod ~y or ~e- Note
cautions above on newly sanded bogs.

11. Pitchforks'" 20 Ibs. per sq. rod t Mayor June; or 1 lb. in 1
gal. water at 400 gals. per acre, up to June 10.

12. Low Cudweed ... (everlesting) - 1 lb. in 1 gal. water at 400
gals. per acre, July or August. Safe on young b08S.

13. ~hite Violets - 45-55 Ibs. per sq. rod on Howes; 40-50 Ibs.
per sq. rod on Early Blacks, e.nytime, but never on bogs sanded
within 2-~. Individual plants or clumps can be treated like
ferns.

14. Marsh, SOt. Johnts 1i'ort - 40 Lbs , per sq. rod June through
August.' Note cautions above on newly sanded bogs.

15. Cinquefoil'" 50 Ibs. sq. rod, June ... July. Note cautions
above on newly sanded bogs.

B. P. D. B. (Paradichlorobenzene):

Consult dealer as to proper size of crystals. Scatter evenly
and cover immediately with at least one inch of fine sand. Applica
tions on thin vines require one inoh of find sand while treatments
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on dense vine growth may need as much 8S two inches. Flooding or wet
ting down sand make treJ"tment more effective. (This tr se tmen t- also .
kills cranberry root grubs and whi te gr ubs s ) CAUTION: This tree t
ment should not be made in the same yeer after the grub flow. Keep
off treated ar ea for 61 x weeks. Best control Where drainage is good.

1. Poldon Ivy - 7t 1~8 per sq. rod - mid-April to mid-November
(~~y not ive complete control.) Areas t~ ~ treated should be
staked out while weeds .are in full growth.

2. Chokeberry - Same as poison iVy.

3. ':'1ild Bean - same as poison ivy.

C. §ALT (Sodium Chloride~:

Use 3/4 to 1 lb. per gel weter. Spray very lightly, never over
200 gals. per acre.

1. Wild Been - June and JUly. Should not injure cranberry
blossoms. (P.D.B. treatment preferred)

2. Teer-Thumb - June

D• SODIU1~ ARSENATE

Use Ii lbs. per 100 gals. water. Spray very lightly, never over
200 gals. per acre. CAUTION: Do not use leter than mid-August, be
ce use of danger of po i s onous re·sldues.

1. Golden Rod - Early in August. Keeps foliege and flowers
burned off, roots remain alive. Prevention of seed formation
by this weed is very important.

2. ~'J'ild Bes.n - Early August. Harvesting is seriously hamoered
if this weed remains untreated. (P.DGB. treatment preferred)

E. COBFERSULFATE:

CAUTION:These treatments may kill fish. Never spray this solU
tion in June or JUly.

1. Flre"freed - 251bs.. powder in 100 gals of we.ter et 300 gals.
per acre - August.

2. Pitchforks - Same as 1.

3. Nutgrass - 20 lbs. powder in 106 gels. water at 400-600 ge.ls.
acre. - Eerly August.

4. Large Nutgress- same as 3.

5. Green Scum (Alga,e) Br-oadcae t small crystals on ice at rate
of 10 lbs. per acre in Februery and l,wrch. Repeat in ear-Ly
spring if necessary using 4 Ibs. large crystals or nU8get s
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for each acre foot of water. Put in ~ burlap bag end tow
behind a boat, or distribute evenly in bog flowege some other
way. Oomplete draining of· bog and ditches in eerly April,
exposing bog to air one week helps to control this trouble

F. 1'fATER \vHITE KEROSENE:

Any clear transparent kerosene without yellow coloring should
give setisfectory results. Treatments in first half of May give the
best results with the least injury to cranberry vines. Vines should
not be disturbed for one week before and after treatment!

1. Hoary Alder - Apply tpint to 1 pint into crown of plant 
anytime.

2. Sweet Gale - Same as 1.

3. Bayberry - Same as 1.

4. Dulichium - Spray or sprinkle at 400 gals. per acre.~ Early
May.

5. Coarse Brambles - Spray or sprinkle at 600-800 gals. per acre-
Early May.

6~ Carex Sps, and Related Sedges - Same as 5.

7. Wool Grass - Same as 5.

8. Spike Rush - Same as 5.

9. Poverty Grass - Spot treat heavily (1000 galso per ~cre) 
anytime.

10. Cut Grass (Sickle grass) - Hold winter flood until May 25th;
then spray as soon as practical within 8 days at 600 to 800
gals. per acre. Try to a.pply when temperature is. below 650

•

11. Manne Grass - Same as 10.

12. Cotton Grass -Sa~e as 10.

13. Loosetrife - Spray or sprinkle 600 gals per acre before six
inches high.

14. Horsetail - Spray or sprinkle 600 gals, per acre. Uay 10-20.

15. Crarr Grass - Spray at 400 gals per ecre, late May thEoUgh
June. Less vine injury when temperature is below 65 or
when spraying is done in late afternoon or night.

16. Corn Grass - Same as 15.

17. Summer Gress - Same as 15.

18. Triple Awned Grass - 15.
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2 4-D.=....t.....:-_

Triethanolamine spIt 4 lbs. acid per gal. is the only type of
2,4-D recommended.

1. Three Square Grass - Apply a dilution of one part 2,4-D to
two parts water without touching cranberry vines. Do not
apply when windy. CAUTION: A long exposure to the skin
should be avoided~ Rubber gloves advised.

H. NITRATEOF SODA;

Scatter evenly when vines are dry.

1. Hair Cap Moss - 2 or 3 lbs. per sq. rod - June and July.

2. Royal Fern - Small handful will treat five plants - anytime.

3. Cinnamon Fern - Same as 2.

I. SODIUMARSENITE:

CAUTION~ Deadly poison to man end browsing animals. Wear goggles
to protect eyes ..

1. Shores - 15 Lbs , per 100 ge,ls. water ~t 400-600 gaLs per e cr e ,
to take place of mowing. Be careful spray does not drift
onto cranberry vines. Repeated use of this spray will des~

troy turf of shores and dikes.

J. ArvIMATE: (Ammonium Sulphema te)

75 Ibs. to 100 gals. water. Not poisonous, but very corrosive to
equipment.

1. Ditch weeds - Drain ditches end spray or sprinkle weeds till
liquid runs off. DO NOTAPPLY TO CRANBERRYVINES.

2. Shores - Spray at 200- 400 gals. per 8cre. Two successive
treatments 4-6 weeks apart will kill nearly all poison' iVy
and many other weeds. ~111 destroy turf more rapidly than
the sodium arsenite treatment. This spray is very harmful
to cranberry vines.
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A Tebular Summary of the 1954 Report of the
Research Coordinating Committee

Northeastern Weed Oontrol Conference

The tol10wing series of tables are presented only as a means
of ready reference and summarization of the generel research report.
The materials and methods listed are not intended to be recommendations
for local use and should not be construed as "Suoh. Referenoe is made
to the general report in each item listed so that more complete
information may be obtained by turning to the referenoe page number.

The chemicals listed in the extensive use oategory in this table
are SUbject to prior label approval by the U. S. Food and Drug
Administration before general useo

L. L. Danielson
Chairman

Oontrol of Weeds in Crops

Crop

A:lfdlfl:i
(Seedling) 29 NH2DNOSBJ?CIFC

Use Pounds
:per acr.e

(1) I-It
(1) 1-2

Time of Applications
and Comments

Post-E after first frost
Post-E after first frost- - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Alfalfa
(Est)

Asparagus
(Seedling)

29

14

NH2DNOSBP
CIPC

POP
NaPCP
NH2DNOSBP
CMU

(1)
(1)

(1)
(1)
(1)
(2 )

1-3
1-3

6
10-12
3
I-It

During dormancy
Early winter on chickweed

Pre-E
Pre-E
Pre-E
Pre-E

- - - - - - - - - - - - - -

, Asparagus
(Est) 14 Gr Cyan

Cyan Dust
SES

NH2DNOSBP
NaPeP
2,4-D

CMU
Alanap 1
OIPC

(1)
(1)
(1)

(1)
(1)
(1)

(1)
(2 )
(2)

300-400
75-100
2

6
20
1

Pre-H' conc'over row
During cutting season
Eefore weeds emerge, any
stage asparagus, moist soil
Pre-H. Post-H
Pre-H, Post-H
Pre-H~ Post-H~ Omit on

sandy soils.
Pre-E, Post-E
Pre-E
Pre-H for chickrleed

Beans,
Snap & Lima 15

Beans , Soy 17

NH2DNOSBP
NH2DNOSBP
NaPCP
CIPO

NH2DNOSBP
NaPCP
CII'C
Ale.nap 1
POP

(1)
(1)
(1)
(2 )

- - -
(1)
(1)
(2)
(2 )
(3)

6-9
3
20
6

4t-6
20
3-8
2-0
8'-16-

At planting
Pre-E
At Planting
At Planting

Pre-E or at planting
pre-E
Pre-E on early planted beans
Pre-E,low rate on light soil
Pre-E

(1) For extensive use (2) For Trial only (3) For Exper. use only
I
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Crop Ref. Chemice.l

Page
Use Pounds Time of Applications

~acr~ ~Qd Comments

Blackberries 19

Blueberries 19
( Cu1 t 1ve tad)

Ce.ntaloupes 17- - - - - - - - -
Carna tions 36
- - - - -
Carrots 15
- - - - - - -
Celery 15
- - - - - - -
Ceree.ls, Spr

(not seeded) 27
- - - - - - -
Cereals, BpI' 27

(Seeded)

~'. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Before weeds emerge

4-5 true-leaf sta3e
Pre-E for grass control
Pre-E for grBss control

Directed sprays
Directed sprays

. Pqst-stoo1, Pre-joint,
weeds must be small

Seeding cov~red: by grain
Seedin~ covered by grain

- - -- - -'- - - -
3

2-21:;
10

2-4 Pre-E

2#/001
b
8-12

2-4 Before weeds emerge

~-~ ,Poat-stooling,Pre-jolntingt-! Post-atooling,Pre-jointing

75-125G rost-E, 3-1eaf stage

75-125G Seedbeds only

(1) I-It

(1) !-f
(1) 4-t

NH2DNOSBP

MOP
2,4-D

Na.C1 (1)
End 0 (2)
TaA. (2 )- - - - - - - -
'SES (1)

- - - - - - - -
DNem (1)
NaAs (1)

- - - - - -
Ale-nap 1 (1)

- - - - - - - -
SES (3)- - - - - - - -
Stod Solv (1)

- - - - - - - -
Stod Solv (1)- - - - - - - -
2,4-D (1~MOl' (1

15Beets, Red

2

(1) For ~xtensive use (2) For Trial only (3) For Exper. use only

At p1enting,2 in warm and
1 1n cool wee ther
On transp1enta
Pre-Plant 60-90 days

Fell or spring
Fell or spring

rre-E after weeds emerge
I're-E

Before weeds emerge

On small l,..,eeds
On canopy of weeds in spring
On c~no9Y of weeds 1n spring

Pre-E, not on s~ndy soil
Pre-E
rost-E
Banded at planting
At planting or I're-E
Pre-E, moist solI needed
Post ...E until corn 3- 4lth i gh
At last cultive.tion,use

drops

- - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - -- - - - - - - - - -

I-It
1-2

1-2

3-6
25- 40

i-i
i-t
1-1~
~ J..-
1-1
4-2

- - - -
2-4

- - - - - - - - - - - -

(1)
(1)

- - -
(1 )
(1)
(1)

(3)

(1)
~l)

(2 )

(2 )
(2 )

(1)
( 1)
(1)
(2 )

~~ ~
(2 )
(3)

NHQDNOSBP
CIPe

CII'C

- - -~ -

2,4-DA.
MOP,·

Natrin
TCA

SES

NH2DNOSBP
2,4-DA
M'or

2,4-D
NH2DNOSBP
2,4-D
NH2DNOSBP.
CMU
Gr Cyan
NH,2DNOSBP
2,Lt-D

Chrysanthemum 36

Cereals, :'fntr
(Seee ed) 27

Cole Crops 16

Clover, Seedl.28

Corn, Field 22

, Cer ea1s, ~vn tr
. (not seeded) 27
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Crop :?ef. Chemical Use
Page

2';4=DACorn, Sweet 18 (1)
2,4-DE (1)
NH2DNOSB:P(1~
Ni:tPGP (1
2,4-DA (1)
CMU (2 )
NH2DNOSBP(2 )

Pounds Time of Applicetion
~__ ~~~E......!3::..r",...:A~Q:rL. end Comments

1*-1; Pre-E, not on sandy soil
i-3/4 Pre-E
3-6 :Pre-E
15-25 Pre ....E
i-it Pos t-E
3/~-1 At planting
li"'3 Post-E, corn less then 311

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ t§..ll

Lettuce 16 CIPC

Cucumbers 17 Alanap 1

35 S:I:S
NH2DNOSB:P
2,4-D
011'0

Crenberries 42 FeS
PDB
NaGl
NeAs
CuS04
Kerosene
2,4-DA
NaN03
NaAs
Am"'late

2-6 Pre-E

1-3 Pre-E

2-4 Pre-E, Post-E
6-8 Pre-E
2 Pre-E
4-8 Pre E, Directed Post-E

Pre-PI
Pre-PI

1000-2000 Pre-PI before weeds emerge
50 Pre-PI 6 months for quack

Pre-E, Pre PI
Pre-PI, Pre-E

20-30G Pre-E, Post-E on conifers
except lar~h and spruce.

1-4 tons Rate and time depend on prob,
1200 Hid Apr-Mid Nov.
159-200 June - July
It-3 Early August
20-120 Depend on problem
400-1000G. Early Me,y
1:2 dil Avoid cranberry vines
300-500 June and July
60-90 For shores
75-300 For ditches and shores

(1)
- - -

(1)
(1)
(1)
(1)
(1)
(1)
(1)
(1)
(1)
(1)

(1)
(1)
(1)
(1)

- - -
(2 )

- - -
(ll(1
(1
(1)
(1)
(1)
(1)

MEr
CP
Gr Gye,n
TeA.
NIX
KOCN
M Spirits

Gladioli

Nursery S;;ock 34
(Seeded )'

SES
lfHODNOSB:P
NIj{

Nursery Stock
(Transplants)

Nursery S'tock
(Established )35

Onions 16

SES
orpa
NH2DNOSBP
NIX
Gr Cyan

KOON
Cyan Dust
011'0

OMU

(1)
(1)
(I)- _.-
(1)
(I)
(1)
(1)
(1)

(1)
(1)
(2 )

(2 )

2-4
3-4
8

2-4
4-8
3-4
8'
600-800

1-2%
75
4-8

1

Before weeds emerge
Directed spray, dormant
Directed spray

Overall before weeds emerge
Directed spray
Direc ted spray
Directed spray
On row middles in moist soil

Post ....E after flag stage
Pre-E
Pre and Post ...E on any Boil

hiGh rate on muck soil.
Pre-E

(1) For Extensive use (2) For Trial only (3) For Exper. use only

3



2,4,5-TLVE
• 2,4-DLiJE (2)
Ammate (2)

Chemical Use Pounds Time of Application
~r Acre and Comments

"2-;4,5-TLVE l'2) 1-2 Active or borment directed.
Do not use on winesap or in
pear orchards. Injury may
result to stone fruits •

2-3 Same cautions as above.
75-100 Directed sprey. Do not use

on trees less than 5-6
yeers old.

37

Ref.
Pa56

Orchards
(Poison Ivy)

- 50
Crop

or che rd s 38
(Bindweed)

Orchards 38
(General weeds)

- - - - - - -
DN em (2 ) 1-2
2,4-DA (2 ) 1
- - - - - - - -
DN em (2) 1-2

Directed and repeat
Post-H, directed spray

Directed sprays, use on
grasses in fence rows.

Pa s tures (Perm)28
(Ann.Brdlf.weeds)
(~'loody weed s )

(\~ild garlic )29
(Horse nettle)

(Per & ~'1inter
enn weed s )

2,4-DA
MCP
2,4,5-TE
2,4,5-TE
+2,~-DE

2,4-DE .
2,4,5-TE
+2,4-DE
2,~-D

MCP

Ear. spring and repeat
Ear. spring end repeat
Spot treat in early summer

or dormant.
Spot tree-t a a above
Ear. spripg, repeat yearly

Blossom time.Kills clovers.
Rate depends on species.
Rate depends on species.

Pastures 29
(Semi perm)

Rote tional gn:zing, fer tiliza tion, 8 nd mowing are
of primary importance.

Potatoes,rrieh
18

Peas 16 NH2DNOSBP
NH2DNOBEP
NH4DNOBBP

- - -
(1) 3-4
(1) I-It(1) 1-1

- - -
(1~ 3-5
(1 3-5

Pre-E
Post-E
Post-E

Pre-E
Pre-E

Strawberries 20

Raspberries 19

Spinach 17

2,4-D (1) i-I
NH2DNOSEP.(1) 3-6
NH4DNOSBP (1) 1-2

- - - - - - - - - - - -
Na trin (2 ) lJ,-6

New fields before weeds emer
Est fields before canes star
At base of p1ants,directed

At planting, Low tern. 1#

After pIenta established

Post PI 7-12 days & as need~

For emerged brdlf weed s
On est. beds before weeds
emerge also in fall Pre
Dor'ma n t
Fallon brdlf weeds
Dormant application
Dormant,applicat10n

- - - - - - -.- - - -.-

3
1
Cover

1-2

2-4
i
2-4

(1)
(1)
(1)

(2 )
- - -

(I)
(1)
(1)

0110C

BEE
2,4-D
No.2 Fuel

SES
2,4-D
SEE

17Tomatoes
.,- - - - - - - - - - - _. - - - - - - - - - - "- - - - - - - - -

(1) For extensive use. (2) For trial only (3) For exp , nae only.



Crop Ref. Chemical
Pa.~

Turf, Lawn~l -D-DA
2,4-DE
2,4-n
2,4,5-T
PMA.10%
KOCN

Turf, Putting

Turf renovation

PMA.10%

NaAs

51
Use Pounds Time of application

~r Acre and Comments
TIT" t-!r--Spring&fall forbrdlfWe6
(1) For garlic
(l)i-1 2 or 3 ap~lns for goose gra
(1) t 2-3applns at 3 wk interval
(1) 4-6 2-6 applns 7-10 day interfa
(1) 8-16 2-3 applns on small grass ;- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
(1) 3-4t 2-6 applns 7-10 day interva

High soil moisture, temp.
below 80 0 •

V,atermelons 17 Alane.p 1 (1) 2-4 Pre-E

Control of Perennial Herbaceous ~eeda

~eed Ref. Chemical Use Pounds Time of Application
Pa.ge . ---E~r Acre . and Comments

Bedstraw 33 NFeDNOSBP (3)
( Gelium r,101Iugo)

zar. spring.Repeat treat.
needed.

Bermud~ grass 33 TCA
(Cynodon dactylon)Dl~

Canada Thistle31 2,4-D
(Ciraium Arvense)

MCP

Chicory 32 2,4-D
(Cichorium Intybus)MCP

Horse Nettle 31 2,4,5-T
(Solanum carolinense)

2,4-D +
2,4,5-T

Johnson Grass 33 TCA
(Sorghum halepense)

(2) 75#
(3) 40#

- - -
(1) t-2#

(1) 1-2#
- - - - "'I""

(2) t#
(2) -:#

- - - - - - - -
(1) 2#

(1) 2#
- - - - - - - -

.(l) 50-75#

L. Spr. or Ear. Sum
L. Spr. or Ear. Sum

Ear. bud & on 4-6 in.regrow
and repeat yearly ,
Same as above for 2,4-D

Fa.ll or Spring
Fall

Pre-Bloom repeat yearly

Pre-Bloom repeat yearly

Spot treat Pre-E or Early
Post-E

Milk weed 32 2,4,5-T
(Asclepias syrieca) 2,4-B +

. 2,4,5-T

Nut Grass 30 TCA
(Oyperus esculentus)TCA~oil

HOP
2,4-D
ClJIU

(3) 2-3#

(3) 2#
- - - -
(ll 50-75#
(1
(3
(3)
(3)

Use amino triazole salt

To prevent pod formation

2-4 in. htdisk & plow
On young ~rowing grass
Tuber sprouting in spr.

Q,uack Grass 30 TeA. (I) 25-75# On plowed soil & disc in.
(Agropyron repens)l~ (2) 5-10# 4-10in. ht.Plow 4-8 days la~

T T
- - - - - - - _C"clU_7 T - ill 10=2Q#_ - ~u~ing_3.rO!'Lth - - - - - 

1 For extensive use. \2 For trial only \3/ For exp. use only.
5
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Weed Ref.
Page

':Vild Garlic 32
(Allium spp s )

Eagweed 11

Poison Ivy 13

Ohemlcel Use Pounds Time of Application
Per Acre and Oomments

2;4-rr E----yl) -l-lt#----Spr & Fall Repeat yearly

Public Health Weed Control

2,4-DA (1) !-l# Veg. stage
2,4-D NaB (1) 2- 1# Veg_ Stage

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Ammate (l~ Active growth
2,4,S-T (1 Active growth or dormant
2,4-DE +

(1)2,4,S-TE Active growth or dormant
Bor'a x (1) 4#/100 sq.ft.-Active growth

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
(1) For extensive use. (2) For trial only (3) For expel". use only

Chemicals
Alanap-l
Ammate
CIPC
CMU
CP
Cyan Dust
DN Em
End 0

Gr Cye.n
Iron S
KOCN
£.1 Br
IlIfCP
l-Uf
M Spirits
NaAs
NaPCP
NH2DNOSBP

:~NOSBP

No. 2 F. oil
PA
POP
PI~

PDB
SES
Sesin
Stod Solv
TCA
2,4-DA
2,4-I:J:S

Table of Abbreviations Used

N-l naphthyl phthalamic acid
Ammonium sulfamate
Isopropyl-N-(3-chloro-phenyl) carbamate
3-(p-chlorophenyl)-1, l-dimethylurea
Chloropicrin
Calcium cyanamid dust
Dinitro 011 emulsions
D1sodium 3,6-endoxohexahydrophthalate
Granular calcium cyanamid
Ferrous sulfa. te
Potassium cyanate
lvIethyl bromide
2,methyl 4 chlorophenoxyacet1c acid
l,w.leic hydraZide
Minere.l spirits
Sodium arseni te
Sodium pentachlorophenate
Alkanolamine selts of din1tro ortho secondery butyl

phenol
Am"'l1oniumsalt of dinitro or-tho secondary butyl phenol
Sodium isopropyl Xanthate
No. 2 Fuel Oil
Phthalamic acid
Pentachlorophenol
Phenylmercuric acetate
Paradichlorobenzene
2,4 ·dichlorophenoxyethyl sulfate
2,4 dichlorophenoxyethyl benzoate
Stoddard solvent oil
Trichloroacetatic acid (sf'lte)
Alka.nolam1ne s..81t of 2, 4-D
Ester form of 2,4-D



2,4-DLVE
2,4-D NaS
2,4,5-TE
2,4,5-TLVE

:53

Table of Abbreviations Us~d con't.

Lo'" volatile ester form C.if2,4"'D
Sodium salt of 2,4~dichlorophenoxyacetic acid
Ester form of 2,4,5-T
Low volatile ester form of 2,4,5-T .

Other Abbrevietions
Ea Eech
Ear Early
Directed Spray Directed application to case of crop
Dorm During dormancy
G . ~llons

Post-E Post-emergence
Post-H Post-harvest
Pre-E Pre-emergence
Pre-H- Pre-harvest
Spr Spring

These designetions of time refer to crops unless otherwise indicated
in the table

7



Reaction of WoodyPlants to Herbicides-_....--. -
H. C. Ferguson

(Reprinted From the 1953 NEWCCProceedings)

Water Carrier-Foliage Appltn Oil Carrier-Basal Applt~

2,4-D - 2,4,5-T Ammate 2,4-D- 2,d,5-T
Plant Speoies 2,4,5-T alone 2,4,5-T alone

CommonName Scientific Name Combln* * *** Comb'n~H} **
J.ilanthus (Ailanthus glandulosa) S S M S S
Arrow Wood (Viburnum acerifolium) S R S 114
Ash (Fraxinus Spp.) R R M M? 114

Bassvrood (Tilia amel'icana) R M M R? M
Beech (Fagus grandifolia) 14 M S S M?
Birch (Betula Spp.) 8 s S S S
Bramble (Rubus Spp.) S s S M S
Buckeye (Aesoulus HiPPocAstanum) M M M S S?
Cucumber Tree (Magnolia acum1nata) S S S S S
Elm (Ulmus Spp.) S M S S S
Green Briar (Smilax rotundifolia) R R M? R R
GumBlack (Nyssa sylvatica) 114 S S M 114
GumRed (Liquidambar styracifiua) S S S S1
Hawthorn (Crataegus Spp.) M M M? S 51
Heroulu8 Club (Aralia spinosa) S S S 5
Haw (Viburnum prunifolium) M 114 114 S 57
Hickory (Oarya Spp.) M S M M? S
Honey Locust(Gleditsia triacanthos) M S 11 S M
Ironwood (Ostrya virginiana) S R S 5 M
Laurel (Kalmia latifolia) R R M S 114

Maple Sugar (Acer saccharum) R R S S S
Maple Red (Acer rubrum) R M M S S
OakWhite (euercue alba) M M S S S
Oak Red (Quercus borealis maxima) M M S S S
Locust (Robinia pseudo-acacia) S S M S R
Paw Paw (Asimina triloba) M M S M
Persimmon (Diospyros virginiana) R R M M 114

Poplar (:POP.Ulus Spp.) S s S 5 S
Poison Ivy (Rhus Toxicodendron) S 5 5 M? S
Red Bud (Cereis canadensis) M M S S 114

Sassafras (Sassafras variifolium) S S 5 5 S
Spice Bush (Benzoin aestivale) S S S S
Sycamore (Platanus occidentalis) S S S S M
Tulip Tree(Liriodendron tulipifera) S 5 S M? S
Willow (Salix Spp.) S S S S S
Witch Hasel (Hamamelis virginiana) S S S S S

*Conc. 4# acid per 100 gal water ***Oonc. 75-100# per 100 gal. water
Eest results June, July,Aug. ,early sept. Best results May,June,July,Aug.,early Sept.
Ten feet max. height controlled by chem. Ten feet max. height controlled by chem,

**Conc. 16-20# acid per 100 gal. oil R - Resistant
Best results through dormant season 114- Moderately resistant
No limit to max. hei~~t controlled S - SUBceptible

? _ Opinion divided
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Hotel New Yorker, New York

January 5,6,7, 1954

Abbey, Charles N.
N. Y. State Dept. Public Works
Alb~ny, New York

App, Frank
Se~;lbrook F~rms

Bridgeton, New Jersey

Inst.

York

S"
Seed Go.

Bannister, Henry
Craver-Dickinson
562 South St ..
East Aurora, New

Baerman, G. D.
Geigy Chemical Corp.
175 Hamilton Ave ..
Princeton, New Jersey

Baran, \fal tel"
G. L. F.
423 Eo Iv1:ainst.
Batavia, New York

Eargerhuff, Gene R.
Spray Services, Inc.
P.O. Box 5444
Huntington, West Virginia

Bailey, John So
r~ss. Agr. ExptQ Station
Cranberry Station
E. ~jareham) ~~ssachuestts

Atkey, J .. M.
Dow Chemical of Canada.
P. o. Box 168
Cooksville, Ontario, Canad La

Arner, Dale H.
Md. Ga.me& Inle,nd Fish oomm,
39 -t, College Ave.
Frostburg, Maryland

Ashbaugh, F. A.
':-lest Penn Power Co.
14' ~';ood St ..
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

Co..

Comm.

Barke', Harvey E.
Long Island Agric. & Tech.

Al. Farmingdale, New York
~U4

"9/"'5""~J~~ 12.R..
01r -z/"uJ ~ &0/'

York

Ahlgren, ¥~s. ~esley

512 Summer St.
Brockton, ~~ssachusetts

Aldrich, Richard J.
Farm Crops Dept.
Rutgers University
New Brunswick, New Jersey

Anderson, ~·l. P.
American Chemical Peint
8 Ivy Lane Ivy Manor
Lansdale, pennSYIV~ia

Antognini, Joe J:t.
Se1S; Aep; gQ8B.~~
62 'of; :'lig 8 t •
sa yonpe t NftloTdie!'8Q,f{

Alampi, Phil
Sta t i on ~y ABC
7 ~.; 66th st.
New York 23, New

Anderson, Leonard F.
Essex Co. Shade Tree
Hall of Records
Newark, New Jersey

Allen, ~rm.. ~'1.

American Chemical Paint Co.
Ambler, Pennsylvenia

Anderson, Harry M.
Ethyl Corp.
1600 W. 8 Mi. Road
Detroit, Michigan

Acton, D. E.
Asplundh Tree Expert Co.
1240 Oliver Bldg.
Pittsburg, Pennsylvania

; Ahlgren, Gilbert H.
Rutgers University
New Brunswick, New Jersey
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Barker, Gre,ham
Diamond Alke,li
80 Lister Ave.
Newark 5, New Jersey

Barrett, Ralph
Ralph & Chad Tree Service
Burlington, Vermont

Be.rry, Gara ld
Boro. of Pennington
433 Sl{ed at ..
Pennington, New Jersey

Bartlett, Robert A.
Bartlett Tree ~xperts

60 Canal St.
Stamford, Connecticut

Be,rton, Richa.rd
Ethyl Corp.
2410 Ridgewood Rd. N. W.
Atlanta, Georgia

Baylor, John E.
N.. J .. Extension
N. J. College of Agriculture
New Bruns'>tic!t, .New Jersey

Beatty, Robert H.
American Chemicel Paint Co.
243 Cronhill Road
Philadelphia 31, Pennsylvania

Beckwith, Charles L.
Dow Chemica.l 00.
1948 21st St.
Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio

Bejuki, ira,1 ter M.
Pennsylvania Salt Mfg. Co.
8635 Temple E08,d
Philadelphia 19, Pennsyl vam.a

Bell, :villiam E.
American Smeltln~ & Refining Co.
407 Harrison Ave:
Highland Park, New Jersey

Bendall, T.· L.
Dow Chemical Company
30 Rockefeller Plaza
New York 20, New York

Benghiat, Issac
Stauffer Chemical Co.
Chauncey, New York

Benjemlne, Hugh H.
L. I. Produce & Fertilizer Co.
Box 381
~futtituck, New York

Bentzel, R. J.
Amer. 006.& Elect. Service Corp.
30 Church st.
New York, New York

Berger, Lester D. Jr.
Carbide & Carbon Chemicals Co.
30 E. 42nd St.
New York 1'7, New York

Berggren, George H.
Extension Service
Penn State University.
State College, .?ennsylvenia.

Bergin, George E.
Be.ird & 1-1cGuire Inc.
13 ~'loodman Hoad
Worcester, Hessachusetts

Berry, Eobert C.
Newton Chen. & 3upply Co.
103 Kells Ave.
Newar-k, Delaware

Besecker, Jas. F.
Asplundh Tree Expert Co.
Green~lc vu Ave ..
Wyncote, Pennsylvania /1
Bing, Arthur V
Oorhel1 University
Ornamentals Research Lab.
Farmingdale, New York

Bishop, J. Russell
American Chemical Paint Co.
Br-ooks Ld e Ave.
Ambler, Penn ayLva nia

Bloom, Albert
Geners.l Aniline & Film
9 Blecltcurn ROE".d
Summit, New Jersey

Bogle, J .. B•.
The R. H. Bogle Co.
p.b. Box 206
Aiexandrie, Virginia

2



Borden, Roland P.
N. J. Power & Light Co.
221 Penn Ave.
Dover, New Jersey

Boross, Alexa,nder
Boerd of Health
7 Center st.
Oceanport, New Jersey

Bryant, Clyde A. ~
Agricultural Chemicals
The Dow Chemical Co.
Midland, Michigan

Burbage, J. R. ,
D MV Forest Imp_
Williams St.
Berlin, Me.ryl(lnd
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Bossol t , Roy C.
The Terre Co.
R. D. #2
Paterson, New Jersey

Burt, Svert o.
Dept. of A.gronomy
Ohio State University
Columbus, Ohio

Corp.

Cam~bell, Howard H.
Nassau Co. Farm Bureau
Old Court House Annex
Mineola, New York

I

Carlson, R. F. ~
Horticulture Department ./_ '_
Miohig~n State Col±QS&- ~~.
East Lans i ng, :Miehigan

Butters, Edgar A.
Agr. Exp. Sta ..
New Brunswick, New Jersey

Ce.mpbell, C. E.
R. T. Vanderbilt Co.
7 Ludlow Menor
E. Norwalk, Connecticut

Cerney, Frank W.
Amer. Tel & Tel. Co. Long Lines
145 State St.
Springfield, ME,sseehusetts

Carr, Cherles ~·l.

Eastern States Farmers Exchange
Powder Mill Boad
SouthWick, MB.ssachuestts

Butler, Arthur M. Jr.
Comm.Inv. General Chemical Div.

Allied Chemical & Dye
25 Broad St.
New York 4, New York

Butler, Leland G.
Reade Mfg. Co. Inc.
135 Hoboken Ave.
Jersey City 2, New Jersey

Bowman, Mrs. J. J.
Hay Fever & ~eed Control
3516 Biddle St.
Cincinnati 20, Ohio

Brad shaw, ~J1n8 ton
Oarbide & C2rbon Chemlcpls Co.
30 E. 42nd St.
New York 17, New York

Brady, Edward P.
City of N. Y.-Depto of Perks
64th St. & 5th Ave.
New York 21, New York

Bramble, ;'1. C.
~orestry Department
The Penn St~te University
State College, Pennsylv~nia

Brasfield, T. ~v.

U. S. Rubber Co.
Prosoect Road
~lest' Ohesire, Connecticut

Brian, ~l. Philip
U. S. Industrial Chemic~l Co.
Bel timore, 118.rY1Mj~

Brown, James ;'1. "
Camp Detrie!:
Frederick, Merylend

Brugmann, -t, H. Jr.
Standard Oil Dev. Co.
432 Vine St.
Elizabeth, New.Jersey

Brunn, Lynn K.
Atle s Powder Co.
~ilmington, Delawrre

3
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Casey, Edwe.rd J.
1152 Caldwell Ave.
Union, New Jersey

Ceot 1 in, F. H •
Custom SprB.yer
R. D. #2
Greene, New York

Ceponis, Micheel J.
Heyden .Chemical Corp.
190 Buckelew Ave.
Jamesburg, New York

Chadwick, Lloyd
Ralph & Chad TreeSer-vice
Shelburne, Vermont

Chappell, '.1. E. (
Va. Agric. Sxp. Stat
Blacksburg, Virginia

Cherry, George D.
General Spray Service
26 N. !.wln St.
Pennin~ton, New Jersey

ClE.rk, Foetor
N. J. Power & Li3ht
Dover, New Jersey

Cle.rk, Harold E.
Rutgers University
N. J. Agr. 1:xp• Sta •
New Brunswic~, New Jersey

Clerke, E. s,
Atlantic Befining Co.
121 Fairmount Ave.
Laurel Sprlngs, N€w Jersey

Cloft, He.rry F.
The Dow Che~ical Co.
520 Statler Bldg.
Boston, Massachusetts I
Cobb, J. Stanley ~
Penn State University
514 ~. Foster Ave.
St~te College, Pennsylvenia

Cohen, sam
Glyco Products Co. 'Inc.
26 Court St.
Brooklyn 1, New York

Collier, Harold S.
F. A. Bartlett Tree 3xp. Co.
795 Mernorie.l Drive
Cambridge, r~ssachusetts

Conklin, Joseph E.
Antera Chemicals
435 Hudson St.
New York 14, New York

Connell, Edward A.
Supt. of Parks, City of Stamford
P.O. Box 930
Stemford, Connecticut

Connolly, Patrick J.
S. B. Penick & Co.
78 Bobwhite Lane
Hicksville, New York

Cook, Arthur H.
Fernm" Hall
Cornell University
Ithaoa, New York

Cook, Devid B.
N. Y. Conservation Dept.
488 Broadway'
Albeny 1, New York

Cooke, William C. Jr.
C & P Telphone Co. of B.C.
320 St. Peul Pl.
Baltimore 2, Maryland

Cooper, E. A.
Virginia Electric Coop.
Bowling Green, Virginia

Corbin, ':v.L.
The Dow Chemical Company
Red Hook, New York

Cotter, :;)avid C.
Andr@w~11son Inc~

132 Heisel Ave.
Spriu3field, New Jersey

Coulter, L. L.
The Dow Chemical Co.
Midland, Michigan

Cover, A. L.
Ashle.nd Tree Experts Inc.
1533 Certer Ave.
Ashle ..nd , Kentucky

4
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Cowart, L. 3::.
~. I. au Pont de Nemouts Co.
du Pont ~xperiment Station
;-lil~ington, Delaware

Cox, T. R. ...j/'
AmericanCyana'.1lid 00.
30 Rockefeller Plaza
New York 20, New York

Crabtree, Garvin
Dept. of Ve3e't~ble Crops
Cornell University
Itha cs , New York

Craven, Benson S.
Stauffer Chemicel Co.
94 Cedar Leke West
Denville, New Jersey

Cra vens , Du Val
R/~v He Lnt enance Corp.
980 Ellicott St •.
Buffalo 9, New'Yor~t .1/
Cross, Chester E. \f
University of ~~ssachusetts

E. ~~reham, ME.ssechusetts

Cumming, Geor3e
General Electric Research Lab.
Schenectady, New York

Cunningha~, Cherles E. /1'
Maine Agr. 3xp. Sta,. V
Aroostook F~rmB

Presque Isle, Meine

Cunnf nghem, He.rold
Rohm & He.as Co.
222 ~i .. ;-lashington Square
Philadelphia, Pennsylvenia.

C1.I.rtis, D. '.f.
Bete Fog Nozzle Inc.
309 ~lells St.
Greenfield, Messachusetts

Dallyn, Stewert _II
L. I. Vee_ :'e8. Farm"
Riverhead, New York

Deneker, V. Z.
John H. Dulany & Son
Box 66
Exmore, Virginia

{'Danielson, L. L.
Va. Truck 3xp. Sta.ti n .
P.O. Eox 2160
Norfolk, Virginia

Darley, :'1errill M.
General Chemice.l D1vision

Allied Chemical & Dye Corp.
40 Rector St.
New York 6, New York

Detvis, Bar-bar'a H. ~
Amerlc~n Chemicel Paint Co.
Ambler, Pennsylvenla

Dey I Herbert 1111.tf'
Geigy Ag. Chern.
62 ~!est 2nd st.'
Bayonne, New Jersey

Decker, Roger N.
Centrel Hudson Ga.s &·'Elec. Corp.
Bcu th Road
Poughkeepsie, New York

Deen, Encil
University of Kentucky
Lexington, Kentuck~ I'
De France, J. A. V
R. I. Agr. Exp , Sta.
Kingston, r-hode Island

Dempsey, Edward P.
P. ~.{. Dept.
Pur che se St.
Rye, New York

Di Bella, Louis J.
Montclair, N. J. Health Dept.
19 ~jalnut Parkway
Montclair, New Jersey

Dickinson, Berton C. .
U. s. Industrial Chemicel Co.
Baltimore, Maryland

Dietrich, Joseph A.
Supt. of Parks & Trees,'Town of
Town Hall Annex Greenwich
Greenwich, Connecticut

Dittemore, Paul L.
Crop11fe - Miller Publishing Co.
114 E. 40th St.
New York 16, New York

5
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Dolan, Des30nd D.
N. Y. Stat Agr. ~xp. StaG
186 La Fe.ye t te .h.ve 0

Geneva, New York

Donahue, Leonard
Central Vermont Pub. Serf Co.
Har ve rd St.
Rutland, Vermont

Dor Ls nd, ~"e yne E.
Agricultural Chemicals
175 5th Ave.
New York, New York

Dougherty, Isaac
Associated Chemists, Inc.
North Collins, New York

Dowling, Robert J.
U. S. RubbEr Co.'
76 SV6a Ave.
Naugatuck, Connecticut

Doyle, ~illiam M.
Dept. of Perks, N. Y~ C.
1594 Unionport RO~Q
Bronx 62, New York, New York

Drew, George Jr.
Supt. of Perks .•
Tovm Hall
Fairfield, Connecticut

Drew, I. C.
F. A. Bertlett Tree 3xpert Co.
Rt. 2
Roanoke, Virginia.

Duck, R. t,.,.
The hural New Yorker
333 ~·l. 30th st.
New York, New York

Dufford, R. T.
Amer. Tel & Tel. Co.
401 Yeardley Ave.
Lynchburg, Virginia (

Dut t , J. 0.. {/
Plant Industry Bldg. "
Penn State University
State College, Pennsylvania

Ea s twood, Tom
~lse Potato Chip Co.
527 E. 6th st.
Berwick, Pennsylvenia

Edwards, J. Pearle
Resistaflex Corp.
614 Centre.l Ave.
East Orange, New Jersey

Eggers, ~illiam A.
Asplundh Tree Expert Co.
720 N. 2nd St.
Emmaus, Pennsylvania /1'
Egler, Frank E. V
Amer. Mus. of Nat. Hist.
Aton Forest
Norfolk, Connecticut

Ellison, J. H. .01
Horticulture Dept.\!
Rutgers University
New Brunswick~ New Jersey

Esty, Geoffrey t,·1.
N. J. Stete Dept. of Health
106 1v. State St.
Trenton 6, New Jersey

Faber, H. M.
1'festern Me.ss. Elec.Co.
45 Fed er aL St.
Greenfield, !~.ssachusetts

Fairchild, Robert B.
Am. Tel & Tel Co.
506 Bourse Building
Philadelphia, PennsylvEnia

Farrell, James J.
American_Chemical Paint Co.
Oho r oh St.
Marshfield, Massachusetts

Feldma.n, A. '\'Y. ~
Neugatuck Chemical
Bethany 15, Connecticut

Fellman, John A.
Assoc. Am. R. R.
3140 S. Fecerel St.
Chicago 16, Illinois

Felty, John B.
Dow Chemice1 Co.
Rt. 6
Farmville, Virginia

Ferdinand, Joseph V.
Penna. Power & Light Co.
Cedar & ButtonWOOd
Hazleton, Pennsylvania

6



}'i'erguson, H. C.
Penn Line Service
444 Franklin Ferms
~ashinston, Pennsylvania

Ferguson, IV.
Caneda Dept. of Agric.
Division of Horticulture
Central Exp. Farm
ottawa, Canada

Ferrant, Nicholas A. Jr.
G. L. F. 3011 Building Service
Yardville, New Jersey

Fertig, Stanford N.
Cornell University
111 Delawere Ave.
Ithe.ca, New York "

Finn, Thomes Po ~
Carbide & Cerbon
1086 N. Br oadway
Yonkers, New York

Flane.gen, T. R.
Agronomy Department
University of Vermont
Burlington, Vermont

~~
t

Fletcher, Alfred
State De?t. of Health
65 Prospect St.
Trenton, New Jersey
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Frear, George L.
Nitrogen Division, Allied Chemical &

Dye Corp.
40 Rector st.
New York 6, New York

Freeburn, C. C.
Pennp.. Game Commission
Box 368
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania

Fromm, Fr1 tz i'l.
Mount Mercy College
Pittsburgh 13, Pennsylvenia

Furstenburg, I.
Theodore Ricdeburg Assoc.
415 Lexington Ave.
New York, New York

~.rman, John A.
U. S. Industrial Chemicals Co.
1701 Patapsco Ave.
Baltimore, Maryland

astea, C. M.
V-CCCB~ackleaf Division
401 E. I~ain
Richmond, Virginia

~ylord, ;f111is.m
E. I. duPont deNemoura Co.
25 Ellicott Pl.
Staten Island 1, New York

Fontaine, T. D.
U. S .. D. A.
Eastern Regional Research Lab.
Philadelphia 18, Pennsylvania

Flint, E. S.
Be.r ~lay Mfg. Co.
60 Canel St.
Stamford, Connecticut

Forres t, DougLes
Cornell University
122 Linden Ave.
Ithaca, New York

Fosse, R. A.
Monsanto Chem. Co.
800 N. 12th Blvd.
St. Louis, Missouri

Foster, Clifford H.
N.Y.S. College of Forestry
Pack Forest
Narrensburg, New York

Geigle, Nilliam F.
Sun Oil Company
~O So. Britton Fn.
Springfield, Pennsylvenia

Gentner, (YEtIter
R/W MeintenancG Corp.
980 Ellicott St.
Buffalo 9, New York

Gerle.ch, Charles F.
~yandotte Chemicals Corp.
Wysndotte, Michigen

(]!~i£~~Ir~~i::~:: '
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Gifford, Malcolm B.
Gifford Tree Service
103 Z. Clinton St.
Johnstown, New Y6rk

T



Hanna, O. A.
Bell Telephone Labs.
Murrey Hill, New Jersey

Co • .fHannah , L. H.
Monsanto Chemical
800 N. 12th Blvd.
St. Louis 1, Missouri

Hansen, J .. R.
Hercules Powder Co.
J1.g. Chern. Lab.
1,l1lmington,. DelawRre

Hart, Stewert W.
Taft Labore.tory
University of Rhode Island
Kingston, Rhode Island

Hartley, Richard
John Powell & COG
One Park :~ve.

New York 16, New York

Harris, Walter D.
U. S. Rubber Co., Naugatuck Chem.Div.
Elm St.
Naugatuck, Connecticut

Harrod, James E.
E. I. duPont deNemours & 00.
~xp6rimental Station Bldg. 268
Wilmington, Delaware

Hanson, H. C.
Henson Ohemical Equip. Co.
Box 270
Beloit, Wisconsin

Henrichson, Ce.rl B.
E. I. duPont deNemours & Co.
Wilmington, Delaware

Hendren, John C.
U. S. Rubber Co.
5th & Locust Sts.
Philadelphia, Penneyl venia

Hsvd Land , S ...."i..
':...mer. Te1. & Te1. Co•
195 Broedway
New York 7, New York

Hawkeby, ~illiam M.
Dept. of Health
125 Worth St. Rm. 4
New York, New York

62
Girard. Theodore A.
Heyden Chemical Corp. "
531 Clifton Ave.
Clifton, New.Jersey

Glenn, Ha.rry D.
U. S. Rubber Co.
Elm st.
Naugatuck, Connecticut

Gould, John D ..
N. Y • Sta.te Conaer va td on Dept.
311 Mill
Poughkeepsie, New York. ,

Gre'ene, 1.1m.C.
Conn. Stete Highi>ISYDept.
165 Capitol Avou
Hartford, Connecticut

Gorlin, Philip
Dept. of A1rFollution Control

- City of New York
621 Lefferts Ave.
Brooklyn 3, New York

Hamilton, Ralph E.
~ird & McGuire, Inc.
327 Oountry ':/f1Y
Scituate, Massachusetts

Hand, Theodore F.
Esso Standard Oil 00.
15 w. 51st St.
New York, New York

Greenwald, Margaret
Chipman Chemical Co. Inc~

Bound-Brook, New Jersey

Gregson, Carl L.
Bartlett Tree Expert
Rt. 7 Box 749
Roanoke, Virginia

Griffiths, A. E.
Ethyl Corp.
10 Madison S;..
Port ~ashington, New York

Hagood, Edward S. 4;
Niagara Ohemical Div.
Middleport, ~ew York

Hall, \'lilliam Co
Arboreal Associates
Harriman, New York
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Herlihy, Richard J.
Oberdorfer Foundries
Thompson Road
Syracuse, New York

Hicock, Russell
C. L. & P. Co.
P.O. Box 2010
Hertford 1, Conn.

Hikuhn, Malcolm
Farm Servics Exchange
7 Meadow Dr.
Totowa Boro, New Jersey

Hill, G. D.
E. I. duPont deNemours & Co.
100..~ - Martin Lane
~ilmin8ton, Delaware

Hill, V• .;\.
Devey Tree Expert Co.
P. o. Box 522
Providence, Rhode Island

Hitchcock, ~. E. I
Boyce Thompson Institut
1086 N. Broadway
Yonkers, New York

Hodgdon, :i.lbion R. \1/
Department of Botany \f
University of N~ Hampshire
Durham, New Hampshire /

Holm, LeRoy \11
Dept. of Horticulure "
University of Wisconsin
Madison, ~i8con8in

Hope, Donald E.
Penn Salt Mfg. Co.
1000 Widener Bldg.
Philadelphia 7, Pennsylvania

Horsfall, Ernest ~.

Essex Co. Shade Tree Comm~

23 Burnet Hill Road
LiVingston, N~w Jersey

Hottenstein, ~. L.
Pee Dept. of Highways
21st & Herr Ste.
Harrisburg, Pennaylv2nie

Hovey, Charles L.
Eastern States Farmers Exchange
26 Central st.'
\"l. Springfield, I\.[ass~chusetts

63
Howerd, Nelson
Green Giant Co.
Middletown, Delaware

Howeth, Harry H. Jr.
Rehoboth, Delaware

Huber, Edward H.
N.YtS. Conservation Dept.
..:'"lbeny, New York

Huckins, Robert Ko
N. J. Fisheries Lab.
126 N. Mein St.
Milltown, New Jersey

Hughson, William R.
Rohm & He.as Co.
609 Main St.
Portland, Connecticut,

Huver, 1,.. J.
General Chemical Div1sion
40 Rector St.
New York 6, New York

Ilnicki, Richard D.
Depe r tment of Lgronomy
Ohio State University
Columbus, Ohio

lndyk, Henry ll •. t!'".
:I.gronomy Dept.
Delaware Lgr. Exp. Stetiom
Newerk, Delaware

lurke, H. H.
N•Y•S•D •P•\V•
62 Bellerose ~ve.

East Northport, New York

IrVing, Le Roy G.
N.Y.S. Conservation Dept.
488 Broe.dway
Albeny, New York

Jack, Charles C.
:.merican Chemical Pe.int Co.
R. D. #1 McKean Rd.
:""bler, penne Ylvan18

1
U}

Jacob, l'lalter C. y~~~ .JJ•.".}..
Ve~eta~l& Cpe~e Bept. ~.~:
ctotlleU !'lIt.e .. ..-" . ~ i)~
Ittlsca J HCR 1f,.k . ~ I s.t.L

9
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Jacobs, Homer LQ
Davey Tree 3xpert Co.
Kent, Ohio

Je gschi tz, John '::s..
Floriculture Department
Cornell University
Iths"ce, New York

Jenkins, Dorothy H.
Ge.rden Editor, N.Y. Tim~s

Times St;'.uere
New York 36, New York

Johns, Hylend R.
':~splundh' Tree Expert
505 York Rd.
Jenkintown, Pennsylvania

Johnson, F. R.
Mathieson Chemicel Corp.
509 ~1e thieson Bldg. .
Baltimore 3, ~ryland

Johnson, O. H.
WestvEco Chem. Div.
161 E~ 42nd St.
New York, New York

Jones, L. I.
u. S. D. ~. Extension Service
Washington, D. C•. J/
Kaner, Eleonore \!
Agriculturel Chemicals MPgazine
175 !"ifth i.ve ;
New York, NEW York

Karlovetz, Fred
Chemi-Trol Chemical
Rt. 1
Gibsonburg, Ohio

K:lrsten, Ken
R. T. Vanderbilt Co. Inc.
33 ':f1nfield St.
Norwalk, Connecticut

Ke.ry, R. M.
:,mericen Smel tine; & Refining 00.
Centrel Reseerch Leb.
Perk Lv«; & Oak Tree Rd.
South PIBinfield,(NeW Jersey

Kates, :...118n H. II ¥
Sea br ook Fprms 'V
Bridgeton, New Jersey

KaUffman, Edwin E.
The Che. & Potomac Telephone Co.
Rm. 1301 -320 St. Paul Plece
Baltimore ~wryland

Kauffman, Ralph I.
:..splund h Tree Expert Co·.
505 York ROl'd
Jenkintown, Pennsylvania

Kea ting, Edwin
~~€rican Cyanamid Co.
281 Church St.
Poughkeepsie, New York

Keeler, Relph
Stamford ":i'ater Co.
103 Summer St.
Stamford, Connecticut

Keirn, Frank G.
N. J. Power & Light 00.
105 E. McFarlan
Dover, New Jersey

Kerbey, George F.
U. S. Industrial Chemicals Co.
Box 86 .
Yardville, New Jersey

Keyser, C. No
F. ~q Bartlett Tree Experts
Plymouth Meeting, Pennsylvania

Kezer, Scott R.
r~thieson Chemicel Corp.
509 Mathieson Bldg.
Baltimore 3, Maryland

King, L. J. I-
Boyce Thompson Institute .
1086 N. Broa.dway
Yonkers, New York

Kingsbury, .\. F. Jr.
Rogers & Hubberd Co.
Strickland St.
Portland, Connecticut

Kirkpatrick, H.
Boyce Thompson Institute
1086 N. Broadway -
Yonkers, New York

. KnOWlton, :.... E., Sr. ;.ssoc. Editor
Electrical \forld
330 "\i. 42nd st.
New York 36, New York
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Kramer, John~... /.A
Carbide & C~rbon .,/
1086 N. Broedway
Yonkers, New York

Kriner, Ray R.
Dow Chemical Co.
310 ~Villow .ive;
Camp Hill, Pennsylv~nla

Kuhn, ':-lbin O.
~gronomy Department
University of Maryland
College Park, Meryle.nd

Kunze, John F.
Plainfield Board of Health
P.O. Fox 786
Plainfield, New Jers~y

Lacko, Edwerd
':-merican Che:mical Pe in t Co.
~mbler, Pennsylvania

Laidman, Herbert C.
Niagara Mohawk Corp.
East River Road
Grand Island, New York

Lamb, George E.
~gric. Ext. Service
Woodbury, New Jersey

Landis, Jacob
~merican Chemical Peint Co.
~mbler, Pennsylvania

Law, Herold C. Jr e

University of Connecticut
22 Baldwin St.
West Hertford, Connecticut

Leaper, J.M.F.·
~merican Chemicel Paint Co.
P.O,Fox 123
Springh~use, Pennsylvania

Learner, Edward N.
B. F. Goodrich Res. Conter
Brecksville t Ohio

Lepore, ':.\.rmf.'nd
Chemical Insecticide Corp ..
111 Me.rlow St.
Cranston, Rhode Island

65
Lewis, GuyO • Jr.
Va. Electric Coop.
Bowling Green, Virginia

Lindeberry, Harold _
Penn Salt Mfg. Co. of Washington
1000\'l1dener Bldg.
Philadelphia 7, Pennsylvania

Linder, Paul J.
U.S.D.~. Bureau of Plant Industry
Beltsville, Merylend

Lippert, Charles J.
Long Branch Health Dept.
City Hall, Broadway
Long Branch, New Jersey

Lippincott, Richard W.
Extension Service
Court House
Trenton, New Jersey

Loeffler, Go
G. L. Fe
110 lv. Fpll St.
Ithaca, New York

Lohmann, Henry
R. F. D. #1
Hicksville, New York

Lohr, i., D.
Hercules Powder 09.
720 Greenwood Road
~ilmington, D&lawere

Long, Howe.rd F.
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